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Preface

The scientific evidence [Humes and Boswell] documented during their au
topsy provides irrefutable proof that President Kennedy was struck by only two
bullets that came from above and behind from a high-velocity weapon that
caused the fatal wounds

-Journal of the American Medical Association
On 22 November

1963, John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the 35th President of the

United States, was assassinated in Dallas, Texas, while his motorcade passed
through Dealey Plaza. On 29 November 1963, Ly ndon Baines Johnson, 36th
President of the United States, appointed a panel of inquiry-chaired by
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Earl Warren-to investigate the
death of his predecessor. A summary of its conclusions-technically only
an advisory report to the President-was published on 27 September 1964.
Twenty-six volumes of related testimony and exhibits were published on 23
November 1964. T hese are among the very few undisputed facts about the
death of JFK

.

According to the 888-page summary of its findings, the Warren Com
mission determined that President Kennedy had been assassinated by a
lone, demented gunman, L ee Harvey Oswald, who had fired three shots
from the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building and
scored two hits, one of which passed through the President's neck and ex
ited his throat, the other of which entered the back of his head and killed

Xll
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him. While denying that it was crucial to their conclusions, the panel in
ferred that the same bullet that passed through the President's neck had
wounded Texas Governor John Connally.

President's Commission on the
Assassination of President Kennedy

Chief Justice Earl Warren, Chairman
Senator Richard B. Russell
Senator John Sherman Cooper
Representative Hale Boggs
Representative Gerald R. Ford
Mr Allen W. Dulles
Mr John J. McOoy
J. Lee Rankin, General Counsel
Established by President Lyndon B. Johnson
29 November 1963
JFK had removed Allen Dulles as Director of the CIA. An interesting event
occurred between the publication of The Warren Report and that of the 26
volumes of supporting documents, namely: the Presidential election of 1964.

This bullet is alleged to have entered Connally's back and shattered a rib
before exiting his chest, hitting his right wrist and being deflected into his
left thigh, an account that is known as "the single bullet theory". Because
the bullet that is supposed to have performed these feats displays only slight
distortion, it is known as "the magic bullet". When the House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations re-investigated the case in 1977-78, its report sup
ported these findings, but with the concession that a fourth bullet that missed
had apparently been fired from "the grassy knoll" to the front and right of
the limousine. This led the HSCA to the conclusion that JFK had been
killed as the result of a "probable" conspiracy.
When the Oliver Stone motion picture, JFK, was released in 1991, it
generated enormous interest in the possibility that elements of the federal
government and the military-industrial complex, including especially the
CIA, might have been behind the assassination, perhaps with financing
from wealthy oil men and the collusion of the Mob. The film was attacked
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by a large number of critics and columnists, many of whom published
their critiques before production was even complete or the movie had been
distributed. The controversy has continued to simmer: while most Ameri
cans reject the government's conclusions, they are uncertain what to ac
cept with regard to the assassination itself
Perhaps the most telling argument for the official view has been the
failure to tum up "hard evidence" of conspiracy in this case, which makes
the critics' position appear to be an article of faith rather than a product of
reason. The evidence most basic to the official position has always been the
medical evidence, including the autopsy report, X-rays, and photographs,
on the one hand, and photographic evidence, including especially a film of
the assassination taken by Abraham Zapruder, on the other. If crucial evi
dence of this kind could be proven to have been fabricated, manufactured,
or otherwise reprocessed, that would provide hard evidence critics claim
has been lacking. The studies published here settle this matter- decisively!
The volume you are about to read presents some of the most important
findings about the medical and photographic evidence in the murder of
John F. Kennedy yet to be discovered. A specialist in radiation oncology
has examined the autopsy X-rays and has discovered that some have been
altered to conceal a massive blow-out to the back of the President's head,
while others have been changed by the imposition of a 6. 5 mm metal ob
ject. A world authority on the human brain has concluded that diagrams in
the National Archives purporting to be of JFK's brain must be of someone
other than John Fitzgerald Kennedy. A group of experts on various aspects of
photographic evidence has now found that the Zapruder film ofthe assassi
nation has been extensively edited using highly sophisticated techniques.
These findings not only completely undermine the official reports of
the American government in relation to the assassination but also support
the indictment of the Editor-in-Chief and Board of Trustees of a leading
medical journal in the United States and of the nation's press for failing to
fulfill its obligations and responsibilities to the American people. If we are
entitled to the truth about the assassination of John F. Kennedy, then this
journal has published material that should not have been published and
has not published material that should have been published. And if the
nation's press has a duty to report new findings and to expose fabrications
and misrepresentations in a case of this kind, then it bears a heavy respon
sibility for failing to inform the American public, even after repeated and
forceful attempts to bring these matters to its attention.
The contributors to Assassination Science are among the most highly
qualified persons ever to investigate the assassination. They include a dis
tinguished scholar who was Scientific Director of both the National Insti-
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tute for Mental Health and the National Institute for Neurological Diseases
and Blindness in both the Eisenhower and the Kennedy administrations.
They include an M.D. specializing in X-ray therapy who also has a Ph.D. in
physics, a philosopher of science who is an expert on critical thinking, an
attorney who successfully sued the Journal of the American Medical Asso

ciation for defamation, a phy sician who attended both JFK and Lee Harvey
Oswald at Parkland Hospital, and other serious students of this crime.
They were brought together as an unintended effect of the publication
of (what turned out to be) a series of articles in the Journal of the American

Medical Association (lAMA) purporting to discuss and evaluate the medical
evidence in this case. These were widely promoted as providing definitive
scientific evidence supporting Warren Commission conclusions, but actu
ally appear to conceal, to distort, or to misrepresent some of the most im
portant aspects of that evidence. The material published here may there
fore be viewed as an attempt to set the record straight, one which suggests
that lAMA has been grossly abused for apparently political purposes.
It may be difficult to imagine thatJAMA could conceal, distort, or mis
represent some of the most important aspects of the medical evidence in a
case of this kind. It is, after all, one of the leading medical journals in the
United States today, and its Editor-in-Chief is a widely respected journalist.
Ordinarily, authors of articles published in this journal would be authori
ties in their fields. That, however, is not true regarding the assassination of
JFK, even relative to its medical aspects, about which lAMA's author is no
expert, its editor is no authority, and lAMA possesses no expertise. What
lAMA did was to present artfully -written opinion pieces as though they
were science.
These opinion pieces are allegedly based upon interviews, initially
with James J. Humes and J. Thornton Boswell, two medical officers of
the United States Navy, who conducted the autopsy of John F. Kennedy
the night of 22-23 November 1963, and subsequently with Pierre Finck,
a medical officer of the United States Army, who assisted them. Inter
views with phy sicians are not science, making it difficult to understand
why the journal promoted them as though they were. If lAMA's articles
are accurate, these phy sicians even contradict prior testimony they gave
to the Warren Commission and later to the House Select Committee on
Assassinations (HSCA).

Assassination Science presents studies by phy sicians, scientists, and
other experts that are intended to place the investigation of the assassi
nation of JFK on an objective and scientific foundation. The research
they provide exposes fundamental inadequacies in the government's po-
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sition, especially concerning the authenticity of the most basic "evidence"
in this case. The Prologue supplies a general introduction to the book
and a global overview of the importance of the findings presented here.
Part I reflects reactions to lAMA's publications on this subject, includ
ing several contemporary submissions and other efforts to correct lAMA's
dissemination of misinformation. Part II records a press conference held
in New York City on 18 November 1993, where important discoveries
undermining Warren Commission, HSCA, and lAMA accounts were pre
sented to reporters, findings which profoundly affect our knowledge of
this case but which their papers have y et to print.
Part III demonstrates the virtually complete lack of interest in these
matters displayed by the Department of Justice, which appears to pos
sess neither the talent nor the inclination to understand these discover
ies or to undertake any appropriate response. Part IV presents the latest
studies of the Zapruder film, which traditionally has been regarded as a
"clock" by which the sequence of events constituting the assassination
has to be measured. The Epilogue has been devoted to the language of
"proof' within this context and to whether the existence of a conspiracy
and of a cover-up has been proven, which suggests that, given the avail
able relevant evidence, the matter appears to have been settled. The Post
script affords a philosophical framework-which many may wish to read
before considering the rest of the book-for understanding the com
plexities encountered in the investigation of the assassination, many
rooted in uncertainties over the authenticity of the evidence.
While almost anyone taking a serious interest in the assassinations
of John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, or Martin Luther King, Jr., might
be characterized as "an assassination buff", the contributors to this vol
ume cannot be casually dismissed by means of stereotypes. Robert B.
Livingston, M.D., David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., and Bradley Kizzia, J.D.,
for example, are persons of accomplishment and, in the case of
Livingston, especially, of great distinction. They have professions at which
they excel apart from research they have undertaken to understand what
happened to JFK. They share the belief that the American people are
entitled to know the truth about our nation's history.
Moreover, while lAMA's publications brought us into contact with
one another-some of us more frequently than others-each of us has
continued to pursue his own independent research. We have not been
working toward any predetermined conclusions about the assassina
tion, and the fact that the results of our discoveries have proven to be
mutually reinforcing is striking and significant. Taken collectively, our
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findings afford a highly consistent and strongly supported reconstruc
tion of crucial elements of the assassination of JFK. For any analysis of
the events of 22 November 1963 to be taken seriously, it must not only
provide a logically coherent account of what happened but also explain
why investigating this case has been so fraught with problems. The stud
ies in this volume satisfy these conditions.

James H. Fetzer, Ph.D., and David W. Mantik, M.D., Ph.D.,
in Rancho Mirage, California, on 11 June 1997

The documents, articles, and reports presented here are intended to
convey at least three lessons. First, that even journals as prestigious as JAMA
are not immune from political abuse, indications of which abound with
respect to its coverage of medical aspects of this case. Second, that new
discoveries, including scientific findings of fundamental importance, con
tinue to be made, supporting the possibility that truth is not beyond our
grasp. Third, that journals, newspapers, and agencies upon which we all
tend to depend do not always serve the people's interests. The pursuit of
truth, the protection of justice, and the preservation of democratic
instituitions require eternal vigilance. As long as we are ignorant, we are
not free.
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Prologue
The Death of JFK

There are some frauds so well conducted that it would
be stupidity not to be deceived by them.
-Charles Caleb Colton

There was a time when Americans could take for granted that their gov
ernment told the truth. The very idea that the government would lie to us
was virtually unthinkable during the 1940s and the 1950s. During the
1960s, however, things began to change. Lies and deceit over Vietnam,
Watergate, and the Iran-Contra Affair disillusioned most of us to the
point where we could no longer trust our government. W hile distrusting
government used to be a symptom of paranoia (of the left or of the right),
that no longer remains the case. During the 1990s, anyone who takes for
granted what the government tells them is regarded as naive. Our prob
lem has thus become that of exercising our rationality to avoid naivete
without becoming paranoid.
There are many who think that the steady erosion of our faith in our
government has roots that can be traced to events in Dallas, Texas, on 22
November 1963. Indeed, there appear to be several reasons why we need
to understand what happened at that specific time and place. The conse
quences of that tragedy continue to influence the course of our history. If
we knew more about it, we might be better positioned to appraise and
cope with those effects. Moreover, we are surely entitled to the truth
about our nation's history. Knowing the truth might even contribute to
restoring our trust in government. And, if the government was involved,
then knowing might at least help us to take steps to ensure that it does
not happen again.
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Intermittent polling over several decades has repeatedly confirmed
that somewhere between 70% and 80% of the American people do not
believe that John F. Kennedy was assassinated by a lone, demented
gunman named Lee Harvey Oswald, who is alleged to have fired three
shots from the Texas School Book Depository at the President's
motorcade, scoring two hits, one of which both injured the President
and wounded John Connally, the Governor of Texas, the other hitting
JFK in the head, killing him. T he vast majority of Americans thus do not
believe The Warren Report, a far larger percentage of the population than
have ever read it.
What may be more surprising is that, although the The Warren Report
(technically the Report of the President's Commission on the Assassina

tion of President John F. Kennedy, issued in 1964) acknowledged that an
other shot was fired that missed the President entirely-hitting a distant
curb and fragmenting, inflicting a minor injury on the cheek of a by 
stander, James Tague -it did not conclude whether it was the first, the
second, or the third fired. Few Americans realize that the FBI and the
Secret Service maintained y et another story according to which all three
shots hit, where the first hit the President, the second the Governor, and
the third killed the President.
Even more surprising than the existence of multiple versions of the
official Warren Report assassination scenario is that the government no
longer regards that work as final or complete. When the assassination of
JFK was reinvestigated by the Select Committee on Assassinations of
the House of Representatives (HSCA), its report of 1979 drew the con
clusion that the President "probably" had been assassinated by a con
spiracy that involved at least one more assassin, who apparently had
been firing from the grassy knoll, as many witnesses who were in Dealey
Plaza at the time had maintained. This is now the American government's
official position.
Some commentators suggest that the inference to conspiracy does
not necessarily follow, since it may have been the case that this second
assassin was simply another "lone, demented gunman" acting indepen
dently of the other. T he hy pothesis that two different and unrelated per
sons might happen to choose precisely the same location and precisely
the same time -indeed, exactly the same moments of time-to attempt
to assassinate the President, however, must surely have a vanishing prob
ability. For someone to take it seriously rather than merely advancing it
to obfuscate, confuse, or confound the American people is exceptionally
difficult to imagine.

President's death. Ruby -....- transferred tho following day to tho
county ja.il without notice to the press or to police officers not directly
involved in the transfer. In4icted for the. murder of Oswald by the
State of Tens on November 26, 1963, Ruby was found guilty on
M&rch 14, 1964, and sentene&i to death. As of September 1964, his
case waa pending on appeal.
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CONCLUSIONS
This Commissi on v•a& created to ascertain the facts rela ti n g to the
preceding eumm11.ry of events and to consider the important questions
which they raised. The Commission has &ddressed iu.eif to this task
n.nd has reached certain conclusions based on aU the available evi�
dence. No limitations have been plaCed on th e Commission's inquiry;
it has conducted its own investigation, and &II Government a gencies
have fully discharged their rt"Opon&bility to cooperato wi th tho Com
misaion in its investigation. These conclusions represent the reasoned
judgment of all members of th e Commission a.nd are presented a fte r

an investigation which has Slltisfied the Commission that it has ascer.

t.ained tho truth C<Jncuning the assasis nation of President Kennedy
to the extent that a prolonged and thorough search makes this

possible.
1. The shot• whkh killed President Kennedy and wounded Gov
ernor Connally were tired from the sizth floor window at the south·
east corner of the Texaa Seh.oolllook. Depository. This determination
is based upon the fol1�wing:
(a) Witnesses at the scene Qf tl1e a.ssa.sis nation saw a rifle bein g
fired from the sixth Boor window of the Deposioory Building,
and some witnesses saw a rifle in the window immediately !l.fter
the shots wero fired.
(b) The nearly whole bu11et found on Governor Connally's
stretcher at Parkland Memorinl Hospital nnd the two bullet frag·
ments found in the front seat of the Presidential limousine were
fired from tho M-millimettr Urumlicher-Carcano rifle found on
the s�th floor of tl1o Depository Buildin g to tho exclusion of all
other weapons.
(c) The three used cartridge cases found near the w i nd ow on
the sixth :floor at the southeast c omer of the building were fired
lrom the sa.me rifle which fired the above--described bullet an d
fro.gmenta, to the eo:clu•ion of all other weapons .
(d) Tho windshield in the Presidential l imousine was struck
by & hullPt fntgmenton the insi de surface of the glass, but was not
penett-ated.
(•) The n•ture of tho bullet wounds sull"ered by p...,;dent
Kennedy and Governor C<mnally and the location of the car at
the time of the shots ...tabl ish that the bullets were fired from
above and behind the Presidential limousine, striking the Presi
dent and the Gov ernor as follows:

(1)

Presid ent Kennedy was first struck by

a

bullet which

ent.sred at the back of l1is neck and exited through the lower
front portio n of his n£'ck, causing a. wound which would not

necessnrily have been lethal. T11e President -wa s struek n. sec�
ond time by a. bullet which entered the righ t·rea.r porii<m
of his hend, enusing n m:tssive and fnt.nl wound.
(2) Governor COJmnlly """ struck by a bullet which
entered on the right side of his bnck nnd trnvelcd downward
through the right side of his chest, exit ing below his right
nipple. This bu1Jct then pnssed through his right wrist and
entered his left thigh when� it caused a superficial wound.
(f) T her e is no credible cvid•nce thne the shots were fired from
the Triple Underpass, nhend of the motor<:a.de, or from any oth er

Iooation.
2. The weight of the evidence indi<:afes thnt. there were three sh ots
fired.
3. Although it is not necessary to nny essential findings of the Com
mission to determine just which shot hit Governor Connally, there is
very persunsive evidence frmn the experts to indicate thn.t the snme
bullet which pierred the President's throat also c:tused Governor Con·

nally's wounds. However, Go,·ernor Connnlly's t�stimony and certain
other factors hnve given rise to some difference of opinion ns to this
probability but there is no qu�-stion in the mind of nny membe-r of the
Commission that. :�11 the shot s whic-h en used the President's nnd Gov.
ern or Connnlly's wounds were fired from the sixth floor window of
the Texas Sc.hool Book Depository.
4. The shots which killed President Kennedy and wounded
Governor Connnl1y were fired by Lee Hnney Oswald. This con·

elusion is based \lpon. the following:
(a) The Mnnnlicher·C:m:ano 6.:"i-millimeter Italian rifte from
which the shots were fi1•ed wns owned by and in the possession of
Oswald.

;i

(1)

t;l

(1)

a
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(b) O"'<nld curried this rifte into tl1e Depository Building
on the morning of Non'mbe1· 22,1063.
(c) Oswnld, at th e time of the assi\SSination1 was present nt
the wi n dow from whkh the shots were fire d .
(d) Shortly after the n.ssnssinntion, t.he :Uannlicher·Cn.re.nno

r ifle OOlollging to Oswnlrl wns found pnrtinlly hidden between

SOffi6 cnrtons on the sixth floor nnd the improvised paper bag in

which Oswnld brought the rifle to the Depository wns found close
by the window from which the shots were tired.

(e) Based on testimony of the experts nnd their nn�lysis of
films of t he nssnssinntion, the Commission hns concluded thnt n
rifleman of Lee Hftr\·ey Oswald1S cnpnbilities could hn'\·e fired
the shots from the 1·ifle used in the a5Silssinntion withjn t he
elapsed time of the shooting. The Commission hn.s conclnded
further thnt Oswnld poSS4!Ssed the enpnbility with a rit!e which
enabled him to commit the aSSI\sslnntion.

w
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This fantastic "two demented gunmen" scenario had the effect of high
lighting one of the glaring weaknesses of The Warren Report, however,
which was its utter failure to establish a rational motive for Lee Harvey
Oswald to have wanted to kill John F. Kennedy. This is the genius of the
description of the gunman as "demented". Since an insane person may
act from irrational motives, the actions of an insane person cannot be
expected to be rational. While the Warren Commission never actually
maintained that Lee Harvey Oswald was "insane", its report strongly
suggested that he was "unstable", citing various aspects of his personal
history. But was Oswald really demented?
There have been intermittent indications that he was not. According
to Commission member Gerald Ford, Portrait of an Assassin (1965), for
example, Waggoner Carr, the Attorney General of Texas, reported to the
Commission that he had discovered evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald
was an undercover agent for the FBI; that he had been assigned number

179; and that he had been on the payroll at $200 per month since 1962,
right up to the day of the assassination. The Commission relied on Leon
Jaworski, who would become prominent during the Watergate affair, to
explore this issue, but his ties to the CIA as a trustee of the M. D. Ander
son Foundation have cast doubt upon the diligence of his investigation,
which y ielded the finding that these were no more than "false rumors".
Jaworski's inquiry, which appears to have been perfunctory, was far
from exhaustive concerning possible connections Oswald might have had
with the United States. Oswald's military service, defection to the Soviet
Union, marriage to a Russian woman, and seemingly insignificant work
history would support an alternative (non-demented) interpretation if,
for example, he had been covertly working for government intelligence,
as he may have been. It is one thing for a single "demented" gunman to
have attempted to assassinate the President in Dealey Plaza in Dallas at

12:30

P.M.

on Friday, 22 November 1963, however, and quite another for

two or more "demented" gunmen to have done the same. If there was
more than one assassin, as the HSCA Report implied, then they must
have had their reasons. The second government report on the assassina
tion of President Kennedy thus exposed a major defect with the first, one
it left unresolved.
Many books about the assassination have appeared since 1963, such
as Mark Lane's Rush to Judgment (1966), Josiah Thompson's Six Seconds
in Dallas (1967), Gary Shaw's The Cover-Up (1976), David Lifton's Best
Evidence (1980), Jim Marrs' Crossfire (1989), and Robert Groden and

Harrison Livingstone's High Treason (1989), to name a few of the best.
Some of these authors, especially Lifton, have focused on the medical
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evidence, suggesting that it might hold the key to understanding what
took place in Dealey Plaza. The autopsy report, X-rays, and photographs,
for example, are usually taken to be the "best evidence" in a murder case.
The assassination of JFK, however, is not a usual case, and the au
thenticity of the autopsy X-rays and photographs has been challenged
not only by Lifton but by others, including Harrison Livingstone in High

Treason 2 (1992). The problems in this case are remarkable, because the
autopsy X-rays and photographs do not appear to be consistent with the
autopsy report or even with each other. The medical evidence also ap
pears to be inconsistent with reports of numerous eyewitnesses, includ
ing physicians and non-physicians, who observed the President's body at
Parkland and at Bethesda. The problem thus arises of which if any of
our sources qualifies as the "best evidence".
The inconsistency between the eyewitness reports and the other evi
dence was dispatched in the case of the House Committee by accepting
the autopsy X-rays and photographs as authentic, which permitted the
members of the Committee to disregard, discount, or discard the eyewit
nesses, especially those who reported a massive wound to the back of
JFK's head. The situation thus remained in an uncomfortable state of
semi-resolution when Oliver Stone's film, JFK, was released in 1991, cre
ating a national sensation that enormously stimulated interest in the
assassination. While the public might not have read The Warren Report
or the HSCA inquiry, it was still eager and willing to watch what was
shown on the big screen, even a film that implied a conspiracy involving
the federal government.
When Charles Crenshaw, M.D., one of the physicians who attended
JFK at Parkland, published a book, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence (1992), in
which he disputed the autopsy photographs, the problem was further
compounded. Crenshaw not only assisted in treating President Kennedy
on the 22nd but also assisted in treating Lee Harvey Oswald, his alleged
assassin, on the 24th, after he was shot down by Jack Ruby in the base
ment of the Dallas Police Department. Crenshaw described a small wound
to JFK's throat and a massive wound to the back of his head, neither of
which could have been caused by bullets fired from a position above and
behind. [Editor's note: See Appendix A.]
The surge of public interest in these events motivated Congress to
reconsider the secrecy surrounding most of the official records in this
case, the majority of which had been sealed away in the National Archives
for 75 years. It would eventually lead to the establishment of the
Assassination Records Review Board, charged with the responsibility to
supervise the release of major portions of the records. This development
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occurred in spite of resistance by President George Bush, a former
Director of the CIA, who was widely reported to have opposed measures
promoting release of these documents and then refused to appoint any
members to the board.
Within this context, an extraordinary press conference occurred in
New York City on Tuesday, 19 May 1992. A press conference in New
York, even in May, might not sound so out-of-the-ordinary, but this one
was different. George Lundberg, M.D., the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal
of the American Medical Association (lAMA), announced that lAMA was
publishing interviews with James J. Humes and J. Thornton Boswell,
the pathologists who performed the autopsy on John F. Kennedy at
Bethesda Naval Hospital the night of 22-23 November 1963, and with
other phy sicians who had assisted in the President's care at Parkland
Hospital in Dallas earlier in the day.
The results of these interviews, Dr. Lundberg reported, provided sci
entific evidence that President Kennedy was killed by two shots fired
from above and behind with a high velocity weapon, thereby confirming
the findings of the Warren Commission established by President Ly ndon
B. Johnson. The autopsy phy sicians, in particular, were said to have re
solved questions that have continued to linger in the aftermath of the
assassination, many of which have revolved about the medical evidence
in this case, including the crucial question of the nature of the wounds
inflicted on President Kennedy and the direction and location from which
the bullets may have been fired.
Dr. Lundberg's presentation, which was conducted behind a lectum
bearing the logo of the American Medical Assocation, received excep
tional attention from the American press, including front page coverage
from The New York Times (20 May 1992), with an editorial portray ing it
as "proof against paranoia". Similar reactions occurred across the coun
try. The forceful way in which Lundberg presented his position no doubt
contributed to the swift acceptance and rapid dissemination of what he
had reported by newspapers and television, including an appearance on
Good Morning America the following day. He seemed to be an authority
on the subject he was addressing.
The articles themselves were actually written by a staff writer named
Dennis L. Breo, whose qualifications for this assignment (to the best of
my knowledge) have never been explained. Partially based upon inter
views with Humes and Boswell, the first of them, entitled "JFK's Death
the Plain Truth from the MDs who did the Autopsy " (lAMA, 27 May 1992,
pp. 2794-2803), provided ten pages of discussion punctuated with nu
merous quotes. Unlike ordinary scientific studies, the discourse ranged
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over a wide range of subjects, including the Garrison inquiry ("a fishing
expedition") and the film JFK ("rivaling the Nazi propaganda films of
Leni Riefenstahl"), with opinions from George Will and Anthony Stone,
who possess no discernible expertise regarding the assassination, and
photographs of the physicians in lieu of relevant evidence.

George Lundberg, M.D. presents JAMA's findings to
the nation's press on 19 May 1992
The language Breo employed, moreover, was unlike ordinary scien
tific language, which typically qualifies findings as "tentative" and sub
ject to further investigation (ideally, experimental replication). Humes
and Boswell were said to have conclusively established:
irrefutable proof that President Kennedy was struck by only two bullets that
came from above and behind from a high-velocity weapon that caused the
fatal wounds. This autopsy proof, combined with the bullet and rifle evi
dence found at the scene of the crime, and the subsequent detailed documen
tation of a six-month investigation involving the enormous resources of the
local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies, proves the 1964 Warren
Commission conclusion that Kennedy was killed by a lone assassin, Lee
Harvey Oswald. (lAMA, 27 May 1992, pp. 27-94)

The "six-month investigation" to which Breo referred, moreover, was the
Warren Commission's own inquiry, which might be expected to "prove"
its own "conclusion", but hardly qualifies as independent evidence, es
pecially when the scope and quality of that investigation itself has been
called into question. Indeed, as Sylvia Meagher has shown in Accessories
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After the Fact (1967), the principal "conclusions" drawn in the 888-page
Warren Report are contradicted by "evidence" that is found in its 26 sup

porting volumes.
Breo's sweeping claims were especially unlikely to impress those who
suspect that local, state, and federal law-enforcement agencies may have
had a hand in the assassination, if not before the fact in its planning and
execution, then afterward in covering it up. But the article appeared to
have the intended effect. Even the Duluth News-Tribune (24 May 1992)
rhetorically inquired, "Who are you going to believe, Oliver Stone's movie
or the doctors who performed the autopsy on President John F. Kennedy
after he was assassinated in Dallas?" The answer may have seemed obvi
ous, especially to those with no special knowledge of the assassination of
JFK.
A second article, "JFK's Death, Part II: Dallas MDs Recall their Memo
ries" (lAMA 27 May 1992, pp. 2804-2808), in which several of the other
physicians who had been present discussed events at Parkland Hospital,
appeared with the first. This piece seemed intended to discredit
Crenshaw-who had been emphatic in his denunciation of "official" medi
cal findings-implying that he had not even been present at the time and
(therefore) could not have made any observations of the wounds. This
was untrue, as lAMA could have determined, since Crenshaw's presence
is cited numerous times in the Warren Commission's supporting volumes.
But Crenshaw was not consulted in the preparation of these articles, and
careful scholarship seems not to have been an important desideratum
for lAMA.
The publication of these articles and the publicity that they received
may have generated other, unintended consequences. Having had a long
standing interest in the assassination, I was stunned by Lundberg's ap
pearance on Good Morning America because, from what I knew about
the case, he was presenting a highly distorted and very misleading im
pression of the evidence. As the editor of one journal (Minds and Ma
chines) and co-editor of another (Synthese), I was also taken aback that
the editor of a journal such as lAMA would compromise its integrity for
what appeared to me to be the dissemination of false information for
political purposes.
As a result, I decided to look into this matter in order to determine if
my initial impressions were well-founded. I contacted Ronald Franks,
M.D., Dean of the Medical School at the University of Minnesota, Duluth,
where I am a professor of philosophy, to ask if I might borrow the latest
issue of lAMA. Much to my surprise, it had not yet appeared and would
not reach Duluth for another two weeks. In the meanwhile, following
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Franks' advice, I contacted William Jacott, M.D., a faculty member on
the Twin Cities campus of the University of Minnesota, who happened to
be a member of the Board of Trustees of the AMA and even served as its
Secretary-Treasurer.
Jacott was somewhat perplexed by my concerns, especially since that
issue of the journal had yet to appear. He therefore asked me to get back
to him when I had had the chance to review it. I wrote to him to explain
why I was so upset by Lundberg's conduct, which led him to arrange for
Lundberg to call me to discuss the matter. The call came as I was sitting
down for dinner with my family. When I told him that you could not
possibly tell how many shots had been fired or who had fired them from
the number that happened to hit, he responded by explaining he
(Lundberg) only cared about the shots that had hit the President and no
others.
I found this fairly astonishing, since the number of shooters and their
locations were obviously crucial to the possible existence of a conspiracy
to kill JFK. The more we talked, the more apparent it became to me that
this man, who was the editor of one of the most prestigious medical
journals in the world, had made up his mind and did not want to be
bothered with inconvenient facts. I drew the inference that he had his
own agenda, which would be confirmed the following year during the
Second Annual Midwest Symposium on Assassination Politics held in
Chicago 1-4 April1993, when he spontaneously volunteered that he was
not an expert on the assassination and that his only interest in this case
was in his role "as a journalist".
Our phone conversation convinced me that Lundberg was employing
improper and unwarranted methods of investigation that led to unjusti
fiable conclusions. In particular, he appeared to be utilizing the tech
nique of selection and elimination, selecting evidence that agreed with a
predetermined conclusion and eliminating the rest. This technique is
the defense attorney's dream: using it you can prove that every number
is even (that every person is female, and so on). It violates a basic prin
ciple of scientific reasoning known as the requirement of total evidence,
which demands that scientific conclusions must be based upon all of the
relevant available evidence.
Indications that his motives were at least partly personal have subse
quently emerged in the form of a letter from Lundberg to Humes, who is
a close personal friend and, like Lundberg, a former military patholo
gist. As Bradley Kizzia, J.D., has explained in his contribution to this
volume and as Gary Aguilar, M.D., has elsewhere observed, Lundberg
wrote to Humes on AMA stationery on 26 December 1991 inquiring if
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"Jim" had seen the filmlFK, which he described as, "Three hours and 15
minutes of truth mixed with nontruth mixed with alleged truth." He con
tinued, "For the younger person, not knowledgeable about 1963-very
difficult to tell the difference". As the editor of lAMA, he asked for an
interview to rectify the record "at least about the autopsy".
Lundberg's personal friendship with Humes, whose involvement in
medical aspects of this case had been severely criticized, implied he had
a serious conflict of interest in covering this matter, which a conscien
tious editor would studiously avoid. In Chicago on 3 Aprill993, he went
even further, asserting that, in his view, the film lFK was "very skillfully
filmed fiction" which he considered to be "a grave insult to the military
physicians involved as well as pathologists in general, maybe medicine
and a whole lot of innocent people as well". One wonders how Lundberg
would have reacted if an outspoken critic of the Warren Report, such as
Oliver Stone, had made lFK but later admitted that he was "no expert"
on the subject of his film.
In the naive belief that those who were ultimately responsible for the
publication of the journal and the conduct of its editor would want to
know if it was being subjected to abuse, I "Yrote not only to Jacott but
also to the other members of the AMA Board of Trustees-not once, but
several times. I received responses from two of them, one of whom (the
Immediate Past President of the AMA), John J. Ring, M.D., wanted to
know with what degree of certainty anything about the assassination
could be known. I responded by sending him ten "proofs" of the exist
ence of a conspiracy or a cover-up in this case, each of which was a valid
or proper argument from premises that, although not infallible, were at
least not seriously contested by either side.
At the suggestion of another member of the Board, I submitted a
summary of my concerns, which was entitled, "A Piece of My Mind:
Lundberg, JFK, and 1AMA", to a special forum of the journal. The forum
editor declined to publish on various grounds, suggesting I submit a Let
ter to the Editor instead. These letters were limited to 500 words, which
hardly provided an opportunity to say what I had to say, but I played
along, in part because Lundberg had previously invited me to submit
such a letter during our phone conversation. It was also rejected, of course,
and I have discovered that others were being given exactly the same treat
ment by lAMA.
Charles Crenshaw, for example, was making herculean efforts to have
lAMA amend its slanderous impressions of his book, which Lundberg

referred to as "a sad fabrication", by requesting the publication of a piece
he had written with Gary Shaw, an acknowledged expert on the assassi-
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nation with whom he had collaborated on the book. lAMA was unwill
ing to print it, however, and encouraged him to submit a 500-word letter
to the editor, which lAMA also declined to publish. Indeed, it would take
a civil suit and confrontation with trial before lAMA would finally agree
to publish a modest reply by Crenshaw as a part of a substantial settle
ment.
lAMA remained undaunted, however, and published more articles on
the assassination. Another "At Large with Dennis L. Breo" appeared with
the title, "JFK's Death, Part III-Dr. Finck Speaks Out: 'Two Bullets, From
the Rear"' (lAMA, 7 October 1992, pp. 1748-1754), prefaced by a piece
by none other than George Lundberg, M.D., "Closing the Case in lAMA
on the John F. Kennedy Autopsy" (lAMA, 7 October 1992, pp. 1736-1738).
This was identified as an "editorial" in small print at the bottom of each
page. I had to admire the chutzpah of an admitted non-expert on the
assassination of JFK who could assert-emphatically and without knowl
edge-thatJAMA's articles "had withstood an onslaught of criticism from
numerous conspiracy theorists".
More important than the publication of more articles in which par
ticipants in the autopsy whose views were already a matter of record
reiterated their positions for lAMA, however, was the appearance of a
handful of Letters to the Editor from members of the AMA who took
exception to lAMA's activities. One, in particular, caught my eye, a piece
from a fellow named David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., which resonated with
views that were in harmony with my own. As a consequence, I wrote to
Dr. Mantik and proposed that we collaborate on a long article or perhaps
even a book dealing with the assassination, especially its medical as
pects, to which he agreed.
No sooner had I heard from Mantik than I received a phone call from
Gary Aguilar, M.D., who was calling from Dallas, where he was attend
ing the 1992 meeting of the Assassination Symposium on JFK, which
was becoming an annual affair. Aguilar had heard that Mantik and I
were going to collaborate and asked if he might join us. We discussed the
matter and I thought it was an excellent idea. He also recommended that
a woman by the name of Kathleen Cunningham, well-known to serious
students of the assassination for her considerable knowledge of the medi
cal evidence and for her success in obtaining records under the Freedom
of Information Act, should join us, with which I agreed. T hus was this
research group formed.
I soon discovered that Mantik had submitted a substantial piece on
the medical evidence to lAMA intended as a corrective to their (in our
view) hopelessly inadequate opinions masquerading as science. Not one
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of us was surprised when lAMA declined its publication. It was apparent
that Lundberg was firmly in control and that he was unwilling to coun
tenance contrary conclusions, no matter how well-founded. Indeed, the
pieces by Crenshaw and by Mantik are among the finest short studies of
aspects of the assassination I have ever read, as readers of this volume
may judge for themselves. These submissions now finally appear as chap
ters in Part I.
Meanwhile, Aguilar mentioned the existence of a witness in the case
of whom I had previously never heard, a physician by the name of Rob
ert B. Livingston, M.D., who had called Humes the day of the assassina
tion to explain the importance of careful dissection of a small wound to
the throat that had been reported over radio and television-a conversa
tion that took place before the body had even arrived at Andrews Air
Force Base. This was remarkable in itself, since the autopsy physicians
had testified before the Warren Commission and the House Committee
that they had not known of a wound to the throat until the autopsy had
been completed and the body had been removed for the elaborate state
funeral that would take place on 24 and 25 November 1963. They main
tained the tracheostomy had obliterated the neck wound.
The tracheostomy had been performed at Parkland Hospital by
Malcolm Perry, M.D., a very skilled surgeon, who was attempting to save
the dying President. Many witnesses, including Crenshaw, have reported
that it was a very clean incision across a small hole just to the right of the
trachea. [Editor's note: See Appendix A.] This testimony has become es
pecially important in relation to photographs which have become avail
able since the HSCA investigation, because these photographs, which
purport to be genuine autopsy photographs, display a large and jagged
wound. [Editor's note: See Appendix L.] If the wound had looked like this
at Parkland, it is extremely difficult to imagine a tracheostomy would
have been required. Instead, it would have been critical to staunch the
flow of blood into his lungs.
Livingston's report therefore contradicted the sworn testimony of the
autopsy physicians. The point was extremely important, because it was
their purported lack of knowledge of the existence of this wound that led
them to draw the conclusion-as a matter of inference in the absence of
a dissection, given the body had already been removed-that the wound
to JFK's back for which they had been unable to track any exit "must
have" exited through the President's throat. This bullet was then sup
posed to have impacted the Governor's back, broken a rib, exited his
chest, shattered his wrist, and lodged in his thigh in order to account for
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all the wounds on the basis of only two hits, a feat attributed to a veri
table "magic bullet."
If Livingston's report was remarkable, the man himself was exem
plary. At the time of his call to Humes, he was the Scientific Director of
both the National Institute for Mental Health and the National Institute
for Neurological Diseases and Blindness, both of which were located at
the NIH Building across the street from Bethesda Naval Hospital. He
held these positions in both the Eisenhower and the Kennedy adminis
trations. During a distinguished career, he taught at Harvard, Yale,
Stanford, and UCLA, and also founded the first Department of Neuro
sciences in the world at the University of California in San Diego.
Livingston was already a world authority on the human brain.
Moreover, he had extensive experience treating gunshot and shrapnel
wounds on Okinawa during the Second World War, where he had super
vised a hospital for prisoners of war and injured Okinawans. When he
heard the report of a small wound to the throat, therefore, he had recog
nized the description of a wound of entry. He therefore advised Humes
that he had to dissect this wound very carefully and that, if there was
evidence of any shots from the rear, then there must have been at least two
assassins. At about that point in his call, however, Humes told him the
FBI insisted they discontinue their conversation.
I was ecstatic that someone with so much expert knowledge and ex
perience relevant to the assassination had surfaced and anticipated he
would prove to be an invaluable collaborator in our inquiry. I was not
mistaken. Indeed, I now believed that I had come into association with
two of the most highly qualified individuals ever to study the assassina
tion. Mantik was not only an M.D. from the University of Michigan but a
Ph.D. in physics from the University of Wisconsin and board certified in
radiation oncology. He was now corresponding with Burke Marshall of
the Yale Law School for permission to enter the National Archives to
study the autopsy X-rays and photographs.
Marshall represents the Kennedy family in these matters, and no one
may have access to these materials without his permission. We were all
enormously relieved, therefore, when permission was formally granted.
Mantik would travel to Washington, D.C., and visit the National Archives
four times in October 1993. An important aspect of his research would
be to subject the autopsy X-rays to optical densitometry studies, an inge
nious application of a relatively simple technology, which would enable
him to calculate the relative density of the objects whose exposure to
radiation had created the images on the X-rays. His discoveries would
prove to be sensational.
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A major conference was scheduled for the 30th observance of the assas
sination in Dallas, which we all planned to attend. Livingston had now
determined that the brain diagrammed in documents stored at the Na
tional Archives must be the brain of someone other than JFK, even though
it was identified as JFK's brain. (The actual brain can no longer be found,
and photos of it are classified.) Competent witnesses at the time, including
Kemp Clark, M.D., the Chief of Neurosurgery at Parkland, had observed
two kinds of brain tissue---cerebral and cerebellar-extruding from a mas
sive wound at the back of the President's cranium, whereas the brain shown
in the diagrams at the National Archives displays a wholly intact cerebel
lum. [Editor's note: See Appendix B.]
When Mantik returned from the National Archives, his results were, if
anything, even more astonishing. His studies had revealed that certain X
rays had been fabricated to conceal a massive exit wound to the back of the
skull, one that appeared to correspond to the reports of numerous eyewit
nesses at the time that had been dismissed by the HSCA, which had taken
the X-rays to be the "best evidence". Now that the inconsistency had been
resolved based upon the results of objective, repeatable scientific experi
ments, it was no longer reasonable-if it ever truly had been-to disregard
those eyewitnesses' testimony. A piece of the puzzle had been found.
Given this evidence of a shot to the head from in front, if JFK had been
shot in the head from behind, he had been shot at least twice in the head!
Moreover, Mantik had also studied the chest X-ray and had discovered that
the HSCA account of the path of the "magic bullet" was anatomically im
possible. By plotting the location specified for the entrance wound on the
President's back and tracking the path that a missile would have had to
take in order to exit from his throat at the presumed location, he discov
ered that it would have had to pass through cervical vertebra. In other
words, no bullet could have made such a transit, especially not one that
remained in as nearly pristine condition as the one that was supposed to
have hit JFK and Connally.
The arithmetic of the assassination began to make more sense. There
had always been a great deal of evidence to support the conclusion that the
shot to the back had entered at around the third thoracic vertebra at a
downward angle, which made it virtually impossible for that missile to
have exited higher from his throat. Mantik had confirmed that no bullet
could take the path prescribed by the HSCA report. If the bullet that en
tered his back had not exited his throat, then the throat wound had been a
wound of entry for another bullet, as Livingston thought, for which there
was considerable independent evidence, including contemporary radio and
television reports and articles in The New York Times.
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According to The New York Times (23 November 1963), p. 2,
the President was hit in the throat from in front and had
a massive gaping wound to the back of his head.
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If the injury to the throat had not been caused by an exiting missile,
however, then that meant that the injuries sustained by Governor Connally
had to have been caused by separate shots. (Indeed, some physicians had
conjectured that the multiple injuries he had sustained had to have been
caused by two separate bullets and not merely one.) Thus, if there were two
wounds to the head-one from in front and one from behind, as Mantik's
new findings implied, more or less in harmony with Josiah Thompson's Six
Seconds in Dallas (1967)-then there had to have been at least six shots:
one to the back (from behind), one to the throat (from in front), two to the
head (one from behind, one from in front), one to Connally and one to
Tague.
These were minimums, of course, because there had always been fur
ther evidence of other shots that missed, which Gary Shaw's Cover-Up (1976),
had documented with photographs. And if Connally had indeed been hit
by two shots, then the number would creep upward. The evidence that the
wound to the back had not exited through the throat, moreover, was sub
stantial, indeed, including Boswell's autopsy diagram, the shirt and jacket
the President was wearing at the time, a death certificate executed by Ad
miral George G. Burkley, who was the President's personal physican, and
an FBI report of 9 December 1963, all of which indicate that the bullet had
entered below his shoulder to the right of his spinal column around the
third thoracic vertebra. [Editor's note: See Appendix I.]

Verified (right) and unverified (left) copies of Boswell's diagram.
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The existence of fabricated autopsy X-rays in the assassination of
John F. Kennedy should be a cause of profound concern for every Ameri
can. These materials, after all, were created by and under the control of
officers of the United States Navy and Secret Service personnel, includ
ing especially SSA Roy Kellerman and Admiral Burkley, as the autopsy
report prepared by Humes, Boswell and Finck [Editor's note: See Appen
dix F] and the supplemental autopsy report prepared by Humes [Editor's
note: See Appendix G] clearly state. They were far removed from the
influence of the Mob, pro- or anti-Castro Cubans, KGB, or Lee Harvey
Oswald, none of whom could have created them.
About this time Aguilar, Mantik, and Livingston were contacted by
Harrison Livingstone, who had heard of these discoveries and wanted to
invite them to participate in a press conference in New York City around
22 November 1993. Aguilar and Mantik were somewhat uneasy about
this idea, because Livingstone had had volatile relations with the press
in the past. They therefore asked me if I would serve as the moderator
for this event, which I agreed to do. Livingstone was not happy about
this development, but he grudgingly agreed to it. Livingstone's publisher,
Carroll & Graf, perhaps the leading publisher of work on the assassina
tion in the world, decided to sponsor the press conference and send invi
tations to the press.
The press conference was held at 10

A.M.

on 18 November 1993 at

Loew's New York Hotel. If it was not a total failure, it was not a complete
success. Only a handful of reporters showed up, none of us-apart from
Robert B. Livingston-followed the script, our talks took far too long,
and very little was accomplished. Even though we distributed copies of
each of our presentations accompanied by a packet of supporting docu
ments, the only domestic coverage we received was two sentences on
CNN the following morning. Livingstone later faxed the message that an
AP reporter who had been present had written what he considered to be
the best story on the assassination of the last thirty years, but it was
apparently killed at the national desk. Much of what we wanted to tell
you now appears in Part II.
After the press conference, we traveled to Dallas for the Symposium
on the Assassination of JFK, where Mantik, Livingston, and Aguilar gave
public presentations reporting the results of their research. Their talks
received ovations from those who were present, but coverage of their
extremely important work by the national press was nil. I tried again
and again to interest the networks, especially ABC, by contacting their
World News Tonight and Nightline programs, but I never got further than
a producer for Nightline, to whom I sent a 26-page fax to which he did
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not respond. At this point, therefore, serious students of the assassina
tion knew about these discoveries, but not the American people. I felt
profoundly depressed.
Even before the press conference, it had occurred to me that discov
eries of this magnitude might interest the Department of Justice. With
out any doubt, I thought, they should interest the Department of Justice.
Between 17 November 1993 and 30 January 1994, therefore, I sent a
series of letters to the Department of Justice, initially addressed to Janet
Reno, Attorney General, but subsequently addressed to Mary Spearing,
Chief, General Litigation and Legal Advice Section, who answered them.
In spite of my best efforts, I was unable to convice them that what we
had discovered required a reinterpretation of the evidence.
The stance of the Department of Justice was that the issues I wanted
them to consider had already been reviewed by the HSCA investigation.
In her letter of 25 January 1994, for example, Ms. Spearing advised me,
"while the report of the House Select Committee on Assassinations was
prepared prior to your allegations, as you noted, it does in fact address
many of the issues which you have recently raised." Since the findings I
was reporting concerned testimony and conclusions (by Livingston) that
had never before been heard and results of experiments (by Mantik) that
completely undermined the HSCA report, I considered such a response
to be scientifically illiterate and logically absurd. My correspondence
with the Department of Justice can be found in Part III.
Given Lundberg's editorial "Closing the Case" on the autopsy of JFK,
we were all mildly surprised to discover that he was publishing a third
set of articles in lAMA , including one by Robert Artwohl, M.D., "JFK's
Assassination: Conspiracy, F orensic Science, and Common Sense" (lAMA,

24/31 March 1993, pp. 1540-1543) and another by JohnK. Lattimer, M.D.,
"Additional Data on the Shooting of President Kennedy" (lAMA, 24/31
March 1993, pp. 1544-1547). These pieces appeared in a section entitled,
"Special Communications", which I suspect leaves them somewhere be
tween opinion pieces and research articles. I discuss the quality of
Artwohl's presentation, which exemplifies many common fallacies of rea
soning, in Part I, while Ronald White considers aspects of Lattimer's
work in the Postscript.
Lattimer is a urologist who has long championed the government's
official account of the assassination (in one or another of its guises). I
have sometimes speculated that President Kennedy would be amused
that a urologist would be a student of his assassination. But then Gary
Aguilar, M.D., a leading critic of the government's handling of the medi
cal evidence, is an opthalmologist. I imagine a conversation in which I
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explain that "our side has Dr. Aguilar, an opthalmologist, who helps us to
see straight, and their side has Dr. Lattimer, a urologist, who helps them
to pee straight!" I like to think that Jack would have appreciated the
difference.
As luck would have it, I was invited by George Michael Evica, who edits
a journal entitled The Assassination Chronicles, to organize a symposium
on possible tampering with the Zapruder film for a conference that would
be held in Dallas during November 1996 by JFK Lancer Productions. I
called David Mantik, who thought it was an excellent idea, and we put
together a list of prospective participants. It was extremely fortunate that
this opportunity brought together some excellent students of the photo
graphic evidence. On 21 November we held a ten-and-a-half hour work
shop to critique each other's research, and on 22 November we presented
our findings, many of which are found in Part IV.
It seems altogether fitting that one of the chapters of this volume be
authored by Bradley Kizzia, J.D., who brought suit against lAMA for
libel and defamation on behalf of Charles Crenshaw. Many of us hoped
that this suit would finally bring major aspects of the assassination into
a courtroom for the first time since the ill-fated Garrison investigation.
According to a piece published in lAMA, lAMA settled out of court for
$213,000, plus publication of a 500-word commentary by Crenshaw in
lAMA, which may be the most expensive Letter to the Editor of all time,
running $426 per word. The settlement was paid by lAMA's insurance,
which apparently has been cancelled (lAMA, 24/31 May 1995, p. 1633).
Crenshaw's piece, "Commentary on JFK Autopsy Articles" (lAMA, 241
31 May 1995, p. 1632), literally includes a large section of the Letter to
the Editor that lAMA rejected in 1993. In an earlier version, he referred
to this volume by its tentative title as the place where his original 6,800word article could be found. lAMA refused to publish it in that form, no
doubt not wanting to print a line that read, "The AMA Cover-Up in the
Assassination of JFK". In an apparent effort to distract attention from
Crenshaw's piece entirely, it was listed on the contents page in tiny type
under the heading in bold type "Obituary Listing".
In "Dennis Breo's Reply" (lAMA, 24/31 May 1995, p. 1633), the author
reiterates the claim that the Crenshaw book is "a sad fabrication." He also
maintains that "Everything learned during 14 months of pretrial deposi
tion supports this belief." But there is an interesting indication that lAMA
may not really believe what it says. The articles that lAMA has previously
published are now described as ones in which "The autopsy pathologists
reaffirmed their 1963 finding that JFK was killed by two bullets fired from
behind", thereby supporting the Warren Commission's conclusions.
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Notice the difference, however. In his original article, Dennis L. Breo
emphatically proclaimed that they had conclusively established "irrefut
able proof that President Kennedy was struck by only two bullets that came
from above and behind from a high-velocity weapon that caused the fatal
wounds". This most recent sentence appears to be much more qualified
and now claims only that the shots were fired from behind rather than
from above and behind. Moreover; it no longer maintains that he was killed
by bullets fired from a high-velocity weapon, changes that imply 1AMA may
have learned something during 14 months of pretrial depositions.
Both changes are significant. If lAMA had done its own homework or if
Breo's articles had actually been subjected to "peer review", the Editor-in
Chief might have known that the three autopsy physicians, in sworn testi
mony before the Warren Commission and the HSCA inquiry, had not only

disavowed depictions of the shots as having been fired from "above and
behind" in favor of affirming they had been fired from "behind" but that
they had also expressed considerable skepticism about the "magic bullet"
theory. Finck, in fact, had dismissed it outright as "impossible" on the ground
that there were more grains of metal left in the Governor's wrist than were
missing from the bullet. And these were JAMAs witnesses!
The situation with respect to the character of the weapon that is said
to have fired the fatal shots is at least equally significant. As Harold
Weisberg in Whitewash (1965), Peter Model and Robert Groden in lFK:

The Case for Conspiracy (1976), and Robert Groden and Harrison
Livingstone in High Treason (1989), have all previously observed, the
Mannlicher-Carcano that is alleged to have belonged to Oswald is not a
high-velocity weapon. It follows that either the wounds have been
misdescribed as having been caused by high-velocity bullets in the au
topsy report, The Warren Report, and lAMA, or else Oswald has been
wrongly accused of killing JFK. And if the wounds have been
misdescribed, then neither the autopsy report nor any of the studies based
upon it can be trusted.
The ultimate tenability of the government's position depends upon
its capacity to successfully explain (or to "explain away") why so much
of its own evidence appears to be inauthentic, fabricated, or falsified.
There are many-entirely too many-disturbing indications that our
government may have been involved in the assassination of JFK, not
least of which is considerable evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was
framed, including David Mantik's most recent discovery-namely, that a

6.5 mm metal object was added to certain other autopsy X-rays [Editor's
note: See the "Postscript" to his contribution to Part I]-and this crucial
early memorandum:
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November 25, 1963
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS
It is important that all the facts surrounding Presi
dent Kennedy's assassination be made public in a way which
will satisfy people in the United States and abroad that all the
facts have been told and that a statement to this effect be made
now.
1. The public must be satisfied that Oswald was the

assassin; that he did not have confederates who are still at large;
and that the evidence was such that he would have been con
victed at trial.
2. Speculation about Oswald's motivation ought to

be cut off, and we should have some basis for rebutting [the]
thought that this was a Communist conspiracy or (as the Iron
Curtain press is saying) a right-wing conspiracy to blame it on
the communists. Unfortunately, the facts on Oswald seem too
pat-too obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Russian wife, etc.). The Dal
las police have put out statements on the Communist conspiracy
theory, and it was they who were in charge when he was shot
and thus silenced.
3. The matter has been handled thus far with nei

ther dignity nor conviction. Facts have been mixed with rumor
and speculation. We can scarcely let the world see us totally in
the image of the Dallas police when our President is murdered.
I think this objective may be satisfied by making
public as soon as possible a complete and thorough FBI report
on Oswald and the assassination. This may run into the diffi
culty of pointing to inconsistencies between this report and
statements by Dallas police officials. But the reputation of the
Bureau is such that it may do the whole job.
Nicholas deB. Katzenbach
Deputy Attorney General
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This memorandum was sent to Bill Moyers, LBJ's Press Secretary, by
Deputy Attorney General Nicholas deBelleview Katzenbach on Monday,
25 November 1963, the very day that Jackie, Bobby, and Teddy were in
the process of burying the dead President and obviously distracted from
the investigation of the assassination.
Ask yourself how the Deputy Attorney General, or anyone else on the
face of this Earth, could possibly have known within 72 hours of the
event whether or not Lee Harvey Oswald might have had an accomplice
someone he might have met in Dallas, in New Orleans, in Russia, or in
the Marine Corps. Ask yourself how Nicholas deBelleview Katzenbach,
or anyone else, could possibly have known that it was not a right-wing
conspiracy to blame it on the communists. Ask yourself how he could
possibly have known, at this point in time, that Oswald was not the patsy
he proclaimed himself to be. Ask yourself why speculation about his mo
tivation should be cut off. And ask yourself whether this memorandum
was meant to reveal truth or to conceal it.
In the final analysis, has the AMA participated in a cover-up in the
assassination of JFK? The evidence that Lundberg abused the journal is
clear. To cite an illuminating indication, he publicly proclaimed this "re
search" was being welcomed into the "peer-reviewed" literature. But it
had not been reviewed by experts, and he knew that at the time. He there
fore made false representations intended to deceive the public. The Trust
ees of the AMA, moreover, were told what was going on at the time, yet
did nothing about it. The result is that George Lundberg, M.D., with the
complicity of the Board of Trustees of the AMA, has now permanently
associated the AMA with a cover-up in the assassination of JFK.
The significance of our findings, however, far transcends the discov
ery of dereliction of duty by the Editor-in-Chief of a prominent journal.
What we have discovered here falls into an all-too-familiar pattern of
deceit and deception by our government and by the Fourth Estate. If
John F. Kennedy was hit by four bullets; if autopsy X-rays have been
fabricated to conceal a massive exit wound caused by a shot from in
front; if diagrams of his brain have been created to complement that
deception; if an absolute minimum of six shots were fired in Dealey Plaza
that day; if the Zapruder film has been extensively edited using highly
sophisticated techniques; if Lee Harvey Oswald was framed using manu
factured evidence; and if the Warren Commission inquiry was merely a
political charade-with a phoney bullet, phoney limo, and phoney
wounds-then what became of America on 22 November 1963?
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Part I
Who Are the
"Assassination
Experts"?

In response to the massive publicity that accompanied the first round of
(27 May 1992), including
the appearance by George Lundberg, M.D., on Good Morning America, as

articles on the assassination published by lAMA

the Prologue explains, I contacted William Jacott, M.D., who was a mem
ber of the Board of Trustees of the AMA, to convey my distress about the
apparent abuse of the journal by its Editor-in-Chief. Jacott arranged for
Lundberg to call me, a conversation that convinced me that Lundberg was
employing improper procedures of methodology. Because I believed that
its journal was running the risk of associating the AMA with a cover-up in
this case, I sent a letter to each member of the AMA's Board of Trustees.
I subsequently learned that my timing had been appropriate, insofar as
a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the AMA was held in Chicago not
long thereafter. Even though my letter was specifically intended as a re
quest for the review of George Lundberg, a member of the Board subse
quently advised me that, while it generated considerable informal discus
sion among the Trustees, it was never brought before the board as a matter
of business. If it was discussed further by the Executive Committee, that is
something that I have not learned. But even before the Board met in Chi
cago, I had heard from two of its members in response to their receipt of
my correspondence.
The first to contact me was John J. Ring, M.D., who was the Immediate
Past President of the AMA. Dr. Ring wanted to know with what degree of
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"metaphysical certitude" these things could be known. He was a fan of The
McLaughlin Group hosted by John McLaughlin, a former Jesuit priest, who
frequently uses that phrase in raising questions about the certainty of the
kinds of knowledge that can be secured about different subjects. So I wrote
a letter to Ring on 22 August 1992 advancing five arguments intended to
prove the existence of a conspiracy or a cover-up in this case, and then a
second on 27 August 1992, advancing another five arguments with the same
objective. My arguments for Ring are now incorporated into the Epilogue.

American Medical Association
rh�·sj(':an� dedicated to the i'.eahh f)f America

layo.ond Scaletta.r, MD
Cha!r.BoaniofTrustees
September 9,

515 �orth StattStreet
Chicago.Oiinois605]()

:m464-4466

1992

Professor James H. Fetzer
Professor and Chair of Philosophy
University of Minnesota, Duluth
10 university Drive
Duluth, Minnesota 55812-2496
Dear Professor Fetzer:
l'hank you very much for your interesting letter of August
201 1992 regarding the !lAf16 coverage of the assassination of
John Fitzgerald Kennedy as well as the handling o f that
It is
subject by� Editor, George D. Lundberg, MD.
obvious from your letter that you are a substantial scholar
in this field and possess a great deal of knowledge about
it.
I hope you will understand that although the American
Medical Association is the owner and publisher of its
journal, JAMA has traditionally enjoyed editorial
The editor is free to choose whatever he or
independence.
she believes should be published, usually after peer review,
and within the goals and objectives of The Journal.
I believe that the publication of the interview with Drs
Humes and Boswell, who performed the autopsy on President
John Kennedy, offers a substantial contribution to history,
has educated aany people about various aspects of that
t�agic assassination, and has served to promote continuing
d1scussion among academics, physicians and the public at
Thus, I believe the
large about this historic tragic event.
action of publication was appropriate.
I understand that The Journal will be publishing additional
material on this subject this fall and I urge you to review
You are also free to send in a
it as well when it appears.
letter to the editor which would be considered in the usual
manner.

Again, thank you very much for sharing your important
opinion with ua.
Sincerely,
_ '- c

"
1"'�

i.;L-'r(:iia; �

�

,
Raymond Sea ettar, MD
RS/ml
cc: AMA Board of Trustees

An official response from the Chairman of the AMA Board of Trustees
An official response from the AMA came in the form of a letter from the

Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Raymond Scalettar, M.D., who thanked
me for my "interesting letter" and stated not only that the journal tradition-
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ally enjoys "editorial independence" but also that he personally believed
the publication of the interview with Humes and Boswell "offers a substan
tial contribution to history", has educated many people, has stimulated
discussion among academicians, physicians, and the general public and
was appropriate for publication. He suggested I submit a letter to lAMA.
I could not believe that the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
AMA could be so utterly unresponsive to the issues raised by my corre

spondence and, in a letter of 15 September 1992, I told him so in no uncer
tain terms. About this time, I sent copies of my correspondence with Ring
and other material related to lAMA's activities to the Board of Trustees.
Lundberg, of course, was completely undeterred, and proceeded to publish
another set of articles on this subject in JAMA (7 October 1992), including
an editorial in which he "closed the case" on JFK's autopsy as far as lAMA
was concerned. This announcement proved to be premature, when, in lAMA
(24/31 March 1993), he would publish several additional articles .
Although I did not know then, others were having similar experiences.
About the same time, Charles Crenshaw, M.D., was making an effort to
respond to lAMA's assault upon his character and credibility, with the sub
mission of a lengthy but elegant piece entitled, "Let's Set the Record Straight:
Dr. Charles Crenshaw Replies", which was rejected by lAMA in a letter
from Richard Glass, M.D., Deputy Editor, dated 21 April 1993. Glass sug
gested that Crenshaw submit a Letter to the Editor. Crenshaw submitted a
Letter to the Editor on 12 May 1993, which lAMA promptly rejected.
Similarly, on 29 April 1993, David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., submitted a
long study of the medical evidence, entitled, "The JFK Assassination:
Cause for Doubt", which was rejected by Lundberg personally "based on
our in-house evaluation" rather than on a traditional peer-review. For
publication in this volume, Mantik has prepared a new "Postscript" con
cerning the appearance of a 6.5 mm metal object on the autopsy X-rays
of the President's cranium, which provides a model of scientific investi
gation and a devastating demonstration that this phantom object has
been added to the X-rays-a striking illustration of the fabrication of
evidence in this case.
Apart from a handful of Letters to the Editor published in lAMA (7
October 1992) and a single letter from Cyril Wecht, M.D., J.D., a world
famous forensic pathologist, which IAMA could hardly decline (24/31 March
1993), lAMA's approach was apparent: reject longer pieces and encourage
letters to the editor, which could then be rejected as well. While Lundberg
would subsequently claim Breo's work had "withstood an onslaught of criti
cism from numerous conspiracy theorists" (7 October 1992), the vast ma
jority of responses and replies were simply rejected, discarded, or ignored.
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lAMA's treatment of Charles Crenshaw, M.D., is a case study in the abuse

of position displayed by the Editor-in -Chief of lAMA. None of us was sur
prised when a suit for defamation was finally brought against lAMA by
Bradley Kizzia, J.D., which he discusses in his contribution. lAMA went so
far as to suggest that Crenshaw was untrustworthy because he had not
even been present in Trauma Room 1 at the time and therefore could not
have made the observations that he described. Neither George Lundberg
nor Dennis Breo made any attempt to interview Crenshaw in an effort to
determine his side of the story, which would almost certainly have led to
information contradicting what they were to print .
[Editor's note: Having watched an interview with Charles Crenshaw
that was broadcast over television during a segment of Geraldo, I was im
pressed by his apparent candor and sincerity. During an early conversa
tion, I asked whether, in the many years since the assassination, he had
ever been asked to diagram what he had observed in Trauma Room 1. To
my astonishment, he told me that he had not, but that it had been an unfor
gettable experience. On 6 October 1993, he sent the enclosed diagrams to
me, which are published here for the first time. See Appendix A.]
T he most striking feature of the articles published in lAMA, however, is
that they are not carelessly composed; on the contrary, as Kizzia has ob
served, they "were masterfully conceived, slickly written and cleverly worded
to give the superficial impression of being based on scientific research".
What to this day continues to bother me is the extent to which lAMAs
'
behavior harmonizes with instructions disseminated by the CIA for coping
with critics of The Warren Report [Editor's note: See Appendix M]. It is a
formal fallacy known as affinning the consequent to infer that, merely be
cause some specific consequence has occurred, any hypothesis that im
plies it has to be true. But arguments that are deductively invalid are not
therefore inductively improper.
Something that looks like a duck, walks like a duck, and quacks like
a duck might not be a duck. But the available evidence would suggest
that it is and, absent a reasonable alternative explanation, such an infer
ence is warranted. I do not assert absolutely that this was a CIA-style
propaganda effort to discredit the government's critics, but it certainly
looks like, reads like, and sounds like one. T he available evidence sug
gests that it was and, absent a resonable alternative explanation, such
an inference is also warranted. And I assert absolutely that, as an at
tempt to manipulate public opinion and subvert freedom of speech, it
was a disservice to the American people and a most disgraceful episode
in the history of American journalism.
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

A Piece of My Mind:
Lundberg, JFK, and JAMA

James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

As a professor of philosophy

with an extensive background in the study of

scientific reasoning, as the editor of one journal (Minds and Machines) and
the co-editor of another (Synthese), and as a citizen who has been disturbed
by the dissemination of incomplete and inaccurate information regarding
the death of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, I was extremely disillusioned to read
the articles on this subject that have been published in lAMA, including
interviews with Humes and Boswell (27 May 1992) and subsequently with
Finck

(7

October 1992). In my opinion, these pieces should never have

been published, especially in a journal as prestigious as lAMA, because
they display the application of improper and unwarranted methods of in
vestigation and procedures of inquiry that lead to unjustifiable conclusions
and create the impression that the AMA has engaged in a cover-up in JFK's
assassination.
I previously convey ed my concerns in this matter to a member of the

Board of Trustees, William Jacott, on 24 May 1992, before the appearance
of the first of these two issues of lAMA but after it had received extensive
coverage in local and national news sources on the basis of a press release
and other forms of publicity by Lundberg (including an interview on Good
Morning, America that week). I subsequently wrote to him to elaborate my
concerns with reference to articles and editorials that had already appeared
in a local newspaper, the Duluth News-Tribune (20 May 1992, pp. 6A and
7A), and in The New York Times (20 May 1992, pp. A1 and A13). On 10June
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1992, I reiterated my distress after studying that issue of the journal to

reaffirm my objections to the conduct of the editor in this case.
Dr. Jacott and I subsequently discussed this matter on 8 August 1992.
His response was to propose that he arrange a telephone conversation be
tween me and Lundberg in order for me to explain my position directly to
Lundberg. On 12 August 1992, Lundberg contacted me and we discussed
the differences in our viewpoints. The substance of our conversation con
vinced me that I was correct in thinking that the articles were based upon
improper methods of research and inquiry, which had led to faulty conclu
sions presented as facts in a biased and unjustifiable presentation in lAMA.
Because the issues involved here are so important and because the editor's
behavior is so blatant, I wrote a series of letters to the members of the
Board of Trustees of the AMA, which outlined these concerns.
The most important problems with the preparation and presentation of
these articles I raised during our discussion were the following. When I
emphasized to Lundberg that the number and the source of bullets that
have been fired at a target cannot be determined on the basis of the num
ber that happen to hit the target, he explained that he had restricted his
focus to the two wounds he claims the body had sustained and the ques
tion of whether JFK was killed by two bullets which had been fired from
above and behind. (Even if JFK had been killed by two bullets which had
been fired from above and behind, however, that would hardly establish
how many shots had been fired or the identity of whoever fired them.)
When I protested that there was considerable evidence-including the
testimony of Malcolm Perry-that the throat wound was a wound of entry,
he insisted that it could easily have been an exit wound, as though the
conclusion that JFK had been shot twice did not hang in the balance. When
I alluded to the autopsy photographs and X-rays and photographs of a

bullet impacted on the limousine, of another bullet being picked up from a
grassy area behind the vehicle's location, and of the curbing that was hit by
a shot that missed (as even the Warren Commission conceded), he was
very dismissive, suggesting that photographs and X-rays can be faked and
that there is no legal chain of custody to support them.
This attitude bothers me more than any other aspect of our conversa
tion. The problem we confront in attempting to figure out what happened
in Dealey Plaza on 22 November 1963, after all, is an historical problem,
not a legal one. Moreover, anyone with a serious interest in the assassina
tion should have known that the Warren Commission was never able to
establish that Oswald had the motive, the means, or the opportunity to
assassinate the President. As various authors have reported, Oswald was
observed on the second floor of the Texas School Book Depository by a
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motorcycle officer and by a supervisor within 90 seconds of the shooting
(as Lifton, Best Evidence 1980, pp. 350-352, among others, has explained).
But if Oswald was on the second floor having a Coke, then he could not
have also been on the sixth floor shooting at JFK.
The more we talked the more apparent it became to me that he was
operating on the basis of (what might be called) the principle of selection
and elimination, selecting the evidence that agreed with a predetermined
conclusion and eliminating the rest. This approach violates a basic prin
ciple of scientific reasoning, which is known as the requirement of total
evidence. According to the total evidence requirement, scientific conclu
sions must be based upon all of the relevant evidence that is available,
where evidence is relevant when its truth or falsity makes a difference to
the truth or falsity of the conclusion. In the case of JFK's assassination, any
evidence about the number of shots fired obviously qualifies as relevant.
Violations of the requirement of total evidence are commonly commit
ted by politicians, advertisers, and lawyers, who are typically called upon
to present a biased case in support of a predetermined point of view. (We
do not expect a used car dealer, for example, to tell us what is wrong with a
vehicle, even though some states require "full disclosure".) In courts of law,
the requirement is satisfied by having the prosecution and the defense
present their cases for the guilt or for the innocence of the accused, where
the jury must sort out how the evidence presented fits together in arriving
at a conclusion. The interests of both sides are reflected in various ways,
including the right to cross-examine the testimony of witnesses.
Insofar as the articles in lAMA were based upon unsworn testimony
from persons such as Humes and Boswell, whose reputations could irre
deemably suffer from any admissions of evidence at variance with their
previous testimony and who were not subject to cross-examination, I was
struck by Lundberg's reliance upon a double standard. Evidence that up
held the Warren Commission's findings was included (even in cases where
it could properly qualify as no more than "hearsay"), while evidence that
undermined those findings was excluded (even in cases where it properly
qualified as relevant photographic evidence that has gone unchallenged).
Indeed, it is striking how blatantly these articles are biased in favor of
the recollections of Humes and Boswell, as though there were no other or
more reliable evidence available. Photographs and X-rays might provide
more accurate and dependable information than fallible and limited memo
ries, especially nearly thirty years after the event. Yet none of the autopsy
photographs or X-rays appear here, much less any photographs or dia
grams of Dealey Plaza. No mention is made of the "missile" Humes turned
over to FBI agents at the autopsy (see Groden and Livingstone's High Trea-
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son 1989, for example) nor of the wounds sustained by John Connally, even
though they make it difficult to believe only three shots were fired.
One of the lAMA articles , of course, was devoted to interviews with
Parkland phy sicians who had attended JFK in Dallas. Like its companion
piece, no citations or references were given in support of any quotations or
assertions, as though they should be taken for granted at face value. Much
of this piece was devoted to discrediting the published testimony of Charles
Crenshaw, who has maintained that JFK's fatal wound hit him just above
the right temple (from the right front rather than above and behind). His
views have been elaborated in his book, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence (1992),
and indeed he was interviewed following Lundberg's interview on Good

Morning, America, during the very same television broadcast.

Malcolm Kilduff reports the President's death

One need not believe every claim that Crenshaw has made concerning
this case to be struck by certain facts. On the page following page 586 of
Lifton's Best Evidence ( 1980), for example, a photograph identified as "Photo
28" shows then White House Press Secretary Malcolm Kilduff pointing to
his right temple in answering a question at Parkland Hospital as to where
the bullet that struck JFK hit his head. And several autopsy photographs in
Livingstone's High Treason 2 (1992)-found between pages 432 and 433show a peculiar "bat wing" configuration that conceals the President's cra
nium at the same location Crenshaw reports having observed a wound of
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entrance . These facts suggest that his testimony should not be so readily
dismissed.
The tone in which these articles are written, moreover; ought to give
pause to anyone who imagines that they are objective reports of the testi
mony of these physicians. From first sentence to last, these stories are clearly
intended to present the case in support of the predetermined conclusion
that the Warren Commission's "findings" were correct. Indeed, the language
in which they are written seems to be altogether antithetical to a scientific
or medical journal. Instead of qualified characterizations of the evidence
and the conclusions that it might render "probable" or perhaps make "likely",
many definitive declarations are advanced in a case where it should be
painfully apparent that conclusive findings are not available.
Thus, consider the second paragraph found on page 2794 of lAMA:
The scientific evidence they documented during their autopsy provides irrefut
able proof that President Kennedy was struck by only two bullets that came
from above and behind from a high-velocity weapon that caused the fatal
wounds. This autopsy proof, combined with the bullet and rifle evidence found
at the scene of the crime, and the subsequent detailed documentation of a six
month investigation involving the enormous resources of the local, state, and
federal law enforcement agencies,

proves

the 1964 Warren Commission con

clusion that Kennedy was killed by a lone assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald. (Italics
have been added here for emphasis.)

This passage, which reads like a promotion for the Warren Commission,
not only grossly exaggerates the kind of evidential support that is possible
here but ignores the controversial character of the Commission's most im
portant conjectures, including, for example, the single-bullet theory. [Editor's

note: See the Postscript.]
This emphasis upon "scientific evidence", "irrefutable proof' , and so
forth ought to be taken as a sign that what is being presented here consists
of opinions masquerading as facts. If we know anything about this case at
all, it is that "irrefutable proofs" are out of the question . I cannot imagine,
moreover, how anyone could take seriously the suggestion that the Warren
Commission had "proven" that Oswald killed Kennedy, given everything
that is known about the case today. Lundberg's own bias is evident when he
extends his personal endorsement on page 2803. His attitude, like those
that Humes and Dennis Breo express in the last few paragraphs on this
page, is that any other evidence simply does not matter.
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Since lAMA is supposed to be a "peer review" journal, I asked myself

what the referees of the articles that appeared in the 27 May 1992 issue
should have noted. I would expect comments such as these in any compe
tent referee report, which strongly hints that they were never subjected to
review:

p. 2794, left-hand column: the middle paragraph provides an unsup
ported summary of the Warren Commission's disputed findings as though
they had not been repeatedly challenged; moreover, it asserts conclusions
regarding the shooter, etc., which go far beyond the medical evidence.

p. 2796, center column: how can a "blatantly obvious" wound create so
much controversy? Where is appropriate supporting photographic evidence?
If the head was not thoroughly examined, how could he be sure there were
no other wounds? What do photographs of the physicians prove?

p. 2797, left-hand column: surely Crenshaw never made the absurd sug
gestion attributed to him here. More important, if the wound really was a
large exit wound of the kind the autopsy photographs display, why would a
tracheostomy be performed in the first place? Would it be necessary? Would
it not be vital to staunch the flow of blood into the throat, etc.?

p. 2799, right-hand column: how could tracking the neck wound have
been "criminal"? How could a proper autopsy be completed in its absence?

p. 2800, center column: to conduct a proper autopsy, the clothes were
necessary, so how could a proper autopsy be conducted without them?

p. 2800, right-hand column: if the wounds could not be adequately de
scribed in words, why were the photographs not provided? Drawings, like
memories, can be distorted; there might be many sets of photographs.

p. 2800, right-hand column: repeatedly this author begs the question by
asserting that views at variance with those of the Warren Commission are
"crazy conspiracy theories coming out of the woodwork". Begging the ques
tion in this blatant fashion does nothing to establish the truth.

p. 2801, right-hand column top. 2803, left-hand column: are these medi
cal personnel experts on the Garrison investigation and on the movieJFK?
Here and elsewhere, recollections are used to "establish" facts going far
beyond what the doctors could be reasonably be assumed to know; yet in
other cases, what the doctors could reasonably be assumed to know (such
as an Army Lt. Colonel knowing the difference between generals and staff,
in the case of Finck, on p. 2802) is forcefully brushed aside. Why are the
opinions of Jack Valenti, George Will, Anthony Stone, and Paul Galloway
quoted in this piece in JAMA? Are they witnesses too?
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p. 2804, right-hand column: why not simply show the photos themselves?
Here and throughout, why is so much opinion masquerading as fact?
p. 2805, middle column: what did his throat look like before the incision?
Summary: there is a disproportionate percentage of opinion and quota
tion provided in lieu of evidence. The complete absence of documentation
undermines the purpose that these "reports" were allegedly intended to
fulfill. It reads more like tabloid journalism than scholarly research.

A less partisan and more objective article on the same subject can be
found in a recent issue of U.S. News and World Report (17 August 1992, pp.
28-42). It should come as no surprise that a piece of this kind, which fo
cuses on the fashion in which the Warren Commission staff conducted its
analysis (by interviewing Gerald Ford and numerous members of the staff)
would also support their previous "findings". More interesting to consider
are its reports that Warren viewed the task of the commission to be estab
lishing that JFK was killed by Lee Harvey Oswald, that the staff itself was
composed almost entirely of lawyers rather than of investigators, and that
its members were chosen by reliance upon the standard "old boy network".
These considerations provide a partial explanation for how it could be
the case that the staff itself tended to function less in an investigative role
(which was left almost exclusively to the FBI) and more in a prosecutorial
role. As those of us familiar with the television series, Law and Order, are no
doubt aware, lawyers in the role of prosecuting attorneys seldom conduct
investigations of their own but instead are trained to present evidence that
tends to establish the guilt of the accused, where that "guilt" itself is a mat
ter about which they have predetermined conclusions. Thus, the staff was
well-positioned to "build a case" against Oswald, which was in effect the
task they had been assigned by Warren and by LBJ.
Even more instructive than these aspects of the operation of the staff
are the accompanying photographs. On page 31, for example, is a familiar
photograph alleged to be Oswald wearing a holstered revolver and holding
his rife and a communist newspaper; which was used to convict him in the
eyes of ordinary citizens. The accompanying discussion conveniently omits
the evidence that this picture was one of several that appear to have been
faked. (See, for example, the discussion and accompanying copies of three
different photos of this type in Groden and Livingstone's High Treason 1989.)
Even more important than this widely-disputed photograph are those of
the staff reconstructing the scene of the crime that appear on pages 38-39.
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Arlen Specter demonstrating the single-bullet theory

In this case, of course, what we find are three photographs of a vehicle,
one of which is described as showing the young Arlen Specter "demon
strating the single-bullet theory". There are several fascinating features of
these photographs. One is that this demonstration shows the back wound
below Specter's hand by about six inches, thereby illustrating how extremely
implausible it is to suppose that a bullet which entered there could possibly
have exited through JFK's throat. Indeed, in view of the exact alignment of
Specter's hand in relation to the pointer in his hand, which is intended to
display the path that a single-bullet would have been required to take if the
single-bullet theory were true, this photograph refutes that theory.
Even more striking is the use of a Cadillac for the purpose of recon
struction. JFK , of course, was riding in a Lincoln Continental when he was
killed. You do not have to be an expert to recognize the difference between
these cars, which include the relative locations of the seats and distance
between them. Thus, the single-bullet theory, which is the crucial element
that ties together the assassination scenario advanced by the Warren Com
mission, was not only not based on a reconstruction that used the actual
vehicle in which JFK was riding when he was killed but was instead actu
ally based on analysis with a vehicle of an entirely different make. This
invalidates any conclusions that were drawn by means of the "reconstruc
tion" which these photographs record. They cannot establish the single
bullet theory.
The precise location of the wound in JFK's back, of course, has proven
difficult to identify. On page 37, for example, two diagrams that were used
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by the Warren Commission are presented, which characterize it as a neck
wound. This appears to be indispensable to the single-bullet theory, since
otherwise it seems inexplicable how a bullet fired in a downward direction
should have exited from the center of his throat at just the level of his tie.
The photograph on pages 38-39, however, identifies its location by means
of a circular mark (which is evident in this photograph) as a back wound,
although the single-bullet theory requires that it has to have hit his neck.
The autopsy photographs that appear in Livingstone's High Treason 2
(1992)-between pages 432 and 433--display two possible wounds, one of
which is considerably higher than the other, but both of which are clearly
back wounds and not neck wounds. The higher of the two, which Livingstone
reports witnesses have said was merely a blood clot, appears to provide
such factual basis as there may be for the single-bullet theory. At least, the
circular mark locating the back wound in the photo in U.S. News and World
Report corresponds to this position and not the much lower location of the
second wound. Neither location fits the single-bullet theory, however, and
there is no other evidence of any other wound to the neck.
The use of the wrong kind of vehicle to reconstruct "the crime of the
century " appears to defy credulity, yet the evidence is categorical. The
misdescription of the back wound as a neck wound likewise seems to be
beyond belief, yet the diagrams leave no doubt. There can be different kinds
of "smoking guns", and these appear to be "smoking guns" that discredit
the Warren Commission's findings. Other kinds of "smoking guns" can be
found in the testimony of persons who claim to have participated in the
assassination, such as Chauncey Holt, whose interview with Newsweek (23
December 1991, pp. 52-54)--during which he claimed to have brought
forged Secret Service credentials to Dealey Plaza-invites further investi
gation. Yet if the Warren Commission's findings are in doubt, so are the
articles in lAMA.

Were this matter of any lesser importance, I would not impose upon
you to consider these issues further. Before closing, moreover, I ought to
express my appreciation to William Jacott for hearing me out and to George
Lundberg for talking with me. Lundberg, I might add, expressed his agree
ment that many aspects of the autopsy had gone wrong, from moving the
body from Dallas to the choice of autopsy surgeons. He even invited me to
submit a Letter to the Editor for consideration for publication in lAMA.
My choice of this alternative approach instead reflects my dissatisfaction
not just with the contents of the articles that were published in this journal
but with his dereliction of duty in allowing their appearance.
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For reasons such as these and others conveyed in my correspondence
with the AMA Trustees, I believe that the editor of lAMA has abused his
position by the publication and promotion of these articles on the assassi
nation of JFK. I believe that his conduct has been unprofessional and im
proper. I therefore suggest that his behavior in this case be subjected to a
formal review. In my view, the AMA could make an important contribution
by clarifying the attitude of the association about the conduct of its journal
editor. Whether or not all of the facts in this case will ever be brought to
light, it would be unfortunate for the AMA to be even remotely associated
with a cover-up in the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

PHOTOGRAPH BY AP PHOTOGRAPHER

PHOTOGRAPH FROM RE-ENACTMENT

-
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CE-900 juxtaposing the Altgens photograph of the Lincoln limousine
with the Secret SeiVice Cadillac used in the re-enactment

Let's Set the
Record Straight:
Dr. Charles Crenshaw Replies

Charles Crenshaw, M.D.

The 27 May 1992 issue of lAMA included two articles dealing with medi
cal aspects of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Both were
written by Dennis L. Breo. The first of these two articles drew on inter
views with two of the autopsy pathologists, Dr. James J. Humes and Dr.
J. Thornton Boswell. The second article, "Dallas MDs Recall Their Memo
ries," is said to be based on interviews with Dallas doctors who partici
pated in the treatment of President Kennedy at Parkland Hospital just
minutes after he was shot. Both lAMA articles contained attacks on me
and my book, lFK:

Conspiracy of Silence.

In that book, published in early 1992, I stated:
1.

that I participated in the treatment of President Kennedy at

2.

that I observed both his head wound and throat wound and that

Parkland Hospital;
my medical judgment was that both wounds resulted from shots
which struck him from the front;
3.

that autopsy photographs which I have been shown, said to de
pict the two wounds, are incompatible with the nature and loca
tion of the wounds I saw in the emergency room;

4

that many of my Dallas colleagues reported the wounds to be of
the same nature that I had observed;

5.

that I participated in the treatment of Lee Harvey Oswald on Sun
day, November 24, when he was brought to Parkland;
37
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6.

that while Oswald was being treated, I was called to a telephone
in the operating room, where I talked with President Lyndon
Johnson, who told me that there was a person present in the op
erating room to take a death-bed confession from Oswald.

I was both hurt and angered by the attacks on my credibility in the
lAMA articles. I consider them to be distortions of the facts and to be
mean-spirited in their tone. I will not engage in requital, nor will I resort
to the inflammatory and damaging rhetoric used against me. Instead, I
will refute, point-by-point, the allegations made against me and my book.
The reader will notice another fundamental difference between this
article and Breo's articles attacking me. I will cite and document every
statement. The previous lAMA article contained no endnotes or citations.
If author Breo had turned to the previous statements of the Dallas doctors
he interviewed, he would have found that those statements contradicted
what they were telling him, and that, in fact, their previous statements,
contemporaneous and under oath, support my description of the President's
wounds. The official record devastates the points Breo attempted to make .

Friday Afternoon: Parkland Hospital
Just after

12:40 P.M. on Friday, 22 November, I entered Trauma Room 1

at Parkland Hospital with Dr. Bob McClelland. 1 Several other Parkland
doctors were already there. President Kennedy lay, mortally wounded,
on a stretcher. For the next several minutes, I helped administrate emer
gency treatment to the President and I observed both his throat wound
and the wound at the right rear of his head.
I helped to remove President Kennedy's trousers and Dr. Ken Saly er
and I performed a cutdown and inserted an IV catheter which fed Ringer's
solution into Kennedy's right leg.2 At the same time, other Parkland doc
tors were performing a tracheostomy, inserting chest tubes, and doing a
similar cutdown on the left leg.3
Two wounds were visible. There was a small, round opening in the
front of the midline of the throat.4 This became the site of Dr. Malcolm
Perry's tracheostomy incision. In the occipito-parietal region at the right
rear of the head, there was an avulsive wound nearly as large as a fist.
Bone, scalp, and hair were missing in the region, and brain tissue, in
cluding much of the cerebellum, was hanging from the opening.5 I con
sidered the throat wound to be an entrance wound and the large head wound
to be an exit wound. Along with many of my Parkland colleagues, I be
lieved at the time that President Kennedy had been hit twice from the front.
I still believe this today. [Editor's note: See Appendix A.]
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T he author of the lAMA article had the audacity to question whether
or not I was even present in Trauma Room 1. At one point, Dennis Breo
wrote, "Crenshaw, who was a surgical resident in 1963, is not mentioned
in the Warren Commission's 888-page summary report . .

.

"6

At another

point, he wrote, "Since it is hard to prove a negative, no one can say with
certainty what some suspect-that Crenshaw was not even in the trauma
room. None of the four [Parkland doctors interviewed by Breo] recalls
ever seeing him at the scene."7
In actual fact, my presence in Trauma Room 1 was noted in sworn
testimony before the Warren Commission eight times by five different

Charles Baxter, who appar
ently told Breo he could not recall seeing me there, states in his Warren
Commission testimony that I was there! So does Dr. Robert McClelland,
doctors and nurses who saw me there. 8 Dr.

who entered the room with me. Dr. Don Curtis and nurse Margaret
Hinchcliffe also testified that I was present. Dr. Ken Salyer, who worked
with me on the President's IV, told the Commission the following:
SPECTER. To what extent did Dr. Crenshaw participate?
SALYER. Dr. Crenshaw participated about the extent that I did . We were
occupied in making sure an IV was going and hanging up a bottle
of blood.
SPECTER. Is the-is Dr. Crenshaw a resident?
SALYER. Yes, he is a third-year resident . T hat's the reason I remember
him specifically because we were sort of working together there on
that.

T he record makes it amply clear that I was in Trauma Room 1 doing
precisely what I wrote in Conspiracy

ofSilence. Why, then, did Breo make

his innuendos? I believe a major purpose for the May 1992 articles was
to discredit Charles Crenshaw, and that their author and editor either
did not bother to check the official record or chose to ignore what they
found there.

Sunday: The White House Telephone Calls
In my book, I told of being on duty at Parkland when L ee Harvey Oswald
was brought there and of assisting with his treatment. While I was in the
room I observed a large man in a scrub suit , with a gun visible in his
pocket. I did not doubt that he was some sort of government agent, and
I handed him a sterile mask. At one point, a nurse tapped me on the
shoulder and asked me to take a telephone call. In an adjoining office, I
talked with President Lyndon Johnson, who told me that we should try
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to get a confession from Oswald and that a person was present for the
purpose of taking that confession.
In an attempt to refute this, lAMA quotes Dr.Baxter: "Did that hap
pen? Heavens no ... imagine that, the President of the United States
personally calls for Charles Crenshaw."
It did happen and there is ample proof It should first be noted that I
have never claimed that President Johnson called personally for me. I
was simply tapped on the shoulder by a nurse to take the call. But the
call did occur.
1.

Dr. Philip E. Williams, Dallas neurosurgeon, told The New York
Times: "I vividly remember someone said ...the White House is
calling and President Johnson wants to know what the status of
Oswald is. I heard the statement in the operating room, and it
was not Dr. Crenshaw's book or anyone else who revived my
thoughts about this because I have said this for years."

2.

Ms.Phyllis Bartlett was the chief telephone operator at Parkland
Hospital that day. She definitely remembers taking the call from
a man who identified himself as President Johnson, then trans
ferring the call to the operating room. It was Ms. Bartlett who
disconnected the line while I was talking to Johnson. She was
attempting to transfer the President to the public relations office.
Ms.Bartlett wrote to The Dallas Morning News on 15 July 1992:
"There very definitely was a phone call from a man with a loud
voice, who identified himself as Lyndon Johnson, and he was con
nected to the operating room phone during Oswald's surgery."

3.

The presence of federal agents in the operating room is also well
documented. Alex Rosen of the FBI was ordered by Director
Hoover to get a man to Parkland to get a statement from the ac
cused assassin.Rosen stated that he has contacted Forrest Sor
rels of the Dallas Secret Service office. Sorrels says an agent is
already there. The time is 12:18 in Dallas.The Dallas Times Herald
of Sunday, 22 December 1963, carried a story that an agent wear
ing hospital clothing and a face mask had waited in vain for a
confession from Oswald.In response to this, Dallas SAIC Gordon
Shanklin sent an AIRTEL to Hoover which stated in part: "SA
Charles T.Brown and SA Wallace R.Heitman made arrangements
... to be available in the event Oswald regained consciousness.
In order to save time and be immediately available, these agents
did don operating clothing and took positions outside the operat
ing room." But the agents did enter the room. Dr. Paul Peters,
who was present and attending Oswald, said: "There were Secret
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Service men intermingled with the operating room personnel ...
some were dressed in green clothes as the surgeons ... two or
three shouted in his ear, 'Did y ou do it? Did y ou do it?"'
4.

In the 20-20 story which ABC did on my book, the network re
ported on an examination of the Johnson log for the time period
while Oswald was being attended. Quoting historian William
Manchester, ABC reported that Johnson had j ust told Bobby
Kennedy, "We've got to get involved, we've got to do something,"
or words to that effect.

Once again the lAMA articles are incorrect. There is clear and convinc
ing evidence of both the White House telephone call and the presence of
federal agents in the operating room-as I stated.
The President's Wounds
T here is no doubt in my mind that the attacks on me by a professional
j ournal last summer were occasioned by my assertion that President
Kennedy's wounds indicated to a doctor present on the scene that he had
been shot from the front, which meant, of course, a conspiracy. The wound
I saw in President Kennedy's throat was clearly a smooth and rounded
entry wound. The wound in the right rear of the head, both in its loca
tion and its nature, must have been inflicted from the front. As I have
stated, my conclusion in Trauma Room 1 was that these wounds were
made by two shots striking President Kennedy from the front. That is
still my firm conclusion today.And the official record-ignored by Breo
and lAMA-will show that I was not alone in those conclusions.
Dennis Breo talked with several of the Parkland doctors about their
experiences and my book. Jim Carrico, Marion T. "Pepper" Jenkins,
Charles Baxter and Malcolm Perry were interviewed.In spite of the fact
that Breo visited in Dallas, he made no effort to contact me or to get my
side of the story.All four of my former colleagues are quoted as having
condemned my conclusions about shots from the front and asserted that
what they saw in the Trauma Room 1 was completely compatible with
the autopsy photographs, as well as the autopsy findings which concluded
that Kennedy was shot twice

from the rear, not the front.

As lAMA presented it, this was a case of four Dallas doctors standing
firmly against Dr. Charles Crenshaw, sensationalist. These doctors, if
quoted correctly, seemed to question everything from motive to sanity.
Dr.Baxter is said to have stated that the only motive he could find for me
was "a desire for personal recognition and monetary gain"; Dr. Perry,
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according to the article, said I was on TV "saying this bogus stuff to
reach out for his day in the sun;" Dr. Carrico apparently decided I had
dreams of grandeur; while Dr. Jenkins, according to the article, said,
"Crenshaw's conclusions are dead wrong ."
Was I out-numbered? No, not at all. My strongest ally went unmen
tioned by lAMA. My strongest ally is the record-the official record-the
statements made by Drs. Perry, Baxter, Carrico, and Jenkins long before
they ever talked to Dennis Breo and lAMA. The strongest "witnesses"
against lAMA and the four Dallas doctors are the doctors themselves!

Dr. Carrico (upper left), Dr. McClelland (upper right), Dr. Jenkins (bottom left), and
Dr. Crenshaw (bottom right) indicate where each recalls the large opening in the

back of the President's head. (From KRON-111, NOVA, and ABC's Nightline.)

The previous official statements of these four doctors, which we will
now examine, come from three sources:
1.

CE-392. This Warren Commission Exhibit consists of statements
written by many Parkland doctors within 2-3 hours of having at
tended President Kennedy. The statements in CE-392, many of them
handwritten, are of immense significance. Not only are they the
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first accounts of President Kennedy's wounds based on observation
by trained medical personnel, they are also "pure" medical data.
That is, when Drs. Perry, Baxter, Jenkins, Carrico, and others wrote
their CE-392 statements on Friday afternoon, they had no knowl
edge of "single-bullet theory," Oswald, "Grassy Knoll," School Book
Depository, or other evidentiary factors to affect opinions. They also
stand as the only recorded medical opinions about Kennedy's
wounds before the body was illegally taken from Dallas by the Se

is found in the Warren Report, pp. 516-537,
and should be read by any person who is genuinely interested in know
ing where President Kennedy was shot. It is a shame that Dennis

cret Service. CE-392

Breo didn't read CE-392 before he went to Dallas.
2.

Warren Commission (WC) testimony. All four doctors testified
under oath before the Warren Commission in March of 1964.

3.

Depositions given to the House Select Committee on Assassina
tions (HSCA) in 1977. Carrico, Jenkins, and Perry were deposed
during 1977, again under oath.

When we examine the four doctor's previous statements, we find that, in
stead of refuting my observations, they actually

support

them.

Dr. Malcolm Perry:
Perry and Kennedy's Head Wound
Within hours of seeing President Kennedy's body, Malcolm Perry de
scribed the head wound as "a large wound of the right posterior cra
nium."9 Four months later, in testimony before the Warren Commission,
Perry would call it "a large avulsive wound of the right occipitoparietal
area"10 and noted that "both scalp and portions of the skull were ab
sent."'' In 1977, in a deposition for the HSCA, Perry stated that "the
parietal occipital head wound was largely avulsive."12
These three references to the head wound are clearly consistent with
each other. But, as can be clearly seen, they are also clearly consistent
with my own description of the head wound. The three times Malcolm
Perry has described John F. Kennedy's head wound to an official govern
ment body, he has agreed with my description, both in its location and
its appearance.

Perry and the Cerebellum
When Malcolm Perry gave his HSCA deposition, he stated: "There was
visible brain tissue in the macard and some cerebellum was seen."13
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Perry and the Throat Wound
Malcolm Perry was in a unique position to observe the wound in the
midline of the throat. He made the tracheostomy incision through that
throat wound and inserted a tracheostomy tube. Within a few hours of
President Kennedy's death, Malcolm Perry was in a classroom at Parkland
Hospital, describing Kennedy's wounds to newsmen. A transcript of the
press conference exists. In his statements, Malcolm Perry three times
identifies the throat wound he has just seen as an entrance wound.
Q. Where was the entrance wound?
PERRY. There was an entrance wound in the neck. (Emphasis added.)

Q. Which way was the bullet coming on the neck wound? At him?
PERRY. It appeared to be coming at him.14
(Later in conference)

Q. Doctor, describe the entrance wound. You think from the front of the
throat?
PERRY. The wound appeared to be an entrance wound in the front of
the throat; yes, that is correct.15 (Emphasis added.)

Dr. Malcolm Perry (right) during press conference at Parkland Hospital.

Time is 3:16P.M., little more than two hours after Perry did a tracheostomy.
Three times during this press conference, Dr. Perry referred to the President's
throat wound as an entrance wound. [Editor's note: See Appendix C.]
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By the following day, evidence suggesting that the shots which struck

Kennedy had come from the Texas School Book Depository above and
behind him had surfaced. Nonetheless, Perry spoke to Boston Globe re
porter Herbert Black and continued to hold that a bullet had entered
the front of the throat. "It may have been that the President was looking
up or sideways with his head thrown back when the bullet or bullets
struck him."16 It is clear that on the weekend of the assassination ,
Malcolm Perry apparently felt the wound in the Presidenfs. throat was
an entrance wound-and said so.
At the time Perry testified before the Warren Commission in March,
his early statements about the entrance wound in the throat had be
come a considerable problem for the Commission. Counsel Arlen Spec
ter undertook some damage control:
SPECTER. Well, what questions were asked of you and what responses
did you give at that press conference?
PERRY. Well, there were numerous questions asked, all the questions
I cannot remember, of course. Specifically, the thing that seemed

to be of the most interest at that point was actually trying to get
me to speculate as to direction of the bullets, the number of bullets,
and the exact cause of death. (Emphasis added.)
The first two questions I could not answer, and my reply to them
was that I did not know, if there were one or two bullets, and I
could not categorically state about the nature of the neck wound,

whether it was an entrance or an exit wound, not having examined
the President further·

·

17

(Emphasis added.)

T he transcript of the press conference does reveal that both Perry
and Dr. Kemp Clark said they were unsure whether one or two bullets
had struck the President, but Perry did make a definite statement about
the throat wound, and nowhere in the transcript is found any refusal or
hesitancy in characterizing that wound as one of entrance.
Allen Dulles, of the Warren Commission, joined in the damage con
trol effort, suggesting that Perry take each newspaper clipping which
contained information about his press conferences and correct all "in
correct" quotes attributed to them.18 Commission records give no indi
cation of whether or not Perry ever did this.
As can be seen, the record shows that on the weekend of the assassi
nation, Dr. Malcolm Perry described the throat wound as an entrance
wound-just as I have. And how did Dennis Breo and lAMA deal with
Perry's news conference statement? "Perry appeared at the riotous press
conference on the day of the assassination and said the fatal shot 'might
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have come from the front."'19 As has been shown, Perry also said three
times that the throat wound had been inflicted from the front. Did Breo
check the record? (Note: See my Addendum at the conclusion of this
article for more on Arlen Specter and the throat wound.)

Dr. Marion T. "Pepper" Jenkins:
Jenkins and Kennedy's Head Wound
In his CE-392, dated 4:30P.M., three and one-half hours after seeing the
President's wounds , Dr. Jenkins described a "great laceration of the right
side of the head (temporal and occipital)."2° Fourteen years later, he told
the HSCA: "One segment of bone was blown out-this was a segment of
occipital or temporal bone."21
Dr. Jenkins saw the same wound I saw-and described it in the same
way.

Jenkins and the Cerebellum
Jenkins' CE-392 describes "herniation and laceration of great areas of
the brain , even to the extent that the cerebellum had protruded from the
wound."22 In March, four months later, he testified under oath , "Part of
the brain was herniated; I really think part of the cerebellum . . . was
hanging out of the wound."23 Jenkins has since stated that he "mis-spoke"
when he called the tissue cerebellar tissue .
Dr. Jenkins apparently was still "mis-speaking" fourteen years after
the assassination when he was deposed by the HSCA. A summary of his
deposition states, "He [Jenkins] noted that a portion of the cerebellum
was hanging out from a hole in the right-rear of the head."24
And what is lAMA's comment about Jenkins and the cerebellum? "Dr.
Jenkins wrote in a 1963 report that Kennedy's 'cerebellum' had been blown
out when he meant 'cerebrum."'25 A study of the record shows that Jenkins
wrote it on the day of the assassination, swore to it before the Warren

Commission four months later, then swore to it again 14 years later to
the HSCA!

Dr. James Carrico:
Carrico and Kennedy's Head Wound
Dr. Carrico was the first Parkland doctor to enter Trauma Room 1. A
few hours later he wrote a description of the head wound he saw. Carrico
recorded, "The other wound had avulsed the calvarium and shredded
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brain tissue present and profuse oozing."26 In his Warren Commission
testimony,he located the wound more specifically: "I saw a large gaping
wound located in the right occipitoparietal area,"27 and he told HSCA
there was a "fairly large wound in the right side of the head,in the pari
etal,occipital area .. .That would be above and posterior to the ear."28

Carrico and the Cerebellum
In his Warren Commission testimony, Carrico said, "... the skull was
fragmented and bleeding cerebral and cerebellar tissue."29 At another
point in his questioning, he said, "I believe there was shredded macer
ated cerebral and cerebellar tissue both in the wounds and on the frag
ments of skull attached to the dura."30 In his 1977 HSCA deposition,
Carrico stated, "One could see blood and brains,both cerebrum and cer
ebellum fragments in that wound."31

Carrico and the Throat Wound
In his CE-392 statement on Friday afternoon, Carrico did not specifi
cally call the throat wound an entrance wound,but used another similar
word: "Two external wounds were noted. One small penetrating wound
of mid-neck in lower 1/3."32 Before the Warren Commission,he gave the
width of the throat wound before Perry's tracheostomy as S-8 millime
ters and said it was "fairly round, had no jagged edges, no evidence of
powder bums and so forth."33

Dr. Charles Baxter:
Baxter and Kennedy's Head wound
On the afternoon of the assassination,Dr.Baxter wrote," . .. the rt [sic]
temporal and occipital bones were missing, the brain was lying on the
table."34 Baxter then proceeded to read from his CE-392.When he got to
the part dealing with bones being missing and the brain lying on the
table (see above),Baxter is recorded as having read, "the temporal and
parietal bones were missing and the brain was lying on the table."35 The

text Baxter was supposed to be reading said "occipital," but Baxter,ap
parently reading his own handwriting,read the term as "parietal," a lo
cation further removed from the rear of the head. The reason for this
"misread " is not known.
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Baxter and the Cerebellum
D r.Baxter testified

that "the cerebellum was present-a large quantity

of the brain was present on the cart."36

Baxter and the Throat Wound
When he testified before the Warren Commission, Baxter conceded that
the throat wound could have been either an entrance wound or an exit
wound.7
3 But his other statements about the wound are enlightening:
"this wound was, in my estimation, 4 to 5 mm in widest diameter and
was a spherical wound ...so that it was very small."38 "Judging from the
caliber of the rifle that we later found or became acquainted with, this
would more resemble a wound of entry."39 As late as spring of 1992, Dr.
Baxter, on ABC-TV's 20-20, stated that the wound he saw could have
been either an entrance wound or an exit wound."0
4
These are the statements, nearly all of them official, of the four Dallas
doctors, formerly colleagues, who ridiculed me and my claims in lAMA.
Let's total the scorecard:
1. I saw a wound in the back of the head-occipital and parietal.So
did Jenkins, Carrico, Baxter and Perry. Some say occipital and
parietal, others say occipital and temporal.The occipital bone in
the rear of the head is mentioned by all of us.The size and nature
of the wound is very similar in all our descriptions.
2.

I saw cerebellar tissue hanging out of the large head wound. So

did Jenkins, Carrico, Baxter, and Perry.
3. I saw a small entrance wound in the front of the throat. Perry
called it an entrance wound; Carrico called it a "penetrating
wound."Baxter still says it could have been an entrance wound.

Other Dallas Doctors
Many other Parkland doctors were present in Trauma Room

1 and they,

too, wrote CE-392's and testified before the Warren Commission.Their
statements further bolster my claims:
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Head Wound
Dr. Kemp Clark
* eE-392-"two external wounds ... the other in the occipital area of
the skull ...a large wound of the occipitoparietal area."

[Editor's note:

See Appendix B.]
* We testimony-"! examined the wound in the back of the President's
head." He noted the "presence of the much larger wound in the right
occipital region."41
Dr. Paul Peters
* we testimony-"! noted that there was a large defect in the occiput."
Dr. Ronald Jones
* We testimony-"There was a large defect in the back of the head."
Dr. Gene Akin
*we testimony-"...in the back of the right occipitoparietal part of the
skull was shattered."
Dr. Robert McClelland
* we testimony-"! noted that the right posterior portion of the skull
had been extremely blasted ... some of the occipital bone was
fractured in its lateral half."

Cerebellar Tissue
Dr. Kemp Clark
* eE-392-"Both cerebral and cerebellar tissue were extruding from the
wound."

[Editor's note:

See Appendix B.]

*we testimony-" ...cerebral and cerebellar tissue being damaged and
exposed."; "...the loss of cerebellar tissue ..."42

Throat Wound
Dr. Paul Peters
* we testimony-"We saw the wound of entry in the throat and noted
the large occipital wound."
Dr. Ronald Jones
* "...a small hole in the midline of the neck thought to be a bullet entrance
wound."
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Again with these doctors, we see the consistent "Dallas pattern"
small round wound in the front of the throat, large hole opening back
ward in the right rear of the head, and cerebral and cerebellar tissue
hanging from the skull. It was clear to me that bullets had struck Presi
dent Kennedy from the front.

The Autopsy Photographs
What I saw in the emergency room at Parkland Hospital forces me to
disagree with the Bethesda autopsy report which concluded that the Presi
dent was hit by two bullets "fired from a point behind and somewhat
above the level of the deceased."43 The four doctors interviewed by lAMA
say they saw nothing which contradicts that finding.44
At this point, it must be noted that when the terms "autopsy" and
"autopsy findings" are used, one must distinguish between the autopsy
reports and the autopsy photographs and X-rays. Even a casual examina
tion reveals that the two do not match. Among the major differences:
1.

The autopsy report locates a small entry wound in the back of the
head just to the right of the occipital protuberance.45 The HSCA
medical panel, examining photographs and X-rays, placed this
wound 4 inches higher, in the cowlick area, in a different bone,
the parietal.46 Those of us who treated Kennedy in Dallas saw no
such small entry wound any place in the head.

2.

The autopsy report failed to pinpoint precisely where the bullet
exited the head, but stated that the large defect measured 13 em
across and involved the occipital, parietal, and temporal bones of
the skull.47 The HSCA medical panel, relying on the photos and
X-rays, decided a bullet exited along the coronal suture, in front
of the ear. The HSCA found the defect involved the parietal, tem
poral, and frontal bones, but not the occipital.48 This placed the
large skull defect further forward than the autopsy report located
it, and considerably further forward than the wound we saw in
Parkland. In addition, the wound described in both accounts at
Bethesda is much larger than the wound I saw at the back of
President Kennedy's head.

3.

The autopsy report stated that the tissue taken from the right
cerebellar cortex revealed "extensive disruption of brain tissue
with associated hemorrhage."49
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Photographs of the brain examined by the HSCA are said to show no
damage to the cerebellum, and the committee so reported in 1978.50 Sev
eral of us saw the cerebellum hanging from the massive head wound and
have so reported, some under oath. (There has been heated debate about
the nature and location of an alleged wound in the President's neck/back.
However, since I never saw this wound, I have chosen not to discuss this
controversy.)
The four doctors who commented to Dennis Breo and to lAMA are
reported to have found no problem with these photographs, in spite of the
fact that they obviously show a head wound of a different size in a totally
different location than the one they saw and reported on November 22. I
find great problems with any photograph which shows a completely intact
skull at a point where I saw a hole nearly the size of the fist. I find great
problems with any photograph which does not show cerebellar tissue shred
ded and hanging from that hole. I find great problems with any photo
graph which shows a large opening in front of the ear with a flap of skull
hanging open there, where none of us observed any defect on November
22. There is no way that I can reconcile the autopsy photographs I have seen

with the wounds I saw on John F. Kennedy's body in Trauma Room 1 at
Parkland on November 22. That lAMA reports that my former colleagues
say they can do so amazes me. [Editor's note: See Appendix A.]

This autopsy photograph shows the back of Kennedy's head completely intact.
Compare this with first photograph of the four physicians indicating the location
of the wound. All of the Parkland doctors described a large defect at the rear of the
head, with bone sprung open and brain protruding.
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Evidence has surfaced to indicate that, since the publication of the
lAMA article, some of the Parkland doctors apparently have tried to stake

a kind of compromise position which would allow them to stand by their
previous statements about the head wound and still endorse the autopsy
photographs as being legitimate. Within weeks of the publication of the
lAMA article, a forum about the assassination was held in Dallas. Dr.

John K. Lattimer was the principal speaker. Also in attendance, and form
ing a panel, were several Parkland doctors, including Carrico, Baxter,
and Jenkins. I asked to be allowed equal time to speak, but this was
denied. So was my second request, to be permitted just ten minutes in
which to show a videotape presenting my view on the medical evidence.
At this forum, several of the Dallas doctors said they would reconsider
their sworn testimony about cerebellar tissue being damaged and visible
in Dallas. 51 This in spite of the fact that some of them had sworn to its
presence as late as 14 years after the fact. 52 It was in trying to explain the
obvious discrepancies between autopsy photographs of the back of
Kennedy's head (where no damage is seen at all), and their Warren Com
mission and HSCA descriptions of a large wound and missing bone, scalp
and hair, that Drs. Carrico and Jenkins came up with a new "reconcilia
tion": they apparently believe that the head wound they saw is really
there in the photographs after all-it is simply under the hair. In their
current explanation, the scalp has been reflected by the pathologists and
is being held in place. Thus, underneath the hair, shielded from the
camera's lens, is actually the occipitoparietal wound we all saw!
In my opinion, this is a completely untenable theory. The reasons for
such an opinion are several:
1.

The photographs which depict the back of the head are said to
have been taken

before dissection began. No incisions are visible

on the head, no flaps are seen anywhere, and no Y-incision is
seen.
2.

A second set of photographs showing the back of the head intact,
have no hands holding the head, so that it would be an impossi
bility that reflected flaps of scalp are being held in place .

3.

X-rays, said to show the skull, show no massive wound in the
back of the head underneath the scalp and hair.
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4.

The photographs show a large defect with a flap of scalp hanging
from the skull in front of the right ear. I did not see this, and by
their own admission, the other doctors did not see it.

5.

Finally, what legitimate reason would the pathologists have for
moving the reflected scalp and shielding such a crucial piece of
evidence as an exit hole in the back of the head, especially since
there are

no

pictures which show this defect?

Photographs of the Throat wound
Several autopsy photographs show what is alleged to be the tracheotomy
incision which Malcolm Perry made through a bullet hole in Kennedy's
neck. When I first saw these photos, I was shocked at the size and char
acter of the defect there. According to the autopsy report, the incision
measures 6.5 em in length.53 When Dr. Humes testified before the War
ren Commission, he placed the length of the defect at 7-8 em.54 The wound
which I saw after Dr. Perry completed his work looked nothing like what
I saw in the photographs taken at Bethesda. Dr. Perry had made a small
and very neat transverse incision. I took it to be about 1 to 1 1/2 inches in
length. It was certainly not of the length I saw in the autopsy photos. The
gaping nature of the wound was also inconsistent with what I saw. When
the body left Parkland there was no gaping, bloody defect in the front of
the throat, just the small bullet hole and the thin line of Perry's incision.
According to the lAMA article, the four Dallas doctors have no prob
lem in reconciling the autopsy photos with the tracheostomy incision
they observed. "I was right there and the tracheostomy I observed and
the autopsy photos look the same-very compatible," Dr. Baxter is quoted
as having said.55 Dr. Carrico said, ''I've seen the autopsy photos and they
are very compatible to the actual tracheostomy."56 "They are the same,"
is the comment attributed to Dr. Jenkins."57 Dr. Perry qualified his re 
sponse: "Of course, tissues sag and stretch after death, but any sugges 
tion that this wound was intentionally enlarged is wrong."58
Once again, there is a previous record, however. In 1966, three of
these doctors estimated the length of the incision Perry made in Kennedy's
throat. Their responses were recorded by a researcher. Dr. Carrico said it
was "between two and three centimeters-which is close to an inch."59
Dr. Perry, who made the incision, estimated it at "2-3 centimeters," while
Dr. Baxter remembered it as "roughly an inch and a half."60
Now, in 1992, these men are said to believe that there is no contradic
tion between what they saw and the 6.5 to 8 em gash shown in the au-
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Kennedy's throat as seen in autopsy photograph. The autopsy report says this
defect is 6.5 em in length. In his Warren Commission testimony, Dr. Humes
stated the length as 7-8 em. Dr. Perry estimated the length of the incision he
made at 2-3 em. The incision Dr. Crenshaw saw at Parkland Hospital was
straight and neat, nothing like what this photograph shows.

topsy photographs. It seems to me that the reader will have to decide
which is the accurate response-an interview recorded in 1966 or an
interview done twenty-six years later.
I saw that incision. I also saw the occipitoparietal head wound. When
I am shown alleged autopsy photographs which depict wounds that dif
fer so markedly from those I saw at Parkland, I have no choice but to
conclude that someone had gone to a great deal of trouble to present a
different story than we had seen at Parkland. The result of those wound
differences caused the body of President Kennedy to appear more like it
had been shot from the rear and less as if it had been shot from the front.
[Editor's note: See Appendix A.]

Observing the Head Wound
The lAMA article seeks to minimize the significance of what we saw in
Dallas by implying that the doctors were occupied with life-saving mea
sures and did not have an opportunity to look at the head wound care-
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fully: "In fact,Dr.Jenkins doubts if any of the Parkland physicians even
had a good look at the President's head ..."16
Once again,though,there's that pesky record:
•

Dr. Kemp Clark-"! examined the wound in the back of the
President's head."

•

Dr.Robert McClelland-"As I took the position at the head of the
table,I was in such a position that I could very closely examine
the head wound."

•

Dr.Jenkins was interviewed for an article in the American Medi
cal News in 1978. In that article,Dr. Jenkins said,"It may be that
I and Malcolm Perry MD) [sic] were the first ones aware of the
head injury.We were standing at the patient's head and with that
thick shock of hair,when he was lying supine on the stretcher,it
really didn't show that he had part of his head blown away and
part of his cerebellum was hanging out."This,once again,pin
points the location of the wound at the rear of the head .Note also
that in 1978, Dr.Jenkins still recalled the cerebellum-suppos
edly undamaged-as being blown out of the wound.

•

At the Dallas forum last May,one of Jenkins' colleagues related
an incident which further emphasizes that the head wound was
seen and examined in Dallas.According to the account given there,
the Parkland team considered opening President Kennedy's chest
and massaging the heart in that manner. Dr. Jenkins then said,
"Before you open that chest,you' d better step up and take a look
at this head wound."The chest was not opened.2
6

There is ample evidence that we did see the head wound.It is a simple
fact that nearly every Dallas doctor, while under oath, was asked by the
Warren Commission where the head wound was located. Each doctor placed
the wound in the back of Kennedy's head. Not one of them said he did not
know, could not remember, or did not have an opportunity to observe.

Summary
Without ever having talked with me,lAMA Editor Dr.George Lundberg
called my book,lFK: Conspiracy of Silence, "a sad fabrication based on
unsubstantiated allegations."63 In contrast,he proclaimed the lAMA ar
ticle to be information which "is scientifically sound,"64 furnishes "the
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definitive history of what happened,"65 and "provides irrefutable proof
that President Kennedy was killed by two bullets that struck him from
above and behind."66 The record , however, indicates otherwise.
1.

Drs. Perry, Carrico, Jenkins, and Baxter apparently chose to par
ticipate in an article in this magazine which distorted the facts of
this case.

2.

These doctors had already created a record concerning the wounds
of President Kennedy-a record that began just after they saw
the body, a record sworn to under oath.

3.

Their record describes a large wound at the rear of President
Kennedy's head, the same wound which I wrote about in Con
spiracy of Silence.

4.

Their record describes a small wound in the front of the throat,
just as I saw and described. One of the doctors (Perry) called this
an entrance wound within two hours of seeing it, and another
(Baxter) admitted in 1992 that it could have been an entrance
wound.

5.

Their record describes cerebellar tissue extruding from the head
wound, just as I described it in my book.

6.

Photographs of the back of President Kennedy's head show no
wound where they (and I) saw a large wound. They say these
photos are compatible with their observations. I say the autopsy
photographs cannot be reconciled with what I saw at Parkland.

7.

Photographs of President Kennedy's throat show a defect more
than twice as long as the tracheostomy incision I remember and
more than twice the length these doctors had earlier estimated.
They say the photograph is "very compatible" with what they saw
at Parkland on November 22.

The record, standing in stark contrast to the statements the four doc
tors are quoted as having made in the May 1992 lAMA article, will not go
away. It's a pity that Dennis Breo and lAMA chose to ignore that record.
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Addendum: Arlen Specter and History's Most
Hypothetical Question
When the

various Parkland doctors appeared before the Warren Com

mission, their testimonies were taken by staff counsel Arlen Specter, now
a United States Senator from Pennsylvania . The commission had a great
problem concerning the throat wound, which all these doctors had seen
and many had desribed as being very small, smooth-edged, and rounded
characteristics of an entrance wound. In fact, several of the doctors had
called the wound an entrance wound by the time their statements were
taken under oath in March of 1964. Instead of simply asking the doctors,
"Was this an entrance wound or an exit wound?" or "What did this wound
look like to you?", Specter concocted what must be the most convoluted
and hypothetical question in history. This question with minor varia
tions was put to each of the Dallas doctors who saw Kennedy's body.
Specter: "Assuming some factors in addition to those which
you personally observed, Dr. Baxter, what would your
opinion be if these additional facts were present: First,
the President had a bullet wound of entry on the right
posterior thorax just above the upper border of the
scapula with the wound measuring 7 by 7 mm in oval
shape, being 14 em from the tip of the right acromion
process and 14 em below the tip of the right mastoid
process-assume this is the set of facts that the wound
just described was caused by a 6.5 mm bullet shot from
approximately 160 to 250 feet away from the President,
from a weapon having a muzzle velocity of approximately
2,000 feet per second, assuming as a third factor that the

bullet passed through the President's body, going in be
tween the strap muscles of the shoulder without violat
ing the pleura space and exited at a point in the midline
of the neck, would the hole which you saw on the
President's throat be consistent with an exit wound, as
suming the factors which I have just given to you?"67

In this amazing, 180-word hypothetical question, Specter has asked the
doctors, "If the bullet exited from the front of Kennedy's throat, could the
wound in the front of Kennedy's throat have been an exit wound?" [Editor's

note: See Chuck Marler, Part IV.]
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[Editor's note: See David Lifton, Best Evidence(J980), pages 315 and 323.]

On the Trail of the
Character
Assassins1
D. Bradley Kizzia, J.D.

On 22 November 1963, Charles Crenshaw, M.D., was a resident surgeon
at Parkland Hospital in Dallas, Texas . As fate would have it, he became
an involuntary eyewitness to history when President Kennedy was as
sassinated that day and brought to Parkland for emergency treatment .
Dr. Crenshaw was a member of the trauma team that heroically attempted
to save President Kennedy's life by administering the medical techniques
for which they were trained . Dr. Crenshaw arrived in Trauma Room 1
with Dr. Robert McClelland and saw the small wound in President
Kennedy's throat immediately before Dr. Malcolm Perry used a scalpel
to perform a tracheostomy, and during the course of the emergency medi
cal measures and thereafter, Dr. Crenshaw observed the large wound in
the back of President Kennedy's head that was described in the contem
poraneous medical reports of several of the other physicians on the
Parkland trauma team, including Dr. Kemp Clark, the neurosurgeon who
pronounced President Kennedy dead. It was Dr. Crenshaw's impression
at the time (as well as the express impression of some of the other doc
tors in Trauma Room One at the time) that the small wound in President
Kennedy's throat was a wound of entrance, and the large wound in the
back of President Kennedy's head was a wound of exit. Indeed, later on
the afternoon of November 22nd, Dr. Perry and Dr. Clark attended a press
conference at which time Dr. Perry clearly indicated that he thought the
throat wound was a wound of entrance . (Dr. Perry reiterated that opin61
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ion in interviews given in the subsequent days following the assassina
tion .) [Editor's note: See Appendix C .]
Two days later, on Sunday, 24 November 1963, Dr. Crenshaw hap
pened to be on duty and therefore participated on the trauma team that
tried to save Lee Harvey Oswald's life, after he was brought there follow
ing his assassination by Jack Ruby. W hile involved in the treatment of
Oswald, Dr. Crenshaw accepted a telephone call to the operating room
from a man who identified himself as President Lyndon Johnson. Dr.
Crenshaw was told to relay the message to the other physicians who
were treating Oswald that FBI agents would be available in the operat
ing room to obtain a death-bed confession from Oswald.
Dr. Crenshaw was, therefore, in a unique position with eyewitness
knowledge of some of the most incredible events in United States his
tory. Still, he did not seek the spotlight at that time mainly for reasons
related to his ambition and career-mindedness. Indeed, all of the Parkland
trauma physicians had been specifically warned in clear terms not to try
to exploit their involvement in those historic events at Parkland in No
vember 1963. Dr. Crenshaw thereafter went on to have a distinguished
career as the head of surgery at John Peter Smith Hospital in Fort Worth,
Texas, where he established the Trauma Unit . Twenty-five years later,
however, Dr. Crenshaw suffered two minor strokes that affected his sur
gical proficiency, thereby leading to his retirement. At that time, he was
approached by a writer who was an acquaintance, Jens Hansen, about
publishing his eyewitness account of the historical events at Parkland
Hospital on that fateful weekend in November 1963. Dr. Crenshaw was
initially reluctant, but ultimately agreed and collaborated with J. Gary
Shaw, a widely recognized expert researcher on the JFK assassination,
to write the book, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence. 2 In the book, Dr. Crenshaw
provided his personal account, as an eyewitness to history, about what
happened at Parkland Hospital, and Gary Shaw contributed the setting
and surrounding events related to the assassination and its subsequent
investigation. T he book, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence, was published in
April1992, and benefited from the publicity and renewed public interest
in the subject of President Kennedy's assassination that had been gener
ated in preceding months by the release of Oliver Stone's movie, JFK.
T he book was quickly a success and rose to the top of The New York
Times Bestseller List for paperbacks. (Because of the importance of Dr.
Crenshaw's observations that were contained in the book-the first pub
lication by one of the treating physicians that emphatically disagreed
with the Warren Commission's conclusion that President Kennedy was
shot by one gunman from behind-the book's authors thought that the
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book would have more widespread dissemination in the less expensive
paperback form, as opposed to a hardback version that could have been
sold for more money.) Of course, there were some longstanding support
ers of the Warren Commission and its lone-gunman theory, including
some members of the established media, who questioned Dr. Crenshaw's
motives for publishing his observations nearly thirty years after the as
sassination, but the usual less than enthusiastic treatment by some of
the media and Warren Commission apologists was to be expected . T he
events of May, 1992, and particularly the involvement of the Journal of

the American Medical Association, however, was not anticipated.
On 19 May 1992, the American Medical Association hosted a press
conference in New York City to promote two related articles in lAMA's
May 27th edition concerning the assassination of President Kennedy. At
the press conference, Dr. Lundberg alleged that Dr. Crenshaw's book was
a "sad fabrication based upon unsubstantiated allegations ." Mr. Dennis
Breo, a lAMA writer, was identified as the author of the articles, which
erroneously suggested that Dr. Crenshaw's observations, as contained in
his book, should not be relied upon because Dr. Crenshaw may not have
even been in Parkland Hospital's Trauma Room 1 at the time that emer
gency treatment was provided to President Kennedy. T he press confer
ence received massive media attention, and the lAMA articles were widely
disseminated . References to the press conference and the lAMA articles
were even made on the network news and on the front pages of major
newspapers across the country.
On May 20, 1992, the day after the lAMA press conference, The New

York Times published an article written by Lawrence Altman, M.D., de
scribing lAMA's "research [as] less than thorough," and pointing out that
testimony to the Warren Commission clearly indicated that Dr. Crenshaw
had been in Trauma Room 1 and participated in the efforts to save Presi
dent Kennedy. Dr. Crenshaw thereafter requested lAMA to publish a re
traction and apology. This request was denied, but Dr. Crenshaw was
encouraged to submit his own piece for publication in lAMA, which he
did. Dr. Crenshaw's rebuttal piece, entitled "Let's Set the Record Straight:
Dr. Charles Crenshaw Replies,"

3

was refused publication by lAMA as

allegedly being too long (even though it was barely one half the length of
Mr. Breo's articles in the 27 May 1992 issue of lAMA); but Dr. Crenshaw
was then encouraged by lAMA to submit a 500-word letter to the editor.
Although believing that a mere 500-word letter would be insufficient to
rectify the damage done to his reputation, Dr. Crenshaw nevertheless
did submit a 500-word letter to the editor of lAMA; but again, lAMA did
not publish it.4 In April, 1993, almost a year after the publication of the
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lAMA articles that attacked Dr. Crenshaw and the book, JFK· Conspiracy

ofSilence, after no apology, retraction, or even correction or clarification
having been published by lAMA, litigation was instituted .

The Suit
Gary Shaw, being a co-author of the book that had been called a "sad
fabrication" by Dr. Lundberg, lAMA's editor, was joined as a Plaintiff in
the case . Mr. Shaw was a resident of Cleburne, Johnson County, Texas .
Because the court dockets in Johnson County are not as congested as
those in Tarrant County, where Dr. Crenshaw resides, the lawsuit was
filed in Johnson County . T he suit was filed against the American Medical
Association, d/b/a

Journal of the American Medical Association,

George

Lundberg, M.D ., Dennis Breo, and others, in the 18th District Court of
Cleburne, Johnson County, Texas, in Cause No . 73-93. T he pleadings
filed on behalf of Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw made the following factual
allegations:
T his is a case about the abuse of media power, the violation of journalistic
ethics, and the harm perpetrated against individuals in an effort to silence
them.

Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,
Is the immediate jewel of their souls;
Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing;
Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands;
But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.
-Othello (1602-4) act 3, sc. 3, 1.155

Following the release of the movieJFKin the late fall of 1991, Warren
Commission apologists like David Belin (the self-proclaimed most knowl
edgeable person in the world about the JFK assassination) embarked
upon a crusade, which included a nationwide campaign to attack the
movie JFKand those allegedly associated with the movie, including crit
ics of the Warren Report like Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw. Such cam
paign made frequent use of the media, including appearances on televi
sion and publication of written pieces in the print media across the coun
try. Despite the fact (and perhaps due to the fact) that polls unanimously
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indicated that the overwhelming majority of Americans disagree with
the Warren Report, the usual tactic of such Warren Commission sup
porters has been to personally attack such Warren Report critics, be
smirching their reputations and integrity and calling them liars and profi
teers . T he Dallas Morning News was one of the media outlets that pro
vided a welcome forum for such attacks.
Contemporaneously with the campaign to attack those associated with
the movie lFK and other Warren Report critics, George Lundberg, who
is and was editor-in-chief of lAMA, embarked upon an effort to utilize
the pages of lAMA to respond to the movie lFK and, in his words, "to set
the record straight," under the guise of "objective," "scientific," "peer
reviewed," medical research . (In truth, the resulting defamatory lAMA
articles were none of these things.) Indeed, Lundberg himself certainly
was not objective or detached, since he was a personal friend of some of
his interviewees and had a personal agenda . (Lundberg was even pic
tured and praised in the same lAMA articles .) It was the intent of
Lundberg, lAMA, and Breo (their writer) to utilize the seemingly cred
ible and legitimate forum of lAMA, as well as the media and public rela
tions apparatus of the AMA, to try to win back public opinion, silence
the critics of the Warren Report, and terminate further discussion of the
JFK assassination conspiracy controversy.
Dr. Crenshaw was a surgical resident who participated on the trauma
team at Parkland Hospital and in the efforts to save the life of President
Kennedy on 22 November 1963. Two days later, on 24 November 1963,
Dr. Crenshaw was also on the trauma team at Parkland that tried to save
the life of Lee Harvey Oswald . Later, Dr. Crenshaw became and served as
Chief of Surgery for John Peter Smith Hospital in Fort Worth, Texas.
More recently Dr. Crenshaw stepped down as the active head of surgery
at John Peter Smith Hospital, and, along with Mr. Shaw, co-authored the
book lFK: Conspiracy of Silence, published in the spring of 1992. Be
cause bringing this important information to the public was their para
mount concern, the book was printed in paperback only and sold inex
pensively.
T he book lFK: Conspiracy of Silence contains a rendition of
Dr. Crenshaw's observations, as an eyewitness to history, regarding events
that occurred at Parkland Hospital on that fateful weekend in Novem
ber, 1963. In the book, Dr. Crenshaw reported that he, along with other
medical personnel at Parkland Hospital, observed a small wound of en
trance in President Kennedy's throat and a large wound of exit in the
rear of President Kennedy's head . T hese observations by Dr. Crenshaw
regarding the nature and location of President Kennedy's wounds were
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consistent with the reports and testimony provided by other medical
personnel who were also present in the Parkland emergency room on 22
November 1963. Dr. Crenshaw also expressed the opinion in his book
that such observations regarding the nature and location of President
Kennedy's wounds were consistent with shots having been fired from
the front of President Kennedy's limousine, an opinion that is inconsis
tent with conclusions stated in the Warren Report. T hus, Dr. Crenshaw
and Mr. Shaw became, along with those associated with the movie JFK,
additional targets of the campaign of the Warren Commission apologists
to refute points made in JFK and to discredit critics of the Warren Re
port. Indeed, because of the timing of the release and initially favorable
public reaction to their book, the Journal of the American Medical Asso

ciation, Lundberg, and Breo expanded the scope of their scheme to in
clude attacks upon Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw.
In April 1992, Mr. Belin traveled to Dallas, Texas, to make one of his
many speeches attacking critics of the Warren Report. Apparently on the
same trip, he met with representatives of The Dallas Morning News. Dur
ing that meeting, Belin wrongfully attacked critics of the Warren Report
as persons "who tell lies about the assassination," "assassination sensa
tionalists," and he accused persons, like Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw, of
"assassination profiteering." Belin even falsely claimed that Dr. Crenshaw
"typifies the disinformation." At or around the same time of Belin's meet
ing with The Dallas Morning News, Lundberg and Breo were working on
their defamatory articles to be published in lAMA on 27 May 1992. On
17 May 1992, The Dallas Morning News published excerpts from the "in

terview" with Belin, including some of Belin's defamatory remarks. How
ever, the lengthy interview was substantially reduced and questions were
fabricated or altered by The News to focus the published excerpts on
Belin's attacks on Dr. Crenshaw and his book.
On 18 May 1992, Lundberg and Breo traveled to New York City to
finalize plans and prepare for a large media event conceived by Lundberg .
At Lundberg's request, a press conference was to be held in New York
City concerning the defamatory lAMA articles, because it was believed
that more media publicity would be generated in New York. On that
same date, other representatives of the AMA, working for Lundberg and

lAMA, made numerous contacts with members of the media to build up
the press conference scheduled for the next day.
On 19 May 1992, lAMA, Lundberg, and Breo, conducted and/or par
ticipated in a well-planned, well-orchestrated, major press conference
for the media in New York City, which was attended by many representa
tives of the print and television media, including the major television
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networks and representatives of the national print media . The purpose
of the press conference was to generate as much media attention as pos
sible in order to publicize and promote the defamatory lAMA articles
and the attacks on Dr. Crenshaw and the book . Said plan was successful,
in that the press conference was well attended and covered by the media,
and news reports concerning the press conference and the defamatory
lAMA articles were publicized across the nation . Lundberg even stood
behind a podium or lectern that contained the official AMA seal, logo, .or.
emblem, so that photographs and videos taken of Lundberg during the press
conference would show the AMA seal, logo, or emblem. The result was to
give the false impression that Lundberg's statements were made on behalf
of the AMA or at least with the endorsement of the AMA, when in truth,
none of what Lundberg, Breo, or lAMA said or published at the press con
ference or in the defamatoryJAMA articles were the official position of the
AMA, nor were such statements endorsed by the AMA. As part of this well
orchestrated media blitz, Lundberg gave an interview with a reporter for
The Dallas Morning News on 19 May 1992, and on 20 May 1992, The Dallas
Morning News published a front page article concerning the press con
ference and the defamatory lAMA articles and the attacks on Dr. Crenshaw
and the book, erroneously referring to Mr. Breo's articles as "the AMA
report."
During the press conference on 19 May 1992, Lundberg, in writing
and orally, falsely described the book as a "sad fabrication based upon
unsubstantiated allegations." Lundberg further claimed that the motiva
tions for those millions of Americans, like Plaintiffs, who believe that
there was a conspiracy behind the assassination of President Kennedy,
"are paranoia, desire for personal recognition and public visibility, and
profit," and he suggested that the press conference and defamatory lAMA
articles might silence "the honest conspiracy theorists who have simply
not had access to the [alleged] facts ." Lundberg further stated the "hope"
that by virtue of the press conference and defamatory lAMA articles,
"the entire current generation that has been fed docufiction on this mat
ter as if it were truth will cease to be misled ."
Breo, at the 19 May 1992 press conference and in the articles that he
wrote for the 27 May 1992 edition of lAMA, sought to discredit the book
by wrongfully attacking the integrity of its authors, including the false
suggestions that Dr. Crenshaw was not even present when the emergency
treatment was provided to President Kennedy at Parkland Hospital on
22 November 1963, that Dr. Crenshaw was supposedly not mentioned

in the testimony to the Warren Commission, that Dr. Crenshaw's descrip
tions of the nature and locations of President Kennedy's wounds were
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inconsistent with the descriptions given by all of the other medical per
sonnel who saw the wounds, and that no telephone call was received at
Parkland Hospital from someone claiming to be President Lyndon
Johnson when Lee Harvey Oswald was given emergency treatment there
on 24 November 1963. Breo also accused Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw of
being "defamers of the truth" in the defamatory articles published by
lAMA on 27 May 1992. All of these accusations were and are false . In

truth, at least five different witnesses specifically testified to the Warren
Commission about Dr. Crenshaw's presence and participation in the ef
forts to save President Kennedy on 22 November 1963, facts readily avail
able to Lundberg and Breo since the testimony appeared in one of the
Warren Commission Report volumes, which also included an index that
listed Dr. Crenshaw and the seven references to him in the testimony.
Also, numerous witnesses who observed President Kennedy's wounds
on 22 November 1963, have described them in a way consistent with the
observations of Dr. Crenshaw. Many of these descriptions were also clearly
revealed in the testimony to the Warren Commission, some of which
appears in the same volume that refers to Dr. Crenshaw, and in reports
by Parkland physicians that were in the summary volume that Breo claims
that he read . Additionally, other witnesses who were present at Parkland
Hospital on 24 November 1963, recall the telephone call from someone
claiming to be President Johnson .
The defamatory lAMA articles that were authored by Breo, edited by
Lundberg, and published in lAMA on 27 May 1992, were masterfully
conceived, slickly written, and cleverly worded to give the superficial
impression of being based on scientific research. In truth, the articles
were deceptive and in fact, were not objective or well researched; they
were not even scientific or subjected to outside peer review. Lundberg
was clearly not objective, and Breo was obviously not knowledgeable
about the evidence related to the JFK assassination (probably by design).
Indeed, no expert on the JFK assassination at all reviewed the defamatory
lAMA articles before publication . The articles did, however, successfully

accomplish the purpose of creating false impressions regarding Dr.
Crenshaw and his book.
The false accusations made by lAMA, Lundberg, and Breo concern
ing Dr. Crenshaw and the book were also all made without any attempt
by them to even interview or talk with either Dr. Crenshaw or Mr. Shaw,
which resulted in the one-sided, biased, and inaccurate stories that oc
curred . (Of course, if they had bothered to interview Dr. Crenshaw and
Mr. Shaw, they would also have been referred to the Warren Commis
sion testimony regarding Dr. Crenshaw's presence in Trauma Room 1
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and of the witnesses with knowledge about the LBJ phone call, which
would have deprived them of their ability to later claim lack of knowl
edge of such information, i .e ., plausible deniability.) T he fact that they
had failed even to try to interview Dr. Crenshaw was pointed out in an
article written by Dr. Lawrence K. Altman, published in The New York

Times on Wednesday, 20 May 1992, the day after the lAMA press confer
ence . Dr. Altman's article also pointed out additional errors in the state
ments concerning Dr. Crenshaw. Dr. Altman wrote:
But the full [Warren] report makes several references to Dr.Crenshaw. In
two, Dr.Charles R.Baxter and Dr. Robert McClelland, two of the Dallas doc
tors interviewed by Mr. Breo, told the Warren Commission that Dr. Crenshaw
was in the emergency room .

(Indeed, Dr. McClelland had told Breo the same thing, yet Breo and
lAMA failed to mention that, but instead published the false statements
to the contrary.) On 26 May 1992, The New York Times published a sec
ond article by Dr. Altman, in which he pointed out additional errors in
lAMA's accusations concerning Dr. Crenshaw. Dr. Altman wrote:
The merit of the book aside, it turns out that the journal's research was less
than thorough . It did not try to interview Dr. Crenshaw.Although the Dallas
doctors [allegedly ] told the journal they never saw Dr.Crenshaw in the
Kennedy trauma room, two actually had told the Warren Commission that
he was a member of the team ....Dr. Crenshaw was also on the team that tried
to resuscitate Lee Harvey Oswald after the assassin was shot, and one of
Dr. Crenshaw's most astonishing assertions is that he answered a call from
the new President Ly ndon B . Johnson, who asked about Oswald's condition .
I the journal interviews, Dr. Charles Baxter, the emergency room chief,
...n
denied that such a call was received by any doctor. But the denial came from
a surgeon who could not have known about the call because he was not present
during Oswald's surgery, Dr. Crenshaw said . n
I deed, another doctor has con
firmed such a call, although the details and who made it are not clear.The
doctor... said he had long remembered reports of two White House telephone
calls to the operating room .

Both of Dr. Altman's articles that were published in The New York Times
were made available and/or received by lAMA, Lundberg, and Breo be

fore the 27 May 1992 official publication date of the lAMA edition that
contained the defamatory articles written by Breo . Breo, on Lundberg's
orders, even researched the criticisms leveled by Dr. Altman and con
firmed that they were justified, yet no effort whatsoever was made by
lAMA to retract or correct the errors before or after publication . Addi
tionally, lAMA received complaints via telephone calls and letters from
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members of the American Medical Association and other knowledgeable
readers again citing the false and defamatory statements made about
Dr. Crenshaw in the lAMA articles, yet the false statements were never
retracted or corrected by lAMA. Instead, Mark Stuart (the director of
AMA's media/public relations office in New York City) responded to one
such complaint by calling the book "a pack of lies." Furthermore, in re
ply to a letter to lAMA that criticized lAMA and Breo for falsely suggest
ing that Dr. Crenshaw was not even present in Parkland's Trauma Room 1
when President Kennedy was treated, Breo quoted from the defamatory
remarks that he had made at the 19 May 1992 press conference:
For years the American public has been hearing from people who were not in

Trauma Room 1 in Dallas and were not in the autopsy room at Bethesda
[Maryland], and yet, who have claimed to know what must have happened
during the medical care of President Kennedy. What we now have are the
reports of the physicians who were on the scene . . We now have the facts
.

about these critical events in the words of the only people who know these

facts-the very facts that the conspiracy theorists have chosen to ignore. (Em
phasis added.)

T hese defamatory remarks were republished by lAMA on 7 October 1992,
long after Lundberg, its editor, and Breo, its writer, were fully aware of
the evidence that Dr. Crenshaw was indeed on the scene and in Trauma
Room 1 when President Kennedy was taken to Parkland on 22 Novem
ber 1963.
Subsequently, the defamatory lAMA articles were even reprinted and
redistributed by lAMA long after lAMA knew them to contain false state
ments concerning Dr. Crenshaw and his book . One such reprint was sent,
along with a "News Release," to ABC's Good Morning America program
in an apparent attempt to sabotage Dr. Crenshaw's appearance there.
lAMA, Lundberg, and Breo have not been able to identify a single other
article published in lAMA where any other physician was attacked and
treated in a manner similar to that perpetrated against Dr. Crenshaw in
the defamatory articles in question .
Consistent with The Dallas Morning News' biased and unfair cover
age of news concerning the JFK assassination (which coverage has fa
vored Warren Report supporters like Belin, Lundberg, and Breo, and
disfavored witnesses and researchers who have been critical of the War
ren Report), The Dallas Morning News published an editorial on 24 May
1992 (prior to the official 2 7 May 1992, publication date of the defamatory
lAMA articles), that praised and commended the lAMA articles and those
who were supposedly quoted therein in a way that allegedly confirmed
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the conclusions of the Warren Commission. In contrast, the editorial
criticized "those who have profited by writing Kennedy assassination
books heavy on paranoia and light on facts," and who espouse "hysteri
cal conspiracy claims" and who "irresponsibly seeks to distort the record,"
all language coincidentally similar to the remarks made by Lundberg at
the lAMA press conference in New York City a few days earlier.
The Dallas Morning News obtained copies of the lAMA articles in ad
vance of publication and provided same to its writer, Lawrence
Sutherland, for purposes of writing another article attacking Dr. Crenshaw
and his book . This article was published by The Dallas Morning News
on 28 June 1992. In that article, Sutherland relied heavily upon the
defamatory lAMA articles and falsely described the book as "peddling
lies" and wrongfully attacked Dr. Crenshaw's credibility, even though he
never interviewed Dr. Crenshaw or co-author Shaw, in contrast to writ
ten policy of The Dallas Morning News. Sutherland accused Dr. Crenshaw
of lying when he described a large wound that he observed in the back of
President Kennedy's head, even though Sutherland knew that other phy
sicians at Parkland had described the wound similarly. Without bother
ing to interview any other witnesses either, Sutherland and The Dallas
Morning News republished some of the other false allegations contained
in the defamatory lAMA articles (see above), that is, that Dr. Crenshaw
and Mr. Shaw supposedly made up Dr. Crenshaw's important observa
tions for alleged personal gain and that the phone call to Parkland Hos
pital on 24 November 1963, by someone claiming to be LBJ supposedly
never happened. In July 1992, shortly after publication of the defamatory
Sutherland article, a letter was written to The Dallas Morning News by
the former chief telephone operator at Parkland Hospital, who confirmed
Dr. Crenshaw's recollection concerning the telephone call to Parkland
on 24 November 1963 by someone claiming to be LBJ; yet The Dallas
Morning News refused publication of the letter, and Sutherland and The
Dallas Morning News failed and refused to retract the false statements in
the article concerning that point.
The defamatory lAMA articles referred to above were published and
distributed to hundreds of thousands of Dr. Crenshaw's peers in the AMA,
and through the media and otherwise, to millions of readers, listeners,
and viewers . The defamatory publications in The Dallas Morning News
were published and distributed to hundreds of thousands, if not mil
lions, of subscribers and readers of The News, it being the only major
daily newspaper published in Dallas . The defamatory Belin interview,
editorial, and Sutherland article were each published in Sunday editions
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of The News, which had the paper's largest daily circulation-in excess
of 800,000 .
Dr. Crenshaw attempted to respond to the defamatory attacks upon
him by holding a press conference in June 1992, in Washington, D .C ., but
the press conference was not well attended by the media and received little
or no coverage. Neither lAMA nor The News published anything about
Dr. Crenshaw's response .
None of the attackers bothered to even try to interview Dr. Crenshaw or
Mr. Shaw before making their false and defamatory accusations. Further
more, Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw sought retractions from lAMA and The

News before instituting litigation, but were refused. Moreover, they sub
mitted a rebuttal article to Defendant lAMA, which was denied publica
tion . Instead, it was suggested by lAMA that a letter to the editor be submit
ted (with a 500-word limitation) . Dr. Crenshaw complied with this request,
but publication of the letter to the editor of lAMA was then also refused by

lAMA.
On or about 9 February 1993, The Dallas Morning News did agree to
publish Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw's rebuttal article, but after it was pre
pared and sent to The Dallas Morning News, The News reneged on the agree
ment and refused to publish the rebuttal article . However, on Sunday, 18
April1993, The Dallas Morning News did publish in the "Corrections, Clari
fications" portion of the paper the following: "it was not the intent of The

News to suggest that the book authors misstated the facts of Dr. Crenshaw's
involvement as a physician at Parkland Memorial Hospital attending Presi
dent Kennedy on 22 November 1963, and Lee Harvey Oswald on 24 No
vember 1963, or that they had done so out of a motive for profit or any
improper purpose." Such correction or clarification was contained among
other self-serving language that tended to offset its mitigating effect. Such
publication was also too little too late.
Furthermore, The Dallas Morning News later indicated that an edited
rebuttal article would be published only if Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw
released their claims for damages caused by Sutherland and The News.
Even later, lAMA indicated that it might publish a retraction only if Dr.
Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw dismissed their suit to recover for the damages
already caused to them . The reality is that Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw
have suffered damages resulting from the foregoing defamations, which
subjected them to public hatred, scorn, and ridicule, with resulting embar
rassment and humiliation, and loss of book sales (Dr. Crenshaw's book was
knocked from the bestsellers' list), damages for which lAMA, The News,
Lundberg and Breo have refused to make amends.
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The Discovery
During the course of the litigation, depositions were taken of Mr. Breo,
his immediate editor, Dr. Richard Glass, Dr. Lundberg, Dr. Drummond
Rennie, who was in charge of lAMA's letters to the editor, and three pub
lic relations employees for the AMA, Mark Stuart, Jeff Moulter, and Paul
Torini. These depositions, as well as documents thatJAMA was obligated
to produce in connection with those depositions, provided significant
evidence to support the suit against the lAMA Defendants . The deposi
tion testimony and documents also revealed troubling information about
lAMA's coverage of the JFK assassination topic.
Dr. Lundberg, lAMA's editor, has acknowledged that he is no expert
on the JFK assassination . He has stated:
I wasn't in Dallas or Bethesda those days. I am really not much of an expert

on this at all. My role in this is that of a journalist along with Mr. Dennis Breo
of my lAMA staff. I have essentially no primary source of information, nor do
I plan any.

Thus, when Dr. Lundberg decided to use the pages of lAMA to respond
to the movie lFK, he called upon his friend, Dr. James Humes, one of the
autopsists at Bethesda Naval Hospital on the evening of 22 November
1963 . On 26 December 1991, Dr. Lundberg wrote:
Dear Jim, Have you seen the movie lFKJ Three hours and fifteen minutes of
truth mixed with non-truth mixed with alleged truth. For the younger per
son, not knowledgeable about 1963-very difficult to tell the difference. Please
either write the truth now for lAMA or let Dennis Breo (and me?) interview
you (and Bosworth [sic]) soon to set the record straight-at least about the
autopsy. O.k.? Best wishes, George.

Thus, Dr. Lundberg's own letter indicates that there was an agenda prior
to publication of the lAMA articles in May 1992-"To Set the Record
Straight." (Lundberg apparently misspelled Dr. Boswell's name as
"Bosworth.")
In a news release publicizing Breo's JFK articles, the AMA publicity
department claimed that Humes and Boswell agreed to talk to lAMA
"their first-ever public discussion of the case-because the interview was
to appear in a peer-reviewed, scientific journal." This declaration was, at
best, misleading . First of all, both Humes and Boswell had previously
testified to the Warren Commission and before the House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (the latter investigation resulted in a report very
critical of Humes and Boswell's autopsy and reached the conclusion that
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President Kennedy was probably assassinated through a conspiracy). Also,
the "interview" with Drs . Humes and Boswell was not published in lAMA,
nor released at the May 19th press conference in New York City as claimed
in the press release . Rather, Mr. Breo's articles based in part upon such
interviews were published in lAMA, copies of which were disseminated
at the press conference .
Furthermore, the press release suggested that the articles were "peer
reviewed" and "scientific." This was not the case . First, according to lAMA,
the articles were written by Dennis Breo, who is not a medical doctor,
nor a scientist by any means . In his sworn deposition testimony, Mr.
Breo claimed that the articles that he wrote on the JFK assassination
"were a work of journalism," not scientific articles, and therefore were
not submitted for outside peer review. Indeed, Mr. Breo described him
self as "illiterate about the peer review process," and stated that there is
a different process for articles submitted by lAMA writers like himself.
Well, the journalists, the staff journalists on lAMA, just write articles that are
reviewed by their editors and that's-there is no outside review.

Q.

No peer review?

A.

No.

Curiously, Mr. Breo, like Dr. Lundberg, was no expert on the subject
of the JFK assassination . He testified under oath as follows:
By Mr. Kizzia:

Q.

Well, let me ask you this. Can you say for sure that prior to 1992 you

A.

I can't say for sure. I mean, it was not a burning interest of mine.

had read any books pertaining to the JFK assassination?

Indeed, Mr. Breo apparently did not even know much about Dr. Crenshaw
or his book before writing the articles that attacked both . Excerpts from
Mr. Breo's sworn deposition testimony include the following:
Q.

Is it true, Mr. Breo, that you believe that face-to-face interviews are
preferable because they're more effective?

A.

Normally, yes, I found that to be the case.

Q.

And you normally do face-to-face interviews; is that right?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Isn't it true, Mr. Breo, that prior to writing that article you had not

A.

That's correct.

Q.

You did not interview him; is that right?

A.

I did not.

sat down and talked to Dr. Crenshaw?
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Q.

Just yes or no, sir.Did you read the 26 volumes of testimony to see

A.

No.

if Dr. Crenshaw was mentioned in there prior to writing the articles?

Q.

Do you know whether any of the other AMA employees or represen
tatives who were involved in the press conference had read Dr.
Crenshaw's book prior to the press conference?

A. Those involved in the press conference?

Q.

Yes, sir.

A. I don't know.My belief [is] they had not .

The editor of lAMA, Dr. Lundberg, was also apparently lacking in
knowledge about Dr. Crenshaw and his book before making his deroga
tory statements at the May 19, 1992, press conference . The following are
excerpts from Dr. Lundberg's sworn deposition testimony:

Q.

Did you try to find out anything about Dr. Crenshaw before you
made your remarks at the press conference in New York City on
May 19th, 1992?

A. I did not.

Q.

Did you know that Mr.Breo had not-not only had not interviewed
Dr.Crenshaw, had not even tried to interview Dr.Crenshaw before
you-before he wrote his articles that were published in lAMA on
May 27th, 1992?

A.

Q.

Yes.I knew that.
Can you state here today under oath that you know for a fact that
you had received the copy of the book [lFK: Conspiracy of Silence}
...before the press conference on May 19th, 1992?

A. I've testified that I do not remember what date I received it, so I
cannot testify for a fact as to when I received it since I don't recall.

Q.

As far as you know, had any employee or representative of the AMA
or lAMA done any research to find out about Dr.Crenshaw and his
background, credentials, and accomplishments?

A. I don't know.

Q.

When did you first learn that Mr.Breo did not intend to or had not
tried to interview Dr. Crenshaw?

A. I suppose in April-My best recollection is April, 1992 .

Q.

How was it brought to your attention that he did not try to inter
view Dr. Crenshaw or that he did not intend to try to interview Dr.
Crenshaw?

A. I believe he told me.

Q.

What did he tell you?

A.

That he was not going to interview Dr.Crenshaw.

Q.

Do you know whether or not Mr.Breo did any research into Dr.
Crenshaw's involvement on the Parkland trauma team on Novem
ber 22nd, 1963?
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A.

I do not know.

Q.

Did you yourself do any research?

A.

I did not.

In view of the lack of expertise and scholarly research within lAMA
concerning the JFK assassination in general , and Dr. Crenshaw and his
book in particular, one wonders why the Breo articles were not submitted
to outside experts for review before publication , particularly publication
in a journal that was described as "peer reviewed" and "scientific."
However, when asked about this , Mr. Breo's immediate editor, Richard
M. Glass , M.D., stated in his sworn deposition as follows:
Q.

Was there any consideration given to submitting Mr. Breo's articles

A.

No. That just wouldn't have been the process for joumalism articles.

to some outside review?

Perhaps the truth was just not that important to lAMA. The following
are additional excerpts from the sworn deposition testimony of Dr.
Lundberg:
Q.

Was there an intent on your part, or as editor of lAMA on lAMA's
part, to create the impression through the second article that Dr.
Crenshaw was not on the trauma team that tried to save President
Kennedy's life?

A.

No.

Q.

Was it important to you as editor of lAMA to try to avoid creating

A.

No.

Q.

Did you do anything to try to verify whether or not what Dr. Altman

that impression?

said about the testimony of physicians to the Warren Commission
conceming Dr. Crenshaw's involvement on the trauma team?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What did you do to verify that?

A.

I asked Mr. Breo to check into whether somewhere in one of those

Q.

You didn't do it yourself?

A.

I did not.

volumes of the Warren Commission whether that was there.

Q.

Did Mr. Breo report back to you?

A.

He did.

Q.

And what did he tell you?

A.

He said that there were some mentions of Crenshaw's name in some

Q.

Did you give any consideration to publishing a clarification on that

A.

No.

of the volumes at the Warren Commission.
point?
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Q.

Why not?

A.

We don't publish clarifications.

Q.
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Did you give any consideration to publishing a correction on that
point?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Was that around the time of your having read Dr. Altman's article in

A.

Yes .

Q.

Why did you ask Mr. Breo to go check to see if Dr. Crenshaw was

A.

To see if he was.

Q.

Why did you want to know?

May 1992?

mentioned in testimony before the Warren Commission?

A.

To see whether there had been such testimony and whether Dr.
Altman's statement was correct.

Q.

It turned out that there had been that testimony?

A.

According to what Mr. Breo told me.

Q.

Which in your mind verified what Dr. Altman had said?

A.

Yes.

Q.

So what, if anything, did you do with this information you received
from Mr. Breo to verify that point made by Dr. Altman?

A.

I reviewed what Mr. Breo had written in his article and determined
that it was factually correct as stated and did not warrant a correc
tion or a retraction.

Although Mr. Breo stated in the second part of the JFK articles that
"some suspect that Crenshaw was not even in the trauma room," when
asked about that under oath, Mr. Breo could not identify any individuals
who told him that they suspected that .

Q.

Who were you referring to as supposedly suspecting that Dr.

A.

T hat's just a literary reference. Nobody in particular.

Crenshaw was not in the trauma room?

But Mr. Breo did knowingly omit from the article mention of informa
tion that demonstrated Dr. Crenshaw's involvement .

Q.

You did not mention the fact that Dr. McClelland told you that he
and Dr. Crenshaw had walked into Parkland's emergency room to
gether in your article, did you?

T he Witness: I did not.

Of course, what Dr. McClelland told Mr. Breo was consistent with his
testimony to the Warren Commission:
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Dr. McClelland: Immediately upon hearing that, I accompanied the Resi
dent, Dr. Crenshaw, who brought this news to me, to the emergency
room, and down to the Trauma Room 1 where President Kennedy
had been taken immediately upon arrival.
Mr. Specter: And approximately what time did you arrive in Emergency
Room 1?
Dr. McClelland: This is a mere approximation, but I would approximate
or estimate, rather, about 12:40.
Mr. Specter: And who was present, if anyone, at the time of your ar
rival?
Dr. McClelland: At the time I arrived, Dr. Perry-would you like the full
names of all these?
Mr. Specter: That would be fine, I would appreciate that .
Dr. McClelland: Dr. Malcolm Perry, Dr. Charles Baxter, Dr. Charles
Crenshaw, Dr. James Carrico, Dr. Paul Peters .

Dr. Charles Baxter, another physician interviewed by Mr. Breo , had testi
fied similarly to the Warren Commission verifyi ng Dr. Crenshaw's pres
ence:
Mr. Specter: Can you identify any other doctors who were there at that
time?
Dr. Baxter: Oh, let's see-I'm not sure whether the others came before or
after I did. There was Crenshaw, Peters, and Kemp Clark . Dr. Bashour
finally came . I believe Jackie Hunt-yes-she was, I believe she was
the anesthesiologist who came .

Although Mr. Breo wrote in his articles that he interviewed these doc
tors "in the wake of a new book written by one of their former Parkland
Hospital colleagues , Charles Crenshaw, M .D .," he denied under oath
during his deposition testimony that one of the purposes in writing the
lAMA articles was to respond to Dr. Crenshaw's book.
By Mr. Kizzia:

Q.

Was one of the purposes of the publication of the articles that you

A.

No .

wrote for lAMA to respond to Dr. Crenshaw's book?

Mr. Breo's editor, Dr. Glass, however, acknowledged the opposite dur
ing his deposition:
Q.

Was one of the intents or purposes of part two of the articles that
were published in lAMA on May 27th, 1992, that was written by
Dennis Breo to respond to Dr. Crenshaw's book?

A.

One of the intentions was to have the Dallas physicians who were
there respond to the book .
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Although during the 19 May 1992, press conference in New York City,
Dr. Lundberg stood behind a lecturn upon which a large American Medi
cal Association seal or emblem had been placed, so that it would be dis
played in videotaping and photographs of the press conference, Dr.
Lundberg acknowledged in his sworn deposition testimony that his state
ments and those of Mr. Breo's, at the press conference and in the lAMA

articles, were not the official position of, nor endorsed by, the AMA .

Q.

Were the statements contained in the two articles that Mr. Breo
wrote which were published in lAMA on May 27th, 1992, statements
of the official position of the AMA?

A.

No .

Q.

Were the statements that Mr. Breo made at the May 19th, 1992,

A.

No .

Q.

Were the statements that you made at the May 19th, 1992, press

press conference statements of the official position of the AMA?

conference statements of the official position of the AMA?
A.

No.

The Settlement
By the fall of 1994, the litigation had been on going for a year and a half .
Many pretrial battles had been fought, including time-consuming proce
dural and discovery disputes . Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw had each un
dergone multiple days of deposition questioning . Due to his poor physi
cal health, Dr. Crenshaw, in particular, had been worn down by the pro
cess . In October of 1994, the parties to the litigation attended a court
ordered mediation . Mediation in the Texas state court practice is an in
formal, non-binding gathering of the parties, their attorneys, and a court
appointed mediator with the intended purpose of trying to reach an
amicable settlement . In this case, the mediation lasted a full day, but the

lAMA Defendants ultimately agreed to pay Dr. Crenshaw and Gary Shaw
$200,000.00, reimburse a substantial portion of their court costs, and
publish a rebuttal article (to be written by Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw)

in lAMA. While the amount of the settlement money would not come
close to full compensation for the damage caused to their reputations,

both Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw placed considerable value on the pub
lication of the rebuttal article, a remedy that no court or jury had the
power to order.
At the time of mediation, the lAMA Defendants insisted that as part

of the settlement, the amount of money to be paid was to be kept confi
dential . Several weeks later, after apparently having received some criti-
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cism about lAMA's handling of the case and the settlement, the lAMA
Defendants claimed that the entire agreement was supposedly to be kept
confidential . Of course, this was a curious claim, not only due to its be
latedness, but also due to the fact that part of the settlement provided for
publication of a rebuttal article, which would inherently seem to belie
confidentiality . Nevertheless, Dr. Crenshaw and Mr. Shaw reluctantly ac
quiesced to the demand by the lAMA Defendants to keep the settlement
confidential from that point forward, but later the lAMA Defendants once
again changed their mind and decided that no confidentiality provision
whatsoever (not even as to the amount of money paid to Dr. Crenshaw
and Mr. Shaw) should be required as part of the agreement .
Ultimately, approximately $213,000.00 was paid to Dr. Crenshaw and
Gary Shaw, on behalf of the lAMA Defendants, to partially compensate
them for the damages to their reputations and reimbursement for a por
tion of their court costs . Additionally, in the 24/31 May 1995 issue of
lAMA, a limited and edited version of Dr. Crenshaw's rebuttal article was
finally published. Of course, this was more than three y ears after the
original articles were published that led to the defamation suit; and lAMA
refused to publish the well-documented rebuttal article originally sub
mitted by Dr. Crenshaw. Instead, lAMA insisted upon severely limiting
the length and censoring the content of the piece . Also, no apology or
retraction was published. Rather, lAMA aggravated the situation and em
phasized its irresponsibility by publishing a new smear piece about Dr.
Crenshaw, Mr. Shaw, their book, and the case. The following is one of
many letters that was sent in an attempt to dissuade lAMA from stoop
ing to this new low.
April21, 1995
George D. Lundberg, M .D .
Journal o f the American Medical
Association
515 North State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610
Re: Charles Crenshaw, M.D. and Gary Shaw

v.

Lawrence

Sutherland, et al. Cause No. 73-93; In the 18th Judicial
District Court of Johnson County, Texas
Dear Dr. Lundberg:

On the Trail of the Character Assassins
Although the above-referenced case has been settled, I am
writing to you (with Mr. Babcock's permission) to make an
other plea on Dr. Crenshaw's behalf thatJAMA's proposed "com
mentary" not be published.
I have enclosed a copy of the rebuttal article that was pub
lished by The Dallas Morning News on Sunday, December 1 9,

1 995, pursuant to the settlement agreement reached in the
above-referenced case. This rebuttal article was published with
out any response or further attacks upon Dr. Crenshaw or his
book by The News. As you may know, The Dallas Morning News
had previously published a correction/clarification in the "Cor
rections, Clarifications" section of the newspaper (a copy of
which I have also enclosed). Of course, The Journal ofthe Ameri

can Medical Association has to date not published a correction
or clarification conceming any false impressions created by the
misleading and inaccurate statements and publications by lAMA
and its representatives to the erroneous effect that Dr. Crenshaw
was not even in Parkland Hospital's Trauma Room 1 on No
vember 22, 1 963, when President Kennedy was treated there.
This failure on lAMA's part to correct and/or at least clarify the
misimpressions that it created is obviously unfortunate . What
is even more regrettable is that lAMA apparently intends to
publish a new smear piece about Dr. Crenshaw at the same
time that it belatedly publishes Dr. Crenshaw's brief rebuttal
article, which was edited and severely limited by lAMA .
Just in case you did not receive copies of my prior corre
spondence to your attomey objecting to the commentary pro
posed by lAMA, I have enclosed additional copies of letters dated
December 27, 1 994, February 20, 1 995, February 27, 1 995, and
March 6, 1 995. The "commentary" is inaccurate and grossly
misleading and unfair. For example , the proposed piece know
ingly and intentionally continues to foster the false impression
that Dr. Crenshaw was not involved in the emergency care given
to President Kennedy at Parkland Hospital on November 22,

1 963. Certainly, you now know that several witnesses, includ
ing Drs. McClelland and Baxter, testified under oath to the
Warren Commission that Dr. Crenshaw was there. Dr.
McClelland testified then and told Dennis Breo in 1 992 that he
and Dr. Crenshaw entered the Parkland Emergency Room at
the same time (W.C. Vol. VI, pp 3 1 -32). Dr. Crenshaw was the
first doctor named by Dr. Baxter when asked during his War
ren Commission testimony about doctors on the Parkland
trauma team that worked on President Kennedy (W.C . Vol. VI,
p. 40). Dr. Baxter's later expression of uncertainty was in re-
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sponse to a question about "other doctors" in addition to those
he had already identified (W.C. Vol. VI, p. 41). For lAMA to
falsely suggest otherwise is outrageous considering the harm
already caused. The proposed "commentary" also tries to per
petuate the false allegation that Dr. Crenshaw's descriptions of
JFK's wounds have been inconsistent with the descriptions of
the wounds given by many other witnesses, including the
Parkland doctors, at the time of the assassination. As you know,
the reports and testimony provided to the Warren Commission
by numerous witnesses contained descriptions of the nature
and location of President Kennedy's wounds that were virtu
ally identical to Dr. Crenshaw's descriptions. There are other
inaccuracies in the proposed "commentary" that can be spe
cifically pointed out to you if you are interested.
I urge you as Editor of lAMA, to reconsider publishing the

additional "commentary" that further attacks Dr. Crenshaw. Pro
fessionalism, indeed decency, and certainly fairness would seem
to dictate that lAMA refrain from doing so , particularly since
so much damage has already been caused to Dr. Crenshaw. The
principles of fair and objective journalism should not be aban
doned in favor of pride and the emotional urge to have the last
say. As I have emphasized before , there is no adequate means
for an individual, like Dr. Crenshaw, to even respond, much
less rectify the harm caused by publication of misinformation
to hundreds of thousands of his peers. The power of mass com
munication should not be exercised so irresponsibly. I would
also point out and/or remind you that the release language in
the settlement agreement in this case applies only to one publi
cation in lAMA, not to other publications such as oral state
ments or other written statements, or even to republications or
reprints .
Very truly yours,
D. Bradley Kizzia

Unfortunately, nothing could convince lAMA that it should not pub
lish the new "commentary," not even the knowledge that it contained
misleading and false statements, was contrary to journalistic ethics, and
was harmful. lAMA's commentary even included the preposterous claim
that all of the information developed during discovery supports its posi
tion in the litigation! The sampling of deposition excerpts from lAMA's
own witnesses, as shown above, obviously prove otherwise. The medical
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oath of "do no harm" simply does not apply to lAMA's brand of medical
journalism.
It seems incredible that the awesome power of the media, including
lAMA and those that reported on the New York City press conference,
can be employed so irresponsibly to damage individuals in the eyes and
minds of millions of people, which damage can never be undone. Private
individuals obviously do not have the power or resources to adequately
respond to attacks in the mass media. The legal system provides only a
partial remedy. Because of the freedom provided to the media by the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution, no court can legally
order publication of a correction or apology; but consider the chilling
effect on an individual's exercise of free speech on a controversial sub
ject that vilification (or fear of same) in the mass media can have. As
philosopher Joseph Hall once said: "A reputation once broken may pos
sibly be repaired, but the world will always keep their eyes on the spot
where the crack was."
One wonders whether lAMA, its editor, and Mr. Breo really believe
that their handling of this matter has served to dignify an allegedly pres
tigious, scientific medical journal. Do they really think that trying to de
stroy the reputation of a distinguished and honorable medical profes
sional who merely offered his opinions on a controversial subject was
appreciated by its readers? The potentially devastating power of the free
press requires that it be responsibly exercised, a notion that lAMA ap
parently has either failed to learn or merely has decided to ignore and
abandon in the case of the assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

Notes
This chapter is excerpted from Conspiracy to Silence: lFK Doctor's Legal Tri
umph over the AMA and the Media as an Eyewitness to History, a manuscript
in progress concerning the litigation filed by Charles Crenshaw, M.D. and
Gary Shaw, authors of lFK: Conspiracy ofSilence, against publishers of alleg
edly defamatory attacks against Dr. Crenshaw and/or the book following the
book's publication .
Charles A. Crenshaw, Jens Hansen, and J. Gary Shaw. lFK: Conspiracy of
Silence (New York: Signet , 1992).
See David Mantik , Part IV.
Dr. Crenshaw's 500-word letter to the Editor of lAMA was finally published
two years later as part of the settlement with lAMA. See lAMA (May 24/31,
1995), p . 1632.
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The most familiar Oswald backyard photograph, which was used to convict
him in the mind of the American public. For an excellent discussion of
reasons for thinking it was faked, see Robert Groden, The Search for
Lee Harvey Oswald (1995). [Editor's note: See Part IV.]

Thinking Critically
about JFK's
Assassination
James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Students who wonder whether the study of critical thinking has ben
efits in coping with problems in the world may want to consider the
following critique of an article by Robert Artwohl, M.D., "Conspiracy,

The
Journal ofthe American Medical Association (24/31 March 1993), pp. 15401543. It affords a nice illustration of uncritical thinking on an important
Forensic Science, and Common Sense", that recently appeared in

subject that affects everyone. It also illustrates the fallacy of supposing
that articles that appear in reputable sources, such as lAMA, are there
fore credible. This article is surely not.

Fallacy

# 1:

first paragraph, left hand column, p.

1540:

ARTWOHL: "correspondence to the Journal indicates many physicians

are still sympathetic to a key proconspiracy tenet regarding the
Kennedy assassination: that the autopsy physicians conspired with
the military, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Secret Service, and other
agencies of government to disguise and suppress medical evidence
that would show President Kennedy was publicly executed in
Dealey Plaza on November 22,
This is an example of

1963,

the straw man

by multiple gunmen."
fallacy, which creates an artifi

cially inflated version of a position in order to destroy it and thereby
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claim to have discredited readily available but more defensible versions
thereof. Notice, for example, that JFK could have been killed by multiple
gunmen without a conspiracy involving the autopsy physicians; that the
autopsy physicians could have been unwitting pawns; that the entire
military and CIA and FBI or whatever need not have been involved for
there to have been a conspiracy, and so forth. A conspiracy does not
require mass meetings, pep rallies in Washington Stadium, or anything
of the like to exist and succeed.
Consider a parallel argument concerning the Iran-Contra affair:
Reagan would have had to consult with his cabinet, the White House,
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the State Department and numer
ous ambassadors, and so on. Everyone in Washington would have had to
know. So the Iran-Contra affair could never have taken place. Or that
legal segregation, for example, should be opposed because it means blacks
will be moving into your neighborhood, they will be living next door;
dating your daughter, fathering your grandchildren. Or that gay rights
means that gays are going to be able to rent rooms in your home, seduce
your sons, embarrass your wives and your friends, throw naked parties
in the backyard, on and on.

Fallacy #2: second paragraph, left hand column, p.
1543:
ARTWOHL: "To simulate the neck wound, they fired through 14-cm
thick gelatin blocks or animal muscle."
This is a case of misdescribing-or even fabricating-evidence. What
neck wound? We know of an injury to the throat, which Malcolm Perry
originally described as a small wound of entrance. We know of one or
more possible back wounds, which do not align properly to have been
the entry wound for an exit wound at the location of the throat wound.
So what wound is Artwohl discussing?
This can also be described as a case of begging the question by taking
for granted something that is disputed and not in evidence. In the form
of a question, this is known as the leading question, which attorneys are
permitted to use in questioning hostile witnesses in courts of law. When
the issue is whether O.J. murdered Ron and Nicole, the prosecutor might
ask a hostile witness, "Mr. Simpson, what made you think your plan
would work?" Of course, there are drawings of a neck wound that were
used during the Warren inquiry, but the existence of a corresponding
neck wound is another thing entirely.
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Fallacy #3: third paragraph, left hand column, p.
1543:
ARTWOHL: "To investigate the head wound, his group fired at gela
tin-filled skulls from a distance of 270 feet, approximately the dis
tance from the Texas School Book Depository to President
Kennedy's head at the time of the fatal shot ...Olivier, a scientist,
used his realm of expertise and he formed a reasonable conclu
sion: Oswald's rifle and ammunition were capable of inflicting both
of President Kennedy's wounds."
Several fallacies are going on here at once.Notice the presumption that
JFK was hit by only two bullets ("both of [his] wounds"), which obviously

begs the question, since there is conflicting evidence of a back wound, a
throat wound, and possibly two head wounds, not to mention evidence of
other missiles that appear to have been fired at the President. Moreover, no
indication is given of whether the rifle used (described as "Lee Harvey
Oswald's gun") was in the same condition in which it was originally said to
have been found (with a misaligned sight, etc.). Nor is there mention of any
other experiments conducted by firing from other locations, such as the
grassy knoll, the Dal-Tex Building, or the Criminal Courts Building.This is
another case of special pleading by considering only evidence favorable to
your own pre-determined point of view and ignoring the rest.
Notice especially that the only question addressed is whether or not it is

possible to inflict such wounds with a rifle of that kind. Even if it were
possible, that hardly shows that it happened or even that its occurrence is

probable. If Oswald was on the second floor having a Coke, for example,
then he could not have been on the sixth floor firing at Kennedy. If the
foliage on a Texas oak would have obscured the vision of anyone who fired
at the motorcade at the time of the first shot, it is silly to suppose it was
fired from that location. Nancy Sinatra could have inflicted the damage
described ifshe had been there shooting at JFK The question is not whether
.

a reworked Mannlicher-Carcano could possibly have done the damage
incidentally, precisely which wounds are being accounted for here: the
imaginary neck wound? some specific head wound?-but the actual cause
of the actual wounds that the President sustained.

Fallacy #4: fourth paragraph, left hand column, p.
1543:
ARTWOHL: "One must also remember that what might seem unusual
or even impossible to the inexperienced may be quite common to
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the expert. The relatively small amount of deformation of the so
called pristine bullet is a rally cry for the conspirati. However,
forensic pathologists with extensive gunshot wound experience
do not find this unusual."
This is a nice example of the appeal to authority. There are two kinds of

appeals to authority, however, only one of which is fallacious. The falla
cious appeal occurs when someone who is an authority in one area is cited
as an authority in another. The non-fallacious appeal occurs if someone
who is an authority in an area is cited in relation to that area. Citing Einstein
on religion, for example, might be fallacious, but citing Einstein on physics
is not. In this case, the author is identified with a "Department of Emer
gency Medicine", but is not otherwise described. Moreover, "forensic pa
thologists with extensive gunshot experience" who do not find this [lack of
deformation] "unusual" are uncited except for an "oral communication"
from a V. G. M. DiMaio. But the case of JFK and the magic bullet is hardly
a normal case, and no evidence is cited that establishes that the slightly
deformed bullet under consideration could reasonably have been supposed
to have caused all the damage it has to have caused if the magic bullet
theory is true. The question once again is not merely one of possibility but
of probability or of actual fact. Observe that the evidence cited is essen
tially anecdotal ("story telling") instead of comparative studies under con
trolled experimental conditions.
Since this concluding section of his paper is entitled, "Forensic Science
and Common Sense", it is intriguing that here he is appealing to expert
opinion to correct common sense, which might indeed find the idea that so
much damage could be done with so little deformation improbable or im 
possible. If common sense and expert opinion conflict, then one might as
well cite whichever "evidence" strengthens your cause. This appears to be a
methodological inconsistency that functions as a case of special pleading.
(Calling those who hold views contrary to your own by odd names, such as
"conspirati," coincidentally, does not automatically make their opinions
false or your's true. Instead it suggests that arguments for your position
may be few and far between.)
It may be appropriate to observe that Lattimer commits a different kind
of fallacy in describing the same bullet as "deformed" and "decidedly not
pristine" in Figure 4 on p. 1546, for example. What is going on here is a
tacit shift in the comparison class that determines the meaning of the de
scription of the bullet as "pristine". The bullet shown in Figure 4 may be
"deformed" in relation to bullets in mint condition, but it is surely "pris
tine" in relation to the deformed slugs that typically result from inflicting
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the kind of damage this one is supposed to have inflicted. Using language
that is ambiguous in this fashion is to commit the fallacy of equivocation.

Fallacy #5: first paragraph, middle column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: "The autopsy findings and all photographic and available
assassination films support the fact that there were two shots from
the rear."
Blatant question begging. This claim is highly disputed on many
grounds and cannot be a "fact" if it is untrue. There appear to have been
at least two shots from the front and multiple shots from the rear.

Fallacy #6: first paragraph, middle column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: "Although the preponderance of nonmedical evidence
indicates that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone as a maladjusted
individual killing President Kennedy with a Mannlicher-Carcano
rifle, it cannot totally disprove his acting with (or being duped by)
a small private group of conspirators in a plot to assassinate
President Kennedy."
Question begging in the first instance, but curiously concessionary and
disingenuous in the second. The "nonmedical evidence" to which he refers
is no doubt The Warren Report, which was never able to establish that Oswald
had either the motive, the means, or the opportunity to assassinate the
President. So this part is clearly begging the question. To admit that Oswald
might have "acted with . . . a small private group of conspirators in a plot to
assassinate President Kennedy", however, is remarkable in several ways.
Why would the group have to be small? Moreover, how small is "small"? If
we add one more member to a small group, is it still small? Why couldn't it
be fairly large? And why does it have to be private-to imply that it is not
"public"? Do assassins normally conspire in public? A small group plotting
together would still be a conspiracy. So what he is apparently trying to
subtly convey is that "public officials" (of the government) could not possi
bly have been involved. But how could he possibly know? This is more
purely gratuitous begging the question.

Fallacy #7: second paragraph, middle column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: " there are large problems with logic and common sense
with the government-led or government-involved conspiracy
theories."
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Straw man. No one suggests that the govenment as such was involved,

which would invite the question, "If so, which branch?" Individuals who
happened to be government officials may have been involved in a con
spiracy without it being either government led or government involved.
Logic and common sense require that all of the evidence be considered.

Fallacy #8: second paragraph, middle column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: "If the Secret Service, the FBI, the CIA, and other agencies
with close access to the President wanted to dispose of him, they
could have availed themselves of a number of covert means of
dispatch. It is difficult to believe a government-led team of
President's assassins came up with the following complex plan.
First, take several years setting up Lee Harvey Oswald. Then, get
him a job in the Texas School Book Depository so he could be in
position to kill the President and meticulously plant evidence with
which to frame him. For the central piece of evidence, obtain a
cheap mail-order rifle with an inexpensive sight. (Apparently no
one thought to spend a few more dollars and get a more credible
rifle.) Arrange to have the President fired upon from several
different directions using at least three teams of marksmen. (Why
would it take several teams of marksmen, not one, not two, but,
by conspirati count, three to six volleys of gunfire to hit a slow
moving target at close range with the fatal head shot?) After the
President is hit with multiple bullets from multiple directions, the
military and numerous government agencies, beginning right at
Parkland Hospital, move quickly to conceal multiple bullet holes
from civilian physicians (or coerce them all into silence), whisk
away bullets, alter the President's body, forge roentgenograms and
photographs, and alter every home movie and photograph of the
assassination to conceal the true nature of the injuries and the
number of accomplices involved."
Absolutely vintage straw man. Notice, for example, that conspiracy
scenarios do not require involvement by "the military" or "government
agencies", numerous or not, but only by enough people in the right places
at the right times. Depending on who wanted JFK dead-there are quite
a few candidates, from LBJ and J. Edgar Hoover to Charles Cabell and
other associates of the CIA, including anti-Castro Cubans and the Mob
it may have been more fitting to assassinate him in public, especially by
having a plausible patsy to throw off public suspicion, than to remove
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him by covert means, which would inevitably create questions and moti
vate inquiries that might have been inconvenient. Moreover, a public
execution sends signals of many kinds about who really controls power
in the USA. Artwohl betrays a remarkable lack of imagination about the
possibilities of conspiracies of different kinds, where there could have
been a number of alternative assassination scenarios, with other "pat
sies" waiting in the wings if the Dealey Plaza scenario had not played
itself out.
Moreover, it would have been essential to have the means to make
sure the President was killed. Triangulated fire provides a standard
method of ambush, especially in the case of a moving target, which can
be difficult to hit under the best of conditions. (Is Artwohl familiar with
the problems involved in hitting relatively small moving targets from

100 yards or so? Here I think his lack of knowledge betrays him. Having
several teams would be virtually indispensable to guaranteeing the suc
cess of the kill.) Moreover, the problem with the rifle may well have been
that easy access to quality weapons that could be bought on any corner
store in Dallas would not leave a paper trail to implicate Oswald. Not all
the photographic evidence needed to be dealt with--Dnly the most im
portant. Some photographs were not picked up at the scene of the crime,
which is one of a number of reasons the case has remained alive. And if
Artwohl really wants to understand the behavior of the physicians at
Parkland, for example, he ought to pick up a copy of Charles Crenshaw's

Conspiracy of Silence (1992). This exaggerated caricature of assassina
tion theories may look impressive on the surface, but resorting to such
arguments betrays the superficiality of his position.

Fallacy #9: third paragraph, middle column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: "The most astonishing feature of this plan is that the
plotters would have to have been confident in advance they would
be able to recover every bullet, find every witness, control the
movements of hundreds of witnesses, and destroy every
photograph and home movie that had incriminating evidence and
leave behind those that did not."
Another straw man. It is not the case that every bullet had to be found,
every witness intimidated or killed, or every photograph or home movie
recording incriminating evidence be distorted or destroyed. But the more
the better. It would certainly be advantageous if you could control the
course of any legal investigation by local, state, or federal authorities,
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perhaps by taking matters out of their hands, if that were something that
could possibly be arranged.The key is having a story that diverts atten
tion from the actual motives of those who were behind the assassination
onto a patsy, preferably one far removed (even apparently of the oppo
site political persuasion) from those of the conspirators.Artwohl appears
to be ignorant of the vast literature on this subject, from Six Seconds in
Dallas (1967) to Farewell America (1968) to Best Evidence (1980) to The
Fish is Red (1987) to High Treason (1989) to Act of Treason (1991) to High
Treason 2 (1992) and many other works that provide substantial evidence
of conspiracy and cover-up in the assassination of John Kennedy. He
mentions a few works, including Cons p iracy and C ros sfire, but merely to
lampoon them.His understanding of this case appears to be shallow.

Fallacy # 1 0: fourth paragraph to end, middle and last
column, p. 1543:
ARTWOHL: "In the illogical world of the Kennedy assassination
conspiracy and its associated booming entertainment industry, any
fact or finding that contradicts the popular Rube Goldberg scenario
is dismissed as disinformation. Any contrary document or
photograph is judged to be a government forgery. Any person or
group who questions the conspirati's erroneous or unsubstantiated
claims is denounced as a coconspirator or dupe.... Even lAMA,
its editor, and the American Medical Association have been added
to the proconspiracy list of accessories after the fact.As the y ears
pass, one thing becomes abundantly clear: for the conspirati, it is
conspiracy above all else, including forensic science, and common
sense."
Ad hominem (abusing the man).Saving the best for last, Artwohl goes
out in a blaze of criticism, which impugns the motives of everyone who
ever doubted the account found in The Warren Report. The inadequacies
of this position are enormous, since a scientific analysis of any phenom
enon must be based upon serious consideration of all of the available
evidence.If lAMA, its editor, and the American Medical Association are
now candidates for being accessories after the fact, it may be because
the editor of lAMA appears to have abused his position by repeatedly
publishing articles that display the application of improper and unwar
ranted methods of investigation and procedures of inquiry that lead to
false or unjustified conclusions and create the indelible impression that
the AMA has engaged in a cover-up in the assassination of JFK.

TheJFK
Assassination:
Cause for Doubt
David W. Mantik, M.D., Ph.D.

Ignorance is preferable to error; and he is less remote from the truth
who believes nothing, than he who believes what is wrong.
-Thomas Jefferson

Recent articles in the Journal ofthe American Medical Association

(lAMA)

have concluded that only two shots, both from the rear, struck JFK.
This position is loyal to the Warren Commission (for simplicity, its sup
porters are described here as
as

critics)

loyalists).

The opposition (here described

argue for more than one gunman, i.e. a conspiracy of one

stripe or another. A recent

lAMA

editoriaP implied that dissent among

well informed persons (especially phy sicians, lAMA's intended audience)
ought now to cease. The present discussion, however, departs radically
from this view. It is argued here that much of the JFK data is still sub
ject to serious dispute. The critics believe that the evidence in this case
is like a soap bubble: it changes hues depending on the viewer's position
-and sometimes vanishes entirely.2·3·4•5 Primary emphasis here is placed
on the medical evidence: first, because it is so critical to this case and,
second, because lAMA has recently aroused more interest in it. Central
to this discussion will be evidence for two successful shots from the
front in addition to what were probably two successful shots from the
rear.
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The Autopsy: The Skull Wound
The senior autopsy pathologist, James J.Humes,recently stated to lAMA6
that both the entrance and exit wounds were readily evident on the skull.
This is, at the least,misleading. What the pathologists saw initially was a
very large skull defect (hole). There was no obvious exit site and only a
suggestion of an entrance site.This was confirmed by Humes in his testi
mony7 to the Warren Commission; he reported that until very late in the
autopsy, "A careful examination of the margins of the large bone defect at
that point ...failed to disclose a portion of the skull bearing ...a wound
of-a point of impact on the skull . .." The absence of an exit site was also
confirmed by the third pathologist,Pierre A.Finck,in a long letter subse
quently sent to his superior, Brigadier General J.M. Blumberg,at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology. His description of an absent exit wound on
the skull was quoted by the House Select Committee on Assassinations
(HSCA):"No exit wound is identifiable at this time ..."8
There was a suggestion of an entrance site but this evidence was, at
best, incomplete. Regarding this

15

x

6 mm proposed entrance wound in

the occipital scalp, Finck8 added that there was only a portion of a crater
present on the underly ing skull.Of this same proposed entry site,Boswell9
stated,"...there was a hole here,only

half (emphasis added) of which was

present in the bone that was intact." It seems apparent, therefore,that the
skull itself,other than containing a large defect,offered only minimal clues
to a transiting bullet.

11 P.M., 10 but then added4
guessed it was midnight or 1

Humes described the autopsy as concluded by
that at some later time,"... I would have

o'clock in the morning ...," three bone fragments (Humes,apparently in
error,recalls only two iniAMA11) were received in the morgue by Dr.John
H.Ebersole,the radiologist.Radiographs, 12 but apparently no photographs,
were taken of these.Their exact discovery site has never been certain,but
many critics accept their authenticity. The pathologists placed the largest
bone fragment ( 10 x 6.5 em and triangular13) into the right anterior parietal
area, near the vertex. According to the autopsy protocol, 14 minute metal
particles were seen at one corner on the radiographs, where there was"...
a portion of the perimeter of a roughly circular wound presumably of exit
which exhibits beveling of the outer aspect of the bone and is estimated to
measure approximately

2.5

to 3.0 em in diameter." These metal particles

suggested to the pathologists that a bullet had passed nearby. Though the
pathologists stated that the direction of the bullet was apparent from the
beveling on this largest bone fragment, what they completely failed to de
scribe,is how they determined the orientation of this fragment.It was solely
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this orientation, based on the exit site, that determined the direction of the
bullet.If this orientation had changed by x degrees, so also would the tra
jectory have changed by x degrees. Despite the centrality of this concept,
the pathologists remained strangely silent regarding this essential step.
The difficulty faced by the pathologists was described vividly by Humes:15
" It was not so easy to accurately locate the wound of exit because of the
great disruption of the fragments and loss of tissue and bone in that area,
so that we placed it a little behind or a little below or a little wherever [sic]
in relation to what now we may collectively decide ..."
Humes13 provided further insight into their difficulties at the autopsy :
"To state what the problem was, the basic problem was [sic], as we re
flected the scalp, various fragments of bone, some fell into the cranial cav
ity, some came to the table, some adhered to the dura and so forth ..."
When asked by Allen W. Dulles whether the point of exit in the skull could
be clearly determined, Humes16 responded, "No sir, it was not, other than
through this large defect ..." Then several minutes later he17 added, "The
fragments were so difficult to replace in their precise anatomic location."
On another occasion, when commenting on the skull radiograph, he18 said,
"...this bullet was so disrupt[ive], those fragments I think could virtually
be any place." In 1977 the HSCA tried to fit in y et one more piece of skull.
This was the Harper fragment, 19 discovered after the autopsy, trapezoidal
shaped and 7 x 5.5 em. Of this attempt Dr. Charles S. Petty20 admitted:
"Well, it's [referring to the skull] terribly fragmented, and we can't really
reconstruct it."
In spite of this understandable confusion, the pathologists have now
claimed in JAMA6 to have "irrefutably " completed just such a reconstruc
tion of entrance and exit wounds.This achievement would have occurred
at a stage when there was one less bone fragment than was available to
Petty, an experienced forensic pathologist.After reviewing the evidence, he
found further reconstruction impossible.The critics also note that there is
no surviving photograph or radiograph to confirm these reconstructions.
Reliance must therefore be placed on the integrity and accuracy of the
pathologists. If, for example, this large fragment were placed somewhat
more posteriorly (or especially if it were rotated by 180 degrees), the pa
thologists might well have concluded just the opposite: that a shot came
from the front.Subsequent reviewers were therefore unable independently
to verify either of these reconstructions. The fragments themselves were
probably buried with the body.
Moreover, even if the anterior placement and orientation were correct,
as some critics concur, the skull beveling seen might well have resulted
instead from an oblique shot from the right front. This is, in fact, exactly
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the type of trajectory described by Dr. Kemp Clark,21 the Parkland Hospital
(Dallas) neurosurgeon: it was "tangential" and caused by a bullet which hit
"the right side of his head." Whether the beveling and metal fragments
seen on the 10 em bone fragment could have been caused by a tangential
shot from the front has never been addressed by wound ballistics experts:
no experiments were performed and no literature references were cited to
rule this out . The critics conclude, therefore, that the "irrefutable evidence"
cited by the pathologists for the skull entry and exit sites is considerably
less than certain .
The proposed entry site on the posterior skull presented y et another set
of difficulties. According to testimony twice repeated by the second pa
thologist, J . Thornton Boswell,9.22 with Humes at his side, the right poste
rior entry wound of the skull was also reconstructed late that night. It is
striking that such an absolutely essential step in the autopsy (possibly the
most important of the evening) was not even mentioned in the FBI autopsy
report23·24•25 prepared by James W. Sibert and Francis X. O'Neill, who were
both ey ewitnesses to the autopsy. David Lifton26 has suggested that both
men had left the morgue before 1:00 A.M., at which time the autopsy had
seemed complete. The three bone fragments most likely arrived after this
time. At this early morning hour, then, based primarily on these bone frag
ments, the pathologists11 placed the entry site at 2.5 em to the right of the
external occipital protuberance (EOP) and slightly above it. The smallest
of the three late arriving bone fragments fit right into this site according to
Boswell.9·221t is extraordinary that Humes22 has admitted to having no rec
ollection of this most critical step; in the absence of such a reconstruction
the evidence for this entry site would be greatly weakened. Despite this
state of knowledge, the pathologists concluded that a shot from the low
right posterior occiput had exited near the top front of the head, to the
right of midline (Note A). In view of the extensive damage to the skull and
the literal movement of skull fragments during the autopsy, critics ques
tion whether such a reconstruction could be reliable. What is clear is that
the essential conclusion about the head trauma-a single shot from the
rear-was based primarily, not on evidence found on the skull itself, but
rather on these bone fragments, whose origin and ancestry have remained
uncertain.
Despite Humes' admitted ignorance of this entry wound reconstruction
and its absence from the FBI autopsy report, many critics still accept this
reconstruction, but will argue-based on the pattern of brain trauma,28 the
ey ewitness testimony, and the photographic evidence-it still cannot rule
out that a second shot struck from the right front a short time later.29·30·31
Evidence on the skull for such a second shot might well be absent since all
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of the missing bone fragments were never found. In fact, without the late
arriving bone fragments, the pathologists' lack of knowledge of the exit
wound would have been equally great. In addition, such a frontal shot may
have entered through a large gap in the skull which was blown out just an
instant before by the exiting posterior shot. Dr. John Lattimer's experiments,32
for example, show skull missing in exactly this area after a single posterior
shot. The trauma from the first shot could easily destroy post-mortem pho
tographic and radiographic evidence of such a frontal shot. However, there
is one major empirical support for such a frontal shot which could persist:
this would be a large right occipital skull defect. This issue is central to this
case and shall be addressed in detail later; suffice it to say that the eyewit
ness testimony seemed unanimous that a large right occipital defect did
exist. The pathologists did not directly contradict this; instead, they avoided
a clear description of this area. The radiographs may also yield more infor
mation on this point.33 From these considerations and others to be devel
oped below, the critics ultimately conclude that a single posterior head
shot is, at best, misleading and possibly not a complete explanation.
The maximum length of the skull defect was described as 17 em on
Boswell's face sheet34 but only as 13 em by Humes in the autopsy protocol.
Why would Humes exclude Boswell's opinion from the written protocol?
The critics answer that since the 17 em measurement would place the pos
terior border of the skull defect near the EOP and therefore imply a large
hole in the right occiput, Humes deliberately understated this number to
make it appear as though the large defect were more anterior. However, the
author33 and, independently, several of his colleagues, have measured and
photographed this 13 em distance on several skulls (measured from near
the coronal suture). Even this 13 em distance extends well into the upper
portion of the occipital bone.
In addition, if Boswell's recollection of the EOP is correct, there must
have been a visible hole (assuming it to be a separate hole) near the EOP
until very near the end of the autopsy. The area of the small bone fragment
that was said to fit into this hole near the EOP was 3--4 square cm.12 The
total diameter of this entry wound, therefore, must have been at least sev
eral centimeters, yet no other observer at Parkland or Bethesda ever saw
such a separate hole, which surely should have been easily visible. That the
wounds were easy to see is confirmed in lAMA by Humes:35 "The wounds
were so obvious that there was no need to shave the hair before photo
graphs were taken." Yet this supposedly obvious entry wound cannot be
seen anywhere on the posterior head photograph,36 which was presumably
taken at the beginning of the autopsy, before any reconstruction. Its con
spicuous absence has naturally led critics to question the authenticity of
the photograph.
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The pathologists themselves never clarified whether there was just one

large defect or two separate defects, one large and one small.When this
question was put to Ebersole, this author was told that the distance be
tween the EOP entry wound and the posterior border of the large defect
was only 2 to 2.5 cm.37 This description clearly places the large defect well
into the occiput, perhaps even into the low occiput.(P ertinent to this, it is
also useful to recall the diagram38 of the large skull defect agreed upon by
the Warren Commission after interviewing the pathologists; the large de
fect shown there also extended either into or very close to the occipital
bone.) Furthermore, since the width of the reconstituted bone fragment
was also about 2 to 2.5 em, 12 there may well have been only one large defect
before reconstruction. In other words, the only bone between the small
hole and the large hole was probably just this small fragment. This large
defect then would have encompassed the proposed entry wound.
Such a conclusion is entirely consistent with other eyewitness testimony,
especially since no one saw a separate entrance hole. This single, large
defect would have encompassed much of the right posterior skull. Since
the entry hole was low in the occipit, near the EOP, this large defect would
also then have had to be low in the occiput. This suggests to critics a shot
from the front.It is most pertinent that the experiments of both Lattimer32
and the government experts at the Edgewood Arsenal39 consistently pro
duced primarily anterior skull defects when 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano
bullets were fired into the rear of these skulls. Most loyalists, aware of the
significance of absent right occiput, are therefore forced to argue that the
right occiput must have been intact, especially in light of these ballistics
experiments. The condition of the right posterior skull has, not surpris
ingly, assumed a central role in this entire debate.
The loyalists also note that no bullet fragments were found in the left
brain on the radiographs and they suggest that this rules out a shot from
the right front. But critics respond that this may be overly simplistic: the
frontal trajectory may well have been tangential, entering near the right
temple and exiting through the right posterior skull. The remaining right
lateral skull, easily seen on the anterior-posterior (AP) radiograph,40 is con
sistent with this interpretation.

The Autopsy: The Back and Throat Wounds
At the conclusion of the autopsy only a shallow right back wound had
been identified.The FBI autopsy report23 stated that it entered "...a short
distance ... the end of the opening could be felt with the finger." At the
1969 Clay Shaw trial, Finck8 testified that its depth was "the first fraction of
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an inch." In correspondence to Brig. Gen. J. M. Blumberg (1 February 1965),
Finck8 stated, ''This wound cannot be probed with the soft probe avail
able." Finck8 also testified on 24 February 1969, when explicitly asked if he
had attempted to probe the wound, "I did." Humes41 concurs that the neck
wound was not dissected: "Dissecting the neck was totally unnecessary and
would have been criminal [sic]." None of the autopsy findings therefore
suggest a penetrating wound to the back.
In the autopsy report, the back wound was located 14 em inferior to the
mastoid tip and 14 em from the acromion. No distance from midline or
from scapula was stated, though Humes described it as being just above
the scapula.42 The pathologists claimed to have known nothing of a throat
wound until the next morning, when Humes spoke to Dr. Malcolm Perry in
Dallas.41 [Editor's note: See Appendices F and J.] Humes has consistently
claimed that the wound was obscured by the tracheostomy. This state of
ignorance has been contradicted by Ebersole,43 however, who more than
once has stated his awareness of the throat wound that night. The present
author37 was also advised by Ebersole that he was aware of the throat wound
at the autopsy, based on a telephone call by someone to Dallas after 10:30
P.M. that evening.

Admiral G. G. Burkley was the only phy sician who was present at both
Parkland and Bethesda. He arrived in time to suggest that JFK be given
Solu-Cortef.44.45 At Bethesda, he apparently acted as liaison to the Kennedy
family. Though Burkley apparently missed the Parkland press conference,
it still seems inconceivable that none of the Parkland phy sicians and none
of his own associates mentioned the throat wound to him. There would
have been time to talk on the flight back that afternoon. (Curiously, the
throat wound was not mentioned by Burkley in the death certificate pre
pared by him. [Editor's note: See Appendix I.] Unfortunately, Burkley's rea
son for this omission has never been elicited; he was never asked to testify.)
In the ordinary course of events, Burkley, more than anyone else, should
have been aware of the throat wound. Is it conceivable that, if he knew, he
would have kept this information from the pathologists? Though this ques
tion cannot be answered with certainty, there is more than one source which
strongly suggests knowledge, at the autopsy, of the throat wound, despite
statements to the contrary by the pathologists.
On 27 January 1964, the Warren Commission met in Executive Ses
sion. This top secret transcript was released only some y ears later after a
Freedom of Information Act litigation was filed. During this session, J. Lee
Rankin,46 General Counsel for the Warren Commission, quoted from an
autopsy report (possibly the FBI version) which described a fragment (not
a whole bullet) exiting the throat as the cause of the throat wound. To place
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this event in context, it should be recalled that the pathologists submitted
their final autopsy protocol on Sunday, 24 November 1963. After Humes'
reputed Saturday morning (23 November) conversation with Dr. Malcolm
Perry of Parkland, he speculated that the back wound and the throat wound
were caused by a transiting shot from the rear. This bullet, in his view,
exited undeflected and intact through the throat.
Since the pathologists did not explain the throat wound by an exiting

fragment after their talk with Perry, the conjectured fragment quoted by
Rankin must necessarily have been discussed before this call to Dallas. This
discussion could not have occurred between the autopsy and the Dallas
telephone call (only several hours had passed and Humes had been at a
religious commitment47), so the pertinent discussion could have transpired
only at the autopsy itself.This quote, therefore, suggests knowledge during

the autopsy of the throat wound. It does not, however, make clear who was
aware of the throat wound. Humes' surprisingly nonchalant state at the
end of the autopsy, despite apparently failing to find the neck bullet, is
illustrated by his comment toJAMA:41 "We knew we would find the expla
nation sooner or later." How did he know this? And, if not at the autopsy,
then when? Is he implying that they had agreed to ignore the throat wound
until after they phoned Dallas the next morning?
Lt.Richard A.Lipsey,48 an aide to Major General Wehle, told the HSCA
that, while at the autopsy, the pathologists described three [sic] shots strik
ing JFK from the rear, with one bullet entering the rear of the head and
exiting the throat. The HSCA agreed that, even though Lipsey had based
his conclusions on observations at the autopsy, there could be no throat
exit from the head bullet because the pathologists believed that the throat
wound was an exit from the upper back wound.But the HSCA overlooked
the critical issue. The issue was not whether Lipsey was right or wrong in
his explanation of the throat wound (the pathologists, after all, supposedly
reached their final conclusions only after their telephone call to Dallas), but
whether he correctly recalled any discussion at the autopsy about the throat
wound. How could the throat wound have been debated at the autopsy if no
one had known about it? And if there had been no discussion of a throat
wound at the autopsy, why would Lipsey invent such a conversation? The
HSCA seemed insensible to the doors that were opened with these com
ments.
Surprisingly enough, this same scenario was also reported by JAMA49
on 4 January 1964, in referring to the autopsy findings: "The third bullet hit
Kennedy in the back of the right side of the head. A small fragment of this
bullet also angled down and passed out through Kennedy's throat ..." Lipsey
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apparently was not the only one who had heard a discussion of the throat
wound at the autopsy.
At a news conference that afternoon at Parkland Hospital, Dr Malcolm
Perry50 three times described the throat wound as one of entrance. [Editor's
note: See Appendix C.] This interview was carried by the major television
networks, radio, and reported by UPI. It seems most likely that some of the
several dozen persons at the autopsy would have heard this media report
of a frontal throat shot. In fact, Dennis David, who was Chief of the Day for
the Bethesda Navy Medical School, reported that he went into the office of
the Master at Arms and listened to the radio with none other than Dr. Boswell
late that aftemoonY Finck has informed lAMA52 that he was spending a
quiet evening at home with his wife when he was called at 7:30

P.M.

by

Humes. He may therefore also have listened to media reports; he has not,
however, commented publicly upon this. Even the HSCN3 concluded, "It is
conspicuously unclear (emphasis added) from the autopsy report alone that
during the autopsy, the pathologists were unaware and failed to recognize
that there was a missile perforation in the anterior neck."
Based on these considerations, as well as several eyewitness reports
(Ebersole is one, but there are others not cited here), some critics conclude
that the pathologists were aware of the throat wound that night. Feigning
ignorance would have excused them from dissecting a possibly nonexist
ent transit wound. Other critics, less willing to blame the pathologists, sug
gest that their superiors may have deliberately withheld this information
from them, possibly to protect their innocence, but also possibly to ensure
that dissection of the hypothetical bullet track would not be done. What
seems clear to most observers, in any case, is that no one at Parkland or
Bethesda saw both the back and throat wounds on the same occasion and
that no one ever dissected the hypothetical track between them. This tran
sit trajectory is therefore pure speculation, according to the critics.
The autopsy protocol also contradicts the initial comments of the
Parkland physicians,54 both those who observed the throat wound them
selves and also those who heard it described. It was said to be a small
round wound (pencil-sized) entirely consistent with an entry bullet; ini
tially, no one described it as an exit wound. Only later, after a long para
graph of hypothetical preconditions listed by Arlen Specter during the offi
cial inquiry, did they concede that it could have been an exit wound.55
[Editor's note: See Charles Crenshaw, Part I.] However, none of them has
ever said, based on appearance alone, that an entry wound was unlikely.
The critics wonder what additional data could have changed their minds.
They never saw the body again, nor did they ever see the throat wound
again. The critics suspect that their testimony-or the impression conveyed
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by their testimony during Specter's questioning-was modified for reasons
unrelated to their personal observations.
In the autopsy protocol, the back and throat wounds are described as
"presumably" of entrance and "presumably" of exit, respectively. [Editor's
note: See Appendix F.] The recent reports of the pathologists toJAMA6 have
elevated their degree of confidence to a much higher level than presump
tion. Yet, amazingly enough, the pathologists have never offered any clues
to support their quantum leap toward certainty. Critics naturally wonder
what additional evidence the pathologists could possibly have seen since
the autopsy to have so increased their degree of confidence. If there is such
evidence, after all, why have they failed to share it?
On the photograph of the back, 56 the wound lies slightly above the right
scapular spine. Visibly this appears to be at the level of the upper thoracic
spine rather than at the level of the lower cervical spine. The thoracic loca
tion was confirmed by the HSCA, 57 which placed it precisely 1.1 em inferior
to the first thoracic vertebra, Tl. Since the lung ty pically extends close to
the superior border of T1, a transit trajectory at this level would almost
certainly have resulted in a pneumothorax.55•33 Since none was seen, how
ever, this proposed transit trajectory is immediately called into question.
An alternate, more superior, trajectory is suggested by the chest radiograph

which shows minor trauma to the right T1 transverse process.58 The corre
sponding cephalad-caudad level on the chest radiograph is the disc at C7Tl. In the autopsy protocol, the pathologists described an apical pulmo
nary contusion which is quite consistent with the same vertical level. This
evidence then suggests a trajectory through a cross sectional level near the
C7-T1 disc, or possibly slightly above this. According to the HSCN9 the
bullet entered 5 em to the right of the midline. Because the lateral edge of
the C7 transverse process is also nearly 5 em from the midline, the bullet
necessarily would have had to pass directly through the C7 transverse pro
cess, or possibly even the body itself.33 The corresponding cervical fracture,
which should have been severe from such a direct hit, is not seen. It is also
useful to recall that the cervical transverse processes present a very tight
barrier in the vertical direction, so that this argument is independent of the
vertical level in the cervical spine. The proposed transit trajectory therefore
seems purely imaginary-at both the cervical and upper thoracic levels.
Humes was admittedly ignorant60 of the cross sectional anatomy which is
pertinent to this proposed trajectory. (This ignorance should not be sur
prising since CT scans of the body did not come into widespread use until
the late 1970s.)
In most adult males, the distance (Note B) from midline to acromion is
21 to 24 em; since the back wound was 14 em from the acromion, the
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calculated distance from midline to the wound should then be 7 to 10 em.
Entry this far lateral yields a horizontal trajectory angle much too large (30
degrees) to fit with the sixth floor sniper's nest in the Texas School Book
Depository. This is true even if JFK's torso were slightly rotated-the HSCA61
suggested a 5 degree rotation at most .The angle from the limousine to the
Depository can be easily measured from overhead photographs or accu
rate maps of Dealey Plaza; it is about 10 degrees. The large discrepancy
between 10 and 30 degrees has never been explained.Most critics conclude
therefore that the back wound resulted from a nonpenetrating wound, for
example, shrapnel, a defective or nonpristine bullet, or possibly even a post
mortem injury, intentional or unintentional.
Though the official version is that no bullets or large bullet fragments
were found at the autopsy there are, surprisingly, several distinct hints to
the contrary.On 4 January 1964, JAMA49 reported that "The first bullet ...
hit JFK in the upper part of the right back shoulder.The bullet did not go
through his body and was recovered during the autopsy (emphasis added)."
The Washington Post62 of 18 December 1963, confirmed that a bullet was
removed from deep in the shoulder.The Post62 reaffirmed this several years
later on 29 May 1966, reporting that the information had initially been
confirmed with the FBI before publication.As late as 26 January 1964, The
New York Times63 reported that a bullet had lodged in JFK's right shoulder.
In an interview with David Lifton, Admiral David Osborne64 (then Captain
and Chief of Surgery at Bethesda) insisted that he saw an intact bullet that
night. He stated that he knew this "... because I had that bullet in my
hand, and looked at it."
And again:64 "Well, the bullet existed, I'm sure of that." Dennis David65
has also told David Lifton that he typed a receipt for four large lead frag
ments that night; the total amount of metal was more than one bullet.
Jerrol F. Custer,66 the Bethesda radiology technologist, has reported seeing
a bullet (or large fragment) fall out of the back when JFK was first elevated
off the table in order to insert a radiographic plate. There is also in evi
dence an FBI receipt for a missile.67 It is incredible that this receipt was not
given to the Warren Commission; it became public67 for the first time in
1966. The discovery in JFK's body of another bullet, or even large frag

ments comprising more than one bullet, would imply a fourth shot and
strongly suggest a conspiracy-because of the time constraints for one gun
man.
There is, in addition, a readily visible 3 x 5 em discoloration on the right
upper back, just below the lower neck fold.The HSCN8 described this as a
contusion or post-mortem lividity. It is unfortunate that no microscopic
slides were prepared from this site to provide further clues to etiology. But
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it is most peculiar that this is well above the visible back wound. Why this
particular site, of all possible sites on the back, should show discoloration
is strange. The critics naturally wonder whether this discoloration was a
contusion produced by a nontransiting frontal bullet or fragment that
stopped near this site. Even the entire twelve volumes of the HSCA offer no
explanation for this obvious discoloration. (The Warren Commission, of
course, could not comment on this because they studied no photographs.)

The Autopsy: The Pathologists' Performance
The reliability of the autopsy protocol has been challenged for several rea
sons: logical inconsistencies, inappropriate ignorance, and obvious depar
tures from standard practice. The central conclusion of only two shots,
both from the rear, depends crucially on trust in the pathologists' abilities
(for example, on their reconstructions of both entry and exit wounds). In
view of this required trust, any reasonable observer would like to have evi

dence of their reliability. What is found, however, is just the opposite. A list
of these pathological aberrations follows.
1.

The posterior skull entry site was later raised by pathological and radio
logical reviewers69 by the astonishing distance of 10 em (four inches)! If
the pathologists' entry wound were wrong by 10 em, how then can anyone
be certain that their exit wound site was any more accurate? Such a large
error in placement of the exit wound could reverse the trajectory!

2.

The largest radiopaque object on the skull radiographs is in the cowlick7°
area; this is several centimeters above the junction of the two lambdoidal
sutures and the coronal suture. It is 6.5 mm in diameter (the same size as
the Mannlicher-Carcano bullet) , is nearly round, and is the most obvious
object on the extant radiographs (even to a five year old, as the author can
verify). Yet it was not mentioned by the pathologists, even though they
described and physically removed two clearly smaller fragments. In addi
tion, all three signed a statement that contained this sentence:71 "How
ever, careful examination at the autopsy, and the photographs and x-rays
taken during the autopsy, revealed no evidence of a bullet or of a major
portion of a bullet in the body of the President . . ." Ebersole also con
firmed to this author that no large bullet fragments were seen on the ra
diographs the night of the autopsy.37 It is inescapable, therefore, that seri
ous controversy exists about the authenticity of the obvious 6.5 mm ob
ject now seen on the AP radiograph. It would have been possible, even in
1963, to add such an object to a radiograph.33 [Editor's

note: See Mantik's

Postscript.]
3.

A trail of dustlike metal fragments was described in the autopsy protocol

and in Humes' testimony72 as beginning near the EOP and ending above
the right frontal sinus . The largest fragment recovered ( 7

x

2 mm) was

located just above this sinus.73 Humes has now confirmed this trail to
JAMA.11 Ebersole's description37 to this author also concurred with this
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trail. During the HSCA interviews, even Dr Joseph Davis/0 a pathologist
on the Forensic Pathology Panel, reported that he saw tiny metal frag
ments along this same trajectory. Amazingly, however, this is not what the
extant radiographs show. On the lateral radiograph, small radiopaque
objects begin near the cowlick area, more than 10 em above Humes' trail.
This apparent trail then extends forward on a nearly horizontal plane.
(This description could just as well be reversed in space-there is no di
rectionality.) Why would Humes describe the trail in this location to lAMA,
when it is in such obvious conflict with the radiographs? And why was he
not questioned about this by lAMA?
4.

All three pathologists, including Finck, who was said to be skilled in wound
ballistics, reported that they could not see the throat wound despite in
specting the entire perimeter of the tracheostomy. 55 Subsequent patholo
gists, however-looking at only photographs-easily saw the inferior por
tion of this wound at the edge of the tracheostomy.74 It is particularly odd
that this wound was not seen by the three pathologists insofar as their
self-admitted task was to find the missing bullets.

5.

Humes75 before the Warren Commission (7 to 8 em) and Boswell on his
autopsy diagram ( 6.5 em) did not even agree on the size of the tracheo
stomy. To lAMA, 11 Humes altered his reported size by nearly a factor of
two to fit more closely with standard sizes; he decreased it to 3 to 4 em,
only half of what he had stated to the Warren Commission.

6.

Humes (13 em), in the autopsy protocol, and Boswell (17 em), on his
diagram/6 disagreed by a surprisingly large amount with each other on
the size of the skull defect. It is difficult to understand how a ruler could
be read so differently by two professionals standing at the same table and
examining the same body. If Humes' measurement were done after recon
struction of the posterior entry wound it would, of course, be the smaller
of the two measurements. But it is Humes, not Boswell, who failed to
recall this step. In any event, the reconstituted fragment is too small to
explain this 4 em difference between the two pathologists.12

7.

The pathologists reported the back wound as 7 x 4 mm, with the long axis
vertical.42 Subsequent pathologists measured this as 9 x 9 mm, a rather
large discrepancy in size, to say nothing of shape.

8.

Later review panels59 described the lateral distance of the back wound
from midline as 5 em; the pathologists' measurements, as noted above,
imply at least 7 to 10 em.

9.

To lAMA, for the first time in the history of this case, Humes11 has admit
ted that he had prepared a diagram at the autopsy. For the critics, espe
cially, this news was a major confession. This is in striking agreement
with what Boswell77 told Josiah Thompson: "Yes, I'm sure there was an
other sheet, which had that measurement on it, and which had height,
weight, and some other information. I'm sure of it." Humes has also stated
to 1AMA41 and to the HSCN8 that he faithfully copied everything that he
had burned in his fireplace; if so, where is the diagram that he now admits
to having prepared? The critics, and some loyalists, too, have often won
dered at the paucity of information on Boswell's diagram and the great
difficulty of interpreting it. In view of the above revelation, is it possible
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that Humes' my sterious lost diagram was intended to be the primary one,
but later had to be destroy ed because it was not consistent with the offi
cial version of two bullets from the rear?
10. One of the most amazing and serious oversights was the pathologists' fail

ure to coronally section the brain. The brain was examined nearly two
weeks later, thus giving Humes ample time to review standard protocols
for this. With this much time to prepare, ignorance can hardly be the
explanation. Is it conceivable that Humes would have undertaken such a
momentous task without reviewing in detail standard protocols, especially
since, by his own admission, he was not experienced in gunshot autop
sies?
11. No abrasion collar was reported for the back wound.For Finck especially,

a presumed expert in such matters, to overlook such a critical (and often
central) item in forensic pathology is truly extraordinary. Later review
ers79 immediately noted this essential feature.It seems difficult to explain
this omission as mere incompetence.
12. Humes has assuredJAMA,80regarding their Warren Commission presen

tations: "These drawings are very accurate ..." However, when the verti
cal level of the back wound shown in Humes' drawing was reviewed by
the HSCA, Dr. Michael Baden81 reported: "We place the entrance perfora
tion a bit [sic] lower, almost 2 inches lower than depicted in the Warren
Commission exhibit." After this announcement, the critics were not sure
whether they should have been more astounded at the supposed error
made by Humes or, rather, the surprising deprecation by Baden of a large
5 em discrepancy. After the HSCA's attempts to minimize the 10 em skull

entry wound discrepancy, and now this additional 5 em discrepancy, the
critics naturally wonder what outer limits the loy alists would accept as
tolerable in an autopsy.
13. On one occasion Humes stated that the shot to the head came from above82

and on anotherB3 he claimed that the anatomic data could not answer this
question. The critics naturally wonder how the evidence could possibly
have changed during this interval, or if Humes' memory were defective,
how it could fail him on such a major question.
14. In the Supplementary Autopsy Report14, the mass of the brain is 1,500

gm, at the upper limit of normal. Yet Humes stated to JAMA11 that the
upper two-thirds of the right cerebrum was missing. These two state
ments are mutually exclusive. Also, quite astonishingly, no fresh brain
mass was stated, y et masses were listed for other less critical organs.
15. To lAMA, Humes80 stated, "I believe in the single bullet theory that it struck

Governor Connally immediately after exiting the President's throat." How
ever, when queried by the Warren Commission on exactly the same point
he said,84 "I think that is extremely unlikely." Actually he stated this twice
in quick succession to the Warren Commission85 so there can be no possi
bility of misunderstanding him (Note C). Then, after all this testimony,
Boswell87 and Finck,88 who were listening to it, offered their unqualified
support for it.These totally opposite statements by Humes are absolutely
irreconcilable.Even more astonishing, he seems (lAMA, too, for that mat-
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ter) to be oblivious to this. No questions have been asked and no explana
tions have been offered by him for this astounding behavior.
16. In addition to the above major concerns, the HSCA89 faulted the patholo

gists on yet other serious issues that are not detailed here. Forensic pa
thologists such as Milton Helpern90 and Charles Wilber91 have seriously
criticized their performance. And finally, Dr. Michael Baden,92who chaired
the HSCA Forensic Pathology Panel, described the autopsy

as

"woefully

inadequate" and noted that neither Humes nor Finck had ever done an
autopsy involving a gunshot before! Although Finck was the designated
expert, he had only sat in an office and reviewed records of US military
personnel92 who had died of gunshot wounds. In view of the judgment
required to reconstruct the reported two skull wounds, the pathologists'
lack of actual experience with gunshot wounds seems germane.

In the face of all of these concerns, critics, perhaps not so unreasonably, are
somewhat chary of relying exclusively on statements from the patholo
gists, especially when they are described as "irrefutable proof. " The critics
would like some independent confirmation of these conclusions which,
they believe, is at best difficult and frequently impossible to find.
If not the reliability, at least the forthrightness of the pathologists has
recently been proven questionable. Both Humes93 and Finck,94 in response
to lAMA, have persistently refused to comment on JFK's chronic Addison's
disease. Now, however, lAMA (Note D) has confirmed this diagnosis,95 based
on autopsy findings. (This was not the first attempt by lAMA. On 10 No
vember 1964, lAMA sent an inquiry to Admiral E. C. Kenney, which was
forwarded to Admiral G. G. Burkley. After three months no response was
received by 1AMA99 from Burkley.) The pathologists, for over 29 y ears now,
by their dogmatic silence on this point, have covered up a major medical
fact. If the pathologists have hidden this fact, merely by their selective si
lence, what else may y et lie hidden in their collective silence regarding the
remainder of the autopsy? Gary L. Aguilar, M. D.,100 and phy sician colleagues
recently submitted to lAMA for publication a list of 20 critical questions
still unanswered by the pathologists. This was eventually, of necessity, pub
lished elsewhere. Pertinent to this, when Humes was interviewed after his

HSCA appearance by Paul Hoch, 101 he replied, "I wish they 'd asked some
more questions . . . I was surprised at the Committee members ... They
sort of had a golden opportunity, y ou know. I was there, but they didn't
choose to--and it didn't bother me one way or the other. Whatever pleased
them, pleased me. " The critics naturally wonder what Humes was thinking
about; were any of these 20 questions in his thoughts?
The pathologists have only raised further suspicion by hiding from the
media, to say nothing of hiding from their own colleagues. To date, they
have never appeared in an adversarial setting in which they were required
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to respond to critical questions.Even Dr. Cyril H.Wecht, a member of the
Forensic Pathology Panel for the HSCA and a long-time critic of the War
ren Commission, was prevented from directly questioning his own col
leagues in pathology. This was accomplished by the simple expedient of
excluding him merely because he had already viewed the autopsy materi
als.102
[Editor's note: The author has deleted a section discussing the Zapruder
film, which has now been superceded by his contribution to Part IV]

The Autopsy: The Photographs
There is one reason that subsequent pathologists concurred with a head
shot from the rear.It is the presence of an apparent entry wound near the
cowlick area on the photograph.36In fact, if this were authentic, identifica
tion of this wound would hardly require any special expertise. The much
more difficult question is one of authenticity. The main witness for alter
ation is, surprisingly enough, the chief pathologist, Humes himself.When
queried about this visible wound, he said,112 "No, no, that's no wound." He
affirmed this again:113 "...I can assure you ...there was no defect corre
sponding to this [upper location] in the skull at any point.I don't know
what that is.It could be to me clotted blood.I don't, I just don't know what
it is, but it certainly was not any wound of entrance." Some loyalists may
propose that the scalp was simply being lifted up for this photograph.How
ever, Humes114 was explicitly questioned about this and he said, "That is
not the case." His very next words were, again commenting on the poste
rior head photograph,114 "Because I submit to you that, despite the fact that
this upper point that has been the source of some discussion here this af
ternoon is excessively obvious in the color photograph, I almost defy you to
find it in that magnification in the black and white." Finck115 had the same
opinion as Humes when he testified several years earlier at the Clay Shaw
trial: "...I don't endorse the 100 mm ...I saw the wound of entry in the
back of the head ... slightly above the EOP, and it was definitely not 4
inches or 100 mm above it." These dramatic testimonies by Humes and
Finck have not deterred numerous subsequent pathologists, simply by view
ing the photographs (none of them examined the body), from claiming
that the upper cowlick wound was the entry site.
To lAMA, Humes 35 stated that the true wound near the EOP was so
obvious that shaving the hair was not required; it is this supposedly genu
ine wound that Humes (and everyone else for that matter) cannot see on
this same photograph. According to the HSCA,116 "Drs. Ebersole, Finck,
and Boswell offered no explanation for the upper [visible] wound ..." Shortly
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afterward the HSCN 16 stated, "Dr. Finck believed strongly that the observa
tions of the autopsy pathologists were more valid than those of individuals
who might subsequently examine photographs ." And, eventually, the
HSCA116 summarized its own plight:" The panel continued to be concerned
about the persistent disparity between its findings and those of the autopsy
pathologists and the rigid tenacity with which the prosectors maintained
that the entrance wound was at or near the EOP." Despite this astonishing
state of affairs, the authenticity of the photograph has never been properly
addressed and the defiant testimony of the pathologists themselves has
been totally ignored (Note F). The critics naturally wonder what additional
evidence the loyalists could possibly require before entertaining serious
doubts of their own.
To virtually every eyewitness, these photographs are perplexing. They
show a completely intact right posterior skull, which is in absolute conflict
with the medical records of numerous Parkland physicians.118 Even on a
widely broadcast Nova television program on PBS in 1988 involving four
Parkland physicians, the placement of their hands well behind the right
ear to locate the large skull defect is in gross conflict with the posterior
head photographs. This conflict persists in the memories of ancillary per
sonnel at Bethesda, 119 and even with the measurements and descriptions of
the pathologists themselves. The autopsy protocol specifically describes
the skull defect as extending into the "occiput." The photographs, however,
show the defect far above the occipital bone. The pathologists were never
asked if these photographs were accurate. In fact, on the one question they
were asked based on the photographs (regarding the posterior entry wound),
they disagreed by four inches!
To the critics this situation is prima facie evidence of either alteration
or else an unimaginable and simultaneous incompetence by three suppos
edly qualified pathologists. In his HSCA testimony, 120 Humes clearly agreed
with the cowlick entry site while pointing at the lateral radiograph (best
seen on videotape), but in lAMA 11 he reverted to the EOP site (Note G).
Also, he and his colleagues had previously drawn the entry site on an actual
skull for the HSCA. A photograph of this identification was printed by the
HSCA;121 it undeniably shows the lower EOP site. This skull photograph
stands in astonishing conflict with Humes' radiographic testimony. He was
never asked about this incredible discrepancy.
Since the photographs were reported as taken before the autopsy, the
posterior head photograph should at least show the defect which Boswell
reconstructed with a late arriving bone fragment. The scalp entry wound
described by the pathologists was 15

x

6 mm; before insertion of the bone

fragment it should have been larger12 by about 2 em, yielding a total diam-
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eter close to 3.5 em, certainly large enough to be seen easily on the photo
graph, just as Humes claimed. Such a defect is nowhere in evidence.
Loyalists respond that distinguished experts have verified that the mul
tiple skin and facial features on the photographs are indeed JFK's. Many
critics accept this conclusion for the skin and facial landmarks, but protest
that the scalp hair was not (and intrinsically could not be) authenticated.
For the critics, therefore, the central issue of scalp authenticity remains
unresolved.
At least six Parkland physicians saw cerebellum, usually reported as
injured, through the skull defect; their reports appear for all to read in the
widely available Warren Report.118 To make the point even clearer, Dr. Kemp
Clark, the neurosurgeon, in a handwritten note118 described seeing both

cerebral and cerebellar tissue. The intact posterior skull, as seen on the pos
terior head photographs, however, clearly prohibits viewing a structure as
inferior as the cerebellum.
The photographs contain no identifiable overhead (vertex) view of the
skull defect or even a useful view from the right lateral. Either of these
could have resolved some of the current conflicts. Critics regard the ab
sence of such views·as highly suspicious, particularly since Humes recently
advised JAMA 35 that no significant aspect was left unphotographed. Finck
also stated to lAMA 122 that he had helped to photograph the posterior skull
entry wound, which is the same wound near the EOP that cannot be seen
by anyone.
Perry123 first described the tracheostomy wound to Lifton as 2-3 em
wide, but he later altered his public statements and took responsibility for
the much larger incision seen in the photographs. Critics note that tra
cheostomy incisions are rarely more than 3 or 4 em wide. Even Perry's

colleagues at Parkland do not recognize his work in this photograph. 124
Ebersole has expressed his own surprise to this author at the appearance
and especially the size of this incision.37 Some critics, though certainly not
all, have suggested that the throat wound was enlarged before the autopsy
in order to look for a bullet.
Multiple sources have described the back wound as distinctly lower
than seen in the photographs:
a.

Burkley's death certificate:125·126 stated as T3.

b.

Boswell's diagram (approved by Burkley):34 the wound appears to be at

c.

Ebersole37 to Mantik: T4.

d.

JFK shirt and coat: size, location, and orientation of holes. 127

e.

J. Lee Rankin:46 while viewing a photograph, he stated that the bullet en

about T3.

tered below the shoulder blade.
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f.

FBI agents Sibert and O'Neill.23

g.

Secret Servicemen Clint Hill128 and Glen Bennett.129

1 11

Critics wonder whether the back wound may have been raised on the
photograph so that an (imaginary) exit through the throat might seem more
feasible.Humes' measurements imply that the back wound was at least 7
to 10 em lateral to midline, in distinct disagreement with the HSCA pathol
ogy panel, which placed it only 5 em from midline.The 7 to 10 em location
would scarcely permit an anterior midline exit, as already noted above.A
pneumothorax-which was not seen-would have resulted from either (a)
the more lateral location of 7 to 10 em or (b) the T-3level.Neither of these
anatomic descriptions therefore seem consistent with a transit trajectory
through the upper chest.

The Autopsy: The Radiographs
The number of skull radiographs in the official record is three; of these,
only two are printed in the public record. Jerroll F. Custer, the radiology
technologist at the autopsy, has reported taking at least five skull radio
graphs, 130·131 including one oblique/ tangential view of the large posterior
defect.Ebersole 37 also informed this author that a total of five or six views
of the skull were obtained. In addition, one of the HSCA radiologists, Dr.

David 0. Davis, referred to other skull views that he had seen;132 this is a
particularly odd comment, especially since nothing else has ever been said
about these other views.The critics naturally wonder if views showing the
large posterior defect were culled out some time after the autopsy.
The radiologists who consulted for the HSCA concluded that there was
no suggestion of a shot from the front.It is strange, however, that the evi
dence for this conclusion was based almost exclusively on the lateral skull
radiograph. The condition of the right posterior skull, based on the AP
radiograph, was largely ignored.There appear to be surprising findings on
the AP view that warrant further investigation.33Were the radiologists de
liberately avoiding the condition of the right occiput on the AP view? Quan
titative scans of the original AP radiograph could still be done to ascertain
just how much bone remains in the right occiput.33So far, however, access
to this material has been remarkably limited and the proper studies have
never been done.
Some radiologists described an entry wound near the cowlick area, 10

em above the EOP. However, radiologist William B. Seaman 133 observed,

regarding the proposed cowlick entry on the lateral skull radiograph, that
this upper point"...suggests entry but is not conclusive." He also said that
he could not denote beveling of the skull at that point.133Despite this equivo-
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cation, Dr.Michael Baden, 134 Chairman of the HSCA Forensic Pathology
Panel, altered the meaning of plain English to conclude that "...all of the
radiologist consultants with whom the panel spoke with [sic] and met with

[sic], all concluded that without question there is an entrance bullet hole
on the upper portion of the skull ..." Dr Seaman was not invited to com
ment on this statement.
The critics wonder where these experts would have placed this entry
wound on the AP view.Based on HSCA data, 135 the entry was 1 em above
the 6.5 mm radiopaque object.At this site on the AP radiograph there is no
apparent entry hole.There is instead a small transverse defect clearly nar
rower than the 6.5 mm object seen here.The bone fragment in this vicinity
is otherwise intact.A corollary question is whether this bone fragment lies
on the posterior or anterior surface of the skull.If this bone fragment lies
on the anterior skull surface, then the posterior skull surface is nowhere
evident, an intolerable situation for the loyalist. If the fragment is on the
posterior surface, there is no evident ingress.The loyalists must therefore
choose between (a) absent right occiput or (b) no visible entry site on the
AP radiograph.
Radiologists described fracture lines as radiating outward from the pro
posed cowlick entry site.On the AP view, however, these lines do not actu
ally extend to the proposed entry site; they stop short of it. Dr. David 0.
Davis132was careful to choose his words: "...the linear fractures seem to
more or less [sic] emanate from the embedded metallic fragment." Unless
they unequivocally extend to this 6.5 mm object they cannot represent frac
ture lines caused by a posterior skull bullet.
The apparently linear, nearly horizontal "trail" of radiopaque densities
seen near the vertex on the lateral skull radiograph lies well above the pro
posed cowlick entry site . A spinning bullet would be expected to eject small
pieces of metal at a wide range of angles and not solely in the small solid
angle that is seen.In addition, the trail would be expected to be cone shaped,
narrower at the beginning and wider toward the end; instead, it shows no
such effect at all.Moreover, the "trail" is obviously too high to fit with the
proposed entry site.And, on the AP view, the "trail" simply vanishes; there
is no "trail" at all.The apparent trail on the lateral view is merely an optical
illusion; the particles are, in fact, widely scattered in space. The AP and
lateral views are so different, in fact, that some observers have wondered
whether they are even spatially compatible.Dr. David 0. Davis132 stated his
own impression as follows: "It is not possible to totally explain the metallic
fragment pattern that is present from some of the metallic fragments lo
cated superiorly in the region of the parietal bone, or at least projecting on
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[sic] actually in the scalp. The frontal view does not

give much help in this regard and it is impossible to work this out com
pletely." Surely, if one of the HSCAS foremost experts had difficulty with
the locations of these radiopaque objects, they deserve more attention.

Authenticity Issues
It is not within the customary province of pathologists or radiologists to
address authenticity issues. These specialists sometimes even seem embar
rassed or awkward when asked about possible alterations. Though some
steps were taken by the HSCA to rule out modifications, other steps either
were not or could not be taken. Some loyalists will not even discuss this
question. As authenticity is often at the forefront of the critic's mind, con
versations with loyalists often stop suddenly and uncomfortably at this point.
Some critics, however, will never rest easy until more attention is paid to
these issues.
The loyalist naturally responds to authenticity issues by reciting the
studies of the HSCA.137 Several serious, still unresolved questions regard
ing the photographs and radiographs have already been listed above. The
loyalist also emphasizes that the Bethesda personnel gave their seal of ap
proval to these items after reviewing them at the National Archives.138 The
critics reply, however, that apparently none of them, not even the radiolo
gist Ebersole, noticed the obvious, nearly circular 6.5 mm object on the AP
radiograph or, if they did, they failed to describe it. It is astounding that
Humes, after spending the better part of a day at the Archives while review
ing this material, has admitted139 that he failed to see the presumed skull
entry wound near the cowlick area on the posterior photograph. This is the
same photograph that is now the subject of so much dissension. Is it re
motely possible that he was not shown this photograph at the Archives?
Finally, if one of these individuals had suspected that something was differ
ent, would he have said so publicly? What consequences would have fol
lowed such a statement? Might it not have been easier quietly to assume
that his memory had failed him? By analogy, it is useful to recall that even
now some of the Parkland physicians seem more persuaded by the photo
graphs than their own previously well documented initial recollections.
The critics' list of candidates for alteration may seem long. It should be
noted, however, that scarcely any critic insists that all of these have been
modified. In fact, a modest but critical alteration to one or a small number
might be quite sufficient. A good illustration of such a minimal require
ment is the entry wound seen on the posterior head photograph, which
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even Humes could not accept. Such a change, all by itself, could totally
alter the complexion of this case. The candidates are listed here.
1.

The autopsy protocol. The first draft was certified by Humes as
burned by him in his home fireplace. 140·141No questions were asked
and no explanations were offered for this behavior. (Humes did
explain why he burned his autopsy room notes,142 but was never
asked why he burned his first draft.) The complete disappearance
of Humes' autopsy diagram has already been noted. He was never
asked, in view of his statement that he had faithfully copied every
thing, why this absolutely critical item never showed up anywhere.
Finally, the wording of the final draft seems deliberately vague,
imprecise and unprofessional.

2.

The Zapruder film. On frame 313, the authenticity of red cloud of
presumed blood and tissue and the two linear streaks (purported
to be bone fragments by Lattimer) have both been challenged, on
photographic143 and scientific (physics) grounds.33 Further studies
may yet provide more insight into these issues.33 [Editor's note: See
Part IV and especially David Mantik, Part IV.]

3.

Photographs. The location and appearance of both the skull and
back wounds have been questioned. There are also numerous iden
tical poses144which suggest to the critic that crucial incriminating
photographs have been removed only to be replaced by simple
duplicates (so that the total number would not change). Humes'
disagreement with the posterior skull wound on the photograph
raises very serious authenticity concerns. It may be the central is
sue in this entire case. Even the photographer himself, Floyd
Riebe, 131has denied the authenticity of this photograph, particu
larly with respect to the supposedly intact posterior skull. What
additional evidence, the critics wonder, is required before loyalists
would be willing to consider this issue seriously?

4.

Radiographs. The 6.5 mm object embedded in the posterior skull
near the cowlick area was described neither by the pathologists
nor by the radiologist Ebersole at the autopsy, even though they all
viewed the radiographs in the morgue and they were all looking
for bullet fragments. Was it added later to implicate the Mannlicher
Carcano bullet? This 6.5 mm object is presumably the cross sec
tion of a bullet. Amazingly, however, both the nose and tail (War
ren Commission Exhibit Numbers 567 and 569) of this same bullet
(Note H) were said to have been found in the front of the limou
sine.14·
6 147 How is it possible for a nearly complete cross section
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from somewhere inside the bullet to embed itself on the outside of
the skull? Experts148 have never seen even a nose fragment from a
fully jacketed bullet embed itself in this manner, 1 em below the
entry site, to say nothing of an internal cross section performing
such an astounding feat.In addition, the "trail" of small radiopaque
objects (presumably bullet fragments) has changed location in space
by 10 em, and these radiopaque objects may also have increased in
size.There appears to be a trail on the lateral skull view but not on
the AP; are these spatially compatible? Were subtle changes made
in the posterior portion of the lateral skull radiograph in order to
cover a large defect there? It is noteworthy that, despite the claims
of authenticity by the HSCA, this critical posterior area was never
examined for authenticity. And, finally, why were findings on the
AP radiograph either ignored or misinterpreted?

5.

Neutron activation analysis. The bullet fragments examined by the
HSCA in 1978 should have been identical to those examined in

1964 by the FBI.They had exhibit numbers which implied identity.
The technique itself would not have altered the masses. Yet, amaz 
ingly enough, as clearly shown in tables compiled by Wallace
Milam149 from the original HSCA data150 and the FBI bench notes,
all the masses (except for one tiny fragment) had grown within the
space of 14 y ears! In addition, the size and shape of the original
larger skull fragment (7 x 2 mm) had changed in a spatially impos
sible manner when it later appeared in a photograph by the HSCA.151
Have substitutions been made?

Logical Issues152
Even if two shots struck JFK from the rear, as lAMA maintains, that say s
nothing about the total number of shots fired.Even the HSCA agreed that
two shots hit from the rear. Yet because it concluded that another shot was
fired from the front (but missed, in their view), the HSCA endorsed a prob
able conspiracy.lAMA's conclusions by themselves, therefore, cannot rule
out a conspiracy. Though lAMA's editor153 has clearly stated that he does
not disagree with this logical conclusion, this same editor nevertheless per
mitted his designated writer, Dennis Breo, to violate this same consider
ation in the same issue of JAMAl Breo154 stated, "How Lee Harvey Oswald,
a political fanatic and the lone (emphasis added) gunman bought by mail
order a surplus World War II Italian rifle ..." Without any prelude, Breo
thus claims that a conspiracy has been ruled out. How this conclusion
logically follows from the interview with Dr. Finck (who is the purported
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subject of this article) or, for that matter, from any of the other medical
evidence discussed by lAMA, is never clarified by Breo. On the contrary, he
appears to introduce issues which lie far beyond the medical evidence. To
address the

nonmedical

issues in the debate of lone gunman versus con

spiracy would require at least an entire monograph. Is it possible that Breo's
(or even IAMA's) biases are showing here?
To the critics, the requirement of total evidence (taking into account all
of the available evidence) is seriously violated by the loyalists. T hey seem to
select whatever data fits their view and ignore whatever does not. T hey
may, of course, respond that the critics dismiss evidence in a similar fash
ion by invoking alterations as an excuse whenever they dislike the data. To
this, however, the critics at least answer that modifications can usually be
subject to testing, while the overt suppression of data can never be subject
to testing. Moreover, because of the obvious inconsistency of at least some
of this data, as extensively outlined above, participants in this debate, no
matter which side is selected, must make some difficult choices: for ex
ample, for the posterior skull entry wound (contrary to the equivocations
of Dr.Petty), they must choose between either the lower EOP site or the 10
em higher cowlick entry site-both cannot be correct. Neither Humes nor
subsequent reviewers ever suggested that there were two posterior skull
entry wounds. (Because of the time constraints for a lone gunman, two
wounds would immediately suggest a conspiracy.) Other dilemmas have
been noted above. If alteration is not invoked as an explanation for these
inconsistencies, then some other reason (or reasons) must be advanced.

The Historical Milieu
From the earliest days after the assassination, authors assembled long lists
of JFK's enemies. As intricate interlocking webs emerged among these
groups, the possibility of conspiracy loomed ever larger in the minds of the
critics. To the critics, the loyalists seemed to inhabit a world in which gov
ernment employees were incapable of gross evil. Critics stand aghast at the
thought processes displayed by G. Robert Blakey, Chief Counsel to the HSCA,
when he was interviewed on Crossfire about Oliver Stone's movie. He said155
that if" . .. the shot came from the front, there was a cover-up, therefore the
military-industrial complex did it, therefore my nation is corrupt, and that's
just obscene." If current (or even past) government employees are excluded

a priori from the list of suspects, how can any investigation follow evidence
which might possibly point in that direction? And if the same investigation
is led by Blakey, which it was, what questions might automatically be ruled
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out by subordinates who are expected to follow orders, no matter whether
explicitly or implicitly stated?
Some critics suggest that the loyalists' view of human nature derives
from outmoded and sanguine philosophies antedating the two World Wars
or at least antedating Watergate. They wonder if loyalists have truly noted
the astonishingly wide range of behavior seen in the human species, par
ticularly when careers, reputations, or fortunes are at stake. The Ameri
can government itself has by no means always been exemplary: witness the
Gulf of Tonkin "incident," the My Lai massacre cover-up, Watergate, Iran
Contra, Iraqgate, and many others. Is the JFK assassination (at least in its
post-mortem aspects) merely one more example of similar behavior? Con
versations tend to founder when these issues are encountered.
Though critics accept generic government incompetence as an expla
nation for some strange features of this case, nevertheless, the ongoing
inaccessibility of much of this data (such as photographs and radiographs)
seems to some critics yet one more sign of an ongoing government cover
up of the assassination. The Assassination Disclosure Materials Act of 1992
could help allay some cynicism, depending on how it is implemented. Cer
tainly many more specialists should be given access to these materials. A
greater sense of openness and accessibility could even lessen widespread
suspicion of government institutions. If indeed there is nothing to hide,
why should the government wish to promote the appearance of impropri
ety? In March 1993, Dr. Robert Artwohl, a loyalist, was admitted to the
National Archives to view the JFK artifacts. Though the timing of this visit,
which occurred shortly before Artwohl appeared at the side of lAMA's edi
tor during a public debate, seems an odd coincidence, this development by
itself is encouraging. More experts should be given access. Critics believe
their own experts should be given equal time.

Summary
This discussion has reviewed some of the contradictory medical and sci
entific evidence in the JFK assassination. The confused nature of these
data make it impossible to exclude shots from the front. There is, more
over, strong evidence for at least two shots from the front. Evidence for a
frontal throat shot includes the original testimony of the Parkland physi
cians, the anatomy of the upper chest/ lower neck, the nonpenetrating back
wound, and the statements of Bethesda personnel and the national media
who reported a bullet (or at least large fragments) found in the shoulder/
neck area. Evidence for a frontal head shot includes the double motion on
the Zapruder film, the deficient explanations of the loyalists for the poste-
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rior head snap, the descriptions of the Parkland physicians, the pattern of
brain trauma, the eyewitness testimony of nonphysicians (Dealey Plaza,
Parkland, Bethesda) and, most especially, the absent right occiput.
Critics claim that foreigners (Europeans are often cited156) are much
more on their side in this debate. It is said that foreigners regard Ameri
cans on such issues as oddly innocent or even naive, unable or unwilling to
recognize pertinent historical parallels. They point out that in these foreign
conspiracies it is often a powerful political opponent who has benefited
most. Why should America be different? Are Americans a species different
from the rest of the human race? It is here perhaps more than anywhere
else that loyalists and critics part company. It is notable that this has noth
ing at all to do with the basic facts of the case.
The renowned Cambridge don, C. S. Lewis, who also died on Novem
ber 22, 1963, once met someone who claimed to have seen a ghost, yet for
the rest of his life, refused to believe in ghosts.157 For him, seeing was not
believing. For the loyalist, too, believing in political evil may be a prerequi
site to seeing. In addition, a measure of courage may be required to face
the ominous consequences of such a belief: the comfortable foundations of
American civilization, and especially its political norms, are quickly called
into serious question. Embarking on such a journey cannot be lightly un
dertaken; even for Americans who are famous and educated, it is much
less painful to look away.
Even full disclosure of the JFK data might leave some persons in these
two camps still separated, so wide is the chasm that divides them. When
facts alone are insufficient to settle disputes, our human prejudices stand
exposed. Eventually, if we wish truly to understand this case, we must all
recognize in ourselves the color of our own preconceptions.
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[Editor's note: The original version of this paper was composed in
April and revised in May of 1993. It has undergone minor revisions
during July of 1997 for its publication in this volume.]
A.

As the autopsy began, the pathologists were told that three shots had been
heard and that JFK had fallen forward, bleeding from the head.They were
also told that a rifle barrel had disappeared into an upper floor of the
Texas School Book Depository.141t is now well known that JFK fell back

ward. [Editor's note: This issue is explored further and reassessed in Part
IV.] The other two statements have also been vigorously debated.The crit
ics naturally wonder what conclusions the pathologists would have reached
if they had been correctly told that JFK had fallen backward, and also that
there were four shots and that at least one shot had come from the front
all positions with some support, according to the critics.Even the HSCA
was in complete agreement with each of these positions.The pathologists
were also told that the (note the singular article) assassin had been appre
hended.Since Oswald was shot before27 they completed their final draft, it
is perhaps not so surprising that they reached the conclusions they did.
B. Since the tip of the acromion is readily palpated, this distance is easily
measured on adult males. There is an alternate approach, which is well
known to radiation oncologists from irradiation of the mantle area in
Hodgkin's Disease.It is rarely possible to see both acromia on a 17-inch
wide radiographic film; two separate overlapping films are usually required
to encompass the mantle area. If both acromia could fit onto a 17-inch
film, the distance from midline to either acromion would be 17 x 2.54 I 2
=

21.6 em.

C. Between these two statements, Humes had told the HSCN6 yet a third
version, exactly midway between these two extremes-the agnostic's view:
"From our point of view ... the peripheral things as to whence cometh
the missile and where it went and various other things and [the ] so-called
single bullet theory has been, in part, attributed to us, and that's not our
doing ... Those kinds of things are peripheral, but we've been sort of
involved, or our names have been involved, with those kinds of conjec
tures that we really can't make any definite opinion about or scientific
opinion about [sic]."
D. Addison's disease was clinically confirmed in 1977 by Joan and Clay Blair,96
after interviewing one of JFK's physicians, and published in their book,

The Search for JFK. Prior to that, in 19 67, Dr John Nichols had published
his own very convincing observations in lAMA. 97 J.A. Nicholas98 had pre
viously described three patients with adrenal insufficiency who had suc
cessfully undergone surgery.One of these was an otherwise unidentified
37-year-old male who had had lower back surgery at Cornell University
Medical College in New York City on 21 October 1954. Nichols noticed
that The New York Times, of 22 October 1954, had announced on page 17
that Senator Kennedy had had surgery on 21 October 1954.Removal of a
metal plate four months later was also coincident in the medical journal
and in The Times, thereby providing yet one more confirmation of JFK's
identity.
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E.

This estimate of 400 gm is very conservative. It assumes that nearly all of
the bone fragments went straight forward. If instead these bone fragments
had a significant component of transverse linear momentum (i.e. up,
down--Qr even backward), the required mass of the ejected brain tissue
would be correspondingly larger, perhaps even much larger. It should also
be noted that Alvarez's choice of 10% for the ejected mass is a realistic
illustration but is not essential. It is possible both to calculate and mea
sure speeds of the ejecta from data in the Alvarez paper; the ejecta speeds
are 40-50 ftfsec. The distance traveled by the bone fragments in Lattimer's104
experiments can be shown to be consistent with these speeds. With this
information, it is then easy to calculate the ejected masses required to
produce the JFK head recoil speed106 of 1.6 ft/sec. These masses are in
deed significant.33

F.

Recently in JAMA117 Dr. Charles S. Petty endorsed Humes' placement of
the skull entry wound: "There were no bullet defects other than those
described by Humes in his report." What Petty does not say is that when
he served on the HSCA Forensic Pathology Panel he officially disagreed
with Humes by 10 em (four inches). He voted for the photographic cow
lick entry site instead of the pathologists' EOP site. He now seems disin
genuously to want to have it both ways! Or if his opinion has changed, he
has not informed his readers of that change of mind, nor has he stated his
reasons for such a turnabout.

G.

Humes (and Boswell, too) gave yet a third location for the posterior skull
entry wound. When questioned by Petty before the HSCN Humes replied,
''[It's] below (emphasis added) the EOP." When this question was repeated
with some apparent incredulity by Petty, Humes assured him, "Right."
And then Boswell chimed in: "It's to the right and inferior (emphasis added)
to the EOP."

H.

Since more than three bullets would likely mean a conspiracy (because of
the timing problems), the loyalists insist on only three bullets. In the loy
alists' view, one bullet ("the magic bullet") traveled intact through both
Kennedy and Connally. Another bullet missed. Unless large fragments of
this latter bullet ended up in the front of the limousine, only the bullet that
traversed Kennedy's head could have both (a) left two large fragments in
the limousine and also (b) embedded a 6.5 mm fragment in the cowlick
area of the skull. The Warren Commission145 did conclude that these two
large fragments came from the bullet that passed through JFK's head.

Postscript
The President John F. Kennedy Skull X-rays:
Regarding the Magical Appearance of
the Largest "Metal" Fragment
About four years ago I sat down to breakfast with my 7 year-old son and my 5 year
old daughter. I had just decided that it was time to try a simple experiment. Over
the preceding months my attention had been drawn to the JFK autopsy X-ray films
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(Figures 1 and 2). Since my schedule at that time permitted almost no free mo
ments, I had chosen that brief interlude at the breakfast table to stare again at the
puzzling prints of these films in David Lifton's Best Evidence (a best seller first
published in 1980). In particular, the mysteries of the 6.5 mm object seen there had
puzzled me. It was supposedly the largest piece of metal on the skull films, but the
pathologists could not recall it-nor did they remove it! Defenders of the patholo
gists had offered one absurd explanation after another in their defense. These ex
cuses had ranged from a proposal that they had actually removed it-even though
they never described it-from the back of the skull (where it was obviously lo
cated). In fact, the pathologists persisted in saying only that they had removed the
much smaller fragment above the right frontal sinus. Another defense was the in
evitable psychological one-they were so harassed that they couldn't see straight!
Or perhaps it had simply fallen off before they could retrieve it!
This object seemed ridiculously plain to see, but I wondered just how easy this
could be. So I decided to try Christopher, our seven year old. "Christopher," I said,
"Could you come here and find the bullet?" In a second, he was at my side and,
without hesitation, he pointed straight at it. Now I wondered how far I could carry
this, so I turned to our five year old, who was seated across the table and hadn't
seen Christopher point. "Meredith," I said, "Do you think you could find the bul
let?" So she marched around the table and looked at the print, momentarily puzzled.
"Well, what's it supposed to look like?" she asked. When told that it was white,
there was only a fleeting hesitation before she pointed at the correct area and said,
"Is that it?" Unfortunately, I could not also fairly ask my wife since she was the
medical director of our local emergency room!
In the official version then, we are supposed to believe that what could not be
seen at the autopsy-by three experienced pathologists, one radiologist, numerous
ancillary medical personnel, and all too many onlookers--could be spotted almost
instantly (and independently) by five year-old and seven year-old children. The point
of this essay is to resolve this riddle. Before we arrive at that point, however, some
history is in order.
A

Brief History
The X-ray film in question was taken from the front, with JFK lying on his back

at the Bethesda Naval Medical Center. The X-ray film was placed directly behind
his head and the X-rays entered from the front. This is an anterior-posterior view,
usually abbreviated simply as "AP". This film (Figure 1) shows a nearly round, 6.5
mm, very white object within the upper part of the right orbit. At the 4 to 6 o'clock
quadrant, however, a section is missing, so that it is not perfectly round.
On the lateral film (Figure 2), a small fragment is scarcely visible (on prints) at
the rear of the skull, near the cowlick area. This was much easier to see, though, on
the X-ray films at the National Archives. On this lateral view it is about the same
height as on the AP-about 6 mm high, but it is only 3 to 4 mm wide (i.e., from
front to back).
On the AP view, this object is overwhelmingly the most impressive metal-like
object. That was confirmed all too quickly by my children. (They would have had
more trouble on the lateral view.) On this AP view, there is another small piece of
metal-7 x 2 mm . It lies directly above the right frontal sinus. The pathologists
always refer to this one when asked about the largest fragment-and they did re-
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move it. It was later subjected to several scientific tests. Reference to this fragment
is also found in the FBI report prepared by Sibert and O'Neill (Warren Commission
Document CD-7), who were present at the autopsy that night.
This same 7 x 2 mm piece of metal can also be seen on the lateral view (Figure
2), where it does indeed lie just above the right frontal sinus-exactly where the
pathologists described it. The FBI report also refers to a second, somewhat smaller,
fragment: "The largest section of this missile as portrayed by the X-ray appeared to
be behind [it should have said above] the right frontal sinus. The next largest frag
ment appeared to be at the rear of the skull at the juncture of the skull bone [prob
ably the lambdoid suture]." My own comments appear in italics here.
Roy Kellerman of the Secret Service (who sat in the right front seat of the
limousine during the shooting), was interviewed by Jim Kelly and Andy Purdy at
the Holiday Inn North, St. Petersburg, Florida (24 and 25 August 1977, p. 3) for the
House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA). He said that the skull X-ray
film showed a". .. whole mass of stars, the only large piece (emphasis added) being
behind the eye which was given to the FBI agents when it was removed." Since it
was the 7 x 2 mm fragment that was removed, the implication is clear -Kellerman,
like everyone else, knew nothing about the much larger 6.5 mm object that is so
obvious on the AP view. It is surely odd that none of the government panels ever
asked the four autopsy physicians whether they had seen this 6.5 mm object during
the autopsy.
When the HSCA asked chief pathologist James J. Humes about the largest metal
fragment, for example, he unhesitatingly referred to the fragment above the right
frontal sinus (7 HSCA 251). He never did discuss this 6.5 mm object on the AP that
is unequivocally at the back of the skull (as determined from the lateral view).
When Gary Aguilar, M.D., recently asked assistant pathologist J. Thornton Boswell
about this fragment, Boswell also only described the fragment above the right frontal
sinus. And he clearly added that all the other metal fragments were very small,
distinctly smaller than the 7 x 2 mm fragment above the right frontal sinus. And he
made no mention at all of the most obvious fragment on the AP film.
Shortly before his death several years ago, I was able to ask the radiologist,
John H. Ebersole, M.D., this same question (telephone conversations of 2 Novem
ber and of 2 December 1992). At the moment of that question, the entire interview
came to an abrupt halt-the question remains forever unanswered. My tape re
cording of that interview has now been donated to the Assassination Records and
Review Board (ARRB) as part of their collection. Anyone can play it for them
selves. It has some other interesting moments, too.
After reviewing the X-ray films on 1 November 1966, at the National Archives,
the autopsy pathologists, the radiologist, and the photographer stated, "However,
careful examination at the autopsy, and the photographs and X-rays taken during
the autopsy, revealed no evidence of a bullet or of a major portion of a bullet (em
phasis added) in the body of the President . . ." This statement is remarkable for
what these reviewers do not say: they fail to comment on what they actually saw on
the films during this review on 1 November 1966!
The eyewitness testimony, therefore, is unanimous-this 6.5 mm object was
not seen at the autopsy. It first appeared in the historical record after the Clark
panel review in 1968. Its magical appearance at that time is what has prompted the
title of this essay. (One member of the Clark Panel was Russell Fisher, M.D., Mary-
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1.

The official AP (anterior-posterior) X-ray of JFK's cranium.

Figure 2. The official right lateral X-ray of JFK's cranium.
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land State Medical Examiner; who performed the controversial autopsy in 1978 of
John Paisley, a probable CIA operative; see William R. Corson, et al., Widows, 1989,
Chapter 8).
There are additional puzzles about this object. According to the Warren Com
mission(Exhibit Numbers 567 and 569), both the nose and tail of this same bullet
were found in the front of the presidential limousine(see Lifton, 1992, Chapter 4
and Warren Commission Hearings, 1964, Vol. 17, p. 257 ). But how is it possible for
a nearly complete cross section from somewhere inside the bullet to embed itself
on the outside of the skull? Experts have never seen even a nose fragment from a
full metal jacketed bullet embed itself in this manner; let alone a cross section from
inside a bullet. (See Bonar Menninger, Mortal Error, 1992, p. 68). In addition, the
fragment is not at the bullet entry site selected by the HSCA-it lies one em inferior
to their chosen entry site! How does such a metal fragment migrate one em below
its supposed entry site and then embed itself into the skull after such a migration?
It sounded to me as if someone had invented smart bullets before the smart bombs
of the Gulf War. Needless to say, no one has ever explained this queer migration
but that is the official story!
Logically, it made more sense to me that this 6.5 mm object had been superim
posed onto the X-ray film. There is a very good reason why someone might want to
do that. The rifle attributed to Lee Harvey Oswald was a 6.5 mm Mannlicher
Carcano---exactly the same rather unusual caliber as this object! Furthermore, Lee
had supposedly shot JFK from the sniper's nest in the Texas School Book Deposi
tory, which was behind Kennedy. Therefore, since this bullet fragment was the right
size and it was located on the back of the skull, we were supposed to believe that
Lee did it.
But how could someone change an X-ray film without using razor blades and
tape? Of course, no government investigation could take such an unconventional
proposal seriously, so it was never explored. The HSCA did compare X-ray films
taken of JFK before his death and after, from which they confirmed that the au
topsy X-ray films were really JFK's. Although I also have done that-and concur
with the conclusion-that was not really germane to the issues surrounding this

6.5 mm object.
I thought it might be interesting to look at the autopsy X-ray films. So I wrote a
letter to Burke Marshall, the Kennedy family attorney. He controls access to all of
the autopsy material, even though they are actually stored at the National Archives.
About a year(!) later, I received formal permission to see them. In fact, over the
years I have reviewed them on seven different days. (I also got to examine the
autopsy photographs, JFK's clothing, the 7 x 2 mm fragment, and the "magic bul
let.") On my first visit, I obtained some really strange measurements on this object.
Shortly afterwards, I thought of how to do the whole experiment right. Before I get
to that point, though, I must introduce the subject of optical density.

About Optical Density
X-rays are created by exposing objects to radiation and capturing their images
on film. W here X-ray films are very black, many X-rays have hit the film. For ex
ample, the air around the skull in these autopsy films is very black. Where the bone
is very thick, however, the X-ray film looks quite transparent(white in books). The
area around the ear(the petrous bone) is especially clear because it is the densest
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bone in the body. Simply by looking at a film, a radiologist (or anyone else who
wants to learn) can tell a lot about the tissues that the X-rays encountered in their
path to the film. It is easy for him (or her) to spot a bone-or an air cavity-because
they are so distinctive. So the more tissue in the path of the X-rays, the whiter the
image; the less tissue, the darker the image. It is rather like trying to read a sign in
a dense fog. The harder it is to see the sign, the more fog is in the way-just like
trying to read a metal sign in the X-ray beam through a lot of bone. And vice versa;
where there is little fog, the sign is easy to see, just like a metal sign would be easy
to see on an X-ray film taken in air.
If you wanted to know how much tissue (relatively speaking) the image repre
sented at any point on the X-ray film, you could measure how black or white the
image was at that point (by measuring how much light gets through at that site).
The optical density at any point is directly related to light transmission. Such mea
surements are very simple to make. After calibrating a small device (the densitom
eter), the film is placed on the surface which is a light box. At one point on the
surface there is a second (small) light source that shines through a tiny hole (usu
ally one millimeter in diameter, although this can be varied, as I did in these experi
ments). The point on the X-ray film that you want to measure is placed directly
over this small hole and the

arm

above the table is brought down to make a tight

contact with the film at that point, so that no outside light can interfere. Inside the
arm

is the detector that measures how much light actually gets through the film.

The machine reads this in optical density units.
Optical density is technically defined as
OD

=

log10 (1/ 1),

where Io is the incident light intensity and I is the transmitted intensity. This defi
nition has the advantage of making optical density proportional to the amount of
silver halide reduced to black metallic silver. For example, if two films of OD equal
to one (10% of the light gets through) are overlaid, the combined OD will be two
(1% of the light gets through), which makes good sense from the point of view of
physics. An OD of zero represents 100% transmission-all the light gets through. If
you took an X-ray film of a really thick piece of lead, that's about what you would
see. An OD of 1.00 represents a transmission of 1110 or 10%; an OD of 2.00 repre
sents a transmission of 1%; an OD of three yields 0.1%; an OD of four, 0.01%, and
so on.
In daily radiological practice, ODs of most X-ray films are centered around 1.0.
This choice is automatically made by the human eye for convenience in discrimi
nation among commonly viewed human tissues as seen on an X-ray film. The usual
working range is from about 0.5 to 2.0. It is unusual for the OD of observed tissues
to exceed 3.0 except as a byproduct of exposure requirements at other sites on the
film. An OD of 2.0 will appear quite dark, while an OD of 0.5 will appear nearly
transparent.
A Thought Experiment

If this 6.5 mm object was a fake, it should not yield measurements consistent
with real metal. For example, there might be especially bizarre results when com
paring the ODs from the lateral to the ODs on the AP-because one view has real
metal and the other does not. Let's use fog again to illustrate this principle. Sup-
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pose you are in a dense fog trying to read a sign. Also imagine that your twin is
standing in the sunshine well outside of the fog. He can see how thick the fog is
between you and the sign, because he can see where it starts and where it ends (for
example, you might think the fog goes all the way to the sign-but you might be
wrong!) Meanwhile, though, you can also tell where the fog is thickest-that's where
the sign will be hardest to read. You could even develop a kind of scale for measur
ing just how much fog there was between you and any part of the sign. And your
twin, on the other hand, would be like someone looking at the AP view-Dn that
view anyone can see with his own eyes how thick the metal is from left to right. But
if you look at the lateral X-ray film and you measure the ODs (that's like looking
through the fog) you also would be able to tell (relatively speaking) how thick the
metal was.
So what would happen if the image on the AP had been faked? Suppose some
one had simply made the image more transparent at just

this site so that it would

look like a cross section of a bullet. What would that do to the ODs? On the AP view,
the ODs would be very low

(0.5 or a little more-which is what they are). And this

would tell us that the metal here was very, very thick. It might even make us think
of lead, because X-rays have a hard time getting through lead. But if you next
looked at the lateral view (I'm assuming that this X-ray is authentic-as we will see
later), you would see for yourself Gust using your eyes-no ODs) that the metal was
only a thin sliver (from front to back). So you would then have a paradox: you
could see with your own eyes that it's quite thin on the lateral view (from front to
back), but the ODs (taken on the AP) would tell you that it's very thick! So obviously
something would have to be wrong.
That was the experiment I proposed to do. I wanted lots and lots of OD mea
surements along lines in many directions. But first I had to do something creative.
I borrowed a very precise gear mechanism from our X-ray measuring tank (we use
this to measure how intense the X-rays are at any specific depth). Next I built a
sturdy little plastic jig and secured the gear mechanism to it. Then I screwed the
entire apparatus to the densitometer. More importantly, though, I could now manu
ally scan the films in a systematic manner and get

100 measurements every centi

meter! Using a razor blade edge, I also reduced the size of the small transmission
hole to nearly

60 microns-that was quite small, much less than the usual one

millimeter. That would allow me to measure very narrow areas on the film, which
I needed to do since I was taking

100 data points every centimeter. Now I was

ready. Best of all, when I tested it, the whole thing worked and was small and easy
to carry. So I took it with me to the National Archives.

Back at the Archives
6.5 mm
1). What was

At the Archives, I first focused on the lateral X-ray film. I scanned the
object from top to bottom, at 0.1 mm increments (Figure 3 and Table

quite surprising to me was how little the ODs changed from just outside this object
(where there was bone) to inside the object-that meant that it must be quite thin
(from left to right inside the skull). This was a very promising start, because it
should have looked quite thick-after all, on the AP view, I could see that it was

6.5

mm thick (from left to right). So I had discovered a serious inconsistency right
away. And there were more to come. On this lateral film, I actually scanned this
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object from top to bottom in several parallel lines, but these were all quite similar,
so only one of them is shown in Figure 3.
I continued with the lateral X-ray film, but next I scanned it from back to front
instead of from top to bottom. This would be really interesting. I could see on the
AP that the object had been chewed out at the 4 to 6 o'clock quadrant. That meant

that there was a lot less metal at the bottom. So on the scan near the bottom, the
ODs should show a lot less metal (i.e., the image should look darker and the ODs
should be higher). In Figure 4, three scans are shown, going from back to front.
One scan (S) was taken near (but still inside) the superior border, another (C) was
taken near the center, and a third (I) was taken near the inferior border (but still
inside). The data from these three scans were nearly identical to each other, except
near the front surface of the 6.5 mm object-here the ODs were lowest on the
inferior scan. That meant there was more metal at the bottom than at the center or
at the top (on going from left to right within the skull). But that was exactly the

opposite of what was obvious to the eye on the AP view! On the AP view, anyone can
see that the width is much less than 6.5 mm at the bottom-where the section was
chewed out. But these ODs tell us just the opposite-that there was more metal at
the bottom! If anyone had wanted evidence of forgery, this was about as good as it
could get, but there was still more to come.

Object

OD

Apparent
Width*

Actual
Width**

6.5mm

1.50

thin

2-3mm

amalgams

1.00

wider

lOmm

1.60

thin

2mm

7x2mm

*from right to left
**as seen on the AP view

Table 1. ODs on the Lateral Skull X-ray.
I also measured the ODs just outside of this metal fragment at postions corre
sponding to each hour of the clock; starting at 12 o'clock. These ODs are 1.72, 1.45,

1.33, 1.25, 1.11, 1.24, 1.41, 1.59, 3.30, 3.24, 3.49, and 3.44. The largest number here
were measured in the air behind this fragment. The smallest numbers were found
anterior to the fragment, where the ODs inside and outside the fragment were very
similar. That similarity implies that the fragment is extremely thin at its anterior
edge.
I next turned to the AP view and scanned across the center of this 6.5 mm
object, going from right to left (Figure 5 and Table 2.). This scan tells us that there
is more metal (quite a lot more) on the right side than on the left side (by "right"
and "left" I always refer to the skull's left and right sides). That was a little odd, of
course, because the object initially had looked round and uniform. Then I decided
to remove my glasses and take a good look at it. (I am extremely near sighted, so
with my glasses off I can see small things-like splinters in my children's fingers-
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really well.) To my amazement, I could actually see that this object was not one but
two! It was a superposition of images! Just inside the right border of this object I
could see a crescent shaped metal fragment; its right border was almost perfectly
parallel with the right border of the 6.5 mm object. Its (right to left) width was only
about 2-3 millimeters across at most places. It was quite irregular and ragged look
ing-like shrapnel often is. Additonal little bits and pieces were splattered around
inside the 6.5 mm object and there were even tiny pieces just outside the 6.5 mm
object. These latter pieces were so small, however, that I hadn't seen them in prints
that appear in books. And at the bottom it was definitely wider-exactly what the
ODs had told me! I suddenly understood-I was seeing the original shrapnel through
the superimposed 6.5 mm object! And what I saw there was completely consistent
with all the measured ODs! This was the authentic fragment that James Sibert and
Francis O'Neill had described [Editor's note: in their FBI report about the autopsy].

Object

OD

Apparent
Length*

Actual
Lenlrth**

6.5mm

0.60

very long

3-4mm

amalgams

0.74, 0.78

long

3�mm

short

2mm

7x2mm

1.44

*from front to back
**as seen on the lateral view

Table 2. ODs on the AP Skull X-ray.
In a wonderful book, The Technique of Special Effects Cinematography ( 1965/
85), p. 177, Raymond Fielding reports that a typical outcome in superposition spe
cial effects is the "phantom" effect, in which background detail can be seen through
an actor. If this X-ray image had been produced by a photographic superposition
process-! later show that it was and how to do it-then that would explain my
ability to see the original metal fragment right through the forged object. As care
fully as I could, I then sketched the real shrapnel-the sketch is still in my notes.
But on the AP view, the OD scan through the 6.5 mm object also tells us (Figure 5)
how much shrapnel (relatively speaking) there was on the original X-ray film. T he

6.5 mm object, since it was faked, is most likely uniform in OD (when you see how
it was done that will be obvious) so any changes in OD across this object (on the
AP) are probably due to the original shrapnel. The OD graph shows just what I saw
with my glasses off-the original metal is almost completely on the right side of the

6.5 mm object.
When I got home I realized that I had another experiment to do: what would a
real 6.5 mm metal fragment look like on an X-ray film-and what would the OD
scan look like? I already had a 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano bullet-someone had
given me one. It was time to sacrifice it. I sawed off about 3 mm of the base-there
was obvious lead in the bullet. From previous experiments, I already had several
authentic human skulls. So I taped this bullet fragment to the back of the skull, just
like in the autopsy X-ray films. I adjusted the skull position under the fluoroscope
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until it matched the autopsy X-ray films and I took a lateral X-ray film. It really
looked very similar to the autopsy film: it was in the right spot and it overlapped
the skull bone just right. Then I scanned it (Figure 6). In the same figure, for com
parison, is the 6.5 mm object from the lateral autopsy film. Note that the ordinate
(the vertical scale) has been greatly changed from Figure 3, in order to show both
on the same graph.
This comparison is quite striking . Whereas the OD of the autopsy 6.5 mm ob
ject was almost the same as the background bone (it was only about 0.2 OD units
more transparent), the OD of the real metal was almost 1.5 OD units more trans
parent. This is quite a large difference: it meant that the image of the real metal
transmitted over 10 times as much light as the area right outside of it-but the
autopsy image did not even transmit twice as much light as the area just outside of
its borders. That's why it was so hard to see in the prints that I had been looking at.
This experiment was telling me the same thing that I had already learned at the
Archives. On the lateral view, a real 6.5 mm piece of metal should have looked
much whiter (or more transparent) than the object on the lateral autopsy X-ray
film. On the autopsy film, it was real enough, all right, but it was thin-much
thinner than 6.5 mm-just as Sibert and O'Neill had said, and just as I had seen
with my naked (and myopic) eyes on the AP view.
Next I looked at the teeth. The teeth are not seen in the prints in this book-or
anywhere else for that matter. But they are very easy to see on the X-ray films.
Kennedy had extensive dental repairs; except for the incisors and canines, he had
fillings almost everywhere. Most of these amalgams were probably inserted during
his pre-adult years and (typically) would have been composed of nearly equal parts
of mercury and silver. Both of these elements have high atomic numbers and there
fore would naturally appear transparent on an X-ray film. On the AP, these amal
gams mostly overlap one another-they are like a long slab of dense mercury and
silver that is many centimeters long. The reason these dental amalgams important
is that the teeth can serve as a superb measuring stick for how much metal there is
in other objects on the same film (in a relative sense). In particular, I had found that
the OD of the 6.5 mm object on the AP was about 0.6, which suggested that it was
very thick (from front to back). So I wondered how this would compare to the
amalgams.
As I expected, these amalgams were quite transparent. The ODs on the right
side of the AP view were about 0.78; on the left, they were 0.74, on average (see
Table 2). These values all imply less metal (front to back) than for the 6.5 mm
object! How could that be? How could the 6.5 mm object be longer (front to back)
than all of those dental amalgams added together? On the lateral film, I could see
with my eyes that this 6.5 mm object was only 3-4 mm thick (from front to back)
that was clearly much, much thinner than all of those dental fillings all lined up
by almost a factor of 10! But that is what the OD data were telling me-so this
made no sense at all. But, of course, if someone had simply overexposed this area
to lighten it up (so that it would look like 6.5 mm shrapnel), then that's what should
be expected.
Now recall that the pathologists actually removed one metal fragment from the
skull. On the AP view, this 7 x 2 mm fragment has an OD of 1.44 (see Table 2), a
much higher number than the OD of 0.60 for the 6.5 mm object on the same film.
These widely differing ODs suggest that the 6.5 mm object is, by far, the thicker of
the two (from front to back). But we can see their actual thicknesses (from front to
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back) on the lateral view-and they are nearly identical! So this makes no sense
either. (I had to be sure, of course , that overlapping tissue within the skull--on the
AP view--did not confound this conclusion. I was able to assure myself that this
was not a problem by obtaining OD data just outside of these objects and also by
correlating the lateral and AP views.) On the lateral view, the OD of the 7 x 2 mm
fragment was 1.6 (see Table 1). This provided strong evidence that the 7 x 2 mm
fragment was real-the ODs on the lateral and AP were consistent with one an
other. And I also knew that they were consistent with what I saw with my naked
eyes. So this real fragment behaved quite differently from the faked 6.5 mm object.
There was one last question: on the lateral view, how did the ODs of the teeth
compare to ODs of the 6.5 mm object? And here, again, there was nothing remark
able-which, in itself, was strong evidence that this fragment had not been altered
on this view. The ODs of the teeth are about 1.00 (see Table 1). From the above
graphs, we have already seen that (on the lateral view) the ODs of the 6.5 mm
object are about 1.5, so the teeth must contain much more metal (from left to right
within the skull) than the 6.5 mm object. From the data already reviewed here, we
know that the 6.5 mm object is not really 6.5 mm wide-it is really closer to 2 to 3
mm wide . Since the dental amalgams are significantly wider than this (as seen
with the naked eyes on the AP view), the ODs of the amalgams and the (real) 2-3
mm fragment are completely consistent with each other-which could not be true
if the object were 6.5 mm wide!
The evidence for alteration from this data is therefore quite overwhelming. All
lines of evidence point in the same direction and are consistent with one other. To
make this very transparent, I shall summarize all these arguments as follows:

1.

On the lateral view, the 6.5 mm object (by the OD data) measures much
thinner (left to right) than a comparable slice from a real Mannlicher
Carcano bullet.

2.

On the AP view, a superposition of images inside this 6.5 mm object is
evident to the naked (myopic) eye: one is the genuine bullet fragment
described by Sibert and O'Neill, while the second is a phantom introduced
in the darkroom at some later date.

3.

On the AP view, the OD scan across this 6.5 mm object is entirely consis
tent with what the naked eye sees: most of the real metal is on the right
side .

4.

On the lateral view, there is more metal (by the OD data) at the inferior
pole of this 6.5 mm object (left to right) than at the center or at the supe
rior pole. To the naked eye, however, the 6.5 mm object has a bite taken
out precisely at this level-so the OD data (on the lateral film) are grossly
inconsistent with the (AP) visual image.

5.

On the APview, the ODs of the 6.5 mm object tell us that it is thicker(front
to back) than all of the dental amalgams superimposed on one another!

6.

On the lateral view, the OD measurements tell us that the 6.5 mm object is
much thinner than one dental amalgam! This is, of course, what should
be expected, since the lateral view is authentic and the real metal was only
2-3 mm across (right to left) .

7

On the lateral view, the ODs of the 6.5 mm object and the 7

x

2 mm frag

ment (the real one) are similar-as they should be for fragments about 2
mm thick (from right to left). This is consistent with the FBI report, but
not with the visible 6.5 mm object on the AP view.
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On the AP view, the 6.5 mm object is astonishingly thicker (by OD data)
than the 7 x 2 mm object (from front to back), even though the unaided
eye can see (on the lateral view) that they are actually about the same
thickness.

All this evidence is completely self-consistent-and it tells us that the 6.5 mm
object was not originally on the AP view. But how could someone add an image of
a bullet onto an X-ray film? The X-ray films (and the photographs, too) were treated
with a kind of reverence by the government agencies who examined them (the
HSCA, especially)-as if they were immutable objects of nature. Their attitude was
that witnesses could lie or could be mistaken, but that the autopsy X-rays and
photographs would never mislead; thus, if the X-ray films and photographs dis
agreed with the witnesses, wasn't it obvious that it must be the witnesses who were
wrong? Although everyone knows that photographs can be forged-a practice that
started even before the Civil War-see Fielding, 1965/85, pp. 73-74, for some fasci
nating photographs-surely there could be no tampering with a Presidential au
topsy! In any case, it was simply taken for granted that X-ray films such as these,
once taken, could not be changed.
Unfortunately, what everyone had forgotten was that X-ray films can be dupli
cated (by a photographic process in the darkroom, using light alone)-so that if
photographs can be altered, so can X-ray films! After I discovered how to do this
for myself, I began to experiment. I even produced a skull X-ray film with a scissors
inside the skull-as if the neurosurgeon had forgotten an entire scissors. It was fun
to show this at lectures. But the really remarkable thing was not the location of the
scissors-it was the color of the scissors! Since surgical scissors are metal, this
should have looked transparent (or white). Well, this scissors was black-meaning
that it was scissors composed of thin air!

Some unexpected problems
Before we pursue this discovery, however, I must mention some surprises
that I had to confront. Modem duplicate X-ray films have an emulsion only on
one side, like photographic film. Standard X-ray film, on the other hand, has
an emulsion on both sides-and so did these autopsy X-ray films! This surpris
ing observation put me off the scent for a while. I was not familiar with double
sided emulsions being used for making copies. If these films had had images on
just one side, I might still have been able to argue that they were copies. But
then I noticed that the image appeared on both emulsions! I could conclude
this because the emulsion had peeled off in several places so that I could see
one emulsion at a time. Actually, I used the background grid lines on the film
for this purpose, which was just as good. There were about 2.3 lines per milli
meter, and with my glasses off I could see these well. I also used a high power
microscope to confirm that the image occurred on both sides; because the depth
of field was so shallow, I could focus on one side at a time. This observation
made me think that the films had to be originals. Furthermore, when I tried to
copy an image onto a double emulsion film, the films turned a bizarre greenish
color-which was clearly unnatural.
As time passed, however, all of these issues were resolved. One evening, as I
was puzzling over these conundrums, I decided to phone a very good friend, a
superb diagnostic radiologist at the hospital where I work. He did not have an
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immediate answer either, but said that he would dig through his library of old
medical physics books. A short time later he called back with some astonishing
news-in the mid- to late-1960s the film manufacturers began adding a dye to
their emulsions so that it was no longer possible to use it for making good
duplicates (John B. Cahoon, Jr., Formulating X-ray Techniques, 1961/65). My
jaw dropped! Now I understood why I had failed to make good copies when using
double emulsion films! The next night my wife and I flew to San Francisco and I
can still remember my elation over this discovery as we walked down the aisle to
take in The Phantom of the Opera.
In those days, hardly anybody (perhaps no one) used single emulsion du
plicating film like everyone does today. The Kodak catalog from 1963 does not
list it, although it does appear in catalogs from a few years later. Instead, every
body made duplicates by using regular double emulsion film-only they had to
be clever about it. I slowly discovered all of this in talking to older technicians
and radiologists. It was the technicians especially who remembered this, be
cause they were the ones who had to do it! And as I searched the old textbooks
I was amazed at what I found. They contained detailed recipes for copying film
onto standard double emulsion films-down to the second in exposure time
(Cahoon, 1961, pp. 40-43). This was all done with a simple light box-no X
rays were needed. And this same author (a radiologist) even said that this tech
nique was so good that it was hard to tell the original (Figure 15A) from the
copy (Figure 15B), and to prove his point, he printed them side by side. At least
in the book, I couldn't tell them apart either.
So this mystique about the immutability of X-ray films (at least in that era)
was wrong. Neither the Warren Commission (which did not actually review the
X-ray films) nor the HSCA (which did review them in the late 1970s) consid
ered the issues that I have presented here. Without a properly recorded chain of
custody, of course, X-ray films would have been no more legitimate in a court
room than photographs. Nowadays, however, it would not be possible to do
this with double emulsion film; the dyes added to the emulsion simply won't
permit realistic looking X-ray films. As a final note on this matter, last fall Dr.
Cyril Wecht recommended that I serve as an expert witness in a case in which a
question of forged X-ray films actually arose. My findings (for several reasons)
were that the films in that case were authentic. (I was a little disappointed not
to be able to use my knowledge in a more exciting manner!)
The final mystery was the presence of an image on both emulsions. From my
training in radiation oncology, I had remembered that not too much light crosses
over from one emulsion to the other in an X-ray film. Such crossover is consid
ered undesirable because it tends to fuzz out the image. Then one day I phoned
the experts at Kodak. Two of them got on the line, including Arthur G. Haus,
Director of Medical Physics, and we a had a round table discussion. (I later had
the pleasure of meeting Haus at one of my specialty meetings in Los Angeles; he
also graciously reviewed this article for me.) In the course of that conversation,
they stunned me. They said that for film in the 1960s, a great deal of light could
cross over from one side to the other-sometimes even enough to produce a
nearly equal image on both sides, even though it was exposed to light from only
one side! So there, at last, was the explanation. In the early 1960s, nothing spe
cial had to be done to copy a superior image onto a double emulsion film. Fur
thermore, the image would be nearly equal (and of good quality) on both ernul-
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sions, just as I had seen on the autopsy films. That was because the 1960s films
were not as good as our present ones--crossover is more limited nowaday s. (See
Arthur G. Haus, 1995, Characteristics of Screen-Film Combinations for Conven
tional Medical Radiography, Eastman Kodak Publication No. N-319.)

How it was done
So now, at last, we can explain what happened. Sometime after the autopsy
the original X-ray films were taken to the dark room for copying. There is a clue as
to when this event occurred. Within one month after the autopsy, John Ebersole,
the radiologist, was called to the White House to look at the X-ray films. The strange
episode about "Aunt Margaret's skirts" (HSCA Record No. 180-10102-010409, Agency
File No. 013617, pp. 5-6) suggests that Ebersole was being tested on his reaction to
the altered films. (The official excuse of needing his help for a Kennedy bust makes
no sense. If X-ray films were really useful for this purpose, then those taken during
life would have been much more appropriate than the badly fragmented skull seen
at the autopsy.) Ebersole, however, is either very tongue-in-cheek about all of this
or else astonishingly naive. (Also read about the experiences of the technologist
Jerrol Custer below.)
A simple piece of cardboard (or whatever y ou wish to imagine) was cut out in
the shape of a 6.5 mm fragment; it is any one's guess as to why the bite was taken
out (most likely, though, a perfect circle would have looked too suspicious to be
shrapnel). Then the film was duplicated in the usual fashion, using light in the
darkroom. But before the duplicate film was developed it was exposed one more
time. This time the cardboard template was placed over the duplicate film so that
light could only pass through this 6.5 mm hole. That area on the duplicate film
then, when developed, would look very transparent, just like the autopsy 6.5 mm
object. In fact, the variety of things that I could do with this approach was limited
only by my imagination. One day I took my daughter's tracing template for a
pteranodan to the office; when I went home that night I had a skull X-ray film with
a pteranodan inside! (I had to use single emulsion film, of course.)
So the pathologists were right, after all. They really hadn't seen that 6.5 mm
object at the autopsy. The entrepreneur who did this had to be clever, however. If he
had simply placed a counterfeit image onto the AP view willy -nilly, most likely it
would not have been spatially consistent on the two views. But, by using something
that was already there, Mother Nature solved the problem for him. He did not
bother to alter the lateral-there was no need to. All he had to do was add the fake
image right over the pre-existing shrapnel that the FBI had reported. Mother Na
ture had already located this image on both films consistent with reality, so he had
no decisions to make. In fact, a small army of expert radiologists have noticed no
problems at all with the AP film-which is not a discredit to them. These issues are
only accessible through OD measurements. Of course, in retrospect, it would be
interesting now to ask the radiologists about the "phantom" image-i.e., being able
to see the original shrapnel through the 6.5 mm object. But that might not be fair;
because they are not experts in special effects cinematography!

Summary
Now, in view of all of the above, it would be extraordinarily interesting
to ask the pathologists some more questions. If we are fortunate, that may
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actually have occurred within the past 18 months. When the ARRB recently
interviewed these men, they had already received from me several questions
about this 6.5 mm object-specifically submitted in preparation for the in
terviews with these men. That report will be made public before the ARRB
expires on September 30, 1998. At this time, all I have heard (second hand)
is that the pathologists conveyed the impression that they wanted to be some
where else.
One last comment needs to be made. I had the great pleasure of meeting Jerrol
Custer, the X-ray technician from the original autopsy, during our press conference
in New York on 18 November 1993. Although he does not specifically recall a 6.5
mm object, he admits that his memory is now fuzzy about this. But he definitely
recalls that he took several sets of skull films. The radiologist, Ebersole, told me (on
tape) that he took at least five X-ray films of the skull. He also told the same story to
the HSCA (HSCA Record No. 180-10102-010409, Agency File No. 013617, p. 19;
pp. 45-46, and p. 51), a document was finally released in 1993. The problem is that
there are now only three skull films-not nearly enough to match the five or six
that both of these men recall. And if anyone would know, they should-and on this
point, they agree with each other, even though they have not spoken to one another
since the autopsy.
Custer recalls a remarkable occurrence. On the day after the assassination, at
the Bethesda Naval Medical Center, he was asked to take X-ray films of skull frag
ments and bullet fragments taped together. He was directed to do this by someone
in his department and also by a plainclothes agent whom he did not know! (See
Harrison Livingstone, High Treason II, 1992, pp. 216-217.) His story fits all too well
with what I have described here; it also suggests that a fabrication team was at the
autopsy site as early as the following morning. Probably none of Custer's films
were used, however. Sooner or later, this team would have recognized that this goal
was much easier to achieve in the darkroom with a simple template, as I have
described above. (They might not have known this immediately, however, since
there were no recipes for altering X-ray films-especially for Presidential autop
sies!)
It is safe to conclude that the current AP skull film in the National Archives
cannot be an original, which must have been destroyed. For the success of the
fabrication team, it would have been essential not to leave too many films in the
file-the more that were left, the more alterations would have been required. Al
though they are easy enough to make, the real challenge then would have been to
complete the alterations consistently from film to film. Custer recalls taking an
oblique X-ray film (taken through the large occipital defect), where matching that
view precisely to the altered AP view would have posed a colossal challenge. It
would have been better to leave as few X-ray films behind as possible. (On the
second lateral film, the posterior skull, including the 6.5 mm fragment is cut off;
Custer says he did not have enough room in the autopsy suite to get his portable
unit in proper position for this. This one could therefore be safely left in the collec
tion.) There are other (measurable) reasons for suspecting that the other two (both
lateral) skull films have also been altered. These changes occur in another area,
which would not have interfered with identifying them as Kennedy's. In fact, Custer
has stated-repeatedly and emphatically-that the current skull X-ray films do not
look like the ones that he took. I think I know what he means, but that is a story for
another book.
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One final conclusion may be drawn. The shallow wound in JFK's back has
long been a puzzle [Editor's note: This is the wound located at about the level of the
third thoracic vertebra.] The pathologists were unable to find any penetrating bul
let track there. But now that we know that real shrapnel was located at the original
site of the 6.5 mm object and can see that it lies on the outside of the skull-and
because a tiny piece of metal is visible on the outside of the left scalp-it is not
unreasonable to propose that shrapnel (probably from this same posterior shot;
some witnesses describe such a bullet) also produced the superficial back wound.
Since shrapnel ty pically does not penetrate very deeply, that would explain the tiny
scalp fragment perfectly. That finding would have added another shot to the War
ren Commission's scenario and would have forced them, on that basis alone, to
posit two or more assassins. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that such a
possibility was not one that was ever entertained.
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GUILTY
OF MISLEADING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC
Robert Groden, I 989

Author
"There is no convincing evidence
rhat Oswald fired a gun from the
sixth-floor window of the Book

"Who killed President Kennedy?
It took a comHnation of the CIA
controlled Cuban exiles, Organi,ed
Crime, and the Ultra Right Wing,
with the support of some politically
well connected wealthy men to
pull it off."

Depository or anywhere else on the
day of the assassination."

Jim Marrs, 1989

jim Garrison, 1967

Author

New Orleans
District Attorney

"Therefore a world-cia% a.>Sassin was
rec:uired....Armcd with a contract
from the world crime S)1ldicate, :his
prer.1ier assassin was given entree to
the conspiring groups within the
U.S. intelligence, the anti·C1itro
Cubans, right-w:ng hate groups! and
the military."

"The JFK assassinat ion was a
homosexual thrill·killing."

David Lifton, 1980

Oliver Stone, !991
Film Director of ]FK

Author

"The President's body was inside the
Dallas casket when it was put
aboard Air Force One at 2:18, but
was no longer inside the casket at
2:47, as the plane rolled down the
runway."

"The Warren Commission is as much
a myth as our film is a counter·
mnh....The film contends that the
Pr�sident oi the United State; was
ktlled by his own government."

ONE MAN. ONE GUN. ONE INESCAPABLE CONCLUSION.
-

CASE CLOSED
,

B\

GERA'LD PosNER

A Random House promotion for Case Closed from The New York Times
(24 August 1993), p. B4, insinuating that those who are critics of
The Warren Report are virtual traitors to their country

Part II
The Press
Conference that
Never Was

In

late October of

1993,

David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., Gary Aguilar, M.D.,

and Robert B. Livingston, M.D., were invited to participate in a press con
ference by Harrison Livingstone, co-author with Robert Groden of High

Treason

(1989) and author of High Treason 2 (1992). He had learned about

Mantik's studies of the autopsy X-rays and about Livingston's conclusions
regarding the diagrams of the brain stored in the National Archives. He
was about to publish a new book, Killing the Truth

(1993),

which printed

material from the four of us, including several of our submissions that
lAMA had rejected.

For reasons explained in the Prologue, Mantik and Aguilar wanted me
to serve as moderator. Since we were expecting a substantial turnout from
the press, I planned for each of us to make brief presentations that would
take in total no more than 30-35 minutes to present. We then expected the
floor to be open to discussion, most of which we presumed would focus
upon Mantik's discoveries and Livingston's observations. Mantik had not
only found that the lateral cranial autopsy X-rays of JFK had been fabri
cated but also that the trajectory for the "magic bullet" plotted by the HSCA
could not be sustained and that there were indications that JFK had taken
two bullets to the head. The problem would be to explain how he had dis
covered this.
The fabricated X-ray serves as an appropriate illustration. X-rays are
created by projecting radiation through an object that is suitably situated
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in relation to a photographic plate. The object will absorb radiation pro
portional to its density, where denser objects absorb more than do those
that are less dense. Consequently, denser objects permit less radiation to
impact on the photographic plate, thereby creating a lighter image. Using
an extremely sensitive device known as an optical densitometer, it is pos
sible to measure the amount of light an X-ray permits to pass through it.
Using this technique, Mantik was able to reconstruct the density of the
objects that created the X-ray and detected a striking abnormality. The
properties of the lateral images reveal that very dense material (possibly of
a kind employ ed in oncology) was used to "patch" a major defect to the
back of the head-not by filling in the cranium at the location where many
witnesses reported having seen a gaping wound, apparently, but by super
imposing X-ray s to create composite fabrications. He has replicated these
results many times by repeated measurements and by fabricating X-ray s.
Only Livingston actually stuck to our game plan. On the occasion of the
assassination, he had called Humes at Bethesda Naval Hospital to discuss
the importance of the small wound to the throat he had heard about from
radio and television reports. During this conversation, which occurred on
Friday afternoon, before the plane carrying the President's casket had landed
at Andrews Air Force Base, he had emphasized how important it was to
carefully dissect the wound, especially since, if there had been shots fired
from the rear, then there would have had to have been more than one as
sassin. [Editor's note: See his Clarification.]
In addition, Livingston, a world authority on the human brain, had
come to the conclusion that the diagrams of the brain stored in the National
Archives, which display ed an intact cerebellum, must be of the brain of
someone other than JFK. He knew from observations made by competent
phy sicians who had attended JFK , including Kemp Clark, M.D., the Director
of Neurosugery at Parkland Hospital, that cerebellum had been seen
extruding from a massive wound to the back of the President's head. He
had concluded that the diagrams and the observations could not have been
of the same brain.
These were striking and important developments. But he also explained
that a friend of his named Richard Dudman had been present in Dallas as
a reporter for The St. Louis Post Dispatch at the time of the assassination.
He had observed what appeared to be a through-and-through hole in the
windshield of the Presidential limousine, which may have been located in
the upper left-hand comer. Livingston subsequently learned that the Secret
Service had obtained a dozen windshields from the Ford Motor Company,
allegedly for "target practice". He speculated that securing that many wind
shields raised doubt regarding whether the windshield in the National Ar
chives was on the car in Dallas.
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Although we were not aware of it then, Roy Schaeffer had noticed some
thing others have overlooked in the Altgens photograph, perhaps the most
famous picture taken in Dealey Plaza at the time. (Schaeffer has also found
indications a bullet passed through high on the back seat of the limousine
in Commission Exhibits CE-346, CE-353 and CE-874.) While it has been
published in many places, especially excellent prints can be found accom
panying an article by Richard Sprague, "The Assassination of President
John F. Kennedy: The Application of Computers to the Photographic Evi
dence", Computers and Automation (May 1970), on pp. 44-45, and in Rob
ert Groden, The Killing ofa President (1993), which includes a similar two
page print on pp. 30-31. (CE-900 includes a cropped Altgens photograph.)

The windshield in the Altgens photograph

The windshield the Secret Service later produced
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What Schaeffer noticed is that, slightly to the right and barely above the
upper-right-hand comer of the center-mounted rear-view mirror (looking
toward the vehicle as it is displayed in the photograph), there is something
that has the appearance of a small spiral nebula at exactly the location the
President's left ear would be visible were it not obscured by a white image.
The small spiral nebula has a dark spot at the center, strongly suggesting a
through-and-through bullet hole. This is quite different from the windshield
that the Secret Service produced, which shows a star-like configuration.
Groden (1993), p. 36, has published photos of both, side by side.
When all was said and done, the press conference had run about two
and-a-half hours. Aguilar read two new papers of his own-which are not
presented here-so I also read something that I had prepared for him. Al
though Mantik had been successful in explaining his optical densitometry
studies to those who were present, the results were nevertheless disappoint
ing. We received exactly two sentences on CNN the following morning and
some international coverage, but nothing more appeared in the national
press. We flew from New York to Dallas for the Assassination Symposium
on JFK, which in this case was being held overlapping the 30th observance
of that event, where Mantik and Livingston would present their findings.
At this point in time, therefore, experts on the assassination were famil
iar with these developments, but not the American people. I was acutely
distressed and sought to rectify the situation. For several days, I tried to
persuade ABC that it should pursue this story, but World News Tonight
thought that it was appropriate for Nightline, and Nightline would not bite.
The closest I came to making progress in convincing anyone that it was
worth taking seriously was a conversation I had with an associate pro
ducer of the program, Mark Nelson, who asked me to send him informa
tion. I sent along a 26-page fax, but after that, he refused to take my calls.
Unwilling to admit defeat, I subsequently sent letters to Ellen Goodman
of The Boston Globe (dated 30 November 1993), to Lawrence K. Altman,
M.D., of The New York Times (dated 1 December 1993), and to several oth
ers. Only a few months before, I had written to Howell Raines in his capac
ity as Editorial Page Editor to criticize Christopher Lehmann-Haupt's re
view of Gerald Posner, Case Closed (1993), and later I would write to Arthur
Ochs Sulzberger in his capacity as Publisher objecting to the obituary of
Marion "Pepper" Jenkins, which cited Case Closed as though it were a seri
ous work. These publications by The New York Times were convincing evi
dence that, when it came to JFK, even our most distinguished paper had a
lot to learn. Its literary style may have been more sophisticated than the
Random House ads it ran targeting Warren Commission critics as though
they were traitors, but they had a similar effect.
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Fetzer: Statement of 18 November 1993 (#1)
18 November 1993
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james H. Fetzer. Ph.D.

.Recent articles on the assassination of JFK that have appeared in JAMA and
Gerald Posner"s new book. Case Closed. purport to reinforce the Warren Com
mission's famiJar findings. All three sources agree that JFK was hit by only
two bulJets that were fired by a high velocity weapon. that they caused his
fatal wounds, that they were fired from above and behind by a Mannlicher
Carcano rifle and that Lee Harvey Oswald was the only one who fired them.l
The national press warmly embraced these reaffirmations. A lead editorial
in The New York Times. titled "Two Shots, From the Rear", swaJlowed JAMA
whole and described its articles as "proof against paranoia".2 U.S. NEWS pub
lished a long report on Case Qosed. lauding it as "a brilliant new book (that!
finally proves who killed Kennedy".3 Dick Cavett said that anyone who now
continues to reject the single bullet theory "must have a few loose screws".4
JAMA has emphatically proclaimed that the autopsy pathologists settled the
matter once and for all, asserting, "The scientific evidence they documented
during their autopsy provides irrefutable proof that President Kennedy was
struck by only two bullets that came from above and behind from a high
velocity weapon that caused the fatal wounds" and that an extensive inves
tigation had demonstrated that the Warren Commission was right.5

But the

evidence we present today demonstrates that their conclusions were wrong.
The "extensive investigation" to which JAMA appeals to justify the Warren
Commission's findings turns out to be the Commission's own inquiry, which
blatantly begs the question. The principal evidence was an autopsy report
that used The Washington Post to imply three shots had been fired from the
Texas School Book Depository in its opening "Qinical Summary"! This move
enabled the Commission to take for granted what it was intended to prove.
JAMA's artides are similarly scientifically insignificant because they were
produced by the selection of evidence in support of a predetermined point
of view. I emphasized this idea in a series of letters to the AMA Trustees.6

Case Oosed fares no better. Posner appropriates one side of a study of the
assassination that was conducted by Failure Analysis Associates, after it was
commissioned by the ABA to prepare both sides for a mock trial, which end
ed in a hung jury.7 If Posner told us that he was presenting just one side of
the story, that might be acceptable. But he never explains his methodology.
Here is an example. He reports that Oswald qualified twice with scores of
of 212 in 1956 and of 191 in 1959. This sounds fine, since 212 makes him
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a "sharpshooter" and 191 a "marksman".8 But what about 1957 and 1958?
He should have been qualifying once a year.9 Moreover. while this might
make him "an excellent shot" in relation to "the average male", it depends
on how that notion happens to be defined. Do we include young boys who
have never held a rifle and old men too weak to fire one? If he dropped

21 points between 1956 and 19.59, why not expect him to drop 21 more
by 1962? Who .knows how bad a shot Oswald might have been by 1963?

JFK was allegedly killed

by a Mannlicher-Carcano, which is a cheap, unreli

able and inaccurate bolt-action weapon. Posner lists anything that makes
a silty choice look plausible and ignores or distorts inconvenient evidence
(Appendix A). He maintains "It(s) low kickback compared to other military
rifles help(s) in rapid bolt-action firing", but neglects to say that the action
on Oswald's rifle was so difficult that it pulled expert marksmen off target.
Even his Marine Corps training was not conducted with a bolt-action rifle! I 0
Posner teHs us that the muzzle velocity of Mannlicher-Carcanos is 2.000 fps.
His appendix on "The Ballistics of Assassination" is based upon this premise.
But he might have also told us that this makes them medium to low velocity
weapons. II If JFK was killed by buUets from a high velocity weapon, then
Posner has proven that he was nm.killed by a Mann1icher -Carcano. If we
are permitted to pick and choose our evidence, we can "prove" almost any
thing_ This is the technique employed by your typical used-car salesman.
Studies that draw conclusions that do not take account of all the available
relevant evidence violate a basic requirement of scientific reasoning.l2 So
why does the nation's press heap praise upon an obvious piece of fakery?
In one respect, I would commend Posner, however, when he endorses the
principle that conflicts in testimony ordinarily should be resolved in favor
or earlier recollections, when memories are less likely to be contaminated.l3

When we follow Posner's advice, our strongest evidence about the nature
of the wound to the throat is the Parkland Press Conference (Appendix B),

where Malcolm Perry described it three times as being a wound or entry, 14
and our strongest evidence about the wound to the head is testimony about
his treatment at Parkland, such as Kemp Clark's summary (Appendix C), in
which he described cerebral and cerebellar tissue extruding from the back
or the head.l5 This establishes strong evidence for two hits from the front,
and means that, when we follow Posner's principle, we contradict his book.
Like Mr. Cavett, many have been impressed by the application of computer
technology to analyze this crime. To project the three cones that take in the
sixth floor of the Depository as the sniper's location, however, you have to
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determine the location of the wounds and trajectories of bullets that made
them. That requires calculating angles of impact relative to the position of
the body order to infer back to their source. Search through the entire 607
pages of this "briHiant new book" and you stiJJ wiH not find them. Of course
computers can be programmed to draw cones like these, but they must be
�where to draw them. If JFK had an entry wound in his throat, where
is the cone for lhi1 wound? And if he had an exit wound in the back of his
head, where is the cone for that wound? Posner is posing with technology.

NOTES

I. These articles appear in The Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) issues of 27 May 1992, 7 October 1993, and (most recently) 24/31
March 1993. The book is Gerald Posner, Case Qosed (Random House, 1993 ).

2. The New York Times (National Edition), 20 May 1992, p. A14.
3. U.S. NEWS (Special Double Issue), 30 August-6 September 1993. See also
a book review in The New York Times (National Edition), 9 September 1993.
-1. 1 watched Cavett say this. but I cannot remember the exact (recent) date.
5. The Bethesda autopsy report. for example, describes "two perforating gun
shot wounds inflicted by high velocity projectiles" as the cause of death. See
Report of the Warren Commission (The New York Times, 1964), p. 504. It is
repeated by JAMA 27 May 1993. p. 279 4, and by Posner. Case Closed, p. 303.
6. I contacted Willam jacott, Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of Trustees of
the AMA, about my concerns when I first discovered what was going on. He
arranged for a telephone conversation between me and Lundberg. I subse
quently sent a series of letters to the trustees. For a history, see Harrison
Edward Livingstone. Killing the Truth (Carroll & Graf, 1993). Appendix H.

7. Patricia Holt, "Assassination Enigma Endures", San Francisco Chronicle
Book Review, 5 September 1993, p. 10. Her review of Posner's book, "The
jFK Assassination. Revisited", pp. l and l 0, is an excellent piece of its kind.

8. The term "marksman" requires disambiguation. Ordinarily, a person is
highly qualified with a rifle. In miliary termin
ology, however, "marksman" is also the lowest level of qualification with

a "marksman" if they are

a rifle. So a marksman (in the second sense) is not a marksman (in the
3
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first sense). Moreover. there are three categories of qualification with a
rifle, based upon a total possible score of 250 points (50 points possible
at each of five distance-position combinations). ''Experts" must score at
least 220, "sharpshooters" must score between 210 and 219, and "marks
men" between 190 and 209. 170, for example, would be unsatisfactory.
q

I served in the Marine Corps from J 962 to 1966 and was stationed at

the Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San Diego from 1964 to 1966. Annual
qualification with a rifle was always vigorously enforced for all Marine!'.
l 0. Oswald's Marine Corps rifle training did not mclude usmg a telescope,
firing down from a six-floor building, or firing at a movmg target, either.
11. Posner asserts that the muzzle veloctty of the Mannlicher-Carcano is

2.000 fps on p. 104, p 31 l)n, p. 338. and again on p. 474. However. as
John Withers. Prectsion Handloading (Stoeger Publishing, 1993 I. p. 135.
for example. observes of the use of this term. "Today. most contemporary
shooters would agree that a high velocity rifle cartridge is one whose bullet
is propelled at a muzzle velocity of about 2.500 feet per second or faster."
Others who have made the point that Mannlicher-Carcanos are medium or
medium -to-low velocity rifles include Peter Model and Robert Grodon. IFK:
The Case for Conspiracy !Manor Books. 1976 ), p. 86. and Robert Grodon and
Harrison Edward Livingstone. High Treason (Berkeley Books. J 990 i. p. 214.

12. This is the total evidence requirement. Evidence is relevant whenever
its truth or falsity makes a difference to the truth or falsity of a conclusion.
J J Posner remarks, "Resolving every conflicting account is impossible. How

ever. the statements can be sifted for mternal mconsistencies and judged for
credibility. Testimony closer to the event must be given greater weight than
changes or additiOns made years later. when the Wltness·s own memory 1s
often muddled or influenced by television programs. films. books. and dis
cussions with others" (p. 235). His own book fares poorly by these criteria.

14. The transcript of the Parkland Press Conference was not given to the
Warren Commission on the ground it was part of over 200 hours of televisio
coverage, which the networks had not yet had time to transcribe. It should
be apparent. however. that it would have had to have been among the very
first presentations covered on 22 November 1963 and could have been eas
ily made available to the members of the Commission without great effort.

15. Clark's summary was published in the Report of the Warren Commis
sion (New York Times, 1964), pp. 483-484, but not as a report to the FBI.
4
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james H. F e tzer. Ph.D.

l.s a meml!ler ef t:he t.M:A, I am dismayed with the editor of jAMA. He has
grossly abused his position and created the impression-which no doubt will
long endure-that the AMA has contributed to (and thereby participated inJ
a cover up in the assassination oJ JFK. To be somewhat more precise, he has
used the journal to perpetrate "a cover up of the cover up", by reaffirming
findings that were never justifiable as though they were always justified. I
Let me explain. The logical structure of the Warren Report, as Qr. Fe�er has

elearly implied, is that of one question-begging argument depending upon a
nother for its own validation. The Warren Report takes for granted that the
autopsy report is sound. The autopsy report, in turn. takes for granted that
its "Clinical Summary" is sound. Its "Clinical Summary", however, reports no
more than some rumors and speculations published in The Washington Post!
It may be helpful to recotlect the time line of these events. john P. Kennedy
was assassinated at approximately 12:30 P.M. on Friday afternoon. He was
pronounced dead at 1:00 P.M., a half-hour later. That was on the 22nd. The
body was transported to Washington on the Presidential plane and taken to
Bethesda. The body arrived around 7:30 P.M. on Friday for an autopsy that
would last well into the night and would not conclude until the early hours.
.
The article in The Washington Post cited in the "Clinical Summary . was pub
lished on Saturday the 23rd. after the autopsy was done and the body gone.
We therefore confront the curious situation that the offical autopsy report of
the death of our president begins by summarizing information published in
a newspaper after the autopsy was complete! 2 This conjures up images of
Humes, BosweJJ and Finck rushing to read The Washington Post in order to
know what their autopsy report should say. It gets curiouser and curiouser.
In order to appreciate Dr. Mantik's experiments. it should be observed that
there has always been substantial evidence that the head wound was in the
back of the head. At least forty-one(!) witnesses reported seeing a massive
wound there, testimony you can find condensed in Appendix D. Ordinarily,
the only reasonable explanation of the convergence of their testimony that
there was a gaping wound to the back of the head would be that there was
a gaping wound to the back of the head. But this case was not "ordinary".
What inhibited drawing this obvious inference was the existence of contra
dictory evidence in the form of the autopsy X-rays and photographs. which
display an intact scalp. Here is an example, which may be familiar. Walter
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Cronkite talked about it during a NOV A special. Given autopsy X-rays and
photographs that display an intact scalp, the only inference that it appears
possible to draw is that the witnesses were simply wrong. Indeed, if they
were authentic, that would be the right inference to draw. But they aren't.
Dr. Mantik's findings thus enable us to draw an otherwise obvious inference.
The situation with regard to the throat wound is just as curious. Once again.
there has always been substantial evidence that the throat wound was one
of entry. This testimony is condensed in Appendix E. led BF. Feli!ef e&FlieF
�served, Malcolm Perry, who performed the tracheostomy and absolutely

had to know, asserted during the Parkland press conference-not once, not
twice, but three different times-that this was a small, round wound charac
teristic of a wound of entrance. This question lingered in doubt only because
the Bethesda physicians claimed that they didn't know about it at the time.3
Among the highly suspicious actions that Humes took in relation to the au
topsy is that be destroyed the ""first draft"" of his autopsy report. If he only
learned or the existence of the throat wound on Saturday morning, as Arlen
Specter has suggested, then this behavior might have been justifiable. Thus,
in U.S. NEWS (October 10, 1966, p. 49), Specter implied that Humes altered
his findings upon learning for the first time, on Saturday morning, that the
tracheostomy performed by Dr. Perry in Dallas had obliterated a bullet wound
in the front of the President's throat.4 Indeed, Perry would later maintain
that the had been "misquoted" during the press conference and, when ques
tioned by Specter before the Warren Commission. would say that his conver
sations with Humes were on Saturday, after the autopsy itself was complete.5
There is a growing body of evidence that the pathologists already knew of
the existence of a wound to the throat prior to the autopsy. This includes
not only the Parkland transcript (Appendix BJ and the Clark summary (Ap
pendix C! but testimony by John H. Ebersole, the Bethesda radiologist, who,
in documents that have only now become available by an Act of Congress,
described conversations between Bethesda and Parkland that occurred dur
ing the autoosy at least seven different times.6 And we now have the testi
mony of Dr. Robert B. Livingston, who was the Scientific Director of the two
National Institutes of Health in 1963, who called Humes the afternoon of the
assassination to discuss the importance of the wound to the throat. of which
he had learned from coverage that day. You will hear about this from him.

If Humes already knew about the throat wound, especially as a wound of
entry, prior to the autopsy, be could not have learned for the first time of its
existence until after it had been done. By pretending that he did not know
about it till the body was no longer available for examination and dissection,
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Humes could then "infer" it was an "exit" for the back wound. which could be
relocated upward where it would penetrate the body on the back of the neck.
thereby becoming consistent with the (Dallas) death certificate description
of Kennedy's death as due to "multiple gunshot wounds of head and neck"!7
Once we accept this testimony about conversations between Perry. Humes.
and Livingston on the 22nd, we have strong evidence for these conclusions:
( l ) that Humes. Boswell. and Perry lied under oath. etc.:
(2) that government officials promoted a cover-up: and,

(3) that the single-bullet theory is entirely indefensible.
Even more importantly, an entry wound to the throat also destroys the sole
assassin scenario-unless jFK was looking back toward the Book Depository
Building when he was struck in the throat, as Perry himself proposed before
he was pressured into changing his testimony (which illustrates the strength
of his enduring, sincere belief that the throat wound was a wound of entry).
We are told that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. Without a critical
and observant press, our nation cannot remain free. We must� forget!

NOTES
Dr. Aguilar

1. Dr. Manti.k and +were among those to protest JAMA 's conduct by writing
letters to JAMA, some of which were published. They have been reprinted
along with a group-written Jetter that JAMA refused to publish in Harrison
Livingstone's Killing the Truth (Carroll & Graf, I 993), Appendices F and G.

2. Report of the Warre n Commission (The New York Times, l 964). p. 500.
Dr. Aguilar

3. On behalf of my collegues who are present. 9r. Feteer and Dr. Mantik. I
want to record our profound indebtedness to our coUeague who is absent,
Kathleen Cunningham, for her generous and unstinting efforts in investiga
ting the assassination at considerable inconvenience and personal expense.
She has believed in the "throat wound ignorance theory" for a longer time
than any of the rest of us and deserves credit for researching this matter.
.of. One of the earliest studies to invite attention to this issue was a piece

by David Welsh and David Lifton. "A Counter Theory: The Case for Three
Assassins", In the Shadow of Dallas (see especially pp. 68-69), which was
published by Ramparts as a summary of research conducted during 1966.
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'.>. A partial transcript of his testimony may be found here as Appendix F.
A different view comes from a Parkland Hospital emergency room nurse.
Audrey Bell, who told Harrison Edward Living ton that on the morning of

23 November 1963, D r. Perry was up all night. He came into my office
the next day and sat down and looked terrible, having not slept. I never
"

saw anybody look so dejected! They called him from Bethesda two or three
times in the middle of the night to try to get him to change the entry wound
in the throat to an exit wound. They really grilled him about it. They houn
ded him for a long time." See High Treason 2 (Carroll & Graf. 1992). p. 121.

6. This testimony has just been released under the new declassification law.
The Clark summary, incidentally, is important for several reasons, not least
of all because it hints that the physicians had Parkland medical reports in
hand describing a wound to the throat before they wrote their own report!

7. The Certificate of Death, which is signed by Theron Ward, justice of the
Peace, and dated December 6, 1963. describes the death as due to "multiple
gunshot wounds of the head and neck". The Bethesda autopsy report states
"CAUSE OF DEATH: Gunshot wound, head", but provides further elaboration.
Report of the Warren Commission (The New York Times, 1964), pp. 500-504.

[Editor's note: See Appendices D, E, F, and J.]

Catalogue ad for the alleged Oswald rifle, a six-shot, clip-fed, Italian
carbine, which is not a high-velocity weapon
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This version is intended for a public talk to a lay audience.
OPTICAL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
OFTHEJFK AtrrOPSY X-RAYS
and
A NEW OBSERVATION BASED
ON THE CHEST X-RAY
David W. Mantik, M.D., Ph.D.

In this talk I will present new evidence that the autopsy X -rays of President John
F. Kennedy have been altered, that there were 2 shots which struck the

bead, and that the

magic bullet is anatomically impossible.
Just before Halloween this year, I visited the National Archives on four separate
days to examine the autopsy X-rays and photographs. While there I used a technique

-

called optical densitometry- to study the X-rays. This technique has been available for
many years but has never been applied to the JFK autopsy X-rays. It measures the
transmission of ordinary light through selected points of the X-ray fllm. If I had measured
thousands of points I could have constructed a three dimensional topographic map of the
X-rays. The higher points on this map would represent the blackest areas of the X-ray
film and would correspond to areas in the body where the most X -rays had passed
through to strike the film. In a way, therefore, the information contained in the X-ray fllm
is converted from two dimensions into three dimensions and is that much richer in detail.
The range of peaks and valleys on such a topographic map would be expected to fall
within a well defined range for a normal human skull. Any values which lie outside of
this range - and especially those which lie unnaturally far outside- would not be
consistent with ordinary skulls and would raise questions of authenticity.

Abnogpal Oj!tical Density Measurements

In an X-ray the whiter

areas

represent denser tissues, such as bone. That is

because fewer X-rays strike the film and, during the development process, this area turns
relatively lucent On the other hand, less dense tissues, such

as

air, permit

more

X-rays to

pass through to the film and these areas then become dark. With that il} mind, I shall tum
to the JFK autopsy X-rays. On the skull X-rays taken from the side- they are called
lateral X-rays- in the rear portion there is

an

obvious large white area that is easy to see

on both the left and right skull X-rays. By contrast, in the frontal area the X-ray is
unusually dark. When I first saw these two

areas

I was struck both by how extremely
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white and bow extremely black they looked. Both areas looked very different from wbat I
was used to seeing in my own patients. I was therefore very anxious to measure these
areas

for optical density to see if they were normal or not What I found was quite

astonishing. The posterior white area transmits almost I 000 times more light than the
dark area! This large difference was seen on both the left and right lateral skull X-rays. I
suspected that this large ratio was nowhere near normal so I measured these same areas
for patients whom I bad seen in the clinic. Their X-rays looked entirely unremarkable to
me - like hundreds of others that I had seen. My measurements showed only small
differences in optical densities between the front and the back. At most, the rear portion
of the skull was slightly whiter and transmitted up to twice as much light as the anterior
portion. I concluded therefore that the measured differences of about 1000 between the
front and back of the JFK skull were too large to be explained by any ordinary
differences as seen in typical patients. In fact, the very lucent area at the rear of the skull
was almost as lucent

as

the densest bone in the body -- and I actually measured this on

the JFK autopsy X-ray. This bone is the one which surrounds the ear canal. Not only is
this bone around the ear very dense, but it is also very thick -- it extends from one side of
the skull to the other. In order for the white area at the rear of the skull to match the
whiteness of this very dense bone, all of the brain in this posterior area would have to be
replaced by very dense bone - and the bone would bave to extend from one side of the
skull to the other. No human skull is constructed in this fashion.
I was fortunate to have for comparison an 8 x 10 black and white print, obtained
from the National Archives, of a lateral skull X-ray, taken of JFK during his lifetime.
.
This extreme range of whiteness to blackness is not seen in this X-ray print, asjudged by
the unaided hunlim eye. Unfortunately, these X-rays are kept at the JFK Presidential
Ubrary in Massachusetts and were not made available to me for optical density
measurements

.
Besides the two lateral skull X-rays --one left and one right- I also examined the

X-ray taken from the front. There is a 6.5 mm nearly round so-called bullet fragment seen
within the right eye socket. On the lower border of this fragment, at about the 5 o'clock
position, a large bite is missing. The left to right width of this object at this lower level is
therefore much less than the width of this object at its center. On the lateral X -ray,
therefore, using the optical density measurements, I would naturally have expected this
object to appear thicker at the center than at the bottom. To my surprise, however, the
optical density measurements showed just the opposite: they implied distinctly more
metal at the bottom! This fragment clearly does not behave like

an

object which was

physically present on the body during the original X-rays. If, on the other hand, it was
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added later as a second image to the original frontal X-ray,

as
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in a composite, it could

hardly be expected to be consistent with the lateral X-ray. Because no one bothers to take
optical density measurements, anyone who prepared such a composite would not have
worried about making the two views consistent for optical density.
This disagreement between the frontal X-ray and the lateral X -ray was not found
in other objects on the X-rays. For example, there is a 7 x 2 mm metal fragment located
well above the right eye. This is seen on both frontal and lateral views. On the lateral
view its optical density was quite homogeneous. That is what I would have expected from
the way it looks from the froot. It therefore appears to be real- that is, it was located on
the body during the original X-rays. In fact, the pathologists described removing it. By
contrast, it is most peculiar that the pathologists did not remove the much liUJcr and more
obvious 6.5 mm round object which should have been quite accesis ble at the back of the
lkull. Considering that the pathologists' main task was to fmd bullets, or at least large
bullet fragments, it is astonishing that they did not even describe this object! My work
suggests that they did not see it for a good reason -- perhaps it was not there, at least not
in its present appearance. I should also add that when I asked the autopsy radiologist, Dr.
John Ebersole, whether he saw thiS object on the X-ray on the night of the autopsy, he

refused to answer my questioo and he abruptly terminated what had otherwise been a
reasonable conversation. Jf.M.Ahas so far refused to publish my article which cootained

a summary of my conversation with him. Unfortunately, Dr. Ebersole passed away
several mouths ago. I believe that I was the last to ask him questions about the autopsy.
I noticed several additiooal odd features in this l81Je white area at the rear of the
skull. If this white area really represents a normal bone fragment, it should have about
the same shape on both the left and right lateral X-rays, allowing, of course, for small
differences in perspective. In fact, however, the superior border has a distinctly different
shape on these two lateral views: on the left view, a small, but distinct, peninsula juts
upward at one point where no similar feature is seen on the right view. The other, more
normal appearing, bone fragments do not show such odd features.
On close inspection, this n:markable white area is distinctly wider oo one lateral

view than on the other. This implies that it was located closer to the right side of the
skull. On the frontal X-ray, such an extremely dense object should have been as visible as
a tyrannosaurus rex in downtown Manhattan at noon. However, when I looked at the
frontal X-ray, there was no such beast to be seen.
The aberrations seen on these X-rays
accommodate

are so

diverse that no explanation can

such an ensemble except for the explanation of composites, i.e., they are

compo� of superpositions of more than one image. Most likely, the original image was
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authentic. There are numerous unique features of JFK in these X-rays which were
confirmed both in this study and in the prior study of the House Select Committee on
Assassinations (HSCA). After the original image was reproduced by an X-ray copying
machine, and before development, a second image was most likely superimposed on the

first. This technique could have been used to add both the very dense area at the rear on
the lateral X-ray and also the 6.5 mm object on the frontal view. Such a technique, of
course, had no guarantee of producing consistent optical densities. On the contrary, it
almost guarantees inconsistency.
You may well ask why no physician has officially

proposed composites before.

Well, you must remember that such composite X-rays are simply not seen in clinical
practice. If you have never in your life seen a ghost would you recognize one if you saw
one? And if you really did see one, would you admit that you believed in ghosts? Harry
Uvingstone tells me that his radiologist friend, Dr. Donald Siple, had actually suspected
for some time that these X-rays were composites, so perhaps I am actually arriving at this
conclusion rather late in the game. Quite possibly, there are many more of us out there

than anyone has suspected. After today we may find out!
A Search for the Posterior Bullet Entry Site in the Skull
The HSCA concluded that a bullet entered the back of the head slightly above the

6.5 mm object which is seen on the frontal skull X-ray. They reached this opinion based
on observations of the lateral views. Oddly enough, they did not comment on the location
of this bullet hole as seen on the frontal X-ray. On this frontal X-ray, I carefully scanned
the area above the 6.5 mm fragment, looking for their described bullet hole. As judged by
optical density measurements, there is no such hole anywhere in this vicinity.
An alternate, but much lower site, was emphatically described by the autopsy
pathologists in their official HSCA testimony and was recently confmned in their
interviews with the Journal of the American Medical Association <JAMAl.
Unfortunately, I could not do satisfactory measurements at this lower site on the frontal
skull X-ray because there is dense bone from the front of the skull which overlaps this
site. If, however, this lower site is correct - and it is generally agreed that there

are

no

other candidates for this bullet entry site-- then there is no good explanation for the
obvious and numerous metallic fragments near the top of the skull, at least 4 inches
higher than the lower entry site. I have always found it odd that these fragments near the
top of the head were not described by the pathologists. Even laMA did not venture to
ask the pathologists about these oddly located metal fragments which

4
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so obviously
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inconsistent with a lower entry site. The pathologists suggested that the bullet which
entered from the rear headed toward an
metal objects

are

area

well above the right eye. But these dense

so far from this path that they

are

impossible to explain without

invoking a second bullet near the top of the skull. This was exactly the dilemma that the
HSCA tried to resolve by elevating the entry site on the back of the head by nearly 4
inches. Since I could not find an entry site at this location in my measurements, the
HSCA entry site is quite unlikely. The pathologists' much lower site then becomes that
much more likely. On Ibis point, my work is in rare agreement with JAMa. The
numerous bullet fragments near the top of the skull, however, would then require a
second bullet for their explanation. This is clearly not in agreement with lAMA. This
obvious conflict has never been addressed by the pathologists - no one has even asked
them about it! ,laMA refused to publish a jointly authored lette r to the editor when we
raised this question. Jerroll Custer, the radiology technologist who took the X-rays, and
who is here today, has confirmed to me that this collection of metal debris was indeed
present on the original X-rays.

The Chest X-RaY

I also found some swprising results based on the chest X-ray. I made accurate
measurements of the width of the spine directly on the X-ray. The front to back thickness
of the body at this site (14 em) as well as the distance of the back wound from the midline

(4.5 to 5.0 em) were supplied by the HSCA. Since this latter distance can be measured
independently on photographs of the back, I also did this. The so-called exit site at the
front of throat was described by the Parkland doctors as being very near the midline.
When I placed these measurements onto a cross section of the body and then connected
the bullet entry and exit sites by a straight line, I immediately saw that the "magic" bullet
had to go right through the spine. This path would have caused major damage to the
spine and would have been very obvious on the chest X-ray. In fact, there is no major
trauma like this anywhere in the spine. Because of the impenetrable vertical barrier
produced by the transverse processes up and down the entire cervical spine and because
of the total width of the cervical spine, there is no place for the bullet to pass through
anywhere in the neck and still exit through the midline of the throat. If, instead, the upper
chest is considered as a possible bullet trajectory site, then another problem arises. The
bullet would have to go right through the lung. But no lung damage of this type was seen
by the pathologists and none is seen on the X-rays either. This "magic" bullet simply
cannot enter through the back wound and then exit through the throat wound without
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bitting the spine -- or else causing major lung

trauma! It is odd that this rather simple

reconstruction with exact measurements has never been done before. Its very simplicity,
however, provides direct evidence that the object which entered the back could not have
exited at the front of the throat This throat wound, which looked like an entrance wound
to the Parkland physicians when they fi!::!1 described it, may indeed have been

an

entrance wound.

Summary
This work bas demonstrated singular features in the JFK autopsy X-rays. The
range and number of these is so great that there

can

be only one satisfactory explanation

-- these images are composites. Even to the unaided eye they appear to be composites.
Now optical density measurements have added further confirmation for this view.

In addition, strong evidence is cited to demonstrate that two shots struck the skull.
Finally, a simple anatomic reconstruction shows that the "magic" bullet truly had to be
magical to pass

through the spine

without leaving a trace of serious trauma
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for donating extraordinary amounts of time to attend me while these measurements were
made at the National Archives. My thanks also must needs go to Mr. Burke Marshall for
granting me pennission to view the JFK autopsy materials and to the Kcmnedy family for
permitting this intrusion. Dr. Cyril Wecht graciously accompanied me to the National
Archives during one of my visits. I thank him for keeping the critics' questions alive for
so many years. David Ufton was a regular source of motivation and information. The
Assassination Archives and Research Center (AARC), headed by Mr. Jim Lesar,
provided assistance in more than one way. My colleagues, Dr. Gary Aguilar, Dr. James
Fetzer, Dr. Gary Keough, Dr. John Szabo, and my wife, Dr. Patricia James, have
provided no end of encouragement On the other hand, my children, Christopher (8) and
Meredith (6), have done everything possible to discourage the completion of this study.)
should thank them for keeping some balance in my life. Perhaps some day they shall
understand why the National Archives took precedence over a fourth consecutive day at
BuschGardeus.
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David W. Mantik
November 10, 1993
Rancho Mirage, CA
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A

pre-mortem (while living) X-ray of JFK's cranium (right-side)

A

right profile of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy
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The official post-mortem right lateral X-ray ofJFK's cranium

Mantik's analysis of the right lateral X-ray of JFK's cranium
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"

M.D.

cre dible

eyewitne ss

,"

that on the 22nd of November 1963, h e

saw a "hole" in th e windshield of the President's limousine.

Medical
1.

Evidence:

It was reported at the time and re in force d in su bse quent testim on y
--

by physicians who attended the dying President at Parkland Ho spital in
Dallas--that on Initial examination, prior to the trach eoto my, they found a
small wound in the President's neck n ear the m idl in e, just to the righ t and

slightly below the trachea.

2.

Also

reported from

cerebellar tissue
President's head.

were

(See Appendices B a nd
Parkland

Hospital

extruding from

E.)

was that large

the wound

in the

amounts
back

of

of
the

(See Appendices C and D.)

A small wound from a high-velocity projectile indicates a wound of
I know this from authoritative studies in medical literature
Characteristically, high velocity b ullet
which analyzed ballistic wounds.
or shrapne l wounds show a sm all , neat wound of entry an d a much larger
wound of exit.
This has been tho rough l y analyzed with h igh speed
entrance.

-

photographic and X-ray analyses.

As a projectile advances through air,

Is a su person ic shock wave that forms a V-sh aped shroud that

there

expands alongside and has a turbule nt zone which follows behind.

When

the bullet or shr apne l penetrates living tissues, this shock wave balloons
out conspicuously, cau s i n g extensive cavitation and an ir reg u la r, splitting
tunneling of ruptured tissues which trace the path of the projectile.
the missile leaves the body, tissues are splayed ou tw ard
split open
trailing

by force of the compression

alongside the

projectile.

wave

,

When

and the skin is

travelling ahead of and

Such a bullet or

shrapnel

fr agmen t

Invariably c au ses a large wound of exit--with the skin usually split in a

c ru ciat e or star-shaped fashion.
.

My experience in this respect is not s i m p l y academic:

1 personally

cared for hundreds of bullet and shrapnel wounds in my service in the Navy
Medical

Corps during the battle for 1 Okinawa, where

I e stablished and

directed the only hosp i tal for wounded Okinawans and Japanese prisoners
of

war

throug hout

the

duration of

that

battle.

There we re several

instances, moreover, when our ho spit al was strafed by Kamikaze pilots.
On two such occasions, physicians operating with me, with our hands in
the same wound, were themselves wounded.

One lost the use of his left

hand and the oth er, with shrapnel smashing through his right shoulder, had
a

paralyzed flail arm ever after.

He was driven to convert from being an

orthopedic surgeon t o being a radiologist.
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The Parkland Hospital physicians were thoroughly experienced in
treating bullet

wounds.

They could readily recognize wounds of entrance,

and clearly distinguish them from exit wounds.
Because

of

my

position

as

Scientific

Director

for

two

of

the

National Institutes of Health--the National Institute tor Mental Health and
the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness--because I
had met President Kennedy while serving in the U.S. Public Health Service
during

the transition from

Eisenhower

to

Kennedy

Kennedy administration--because I knew several
other

principals,

and,

most

and

throughout the

Cabinet members and

importantly--because

my

scientific

responsibilities were directly pertinent to the conduct of the President's
autopsy

and

interpretations of damage

careful attention to the unfolding news.

to his

nervous

system,

Thereby I learned that:

I

paid

a) there

was a small frontal wound in the President's throat, and b) substantial
parts of the cerebellum were extruding from the wound in the back of his
head.
Because the wound of entry in the front of his neck required that the
President had to have been assaulted frontally, this seemed to me to be a
matter of utmost importance for the autopsy.

I therefore telephoned from

my home In Bethesda to the Bethesda Naval Hospital where the autopsy
was to be performed.

This was prior to arrival of the President's casket

from Dallas to Andrews Air Force Base.
I was put through to the Officer
of the Day who quickly provided telephone access to Commander James
Humes who was to head the autopsy team.
Dr. Humes said he had not heard much reporting from Dallas and
Parkland Hospital because he had been occupied preparing to conduct the
autopsy.

I told him

President's neck.

about

reports describing

the

small

wound in the

I stressed that, in my experience. that would have to be

a wound of entrance.

I emphasized the importance of carefully tracing the

path of this projectile and of establishing the location of the bullet or any
fragments.

I said carefully, that If that wound were confirmed as a wound

of entrance, that would prove beyond peradventure of doubt that a bullet
had been fired from in front of the President--hence that if there were
shots from behind, there had to have been more than one gunman.
that moment, there was an interruption in our conversation.

At just

Dr. Humes

returned after a pause to say, "Dr. Livingston, I'm sorry. but 1 can't talk
with you any longer.

The FBI won't let me."

the conversation ended.

I wished him good luck. and

I wondered aloud to my wife, who had overheard

my side of the conversation, why the FBI would want to interfere with a
discussion between physicians relating to the important problem of how
Now, with
best to Investigate and Interpret the President's wounds.
knowledge of the apparently prompt and massive control of information
that was imposed in order to fix the responsibility tor the assassination
of

President

Kennedy

on

a

single

assassin--working

alone--1

can

appreciate that the FBI Interruption of our conversation may have been far
more meaningful than I presumed at the time.
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I

conc lud e,

therefore--on the basis of direct. personal experiences-

that Dr. Humes did have his attention drawn:

(a) to the small neck wound

of projectile entry, (b) to its si gnifi cance for the autopsy as well as (c)

for

Its potential

forensic significance.

Dr.

Humes'

testi mon y

to

the

Warren Commission that he only learned about the neck wound on the day
-after completion

of the

Dallas by telephone

,

autopsy, after he had talked with Or. Perry in

means that the autopsy (and Dr. Humes) were already

under explicit non-medical control prior to the start of the autopsy.

(See

Appendices H and 1.)

Significance

of

Cerebellar

Extrusion

With respect to the large amount of cerebellum reported prot rud ing

from the wou nd at t he back of the President's head, this is also highly
significant.

Several physicians--! believe all of the physicians attending

the President at P ark la nd Hospital--testified that they saw cerebellum
protruding from the wound in the back of the President's head.
Among
those,

Dr. Kemp Clark Is known by me as a dist ing ui shed neurosurgeon who

certainl y would not be mistaken about identifying ce reb ellum ev en after
--

it had been forced out of a messy, clot-filled wound.
likely to be mistaken, either:

Nor is Dr. C renshaw

He described the cerebellum as "hanging

outside the wound by a thread of tissue."
The blow-out of the cerebellum, ejected upwards through the tou gh

tentorium, and t h rust posteriorly out through the gaping wound in the rear
of the skull would have required a violent sub-tentorial explosive force
that would have had to r u ptu re the tento r ium and force large portions of
the cerebellum posteriorly, out through the occipit al wound.
The cer eb el lum is attach ed by three s tout bundles of fibers that
arise from a nd d ee ply penetrate Into each side of the brainstem. If these
six sturdy attachments were torn loose so as to leave only a thread of

tissue attaching the cerebellum, then the brainstem itself must have btum
thoroughly disrupted.
This pontine segment of the brainstem is just
posterior to those centers that govern arousal and that sup po rt
consciousness.

Such cereb ella r uprooting would probably have led to an

abrupt eclipse of the P resid en t's consciousness, more assuredly even than
the m assive disruption of the right hemisphere and cu t tin g through the
posterior corpus callosum.
it is important to re co gn ize that th e
to the brain stem and is separated from the
t hick dense. strong sheet of dural tissue.
anchored to the skull four-fifths of th e
,

posterior chamber (fossa) of the skull.

cerebellum is an chored tightly
main chamber of the skull by a
t h e tentorium,
way

around

which is firmly
th e

rim

of

the

Ten torial attachments leave only

a

small opening between the posterior fossa and the mai n brain cavity. This
opening encircles the midbrain which, in turn, connects the lower
brainstem with the rest of the forebrain.
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point

The
somewhat

of

variously

entry

of

located

the

In

occipital-parietal

bullet,

different documents,

has

although

never

been

positioned below the occipital protuberance, which is the landmark for the
Any bullet shock-wave applied

level of tentorial attachment posteriorly.
from above, therefore, would press down

on the tentorium and force the

brainstem downward, not upward and backward.

At the angle of trajectory

presumed for this posteriorly entering bullet, it would be very unlikely to
disrupt

the

tentorium,

and

if

it

did,

it

would

certainly

force

not

cerebellum to be extruded posteriorly.
Therefore,

if cerebellum was extruding posteriorly--and I believe

the medical witnesses at Parkland Hospital could not have been mistaken
about

this--that

beneath,

which

means

there

developed

had

to be powerful forces

sufficient

shock

against

the

exerted

from

tentorium

to

rupture it upwards and simultaneously to detach and extrude cerebellar
tissue through the wound in the back of the President's head.

This might

have been caused by a bullet entering his neck from in front, or perhaps a
fragment

of

such

a

bullet,

passing

upward

through

the

floor

of

the

posterior fossa and disrupting the cerebellum and tentorium.
Questions have also been raised concerning the supposed temporal
lobe bullet with a postu!ated entry point somewhat above and directly in
front of the President's right ear.
the

so-called

"bat-wing"

This possible entry point is related to

configuration

that

appears

in

autopsy

photographs of the President's head, and to "Photo 28" tha t appears in
David Lifton's

Best Evidence.

This presumably was caused by a bullet

that Invaded the President's skull from a frontal angle on the right side.
If a bullet with this entry location did not blow out the back of the
President's

head,

then

it might have pointed downward sufficiently to

smash into the posterior

fossa and disrupt

cerebellum

and rupture the

tentorium, with the observed effects of cerebellar extrusion.
As you have

learned from

Dr.

David Mantik. photographs in

the

archives identified as pictures of the President's brain plainly show the
cerebellum In superior and lateral views as being intact.

This is also true

for the drawing, presumably from a photograph of the President's brain:
the cerebellum is drawn in as thou
. gh it had not been disrupted.
It simply cannot be true that the cerebellum could have been seen
extruding

from the occipito-parietal wound--by several

experienced and

thoroughly competent physicians--and for the same brain to be seen in
superior and lateral photographs. and depicted in a drawing (superior
view) showing the cerebellum as being apparently intact. A conclusion Is
obligatorily forced that the photographs and drawings of the brain in the
National

Archives are

Fitzgerald Kennedy.

those

of

some brain

other

than

that

of John
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A.

D rawing made from photograph of brain
HSCA exhibit F-302.
subcortical damage.
Mirror image drawing of left hemisphe re in Flgure A. Distortion due
damage and/or post-fixation artifact is minimal.
HSCA exhi bit F·302 (again). Drawing made from photograph of brain
show subcortical damage.
Mirror Image drawing of left hemisphere In Figu r e A.
Black line

illustrating

B.
to

C.
. to
D.

i ll u strate s schematically the direct cortical damage predicted based upon
skull X-rays, which Dr. Mantik has now demonstrated to be composites.
These fig ure s are from Jo se ph N. Riley, Ph. D. "The .Head Wounds of John
,

Kennedy:

1.

One Bullet cannot Account for the I njuries

In: The Third
Decade (March, 1993), pp. 1-15. These particular drawings appear on page
,"

5.

The Hole In the Windshield
In t h e supporting documents (Appendix J), there is a single page
Decem ber 1963 issue of The New Republic. It is e n titl e d
"Commentary of an Eyewitness."
It was written by Richard Dudman. a

from the 21

reporter for the St. louis Post-Dispatch.

Dick Dudman is a classmate of
mine from Stanford.
He telephoned me about this from Dallas shortly
after the assassination; and our families had a dinner discussion on this
D.C. within a week or so of the assassination . Dick
D udman told me about the windshield then, although to the present he does

subject in Washin gto n

,

not know whether the hole he saw penetrated the windshield.

He was

prevented by the Secret Service from testing the hole's presumed patency
by probing it with a pen or pencil.
There Is evidence that the Ford Motor Company had an order for a
dozen windshields for the lincoln limousine similar to that which bore
President Kennedy on the day of his assassination.
practice,"

,oresumably

windshield provides.

to

see

how

much

or

These were for "target

how

little

secu rity

the

But that "target practice" on a dozen windshields

leaves in some doubt whether the windshield in the National Archives is
the same one that was In the Kennedy limousine at the time of the
assassination.
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Note Mr. Dudman's unambiguous eyewitness account:

"A few of us

noticed the hole in the windshield when the limousine was standing at the
emergency entrance after the President had been carried inside.

I could

not approach close enough to see on which side was the cup-shaped spot
that indicates a bullet has pierced the glass from the opposite side.""
of a bullet through glass is larger than its
entrance, according to the same physical principles that obtain when a

[Notice here, also, that the exit
bullet

penetrates flesh, viz., the small entry wound in the

President's

neck.]
In our personal conversations,
further sense:

Dick Dudman was informative in a

The "hole" in the windshield was high up in the left hand

corner of the windshield.

In that location a bullet could not have directly

nicked or penetrated the windshield if it had been fired from the sixth
floor of the Texas Book Depository Building.

Therefore, if such a nick or

hole was not in the windshield when the limousine turned the corner from
Houston
projectile

Street to
with

Elm Street,

a quite

it would

different

have had to be caused

by a

direction, casting additional uncertainty

on the "single assassin" hypothesis.

These implications are weaker that

those relating to the wound in the

President's neck,

indications that

another gunman

but offer further

shot at the President at about the same

time.

Robert B. Livingston, M.D., with David W. Mantik. M.D., Ph.D.,
in Rancho Mirage, CA, on 12 June 1997

Richard Dudman, "Commentary of an Eyewitness"
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1

Commentary of an Eyewitness
Some of the points raised heno bothered me on the
scent in Dall&t, whert I w itnossod Presldtnt Km
nedy'• aosauin&tion and the slaying of the accwed
assassin two days lattr. Thru circumStance• -the
mtry woiiJld in the throat, tht •111411. rOID\d holt in
the windshitlcl of the Pr..iclential limowine, ancl tha
nllll\btr of bulle!$ fo1111cl afterward - SUSFtlwd that
there had been • ot<Ond sniper firing fr0111 a p oint in
front of the •utoDIQbile.
The t hro at wound puzzltd the turgton• who at·
twndtd Mr. Kennedy at Parkland MemorW Hofp it al
when they learned how tht Dallu pollee had re
cONtructed the shootlrt.g. Dr. Robert McOellartd. on t
ol tho three doctors who worked on the throat wound,
told me afterward that thev still 'believed It to be an
entry wound, t\"en though ihe shots wttt said to hAve
bHft llred from almost directly behind the President.
He ""Pl&Uied that ho a nd hi• collug�&as at Parkland
taw bullet wouncl1 every day, tomttlmet oevual a
day, and reeop!zed ea sily tht clwactariltlcally tiny
holt of an enterin g bullot, In contrut to the lar ger,
!taring holt that an exiting bullet wowd have left.
A. few of us notictd the hole In tht wlndthltld
when tht limOUJine wu stancl!zlg at tho emer�
entrance after tht Prtsldent had btm curled IN.Ide.
I could not a pproach cioN enough to •• on which
side was the cup-thaptd s p ot that !nclicatu a buUtt
has pltrced the gla11 from the oppotltt sldt.
As lor the nwnbtt of bulleto, alth oug h all who
heard t hem agrud there wen th ree shall, authorities
repea tedly mentioned four bullet• foiiJ1cl aftarw.,cl one f011J1ci iA th e Roor of the car, a Heond tOWid in t he
Prnident' • strotcher, a third removed from Cov�n�or
Ccnu..Jiy'• left thigh, and 1 fourth said to have bHft
r.-ved from Ptotide11t Kennedy's 'body at tho Naval
Hosp ital In Bethada. On tht day tho Prttident was
shot, I h appentd to learn of a pouiblt llfth. A group
of pollee officers were e><alllilling the aroa at the sido
of th e street wheu tho President wu hit, and a pollee
lntpector told me thoy had just found another bullet
in the grus. Ht said he cl!d not know whether it had
anythiAS to do with the auassinatlon.
With thttt Circumstances In mind, I returned to the
scene to see where a shot from ahead of the Preti·
dent's car m•sht have origl,ated. From tho stretch
travelod by the cat when the shote were 8red, a
l arg e oector in front Is tak en up by a raUroad viaduct.
It crosHO ovor the triple un derpuo, t hro ugh which
the motorcade wu routtd. No buildlnp art Yioiblt
beyoad tht viaduct; It forms the horizon.
Between the ttaclcs and the ntu tide of th e via·
duct lo 1 broad gravel walkway. Along the side io a
three-foot concrete ballustrade, w ith upright •loti two

or three !zlches wide. At

uch end is a iive-foot wooden
the approachtf to the viaduct.
Normal Sterol Servic• procedure It to have local
police stationed on and .,nder any such ovarp.,. be

fence that s creen•

for. a Presidtntial motorcade approaches. The stancl
!zlg ardor also Is to clear each overpaN of all sptcta
tDrS. The Staet 5ervl(e 11ow declintf all comment on
the asusslnation, refusing to aiiJwtrr tho spteilic
quatton u to precautions taklft with respect to thAt
partlculu viaduct. Railroa d police oeem to have b<tn
assigned respolllibility there. The ana is marked with
no-treapaSiing siS"• u private rail:oad property. Rail·
road police chued away an Associated Preu photog·
rapher who trieli to set 10p his ca.,..a there before
the motorcade urlved. But the precautions apparentlv
were not perfect. Early reports of the shooting told
of a police punuit of a man and woman Htn runlling
on the viaduct. Then wao no rep ort t�t thty were
caught. Rtgardltfs, their presence indkates t�t un
authorized persons hAd acce11 to t hat vantap point.
The touth end of the viaduct 11 four short blocko
from the office of tho Dalw Momins Nn��o, where
jack Ruby w.. sttn before and after the shoolil\g.
Ha had gono to the Nrwo olflco to ftl&lr.t up an aclv..-.
l!sement lor his strip-teaM place. An �loyee re
mllftbtred tho time as n :1o p.m., btcaUH tht ad
deadUno was noon and R11by ofttn wu late. The
adwrtlsing man Ruby wanted to oee h ad gone out
to watch the motorcade : he returned at u '4�· un
awue that tht President had been shot. No one re
membered lor sure teeing R uby botween ta:1J and
1.2:.,. Tho shooting wu at a:,o.
If tht entry wound in the th roat praonts any
problem to tht rBIIn analyzing tho crime, the agency
hu not indicated this by its actlont. Dr. McOendon
sa id a few da)'S ago (O«emb01 9) that no olfic!.al
inve•ligators. from the FBI or anywhen else, had
questioned the surgoons at Parkland Hospital about
their observation of the t hroat wo1111d.
Concl...ions reache d In a p oot-mo rtam examination
at Bttheoda would have questionable validity. The
doctors 11 Oollas had rnadt their incision through the
bullet hole in performing a tracheoto my in an effort
to rrstore utisfactory breathing. The holt wos oUghtly
below the Adam's apple, at the proc:ile point whcre
a tracheotomy normally is ptrformed. Chanstt •n tio
suo In the sevoral hours before the body ruched
Bethesda, moreovor, would have increued difficultY
of reconstruchng the path of the bllllet.
RtaAaD DuDMAfrl
RICKAJtt> OU'D><AH i• a rtporttr for the St. Louis
Post-D>•patch ""d author of Men of tht hr Ri�tkt.

Richard Dudman's "Commentary of an Eyewitness," which appeared in
The New Republic (21 December 1963) p. 18
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Robert B. Livingston, M.D.
7818 Camino Noguera
San Diego, California 92122-2027
Tel: (619) 455-D306; Fax: (619) 455-1874
(310) 445-2301 Fax
(310) 445-2300 Tel
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2 May 1992

David Lifton
11500 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90064
Dear David Lifton:
This is a copy of a letter I have sent by Fax to Harrison Edward Livingstone. I have
also printed a copy to send to Peter Dale Scott for his information. I send this to you with
the hope that you would be willing to respond by obliging me to do a better job of
presenting the experiences herein related, experiences that concern the assassination of
President Kennedy, the autopsy and the Lincoln limousine windshield, as per our
discussion over the telephone today. I look forward with keenest anticipation to reading
Best Evidence. Many thanks for the contact and your advice.
Your book. High Treason 2: The Great Coverup: The Assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, has attracted my personal and professional interest. I write to contribute
a couple of specific, atthough minor, experiences that may add to your avalanche of already
compellina evidence that a conspiracy was involved in the assassination of President
Kennedy.f
I was employed by the U.S. Public Health Service as Scientific Director of the two
National Institutes of Health in 1963, when President Kennedy was assassinated. In that
office I had witnessed the marvelous transition of government and public engagement from

1 Please permit me to introduce pertinent information about myself by way of this footnote:

I am a

Professor of Neurosciences Emeritus at the University of California San Diego (UCSD) where I founded !he world's
first Department of Neurosciences--in 1964.

Previously, I taught Pathology at Stanford, Physiology at Yale,

Psychiatry at Harvard, Anatomy and Physiology at UCLA, and Neurosciences at UCSD, always trying to learn how
the human brain worts. structurally and functionally. This is an easy way to make a living--inasmuch as nobody
knows how the brain works. In mid-<:areer, I served as Scientific Director, combining direction of Basic Resean:h for
two of the National Institutes of Heallh:

the National Institute for Mental Health, and the National Institute of

Neurological Diseases aod Blindnes..
During World War Il, I served as a Lieutenant (j.g.) to Lieutenant in the U.S. Navy Medical Corps
(Reserve) in the Pacific Theater, including creating and directing the only hospital for wounded Okinawans and
Japanese throughout the Battle of Okinawa Medical and surgical responsibilities required my examination and
treatment of a large number of bullet aod shrapnel wounds.
At UCSD I produced a fUm, "Til£ Human Brain: A Dynamic View of its Structures and Organization."
which you may have seen on BBC, NOVA, National Geographic Specials or otherwise. The film won numerous
national and international documentary film awards. It is considered by practitioners of modem brain imaging,lhose
engaged in Positi\XI Emis.ion Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging, as a "gold standard of normal human

gros. neuroonatomy."
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Eisenhower to Kennedy and was keenly interested in Kennedy as a human being, as a
hope-inspiring national and global leader; and, abruptly--tragically--as a victim of a terrible
human, national, and international tragedy--cut down by a fusillade of gunfire that made him
promptly unconscious. catastrophically disabled, and within a few short hours, thoroughly
dead. An important consciousness snuffed out before all our astonished eyes. My concern
has grown almost to alarm. over the years, that the full information concerning his
assassination has been denied public examination.
I heard reaftime broadcasts relating to the shots in Dallas while I was in the process of
leaving the Massachusetts General Hospital, in Boston, to take an Eastern Shuttle to
Washington, D.C., on the afternoon of November 22, 1963. I was thereafter riveted by
taxi radio and later radio and television descriptions of the sequences of events following
the shooting. I was carefully attentive to information from eye-witness reports: acoustic
perceptions of gunfirings, visual perceptions of the physical and human layout and
movements throughout the Plaza--to the front, to the sides, to the rear of the President's
limousine--and possible sources of the shooting: from the overpass?--from the Grassy
Knoll?--from the School Book Depository?

There were immediate arrestinQ descriptions of the crowd's breathtaking, startled
dismay, police motorcyclists' and Jack1e Kennedy's responses. combined, after a longish
latency. with limousine and cyclist accelerations, some protective Secret Service responses
-and some prudent ducking and flattening of the crowd, prompted by those unexpected,
sharp staccato bangs: --loud exhaust backfires? --firecrackers? --gunfire? -how many?
There were descriptions of President Kennedy leaning forward, reaching up for his
throat, ·as if to adjust his tie," Jackie Kennedy rising, turning, and climbing over the trunk to try
to aid her husband and enlist Secret Service help, the President's head jerking backwards,
and his body slowly toppling forward and to his left, while the motorcade accelerated, with
his head coming to be cradled in Jackie Kennedy's lap. Eyewitness reporters seemed
immediately convinced that President Kennedy had been hit and perhaps seriously
wounded, while the parade turned into a flank route flight to the Parkland Hospital. Most of
the prompt reporting of where the shots may have come from seemed to focus on the
overpass. and less emphatically, the grassy knoll, as the most likely sources of the attack.
Reports from the Parkland Hospital described a massive wound to his head, the
President being unconscious and completely paralyzed--physicians and nurses laboring to
support his life. Then there was the detail of "a small wound in his neck, just to the right of his
trachea." The doctors, while preparing an emergency tracheotomy, tried to establish
whether whatever missile had entered the President's neck might have penetrated his
lungs. He was, after an agonizing interval, pronounced dead.
The small neck wound, as has been repeatedly emphasized, must be a wound of
entry. The President's head was described as having such a large defect of skull, and torn
and macerated scalp, over the right side and back of his head [the mostly right, parieto
occipital region]. After reflecting the scalp further and looking into the cramal vault without
having to rongeur or gigli-saw any stable bone--in order to open the skull for a preliminary
look, someone reported that the brain was sufficiently exposed and torn apart in the right
hemisphere that you could see down practically to the level of the thalamus.
out.

I didn't hear anything from Parkland about the cerebellum being exposed or falling
The cerebellum would likely have been spared direct damage, being protected by
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the tough, well anchored, overlying tentorium which is not mentioned as having been
breached in any of the documentation I have seen. I assumed from the outset that the
occipito--parietal wound on the right side must be a blow-out wound of exit, and presumed
that the left hemisphere may have remained largely intact.

Also relevant, I learned from a former classmate of mine from Stanford who was then
a reporter for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Richard Dudman, that he was one of the White
House press group that accompanied the President to Dallas. Not getting much
information from the Parkland Hospital, Dick went out to inspect the Uncoln limousine in
which the President and Connolly and their wives had been nding. He thought he saw, for
certain, that there was a through-and-through hole in the upper left margin of the windshiekl.
He described the spaling-splintering of glass at the margins as though the missile had
entered from in front of the vehicle. When he reached over to pass his pencil or pen
through the hole to test its patency, an FBI or Secret Service man roughly drew him away
and shooed him off. instructing him that he wasn't allowed to come so close to that vehicle.
If there were a through-and-through windshield penetration, in that location, accorrfng
to Dick, it had to come from in front. According to him, it would have been impossible to hit
the windshield in that location from the overhead angle from the School Book Depository,
nor would a through-and-through penetration have been likely to be caused by a
ricochetting bullet bouncing up from the rear.
What is most relevant from my personal experience is that on that same evening,
before the President's body on Air Force One had arrived at Andrews AFB, I telephoned
the Bethesda Navy Hospital. I believe that the call was made before the plane arrived
because I recollect that it was following that call that I watched Robert S. McNamara (Bob
McNamara, is a long-standing, since 1952, mountain-climbing and hiking companion of
mine) receive the Kennedy entourage and the casket being lowered on a fork life from the
rear of the Air Force One onto the field tarmac.
Inasmuch as I was Scientific Director of two of the institutes at the NIH--and both
institutes were pertinent to the matter of the President's assassination and brain injury--the
Navy Hospital operator and the Officer on Duty put me through to speak directly with Dr.
Humes who was waiting to perform the autopsy. After introductions, we began a pleasant
conversation. He told me that he had not heard much about the reporting from Dallas and
from the Parkland Hospital. I told him that the reason for my making such an importuning call
was to stress that the Parkland Hospital physicians' examination of President Kennedy
revealed what they reported to be a small wound in the neck, closely adjacent to and to the
right of the trachea. I explained that I had knowledge from the literature on high-velocity
wound ballistics research, in addition to co nsiderable personal combat experience
examining and repairing bullet and shrapnel wounds. I was confident that a small wound of
that sort had to be a wound of entrance and that if it were a wound of exit, it would almost
certainly be widely blown out, with cruciate or otherwise wide, tearing outward ruptures of
the underlying tissues and skin.
I stressed to Dr. Humes how important it was that the autopsy pathologists carefully
examine the President's neck to characterize that particular wound and to distinguish it from
the neighboring tracheotomy wound.
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I went on to presume, further, that the neck wound would probably not have
anything to do with the main cause of death--massive, disruptive, brain injury--because of
the angle of bullet trajectory and the generally upright position of the President's body,
sitting up in the fimousme. Yet, I said, carefully, if that wound were confirmed as a wound of
entry, it would prove beyond peradventure of doubt that that shot had been fired from in
front--hence that if there were shots from behind, there had to have been more than one
gunman. Just at that moment, there was an interruption in our conversation. Dr. Humes
returned after a pause of a few seconds to say that "the FBI will not let me talk any further." I
wished him good luck, and the conversation was ended. My wife can be good witness to
that conversation because we shared our mutual distress over the terrible events, and she
shared with me my considerations weighing the decision to call over to the Bethesda Navy
Hospital. The call originated in the kitchen of our home on Burning Tree Road in Bethesda,
with her being present throughout. After the telephone call, I exclaimed to her my dismay
over the abrupt termination of my conversation With Dr. Humes, through the intervention of
the FBI. I wondered aloud why they would want to interfere with a discussion between
physicians relative to the problem of how best to investigate and interpret the autopsy.
Now, with knowledge of the apparently prompt and massive control of information that was
imposed on assignment of responsibility for the assassination of President Kennedy, I can
appreciate that the interruption may have been far more pointed than I had presumed at
that time.
.

I conclude, therefore, on the basis of personal experience, that Dr. Humes did have
his attention drawn to the specifics and significance of President Kennedy's neck wound
prior to his beginning the autopsy. His testimony that he only learned about the neck
wound on the day after completion of the autopsy, after he had communicated with Doctor
Perry In Dallas by telephone, means that he either forgot what I told him (although he
appeared to be interested and attentive at the time) or that the autopsy was already under
explicit non-medical control.
That event, coupled with Dick Dudman's report to me around the same time, of what
appeared to him to be a penetrating hole through the Lincoln windshield, seems to me to
add two grains of confirming evidence to the conspiracy interpretation. Incidently, sometime
later, I learned that the Secret Service had ordered from the Ford Motor Company a
number of identical Lincoln 6mousine windshields--"for target. practice". It seems to me that
they might have wanted to learn how much protection could be expected from such a
windshield. Alternatively, they might have wanted to produce an inside nick in a windshield,
without through-and-through penetration, so that they could substitute that nicked windshield
for the other one, if it were needed tor corroborative evidence relating to the Warren
Commission's investigative interpretation and thesis.
wish,

I hope that this information may be helpful in some measure. With every good
Yours sincerely,
Robert B. Livingston, M.D.
Professor of Neurosciences Emeritus, UCSD
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sincerely,

Livingston

Robert B. Llulngston, M.D.

Careful readers may haue noticed, as Dauld Lifton has obserued, that there
Is an Inconsistency between my Letter to Dauid Lifton of 2 May 1992, where
I report haulng heard nothing from Parkland about eHposed cerebellum, and
my Statement of 18 Nouember 1993, where I describe hearing of eHtrudlng
cerebellum by way of radio and teleulslon couerage on 22 Nouember 1963. 1
am (Increasingly) confident that my later statement rather than my letter Is
correct. I specifically recall hearing Information about eHtrudlng cerebellum
that was attributed (by reporters) to an orderly, to a nurse, and to a doctor
(as sources) at the time. I also remember quite clearly that this was one of
the Issues that I was going to discuss with Humes before the FBI cut us off.
On reports of sources of the shots, speculation about shooters on the grassy
knoll or In the ulclnity of the Triple Underpass were supported by descriptions
of large numbers of persons rushing to those locations Immediately after the
assassination. The P.ress was widely broadcasting two shots to the President
-one to the throat, one to the right temple-that were fired from In front and
those appeared to be the most obulous places for their origin. I am grateful
to Dauld Lifton for bringing these matters to my attention through Jim Fetzer,
because I want the record to be clear and unambiguous about my eHperlences.
I appreciate the opportunity the editor has prouided to make this clarification.

A clarification provided by Robert B. Livingston, M.D.,

on 16 July 1997, in response to questions posed by David Lifton
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Mr. Howell Raines
Editorial Page Editor
Ibe New York Times
229 West 43rd Street
New York, NY I 0036
Re: Christopher Lehmann-Haupt's Review of Gerald Posner's Case Closed

Dear Editor,
Gerald Posner has set a new standard for revisionist historians. If evi
dence does not �upport your verston of events. ignore it, dtstort tt or simply
make it up. jFK's back wound was about five tnches below his shoulder. not
on the back of his neck. The throat wound was a wound of entry. not of exit.
His blood and brains were blown out to the left rear. not the right front. The
photo Marina is supposed to have taken of Oswald is one of three that Dallas
police appear to have faked. He bad neither the motive nor the means to kill
Kennedy. He admtred jFK. he was a mediocre shot. the rifle was unreliable
and he was on the second floor havmg a Coke when the President was shot.
There is at least as much evidence for these contentions as there is for
Posner's. During a press conference at Parkland Hospital. for example. Mal
colm Perry described the throat wound as a wound of entry-not once. but
three times! Transcripts are held by CBS and by the LBJ Library, but it was
also reported by Tom Wicker in The New York Tjmes (23 November 1963!,
p. 2. Moreover, on the death certtftcate signed by Admiral George Burkley,
the back wound is described as "in the posterior back at about the level of
the third thoractc vertebra ... the localton depicted

on

the instde front-cover

of the Repoo or the Warren CommJSSion published by The New York Time<
Posner treats possibilities as though they were probabilities. no matter
how unlikely. His position implies Oswald sprinted about 136 feet across the
sixth floor. concealed his rifle. ran down four flights of stairs. darted into the
lunchroom and bought himself.a Coke between I 2:30 and 12:31 PM. which is
not only implausible on its face but rather difficullto reconcile with Howard
Brennan s account of a lmgering assassin. not to mentton that several women
who were on the statrway reported that he stmply wasn't there at the time.
Posner combines locations where Oswald was observed by witnesses (about
10') with hypothetical speculations (about 90') in constructing his scenario.
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So far as I am able to discern, that I 0� typifies the truth content of
Posner's work. None of us should be surprised that books like this are pub
lished. What is more distressing is that a reputable newspaper such as IM
New York T!mes should endorse an obvious piece of fakery as "brilliant"' It
takes no brilliance to distort evtdence. trash wnnesses and rewnte history 10
ftt a preconceived point of view. If your editors. writers. and reviewers do
not know enough to recognize garbage in a matter of this magnitude. what
confidence can we have in your reporting on lesser events? And what has
become of the critical standards that used to typify American journalism?
Yours truly.

�\1\-�
Yames H. Fetzer
Professor

Ford Made Key Change
In Kennedy Death Report
WASIUNGTON, July 2 (AP) 'fhirty-three years ago, Gerald R.
Ford changed - ever so slightly the Warren Commission's main sen
tence on the place where a bullet
entered President John F. Kennedy's
body when he was killed in Dallas.
Mr. Ford's change strengthened
the commission's conclusion that a
single bullet passed through Ken
nedy and wounded Gov. John B. Con
nally, - a crucial element in the
commission's finding that Lee Har
vey Oswald was the .SOle gunman.
Mr. Ford, who was a member of
the commission, wanted a change to
show that the bullet entered Kennedy
"at the back of his neck" rather than
in his uppermost back, as the com�
mission originally wrote.
Mr. Ford said today that the
change was intended to clarify
meaning, not alter history.
"My ·changes had nothing to do
with a conspiracy theory," he said in
a telephone interview.

The New York
Times (3 July 1997), p. AB,

According to

Warren Commission
member Gerald Ford
changed the description of
the President's back wound
from "his uppermost back"
to "the back of his neck", an
alteration that greatly
enhanced the plausibility of
the "magic bullet" theory.
Even the use of "his
uppermost back" appears to
be highly misleading, since
the wound was between his
shoulder blades at the level
of the third thoracic
vertebra, which would be
about six inches below the
collar.

[Editor's note:

See the Prologue and
Appendix

1.]
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UNIVERSITY OF Ml NNESOTA
10 Unn·�rJ,ryDri\•.
Dulutlr. MN .55812·1496

D.-partm�nl u/ Philtn•plfy

Du/111h c.,.,,

2/8-726-8548
Fo..t: 218-726-6386

I December 1993
Lawrence K. Altman . M.D.
The New York Times

229 West 43rd Street
NY 10036

New York.

Dear

Dr. Allman,
As it happens. I am a member of a research

group that includes Gary

Aguilar. M.D .. and David Man til(. M D .. Ph.D., that has been investigating the
medical evidence m the assassinati<>n of JFI-.:.

We-Dr. :VIalllik. in

particular

have made Significant discoveries about the X-rays in this case. which Dr.
Mantik has now established scientifically 10 be comp<�site fabrications.
We presented our findings during a press conference at Loew·s Hotel in

New York on November 18th. Unfortunately. because it was being sponsored
by a publisher. Carroll & Graf. at the invitation of an author with whom the
press has had uneasy relations. Harrison Livingstone. no one came. At least.
no one with an appropriate medical and scientific background was present.

A woman from Reuters struggled to compose a piece fcopy enclosed).
flimsy version of what we \\'ere presenting. Some
thing else went out via the Xinhua Owrseas News Service. but what I have
is only a fragment !copy enclosed!. These pieces do not appear to be very
which presented a very

successful in conveying the nature and significance of what we have done.

r would be grateful if you could take a look at "-'hat we have found. I
complete compendium or what v;as presented at that
time. In addition to our presematJ(lns. the appendices were also provided.
I hope you agree that our findings are of great i 111 portance 10 this case. If
you would like to contact any of those involved in this inquiry. please reach
am enclosing a fair ly

me at (218) 726-7269 (office! or ati21B1724-2706 lhomel.
Yours truly.

6M��
james H. Fetzer

Professor
enclosures
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New York Times Obituary for "Pepper" Jenkins

M. T. Jenkins, 77,

Doctor Who Tried
To Revive Kennedy

Dr. Jenkins was born in Hughes

Springs, Tex., the son of a country

doctor. He was a graduate of the

University of Tex as at Austin and
received his medical degree from its
medical branch in Gal veston in 1 Q•n
He became the director of the De
part men! of Anesthesiology at Park·

By WOLFGANG SAXON
Dr. Marion Thomas Jenkins, the
Texas anesthesiologist who tried to
resuscitate both Presi dent John F.
Kennedy and his a ssassin Lee Hu
vey Oswald, 31 years ago, died on
Monday at his home in Dallas. He
was 77.
hi�: '::�:i:.as stomach cancer,
m
,

Testifying during the Warren
m
Co mission's investigation ln 1964,
Dr. Jenkin s related the particulars
of the President's wo u nd s and the
actions he and his colleagues took on
Nov. 22, 1963. His testi mon y was
taken at Parkland Hospital by Arlen
Specter, then the a ssis ta nt coun�el of
the commission and now a Republi
can Sena to r from Pennsylvania.

Dr. Jenkins again was in the emer
gency room two days later for the
treatment of Oswald, who was
gunned down by Jack Ruby while in
police custody. The doctor's role was
described In the best-selling book by
Gerald L. Posner, "Case C losed Lee
Harvey Oswald and the Assassina
tion of J.F.K." (Random House,
1993), which sought to refute the
various consp i r acy theories about

land in 1948 and profe ssor and chair-

man of the Department of Anesthesi

ology at the Medical School in 1951.
Dr. J enk ins and a colleague de

vised a procedure th at is used every

day in operating rooms around the

world when they found that by giving

1.

1
.

an intravenous saline solution to sur 1
gical patients with stron g blood pres
sure and pulse, the need for a blood
transfusion was reduced.
Dr. Jenkins is survived by two
sons, Dr. Gregory L. Jenk ins of Los
Gatos, Calif., and Dr. Philip N. Jen
kins of Dallas; a da ugh ter. Christine
L. Jenkins of Los Angeles; a brother.
Vance K. Jenkins of Hughes Springs,
and two grandsons.
-

More obituaries
on

appear

preceding page.

;

the murders.

The copper-jacketed, 6.5 mm "magic bullet."
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Fetzer: Letter to Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr.

Departmini of Philosophy

10 Um\·u.wy Dril·r
Dulurh, MN 5581'1·2496
218-7�6-BHB
Far: 218-726-6386

Arthur Ochs Sulzberger
The New York Times
229 West 43rd Street
NewYorl:, NY 10036

Dear Mr. Sulzberger.

As an admirer of the paper you publish, I have been dismayed at the
irresponsible coverage of recent developments in the assassination of JFK
provided by The New York Times. An obituary of Marion "Pepper" jenkins
that appeared on 23 November 1994, for example. included a promotional
citation of a recent book by Gerald Posner entitled Case Closed as though it
were an authoritative source on the assassination, when that is manifestly
not the case. as virtually every serious student of this subject is aware.
In spite of a fatuous review of this book in your own newspaper, the
work is known to be a blatant misrepresentation of evidence in this case.
Mr. Posner took the prosecution brief prepared for a mock-courtroom trial
by Failure Analysis A ss ociates, disregarded the corresponding brief pre
pared for the defense, and pubished it without proper acknowledgement.
If you want confirmation, please contact Roger McCarthy, CEO of FAA, who
can easily be reached at (415)688-7100 (phone) or (4151688-7366 (faxl.

The New York Times is therefore participating in perpetuating a hoax
on the American people, first, by a completely irrespomible review of this
work, second, by citing 1t in an obituary (of all places!) as though it were a
responsible source. There are many other works of vastly greater merit on
this subject, some of which-such as David Lifton's Best Evidence-have also
been best-sellers. yet I do not find them cited in your newspaper. I deign
to suggest that a paper as distinguished as your own surely can do better.
Indeed, major developments involving the medical evidence are tak
ing place without discern able attention from the fourth estate. I enclo�e
a copy of the student newspaper of this campus, the UMD Statesman ( 27
January 19941. This issue includes an article based on a lecture in which

I summarized some of these developments. Jt is ironic and painful that a
student paper should be more responsible than our newspaper of record.
Yours truly,

��\!\-�
james H. Fetzer
Professor

�

�

;:J

STATESMAN
�-1�EJt®rr�i:t�k:�rrm�n;.;;�;:=:�;:�·x:}!�TBL&alf-�

Volume 64, Number 15

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

Thursday, January 27, 1994

JFK cover-up exposed by UMD professor
Fabricated evidence links Kennedy assassination with federal government
By Zach Johns
Staff Writer
Startling new evtdence has
been found about the assassi
nation of· John F. Kennedy.
The team of researchers who
made these discoveries was
organized by Dr. James H.
Fetzer of UMD's philosophy
department, who presented
this information last Wednes
day evening at a lecture 1n
Kirby Ballroom.
Fetzer and his colleagues
have found new medical evi
dence that conclusively shows
JFK was shot from two differ
ent directions. therefore mak
ing the "lone gunman" theory
Impossible and a conspiracy
definite.
This is underscored by new
evidence brought forth by
Fetzer's team that JFK's au
topsy photos and X-rays had
been fabricated. In r�cent
years many conspiracy thea-

New Findings in the Assassination of JFK
•Autopsy X-rays and photographs proved fabricated.
•Magic bullet theory proven impossible.
•Kennedy hit at least four times: once in throat (from
front), once in back (from rear), twice in head (from
front and rear).
•Autopsy drawings and photos of Kennedy's brain
concluded to

be of a brain

rles have abounded, charging
everyone from the Cubans to
· the mob to the Soviet Union
with the crime.
Fetzer says fabrication of
the autopsy X-rays can only
point to a cover-up from
withln the United Slates Gov
ernment.
One member of Fetzer's
group ls Dr. David W. Manllk.
Manlik ls a Ph.D. physicist
and M.D. radlolol!lsl who trav-

other than JFK's.
eled to Washington D.C. and
examined autopsy X-rays and
photographs In the Nallonal
Archives on four separate oc
casions.
He says that even when he
first looked at the X-rays with
his naked eye, there seemed
to be too much contrast be
tween the llghl and dark sec
tions In relation to X-rays he
had been used to seeing.
He applied a special tech-

nique
known
as
"optical
densitometry" to study the Xrays. 1bat technique had
never been used before on
JFK's X-rays. Using this technJque Mantlk discovered that
the autopsy X-rays are composiles - superpositions of
more than one Image - and
thereby altered.
Mantik's
discovery
also
provides powerful evidence of
two bullet wounds to the
head, whUe the Warren Commission stales there was only
one.
In addition, on the basis of
hi• study or U1e chest X-ra y,
Mantlk discovered that the
"maglc·bullet" theory Is linpossible because, according"
to his calculations, the bullet
would have to have struck
Kennedy's spine.
The X-rays show no dam·
age that would have been
caused had the wound s been
lnflicled the way the official

report describes them.
In combination with other
evidence, these findings indl
cale that President Kennedy
was hit at least four Urnes:
once In the throat (from ln
front). once In the back (from
the rear), and twice In the
head (once from the front and
once from behind).
The Warren Report and

HSCA report, both of which
affirm that he was hit only
twice. therefore. have been
completely dlscl'edlted
Dr.
Mantlk's discoveries.
An associate member of Dr.
Fetzer's team Is Dr. Robert B.
Livingston. Dr. Llvtn�ston has
reported a convcrs3.Uon he
had the day of il1e shooting
with Commander James Hu
mes, who headed the autopsy
team at BeU1esda Naval Has-
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JFK: Cover-up discovered
From 1
National l nstllute for Mental
Heallh and lhe NaUonallnsU·
lute of Neurological Diseases
and Blindness In 1963, paid
close attention to lhe news re
ports comlnl( ln.
When he heard lhat lhere
was a small frontal wound In
the President's throat. he con·
sldered It a "matter of utmost
Importance for the autopsy"
so he telephoned lhe hospital.
The reason he felt lhat Infor
mation was so Important was
because a small hole means
an entrance wound, which
meant Kennedy must have
been shot from lhe front.
In his conversation wllh
Humes, Livingston stressed
the importance of tracing lhe
path of U1e bullet and lhat, If
It were confirmed as a wound
of entr&nce and tf lhere were
bullets that were shot from
the rear. 1 hen lher.: would
have to be more than one gun
man. AI lhat mmnenl, Living
ston say�:;. thdr conversation
was Interrupted. After lhe
pause, Humes said, "Dr. Uv
inl(ston, I'm sorry, but I can't

talk wllh you any longer. The
FBI won't let me."
Despite
Dr.
Livingston
drawing Dr. Humes' attention
to lhe throat wound and
stressing Its Importance, Dr.
Humes said In his testimony
before the Warren Commls·
slon that he only learned
about lhe throat wound the
day after the autopsy.
Dr. Livingston believes that
this testimony and the FBI's
Intervention "means that the
autopsy (and Dr. Humes) were
already under explicit non
medical control prior to the
sla1i of the autopsy."
Dr. Livingston, who had ex
tensive experience wllh bullet
and shrapnel wounds serving
with U1e Navy Medical Corps
during World War II, Is also a
world authority on the human
brain.
He has noted that several
of lhe physicians attending
the President at Parkland
Hospital testified that they
saw cerebell•�m protruding
from the wound In the back of
lhe President's head. But the
autopsy photographs show

the cerebellum completely In· r
tact.
Based on multiple sources
of expert testimony descliblng
cerebellum tissue extruding
from the heAd and comparing
thai testimony wllh drawings
and phologmphs of U1e brain
that are available at the Na
tional Archives,
Livingston
has concluded lhat "lhe pho
tographs and drawings of the
brain In the National Archives
are those of some brain other
than that of John Fitzgerald
Kennedy."
Fetzer's gmu p presented all
of this lnformalion on Nov. 18,
!993 at a press conference In
New York City. Because It was
sponsored by an author of a
new book and his publisher,
only a few reporters turned
out. The re�rters who were
there were mostly book re·
viewers, not versed In the as•
sassination.
Although a reporter from
the Reul��rs uews
seiVice
wrote a story fc>cuslnl( on the
fabr!catl�n of the X-rays that
recelv�d some lnlematlonal
attention. a more comprehen-

JFK to 11

11

JFK: Press shuns story
From 4
slve btory written by an Assoetated Press reporter was apparenUy kllled at the national
desk.
Thus far. lhe most national
coverage
that
has
been
brought to these discoveries
were two sentences on CNN
the morning following lhe
press conference.
Fetzer observed that bolh
Mantlk and Uvingston presented their findings at a conference on the assassination
of JF1{ held In Dallas Nov. 1822 of last year and received

standing ovations.
"'This lack of coverage Is dtf·
ficult to understand," said
Fetzer. "At this point there has
been more International cov·
erage than national coverage!"
Thus, at· present. experts
on
the assassination are
aware of these developments,
but ordinary citizens are not.
Fetzer stressed the lmpor
tance of these discoveries.
'"l'he American people are en
titled to know what happened
to this countl)' on Nov. 22.
1963, and we are going to do
whatever \ve can to ensure
·that they find out."
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Part III
The Pursuit of
Justice in a
Bureaucracy

Cynical readers may find it difficult to believe that the nation's most so
phisticated newspaper, The New York Times, could be ignorant about devel
opments in the assassination of JFK, one of the few momentous events of
modem American history. And, indeed, the circumstances under which
our discoveries have received no significant national exposure lend them
selves to more disconcerting interpretations. An article by Carl Bernstein,
"The CIA and the Media", Rolling Stone (20 October 1977), for example,
suggests that our most powerful news organizations have worked hand-in
glove with the CIA in the past. Perhaps that relationship has continued to
this day.
Bernstein's analysis of this unhealthy relationship is laced with illustra
tions, including the conduct of Joseph Alsop, once one of our leading syn
dicated columnists, who took pride in his work for the CIA, which appar
ently included suggesting to President Ly ndon Johnson that the investiga
tion of the assassination of his predecessor might be well-served by ap
pointing a committee of inquiry, which became the Warren Commission.
Even more disturbing to me personally, however, was Bernstein's report
that certain news executives had entered into formal secrecy agreements
with the CIA, including, to my dismay, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Sr., of The
New York Times.
One of the problems with maintaining rational beliefs in the times in
which we live, as explained in the Prologue, is the need to avoid naivete
183
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without becoming paranoid. We can sustain our most cherished beliefs in
the face of contrary evidence by pursuing the practice of selection and elimi
nation, but that approach dictates we ignore evidence that is both relevant
and available. Without inviting paranoia, there are other indications that
coverage of these striking, even sensational, findings in the assassination
of JFK may have been suppressed for reasons other than ignorance.
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Bernstein reports that, according to CIA officials, their most valuable
associations by far have been with The New York Times, CBS, and Time,

Inc.

We made other attempts to reach out to the press to advise them that
major developments were afoot. When Robert B. Livingston, M.D., and

I were contemplating our alternatives for disseminating new informa
tion about the assassination, I suggested that we send a fax to 60 Min
utes, in which we describe his conversation with Humes on 22 Novem
ber 1963, which contradicts Humes' sworn testimony to the Warren
Commission and to the House Select Committee on Assassinations.
Livingston was reluctant to do so, however, because of the confronta-
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tional character of the program. Instead of that, he preferred to fax his
findings to Newsweek.
One of his reasons for taking this approach, moreover, was that
Livingston and Maynard Parker, the Editor-in-Chief of Newsweek, were
both members of the Board of Trustees of Stanford University. Thus, he
felt more comfortable proceeding in this fashion because Parker was
someone he knew and felt he could trust. The fax was sent out on Fri
day, 10 September 1993, and by Monday, 13 September 1993, I had re
ceived a call from the office of Maynard Parker advising me that the
material we had sent was being forwarded to Evan Thomas in Washing
ton, D.C., who was then completing a special issue focused on the assas
sination of JFK.
The special issue of Newsweek appeared on 22 November 1993, but
there was not a word reporting what Livingston had to say. Instead, the
bottom line was that there had been a cover-up, but it had been benign,
simply an attempt by bureaucracies to cover their tails in the aftermath
of the assassination, where they had badly blundered by failing to offer
the President adequate protection and by neglecting the threat posed by
Lee Harvey Oswald. So the critics were right-there had been a cover
up! But everyone could rest easy, because it was nothing to be worried
about.
When we then appeared at the press conference on 18 November
1993, copies of each of our statements were given to each member of
the press along with a bound set of supporting documents. Included in
that set was a copy of the fax that Livingston had sent to Maynard Parker.
If anyone noticed that the Editor-in-Chief of Newsweek had been given a
scoop he declined to pursue, I have not heard about it. In preparing for
the press conference, I had a conversation with Kent Carroll of Carroll
& Graf, who explained to me that we should spell everything out and
that I must not forget reporters are not investigators. That may be part
of the problem.
My efforts to interest the Department of Justice in our findings were
if anything even more disheartening. I wrote to Janet Reno, Attorney
General (with supporting documents), but I heard from Mary Spearing,
Chief, General Litigation and Legal Advice Section. She appreciated my
efforts, but suggested I study the HSCA report, which had appeared in
1979. I found this hard to believe, since the information that I was con
veying, which had not been available in 1979, went far beyond the scope
of the HSCA investigation, which was predicated upon the assumption
that the autopsy X-rays were authentic and were the "best evidence" in
this case.
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In her letter to me of 25 January 1994, Spearing explained that every
unsolicited letter is reviewed by at least three attorneys who are famil
iar with the assassination investigation and that, while they would be
glad to receive further "new evidence" from me, they regret that "we
will be unable to reply to your letters in the future." In my response of
30 January 1994, I observe that, unless these attorneys possess the sci
entific qualifications to appraise Dr. Mantik's studies, their opinions are
completely irrelevant. The concerns I am raising are scientific questions
about matters of fact and not legal questions that could be answered by
attorneys.
I had incidentally mentioned two of Robert B. Livingston's friends,
Robert McNamara and Elliot Richardson, in my letter to Janet Reno of
17 September 1993, which Livingston thought inappropriate. I there
fore wrote to them to explain the context in which this had occurred.
Their replies are printed here. Moreover, on 4 November 1994, during a
recent congressional campaign, President Bill Clinton visited Duluth. I
gave a copy of a video I had made about the assassination to an aide I
met in the gym, where the President would later speak, but I did not
presume it would actually find its way to him. I was grateful to receive
his letter of 2 1 November 1994.
Although the Department of Justice appears to have neither the tal
ent nor the inclination to pursue these new developments, I still believe
that there are some promising indications of renewed interest in these
matters. On 24 October 1994, for example, I wrote to John R. Tunheim,
Chairman of the Assassination Records Review Board, to invite his at
tention to work by Mantik and Livingston, which had been presented
during our ill-fated New York press conference. [Editor's note: See Part
II.] Very much to my surprise, he responded in his letter of 14 February
1995 by inviting me to meet with him in order to pursue these matters
further. We had a very cordial conversation.
A more important indication that the country might finally be moving
in the right direction has been the appointment of John Deutch as Director
of the CIA. Among his first acts has been to "clean out the upper echelons
of agency management", a change even The New York Times (22 May 1995,
p. AlO) has endorsed. I can only hope that his successor, George Tenet, will
possess half of his integrity and a quarter of his courage. If cases like the
assassination are ever to be legally resolved, however, we need special pros
ecutors who can convene grand juries, negotiate plea bargains, grant im
munity, and issue subpoenas, as Elliot Richardson, "Special Counsels, Petty
Cases" (The New York Times, 5 June 1995, p. All), has observed. The pur
suit of justice requires no less.
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Fetzer: Letter to The Honorable Janet Reno

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
10 UnriiU:$/ry Drn.Jt
Dulllth, MN 55812·1496

DalutltCIIMpus

17 Seplember 1993

118-726-8548
Fa.r: 218·716-6186

The Honorable janet Reno
Attorney General of the United States
Department of justice
Tenth and Constitution Avenues. NW
Room 4100
Washington, D.C. 20530
Re: New Evidence in the

jFt Assassination

Enclosures:

(I J Robert Livingston letter to David Lifton of 2 Mary 1992
( 2 J Robert Livmgston letter to Harmon Livmgstone of 5 May I <l92
(3 l Partial transcnpt of Perry's Press Conference of 22 November 1963
( 4) Partial transcript of Perry s Testimony before the Warren Commission
('))Short Curriculum Vitae, Robert B. Livingston. 1993
161 Brief Curriculum Vitae, 1993, Robert B. Livingston, M.D.
Dear Madam Attorney General.
This letter bnngs to your attention a witness whose testimony appears
to provide conclusive evidence that james Humes, one of the medical officers
who performed the autopsy on John F. Kennedy at Bethesda Naval Hospital.
had knowledge of the existence of a wound to the throat and of its import
ance as evidence of a shot fired from the front--and therefore of a second
gunman --on Friday, the 22nd, prior to conducting the autopsy. even though
he has claimed that he only learned of a wound to the throat the followmg
day, Saturday, the 23rd. after the autopsy was over. In 1963. this witness,

Robert B. Livingston. M.D.,
was the Scientific Director of (both) the National Institute for Mental Health
and the National Institute for Neurological Diseases and Blindness. which are
branches of the National Institutes of Health. a position he held originally in
the Eisenhower AdmmJSlrauon and later m the Kennedy Admmistration. He
was then land remains) an international authority on the human brain. with
extensive mllJtary expenence m dealmg with bullet and shrapnel wounds.

Dr. Livingston is extremely well-known and highly respected. not only in
his field of expertise but also through his official and unofficial contacts with
government officials, including, for example,
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Janet Reno. Attorney General of the United States

17 September 1993

ElHott Richardson, former Attorney General: and
Robert McNamara, former Secretary of Defense;
who number among his personal fnends. The impor tance of his experiences
in relation to the a�sassmatiun are 'll;eJJ-understood by those Wtth whom he
has had correspondence.mcluding, for enmple,

Harrison Livingstone, autbor of ll.iULTLe.AIOn_2, and
Peter Dale Scott, autbor of �nd Cover-Up.
Jf you would Jtke to know more about the m an htmseU' or the importance of
his testimony, l recommend that you contact these persons for verification
of hts past posttions and ongoing relattOnshtps with McNamara and Rtchard
son and of the stgmftcance of what he has to say wah Scott and Ltvmgstone.

Perhaps l should provide an outline as background to his testimony. As
you will discover from hts letters t o David Lifton and to Harrison Livingstone

(Enclosures ( l) and ( 21J. Dr. Livingston telephoned Dr. Humes the afternoon
of Fnday, 22 November l 993. to advise him of the evidenti ary Im portance
of the wound to the neck that was being widely reported on radio and tele
vtswn. espectally as a result of the Parkland Press Conference held earl ier 10

the afternoon. where Malcolm Perry the surgeon who performed a tracheos·
tomy on JFK. stated thr ee times that the wound to the throat was I or appear
ed to be) a wound of entrance (Enclosure (3lJ.
One of the most suspicious actions taken by Humes in relation to the au
topsy ts that he destroyed the first draft' of hts autopsy report. If he only
learned of the

extstence

of the throat wound on Saturday mornmg. as Arlen

Specter has remarked. however. then thiS behav1or mJght have been JUStifi
able. Thus. "Specter suggests that Dr. Humes altered h1s fmdmgs upon learn

mg for the first time. on Saturday morning. that the tracheotomy performed
by Dr. Perry in Dallas had ubliterated a bullet wound in the front of the Pres
idents throat' (In the Shadow of Dallas p. 69. citin g 2 WCH 367). (Indeed,
Perry would later maintain that he had been ·misquoted" during the press
conference and. when questioned by Specter before the Warren Commission.
would say his conversations with Humes were on Saturday (Enclosure i 4 !!. !

If Humes already knew about the throat wound. especially as a wound of
entry. prior to the auwpsy. he wuld not have learned for the first time of its
eiistence until after it had been completed. Given that Humes did not t;now
about it till the b ody was no longer available for examination and dissection.
2
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Janet Reno. Attorney General of the United States

17 Septemller 1993

he could then "infer" that it was an "eiit" for the hack wound, which could be
relocated upward where it would penetrate the body on the back of the neck.
thereby becoming conststent wtth Theron Ward's death certificate descnption
of Kennedy's death as due to multiple gunshot wounds of head and neck"!
If Dr. Livingston's testimony concernins hts conversation with Humes on
the 22nd is accurate. then it provides strong evidence for these conclusions:

(I) that Humes, Boswell. and Perry lied under oath, etc.,
12 I that government officials promoted a cover-up; and,
(3) that the single-bullet theory IS almost certainly false.
Even more s1gnif1cantly, an entry wound to the neck also destroys the Single
assassin scenarto t unless JFI> was look mg back toward the Book Deposttory
ory Building when he was struck m the throat. as Perry himself sugl(ested
before he was pressured into changing his testimony, which :illustrates the
strength of his enduring belief that the throat wound was one of entrance).

The "throat wound 1gnorance theory"--namely, that the doctors feigned
ignorance of the throat wound m order to suppress evidence that would un
dermine the aiHoo-fami!Jar off1cta! vers1on of the assass�natwn--seems to
be very difficult to restst m light of [lr. Ltvmgston s t est i mony

.

l believe

11

provides the kev to understandinl(. not the assassination itself. necessarily.
but the cover-up. In this sense. it may properly he regarded as a "smoking
gun·. From the nature of the cover-up, moreover, inferences conoerning the
assassination itself almost certainly can be more easily drawn.
If you would like to have more evidence in support of the throat wound
1gnorance theory, I would be glad to put you m contact With researchers who
have acoess to coptes of the death certificates, the transcript of the Parkland
press conference. and other documents obtained under the Freedom of Infor
mation Act related to Enclosures l3J and [4). If you would like for me to do
so, I can send you a video-tape of Dr. Livingston's testimony. (I have added
enclosures 15) and (6) for your use.J If there is any way in which I may be
of assistance m th1s matter. do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours truly,

�\(\�

Office: (218) 726-7269

James H. Fetzer

Home. <218) 724-2706

Professor

3
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Brief Curriculum VItae, 1993

Robert B. Livingston, M.D.

Education: Stanford University (AB, 1940); Stanford University School of Medicine
(MD, 1944); (Residency, lmemal Medidne !under Arthur L. Bloomfield], Stan fo rd

University Hospitals, 1943-1945).

Academic ApDointments: Stanford Uni'i&� (Instructor of Pathology (under
AMn Cox), 1�45); Yale University School of Med1ctne (Instructor to Asalstant
Professor of fhysio!ogy [under John F. Fulton], 1946-52); (concurrently) Harvaltl Medical
School (Ass 1stant Professor of Psychiatry [under Harry Solomon], 1947-48); UCLA

School of Medicine (Associate Professor to Professor of
and P jplogy . (urder
urse, U.S.
H. W. Magoun and John Field), 1952-57); Adjunct Professor, Mi7career
State Department, 1957-1964; Founding Chwr, UCSD School of Medicine, Departmen t
of Neurosciences (Professor of Neyroscjences, 1964·1989 [with Theodore H. Bullock,
Robert Galambos, Reginald Bickford, John O'Brien, Marjorie Seybold, Fred Gage, Robert
Terry, and Robert Katzman]; Guest Professor of Neurosciences, at Hlrnforschungsinstitut
der Universitiit ZUrich [under Konrad Akert], 1971-72); Scjence Adyjsor to His Holiness ,
the Dalai Lama], 1989--).

AnatoWc

�

[Aim of academic career is to investigate combinations of nervous and mental functi ons,
a variety of neuroanatomical, neurophysiological, behavioral and clinical techniques
and disclplnes.)

using

Universit• de G•neve (National Research Council Senior
Advanced Training:
Fellow In Neurology,[under Oscar Wyss), 1946-49!; UniversitatZOrich {ditto [under Walter
Rudolph H es s! . 1949); C o lle e de France (Wilhelm B. Gruber Fellow in Neurology,
[under Alfred f"essard) . 1949·5 ) ; Oxford University (ditto [under F.S.C. Little and Paul
Glees , 1950); Unlversitet GOteborg (US Public Health Service Senior Fe llow in
Neu ro ogy, [wi th Bo Gernandt and Holger Hy den), 1956); Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (Research Associate. N eu rosci ences Research Program, [under Francis 0.
Schmitt] , 1 961-1973).

g

l

National Service:

US Navy Medical Corps (Reserve), World War II. Lieutenant
{i.g.) to Lieutenant: Established and directed the hospital for wounded Okinawans and
POWs throughout the battle of Okinawa. U.S. Navy Bronz e Star, 1945;
"Interpreter" for surrender of Japanese Army in No rt h China, �U.S. Marine Corps needed
people with even modest Chinese and Japanese language trwni ng], 1945; Chief, Medical
Battalion Laboratory, 2nd Marine Divi sion, Tlensin and Peking, throughout "Cease-Fire'
between Kuomintang and Chinese Communists, 1945-46; EX9cutive Assistant to the
President, National Academy of Sciences, and Chairman, National Research Council, 1950·
52; Scientific Qji'ICfpr, National Institute for Mental Health, and (concurrently) National
Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness, 1957·1964; Member, first Life Sciences
Committee, NASA, advisory for life support systems, safety, communication, and
selection of first Ast rona uts, 1958·63; first National Scbgtar, Nat1onal Ubrary of Medicine,

Japanese

1964.

International DIDiomatic Contrlbut/onsaternational P hy sici a ns for the
Prevention of N uclear War (IPPNW), winner of 1985 Nobel Prize for Pe ace , J.f..E.M.W
�(with Lars Engstedtl to Egypt, Jordan. Syria, Kuwait, Bahrian, and SaudiArabia;
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to persuade Arab physicians to contribute internationally to the prevention of nuclear war;
I PP NW Ambaasac!or to Tibetan Govemment·in·Exile, Dharamsala,lndia. Contributed to
three successive East-West Dialogues 1987, 1989, 1990 on Mind and Life [under Tenzin
Gyatso, His Holiness, The Dalai Lama, winner of the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize]. Participant,
two International diplomatic missions conducted by the Center for the Study of the Person
[under cart Rogers] in Rust, Austria, and, with Gay Swensen [after Rogers' death] in San
Jose, Costa Rica, [under President Arias}. to establish a dialogue between the
governments of Nicaragua and the United States.

Research Contributions: Neocortical representations of visceral functions In
monkey and chimpanzee [with Ernest Sachs, Jr., Sam Brendler, and Jose Del9ado];
Human frontal and cingulate cortical representations of visceral functions [with Wilham P.
Chapman, William H. Sweet, and Kenneth E. Livingston]; Plasticity of muscle synergy in
humans (with Alfred Fessard, Jean Paillard, and Auguste Tourney); Eye movements
controlled by frontal eye fields and occipital visual fields in monkey; Frontal motor
representations In deep sulci of cats [with Jose Delgado]; Localization of frontal eye fields in
cats; Head turning and eye deviation elicited by stimulation of frontal cortex in freely moving
cats [under Walter Rudolf Hess, wllh Donald A. MacDonald); Explosive decompression at
high attitude Jwith Samuel Gelfan and Leslie Nims]; Use of biological potentials to wam of
anoxic anox1a (with Harold S. Burr]; Segregation, origin and destination of first-order
sensory dorsal column axons [under Paul Glees]; Central control of ascending sensory
pathways [with Raul Hernandez-Pe6n and Harald Scherrer]; Cortical influences on brain
stem conduction systems, and on brain stem arousal mechanisms (with John D. French,
Raul Hernandez Pe6n. W. Ross Adey and Joss Segundo]; Cerebrospinal fluid equilibria;
Somatic functions of the nervous system [with Raul Hernandez·Pe6nl; Differential seizure
susceptibi6ty in monkey cortex Jwlth John D. French!; Prevention of seizures In monkeys
by Intravenous procaine injectiOns [with John D. French. Bruce Konigsmark, and Ken
Richland); Vestibulo-spinal motor projections (with Bo Gernandt, Sid Gilman, and
Magdolna lranyi]; Brain mechanisms and behavior; Neurophysiology of brain stem
reticular formation (with Frederic G. Worden ; Neurophysiological contributions to internal
medicine [with Frederic G. Worden]; Long tudinal spinal and brainstem reflex systems
relayed through the bulbar reticular formation (with Muneo Shimamura]; Dynamics of
acoustic pathways under control of middle-ear muscles (with Arnold Starr and Peter Carmel;
What makes the sloth so slothful? [with T.H. BullocK, Donald B. Undsley, and Robert
Galambos]; Central control of receptors and sensory transmission systems; Role of
central nervous mechanisms relating to reinforcement: U�rastructure of myelin glial-axonal
junctions. and functional dynamics of synaptic boutons [under Konrad Akert];
Cinemorphology of whole human brain serial surfaces, in registration, exposed at
microscopically thin Intervals throughout the entire brain In 68 "normal" human brains (with
Roy Mills and Thornton Egge]; Three·dimensionai reconstruction of one whole human
brain, using interactive computer graphics [with Kent Wilson. Bill Atkinson, and Bud Tribble,
Ill). A film on this subject [produced under Sy Wexler] won sweepstakes awards at ali
major International documentary film festivals In 197617, and has been shown repeatedly on
NOVA, National Geographic Society, BBC, OMNIMAX, and many other television
rograms, worldwide. Undernourishment affecting human brain development in the U.S.
under Doris H. Calloway, with Helen Ross, and Elisabeth Stern). Expeditions include:
hips' Physician and Chief Diver, Scripps Institution of Oceanography Expedition
CAPRICORN Iunder Roger Revelle and Walter Munk], 195H952; Alpha Helix
Expedition to tlie Amazon [with Theodore H. Bullock and Donald B. Lindsley], 1968;
Expedition to Panama [with Theodore H. Bullock and Robert Galambos]1970.

j

�
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Research Publications:
Some 200 research publications including a few
research monographs. Chapters on Neurophysiology in a textbook for psychologists;

Chapters on Neurophysiology in a textbook for psychiatrists-these latter were
republished as a separate monograph,
Sensory Processing, Perception, and Behavior,
1978; Section on Neurophysiology consisting of a dozen chapters in Best and Tsylot's
Pf7yslologictMBasisofMsdicBIPraaioe, 11thEdtion, 1985, 121hEd111on,1990.
AMS Holiday Science Lecturer, for State-wide honor high school
Lecturesh ips;
students: Flonda, 1958, Oregon , 1959; National Sigma Xi Lecturer, 1960 and 1961�
Queen Kamehameha Lecturer, University of Hawaii School of Medicine, 1965; MAS
ChautauQua Lectureship [shared wl1h Elisabeth Stem), 1978 and 1979; Sachs Memorial
L..edurer , Darlmouth Medical School, 1981.

Extra·Currlcular Activities: Co-Incorporator [with John F. Fu•on), the JoumsJ at
the Hlfltrxy of Medcine 1951. Participated closely with Leo Szilard in founding the Council
tor Abolishing War, which became the Council for a IJvsbl8 Wolti
1962. Co-Incorporator
[with Richard J, Barnet, Marcus Raskin, and Christopher Jencks], of the Institute for Policy
Stucfes,1962. Co-lncorporator[with Fritjof Capra) of the Elmwood lnstiMe, 1979. Active
[under Bemard Lown) in
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nt.JCiear War, as
Emissary and AmbasSador; Deoutv Council representative for U.S. national
Pfrysidwls br
Social Responsibility; House of Delegates, 1986-88, President, 1992.
,

.

A map of the motorcade

route published in The
Dallas Morning News (22
November, 1963), which
does not indicate the
detour actually taken
through Dealey Plaza via
Houston and Elm Streets.
Continuing through
Dealey Plaza on Main
Street to Industrial
Boulevard would have
provided a more direct
route to the Trade Mart,
where JFK was scheduled
to speak. [Editor's note:
See Robert Groden, The

Search for Lee Harvey
Oswald (1995), p. 103.]
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U. S. Department of Justice
Criminal Division

w-._D.C 20530

DEC

7 1113

Professor James H. Fetzer
Department of Philosophy
Duluth CalapUOI
university of Minnesota
10 University Drive
Duluth, Minnesota
55812-2496
Dear Professor Fetzer:
Your two recent letters to the Attorney General regarding
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy were referred to
the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice for response.
You submitted "new evidence• related to the emergency treatment
and subsequent autopsy of President Kennedy in November 1963.
You expressed particular concern about the frequently debated
topic of the direction of the bullet which caused a wound to
In addition to providing copies of
President Kennedy's neck.
correspondence discussing this issue, you endorsed certain
published conspiracy theories.
As you are probably aware, in 1978, the united States House
of Representatives Select Committee on Assassinations issued a
detailed report regarding President Kennedy's assassination.
That report includes evaluations of the findings of the Warren
C.::.�i:;:::ion 3lil! :;·f num9.rous other ass9.ssinst.ion the'Jri'!s which
emerged after the Warren Commission completed its work.
The
Select Committee's final report and accompanying 12-volume set of
hearing reports, the latter consisting of exhibits and evidence
considered by the Committee, were released to the public and are
available in many public libraries.
Those Congressional
publications provide a detailed analysis of autopsy findings and
address many of the issues which you have raised regarding the
assassination of President Kennedy.

since the House Select Committee report, there have been
numerous private evaluations of physical evidence from the
assassination, including autopsy photographs and reports.
The
Federal Government has also released virtually all of its records
related to the assassination investigation, which records are
being made available to the public through the National Archives.
We believe that the issues which you have raised have been
thoroughly examined over the years, and that the evidence and
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analyses now available to the public from goverllllle nt and private
sources address your concerns.
We appreciate your efforts in contacting the Department of
Justice regarding this matter of mutual concern.
Sincerely,
Jo Ann Harris
Assistant Attorney General

� tl:'tJ� '

L
� �
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:l

'ii_ \. 1''"

y
pearin
Chief
Gene
itigation and
Legal Advice Section

James H. Fetzer, Ph.D., with Robert B. Livingston, M.D.,
in Shelter Island, California, on 13 June 1997.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
10 Univ�rJif'y Driv�
Duluth, MN 558/2-2496

Dulutlt Campus

18 December 1993
Mary C. Spearing, Chier
General Litigation and
Legal Advice Section
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of justice
Suite ZOO. Wash. Ctr. Bldg.

218-726-8548
Fax: 218-n6-6J86

PERSONAL AND
CONFIDENTIAL

I 00 I G. Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. Z0530
References:
(a) Letter from Mary C. Spearing to james H. Fetzer (II 7 December 1993
(b l Letter from james H. Fetzer to janet Reno of 17 September 1993 with
enclosures re: New Evidence in the jF( Assassination
(c) Letter from james H. Fetzer to janet Reno of Z7 September 1993 with
enclosures re: New Evidence in the jF( Assassination
I d) Letter from james H. Fetzer to janet Reno of H December 1993 with
enclosures re: Fabricated Evidence in the Assassination of jP(
Dear Ms. Spearing,
Th1s letter is written to lodge a complaint about your casual and dismis
sive response in reference (a) to information that I sent to the Attorney Gen
eral via references (b) and (c). The first paragraph of reference (a) acknowl
edges the receipt of "two recent letters to the Attorney General" but does not
otherwise identify them with respect to their dates or their contents, which
included several specific enclosures in each instance. Your letter indicates no
file number or other identifying number, leading me to suspect that it might
be impossible to retrieve my correspondence, were it appropriate to do that.
Let me indicate several reasons why I cannot take your reply seriously
as a response to the information provided by references (b) and (c). You say
I submitted "new evidence" using quotes around that phrase as an indication
that what I submitted is not really ney evidence. In your second and third
paragraphs, moreover, you refer to the report of the House Special Commit
tee on Assassinations as a rebuttal to my submission. But the testimony to
which I invited attention vas not presented to the HSCA and therefore was
neither accepted nor rejected during that investigation. It therefore surely
qualifies as "new evidence" in relation to the HSCA report that you mention.
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18 December 1993

Mary C. Spearing, Chief

Moreover, the information that I provided in references (b) and (c) ac
tually undermines the conclusions of the HSCA r eport . The testim on y of Dr.
Rob ert B. Livingston, who was the Scientific Director of the two National In
stitues of Health in the Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations (making
him the highest ranking scientist in both admini str ations), in particular, pro
vides decisive refutation of the claim-advanced repeatedly-that Bethesda
physicians Humes, Boswell and Finck did not know of a bullet wound to the
throat until Saturday, the 23rd, after the autopsy had been completed, as I
explained in reference (a). (See especially enclosures (I) and (2) thereto.)
You trivialize the importance of this testimony, which comes from an
unimpeachable source, in the first paragraph of reference (a), in which you
assert that 1 wrote to "express concern about the frequently debated topic
of the direction of the bullet which caused a wound to President Kennedy's
neck" and that, in addition to providing copies of certain correspondence. I
··endorsed certain published conspiracy theories". This summary or what I
did is highly misle ad ing , however, since I was not "e1oressiruz concern" but

provjdiruz evidence which appears to be conclusive. tha t Humes et al have
made false statements to tbe Warren Commission and tbe House Committee
If this evidence is accepted-and I cannot imagine why it should be re
jected, especially out of hand as you have done. by anyone with a serious in
terest in this case-then it provides the strongest corroboration of (what ref
erence (b) referred to as) "the throat wound ignorance theory". Thus l..xn
.

not merely "endorsing" certain tb,eorjes about the assa ssination the official
account bejng only the most inadequate but actually submittjns some very
i moortant evidence which retains its probative force whether you recognize
-

-

it or not Other significant evidence was provided by reference (c), including

the Swinford FBI re port describing exposed cerebral and cerebellar tissue.
,

As I explained in reference (b), the new evidence to which I invited the
attention of the Attorney General provides support for several conclusions:

(1) that Humes, Boswell, and Finck lied under oath. etc.;
(2) that government officials promoted a cover-up; and,

(3) that the siaale-bullet theory is almost certainly raise.

It also destroys the Warren Commission·s hypot hes is of a sole assassin firing
from the Texas School Book Depository Building. Acc ording to your response
in r efere nc e ial. h o w ever this amou nt to no more than my ·endorsement" of
.

·certain published conspiracv theories·. Such a reply is totally unacceptable.
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Mary C. Spearing, Chief

18 December 1993

I have now sent additional evidence to the Attorney General by means
of reference (d). The evidence that I have provided there invites attention
to several new discoveries made by David Mantik, M D. Ph.D. Dr. Manik is
both a Ph.D. in physics (Wisconsin) and an M.D. (Michigan), who is a board
.

,

certified radiologist practicing in California. Dr. Mantik visited the National
Archives four times during October and repeatedly examined the X-rays of
President Kennedy's skull and body that are preserved there. As you may
discern from reading enclosure (3) and Appendix G. he has discovered that
the X-rays are fabrications and that the HSCA single-bullet theory is wrong.

Dr. Mantik's findings are of the greatest importance to this case and go
far beyond the HSCA inquiry. Indeed, Robert Blakey has acknowledged on
several occasions-some of which I have on tape, if you want to view them
that testimony of many witnesses-such as Charles Crenshaw. M.D.-was not
taken because the house committee had access to ··better evidence", namely,
the autopsy X-rays and photographs. I therefore hope that you do not plan
to respond to reference (d) by referring again to the HSCA report, which has
been discredited by Dr. Mantik's objective and repeatable scientific findings.
I would also observe that other evidence provided by reference (d) de
serves serious consideration, including, for example, Dr. Livingston's conclu
sion that the diagrams and photographs in the National Archives that pur
port to be of the brain of john F. Kennedy must be of someone else's brain.
It does not take a rocket scientist to appreciate that the opinion of a world
authority on the human brain in a case of this kind must be taken seriously.
I therefore hope that you will not again trivialize the importance of what I
am submitting. I am not alone in believing that the Department of justice
has neither the talent nor the inclination to enmine this case objectively. I
therefore urge the appointment of a special prosecutor to pursue this case.
Yours truly,

�V�-�
James H. Fetzer
Professor
c:

Jo Ann Harris, Assistant Attorney General
Louis J Freeh. Federal Bureau of Investigation
The Honorable Janet Reno. Attorney General
The Honorable AI Gore. U.S. Vice Pr esid ent
The Honorable Bill Clinton. l' 5 President
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U.S. Department of Justice
Criminal Division

W..,.,..,.,D.C 20530

JAN 2 5 1994
Professor James H. Fetzer
Department of Philosophy
Duluth Campus
University of Minnesota
10 University Drive
Duluth, Minnesota
55812-2496
Dear Professor Fetzer:
Reference is made to your letter of December 18, 1993,
copies of which you indicated were sent to the President,
Vice President, Attorney General, Assistant Attorney General for
the criminal Division, and Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
You will recall that you objected to the response
which you received from this office to two previous letters to
the Attorney General regarding the assassination of
President Kennedy.
We are troubled by your view that you •cannot take (our)
reply seriously" and we will attempt to address your specific
concerns regarding the response which you received.
You
complained about our failure to identify the dates of your two
letters to the Attorney General which led to our response.
In
your letter of December 18, 1993, you identified three letters
(dated september 17, 1993, September 27, 1993, and
December 14, 1993) which you sent to the Attorney General; our
letter was a reply to the two letters in that list which you sent
prior to the date of our reply.
You also objected to our failure
to recite the contents, including specific enclosures, of those
While we did
letters, beyond our brief summary of your theme.
not believe that it was necessary to provide you with an
inventory of the enclosures which you sent to us, we can confirm
that we received all attachments, including correspondence from
Robert Livingston, various transcripts, an FBI report, and your
curriculum vitae.
You also objected to the use of quotation marks in our
reference to your submission of "new evidence."
The quotation
marks were intended to reflect that we were quoting your
characterization of your submission.
In fact, over the more than
30 years which have passed since the assassination, numerous
conspiracy theorists have debated the same aspects of the
assassination which you recently questioned -- the integrity of
named medical personnel involved in examination and autopsy of
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the President's body in 1963, the direction of the bullet which
struck the President and the resulting impact upon his body,
whether additional bullets struck the President, and whether
there were additional assassins.
These issues have been
repeatedly examined by both the government and numerous private
interests in response to theories and allegations raised by
others.
Accordingly, while the report of the House Select
Committee on Assassinations was prepared prior to your
allegations, as you noted, it does in fact address many of the
issues which you have recently raised.
As you may be aware, the Department of Justice has a wide
range of criminal justice and other responsibilities.
While the
Department has devoted substantial investigative, technical, and
legal resources to the Kennedy assassination during the past 30
years, other demands upon our personnel necessitate some limits
upon our efforts in providing responses to the substantial volume
of letters which we receive from frequent correspondents
regarding the Kennedy assassination.
Every unsolicited
submission is reviewed by at least three attorneys familiar with
the assassination investigation, and referrals are made to the
FBI as appropriate for further inquiry; but, it is not possible
to provide detailed written discussions of specific evidentiary
issues submitted to the Attorney General.
Accordingly, while we
would be pleased to continue to review any "new evidence" or
opinions which you refer to the Department, we reqret that in the
interest of conservation of scarce resources we will be unable to
reply to your letters in the future.
We appreciate the efforts of private researchers who have
continued to evaluate the evidence related to the Kennedy
assassination.
The ongoing disclosure, through the National
Archives, of almost all Executive Branch and Congressional
documents related to the assassination should facilitate such
Further, the publication of assassination theories will
efforts.
continue to support a very constructive process of public debate
regarding this important event in our history.
We appreciate
your interest in the assassination and your willingness to advise
the Department of Justice of your views.
Sincerely,
Jo Ann Harris
Assistant Attorney General

�i.ilu ( ;t,
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30 January 1991

10 Urriversity Driw
Dufutlt. MN 55812-1496
218-726-11548
Fa.1: 218-726-6186

Mary C. Spearifi3. Chief
General Litigation and
Legal Advice Section
Criminal Division

PERSONAL AND
CONfiDENTIAL

U.S. Department of justice
Suite 200, Wash. Ctr. Bldg.

1001 G Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20530
References:
(a) Letter from Mary C. Spearing to james H. Fetzer of 25 january 1994
(b)

".)FI Cover-Up .EJ:posed". UMD STATESMAN (27 january 1994)

Dear Ms. Spearing,
In reference (a) you indicate that the "new evidence" I provided by my
earlier c::orrespondence bad been dealt with by the HSCA inquiry and other
investigations. Since I was reportifi3 to you the results of studies of the X
rays c::onduc::te d in October 1993 employing a scientific technique known as
"optical densitometry" which bad never before been employed for this pur
pose, your response is not only logically absurd but scientifically illiterate.
I understand that you pass my submissions past three attorneys knowl
egeable about the assassination. but unless they possess the relevant scien
tific qualifications to appraise Dr. Mantik's studies-by virtue of possessing a
Ph.D. in physics and an Ml>. with a specialty in radiology, for example-their
opinion is c::ompletely irrelevant. This is a scientific question about a matter

of fact and not a legal question that c::ould be answered by a set of attorneys.
I have no interest in embarrassifi3 you personally or the Department of
justice. But I want you to know that this story is gradually making its way
into the public domain. (Take ten minutes of your time and read the article
in reference (b), which is enclosed. It wiU be time well-spent.) If you ever
involve yourself personally in a case rather than supervise those who deal
with them. this is the time. You must c::ome to grips with this development.
Yours truly,

.,.�--v\.�'1
)

james H.

Fetzer

Professor
enclosure
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ELLIOT

L.

RICHAROSON

INTERNATIONAL SQUARE BUILDING

1825 EY£ STR££T, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0008

October 4,

1993

Professor James H. Fetzer
Department of Philosophy
University of Minnesota
10 University Drive
Duluth, Minn
55812
Dear Professor Fetzer:
Thank you for your letter of September
26, 1993 and its enclosures.
They raise
disturbing questions
questions that I
didn't know my friend Bob Livingston is
uniquely able to shed light on.
-

·

As to the use of my name, I suppose I
would like to have been consulted in advance,
but if I had been I would gladly have
consented to its use for the purpose in which
it appears.
With best wishes,
S

i��

Elliot L.

cc:

Dr.

Robert B.

Richardson

Livingston
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Robert S. McNamara
1455 PumsJ1vania Avenae, N. W, Wash.i.gtea,D. C. 20004

November 15,

1993

Dear Professor Fetzer:
Please accept my sincere apologies for the delay in
responding to your September 26 letter re Robert
Livingston's testimony on the assassination of
Kennedy.

Your letter was received during Mr.

absence from Washington.
later,

President
McNamara's

Upon his return several weeks

he did ask me to write to you.

letter became attached to another,

Apparently the

and it has just come to

my attention.
In response to your letter,

Mr. McNamara asked me to say

that he is not qualified to discuss the matters raised by
Bob Livingston's letter,
the time,

and that it was his impression at

that the Warren Commission had made a thorough

report.
Again,

apologize for the delay

I

McNamara's remarks to you.
erely,

'•

U JUt_/ K-n-It.
ne Moore

v-

Secretary to
Robert s. McNamara

James H.

Fetzer

Professor
University of Minnesota
Department of Philosophy
10 University Drive
Duluth,

MN 55812-2496

in transmitting Mr.

Clinton: Letter to Professor James H. Fetzer

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 21,

1994

Mr. James H. Fetzer
Professor of Philosophy
University of Minnesota, Duluth
Duluth, Minnesota
55812
Dear James:
Thank you for the videotape.
It
was thoughtful of you to share your work
regarding the assassination of President
Kennedy.
I appreciate your generosity and wish
you the best.

Sincerely,
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Fetzer: Letter to John R. Tunheim

D�panmul of Philosophy

10 Un;l'ersirv
- Drirt
D�.�tulh, MN 55812·2496
218-726-8548
Fax: 118-726-6386

24 October 1994
The Honorable John R. Tunheim
COI'o7IDENTIAL

Chief Deputy Attorney General
The State of Minnesota
102 State Capitol
St. Paul , MN 55155-1002
Re:

New Evidence in the Assassination of JFK

Dear Mr.

Tunhe im,

As it happ�ns,

I am a professor oi philosophy at the University of

Minnesota, who teach es o n the Duluth cam pus (Enclosure (l)).

During 19-

92, I organized a researcO group to investigate the assassination of JFK
in response to a se r ies of art i cles that appeared in The Journal of the
AMA

(JAMA).

Our results have been significant (see, for example,

sures (2) and
in Enclosure

(3)

Enclos

and the summary of cur findings provided by the article

(4)).

Although I have made repeated effvrts to convey these findings to
the Department of Justi�e, the response I have received has been hope
lessly inadequate

(see Enclosure

(5)).

It is extrc:r:1ely distressing to

have made v;�hat a ppear lo be major discoveries of new evidence in this
case and to have them casu;tlly dismissed by the Department of justice.
I Yould be grateful for any advice

or

assi �tanc e that you might be in a

position to provide.
would be happy to provide you t.J"ith supporting materials about any
a�pect of our discoveries,

in person or by mail .

vel to Minneapolis to meet with you,

I �auld be glad to tra

if that would be appropriate.

I am

certain that I cou l d arrange for you to contact or to meet ·with- Dr.

David

Mantik, Dr. Robert Livingston. or other members of this group, if that is
something that you r.Jould prefer.

I hope you will agree that our findings

are of great importance to Lhis case.
Yours truly,

�v..�
Fetzer

James H.

Professor
Enclosures:
(1) Curriculum Vitae for James H. Fetzer,

Ph.D.

(2)

Statement by David Mantik, M.D.,

(3)

Statement by Robert B.

Livingston, M. D .

Ph.D.

(4)

Copy of Ul'ID STATESMAN

(27 January 1994)

(5)

Correspondence with the Department of Justice

Tunheim: Letter to Professor James H. Fetzer
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Assassination Records Review Board
600 E Street NW

•

2nd Floor

•

Washington, DC 20530

February 14, 1995

James H. Fetzer
Professor, University of Minnesota

10 University Drive
Duluth, MN 55812-2496
Dear Professor Fetzer:
I very much appreciated receiving your letter and accompanying materials regarding
the research that you and others have done on the assassination of President Kennedy. 1
found your materials to be very interesting and I regret that I have been unable to respond
until now. The Assassination Records Review Board has been busy organizing its work
including hiring staff and securing office facilities. I am very interested in meeting wit�
you to learn more about the research you have done. Perhaps we could meet in St. Paul a1
a time that would be convenient for you. A meeting involving other members of yoUJ
research group should perhaps await an opportunity to include Review Board staff in the
meeting.
As I am sure you are aware, the focus of the Review Board is to locate and secure
all documentary evidence of the assassination for eventual public release. It is certain!}
not our mission to solve any of the mysteries that remain surrounding the event, but we
are certainly interested in any kind of material -- written, photographic or otherwise
that would shed light on this very important subject.
-·

Please give my office a call and we can set up a time to discuss these issues more
fully. Again, I thank you for your interest in the work of the Review Board.
Sincerely,

John R. Tunheim
Chair

Telephone: (202) 724.0088 • Facsimile: (202) 724-0457
ADDRESS FOR REVIEW BOARD CHAIR:

102 State Capitol • St. Paul, MN 55155 • Telephone: (612) 296-2351• Facsimile: (612) 282-5097
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Using known dimensions of the communist newspapers "Oswald" is holding,
it is possible to prove that this photo is a fake. The subject is too short
to be the person Jack Ruby killed-who was about 5' 10" tallor the newspapers are too large to be genuine.

Part IV
The Zapruder Film:
Seeing but
Not Believing

For the 1996 JFK Lancer Conference that would be held in Dallas 21-23
November, I was invited by Debra Conway and George Michael Evica to
organize a session on the possibility that the Zapruder film might have
been edited or otherwise altered to misrepresent events in Dealey Plaza
on 22 November 1963. After extensive discussion, we agreed to hold a
preliminary workshop on the 21st that would be limited to a small group
of investigators for us to have the opportunity to exchange our findings
and critique our results prior to their presentation during the public ses
sion to be held on the 22nd. The workshop would last ten-and-a-half
hours and be followed by a four-and-a-half hour symposium.
The workshop participants included David Mantik, David Lifton, Jack
White, Chuck Marler, Noel Twyman, Ron Hepler, Roy Schaeffer, and
Robert Morningstar, with contributions by Martin Shackelford, Art
Snyder, and Sherry Gutierrez. The public session held on the 22nd in
volved presentations by Jack White, Chuck Marler, Noel Twyman, David
Lifton, David Mantik, and me. In my capacity as chair of this session, I
provided a framework for understanding reasoning about the evidence
in this case from the perspective of what is known as "inference to the
best explanation", which is addressed in the Epilogue. The chapters in
cluded here are representative of what we presented in Dallas.
After 20 years of thinking about the authenticity of the Zapruder film,
Jack White provides us with a veritable cornucopia of cinematic anoma207
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lies that establish a prima facie case that it has been edited in many dif
ferent ways. What I mean by this assertion is that, unless these anoma
lies can be "explained away" on rational grounds, their existence sup
ports drawing the conclusion that tampering has occurred on the basis
of an inference to the best explanation. If there are better explanations
for the white blob, the pink "spray", Greer's head-tum, the missing car
stop, the missing Connally left-tum, the peculiar change in the visual
field and so on, it is not obvious.
Jack White has achieved near-legendary status within the assassina
tion research community for his excellent work on the photographic evi
dence, including studies of the backyard photographs of Lee Harvey
Oswald that establish-conclusively, in my view-that they have been
faked. [Editor's note: See, for example, The Third Decade (September 1991)
and The Third Decade (May 1992).] Although he mentions in passing the
popular sentiment that it is difficult to prove a negative, there is an un
derlying ambiguity that overlooks the difference between non-existence
claims (such as that there is no intelligent life elsewhere in the universe)
and negations of generalizations (such as that it is not the case that every
President has been assassinated).
The reason why it may be possible to have conclusive evidence that
some of the evidence in this case-the autopsy X-rays or the diagrams of
the brain, for example-has been subject to fabrication or alteration is
because "proofs" of this kind do not require exhaustive research of every
possibility but only the establishment of specific fabrications or alter
ations. Thus, the attempt to prove that the backyard photographs are
genuine and not merely real-no one would dispute that they are photo
graphs and "real" in that sense-would require establishing that the sub
ject was indeed Oswald, that he had posed as portrayed at that specific
location at some specific time, and so forth, which is far more difficult
than finding specific features of photos proving them fakes.
Ron Hepler astutely observes that when the presence of a feature or
the absence of the feature renders an hypothesis inconsistent with the
evidence, it should be discarded in favor of alternative hypotheses that
are consistent with the evidence, as inference to the best explanation
requires. In this case, he discovered indications that John Connally was
struck twice, once by a bullet that entered his back and shattered a rib
before exiting below his right nipple (at about frame 315) and once by a
bullet that hit his right wrist and impacted in his left thigh (at about
frame 338), a round that appears to have been fired from the Dallas County
Records Building. This study by itself supplies enough evidence to refute
The Warren Report-even on the basis of the edited Zapruder film!
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As Mike Pincher, J.D., and Roy Schaeffer report, an important study by
Philip H. Melanson that appeared in The Third Decade (November 1984)
substantiates the claims advanced by David Lifton, Best Evidence (1980),
pp. 555-557, for example, that the film was in the possession of the Na
tional Photographic Interpretation Center run by the CIA already Friday
night, 22 November 1963. In their reconstruction of this occurrence, they
calculate that the film left Dallas about 4
D.C., by 10

P.M.

P.M.

CST, arrived in Washington,

EST, and was reprocessed in time for a new original and

three copies to be returned to Dallas by 7 A.M. CST the following morning.
Their study offers many indications that the film was subjected to editing
by the CIA, the most important of which is the blink pattern observed in
the film, which deviates from the pattern to be expected.
Not the least striking feature of Chuck Marler's contribution, which fo
cuses upon the Warren Commission's use of phoney numbers that were
changed from those established by the original surveyors of Dealey Plaza,
is how beautifully it illustrates the methodology employed by the
Commission's staff: if the evidence does not confirm the predetermined
conclusion, then ignore it, distort it, or fake it. It may come as no suprise
that Arlen Specter played a major role in manufacturing this evidence, analo
gous to those we have previously discovered with regard to the magic bul
let theory and the hypothetical question in Part I, which lend support to
Marler's proposal that he be tried for obstruction of justice.
David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., provides a fascinating and comprehensive
study of multiple indications that the film has been subjected to at least
two kinds of editing, which might be called vertical editing (removing whole
frames) and horizontal editing (editing within frames). His background mag
nification analysis provides convincing evidence that, as the limousine passes
the Stemmons Freeway sign, features in the immediate foreground are
being edited out and background features magnified, with an average mag
nification effect of 1.6: 1. Although it may be initially puzzling why the lim
ousine appears to recede to the very bottom of the visual field up until
frame 313, when corrections are made for this effect, the limousine moves
back toward the center of the visual field.
Even more importantly, Mantik amasses eyewitness and other photo
graphic evidence in support of a reconstruction of the missing frames, which
concludes that the driver, William Greer, actually brought the vehicle to a
stop in Dealey Plaza after bullets had begun to be fired. This was such an
obvious indication of Secret Service complicity in the assassination that it
had to be edited out. In agreement with Josiah Thompson, Mantik finds
that JFK was hit at least twice in the head-once from behind and once
from in front-but that these hits were temporally separated by as much as
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a second or more and merged together during the process of reconstituting
the film. This may be the most brilliant example of inference to the best
explanation in a complex case that we shall ever confront.
An important point of which Americans are generally unaware is that

legal procedure permits photographs and motion pictures to be used as
evidence in courts of law only when a foundation for their introduction has
been established by eyewitness testimony. According to McCormick on
Evidence, 3rd Edition (1984), Section 214, concerning photographs, mov

ies, and sound recordings, for example:
The principle upon which photographs are most commonly admitted into
evidence is the same as that underlying the admission of illustrative draw
ings, maps and diagrams. Under this theory, a photograph is viewed merely
as a graphic portrayal of oral testimony, and becomes admissible only when
a witness has testified that it is a correct and accurate representation of the
relevant facts personally observed by the witness.

The practice of the Warren Commission and apologists for its findings ap
pears to be the opposite, where photographs and films-including X-rays
have been used to discount the testimony of eyewitnesses, which is the
better legal evidence.
A widely-held belief holds that eyewitness testimony tends to be unreli
able.lt was one of the more remarkable aspects of Mantik's research, there
fore, that he discovered a strikingly high degree of agreement among mul
tiple witnesses about shots that hit the President's head. This led him to a
review of the current literature on the reliability of witnesses, including
Elizabeth Loftus, Eyewitness Testimony (1996 ). On Table 3.1, he discovered
a summary of research with 151 subjects, which reported that, when sub
jects considered what they were observing to be salient (or significant),
they were 98% accurate and 98% complete with respect to their observa
tions-reinforcing their importance as evidence and offering one more in
dication that popular opinions are not always true.
The problem with photographs and films-including X-rays, we now
know- is that they can be subjected to alteration and fabrication. Contro
versy over the admissibility of photographs of 0 .J. Simpson wearing Bruno
Magli shoes, which his civil counsel maintained had been faked, offers a
recent illustration-one that tarnished Robert Groden's reputation, in spite
of his excellent work on the assassination of JFK. The Oswald backyard
photographs, which have been shown to be fakes (as I have explained above),
tum out to support Oswald's contention at the time that his face had been
imposed upon someone else's body. What is fascinating about this discov
ery is that it would have been unnecessary to frame a guilty man, one more
striking indication Oswald was the "patsy" he proclaimed himself to be.
-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Evidence . . or Not?
The Zapruder Film:
Can It Be Trusted?
20 Years of Thoughts About

the Authenticity of the
zapruder Film

Jack White
In the mid-1970s when I first was privileged to meet legendary editor, au
thor and JFK researcher Penn Jones, Jr., I had already been studying the
assassination for more than ten years. I had developed a slide show called

The Framing ofLee Ha1Vey Oswald which I would show to anyone willing to
listen. In due time, I showed it to Dallas researcher Mary Ferrell, and she
said, "Penn must see this."
She invited to her house to see my show, as I recall, Penn, Gary Shaw,
the late Larry Ray Harris, and several other researchers. We all sat around
well past midnight discussing the case and the slides I had shown. All were
highly complimentary, but a comment that Penn made stuck with me.
"Your show is very good, but it is too general and repeats information mostly
already known or published by others. To really do good research, you need to

specialize! Pick out one or two JFK subjects that really interest you, and then
research the hell out of them," Penn advised me in his usual colorful manner. I
soon refocused my research into two areas which interested me most .. ( 1) all
the photographs related to the assassination, and (2) the identity of the accused
.

assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald.
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The first area was a natural outgrowth of my occupation ...advertising
art director and photographer.I was rather expert with still cameras, had
shot thousands of slides, and operated my own darkroom.
The second area interested me for several reasons.Oswald, his mother,
and his brother all had resided in Fort Worth, my home town.I already was
familiar with his defection and many other things about him.Yet the inves
tigation of him by the Warren Commission seemed very superficial. And
the motive ascribed to him seemed absurd. It was obvious that Oswald
probably was operating on behalf of some intelligence agency, and was
controlled by his handlers to take the fall for the assassination.
Penn invited me to one of his lectures, and I eagerly accepted.The high
light of his talk was the showing of Mark Lane's Rush to Judgment film, and
a showing of the Zapruder film which was photographed from a movie
screen.It was very poor quality and dark.It was spliced onto the end of the
Lane film, which was on 16mm, and to get it to 16 mm, Penn had projected
a small 8 mm copy on to a screen and rephotographed it with a 16 mm
camera.Poor as the image was, it was a shock I will never forget, to see the
President's head explode.It made me ill.
Afterward, I learned that Penn had for sale small 8 mm spools of the Z
film. He had been among those who helped "liberate" the film (into the
hands of researchers) while a copy of it was in the possession of New Or
leans District Attorney Jim Garrison. Garrison let it be known among re
searchers who were helping him that the subpoenaed Z-reel would be in
his office overnight without special security, and well ... if someone happened to "borrow" it overnight and have it duplicated ...well, he just would
not have any idea how that could have happened.
A word to the wise was sufficient. Copies were made and the film re
turned to the DA's office without its being missed. Penn and several other
early researchers ended up with copies, which they then had further dupli
cated.The color was poor, the quality was bad, but there it was for anyone
to see ...the Zapruder film of the killing of John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
I gladly paid Penn the $20 cost for the small 8 mm spool, even though I
did not have a projector ...but I quickly remedied that by purchasing one.
I guess I was the only person around who owned a projector just to show a
single strip of film lasting less than 20 seconds. From then on, I opened
each slide presentation by cranking up the little projector and shocking the
spectators by showing the Z-film.Without fail, the audience gasped audi
bly each time as the President's head exploded.
I was both sickened and fascinated as I watched this silent 8 mm film
over and over during my JFK lectures.I had no reason then to doubt that it
was the most accurate record of what had happened in Dealey Plaza.
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Later Penn obtained from Robert Groden a much better 16 mm copy of
the film, which had been steadied by Rotoscoping. The color was much
superior to the murky 8 mm pirated copy. It had a sound-on-film narration
by Penn. I was one of the first to purchase one of these superior copies
from Penn for $90. Again, I did not have a 16 mm projector, so had to invest
about $600 in a Bell and Howell 16 mm sound projector. Even though all
my lectures were free, I felt that this investment would vastly improve the
impact of my slide show. I was right; audiences were fascinated by such a
graphic depiction of the execution of the President.
Then in 1977 I obtained excellent 35 mm slides of each frame from
Groden slide copies. After careful frame-by-frame study, I began to have
questions about seeming anomalies I had noticed. As possibly the first re
searcher to speak publicly on these questions of tampering, I have pointed
out many of these things in my lectures for more than 15 years, as Jim
Marrs documents in his 1989 book Crossfire.
First let me state that my area of photographic expertise is "still" pho
tography, not motion pictures; I have never owned or operated a movie
camera. Although many of the principles are the same, I have hesitated to
get too involved in researching this important motion picture film, because
true expertise is required and hard to establish . . . and it is difficult to
defend one's observations without proper qualifications.
However, even without movie expertise, anybody with a good eye and a
little common sense can make valid observations when examining a movie
one frame at a time, for then it becomes an inspection of a series of still
photos, each frozen in time, and not necessarily dependent on movie tech
nology. So in examining the slides of each frame, here are some of the
things I have noticed:
1. The white "blob" on JFK's right temple. It is very white, changes
size and shape, moves around and seems to show that the President's
forehead was missing. The part of JFK's head which remains seems
totally inconsistent with the autopsy reports and witness observa
tions.
2. The pink "spray" of brain matter goes only forward and is obvious
for only one frame. I believed it should go backward from the exit
wound and be seen for several frames.
3. Greer's sudden head turn to look at JFK seems unnaturally abrupt.
Other researchers have done intensive studies of the timing of
Greer's movement.
4. Numerous witnesses reported that the limousine nearly came to a
complete stop, yet I cannot detect a limo stop either in the motion
or still frames. The brake lights come on, but the limo speed seems
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to remain constant. The blinking lights in front seem to not be
uniform. [Editor's note: See Mike Pincher and Roy Schaeffer, Part

IV.]
5.

Connally said he turned to his left to look at the President, then
turned to his right. The film does not show this. Other parts of his
testimony, as well as that of other limo occupants, do not seem to
match what is seen.

6.

After Kennedy has been hit, there is no blood on Connally's right
cuff from a magic bullet wrist wound, and he continues to grip his
Stetson hat. Such massive damage would have caused blood to
spurt immediately, and it seems that for the single bullet theory to
work, blood would have been seen quickly after JFK is wounded.
And, of course, if his major major wrist nerves were severed, he
could not have continued to hold the hat.

7.

As the limo gets closer to Zapruder, the field of view seems to de
crease more than it should, almost as if Zapruder was zooming in
on the limousine, y et he testified that the zoom was set on maxi
mum telephoto for the entire film. The cropping of the limousine
seems too extreme at the bottom, cropping out the Newmans, who
were standing by the curb. I believe the Newmans should have
appeared in the foreground at about the time of the head shot. But
if frames have been eliminated, leaving the Newmans in the frame
would present major problems; therefore I think the fabricators
zoomed in and cropped the Newmans out of these crucial frames.
Perhaps even the reflections of the Newmans in the shiny side of
the car could have been a problem. For instance, examination of
Willis 5 slide reveals much detail of the TSBD reflected in the trunk.
It seems reasonable that the Z-film should also show reflections.

8.

Unnatural jerkiness of movement or change of focus or movement
is apparent in certain frame sequences. In two frames, in the fore
ground of each, the limousine is in sharp focus. But in the back
ground, Jean Hill and Mary Moorman are sharp in one frame and
blurred in the adjacent frame. This is repeated in the next two
frames. Photographically, this is impossible, I believe.

9.

A white spot on the grass behind the limousine seems to move
erratically rather than smoothly as it should, and seems to change
size and shape. Dr. David Mantik has done a very thorough analy 
sis of this phenomenon.

In subsequent y ears, I have continued to study the film, plus books and
articles about it, and other researchers have suggested to me other pos
sible areas of tampering. The most significant of these are:
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Observation 1
Ron Redmon, a school principal in Indiana, has studied the Z-film ex
tensively.Ron discovered that approximately 20 spectators along the north
Elm curb east of the Stemmons sign do not appear to move for more than
three seconds, while every spectator on the south curb does move.By over
lapping images from two slide projectors, I determined that Ron was prob
ably correct. It seems to me that a single image of the 20 spectators had
been repeated over and over. It seems improbable that in this period of
time not a single person moved an arm or leg, waved, or changed position
to any noticeable extent. Ron speculates that when frames were removed
in this sequence, spectator movements would have been very jerky, so they
had to be stabilized by repeating them.In correspondence with me, Ron
also mentioned many other possible signs of tampering, which he summa
rized in The Fourth Decade in March of 1995. These include:
A. In frames 144-153 (one-half second), spectator Hugh Betzner
has moved a distance which exceeds human speed capability ...
indicating excised frames.
B. In frames 155-161 (one-third second), spectator Linda Willis has
turned 180 degrees and comes in contact with spectator Robert
Croft, another instance of superhuman speed ... again indicat
ing excised frames.
C. In frames 161-180 (approximately one second), Linda Willis takes
several steps, and Rosemary Willis takes several steps ... again
much too fast, indicating excised frames.
D.

Looking at the Stemmons sign, in frame 161 it is in perfect con
dition, but by frame 183 there is a significant notch on the top
left edge, y et by frame 188, the notch disappears.

E. In frame 255, Ron speculates that a fake shadow has obscured
driver William Greer, to his west. Since the sun was overhead
and to Greer's left, Ron say s this shadow is inconsistent.
F.

In frames 312-321, Governor Connally turns 90 degrees in one
half-second.Also the white spot on the grass in the background
moves more than 10 feet in one half second.

G. In frames 321-336, JFK's head moves from the seat back to lean
ing forward with his head in contact with Jackie's left arm in less
than one second, seemingly too fast.
H. In frames 153-155 (one-ninth of a second), a woman who is the
thirteenth person east of the Stemmons sign has shifted her feet
significantly ...more than should be possible.
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I.

In frames 335-336 (one-eighteenth of a second), Jackie moves
her right arm a significant distance.Ron reminds us that labora
tory tests show that a human ey e blink is one-twenty -fifth of a
second, and a flinch or startle response of moving an arm, leg or
head takes one-fifth of a second as a basis for his conclusions.

J. Comparing the Willis 5 and Betzner photos, which are almost
simultaneous in time, Ron notes that in Willis five adults and a
child can be seen framed between the posts of the Stemmons
sign, but in the Betzner picture, from a similar angle and a split
second earlier, the same persons are not seen.Also, two women
appearing in Zapruder in this sequence (188-21 0) should be seen
in Willis and Betzner are not seen.
K.

In recent correspondence with me, Ron cites Dan Rather's de 
scription of the film and compares it to what is seen.Rather, of
course, was one of the first persons to view the Z-film. Early in
his commentary, Rather say s the film shows ... "The President's
automobile was preceded by one other car ...[the film does not
show this] ... the President's black Lincoln automobile made a
turn, a left turn, off Houston Street onto Elm Street [the film
does not show this].It got about 35 y ards from the corner of Elm
and Houston ... at the moment the President put his hand up
and lurched forward and it was obvious he had been hit ..."
The present film begins with the limo already on Elm at frame

133 and the forward lurch is between frames 188-200. "Gover
nor Connally," Rather continued, "...in the seat just in front of
the President, sensed something was wrong .... his coat was
unbuttoned ...and as he turned he extended his right hand to
ward the President, he exposed his entire shirt front and chest
... and was wounded with ...a second shot (as Redmon com
ments, no existing Zapruder frames show the specific action that
Rather describes, with the governor in full turn with hand ex
tended toward the President). Rather continues, "... the third
shot hit the President, and ... his head went forward with con
siderable violence." Was Rather looking at an unaltered different
film ...or is he just a lousy reporter?
L. Ron also documents how several lampposts seen in the Z-film
have seemingly changed locations compared to other photos
taken that day.He goes into this in detail in an unpublished manu
script. In comparing the Bond slides, the Bronson slide and the
Z-film, some of the lamp-posts seem to change position.
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M. In frame 213, Ron notes that shadows of several bystanders are
at the right border of the frame, disappear in frames 214-216
and reappear in frames 218-19, a seeming improbability.
N. Ron has compared the known Bronson slide with the Z-film, and
concludes that either the known slide has been cropped, or else
there was a second unknown Bronson slide, because an FBI docu
ment describes things not seen in the Bronson slide.
0.

In the Altgens photo, motorcycle officer Chaney seems to be di
rectly abreast the limo, looking directly into the face of JFK; no
Z-slide can be found which shows this.

P.

Also in the Altgens photo, a shadow in the street of a spectator
aligns with officer Martin's motorcycle. The Z-frames that show
this shadow/bike alignment are 240-242. But the problem with
this is that Jackie Kennedy, Greer, and Kellerman are shown in
entirely different positions than in the Altgens photo.

Q.

Ron also has devoted extensive study to indications that a free
way sign similar to the Stemmons sign, known to exist and seen
in other photos, cannot be seen in the Z-film, but should be.

Observation 2
Chuck Marler discussed with me, and also wrote articles regarding his
motion study of the limousine, his study of the flashing limousine lights,
and the rapid tum of Greer. Along with Noel Twyman, Chuck made exten
sive motion picture studies of head turns, and found that a head tum of
150 degrees in one-eighteenth of a second is impossible, as Greer is shown
doing in frames 302-303. Chuck's test show that such a head tum should
have taken at least 5 frames. What happened to the four other frames?
Observation 3
Milicent Cranor discussed with me what she interprets as condensation
streaks she thinks are bullet paths, and also her evidence that frames have
been removed in several places, particularly relating to Connally move
ments and JFK movements following the head shot. She did an extensive
study of Connally's movements from photos and witness statements, and
says the Z-film does not correspond to other evidence. Also Milicent claims
to have at one time viewed at a major network studio a version of the Z-film
which contained things not seen in the present film. She asked to see the
film at a later time to confirm what she had seen earlier; her request was
refused.
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Observation 4
Richard Bartholomew discussed with me why he thinks numerous
frames have been selectively removed. Richard is related by marriage to
friends of the Zapruder family, and thus has some inside information. He
says Mr. Z was troubled by several things he distinctly remembered seeing
no longer being in the film, such as certain movements by Kennedy and
Connally he could not find. Richard also noted that frame 227 has a mo
tion blur in which Connally's head seems to face in opposite directions.

Observation s
Dr. David Mantik has discussed with me why he thinks certain frames
have been removed and/or resized. He agrees with my impression that the
film seems to zoom-in as the limo nears the point of the head shot. He has
done a thorough mathematical analysis of the white spot on the grass in
the background which seems to change size and shape and moves about
erratically. He also thinks the Newmans may have been cropped out of the
foreground to disguise the effect of missing frames.

Observation 6
Harry Livingstone, in Killing Kennedy, brought many of these valid ob
servations together into a single source, despite numerous technical inad
equacies. I will not attempt to summarize Harry's many excellent observa
tions here, as he covers them thoroughly in his book. He repeats many of
the observations that I and other researchers have pointed out as being
possible areas of tampering.

Observation 7
Daryll Weatherly, in an appendix to Livingstone's book, presents his
Vector Analysis blurring study, which is perhaps the most important new
scientific evidence of tampering. Again, I will not summarize his findings
here, as it is better to read it in Harry's book. Essentially, Weatherly has
noticed motion "streaks" in various frames by which he can make determi
nations using mathematical calculations which he calls Vector Analysis. It
is a little over my head, but I highly recommend that it be read by everyone
interested in the possibility of tampering. If Weatherly is correct, his analy
sis alone may prove tampering.

Observation 8
Robert Morningstar, like Mili Cranor, also has discovered condensation
lines (or vapor trails) of possible bullet paths in certain frames. He also has
showed me a frame from a CD ROM version of the film, which I have as yet
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been unable to verify, in which Jackie's face is totally blank, without eyes,
nose or mouth. And on another frame, he has discovered a mysterious very
tiny register mark ( +) in the extreme lower right comer of one frame.
Morningstar, working in conjunction with earlier research done by Roy
Schaeffer, has developed an excellent analysis of the limousine's flashing
lights, which in the Z-film do not flash at the expected flash rate. This was
first pointed out to me about 1990 by researcher Schaeffer, and a year or so
later by Chuck Marler. In 1996 at the JFK Lancer Conference in Dallas,
Morningstar learned of the flashing light studies of Schaeffer and Marler,
and has taken it several steps further with a highly analytical research pa
per, which appears to show conclusively that frames have been removed
from the film.
Observation 9

Jim Marrs furnished me a copy of a letter by Chester Breneman, Dealey
Plaza surveyor, who assisted Life Magazine and the Secret Service with
motorcade reconstructions. Breneman had been furnished color enlarge
ments of all Z-frames to work from. Breneman wrote, "On 3 frames after a
frontal entry shot, we saw blobs leaving the back of the President's head and
disappearing on the fourth frame." These blobs cannnot be seen on the ex
isting Z-film. Breneman also said that, "many of the frames used for posi
tioning during reinactments were not included among those published,
and that all the frame numbers had been changed."
Observation

1o

Researcher Alan Eaglesham, Ph.D., has done a study which shows that,
in two frames of the Muchmore film, the position of JFK does not corre
spond with the President's position at approximately Z-280.
These are all valid reasons to distrust the Zapruder film as evidence.
These are questions which must be resolved. I do not know the answers.
Because movie photography is beyond my field of expertise, I have no way
of knowing the "who and how" of possible tampering. Some researchers
and self-proclaimed "experts" deny the possibility of tampering because
technically in the 1960s it was "impossible" to tamper with 8 mm film and
have it appear to be a camera original. But I know enough about photogra
phy in general to say that almost anything is possible in image alteration,
even though the general public may be unaware of it. Much further study is
needed. But let me close by just saying this: If even one of these anomalies
noticed by researchers is valid . .. then the Zapruder film has indeed been
tampered with ... and thus is a false record of the crime of the century!
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The Case for
Zapruder Film
Tampering:
The Blink Pattern

Mike Pincher, J.D., and Roy L. Schaeffer

It has long been presumed that the world-famous Abraham Zapruder
film of the 22 November 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy
in Dallas, Texas, is the single most demonstrative piece of evidence in
that crime. It has been used to calculate the number of shots fired that
fateful day, when and from where. T he Warren Commission placed heavy
reliance upon it in incriminating Lee Harvey Oswald, and the
Commission's critics have likewise used it to proclaim the impossibility
of the "lone gunman" hypothesis.
But regardless of the leanings of the analyst, the film is traditionally
perceived on a "what you see is what you get" basis-not on its inconsis
tencies and incongruities. Its fundamental reliability has rarely been
challenged. T he purpose of this paper is to show that, after the initial
development of the film at the Kodak film processing laboratory in Dal
las, crucial editing was performed within an approximate five-hour time
period between the assassination itself and the debut of the film to the
news media the following morning in Zapruder's "Jennifer Jr., Inc." dress
shop on Elm Street directly across from the Texas School Book Deposi
tory. Editing of such a wholesale nature leads to the inevitable conclu
sion that there has been a conscious concealment of compelling evidence
establishing a conspiracy to kill the President.
It will also be shown that the conspicuous editing at Z-132-133
(wherein one of the lead police motorcycle escorts proceeding westward
221
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down Elm Street in the middle lane vanishes into thin air to be instantly
replaced by the Presidential limousine in virtually identical position) was
not a harmless deletion of extraneous action but, rather, part of an over
all effort to conceal vital information in ascertaining the true assassina
tion scenario.

Specific Instances of Film Editing
The Zapruder film that is most widely shown to the public contains 486
frames, 1 and can be broken into three parts based on their scenery. The
First Scene was prior to frame labeling and consisted of 16 frames.

Therein, Beatrice Hester is sitting down on a park bench, with her hus
band Charles sitting on concrete steps immediately to her right. Marilyn
Sitzman, their friend, is standing facing them about equidistant between
them, her back to the viewer. The park bench was only a few yards from
the pedestal on the North Pergola where the Zapruder assassination foot
age was taken. Beatrice is wearing a green dress and looking toward her
husband. She is seen holding her purse on her lap with her right hand,
with her left hand motionless near her chin. Charles is dressed in a dark
suit and is looking toward Marilyn, with both of his hands grasping a
brown lunch bag between his two legs as he is leaning slightly forward.
Marilyn is wearing a black head scarf and beige dress; she faces the
Resters and appears to be talking to them.
In this brief footage there are basically two principal movements oc
curring within .9 seconds of film, one visible to the naked eye on close
scrutiny and one not. The visible movement is of Marilyn's right forearm
swinging upward rapidly to her waist to complete the folding of her arms
within six frames, about one-third of a second at 18 fps, an impossible
feat. The second movement, invisible to the naked eye, is Charles' head
turning 60 degrees in one frame to look at Beatrice, another impossible
feat. The viewer would have to see that frame in isolation.
The reader is advised that this overall16 -frame sequence appears on
most copies (absent special deletion) and can only be practically observed
by using a single-frame counter on most VCRs. This sequence is of para
mount importance because this editing reflects the technique utilized
throughout the numbered frames in the main body of the film.
From frame Z-001-132, Scene Two captures the movement of three
lead motorcyclists reaching the intersection of Houston and Elm Streets.
Therein, one of the three leaves the formation by proceeding north on
Houston Street while the other two complete the tum onto Elm. Zapruder
continues to film the progress of the two cyclists approaching him on
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Elm Street until frame Z-132. At Z-133, Scene Three shows the Presiden
tial limousine replacing the cyclist as aforementioned and proceeding
westward down Elm Street about three seconds prior to the first shot
(presuming its occurrence at Z-189) and continues until after the assas
sination is completed and the film ends at Z-486.
Three other specific instances of film deletions appear, first, between
Z277-287 [where Charles Brehm's son magically appears clapping his
hands next to his father, an impossible movement within an approxi
mately one-half second time interval (further explained later)], second,
at Z-312-313 [the head blast] and, third, Z-315-321 [limousine driver
and Secret Service agent William R. Greer's head movements from back
to beyond perpendicular (front) while front seat passenger Secret Ser
vice agent Roy Kellerman remains practically stationary looking to his
front]. The Z-312-313 head blast, depicting a full mushroom cloud ex
pulsion of blood and brain tissue within the confines of two frames, con
founds all natural laws of physics. This effusion achieves full vertical
height within one-ninth of a second, defying the normal stimulus and
reaction time of one-quarter of a second. In real time, presuming the
generally recognized Zapruder film speed of 18.3 frames per second (fps),
this apex would require 4.5 frames to occur. 2
At Z-315-316, Greer begins turning his head from looking back and
facing the President to returning to the front at about 15 degrees, an
exaggerated movement. At Z-316-317, however, the head turn is an in
credible 110 degrees, an impossibility within the confines of a single
frame, one-eighteenth of a second time interval.
Likewise, the two-frame, one-ninth of a second, 125-degree scenario,
is also impossible. Although Greer's turning of the remaining 40 degrees
at Z-317-321 to fully face the steering wheel is conjectural, his total 165degree turn in the space of six frames at a one-third of a second time
span is beyond human capability. Realistically, Greer's total movement,
back to front, would take at least a full second to accomplish.3
There is demonstrable physical evidence to help verify this premise.
If the reader flashes his hand in front of his face in approximation of
one-third of a second, it appears as a blur. The eyes are incapable of
staying in full focus in following this action. If Greer's 165-degree move
ment in one-third of a second truly depicted real time, it would likewise
appear as a blur. But blurring of this nature is not seen in the Zapruder
film. Also noteworthy is that shortly after frame Z-295, and before the Z313 head shot, Texas Governor John B. Connally's torso quickly turns
and falls toward wife Nellie's lap and they both descend at an unrealisti
cally accelerated pace toward her jump seat, which is directly behind the
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driver's-side front seat. When the viewer is alerted to these phenomena,
they are readily observable. But without such prompting, they are rou
tinely bypassed. Therein lies the rub. Continuity in the film is preserved
well enough to elude all but the most probing eye. How is this possible?

The "How" of Film Editing
It is submitted that this deception was accomplished by excising frames in
a systematic, frame-by-frame manner throughout the film so that the film
speed was reduced to its present 18.3 fps status from an original 48 fps
(Zapruder himself reportedly claimed to have used 24 fps but his camera
had only two frame settings; see Enclosure 1).4 This deletion appears to
have been done without considering the blink rate. But by doing so, the
edited frames appear more in synch with the remaining action than they
actually were, creating an illusion of uniformity and consistency.
The evidence substantiating this position is best appreciated by chro
nologically tracing the film's processing. The assassination itself took place
at about 12:30 P.M. CST. Zapruder returned promptly to his dress shop,
immediately called the FBI office in Dallas from that location, and then
brought his camera to WFAA-TV (which was near the dress shop), where
he did a live interview with Jay Watson. During this time, the Kodachrome
film was delivered to an Eastman Kodak lab across from Love Field in
Dallas. This lab specialized in a developing technique required for
Kodachrome film that is most commonly called K-14 processing.5
After accompanying Zapruder from the television interview, Zapruder
and Forrest V. Sorrels, head of the Secret Service in Dallas, both arrived
there at about 2:00P.M. CSP The development of the original took about
an hour-and-three-quarters7 and, after quickly reviewing the film, Zapruder
and Sorrels went to the Jamieson Film Company on Bryan Street in Dallas
to have three copies of the original made, which appear to have been con
tact prints.8 Shortly before 4:00P.M. CST, the copies were completed.
Because of the copying techniques employed, at least the original and
one copy (a work print) were flown from Love Field to Andrews Air Force
Base in Washington, D.C., a 1,307-mile trip, and transported to the Na
tional Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) in Suitland, Maryland,
located about eight miles from Andrews.9 The approximate timing was a
4:00P.M. departure plus four and one-half hours flight time plus one hour
for the difference in Time Zones from CST to EST. Therefore, the film ar
rived at Andrews about 9:30P.M. EST and, according to our best estimate,
was in the hands of the NPIC not long after 10:00 P.M. EST, a calculation
that coincides with David Lifton's report that the film was in the possession
of the CIA already on Friday night, the day of the assassination.9
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That the film was flown to Washington and in the hands of the Secret
Service by 9:55 P.M. EST receives support from a handwritten memo by
Max Phillips, Special Agent for the Protective Research Section (PRS) of
the Secret Service.10 An important study by Philip H. Melanson, which ap
peared in The Third Decade (November 1984), explains that the Secret Ser
vice was dependent upon the CIA for technical assistance, including the
analysis of photographs and films. The most important evidence that he
discusses is CIA item #450-nine pages of documents related to analysis of
the Zapruder film by the NPIC for the Secret Service-obtained under the
Freedom of Information Act by Paul Hoch. Melanson's study substantiates
the conclusion that the CIA had the film and reprocessed it that night.11
At NPIC, the original was reviewed and a least partially edited. Then,
a modified camera having similar characteristics to Zapruder's Bell &
Howell camera made a duplicate copy to replace it. In tum, three copies
were made of the duplicate using a standard optical printer. The entire
process took about five hours and was completed by about 3:00 A.M.
EST.12 (See Enclosure 3, depicting the probable editing and copying meth
odologies used at NPIC.) Departing from Suitland, Maryland at about
3:15A.M. EST, the film was returned to Love Field at about 6:45A.M. CST

on 23 November 1963 and delivered to Zapruder's dress shop by the
Secret Service at about 7:00A.M. CST.
It was sold by Zapruder sometime after 8:00 A.M. CST to Richard
Stolley, who, as bureau chief of Life magazine in Los Angeles, Califor
nia, had flown to Dallas on 22 November 1963 to cover the assassina
tion. Reportedly around 6:00P.M. CST, Stolley had learned of the film
through Life part-time reporter Patsy Swank, who called from the Dal
las police headquarters. Looking up Zapruder's phone number in a phone
directory, he tried to contact Zapruder at his residence at approximately
15 minute intervals, finally reaching him at about 11:00P.M. CSTY

Zapruder told him that he would meet him at the dress shop at 9:00
A.M. CST the following morning. However, Stolley in fact arrived there

an hour earlier and reached an agreement that conveyed to him certain
film rights. At about 9:00 A.M. CST on 23 November 1963, the film was
shown once by the Secret Service at Zapruder's dress shop to a small
press corps that included Dan Rather of CBS, a representative from The

Saturday Evening Post, and a member of the Associated Press. Immedi
ately thereafter, Stolley snuck out the back door with the duplicate origi
nal and one copy and transferred them to Chicago for analysis and pro
duction at the R.R. Donnelley Graphics Company Life laboratory.12
Thirty-one Black and W hite individual frames were thereafter published
in Life's 29 November 1963 issue.
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Physical Evidence of Film Tampering
The most unique physical evidence of film tampering at NPIC is the
presence of a

register mark

at Z-028, appearing as a plus ( +) sign just

above and to the right of a woman wearing a red blouse with blue verti
cal and horizontal stripes. (See her location using Robert Groden's book,

The Killing of a President, at page 22 [Z-188-she is the fourth person to
the left of the Stemmons Freeway sign] and at page 25 [excerpted from
the Charles Bronson film].)
A register mark may be used as a guide in aligning scenes in a film or
film copies to an original, and, in this case, in all likelihood, served as a
centering and focusing aid to help keep a duplicate film at a 1:1 ratio. It
is not detectible to the naked eye at Z-028 but is observable when the
frame is enlarged through a viewer device.15 Here, it was placed strategi
cally between the second and third road strips from the crosswalk on
Elm Street. If one marks that spot, it is seen that after the Presidential
limousine pops into view, the register mark corresponds to Kennedy's
position at Z-188 or approximately when the first shot occurs.
It also appears that an emulsion removal mark was strategically placed
on the film in one frame about the time that Jean Hill and Mary Moorman
first appear. 16 The mark was most likely used for co-ordinated editing of
such other assassination films as the Marie Muchmore and Orville Nix
8mm films in an effort to avoid any inconsistencies between them.

The "Why"?
We now know the fact of editing and the how. What remains is the "why"?
What action has been deemed not fit for public consumption? The ex
planation cannot concern its graphic nature. We plainly see the dreaded
consequences of a head shot, wherein, along with the foregoing expul
sion, there is in plain sight the near removal of the President's skullcap.
We also see the wounding of Governor Connally and a bewildered
Jacqueline Kennedy trying to crawl onto the trunk. The only logical con
clusion is that these excisions promote the concealment of the specific
activities of specific actors, primarily in the Presidential limousine. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to explore these conspiratorial specifics.
An advantageous effect-if not conscious design-of the film speed
reduction is that the illusory time in which a single assailant could have
accomplished the deed is expanded. If the three-shot scenario at the ac
cepted time frame of 5.6 seconds for the 18.3 fps is considered from Z210-313, that time reduces down to 4.3 seconds at 24 fps. Based on Gov-
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ernment testing, the minimum firing time between shots for the sus
pected 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano rifle (disregarding the time required
for aiming the weapon) is 2.3 seconds, 17 making the Warren Commission
three-shot version under the 24 fps Zapruder was reported to have used
problematic, at best.

[Editor's note:

See Enclosure 1.]

Even if the 5.6 seconds parameter for 18.3 fps is not accepted, any
different reference point is nonetheless correspondingly expanded by the
18.3 fps conversion, thereby superficially enhancing the feasibility of that
hy pothesis.
The editing at Z-132-1'33 can now be placed in a more proper per
spective. Despite Secret Service regulations prohibiting greater than 90degree turns in Presidential motorcades, the Kennedy limousine made
an extraordinarily wide 120-degree turn from Houston Street to Elm
Street, showing the impropriety of the selected motorcade route.18
Zapruder probably captured this event, as he filmed the limousine's
progress on Elm Street in its entirety.19 At the very least, this omission for
many y ears circumvented raising many appropriate questions.

The Proof is in the Pattern
Are our proofs of editing now exhausted? Hardly. There were discern
ible (although different) emergency light blinking patterns on the front
grills of both the motorcade lead car, a 1964 Ford Falcon driven by Dal
las Police Chief Jesse Curry, and the Presidential limousine, a modified
1961 Lincoln Continental convertible. The Z-132-133 editing totally omits
the Curry car from view and drastically reduces the viable observation
time for the alternate blinking pattern of the emergency lights on the
front grill of the limousine. [Editor's

note: There are no such lights on the

rear.] This makes comparisons more difficult and the idea of making
comparisons for purposes of detecting editing less apparent.
The emergency light pulse rate was a constant one established at .41
seconds by an electronic flip-flop switch installed into the electrical cir
cuitry. At 18 fps, if unaltered, the Zapruder film would feature the emer
gency light pulse occupying about seven frames per side. Using the Rob
ert Hughes film, these durations were calculated by observing the limou
sine as it approached the intersection of Main and Houston streets. The
blinking pattern probably escaped alteration there because the assassi 
nation itself occurred on Elm.
The Hughes film shows the limousine emergency lights blinking in a
constant and consistent pattern except when the vehicle is actually mak
ing the right turn onto Houston Street, wherein the signal pattern is
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changed by an override switch that was operative at all turns. After the
turn is completed, the pattern returns to normal.
However, the Zapruder film emergency light blinking pattern lacks
this consistency. By examining the blink pattern from Z-133 to Z-181, it
is clear that more than seven frames are seen in the pattern, indicating a
faster speed than 18 fps. The limousine is hidden from view by the
Stemmons sign between Z-182 and Z-211. Once past there, an irregular
(and therefore altered) pattern is perceived, but only briefly, as Zapruder's
camera angle makes the pattern unobservable after Z-238.
The emergency light blinking pattern is of great evidentiary value in
the confirmation of film editing and is only observable when a frame-by
frame reference is made. This must be charted out, as it is not noticeable
with the naked eye. (See Enclosure 4-A through 4-C for an illustration of
this pattern on a frame-by-frame basis. 4-A explains how the

expected

pattern for the limousine was mathematically determined by using the
Hughes film, 4-B is a graphic showing the actual pattern on a frame by
frame basis, and 4-C is a graphic showing the

expected

pattern in any

given 18-frame sequence.)

The Sun Flare that Got Away
Despite great pains taken during the editing process, not all evidence of
conspiratorial implication in the Zapruder film was deleted. At Z-330332 (and verifiable in the Orville Nix film version as well), a flare of light
appears emanating from the chrome strip just above the windshield on
the right side of the center-positioned rear view mirror holder. This light
dispersal is not consistent with a mere reflection from the Sun. It radi
ates out beyond what would be expected from that source, appears too
much as a burst, is peculiarly confined to a small portion of the strip
itself and lasts for too brief of a time period. This is the only occasion in
the Zapruder film wherein such a flare appears.
There was, however, physical evidence recovered on the night of the
assassination which helps explain this phenomenon. Warren Commis
sion bullet fragments 567 (the nose portion, which weighed in at 44.6
grains) and 569 (the tail portion, which weighed in at 21 grains) were
found on the front seat of the limousine directly below the chrome strip
in question and were purportedly matched to the Mannlicher-Carcano
rifle associated with Oswald.20
This can be linked to the flare of light where such an effect is consis
tent with the reflection of sunlight off the debris caused by a bullet strik
ing the chrome strip.

[Editor's note:

A photograph of the damage to the

chrome strip may be found in the Epilogue.]
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The sun flare appearance at Z-330 and the presence of the chrome
strip indentation at that same spot are not coincidental. An assassina
tion photograph taken by Mary Moorman-that corresponds to some
where between Z-315 and Z-321 on the Zapruder film-shows that the
visor rod (attached where no indentation appears) was not separated
from the chrome strip at that time. Therefore, the indentation could not
have been the result of an earlier shot during the assassination itself or
from any previous occurrence.
What is the significance of this finding? Assuming 18 fps, it is com
pelling evidence that there was a shot at Z-330 which followed a head
shot at Z-313 by less than a second afterward (because there are only 17
frames between the two shots). Yet, Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)
tests conducted in 1964 by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) on
behalf of the FBI found no traces of blood on either fragment.21
After further NAA testing was conducted in 1977 by Dr. Vincent Guinn,
nuclear chemist at the University of California, Irvine, on behalf of the
House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA), the inference was
drawn that both fragments came from the same bullet.22 But that implies
the Z-313 head shot could not have come from the Oswald rifle. In fact,
it could not realistically have come from the same shooter-even if he
had used two separate weapons (and there is absolutely no evidence in
the case to support that conclusion). It seems inevitable that there had to
have been a minimum of two assailants; hence, a conspiracy.
Why was this sun flare appearance not deleted as well? In the space
of (what we take to be) roughly five hours of editing, it probably was
simply overlooked. Perhaps it might have thrown every thing out of deli
cate sy nch, but, more than likely, it went unnoticed in the zeal to edit out
more obvious infringements.

Was All Editing "Coordinated"?
As to the aforementioned co-ordinated editing efforts at NPIC to syn
chronize the Zapruder film with other assassination footage, we have
already seen that these efforts were not a complete success.
As aforementioned, between Z-277 and Z-287, at Z-277, the Presiden
tial limousine is seen just beginning to pass two persons standing close
to the curb near the limo, namely, Charles Brehm and the famous
"Babushka lady". She is standing directly behind Brehm, who is clap
ping his hands as the limo slowly passes in front of him. Unseen at Z-277
is Brehm's son, who is standing behind his father and directly in front of
the Babushka lady. Ten frames later, the son is standing next to his father
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and clapping, a movement impossible in the approximate half-second
assigned him . In real time, this would require at least 1.2 seconds.
Among other examples, in frame 42 of the Marie Muchmore film
(which corresponds to Z-313), it can be observed that the President's
head is angled or sloped downward to a greater degree than at Z-313
itself.

Conclusion
In sum, the evidence suggests that our government assumed control of
the Zapruder film as well as a substantial portion of the overall JFK as
sassination film record and, in so doing, reduced them to historical forg
eries. Consequently, it appears to have concealed crucial information from
an unsuspecting public. Such judicious editing at prominent junctures
of the assassination footage strongly hints at a conspiracy, with elements
of the government directly involved. Although this conclusion stands on
its own merits, a similar finding is supported by the Z-330-332 editing
oversight (the sun flare ), which by itself seems to destroy the notion of a
single shooter.

Notes
1.

Harold Weisberg, Case Open (New York: Carroll & Graf, 1994), p. 13. The offi
cial numbering of each frame of assassination footage was done by FBI Agent
Lyndal L. Shaneyfelt, a laboratory agent.

2.

This has been determined by co-author Schaeffer from timing experimental
video footage taken by Dr. John L attimer of head shots of human skulls filled
with brain matter painted white. The entire explosion lasts slightly less than
half a second. The rate of expansion and contraction of this event is practically
the same. Because the human skull has an anatomical pressure cavity, the full
effusion and vertical expulsion of brain matter could not reach apex within the
bare confines of Z-312-313 as depicted in the Zapruder film.

3.

In January of 1990, co-author Schaeffer observed Greer's remarkable head
movement from back to front within six frames of the Zapruder film at Z-315321. Using a real person to reenact this movement, he determined that the
most realistic time to accomplish this feat would be one full second. Even if
reasonable minds were to differ on the precise real time required, one-third of
a second is physically impossible under any measure.

4.

Harold Weisberg, Whitewash II (Hyattstown, MD: Harold Weisberg, 1966 ), FBI
document dated 4 December 1963 by Robert M. Barrett, file no. DL 89-43,
Appendix, p. 184.

5.

The K-14 process is a complicated, reversal-type procedure created by Eastman
Kodak laboratory. The Kodachrome film consists of three separate color layers
placed on a support base. After the film is processed , each of the three layers
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containing the colors cyan, magenta, and yellow change into a three-in-one
color transparency positive film.
6.

Harold Weisberg, Photographic Whitewash (Frederick, MD: Harold Weisberg,
1967 and 1976), FBI agent Switzer interview with Willis, dictated 19 June 1964,
Appendix at pp. 181-183, esp. p. 182.

7.

Co-author Schaeffer served a six-year, government-sponsored apprenticeship
in film development through the auspices of the International Typographical
Union in Colorado Springs, Colorado, from 1963 to 1969. He has ascertained
the developing time for the Kodachrome film by extrapolating data provided in
Photo-Lab-Index (Dobbs Ferry, NY: Morgan & Morgan). It is published yearly
and the relevant data is the same in each publication.

8.

Weisberg (1966), the FBI document dated 4 December 1963 by Robert M. Barrett
in the Appendix at p. 184. It is co-author Schaeffer's opinion that a Bell & Howell
model J made contact prints, instead of optical prints. It should be noted that
an optical printer omits any photographic scenery in the sprocket hole area. A
contact printer does not. [Editor's note: Noel Twyman has spoken with Bruce
Jamieson, who has told him it was not done with an optical printer. See David
Mantik, Part IV.]

9.

See Enclosure 3. T he editing and copying methodologies described therein show
why the original and at least one copy were necessary. David S. Lifton, Best
Evidence (New York: MacMillan, 1981, Carroll & Graf, 1988), pp. 555-557.

10. Enclosure 2 is a copy of the memo published in Josiah T hompson, Six Seconds
in Dallas (1967), p. 311. Harold Weisberg, Photographic Whitewash (1967), p.
138, prints a copy that indistinctly indicates the date of "11122". )
11. Philip H. Melanson, "Hidden Exposure: Cover-Up and Intrigue in the CIA's Se
cret Possession of the Zapruder Film", The Third Decade (November 1984), pp.
13-21.
12. Lifton reported that the process of reproducing an original and three prints of
the reproduced Zapruder original would be expected to take about seven hours.
He did not attempt to co-ordinate the times from known data at various pro
cess points as the authors of this article have done, nor did he consider any
other sources as the co-authors have in order to arrive at this time frame.
13. Michael Benson, Who's Who in the JFK Assassination (New York: Carol Pub
lishing Group, 1993), pp. 431-432. See the entry for Stolley, Richard B..
14. Oliver Stone and Zachary Sklar, JFK: The Book Of The Film (New York:
Applause Books, 1992), pp. 410-412.
15. Co-author Schaeffer discovered this mark while examining a copy of the
Zapruder film through a viewer device in early 1993. Schaeffer believes frames
Z-141 and Z-028 were used to help align two scenes (Z-001 to Z-132 and Z-133
to Z-485.
16. At the ASK Symposium on the Assassination of JFK in April of 1993, researcher
Robert Morningstar pointed out the emulsion removal mark during a debate
with Robert Groden on "Gestalt Editing". Co-author Schaeffer believes it was
used to help co-ordinate other films so that they appear to align with the
Zapruder film.
17. Robert J. Groden, The Killing of a President (New York: Viking Penguin, 1993),
p. 125.
18. Benson (1993), p. 426. See the entry for Secret Service Agent Sorrels, Forrest V.
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19. Groden (1993), p. 19.
20. The WaiTen Commission Report (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), p. 87 and pp.
515-516; The WaiTen Commission Report (New York: St. Martin's Press, n.d.), p.
85 and pp. 557-558.
21. Neutron Activation Analyses were conducted for the Warren Commission and
also for the HSCA inquiry. A useful summary may be found in Lifton (1980/88),
pp. 556-559.
22. Testimony of Dr. Vincent Guinn, HSCA Vol. I, p. 504.
Argumentatively, the conclusion reached by Dr. Guinn as to the identification
of these bullet fragments as being from the same bullet is debatable. During its
own inquiry, the Warren Commission had found that the fragments could be
identified as having been fired by the same rifle but not as fragments of the
same bullet; see, for example, The WaiTen Commission Report (New York: St.
Martin's Press, n.d.), p. 85 and pp. 557-558.
However, since there were variations in composition between the two frag
ments, the finding ought to have been that they were fragments of different
bullets, as a number of authors have observed. See, e.g., Peter Model and Rob
ert J. Groden, JFK- The Case for Conspiracy (New York: Manor Books, 1976),
pp. 69-70 and p. 79.
Similarly, since Dr. Guinn reported observing highly aty pical variations in the
composition of 6.5 mm bullets manufactured by the Western Cartridge Com
pany, the strongest inference he ought to have been able to reach under those
conditions was that no definite conclusion could be drawn. Compare Robert J.
Groden and Harrison E. Livingstone, High Treason (Baltimore, MD: The Con
servatory Press, 1989), esp. pp. 200-201.
Gerald Posner, it may be worth noting, speciously concludes that: "This lack
of uniformity among the Carcano bullets allowed him [Guinn] to match the
fragments with a degree of certainty normally not available, even in a sophisti
cated test like neutron activation" [Gerald Posner, Case Closed (New York: Ran
dom House, 1993), p. 342]. (Emphasis added). This argument is specious for at
least two reasons: firstly, the referenced bullets were 6.5 mm but not specifi
cally Carcano bullets; and secondly, the "degree of certainty [that was] nor
mally not available" in this case would have been "total uncertainty " due to the
heterogeneity of the bullets (i.e., their lack of uniformity).
Regardless of the accuracy of the Guinn findings, two salient points are ap
parent. Firstly, no conclusion as to the heterogeneity or homogeneity of the
bullets or fragments therefrom can alter the reality of two separate shots for
the head shot and chrome strip shot. This is due to the lack of blood or brain
tissue found on either of the two limousine front seat fragments and the clear
presence of a sun flare at Z-330-332, a bare 17 frames after the head shot, and
the lack of evidence of damage to the chrome strip in the Moorman film after
the head shot but prior to the sun flare.
Secondly, regardless of the starting postulates assumed by the "lone gunman"
advocates, they once again inexorably lead to contradictory and therefore non
sustainable results, Posner's aforementioned analy sis being a primary case in
point.
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Date DeeeJilber 4. 1963

Z2PaUDER

stated that he first picked up the motor

cade as it made the turn on to Elm Street-. from Houston S t reet .
TI1e �otorc�da then passed behind a street directional sign
a:;.d trom that point on until it disappeared from si�ht to his
ri5ht, or the west, he was taking moving pictures_of th e
P:·esidant's car. He stated he had started taking pictures prior
to the _first shot being fired and continued taking pictures
u:;.til the motorcade disappeared to hi& right. �UDER advised
h" could not recall.•. but having heard only two shots and, also;
stated that he-knew that from wa�ng through the viewfinder
that the President had been hit • . Ja stated hi·took�he exposed

:film immediately to the �liiPaDX;,.On_��an -�:t��et,
DJllas, and stayed With the film through its entire processing.
F.� had the original print and three copies made.
The f�m was
in c o lor .
The original is on 16 millimater film, and acc o rd ing
to I.:r
ZAPRUim!t is J:lUCh clearer than t hose appearing on 8 milli
�ater film.
He subsequently turned over two copies to the
United States Secret- service and sold the original and one copy
to Lite �gazine.
•

ur.

.!

ZAPRtlDlm t"urned over to Special Agent

:aom;:aT

ll •

n:..".i1.::'l'l' his Boll and Eowell 8 millimeter zoom-lena camera
ecscribad above.
He requested that the camera be retur ne d
to hitt �tor it had sorved its use to the FBI.
HS advised
tSls c��era had beon in tha hands o! the United States
s�crot Servico Agents OD December 3�963, as they claimed
thoy wanted to do soma c��ing-oY it.
He, also, stated
h� had received a call !rom the Bell and HOwell Company
v.ao stated they wanted to place the camera in their archives
�cd would replace the camera with a new one.

12/{/63

Dallas,

Texas
_;,_;,.:::�-••
:..;
------'--- ------by S>ociol Agonr

--'R"'OBE=;;,;R;;.;T:;,.;:M;.:• ;,_::
B�ARBE=='IT,;:_

/:.;gmf:.=:.._

__

___

DL 89-43
Fit• I ----Dat•.idlctated _1_2_1_41_6_3

Enclosure 1. FBI Interview with Abraham Zapruder
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It should be made clear at this point that the camera used t.o
duplicate the Zapruder film was not a standard optical printer,
the camera used had special attactwnents especially equiped
to handle the

duplication

of the filJII.

When duplicating the

film special care was taken when deleting the sprocket hole
area where dye marking were located.

These marking are nornally

placed on the film when made at a Kodak laboratory.

After the
KodachrOIIt'e fi 1111 vas loaded,
and aligned with the origi
nal
pruder film. the cam;
era similar to Zapruder' s
camera was used t o take
single f'ratne exposures
of the origi fla l Zapruder

7.a

After establishing a briefill!:
board used for editing fraJII!S,
frames were excluded simply by

gi

advancing the ori nal zapruder
film to the n&Xt appropriate
frane to be copied.

filll.

1\fter an edited copy of the
original vas made and
the film was dup lica ted
an
optical printer three times.
Prior going to the NPIC three
copies were also made of the
film at Jamieson laboratory
ll as. The Jamieson copies
in

deVeloped.
by

Da

type o� aperture

were contact prints. They diffen.>rl
from the NPIC's version, in that,
sprocket hole scenery rerrained
intact

dup lic ated during
each frarre of the
486 fran>es of t»e
Zapruder film

g
ZapPY.!er
Fitrn

) PI

1

'-�����-r����

i

s ngLe
co:;:yri,;ht 1993
soy. L. SChaeffer

!rare
counter

Enclosure 3. The Camera used to Duplicate the Zapruder Film
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B THt 'P'i/CSiiJCJITIAL Llfi'IJIJSINt CNJI(i[)K:!J LJ(ilfT BLINK 7/ATt WAS iJtTCJ?!:'IIN{j)
The oni.ffi.rwl f 1961) emeJlfi""CY Li.ffl:t 41f4tem on the fnont bumpen of the 'i'nuUlenti.ol
Li.mou4i.ne WtM nepLaced by a new one i.n 1967; the new one WIM pLaced i.n the {nont ffnUL
The new one had a compLeteL;1 di.lfuent bLi.nh nate than the one on the 'i'nuUlenti.ol Li.m
ou4i.ne duni.nff f'nuUlent Kennedy 14 IM.4tLMi.natLon.

In checki.nf11 the oni.ffi.naL emeJtfi""C!f

Li.ffl:t 4!f4teA1 had neven been found a{ten the new 4!f4tem WtM wtaLLed.

So i.n ondu to

ti.me the bLi.nh nate of the eA�enffenc!l Li.ffl:t"- I tUned the di.{(enent fi.Lm ..hot of the pa44i.nf1
'i'nuUlenti.ol Li.mou4i.ne wi.th a 4topwatch {nom Lvmwn Ave.1 Tuntle Cneeh BLvd. 1 Cedan Spni.nff4
'Rd. 1 Hanwood Stneet, /llai.n Stneet, Hou4ton Stneet and Clm Stneet.

B11 avenafli.nff out thue

bLi.nh natu {on one C!fcle f Le{t-ni.ffl:tl I ducovened each {i.Lm tUned out to appno>ei.mateL!f
.82 4econd4.

In e>epLoni.nff thu anea {unthu I tUned the 'RobEJI.t Hu[lhu fi.Lm {on two C!fcLu.

I found the pa44enffen 4Ule emenfl""cy Li.[lht-4 to 4ta11 on fon 8 {natn�U befone 4Wi.tchi.nf1 to the
dni.ven14 4i.de.

The dni.ven14 4i.o'e neA�ai.ned on {on 7 {natn�U.

di.vUled b11 .4/: 19-51.

7 di.vUled b!f .II/: 17JJ7, 8

36.S8 di.vUled b11 2: /8.29 fnQ/11e4 pen 4.econd. ('1/obent Hu[lhu Fi.LmJ

I then �heched the chanted bLi.nh nate {nom Z-133-2238.

Fnom Z-136-145: /0 {namu,

thi.4 wa4 the pa44en�n 4Ule, Z-!46-154: 9 {namu (dni.ven 14 4i.deJ.

B11 U4Lnff the 4ame

fonmuLa i.n the 'Robent Huffl:u {i.Lm and appLyi.nff i.t to the AIM<'Jam Zapnudu {i.Lm I found
the pa44enflen 4Lde /0 di.vUled b11 .4/: 24.39, 9 di.vUled b11 .4/: M.34, di.vUled b11 two:
23.17

fnatn�U {on tf.e Zapnuden fi.Lm.

To tno.h_e 4une of thu ne..uLt I tni.ed a di.fluent method.
{nom Z-133-Z-181.

The ti.me..,... 2.2 4econd4.

cauM. the /namu wene not pant of the two C!fcLu.
1.66 4econd4.
fi.Lm.

2.2 4econd4 mi.nu4 /0 /namu efjUaL4

So 38 fnamu wene Left (the two C!fclul.

The nuuLt wa4 22.89 fname4 pen 4econd.

l tUned the Zapnudu fi.Lm

I ducounted Z-133-135 and Z-174-181 be
I tlcn a'ivUled 38

b11 1.66.

Thu uxu tl.e 4peed of the Abnaham Zapnuden

B11 doi.n') thi.4 I found that the Zapnuden {i.Lm nan o.t mone tAan 18.3 fname4 pen

4econd.

Becau4e the Zapnnden camena onL11 had twa 4etti.nf11 !6 and 48, the {i.Lm appeaM

to have nun at 48 {natn�U pen 4econd, and aLtened down to appno>ei.mately 24 fnamu pen
4econd.

B11 U"-Lnff the bLi.nh nate chant {nom Z-133-Z-181, Z-206-Z-238, the chant deA�on-

4tnatu an ennati.c pattenn i.n the Zapnuden fi.Lm, upeci.olLi' a{ten the 'i'nui.denti.ol
Li.mou4.i.ne pa44u {�tom behi.nd the StemnoM 'Road 4L�·

Fnom thu anal!f"-'-"- the Abnaham

Zapnudell {i.Lm i.n aLL pnababi.Li.t!f w<Vl e>eten-<i.veL!I aLtued.
Cop!f•iffht 1993, cLani.fi.cati.on 1998

[Editor's note: Roy Schaeffer has clarified this point in
response to questions posed by Joe Durnavich.]

Enclosure 4-A. How the Limousine Blink Rate was Determined
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Enclosure 4-B. The Blink Light Pattern Observed on the Z-Film
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If no editing was done to the 1.braham Zapruder film this would be the actual pattern seen
on the two emergency lights embedded on the front fender grill of the Presidential u..,usine
during fr....,s z-133-z-238.
seen in this diagram.

For eighteen fr....,s the blinking pa ttern would be constant as

The lights as seen below vould switch back and forth as seen below.

This wotnd be the pattern s� in the Abraham Zapruder film for eighteen franes, or

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.81 seconds.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Enclosure 4-C. The Expected (Nanna[) Blink Rate Pattern

The Wounding of
Governor John
Connally
Ron Hepler

The

Single "Magic" Bullet Theory continues to endure as the official

version of the wounding of Governor John Connally. Many highly re
garded critics of the Warren Commission, rightly dismiss the idea that
one bullet wounded both men, but accept the general time frame of the
Governor's wounding. But if the presence of a fact, or the lack of a neces
sary fact, makes a theory impossible, then that theory must be discarded
and a new theory developed which includes all of the known facts . To
date what has been occurring is rather to ignore the evidence that doesn't
fit the existing theory. I would like to offer a different scenario of the
wounding of Governor Connally-one that is observable on the Zapruder
film, is backed up by numerous testimony, and is supported by scientific
evidence.
When I first began studying this case I was attracted to the wounding
of Governor Connally because little attention had been paid to it, yet it is
central to the Single Bullet Theory. I had read about the Governor's La
pel Flap, shoulder drop, and puffed cheeks. While I recognized that the
time separation between these events logically precluded that they were
all the result of a single bullet strike, I had no reason to believe that the
Governor had not been wounded during that time frame.
In this commonly accepted view, the Governor was wounded shortly
after the throat shot to the President, but long before the fatal headshot.
Yet, two thirds of all ear witnesses of three shots, including Secret Ser239
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vice Agents William Greer and Roy Kellerman seated in the front of the
limousine, tell a story diametrically opposed to this. These witnesses heard
a single shot followed by a pause, then two shots in rapid succession.

The Connallys' Assessments
Governor Connally told the Warren Commission, "I was turning to look
back over my left shoulder into the back seat, but I never got that far in
my turn. I got about in the position I am in now facing you, looking a
little bit to the left of center, and then I felt like someone had hit me in
the back."1 He elaborated to the House Select Committee on Assassina
tions (HSCA):
so I was in the process of, at least I was turning to look over my left shoulder
into the back seat to see if I could see him. I never looked, I never made the
full tum. About the time I turned back where I was facing more or less straight
ahead, the way the car was moving, I was hit. I was knocked over, just doubled
over by the force of the bullet. It went in my back and came out my chest
about 2 inches below and to the left of my right nipple. The force of the bullet
drove my body over almost double and when I looked, immediately I could
see I was just drenched with blood.2

This sequence of events where the Governor turns to the left just prior
to being hit is also reported by Mr. S.M. Holland, who was standing on
the triple overpass, in Mark Lane's documentary film, Rush to Judgment:
The Plot to Kill Kennedy: "The first bullet, the President slumped over
and Governor Connally made his turn to the right and then back to the
left and that's when the second shot was fired and knocked him down to
the floorboard."
Mrs. Nellie Connally supported her husband's description in her tes
timony to the House Select Committee:
Mr. Dodd: "So, you are still looking at the President and it is your recollection that you then heard what sounded like a second shot?"
Mrs. Connally: "Yes."
Mr. Dodd: "Is that correct?"
Mrs. Connally: "Yes. What was a second shot."
Mr. Dodd: "At that point your husband, Governor Connally, slumped
over in your direction?"
Mrs. Connally: "No, he lunged forward and then just kind of collapsed."

3

What the Governor, his wife, and Mr. Holland aptly describe is
Newton's Law of Conservation of Momentum. It says that when an ob-
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ject in motion collides with a stationary one, all momentum will be con
served or, in other words, all momentum will be accountable after the
collision. This conservation of momentum results in the deceleration of
the bullet, accelerating the torso as the bullet penetrates the body im
pacting bones, and so forth.

Identifying the Impact
When I learned of these statements concerning the impact of the bullet,
it was immediately apparent that such forward motion would pinpoint
the time of the impact within one frame of the Zapruder film, so I de
cided to look for that motion. At frame 224, the time of the Lapel Flap
there is no motion that matches the description given by the Governor.
So I looked at Frame 236, the shoulder drop, surely if the bullet drove his
shoulder down it would have driven him forward; but no. What about
frame 238, the puffing of the cheeks? Still no forward motion. Rather
than accept that the Governor was not yet wounded, most researchers
choose to ignore the statements of the two people most intimate with the
event, the wounded man and his wife who was seated next to him at the
time of the shooting.
So I continued to let the VCR run in slow motion. During the headshot
sequence I thought I saw the governor driven forward. I replayed the
headshot sequence time after time at normal speed, in slow motion, and
in single-frame step mode, often covering the President with my hand so
as to be able to focus completely on the Governor without my eyes being
drawn to the headshot.
That was it. The bullet obviously impacted him under the armpit at
frame 315 as he attempted to raise himself from his wife's lap. The first
evidence of motion is visible at frame 316. He is driven forward and hits
the back of the front seat at frame 323. He immediately collapses just as
Mrs. Connally had described in frame 326. A second violent motion is
noticeable at about frame 338 when run at normal speed. This motion is
most likely the impact of the wrist shot that then goes on to cause the
thigh injury. Evidence of the Governor's wounding after the headshot
was noted by Robert Groden in his book, The Killing of a President,4 as
Shot #6.
All indications are that the Governor was the victim of the last two
shots of what was at least a four-shot volley aimed at the President's
head. The first shot of this volley, at frame 312, was apparently only a
tangential hit, gently shoving the President's head forward and possibly
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denting the windshield frame of the limo. The second shot from the grassy
knoll at frame 313 was a solid impact, driving the President's head vio
lently backward. With JFK's head deflected from its targeted location,
the third shot sailed past at frame 315 and into the Governor's back shat
tering his fifth rib, rupturing his right lung and exiting out of his chest.
The last shot, fired at about frame 338, impacts the Governor's wrist,
shattering the radius bone with the remains coming to rest in his thigh.

[Editor's note: For an alternative analysis, see David Mantik, Part

IV.]

Shots occurring almost simultaneously, such as at frames 312, 313,
and 315, would likely not be differentiated, but heard as a single shot
and its echoes by witnesses, although some witnesses, including the Gov
ernor himself, apparently did hear them as automatic weapons' fire.
Whereas, the late shot at frame 338 would certainly be differentiated
and heard as a separate shot, thereby matching the reports of the major
ity of ear-witnesses. Co-ordinating the fire into such volleys is a logical
strategy to hide additional shots as echoes.
Having determined that the Governor had been wounded immedi
ately after the headshot to the President, what caused the Lapel Flap,
Shoulder Drop, and Puffed Cheeks?

Nellie's Quick Reaction
A close analysis of the Zapruder film will reveal that Nellie Connally was
the first to react defensively, by turning and pressing her back against
the left side of the car. In frame 190 and the Willis Photo #5,5 taken at
about the same time, Nellie is still facing forward indicating that she had
not yet recognized the threat; but in frame 240, she can be seen to be in
this position with certainty. Her location as evidenced by her hair, which
is essentially all that is visible, appears already fixed as early as frame

225. Considering that she cannot be seen to make a tum after exiting
from behind the Stemmons Freeway sign, it is apparent that she had
already assumed the position much earlier. Her testimony to the HSCA
indicates that she made the tum while hidden from the camera by the
Stemmons Freeway sign, "I just heard a disturbing noise and turned to
my right from where I thought the noise had come and looked in the
back and saw the President clutch his neck with both hands"6•
While the Secret Service agents appear thoroughly confused, Nellie
has analyzed the threat and is galvanized into action to pull her husband
from the line of fire and down into her lap. She testified to the Warren
Commission, "I just pulled him over into my arms";7 and to the HSCA,
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"...the only thing I could think of to do was to pull him down out of the
line of fire, or whatever was happening to us and I thought if I could get
him down, maybe they wouldn't hurt him anymore. So, I pulled him
down in my lap." Nellie's left hand can be seen grasping the Governor's
left arm to pull him into her lap at frame 273.

The Lapel Flap
Gerald Posner, in his book, Case Closed, 8 wrongly described the fact that
Governor Connally's lapel flapped up at about frame 224 as evidence of a
bullet strike.For such a bullet to penetrate both men, as proposed in the
Single Bullet Theory, the right to left trajectory through Connally would
have to line up with JFK's neck and the weapon.
At frame 224, Connally is seated erect, relaxed with his torso facing
forward.The trajectory of the bullet that entered under his right armpit
and exited below his right nipple was measured by Dr. Robert Shaw,
Governor Connally's attending physician, at an angle of 27 degrees rela
tive to the forward facing torso.9 If this trajectory were traced backwards
at frame 224, the bullet would have passed several feet to Kennedy's right.
If the lapel flap is not the result of a bullet hit nor the result of wind,
as some assume, the only logical cause of the lapel flap is Nellie pulling
to the left on the back of her husband's suit coat in her attempt to".. .
pull him down out of the line of fire". Evidence of Mrs. Connally's effort
is that the "V" of his lapel is no longer centered, but is moved to the right
beginning with frame 223, then causing the lapel flap at frame 224.
The shoulder anchors the lapel at the top while the button anchors it
at the bottom. A leftward tug on the back of the coat pulls all slack out of
the fabric. As tension continues to increase, the middle of the lapel is
able to move. This movement of the middle of the lapel fold causes the
fold to flap open.

The Shoulder Drop
Governor Connally's shoulder can be seen to drop sharply at frame 236,
while his torso remains essentially stationary. This movement was re
ported as evidence of a bullet hit by Dr. Cyril Wecht in his testimony to
the HSCA.10 Governor Connally was not hit in the upper arm or the shoul
der, either of which could have driven the shoulder down, but instead he
was wounded under the armpit. In addition, the trajectory through the
body of 25 degrees downward, as measured by Dr. Shaw," would have
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transferred the majority of its momentum in the forward direction in
stead of downward, as was noted by the Governor and his wife.
This shoulder motion could only have been the result of a downward
pull on his right arm or coat sleeve by his wife in her attempt to extricate
him from the line of fire. Since his torso was turned to face the right side
of the car at this point in time, his right arm was within Nellie's reach.
The fact that his right arm is not visible throughout this event is further
indication that it was behind his back. During this time he rotates fur
ther around to the right as a result of Nellie pulling on his right arm/coat
sleeve. Note that he remains in the same shoulder-down orientation
through frame 261, over a second later. If he had been struck by a bullet
the shoulder would have rebounded upward after ending its downward
travel; instead, it is obviously being pulled down. Additional evidence of
the pull on his right coat sleeve is that the collar and lapel of his coat are
pulled toward his right shoulder.

The Puffed Cheeks
The puffing of Connally's cheeks, visible at frame 238, is believed by
many to be evidence of the compressive effects of a bullet or rib frag
ments penetrating the lung. At well over 1 ,000 feet per second, the bullet
rips through the chest cavity and the lung, opening them so that no pres
sure is retained. The puffing of cheeks would require a much slower
building of pressure. This puffing of his cheeks may very well be due to
abdominal muscular tensioning prior to his lung being ruptured. This is
probably the result of being pulled off balance, backward, by his wife.
Such abdominal muscular tensioning results in pressure upon the dia
phragm. In most cases people hold their breath to add support to ab
dominal strain, thereby puffing the cheeks. The same condition occurs
when exercising the abdominal muscles, such as with sit-ups.
Both attempts of tugging at his coat and arm are consistent with
Nellie's final success in getting him into her lap; so too is the puffing of
his cheeks as he resisted the backward pull.
Additional evidence that the Governor was not hit between frames
220 and 240, is the fact that he does not exhibit the effects of the impact

of a bullet. A high-velocity bullet that destroys five inches of his fifth rib,
parts of which practically explode out of his chest, would cause severe
pain. It was described to the Warren Commission by Dr. Shaw as" ...
both a shocking and painful wound" .12 The pain would be evident as a
grimace of agony on his face. It is not! His facial expression is one of
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being startled and confused. Shortly thereafter, as he is falling into his
wife's lap, he can be seen watching the President with interest, an activ
ity that he later denies. This obvious concern for the well-being of an
other, visible in frame 273, is not the action of a severely wounded man.

Trajectory of the Back wound
Importantly, while raising himself and turning left, his torso was leaned
over toward Nellie from the seat that he originally occupied. This left
leaning angle of the torso, relative to the normal vertical posture, rotates
the bullet's apparent trajectory clockwise. With this rotation, the down
ward angle of the shot gives the erroneous appearance of a more right
to-left trajectory through the body, which of course is exactly what we
see with his wounds.
A photo of the limousine taken at Parkland Hospital13 has evidence of
the emergence of this bullet. There is a severe dent in the lower left cor
ner of the chrome panel surrounding the ashtray in the back of the front
seat. This final impact before falling to the floor of the car, would be
consistent with the trajectory described earlier as well as bullet frag
ments retrieved from the vehicle.

The Governor Cries Out
According to the Warren Commission Report,"Observing his blood cov
ered chest as he was pulled into his wife's lap, Governor Connally be
lieved himself mortally wounded. He cried out, 'Oh, no, no, no. My God,
they are going to kill us all'."14 It is quite evident on the Zapruder film
that he was

not

yet covered with blood when he was pulled into Nellie's

lap as is obvious in frame 273; and this sequence of events is not sup
ported by the Connallys' testimony to the HSCA, as noted earlier. But, he
does appear to be mouthing these words during this period.
While it makes perfect sense for him to make such an exclamation
after hearing the first shot and prior to being wounded himself, it is
ludicrous to expect this of a man who had "a sucking wound of the chest".
This description of his chest wound and ruptured lung was given to the
Warren Commission by Dr. Shaw as,". . . he had what we call a sucking
wound of the chest. This would not allow him to breathe."15 The "suck
ing wound of the chest" allows air to be inhaled and exhaled via the
wound, rather than through the windpipe or larynx. This inability to
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breathe would essentially eliminate any significant amount of air across
the larynx, precluding his crying out.
Nellie supports the timing issue with her testimony to the Warren
Commission: "... As the first shot was hit, and I turned to look at the
same time, I recall John saying, 'Oh, no, no, no.' Then there was a second
shot, and it hit John ...".16 She reinforced the timing with her statement
to the HSCA: "...John had turned to his right also when we heard that
first noise and shouted, 'no, no, no,' and in the process of turning back
around so that he could look back and see the President-! don't think
he could see him when he turned to his right-the second shot was fired
and hit him."17 The Governor's statement to the HSCA indicates that he
was having trouble keeping his story straight, "When I was hit, or shortly
before I was hit-no, I guess it was after I was hit-I said first, just al
most in despair, I said, "no, no, no, ...''. 18 This Freudian slip indicates
that he actually made the statement before he was wounded, but that did
not fit the official story and had to be altered.

The Last Shot
The last shot, apparently a belated final round of the four-shot volley,
struck Connally in the wrist and thigh at about frame 338 as he lay across
the car. He can be seen to make a violent movement immediately after
frame 338, which is evidence of the bullet's impact.Timing for this shot
is supported by data developed during the acoustic analysis of the Dallas
Police radio tape, as well as data on the camera motion analysis of the
Zapruder film by W. K. Hartman, and Frank Scott separately for the
HSCA. 9
1 This bullet's trajectory, if extended back through the approxi
mate location of JFK's head, would most likely originate from the roof of
the Dallas County Records Building, where a spent 30.06 cartridge was
found in 197 5 by an air-conditioner repairman.20

Summary
Contrary to popular belief, Governor Connally does not appear to have
been wounded until

after

the fatal headshot to the President. Several

strange occurrences, such as the lapel flap, the shoulder drop, and the
puffed cheeks that have been ascribed to be the result of bullet hits, actu
ally were due to Nellie's continued and eventually successful efforts to
pull her husband down into her lap and out of the line of fire.The key to
determining the actual timing of the Governor's wounding is the transfer
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of the bullet's momentum to the torso as it impacts the rib bone. This
momentum transfer is visible immediately after the headshot to the Presi
dent. Both bullets that wounded the Governor were part of a final volley
that probably included four shots in a little over one second.

Democracy was Defeated in the Election of

1963
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TheJFK
Assassination
Re-enactment:
Questioning the Warren
Commission's Evidence

Chuck Marler
O n 24 May

1964, in Dealey Plaza, attorneys for the Warren Commission

and agents of the FBI and Secret Service conducted a re-enactment of
the assassination of President Kennedy. The purpose of this re-enact
ment was similar to other murder investigations-to obtain precise mea
surements of the crime scene and determine bullet trajectories. Based
upon these findings, they would reconstruct the sequence of events that
ultimately became the foundation of evidence in determining if it was
possible for the accused suspect, Lee Harvey Oswald, to have committed
that crime. Typically, most crime reconstructions are based upon very
limited information about the murder. The location of the victim and
facts about the body gained from forensic medicine are usually all that is
known prior to revisiting the crime scene for further analysis.
Six months prior to this particular re-enactment, however, the War
ren Commission had a substantial amount of evidence about the assassi
nation, which included three home movies of the murder, over one hun
dred eye witnesses accounts, and dozens of photographs of this crime
while in progress. The pivotal group of individuals who conducted the
re-enactment had previously spent over seven full days in various study
sessions analyzing the films and photographs. This group included Arlen
Specter, Norman Redlich, and Melvin Eisenberg from the Warren Com
mission, Thomas Kelley and John Howlett from the Secret Service, and
Leo Gauthier, James Malley, and Lyndal Shaneyfelt from the FBI.' Armed
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with this wealth of information, the re-enactment was conducted on 24
May 1964, and later served as source material for the Warren Commis
sion to make several critical determinations: 1) when President Kennedy
as well as Governor Connally were hit by bullets; 2) the exact location of
the limousine when the occupants were struck; 3) the trajectories from
the sixth floor window; 4) the Zapruder frames in which the oak tree
obstructed the view of the motorcade from the sixth floor window, and
5) the speed of the limousine as it traveled down Elm Street.

Recent analysis of existing Warren Commission exhibits, along with
the discovery of new documents, now establishes a clear and convincing
case that the survey measurements made for the Warren Commission by
Robert H. West, Dallas County Surveyor, were altered, the 24 May 1964,
re-enactment was orchestrated by Arlen Specter to insure his single bul
let theory would not be contradicted, and the Zapruder film was altered
to conceal footage that would have proved President Kennedy was struck
by multiple assassins. Initial evidence of the crime scene and the shoot
ing sequences as established by the Zapruder film produced a different
version of the assassination than depicted in the Warren Commission's
final report. To understand what occurred , it is necessary to study the
evidence and exhibits that had been produced prior to 24 May 1964.
The first survey plat of Dealey Plaza was made by Robert H. West,
Dallas County Surveyor, on 26 November 1963, just four days after the
assassination. The survey was made for Time-Life, the new owners of
the Zapruder film, and was never introduced as a Warren Commission
exhibit.2 The second survey and first government re-enactment was ac
tually conducted by the Secret Service just two weeks after the assassi
nation on 5 December 1963. Utilizing again the services of Robert H.
West, the Secret Service took photographs from the sixth floor window
of the Texas School Book Depository that tracked the movement of a
white Lincoln convertible at various intervals on both Houston and Elm
Street. A survey plat of Elm Street along with data from the re-enact
ment was introduced as Warren Commission Exhibit 585. It is during
the re-enactment that Charles Breneman, who assisted Mr. West, was
quoted in a 1978 newspaper as saying that he "saw three frames of the
Zapruder film which showed large blobs of blood and brain matter fly
ing from Kennedy's head to the

rear

of the car."3 In the version of the

Zapruder film printed in the Warren Commission exhibits, no blobs of
brain and blood are seen flying to the rear.
The second government re-enactment in Dealey Plaza was conducted
by the Warren Commission on 24 May 1964, approximately six months
after the assassination, and once again used the survey expertise of Rob-
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ert West. A survey plat of Elm Street from this re-enactment was intro
duced as Commission Exhibit 883. There are, however, significant differ
ences between these two exhibits depicting the crime scene in Dallas. To
understand the differences between the two, it is important to remem
ber that when the Secret Service survey was made on 5 December 1963,
the Warren Commission was meeting for their first time.4 As of that date
Arlen Specter, the Commission lawyer handling this area of the investi 
gation, had not yet developed the "single bullet theory" necessary for any
lone gunman explanation.
A professional survey requires being as exact as is humanly possible.
An essential aid in understanding any survey is the explanation of the
scale, legends and symbols that are used to produce it. The 5 December
1963 survey (CE-585) is a typical engineering drawing, with a border,
the usual title block in the lower right-hand comer, a legend (which ex
plains the symbols used), and a properly signed certification as to the
authenticity of the information shown on the drawing.5 On 30 March
1964, this plat was introduced as Warren Commission Exhibit 585 dur
ing the testimony of a Mr. Simmons, who used it in placing targets for
rifle tests. Commission Counsel Melvin Eisenberg introduced it with this
strange non-sequitur: "solely to show the basis which Mr. Simmons was
using in his test, and not for the truth of the measurements which are
shown here."6 The introduction of the May 1964 survey re-enactment,
CE-882 , however, received more respect from the Warren Commission
lawyers. This survey plat, again made by Dallas Surveyor Robert West,
came wrapped and sealed in a container-one which was never opened
and to date has never been released to the public. It was Commission
Counsel Arlen Specter who asked Chairman Earl Warren that the seal
not be broken and the plat not be taken out of its container. Mr. Specter
instead introduced what was represented as a cardboard reproduction
of Mr. West's survey as CE-883. Specter also introduced as CE-884, a
tabulation of elevations and angles for selected Zapruder film frames
which Specter stated were also contained on the sealed survey map.7 The
24 May 1964 plat (CE-883), which the Commission relied upon for the
truth of the measurements for their re-enactment, is unlike the other
survey prepared by Mr. West: it is uncomposed, has no border, no title,
no title block, no legend, and no certification.8 In order to adequately
study these exhibits it may be necessary to make enlargements since the
plats were reduced in size to less than a half-page photo in Volume 17 of
the Commission's hearings. The reason why the only precise measure
ments of the crime scene are so difficult to identify-and used so spar
ingly-will soon become obvious .
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Yet another difference between these two plats is the location of the
three rifle shots. The December 5th survey (CE-585) shows three "X"
markings on Elm Street-ones that correspond to President Kennedy's
location at Zapruder frames 208, 276, and 358. The three X's represent
the locations of the three rifle shots (as verified by lower drawing of the
trajectories from the depository building) and is contrary to the Warren
Report which concluded one shot missed the limousine and its occu
pants.9 The location of the X's also raises questions as to what reference
points were used for their location on Elm Street. Certainly a copy of the
Zapruder film would also have been available to the Secret Service from
its owner, Time-Life. The "X" furthermost west on Elm Street would place
the last shot in front of the concrete steps where eyewitness Emmett
Hudson stood (calculation based upon reference to pairs of traffic lines
on Elm Street and measurement of 294 feet from depository window).
This would place the last shot significantly west of the location at Z
frame 313 that was established as the last shot in the May 1964 re-enact
ment. Two other Commission exhibits also refer to the last rifle shot
much further west than Z-frame 313. The location of the "X" on the far
left in the December 5th survey is next to an Elm Street "5+00" identifi
cation on the survey plat. An examination of Commission Exhibit 875,
which refers to the December 1963 re-enactment, states "no picture was
taken at 5+00 mark as this was about 4 feet from impact of the third
shot."10 The "5+00" mark is approximately 35 feet west of Kennedy's po
sition at Z-frame 313. Additionally, CE-2111, a memorandum dated 13
February 1964, from Secret Service Agent Sorrels in Dallas, stated "This
concrete slab and manhole cover is located on the south side of Elm
Street almost opposite to where the President's car was located when the
last shot that killed President Kennedy was fired."11 The concrete man
hole cover is located over seventy feet from the limousine's position at Z
frame 313. At the bottom of the December 5th survey (CE-585) is a note
"Revised 2-7-64" which indicates at least as late as February 1964 that
the last shot was still fixed near the concrete steps. It is also interesting
to note that in Emmett Hudson's testimony to the Warren Commission
he was sure the second shot hit Kennedy in the head. After the second
shot, a young man standing next to Hudson repeatedly told him "to lay
down, they're shooting the President." While Hudson was "close to the
ground" he heard a third shot fired when the limousine was "about even
with those steps."12 The Mary Moorman photo shows that Mr. Hudson
was still standing when Kennedy was struck in the head at approximately
Z-frame 313. James Chaney, the motorcycle officer to the immediate right
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of the limousine, also stated in a radio interview at Parkland Hospital
that the "second shot struck Kennedy in the face."13
Another significant discrepancy is the number of pairs of traffic lines
on Elm Street between the intersection with Houston Street and the triple
underpass. The first plat made by West (CE-585) has thirteen pairs of
traffic lines, while the May 1964 plat shows twelve. The length of the
traffic lines also differ. The lines in the December 1963 survey are all
fifteen feet in length with an interval of twenty to twenty-four feet be
tween each pair. The lines in the May 1964 vary in length from fifteen to
twenty feet with an interval ranging from fifteen to twenty-six feet (as
the May 1964 survey does not provide a scale, one can create his own
using the forty feet width of Elm Street). The difference in traffic stripes
in the May 1964 survey places the fifth pair of lines further west on Elm
Street than the earlier survey. The fifth pair of lines are critical clues
since the uncropped photograph taken by Associated Press photogra
pher James Altgens clearly identifies the location of the limousine on
Elm Street with its left front tire aligned with the fifth traffic line.14 As
Altgens' photograph was correlated with Zapruder frame 255, the fifth
pair of traffic lines are an important crime scene reference. If the loca
tion of these lines in the May 1964 survey (CE-883) are in error and
placed too far west (downhill) on Elm Street, then all other prior Zapruder
frame references would have been affected. This issue is of extreme im
portance when determining the Zapruder frames in which the oak tree
blocked an assassin's view of the motorcade from the sixth floor window.
When one studies the FBI re-enactment of Altgens' photograph in

CE-900 the only matching alignments in the photographs is the accu
rate location of the vehicle's left front tire on the fifth traffic line. In the

24 May 1964, re-enactment photographs: the Secret Service stand-in is
further west than Roy Kellerman-who is directly aligned with the edge
of the concrete column, the Presidential stand-in is further west than
President Kennedy-whose left hand aligns with the edge of the con
crete column, and the tree limb blocks out the letter "0" in "Deposi
tory" -whereas the "0" is almost fully visible in the re-enactment. Addi
tionally, the vertical alignment of the vehicle's left

rear

tire with land

marks on the depository building demonstrate how far off the re-enact
ment was from the true location of the limousine in Altgens' photograph.
The alignment problem could not be corrected by moving the photogra
pher west (left) without causing the camera's view to switch to one of
looking directly into the front of the re-enactment vehicle which already
depicts less of its side than the limousine in the Altgens' photo. It is there
fore obvious that the re-enactment vehicle is too far west and needs to be
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backed up approximately seven to eight feet. However, if that move was
made, the front left tire would no longer align with the fifth traffic line.
The credibility of the 24 May 1964, re-enactment is rendered further
suspect by an examination of the field survey notes retained by Dallas County
Surveyor, Robert H. West, which were used to construct the survey plat of
Elm Street (introduced to the Warren Commission by Arlen Specter in the
sealed container and never opened). Based upon the meticulous work and
analysis of assassination researcher Tom Purvis, who has been correspond
ing with Robert West since 1991, the level of government deceit can now be
understood. This is not the first time Mr. West and surveyor, Chester
Breneman, have raised questions about the validity of the survey. Both have
been quoted as being astounded that the published figures did not match
theirs or the figures taken in the 1964 re-enactment.15 Mr. Purvis, however,
has obtained copies of Mr. West's field survey notes and using his Army
training in survey combined with close scrutiny of the re-enactment exhib
its, has brought new insights to this issue. The survey notes of Robert West
that warrant particular study include:
a. Calculations regarding the size and height of the Stemmons freeway sign
that blocked Zapruder's view in his film. Request for this information was
made on 16 March 1964, by Special Agent John Howlett of the U.S. Secret
Service, Dallas office.
b. Calculations of the elevation of the concrete pillar (430.8 feet) on which
Mr. Zapruder stood to film the assassination and also the elevations for the
concrete steps and wing to the left of Zapruder. Both calculations were made
and furnished to the Secret Service two months before the May 1964 re
enactment.
c. Field notes made during the 24 May 1964, re-enactment in which the posi
tion of the President's head is spotted on Elm Street coincident with fourteen
frames from the Zapruder film. Data from these notes were included in CE884 as were re-enactment photographs depicting measurements from fixed
points, CE-888 through CE-902.

Comparing Mr. West's field notes with CE-884 will prove significant
alterations were made. CE-884 is a data block containing Zapruder film
frame numbers, elevations, and distances from the re-enactment. It was
drawn on the survey plat (CE-883) but apparently was introduced as a
separate exhibit due to the difficulty in reading it. When one examines
Mr. West's field notes of the fourteen Zapruder frame locations, there are
no measurements made for frames 161, 166, and 210 as contained in the
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data block. However, Mr. West did make measurements for frames 168,
171, and 208, which are not included in CE-884. The distances and el
evations he made for these frames have been used for frames 161, 166,
and 210 respectively. A closer examination of the lettering of the frame
numbers for 161, 166, and 210 in CE-884 indicates numbers that are not
consistent with the others. The "1" in 161 is not consistent with other
''l's" ; the "6's" in 166 are not consistent with the shapes of the other "6's",
and the "0" in 210 is also inconsistent with other zeros. The fact that Mr.
West's data block has been altered with different frame numbers is fur
ther corroborated by an enlargement of the original survey plat which
indicate that frames 168, 171, and 208 were entered on Elm Street and
not the ones that appear in the data block (CE-884). In an interview I
conducted with Mr. West, he indicated he was not given the opportunity
to look at photographs from the Zapruder film to substantiate President
Kennedy's location on Elm Street at designated Zapruder frames. He
was merely told that specific locations represented Zapruder frame num
bers and to make the necessary measurements. Mr. West told me he was
astonished that his May 1964 survey plat was introduced in a sealed con
tainer and commented on the altered data block that "whoever changed
my numbers didn't even use a Leroy pen (a lettering guide) but did it
freehand." 16
It is difficult to speculate precisely why these exhibits were altered,
but is noteworthy that the frames 208-211, not published in the Warren
Commission exhibits, are frames these re-enactments focused on. The
consequence of the alteration caused the first two frames of the Z film to
be positioned further west on Elm street while Z-frame 210 was moved
slightly to the east. Using the measurements for the distance the limou
sine traveled from CE-888 through CE-902, a calculation of speed be
tween frames 168 to 171 indicates the vehicle traveled 3.7 miles per hour
but 28.7 miles per hour between frame 207 and 208. Altering Z-frames
208 to 210 would reduce the 28.7 mph to 9.6. However, the speed calcu
lation between the altered numbers on Z-frames 161 to 166 is just 2.2
mph. These calculations demonstrate how erroneous the Warren Com
mission re-enactment was, as neither the original nor the altered data
for Z-frame references are consistent with the speed of the limousine
during these sequences.
The alteration of this data block raises further questions as to what
other information may have been changed but still undetected today.
The third column on CE-884 lists the calculations of the elevation of
President Kennedy's head at the specified Zapruder frames. When these
figures are juxtaposed with the elevations of the pavement on Elm Street,
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it yields an average height of forty inches. The top of President Kennedy's
head was established by the Secret Service to be 52.8 inches above the
Elm Street pavement. 17 Why would the elevations of Kennedy's head in
CE-884 be understated by over one foot? Why was the elevation of the
structure upon which Mr. Zapruder stood taken along with elevations of
the lower steps in March 1964? Why weren't these figures included on
the survey plats? What possible evidentiary relevance would the lower
steps next to Zapruder have? All of this points towards the obvious ques
tion: were these measurements made two months before conducting the
re-enactment to help stage a phony one?
Substituting the more accurate difference of 52.8 inches for the dis
tance from Kennedy's head to the street, the corrected elevation at
Zapruder frame 222 would be 427.0 feet. Based upon West's survey notes
the elevation of the concrete structure that Zapruder stood on was 430.8
feet and the top of the Stemmons freeway sign was 431.42 feet.18 Using
a height of 5'10" for Abraham Zapruder the camera would be held at eye
level of 5.25 feet above the elevation of the concrete structure for a total
camera elevation of 436.05 feet. At frame 222 the Stemmons sign was
approximately 54.5 feet from Zapruder and 55.5 feet from President
Kennedy's position. Based upon these measurements and using the cor
rected 52.8 inches elevation of Kennedy's head from Elm Street, Abraham
Zapruder should have been able to film President Kennedy's head (as
well as his neck area) above the Stemmons Freeway sign throughout the
entire sign obstruction sequence (including Z-frame 222). A close exami
nation of Zapruder's Warren Commission testimony gives indications
that he saw more of President Kennedy than is currently visible in the
Commission's version of his film. Testifying on July 22, 1964, Mr. Zapruder
stated "I heard the first shot and I saw the President lean over and grab
himself like this (holding his left chest area)...in other words, he was
sitting like this and waving and then after the shot he just went like that."
Later as Commission Counsel Liebeler reminds Zapruder that there was
a sign that was in the film, Zapruder responds, "Yes, there were signs
there also and trees and somehow-! told them I was going to get the
whole view and I must have."19
Is it possible that the Zapruder film was altered to increase the height
of the Stemmons sign to conceal President Kennedy's reactions when
struck by the first bullet? The discovery that the Zapruder film was at the
CIA's National Photo Interpretation Center (one of the most sophisti
cated photo labs in the world)20 may take on additional significance. Did
the re-enactment personnel photograph the Zapruder film re-enactments
from a lower elevation (concrete steps next to the structure where
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Zapruder stood) in order to make the sign block more of the background
images? These questions may at first appear as wild and unfounded specu
lation; however, the re-enactment photographs-allegedly taken from
Zapruder's position-do little to give confidence that this did not occur.
The photographs in CE-894 compare the Zapruder frame 222 with
the Warren Commission's re-enactment photograph. According to the
Secret Service, the Presidential stand-in was 62 inches from the ground
(due to a different vehicle being used).zt The stand-in should have been
even more visible above the Stemmons sign based upon the above eleva
tions. Furthermore, in the re-enactment photo there is a considerable
amount of space between the concrete wall and the branches of the tree
in the background-whereas the Zapruder frame shows that the tree
leaves are even with the wall. Is this difference due to a lower camera
elevation than Zapruder's or to an absence of wind blowing on the tree
limbs during that morning's re-enactment? In another comparison be
tween Zapruder frames 166 and 185 (CE-889 and CE-890), Zapruder
has panned his camera left to right to follow the limousine down Elm
Street. More of the Stemmons sign is visible in frame 185 and the con
crete wall, with the two rows of square openings on the far right, can be
seen. In the government's re-enactment of frame 166 and 185 the free
way sign is less visible in 185 and the number of square holes in the
concrete wall that are visible has been reduced from seven to five and a
half. Additionally, more of the building in the far background at the up
per left edge is visible. In frame 185 the photograph also captures more
background height. The windows on the building in the background, as
well as the freeway signs over the traffic light, are clearly more visible. Is
this perspective the result of a lower elevation or the camera being
inadvertedly tilted up and to the left?
While camera angles may be subject to debate, one of the most obvi
ous observations about the 24 May 1964, re-enactment is that the Presi
dential limousine was not used. In fact there was not one photographic
exhibit from the Warren Commission where the limousine was used. In
the 5 December 1963 re-enactment, the Secret Service used a white Lin
coln convertible which differed considerably from the dimensions and
configuration of the actual vehicle Kennedy was slain in. The photo
graph in CE-875 shows the vehicle as it clears the oak tree. In this ex
hibit it would appear that the bullet trajectory going through the Kennedy
stand-in would have missed the person directly in front of him-let alone
be able to strike him near his right armpit area. This photograph was
made before Arlen Specter invented the "single bullet theory" explana
tion. The Secret Service vehicle, dubbed the Queen Mary, was used in all
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subsequent re-enactments due to its continuous bench style seat that
allowed a wide latitude for the Connally stand-in to be positioned. The
jump seats in the Presidential limousine were not bench style seats and
would make this positioning more difficult. The photograph made of
frame 210 in the May 1964 re-enactment shows the Connally stand-in
sitting significantly to his left in the "Queen Mary" vehicle to align with a
plausible single bullet explanation. Had the Presidential limousine been
used, the Connally stand-in would have been balancing his weight on the
comer of his right buttock. Arlen Specter's single bullet theory re-enact
ment was equally insulting. His Connally stand-in is leaning to the right
and slumping in a position Connally assumed in Zapruder frame 240
(well after he was hit). The rod Mr. Specter is holding doesn't align with
the wound locations and demonstrates a left to right trajectory-even
though a trajectory from the Texas School Book Depository would have
been right to left. These recreations are so far removed from the truth
that they make a mockery out of the entire investigation.
One of the most compelling arguments for alteration of evidence is
the recent discovery that at Zapruder frames 302 to 303 and again at
frame 316 to 317, the driver of the Presidential limousine, William Greer,
has turned his head approximately 100 degrees in one frame or .05 sec
onds. In attempts to duplicate Mr. Greer's accomplishment, the fastest
head turn took four frames or .22 second.22 The experiment also showed
that the farthest the head could tum in one frame after it was already in
motion was 47 degrees. The obvious and inescapable conclusion is ei
ther that the 54-year-old William Greer was a cyborg with a bionic neck
capable of moving his head three times faster than any human being or
that frames have been intentionally deleted from the Zapruder film.
The distinct possibility that there was a final shot, one which struck
the President

after Zapruder frame 313, has been once again raised by:

studying the precise measurements in the 5 December 1963, survey plat,
reexamining the testimony of Emmett Hudson, comparing the reference
in CE-875 that the third shot struck at the "5+00" mark (which was west
of Z-313), and looking at CE-2111 which stated the limousine was oppo
site the manhole cover at the final shot (the manhole cover is west of
313). Secret Service Agent Clint Hill also testified he heard the sound of
a shot "just about as I reached it (the limousine.)"23 It is very possible
that a double hit to Kennedy's head occurred with the first shot driving
him forward and the second shot causing him to fall backward. This
sequence would explain why Kennedy's head moves forward at frame
314 and suddenly reverses itself at frame 315. Of course frames 316 to
317 is the suspicious area where the driver makes a 140-degree head-
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turn in one frame and is the area where the Muchmore film has also
been damaged or spliced. Perhaps this is why the three witnesses closest
to the area of the double head shot, Emmett Hudson, James Altgens, and
Abraham Zapruder, did not testify until 22 July 1964, when the Commis
sion was finalizing the final report.24 James Altgens' precise location on
Elm Street is also a critical issue. Mr. Altgens testified that he was pre
pared to make a picture at the very instant the President was shot. He
had prefocused his camera to 15 feet focal length because he wanted a
good close-up. Altgens was certain Kennedy was fifteen feet away from
him and had his camera almost up to his ey e when the President was
struck.25 As the limousine was in the center lane on Elm Street, a fifteen
foot distance placed the last shot directly in front of him. Altgens' posi
tion can clearly be seen in the Zapruder frame 349 significantly west of
Jean Hill/Mary Moorman and the limousine's position at frame 313.
Altgens was standing just east of the concrete steps and his statements
support the testimony of Emmett Hudson who said the last shot hit
Kennedy "in front of those steps." Hudson's testimony corroborates
Altgens' position when he describes a man with a camera across Elm
Street and shooting pictures "up toward those steps."26 A final shot oc
curring in this area may be why Zapruder frames past frame 334 were
not printed in the Warren Commission exhibits.
It is also clear that there were many survey s performed prior to the
24 May 1964, re-enactment. The first survey plat made by Robert West
occurred just four day s after the assassination on 26 November 1963, for
Time-Life-the owners of the Zapruder film (perhaps the Assassination
Records Review Board should petition Time-Life to release the survey as
an assassination record). The next survey was performed for the Secret
Service on 5 December 1963. According to Thomas Kelley, Inspector for
Secret Service "we took some photographs of the assassination on 5 De
cember 1963 from the window of the Texas School Book Depository, and
from the

"
street 27

Why weren't the photographs made from the street,

perhaps from Zapruder's perspective, published in the Warren Commis
sion exhibits in order to be compared with those made on 24 May 1964?
Why were the photos made from the depository window the only ones
included in CE-875?
Finally, as seen from the evidence presented, the re-enactment on 24
May 1964, is flawed. Vehicles were not aligned with the precise locations
established in evidentiary photographs. Survey measurements made by
Robert West were altered to conform to other Zapruder film landmarks.
Questions also still remain today about the true location of the Stemmons
freeway sign. In 1965, the Stemmons sign was removed from Dealey Plaza
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altogether. 28 The disturbing testimony made by Emmett Hudson on 22
July 1964, that "they have moved some of those signs"29 gives credence
to the argument that any movement of signs could have occurred

after

the measurements of the sign were made on 16 March 1964, and before
the May 1964 re-enactment. Mr. Hudson was the groundskeeper for
Dealey Plaza and would be very familiar with the physical structures of
Dealey Plaza-more so than any other person. He made this statement
as a factual observation without attaching any significance to it.
This deception of the American public by the May 1964 re-enactment
appears to have been engineered by a small number of individuals. In the
sixth floor window of the school depository, manning the master radio con
trol unit for the re-enactment personnel, was none other than Arlen Spec
ter. 30 It is difficult to understand why Specter used the sixth floor window
as the control unit for the re-enactment when all photographic evidence to
conduct a precise re-enactment was made from the street. It is also appar
ent that while he was up there, Specter didn't correct the Connally stand-in
position to coincide with his own single bullet theory re-enactment as illus
trated in CE- 903. Arlen Specter, who with a sleight of hand introduced
altered evidence (CE-883 and CE-884) and concealed the original survey
plat, should be tried for obstruction of justice at the very least . Instead
Senator Specter, who was the Senate's top recipient of special interest cam
paign contributions for 1992 elections31, had the temerity to announce in
November 1994 his unofficial candidacy to become the Republican nomi
nee for President in 1996.
Hopefully, this article provides new research information and raises
questions about the assumptions that have been made about the accuracy
of the crime scene data used by the Warren Commission . Without all the
pieces of the puzzle, it is difficult to state with any degree of certainty pre
cisely how the 35th President of the United States was murdered. But, it is
becoming more and more conspicuous that governmental evidence has
been obscured, concealed, or altered .

Notes
As the JFKAssassination Records Review Board begins its important work,
researchers should not lose sight of the many documents that have already
been made public over the years-ones that clearly demonstrate a conceal
ment of the truth regarding the assassination of President Kennedy. We
must not allow the release of sealed records to become an endless paper
chase that continuously postpones efforts to appoint a special prosecutor.
Justice delayed is justice denied. The work of a prosecutor will take many
years to complete and can parallel efforts to release all related files.
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Special Effects in
the Zapruder Film:
How the Film of the Century
was Edited
David W. Mantik, M.D., Ph.D.
When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be the truth.
-Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

On 22 November

1963,

I was working toward a Ph.D. at the Biophysics

Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Several of my fellow
graduate students and I had just finished our lunches and were listening to
a noon radio program. Suddenly, a bulletin came through from Dallas,
Texas-the President had been shot! Then a few minutes later all of our
worst fears were confirmed. Although that event is sculpted into my memory,
it is a bit odd that I cannot recall my first viewing of the Zapruder film.

Most likely it was the fall of 1975, when I attended a lecture at Los Alamos,
New Mexico. By then I had started a new career and was rotating through
the University of New Mexico as a medical student. The speaker was the
Nobel Prize winning physicist, Luis Alvarez, who presented his personal
analysis of the Zapruder film. What I do know is that I did not leave that
lecture with a firm belief that JFK's head snap was proof of a conspiracy.
When Oliver Stone's movie appeared in

1991,

my interest in the as

sassination was rekindled. I recalled that, after all those years and many

personal moves, I had still retained the preprint (American Journal of
Physics 1976,44: 813) from the Alvarez lecture. I now began to review it.
Alvarez had concluded that only an external force could produce such a
head snap. For this force, he offered a simple explanation from physics
namely, that a jet effect of forward going biological tissue had pushed the
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head backward. But now, as I read this, and as I read the eyewitness re
ports, I realized that the head snap was a paradox. So I began to wonder:
was Alvarez wrong-or was his idea merely irrelevant? I realized that I had
underestimated the seriousness of the problem. It was time to find out who
was right.
Now, several years later, I have come to a surprising conclusion-no
explanation offered so far is either correct or relevant. I do not believe that
a frontal shot, with any reasonable sized rifle or bullet, could produce the
observed head snap--too much energy is required. Alvarez's explanation,
also, is inadequate and irrelevant. By taking both of these positions, I risk
losing any friends that I might have on either side of this issue!
In this essay, I present new information regarding the authenticity of
the Zapruder film. I also review old evidence, some well known (but per
haps misunderstood) and some overlooked, but chiefly I attempt to inte
grate a wide variety and quantity of evidence that bears on this question. It
is only recently that this issue has come to the fore. There is an unusual
diversity and amount of evidence that points toward alteration-too much,
in fact to be ignored:
-there should not be so many witnesses who disagree with the film
(none of them agree with it!), but who also agree so consistently with each
other;
-there ought not to be witnesses who saw an earlier version of the film
that contained scenes not in the present film;
-the film itself should not contain a cornucopia of mysterious and
paradoxical features, some of which have come to light only recently.
Finally, I describe my own recent visits to the National Archives where
I examined what are described as first generation copies of the Zapruder
film and a reenactment film taken with Zapruder's camera. (I have not had
an opportunity to see the so-called original film; that opportunity may yet
come.)
Some readers may be surprised that none of this evidence rules out
alteration, and they should be surprised. Much of it, in fact, points toward
alteration. For example, it is striking that two investigators, working inde
pendently of one another, have each identified his own (independent) set of
strange features on the same frame of the film. Furthermore, for each of
these two cases, film alteration is the most sensible explanation-perhaps
even the only possible explanation. That surely would not have been ex
pected, but it has happened. Along the way, I also seek to explain some
heretofore enigmatic items-ugly ducklings, so to speak. When one expla
nation for all of these strange puzzles-that extensive film alteration was
deliberately carried out-has such enormous explanatory power, and when
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the quantity of evidence from so many different directions is all so suspi
cious, then surely this hypothesis deserves a fair hearing. Those who desire
to preserve the alleged "authenticity" of the film now are beginning to ap
pear more and more like the Ptolemaic astronomers who added epicycle
upon epicycle in their futile attempts to preserve a geocentric paradigm.

The Centrality of the Zapruder Film in the
Assassination.
[Editor's note: Many photographic images are discussed here but few are
shown. Serious students should obtain copies of Robert Grodens The Kill
ing of a President (1993) and Richard Trasks Pictures of the Pain (1994).
Black and white reproductions of the individual Zapruder frames from 171
to 334 may be found in The Hearings of the Warren Commission, Volume
18. T he 35 mm slides are available for public viewing at the College Park
facility of the National Archives. Noel Twymans Bloody Treason (forth
coming) will contain 26 color reprints of different frames. Excellent color
images were printed in the Life magazine issues of 29 November 1963;
early December 1963 (Memorial Edition); 2 October 1964; 25 November
1966; and December 1991. For a brief history of the film (and its visit to the
CIA), see Mike Pincher and Roy Schaeffer, Part IV.]
If there had been a trial for Lee Harvey Oswald, or anyone else for that
matter, would the Zapruder film have been accepted into evidence by the
court? David Wrone ("The Zapruder Film. A Brief History with Com
ments," 1997), Professor of History at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, has emphasized that there was no chain of possession, nor even
an effort to maintain one. If anything, Wrone notes, Warren Commis
sion (WC) staff members Samuel Stem, Wesley Liebeler, and Arlen Specter
(now Senator from Pennsylvania) carefully avoided that whole area. No
records were obtained from Life, no official statement collected regard
ing the damaged areas at the several splices, no record of who had the
film, or where it had journeyed for the several months before it was pre
sented to the WC. (Weisberg had made the same point many years ago;
Harold Weisberg, Whitewash II, 1966, p. 210.)
Milicent Cranor notes that legal concerns about photographic tam
pering go back to the 1920s. She also reminds us that, for photographic
information to be accepted as evidence in court, the images must be
vouched for, and their whereabouts ascertained at all times (McCormick

on Evidence, 3rd edition, 1984, Section 214). The legal principle is that
eyewitness testimony has priority over photographs. This principle was
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turned upside down by the battalions of lawyers who worked for the House
Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) and for the WC. For them,
against all legal precedent, the assumption was always the reverse: if the
witnesses disagreed with the official view, it was assumed that they were in
error or even lying. On the other hand, the photographs (and the X-rays,
too) were assumed to be immutable monuments to truth. In a real trial, no
competent judge would have permitted this illegal approach. In view of the
astonishing absence of elementary record keeping for possession of the
film, it is likely that no data obtained from the film could have been used in
a trial. The paradoxes of the first two reenactments (see below) raise tan
gible concerns about the validity of the Zapruder film as evidence (timing
issues, specifically). An attorney for either side could have emphasized that
point in addition to the lack of custody if he (or she) wanted to keep the
film out of court.
Furthermore, the WC's marked inattention to details of the Zapruder
film was shown all too clearly by staff member Wesley Liebeler's gross ig
norance of the most obvious splice in the film at Z-212 (David Lifton, Best
Evidence, 1980, pp. 24-27). An example of incompetence (some cynics re
gard this as deliberate deception) is the reversal of the critical frames Z-314
and Z-315, at the moment of the first head shot (Lifton 1980, p. 7)-which
was first discovered by a private citizen, Raymond J. Marcus.
It is also somewhat incredible, especially for official investigations of
this magnitude, that neither the WC nor the HSCA provided any detailed
summaries of the sequence of events in the motorcade (Wrone, in particu
lar, has made this point). Especially for the WC, with its singular lack of
interest in the Zapruder film, it would have been expected that such an
eyewitness summary of the motorcade events (especially a compilation from
multiple witnesses) would have been indispensable to its investigation. At
the least, such a summary could have been compared to the Zapruder film
to assist in validating the film. Nonetheless, that, too, was not done. So not
only is the chain of custody absent, but a coherent compilation of eyewit
ness accounts is also missing. It is a major task of this essay to complete
just such a summary from the eyewitness accounts and then to compare
this to the events seen in the film. These two scenarios do not agree at all.
Regarding the disinterest in the film shown by the WC, Weisberg notes

(Whitewash

II, 1966, p. 213) that Robert Bahmer, the U.S. Archivist, ad

vised him that "There is no print of the Zapruder film among the records of
the Commission that is identified as having been received from Life maga.
z1ne.
"

Despite these significant points, however, the centrality of the film in
understanding the assassination has been assumed by most investigators-
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almost without question. The highly respected private investigator and
former professor of philosophy, Josiah Thompson (Six Seconds in Dallas,
1967, p. 6) stated: "Yet if it is studied with the utmost care and under opti
mum conditions, it can yield answers to enormous questions. Where did
the shots come from and when were they fired?" On the next page he states,
"Quite obviously, the Zapruder film contained the nearest thing to the ab
solute truth about the sequence of events in Dealey Plaza."
Robert Groden (The Killing of a President, 1993, p. 19) has also clearly
staked out his belief in the authenticity of the film: "The Zapruder film
offers the most accurate reflection of the assassination."
And Alvarez (American Journal of Physics, 1976, p. 825) added his own
endorsement: "That is why I find the photographic record so interesting; it
doesn't have the normal human failings." (It is the purpose of this paper to
illustrate the enormous irony of this statement.)
In the late 1970s, the HSCA utilized the film extensively-particularly
via the work of the Itek Corporation. But no official investigating body has
ever raised-let alone explored--questions of authenticity.
Several histories of the film have been written, either exclusively or as
part of a larger work. These authors include Philip Melanson, Harrison
Livingstone, Noel Twy man, Richard Trask, David Wrone, and Martin
Shackelford. Of these, the first two doubt the authenticity of the film, while
Twy man, also dubious, explores some of the technical issues in his new
book, Bloody Treason (1997). Trask (Pictures ofthe Pain, 1994), on the other
hand, accepts authenticity almost without comment; even in his very large
and well documented work, the word "authenticity" is absent from his in
dex. In a personal conversation (telephone call of 28 July 1997), Wrone also
advised me that he believes in authenticity. And Martin Shackelford, a com
mitted student of this case, has also retained a strong vocal commitment to
authenticity.

The Availability of the Film.
The film was shown repeatedly during that initial weekend. Zapruder's
partner, Erwin Schwartz, has recalled for Twyman that he saw it about
15 times. Dan Rather saw it once and has been vigorously pilloried for
describing JFK's head as going rapidly forward (as opposed to rapidly
backward-as seen in the extant version). Both of these men describe
events in the film that are no longer seen; this is discussed in more detail
below. After that weekend and the immediately succeeding days, except
for a viewing by the National Photographic and Interpretation Center
(Melanson, "Hidden Exposure," T hird Decade, November 1984), there is
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no record of another viewing until 27 January 1964 (over two months
later), when a second generation copy was shown by FBI Agent Lyndal
Shaneyfelt to a small WC audience (Trask 1994, p. 100). In a letter from
Secret Service Chief James Rowley (1-27-64) to Life's Washington Bu
reau chief Henry Suydam, Rowley confirmed that the film had not been
shown to anyone outside the Secret Service staff (Martin Shackelford,
"A Chronological History of the Zapruder Film," 1995, unpublished). This
relatively long hiatus-and the fact that the audiences were different
may have provided a sufficient time interval for film alteration. The origi
nal film was shown at a joint meeting with WC staff on 25 February 1964
(5H138); for fear of damage to the film, however, it was not stopped to
project individual frames. A copy of the film was subsequently examined
in slow motion and also frame by frame (Trask 1994, p. 100). Also see
Weisberg (Whitewash II, pp. 211-213) for events during this time period.
In early 1969, the film was subpoenaed (and released) from Time, Inc.,

for the Garrison trial. W hile there, many copies were made and bootleg
copies proliferated, especially on college campuses . Even slides of indi
vidual frames became available to the public. Public interest in the film
accelerated when the backward head snap became widely known. This snap
was widely touted by critics of the WC as being obvious evidence of a shot
from the front-and therefore evidence of conspiracy.
In early 1975, Groden screened his copy of the film for the Rockefeller
Commission (Shackelford, 1975). The film was first shown on public tele
vision by Robert Groden on NBC's Good Night America with Geraldo Rivera
on 6 March 1975. Groden showed his enhanced version, which was a great
improvement over previously available copies. A viewing of Groden's ver
sion by Congressman Thomas N. Downing (Virginia) and staff in April 1975
helped to trigger the formation of the House Select Committee on Assassi
nations (HSCA). By concluding that at least two gunman had probably
fired in Dealey Plaza, this most recent government investigation contra
dicted the WC-they rejected the lone gunman theory. By doing so, the
HSCA thus turned the JFK assassination into an

officially recognized

con

spiracy.

Early Critics of the Film
If not the earliest critic of the film, Harold Weisberg was surely its most
vocal, particularly in

Whitewash

II (1966 ). He cites a particularly curi

ous testimony (p. 180) in which Lyndal Shaneyfelt reports that the FBI
reenactment took only 3.5 seconds (between Z-222 and Z-313), as op
posed to the expected 5 seconds found in the Zapruder film (Whitewash II,
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p. 180). This discrepancy was not resolved in Weisberg's discussion, nor
has any subsequent investigation put this issue to rest. If the reenactment
was accurate, then the limousine's average speed in this interval must have
been distinctly greater than the official speed of 11 mph (a time of 3.5
seconds would yield a speed of 15.7 mph, assuming that 11 mph is indeed
correct). This issue recurs later when the question of a limousine stop is
discussed; if such a stop did occur then the time to transit the required
interval during the actual motorcade would be longer-and perhaps con
sistent with the official time of 5 seconds. Another possibility is that the
FBI report for Zapruder's camera speed is incorrect. These issues are all
addressed below.
In a manuscript never published but informally circulated (Fred
Newcomb and Perry Adams, Murder from

Within, 1974), questions

of au

thenticity were raised and the authors pointed out several inconsistencies
in the film. These included:
1.

that Dan Rather reported seeing evidence of a successful shot on
Connally's shirt front-a witness is even cited who saw the same
event (Bill Newman);

2.

that numerous witnesses said that the limousine stopped after shots

3.

that, between frames Z-280 and Z-300, JFK and Connally virtually

had been fired;
disappear; and
4.

that, from frame to frame, the limousine displays a variety of ir
regular movements, including traveling only 10 feet within 21
frames between Z-197 and Z-218 (this is only about one half of the
expected distance).

Because they also suggested that William Greer, the driver of the Presi
dential limousine, had fired the fatal shot, their work was ignored or ridi
culed by a large percentage of those (few) readers who did have access to
the manuscript. In retrospect, the quality of the images available to them
was quite inferior to those widely available today and probably led to an
error with respect to Greer.

[Editor's note: Because the film has been exten 

sively edited, however, this issue appears to be very difficult to resolve.]

Recent Critics of the Film.
Although these writers had raised serious questions, their effort was largely
ignored for many years. It was mainly with the publication of Harrison
Livingstone's

Killing Kennedy

(1995) that these questions began to be dis

cussed among a wider audience. In his book, the chief contributor to this
effort was Daryll Weatherly, a graduate student in mathematics, who of-
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fered several original and penetrating observations that are discussed be
low.
Then in November 1996, several individuals met in Dallas, Texas, under
the umbrella of JFK Lancer Productions (headed by Debra Conway) to
discuss the film. The chairman for this panel was Dr. James H. Fetzer,
McKnight Professor of Philosophy from the University of Minnesota, Duluth.
A closed session was held on November 21. This format permitted free and
open discussion in a small group setting. Then, in a formal program ex
tending over five hours on November 22, six speakers listed numerous ar
guments against authenticity of the film. Besides Fetzer, this panel included
Jack White (photo analyst), Noel Twyman, Chuck Marler, David Lifton (Best
Evidence, 1980) and me. In the ensuing several months, particularly by e
mail, discussions raged pro and con as others passionately joined in the
arguments over authenticity.

Arguments Favoring Authenticity
The arguments against authenticity may be better understood after first
reviewing (and responding to) those arguments that favor authenticity.
Most of these have been summarized by the National Archives in "Tech
nical review of the Zapruder film from NARA's courtesy storage hold
ings," by Charles W. Mayn (21 December 1995). Although this report is
available to the public, it has remained little known. Despite discussing
several important issues, it left unaddressed several questions that cur
rently occupy students of the film. These arguments are listed first, after
which item by item responses (indicated in italics) are offered. Items 1
to 6 are in the NARA report. Items 7 to 10 have been suggested by others .
1.

The film has two different segments of identification leader spliced to its
head with identifying information handwritten on the leader. This is typi
cal of film that has been processed, with the leader being added later. This

is necessary, but not sufficient evidence. It would have been possible to imi
tate this.
2.

Intersprocket images are present. This is characteristic of most regular 8
mm cameras . This is probably a necessary requirement; if intersprocket

images can be copied, however, it is not sufficient.
3.

A splice exists at a point known to have been damaged historically. This

4.

Another splice occurs where a tree trunk lies to the right of the sign; this is

does not preclude alteration elsewhere in the film.
historically consistent. These are necessary requirements, but the film could

have been altered before-or even after-this damage occurred.
5.

There are no images from a prior generation-i .e., no edge prints
(manufacturer's ID symbols), no images of splices, no images of sprocket
holes, and no images of prior damage. This is a strong requirement. It is

addressed in great detail below.
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The color is consistent with Kodachrome film exposed in daylight as
opposed to the color "cast" often seen in duplicate films. This is also
necessary, but not sufficient. Jack White [Editor's note: See Jack White,
Part IV.] states, from his extensive experience in still photography, that it
is often impossible to distinguish an original from a copy. I put this same
question to Bruce Jamieson (telephone conversation, 24 July 1997), who
produced the first generation copies of the Zapruder film on 22 November
1963 in Dallas. He said that although out-of-camera Kodachrome is dis
tinctive film, a good copy could be difficult to distinguish-unless com
pared side by side with the original. But that is a catch-22 in this case-it
is the original that is in doubt.

7.

The emulsion side faces away from the viewer. That would be expected
for a camera original-or for every alternate generation after that. Within
the camera, the emulsion faces forward (to minimize loss of image). There
fore, in order to view the image correctly, it is necessary to look through the
film from the opposite (shiny) side-so that light enters the eye in the same
manner that it enters the camera. It would be possible to make a first
generation copy with the emulsion side facing away; there are no particu
lar constraints on how this is done. (This observation was offered to me by
the author of the NARA report.) This condition is necessary but not suffi
cient.

8.

There was not enough time for the task. This argument is the most diffi
cult for me to address since it presupposes an expert's understanding of the
time required for specific tasks, such as excision of frames and editing
within frames. I have already noted above that there were over two months
between the assassination and the first known WC viewing. A lengthy ed
iting period would also seem to be required since the editors could not
have known what other films or photographs might later appear and con
tradict their edited version. In fact, the FBI collected many movie films
(e.g., Nix and Muchmore) and photographs in the following weeks. It should
also be remembered, however, that films that were collected too late could
still have undergone alteration. Finally, viewers of the film from that first
weekend report seeing events not present in the current version; so it is not
likely that all the film editing was completed during the first night. Having
said all of this, however, I am still impressed at some of the images in the
29 November 1963 issue of Life. Shackelford notes that this issue was on
the newsstands by the following Tuesday (November 26). This issue in
cluded frames with the Stemmons freeway sign, the street lamp (in which
Connally begins to vanish off the bottom of the film), several frames from
the Z-320s in which JFK is near the bottom edge and a portion of his head
is grossly missing, and multiple frames after this in which the limousine
moves abruptly upward in the field of view. In light of the discussion be
low (in which I conclude that the bottom of frames before and after Z-313
have been deliberately cropped), at least some editing within frames must
have been completed within the first few days. Whether that is too fast or,
instead, is quite feasible, will naturally depend on the facilities and per
sonnel available; but about this, nothing at all seems known at this time.
During all of this discussion, however, one important point should not be
lost-no intersprocket image was reproduced for the public until 25 No-
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vember 1966 (Life). It is in this region especially that work was required
by the editors; this same region is the focus of much discussion below. My
best guess is that, unless time permitted, this work was completed in stages,
with images first being sucessively prepared for the two early issues of Life,
but with all frames not completed until some time before the first WC
showing on 25 February 1994.
9.

No optical printers existed for copying film to include the intersprocket
scenes. (Robert Groden has even recalled an unsuccessful offer of a re
ward to anyone who could provide such a machine.) It is known that a
copy of the "home movie" portion of the film does include intersprocket
images. (I have seen these.) Whether the motorcade sequence would also
be copied into the intersprocket area seems to be in some doubt. See the
discussion of printers below, especially with respect to contact printers
and the issue of visualizing edge prints. Also note comments below by
Bruce Jamieson. Optical printers are extremely useful for copying huge
numbers of frames and long lengths of film. However, when the length of
film to be copied is only slightly over 6 feet long and contains fewer than
500 frames, it may be sufficient to construct a custom copier (perhaps
operated manually) so that the intersprocket images could be incorporated
into the new version. There would almost certainly not be any technical
barrier to assembling such a device. The main challenge, as usual, would
be resources and time. [Editor's note: See Pincher and Schaeffer, Part IV,
for a possible system for copying the film.]

10. No film editor inclined to a lone gunman scenario would have left the

head snap in. Although no final answer can be given to this objection
from common sense, several responses may be offered. The first was actu
ally noted by WC Assistant Counsel, Wesley Liebeler, who admitted that
the WC never paid much attention to the head snap-at least not until the
critics seized upon it (KTTV, Los Angeles, February 1967). It was, in addi
tion, shown to the WC and that seemed not to cause any concern. And, as
I noted above, I do not recall being convinced by it in 1975 either. A second
response is that the film's editors worked only with still photographs; they
did not concurrently view their work as a movie film. When they did view
their final product (as a movie), they may have recognized some problem
areas but were unwilling (or unable, given the time constraints) to embark
on another round of alterations. It is likely that removal of the head snap
would have been technically feasible. The more pertinent question, though,
is: at what cost of time and effort? Editing within a fair number of addi
tional frames (a labor intensive task) would most likely have been required.
A complete excision of the head snap would have left JFK leaning forward
in his slumped position for an exceptionally long time, including many
frames before Z-313 and for many afterwards, too. Such an image may
have conflicted too much with eyewitnesses who saw something quite dif
ferent: some saw JFK moving to an erect posture, while others saw JFK hit
while sitting erect. Finally, it should be recalled that this film was never
intended for wide viewing-nor did that actually occur until 1975, twelve
years later, and then only by private efforts, mainly by Robert Groden. By
then, whoever had issued the orders for film alteration had no doubt
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achieved his (or her) purpose-the ballgame was already over. The cover
up did not need to be perfect; it needed only to succeed for a limited time
interval-and that was achieved. In addition, an imperfect cover-up does
not surprise many critics who see evidence for such human imperfections
in other (attempted) cover-ups in this case.

Arguments Against Authenticity.
These arguments are divided into several categories for ease of discus
sion. They are presented in the following sequence.
1.
2.

Disagreements between eyewitnesses and the film.
Disagreements between early viewers of the film (November 1963)
and what is currently seen.

3.

Disagreements between the film and other photographs or movies.

4.

Disagreements between the film and the first two reenactments

5.

Internal inconsistencies in the film.

1 . Disagreements between eyewitnesses

and the film.
Did the Limousine Stop? Arguments Pro

In UPI's Four Days (1964, p. 17), the author notes: "In the right hand
picture [a frame from the Muchmore movie film], the driver slams on the
brakes and the police escort pulls up." And Merriman Smith (p. 32) states:
"The President's car, possibly as much as 150 to 200 yards ahead, seemed to
falter briefly." This book became available in early 1964, only a few months
after the assassination. Newsweek (2 December 1963, p. 2) wrote: "For a
chaotic moment, the motorcade ground to an uncertain halt." And Time
(29 November 1963, p. 23) asserted: "There was a shocking momentary
stillness, a frozen tableau."
Even Trask (Pictures of the Pain, 1994, p. 209), who does not raise ques
tions of authenticity, quotes Bobby Hargis, the motorcycle man on the left
rear, as saying, "I felt blood hit me in the face, and the Presidential car
stopped immediately after that and stayed stopped for about half a second,
then took off at a high rate of speed." (6H294; i.e., Volume 6 of the Warren
Commission Hearings, p. 294.) How Trask reconciles this statement with
the film he does not say. To my knowledge, Hargis is the only witness who
states a specific time interval for the limousine stop. Hargis, as a motor
cycle officer on the left rear, was positioned perfectly to recognize whether
or not such a stop had actually occurred.
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Even Gerald Posner, an ardent supporter of the WC and surely a sup
porter of film authenticity, does his cause no good at all when he writes

(Case Closed, 1993, p. 24): "Incredibly, Greer, sensing that something was
wrong in the back of the car, slowed the vehicle to almost a standstill." It
would be interesting to ask Posner to point to this moment in the film.
All of these comments are in obvious conflict with the film. No abrupt
slowing of the limousine is seen and it certainly does not stop. Further
more, new observers of the film almost never comment on such a marked
deceleration. In a detailed frame by frame analysis, Alvarez did identify a
sudden deceleration from about 12 to 8 mph, centered at about Z-300 and
extending over about 0.5 seconds (nine frames); this would begin at about

Z-295, only a few frames before the head snap begins. This slowing, how
ever, is subtle and is not usually noticed by viewers of the film.
It is peculiar that this modest, almost imperceptible, deceleration-lasting
only one half of a second(!}-should be what prompted several dozen eyewit
nesses to describe this as a rruuked slowing, or even a possible stop. If this event
made such an impression in Dealey Plaza, why do observers of the film not
respond in similar fashion today? Vmce Palamara ("59 Witnesses: Delay on
Elm Street," The Dea.ley Plaza Echo, July 1999) has since updated his original
article to now include at least 59 witnesses who described a limousine stop on
Elm Street.

(Also see "Questioning the Limousine's Speed on Elm Street," by

Chuck Marler, The Fourth Decade, May 1994, p. 19.) A partiallist of such eyewit
nesse s follows (where the letter "H" represents one of the 26 volumes of the
Warren Commission Hearings and the first number identifies the volume and
the second number the page):
a.

Jean Hill: " ... the motorcade came almost to a halt at the time the shots

b.

rang out. . . . It [the limousine] was just almost stopped." {6H208-209)
Charles Brehm: "between the first and third shots the President's car only

c.

seemed to move some 10 or 12 feet. . . almost came to a halt after the first
shot .. . " (22H837) [To the left rear of the limousine, near the curb.]
Earle Brown: "when the shots were fired, it [the car] stopped." {6H233)

d.

e.

[Police officer on overpass.]
James Chaney: "... from the time the first short ran out, the car stopped
completely, pulled to the left and stopped." (2H44-45) [Motorcycle officer
at right rear of limousine.] Chaney was quoted by Marrion Baker, his
fellow officer. Mark Lane confirmed that Chaney had said this (2H45)
J.W. Foster: "immediately after [JFK] was struck ... the car ... pulled to
the curb." (Commission D ocument 897, pp. 20-21) [Police officer on over

f.

pass.]
Bobby Hargis: "The Dimo] stopped immediately after that and stayed
stopped for about half a second, then took off . . . " (6H294) [Motorcycle

g.

officer at left rear of the limousine.]
Harry D. Holmes: He noticed the car pull to a halt, and Holmes thought:
"They are dodging something being thrown." (Jim Bishop, The Day Kennedy
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was Shot, 1967, p. 176; 7H291) Postal inspector, Post Office , one block
away, using binoculars.]
h.

Douglas Jackson: "the car just all but stopped ... just a moment."
(Newcomb and Adams 1974, p. 71) [Motorcycle officer, right rear of lim
ousine.]

i.

Robert Mac Neill: "The President's driver slammed on the brakes-after
the third shot ..." (The Way We Were, 1963. The Year Kennedy was Shot,
1967, p. 193) [Press car in the motorcade.]

j.
k.

Billy Joe Martin: He saw the limousine stop for "just a moment." (Newcomb
and Adams 1974, p. 71) [Motorcycle officer, left rear of the limousine.]
Mary Moorman: She recalls that the car was moving at the time she took
her photo and when she heard the shots , and has the impression that the
car either stopped or slowed before accelerating.(19H487) [Immediately
left of the limousine near the curb.]

I.

Bill Newman: "I believe Kennedy's car came to a full stop after the final
shot." (Bill Sloan , JFK Breaking the Silence, 1993, p. 169) [Immediately
right of the limousine near the curb.]

m. Alan Smith: "The car was ten feet from me when a bullet hit the President
in the forehead ... the car went about five feet and stopped." (Chicago

Tribune, 11123/63, p. 9; Newcomb and Adams 1974, p. 71) [Unknown loca
tion.]
n.

Roy Truly: "I saw the President's car swerve to the left and stop somewheres
down in this area." (3H221) [In front of the Texas School Book Deposi
tory.]

o.

Major Phil Willis: "The party had come to a temporary halt before pro
ceeding on to the underpass." (7H497) [Across the street from the Texas
School Book Depository.]

Notice an extraordinary concordance here: all four motorcycle men
who were closest to the limousine recalled a stop! Surely if anyone would
recall this event correctly, they would. As is discussed below, the prob
ability for eyewitnesses being wrong on a simple fact like this is surpris
ingly low-but here we have all four recalling the same event in the
same way. In addition, Moorman and Newman were extremely close
witnesses, one on each side of the limousine. It is also odd that a list of
individuals who said that the motorcade never stopped or slowed has
never been assembled. (An essential requirement, of course, would be
that they be uninfluenced by subsequent viewing of the film.)
Did the Limousine Stop? Arguments Con

Several arguments against a stopped (or noticeably slowed) limou
sine have been advanced. An inevitable one is psychological-at mo
ments of high drama, events seem to slow down. This phenomenon cer
tainly occurs; many of us are doubtless familiar with it. Regarding the
events in Dealey Plaza, however, it can be replied that many of these
eyewitnesses simply did not know what was happening-or even that it
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was important. Many did not immediately recognize that they were wit
nessing an assassination-or anything else of historical importance.
Some thought that firecrackers were going off (see 50 such witnesses in
Newcomb and Adams 1974, p. 86), while others thought they had heard
the backfire of a motorcycle (see 19 such witnesses in Newcomb and
Adams 1974, p. 86). In either of these cases, strong psychological rea
sons for perceiving time as slowed down are absent. Despite this, how
ever, a large number do recall a notable change in the limousine speed.
To give added support to the accuracy of their memories, the probable
reliability of eyewitnesses for recalling such a fact is addressed below.
Another objection to a limousine stop is that those vehicles farther
back in the motorcade may have stopped but the Presidential limousine
continued without delay, so that reports of stopping were misapplied to
the limousine. Indeed, it is likely that followup vehicles did slow, but
that cannot be the entire explanation. Many of the closest witnesses (e.g.,
the motorcycle men, Mary Moorman, the Newmans) would have had no
reason to watch any other part of the motorcade, especially during those
brief moments when the limousine passed them. But these witnesses,
too, recall a dramatic deceleration of the limousine.
Can these Eyewitnesses be nusted?

It has long been standard practice to impugn the reliability of eyewit
nesses in general, but particularly so in the two official investigations of the
Kennedy assassination. Whenever conflicts arose between their desired
conclusions and the eyewitness reports, both the WC and the HSCA persis
tently either ignored the eyewitnesses (several in the best locations-Bill
Newman, Marie Muchmore, Orville Nix-were not even asked to testify) or
it was claimed that they had to be mistaken. Even John Connally was not
believed (he originally reported that he saw JFK hit before he felt any
shot himself). Both he and his wife always remained thoroughly con
vinced that these were two separate shots. But to concede this would have
been to admit one too many shots-and so his testimony had to be ig
nored. Seth Kantor, a Scripps-Howard newspaperman, is another example.
When he described seeing Jack Ruby at Parkland Hospital, he was ignored
by the WC. No reasonable explanation was offered by the WC for why Kantor
(who had known Ruby personally) would be mistaken on such a simple
observation or why he would have lied. Kantor later wrote a book about his
own experiences and always insisted that he really had seen Ruby. Later,
the HSCA also agreed with him.
Robert Blakey, the General Counsel for the HSCA, in his conspicuous
and self-proclaimed public passion for objective data, seemed almost to
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run a vendetta against eyewitnesses. Rather than rely on eyewitnesses, he
chose instead to emphasize data that he could label as scientific. The chief
example of this was the acoustic data on which the HSCA based its conclu
sion of probable conspiracy. And this, Blakey, in tum, pinned on the Mafia,
who were his own special area of interest.A subsequent review, by a panel
from the National Academy of Sciences, refuted those acoustic conclu
sions, thus detonating the main pillar of Blakey's case-his purported pas
sion for scientific data thereby exploding in his face. The acoustic data is
still discussed occasionally-it is possible that the issue is not totally settled,
but it was not settled by Blakey's staff and experts. (Also see Thomas
Canning's comments below on Blakey's modus operandi.)
On another occasion, Blakey's comments showed that he failed to un
derstand even the fundamental basis of the scientific method and the con
clusions reached thereby.When interviewed by Bob Beckel about the neu
tron activation analysis work on the bullet fragments, he said, "The single
bullet theory is proven beyond reasonable doubt for anyone who has rea
sonable technical competence and will study the physical and other evi
dence" (Larry King Live, CNN, 21 May 1992). What Blakey had failed to
understand is that scientific truth is never final, but is always subject to
further testing. And if incontrovertible new data emerges, then any scien
tific paradigm can be overthrown, even after centuries of acceptance. The
geocentric paradigm has already been noted above as a model for this pro
cess. (The authenticity of the Zapruder film is in the same category-it
deserves acceptance as authentic so long as emerging new data do not con
flict with it at too many points.)
It is useful to recall that both the WC and the HSCA were not only led by
attorneys but almost entirely staffed by attorneys. The WC sought only
minimal expert opinion. Although the HSCA employed many experts, in
cluding scientific and medical consultants, its final conclusions were al
most always formulated by attorneys-over whom the experts could exer
cise no veto power whatsoever. [Editor's note: See Ronald F. White, Post
script.]
The expert asked to analyze bullet trajectories for the HSCA, Thomas
Canning, stated his frustration to Chief Blakey in a letter of 5 January 1978
(HSCA Agency File #014258): "The compartmentalization which you ei
ther fostered or permitted to develop in the technical investigations made
it nearly impossible to do good work in reasonable time and at reasonable
cost ....The most frustrating problem for me was to get quantitative data
and even consistent descriptions-from the forensic pathologists ....Much
of this rather negative reaction to the hearings themselves stems from my
being strongly persuaded to rush through a difficult analysis at the last
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minute, abandon my regular pursuits for two days, try to boil down forty
five minutes of testimony to thirty, and then listen and watch while two
hours of excellent testimony is allowed to dribble out over most of a day."
And so Blakey's attempt to prove a conspiracy, by ignoring the eyewit
nesses, failed . By ignoring them, however, he overlooked a small mountain
of clues. There is no question but that eyewitnesses are notoriously unreli
able for identifying faces of strangers only briefly glimpsed. They also do
poorly at recalling the specific details of a complex sequence of events.
However, when the degree of complexity is lower, and particularly for ob
servations that are considered important, an altogether different conclu
sion results.
At the University of Michigan, an experiment with an unexpected result
was performed in 1971 (by sheer coincidence, I was Assistant Professor of
Physics at Michigan at that time). Elizabeth Loftus summarizes this work
in Eyewitness Testimony (1996 ). Her book won the National Media Award
for Distinguished Contribution from the American Psychological Founda
tion. The book jacket says what you would expect it to say-it implies that
eyewitness testimony is unreliable. However, Table 3.1 on page 27 tells quite
another story. The data cited are from J. Marshall, et al., Hmvard Law Re
view 84 (1971): 1620-1643.
A total of 151 observers were shown a two-minute movie in color and
sound-with a fairly complex set of actions. The researchers identified about

900 items present in the film that could have been mentioned. The observ
ers were interviewed immediately after the viewing; they were urged to
recount, in all possible detail, what they had seen. The researchers then
assessed these responses based on accuracy, completeness, and saliency.
Accuracy and completeness were determined by what was actually seen in
the film. Saliency, however, was determined, not by the researchers, but
rather was defined internally-i.e., by the responses of the observers them
selves. Specifically, if an item was described by over 50% of the observers,
it was considered highly salient.
Marshall, et al. then listed the accuracy and completeness of the re
sponses vs. saliency, as follows:
Saliency

Accuracy

Completeness

0

61

64

1-12

78

81

13-25

81

82

26-50

83

92

51-100

98

98
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In view of all that has been said about eyewitness unreliability, these
data are quite astonishing-if over 50% of the witnesses considered an item
to be salient, then they were 98% accurate and 98% complete! Did the
HSCA consider this? It is noteworthy that this study was published in 1971,
years before the HSCA even came into existence. It is doubtful that Blakey
had taken time to search for evidence of this nature on eyewitness reliabil
ity.
Therefore, when many dozens of witnesses all recall an event-such as
the slowing of the limousine at a critical moment-this Michigan data
strongly suggests that they are recalling the event correctly. As a not en
tirely hypothetical example, if a single witness has only a 2% chance of
being wrong (as in the table above), and if 10 witnesses report the same
event, what is the probability that they are all wrong? This subatomic num
ber is (0.02)10

=

10·17

=

0.00000000000000001! Actually, these witnesses might

even claim a higher level of accuracy than the Michigan film viewers, be
cause the events in the Zapruder film lasted for only a few seconds, while
the Michigan film lasted for two minutes. And if many of these witnesses
recall in a consistent manner-as they do-that the limousine slowed or
that JFK's head moved in a particular sequence, then this Michigan experi
ment stands as a serious warning to all of us that such testimony cannot be
dismissed out of hand, as Blakey was only too eager to do.
Did JFK's head move backward abruptly?

Another major disagreement between the film and the eyewitnesses is
the backward head snap. This is so dramatic and has been so popular among
we critics that it has been accepted for decades as evidence of a frontal

shot. In fact, when Alvarez asked for the best evidence of a conspiracy, the
head snap was offered to him. Unfortunately for his view, however, although
a weak jet effect may sometimes occur under optimal conditions, there is
now much evidence against the jet effect as an adequate explanation for
the head snap. [Editor's note: See Ronald White, Postscript.]
It should first be noted that the jet effect in the Alvarez experiments
resulted from soft nosed bullets. When he used full metal jacketed bullets
(like those purportedly fired by Oswald), the jet effect was greatly reduced.
John Lattimer's shooting experiments were claimed by him to provide strong
evidence for the jet effect. He filled 12 real human skulls with fresh brain
tissue and white paint, shot them with 6.5 mm full metal jacketed bullets
and filmed the entire sequences. In all 12 cases he claimed that brain tissue
exited explosively and the skulls moved toward the shooter every time
(Kennedy and Lincoln, 1980, p. 251). The only other experiment to use hu
man skulls was reported by the Edgewood Army Arsenal. These results
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were reported in 1978 (1 HSCA 404). In 10 successive skulls filled with
gelatin, alllO skulls went forward, in the direction of the bullet! None went
backward!
Also, y ou will see that as the skull goes forward, some of the material of the
skull and the contents were blown out toward us. Consequently, the opposing
momentum carries the skull away from us ....In fact, all

10 of the skulls that

we shot did essentially the same thing .... they also lost material toward us,
that is, toward its right and therefore rotated toward its left.

(1 HSCA 404.)

In this last phrase, "toward us" refers to the viewers who were to the right
of the skulls. These results therefore stand in dramatic contrast to Lattimer's.
To date, Lattimer is the only individual to claim a useful jet effect with full
metal jacketed bullets.
As a personal footnote, I heard Lattimer present his data at a Chicago
conference in Spring 1993. To this date, as we shall soon see, his results
remain unconfirmed. Several critics of his work have noted that he unnec
essarily added a new interacting mass-the ladder upon which he placed
his skulls. That the ladder definitely moves-thereby taking up energy and
complicating the experiment-is obvious from his photographs (Lattimer,
p. 257). Recently, based on two new sets of shooting experiments, Lattimer's
apparent results with full metal jacketed bullets have been called into seri
ous question. This work has been done independently by Doug DeSalles,
M.D., a physician from Sacramento, California, and by Art Snyder, Ph.D., a
physicist at the Stanford University Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). Like
Alvarez, both experimenters used melons. In repeated attempts, their ex
periments showed either no jet effect at all, or, at most, only a minimal
wavering in the backward direction. (With hunting type ammunition,
however, a jet effect was seen.)
Milicent Cranor ("The Joker in the Jet Effect," The Fourth Decade,
January 1996, p. 28) astutely notes that Alvarez overlooked one impor
tant interaction. Alvarez (1976, p. 819) wrote: "My analysis involves three
interacting masses, the bullet, the jet of brain matter ... and the remain
ing part of the head." But there is one more interaction-the one that
occurs when the bullet breaks up (into many tiny pieces) on striking the
posterior skull. This interaction, however, would have expended a great
deal of energy, leaving that much less available for the jet effect. And this
interaction was left out of Alvarez's calculations.
To make matters noticeably worse for the jet effect, Snyder also noted
that Alvarez's calculations had assumed that the bullet actually stopped
within the melon-Alvarez had used the classical model of the ballistic
pendulum. That was, of course, far from the case, since the bullets had
actually exited at very high speeds from the opposite side of the melons.
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And this was especially true for those with full metal jackets. For the jet
effect to be successful, a great deal of energy must be deposited within
the melon-and the only source for this energy is the bullet. So when
the bullet traverses the target nearly unimpeded, very little energy can
be left behind, and that, in tum, greatly reduces the jet effect. This ob
servation alone-to say nothing of the actual results of the shooting
experiments-casts serious doubt on the jet effect as a relevant explana
tion for the head snap. It is therefore most likely that the correct expla
nation for the head snap must be sought elsewhere.
The other traditional explanation for the head snap has been the
"neuromuscular reaction." This was first proposed to the HSCA not by
any neuroscience specialist, but by a wound ballistics expert based on
his viewing old films of goats being shot in the head. To date no official
testimony has been obtained from appropriate specialists (the neuro
scientists) on this question. At the very least, interspecies differences in
neurophy siology would leave this conclusion open at least to some doubt.
In addition, the usual reaction to such brain trauma is not the highly
directed movement observed in the Zapruder film but rather random
muscular activity. Even Alvarez concluded that the highly directional re
coil seen in the Zapruder film required the application of an external
force.
Yet another objection to the decerebrate rigidity invoked by the HSCA
is the time of onset; even the HSCA admitted that this would develop
only after several minutes. I have been unable to find any literature ref
erences that even hint that this reaction could occur within millisec
onds in human subjects-as is required for the head snap as seen in the
film. Furthermore, in a large collaborative study (A.E. Walker, Cerebral
Death, 1981, p. 33) with over 500 patients who experienced cerebral
death, 70% were limp when observed just before death and an addi
tional 10% became limp at about the time of death. At the very least,
therefore, based on all of these considerations, the attempt by the HSCA
to implicate a neuromuscular reaction is open to serious doubt. More
over, the minimum requirement has never been met-the appropriate
experts have never been officially consulted.
An additional argument against a neuromuscular reaction is that
the observed reaction in the film is much too fast to fit with such a
reflex. By the analysis of more than one study, within the space of one
Zapruder frame interval (55 msec), the head clearly moves backward.
Ty pical human reflex times are 114 to 112 second (250 to 500 msec). This
is an extraordinary discrepancy-a factor of 5 to 10, which, all by itself,
makes this scenario quite unlikely.
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Alvarez described ejection of 10% of the melon mass. For a 5 kg head
(based on my personal measurements and calculations) this corresponds
to an ejection of 500 gm of brain and skull. The combined mass of the
bone fragments brought to the autopsy plus the Harper bone fragment
(found later) would yield about 80 gm (assuming a density of 1.65 gm/
cc, a total area of 67 square em, and a skull thickness of 3/4 em), thus
requiring an additional loss of at least 400 gm of brain tissue. The
autopsied brain, however, was a remarkably large 1500 gm, which im
plies little or no loss of brain tissue. Unless there was a major loss of
brain tissue therefore, the jet effect becomes insignificant for this par
ticular case. Alvarez never commented on any of these issues. (The above
figure of 1500 grams for the autopsied brain is disputed by many crit
ics, including Robert B. Livingston, M.D., a greatly respected neurosci
entist. [Editor's note: See his "Statement of 18 November 1993."] I have
also performed many point by point optical density measurements of
the skull X-rays. These are radically inconsistent with the 1500 gram
figure. The above illustration uses this number merely because it is given
in the Supplemental Autopsy Report.)
The chief pathologist, James J. Humes described 2/3 of the right cere
brum as missing (lAMA, May 27, 1994, Volume 272, p. 2798); this would
probably correspond to less than 400 gm. In the above paragraph the
estimate of 400 gm was very conservative. It assumed that nearly all of
the bone and brain fragments went straight forward. If, instead, these
fragments had a significant component of vertical (or even backward)
momentum, the required mass of ejected brain tissue would be corre
spondingly larger, perhaps even much larger. It is possible both to calcu
late and to measure the speeds of the ejecta from the Alvarez paper; the
ejecta speeds are 40-50 ftlsec. The distance traveled by the bone frag 
ments in Lattimer's experiments are consistent with these speeds. With
this information it can be shown that the ejected masses required to
produce the JFK head recoil speed of 1.6 ft/sec are indeed significant.
But there is simply not enough missing brain-even as reported by
Humes-for this purpose. Alvarez never did discuss where this tissue for
the jet effect was supposed to come from.
What happens to real human heads when they are shot? In 1992, China
executed six prisoners. This was videotaped and shown on ABC Nightly
News. Michael T. Griffith has viewed this; I have condensed his report here.
Each prisoner was shot in the back of the head with what appears to be an
SKS or type 56 rifle. The bullet energy is similar to the Mannlicher-Carcano;
it is also a full metal jacketed bullet. All men were kneeling and leaning
forward at angles similar to JFK's before frame Z-3 13. None of the heads
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exploded as seen in Z-313. In all cases the heads were thrust forward and
all six fell forward, away from the rifle. The chief difference from Z-313
was that the muzzle was only about one foot from the head. Nonetheless,
this videotape is compelling evidence against the explanation that Alvarez
has advanced.
A final explanation for the head snap was revisited by Jacob Cohen
(Commentary, June 1992, p. 32), an arch supporter of the lone gunman

theory. He posits a shove from Jackie as the primary mechanism. Even
this, however, flies in the face of common sense; it would surely be odd for
Jackie to force her husband's head back with such almost inhuman speed,
particularly if he was already injured-which she surely suspected by then.
That she might have done so at a much slower speed, however, is likely;
that evidence will be discussed below. If such a backward movement of the
head had been assisted by a sudden acceleration of the limousine, then the
head snap might be remotely possible. However, the movement of the other
limousine occupants makes that unlikely. Their motions at that moment
are not consistent with a dramatic acceleration. In any case, the Itek mea
surements (see below) placed the final nails into this coffin.
The traditional critics' explanation-a frontal shot-was taken to task
by Itek as part of its work for the HSCA. A double pendulum model (one
mass for the head and a separate mass for the torso) was used. The in
crease in gravitational energy to an erect posture for an initially forward
leaning torso and head is quite significant. I revised some of Itek's bio
logical values, but even after this, I still found their conclusion convinc
ing: no reasonable bullet had enough energy to lift JFK's head and torso
against gravity and also to deliver the observed kinetic energy. we critics
are often unhappy with this result, but the calculations are quite con
vincing. Unfortunately, they are far too long to print here.
The Itek work offered one more astonishing conclusion (Trask 1994,
p. 125)-that has been overlooked by everyone. They noted that Jackie
moved forward by an amount similar to JFK at Z-312 to Z-313. Even
more astonishing is that she moves backward at Z-313 to Z-314 with
even greater magnitude than JFK! This is the moment of the famous
head snap! Thompson (1967, pp. 90-93) had earlier described JFK's
double movement in these frames (like Ray mond Marcus and Harold
Weisberg before him) and had correctly noted the enormous magnitude
of JFK's acceleration and deceleration in rapid succession-a magni
tude of several g's. (As is discussed below, automobile decelerations rarely
exceed 0.4 g.) He concluded from this that JFK was hit once in each
frame, first from the rear at about Z-312 and then from the front at Z313. But if the rapid changes in JFK must be attributed to two bullets,
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then the even greater changes in Jackie require an even more creative
hypothesis. (Also note that Jackie's movements in the same direction as
JFK in this brief interval make it virtually impossible for her to push
him back at all-if she had done this, she should, of course, have gone
in the opposite direction.)
In summary, the jet effect really does not apply to this case-nor
does the neuromuscular reaction. And a frontal bullet cannot do what is
seen in Z-313; too much energy must be expended against gravity. Fur
thermore, even if any of these might possibly work, an explanation for
Jackie's incredible excursions would still be missing. And so, at this sur
prisingly remote point in history, there is still no explanation for the
head snap-an extraordinary state of affairs. It is the purpose of this
essay to offer an alternate hypothesis-one that explains not just the
head snap but an entire menagerie of curious creatures including a bird.

[Editor's note: See the "Postscript" to David Mantik, Part 1.]
How did JFK's head move after the head shots?

Yet another serious disagreement between the eyewitnesses and the film
is the specific path that JFK's head followed in those brief moments after
the head shots. This is a new issue, one that has emerged from several
independent lines of evidence. As more and more data in favor of film alter
ation appeared from many sources, I began to realize that it was time to
question some deeply rooted impressions. Repeated viewing of the film
with its vivid movements, its brief spray of blood, Jackie's reaction, Clint
Hill's rescue attempt, and the final acceleration-all these had irresistibly
left a strong impression on me that I had just seen something real. But now
it was time to ask a new question: if the film had been altered, then what
really had occurred and how could we know? In particular, I wondered now,
did the film initially show evidence of two successful head shots? As this
new door opened for me (two head shots) a surprising sequence of hitherto
vaguely puzzling observations slowly began to make sense. I began to real 
ize that the remarkably vivid image of the single head shot had so trans
fixed my memory that I had forgotten-or simply overlooked-the eye 
witness reports that suggested two different head shots. Even those who
disagree with the lone gunman theory-and who even believe in two
head shots-often speak of "the head shot." This is further evidence of
the persistence and power of the visual image for the human brain.
There is a surprisingly wide variety of evidence that favors two success
ful head shots. For this scenario, the eyewitnesses merely provide the key
for unlocking the door. Behind that door, however, lies a small mountain of
evidence-much of it indirect, but at the same time remarkably consistent.
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What had happened to me, however, was the opposite-! had blundered
into this room, only later to discover that the eyewitnesses held the key to
the door. It was late one night that I finally began to suspect that there
might be a pattern to the eyewitness accounts of the head shot sequence, if
only I would look for it. And, as I began to review their statements, I was
startled at the concordant pattern that emerged. I was astonished that I
had not seen it before and I wondered how I had found consistency in their
statements before. It seemed most unlikely that the remarkably consistent
pattern that emerged would have occurred at random. Although that ini
tial review postponed my bedtime, it was only in the next several days and
weeks that I fully realized how well the eyewitness accounts made other
data more comprehensible. But this new scenario was quite inconsistent
with the movement of JFK's head as seen in the film. To avoid the confu
sion that would probably result by presenting the evidence first, I next
present my current understanding of what the witnesses saw; the evidence
for this interpretation is then presented in the following table.
A Reconstruction of the 1\vo Head Shots.

After an early shot hit JFK in the throat, his head (and torso) slumped
fmward noticeably with elbows raised, and he stayed forward briefly. While in
this position, the limousine began to slow and he was struck by the first head
shot (from the rear, the one discovered by the pathologists)-but no head
snap followed. He fell forward more-probably into Jackie's lap, as the limou
sine (probably) continued to brake. Several witnesses describe his head as
jerking slightly to the left with this shot; others saw his hair rising up, but
there was no bloody spray. Zapruder may have seen him grasp his left chest at
the moment of this head shot (7H570). A bloodless bone fragment (probably
from the skull vertex) was briefly glimpsed over his right shoulder (by Jackie;
also seen in the Moorman photograph), after which it fell into the limousine
(where it was later found), but there was no spray of blood. After this, Jackie,
now clearly aware that something was wrong, slowly raised JFK's head to an
erect position so that she could look into his eyes (this is seen in the film as the
head snap). Then the second head shot struck while he was sitting mostly
erect-entering from the front at his hairline, superior to the lateral border of
his right orbit. He went forward for a second time and fell into Jackie's lap for
his final rest. This shot occurred much farther down Elm Street (probably
40 feet farther) and produced a bloody halo that was seen by many wit
nesses. (Such a downhill site was actually identified on a Newsweek pho
tograph (22 November 1993, p. 74); their source was listed as the National
Archives.) The time interval between these two successful head shots cannot
be known with certainty, but multiple lines of evidence (more than eyewitness
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reports,

as

we shall see) strongly suggest that it was greater than one second;

it may well have been several seconds. At about this time, the limousine had
begun to speed up. (It is outside the scope of this essay, but the rising bullet
trail on the lateral skull X-ray is entirely consistent with a second head shot
while JFK was erect-in fact, only when the head is erect can such a trail
occur for a frontal bullet. For any reasonably positioned frontal gunman, a
rising trail could never occur for a frontal shot with the head oriented as
seen in Z-312. Frames immediately thereafter are not possible either.)
The evidence for this scenario initially derives from those eyewitnesses
closest to the limousine. Included are bystanders on both sides of Elm Street,
the motorcyclists, and the Secret Service (SS) agents, mainly those from
the first vehicle behind the limousine (nicknamed the Queen Mary). Of
about twenty close witnesses who offered an opinion, eight to ten (depend
ing on the criteria being used) describe another shot after the first head
shot-either by their direct or indirect statements. The other witnesses don't
deny this-they simply don't mention it. At least eight witnesses describe
exactly what happened to JFK with the second head shot-he fell forward!
Some witnesses even recall specific events that occurred between these
two head shots-thus buttressing the case for two closely spaced, but readily
distinguishable, shots. And no one saw a head snap! In addition, Secret
Service (SS) agents in the followup car are consistent in describing JFK's
reactions and movements. [Editor's note: See Bonar Menninger, Mortal

Error 1992, Appendix, for their statements .]
These data are assembled in more detail in the following table, based
in part on the findings of Milicent Cranor. (Her findings will be pub
lished in Probe this fall; also see "The Magic Skull," The Fourth Decade,
July 1995, p. 36.) I believe that I am in agreement with her interpreta
tion; she may, however, interpret some of the data in this table differ
ently from me. Note that many witnesses recall an audible shot after a
visible head shot. And none of these witnesses describe a head snap,
although all of them were looking at JFK during the critical interval. And
the one individual (Altgens) who heard a last shot coincident with a head
shot was so far down the street that it could not correspond to Z-313.
Instead, his recollection fits extremely well with the first reenactments,
which are discussed below.
A Reconstruction of the lWo Head Shots
Frame

Comments

250

Kellerman leans forward, begins left tum to rear (complete at Z-270),

Evidence
Z-film

tums forward by Z-285, speaking into car radio by Z-327.
276-290

Shots are fired.

A,B
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302-304

305-315
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c

Limousine begins braking.

D

Driver (Greer) still looking forward (but preparing to brake).

Z-film

Greer completes rapid right turn to rear.

Z-film

Greer brakes while looking back.

E

Greer looks back for entire interval.

Z-film

Greer continues to brake.

F

JBC begins falling forward-at least until Z-334.

G

Limousine slows to a stop.

H

Motorcycles begin to overtake limousine.
306-313

First Head Shot. Strikes right occiput. Time is approximate.
JFK's hair flew up.

K

Skull fragment without

312-314

J

blood seen by Jackie;

also see Moorman photo.

L

No bloody halo was seen with this shot.

M

JFK grabs his left chest .

N

Much time and space are missing. JFK's neuromuscular control

0

is gone-he "slumps" into Jackie's lap as the limousine brakes.
Jackie screams just after this.

p

313-315

The limousine goes five feet after the first head shot and stops.

Q

315-317

Greer turns forward-and begins to lift his foot from the brake.

R

More time and space are missing.

s

Moorman photo taken after first head shot; bone fragment seen

T

317-321

over JFK's right shoulder. Moorman hears more shots after this.

314-321

Secret Service men (including John Ready) enter the street.

u

JFK's head moves to an erect position as Jackie lifts him

v

upward (slowly) and looks into his face.
More time and space are missing.
Several witnesses proceed to describe the second head shot.
JFK falls forward-for the second time.
No head snap is reported by anyone.
315-343

c. 321 +

Clint Hill begins to run-touches limousine at Z-343.

W

Clint Hill hears second head shot after he touches limousine.

X

Second Head Shot.

Y

Time and space are missing again. The limousine

is actually farther down Elm St. The film's editors have moved
the limousine uphill-according to the witnesses it should be closer
to Z-358. A bullet strikes the right temple/forehead- the right
occiput is blown out. No head snap is seen.
321+

A frontal head shot can only produce the metallic X-ray trail when

z

the head is far back, i.e., within several frames of Z-321.

A
321+

bloody halo (or explosion) is seen.

(Some time after first head shot.)
Spectators scatter, fall to the ground, run up the knoll,
and then,

after all this,

another shot is heard.

AA
BB
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327-337

A new skull defect becomes apparent.

cc

JFK falls forward. According to the witnesses, this event must occur

DD

just after Z-358 (as seen in the current film). As before, time and
space have been lost through the editing process.

343+

The limousine finally accelerates.

EE

Evidence
A.

First reenactments: See below.Camera jiggles at Z-290 (Stroscio).

B. Kellerman (SS): "I turned around to find out what happened when two
additional shots rang out and the President slumped into Mrs.Kennedy's
lap ....I heard Mrs. Kennedy shout, "What are they doing to you?" I
yelled at William Greer to "Step on it, we're hit!" and grabbed the mike
from the car radio, called to SA Lawson that we were hit .... " He added
that he was facing forward during the "flurry " (when he was on the car
radio), and that he did not look back again until Jackie was on the trunk.
[Kellerman sat next to the limousine driver.]
C.

JBC shirt faces Zapruder, Newman, Rather.JBC's movements may have

D.

Alvarez speed analysis.

E.

Common sense; typical time to brake.Kinney also suggested that Greer

shown a shot.

took his foot off the accelerator during this time.
F.

Common sense-he is still looking back; also, brake light is on in
Muchmore film (at least for "Z-311 to Z-319").

G. Z-film; also common sense-brake is still on.This also suggests no lim
ousine acceleration before Z-334, which is confirmed by Clint Hill's tes
timony below.
H. See above witness table regarding limousine stop-also see Moorman,
Muchmore blur analysis in the discussion below.
I.

J.

All 3 movie films: Nix, Muchmore, Zapruder.
Nix film: Cranor sees a bone fragment seven frames before "Z-313."
Brehm: "The President was leaning forward when he stiffened percepti
bly; at the same instant ...a rifle shot sounded ...the President seemed
to stiffen and come to a pause when another shot sounded and the Presi
dent appeared to be badly hit in the head ...and then [he ] roll[ed] over
to his side ...." Brehm then heard a third shot. Cranor: JFK's head
made a slight "tic " of a movement to the left.Jean Hill: "Just as I yelled,
'Hey,' to him, he started to bring his head up ...and just as he did the
shot rang out .... " After the second shot she saw JBC "fall to the floor."
With the third shot, "President Kennedy was hit again and ... further
buffeted his body and ... [she noticed] his hair standing up ... it just
rippled up like this." Moorman: She heard a firecracker sound almost
simultaneously with her photograph; then she saw JFK "sort of jump, "
and slump sideways; then Mrs.Kennedy screamed.Schwartz: JFK's head
"kind of twisted " to the left.

K. Brehm: He saw JFK's hair fly up with a head shot and then he heard a
third shot. J. Hill: "the hair on the back of his head flew up." Hickey:
"The first shot of the second two seemed as if it missed because the hair
on the right side of his head flew forward." Kinney: The second shot hit
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JBC, the 3rd hit JFK; with this he saw "hair coming up." He hit the
siren; Clint Hill began to run.
L. Jackie: "I could see a piece of his skull and I remember it was flesh
colored ... No blood or anything." Also note bone fragment seen in
Moorman photograph.
M. Denied by Hill.Not reported by Moorman, or other nearby spectators.
Although the Newmans did see blood, they did not describe a halo.They
were in the best position for a close look at the right side of JFK's head,
where some blood might have been expected.
N. Zapruder: "Well, as the car came in line almost [i.e., Z-313], I heard the
first shot and I saw the President lean over and grab himself like this
[holding his left chest area].I heard a 2nd shot [most likely this was the
2nd head shot farther down the street] and saw his head open up ...."
0.

Many witnesses (or viewers of an early film version) describe "slump
ing." Especially note Cranor, Finck, Jackie Kennedy, Lattimer.

P.

Jean Hill, Mr.and Mrs.Bill Newman; see Mary Moorman above.

Q.

Alan Smith: "The car was ten feet from me when a bullet hit the Presi
dent in the forehead ...the car went about five feet and stopped."

R. Z-film; also, it is common sense to stop braking when looking forward.
Note that as the braking stopped, the limousine could still have coasted
downhill slowly.
S.

Z-film; Greer's head turn is too fast. For a more realistic turn, see

T.

See background objects for the site of the photograph.

Kellerman's turn between Z-270 and Z-285.
U.

Bill Newman: "A car filled with SS men was just behind the President's
car, and when it was right beside us, it paused, and I saw several men
with what looked like Thompson machine guns get out of the car."
Marrion Baker: "and that was when the SS were trying to get in the car."
John Ready (SS): "At this time the SS car seemed to slow and I heard
someone from inside this car say: 'He's shot.' I left the followup car in
the direction of the President's car but was recalled by ATSIC Emory
Roberts as the cars increased their speeds. I got back on the car and
seated myself beside Mr.Roberts on the front seat."

V.

Z-film: Thompson (1967) graph, p. 91. Note that JFK was most poste
rior at Z-321.Schwartz: "What she kind of did was push him back up
right ...Kind of pushed him like she was looking at him, saying, 'What's
wrong?' And then his head goes like that [probably with the second head
shot-he has already described the slight leftward rotation with the first
head shot that several witnesses saw] ...And whew! The whole half of
it come off." Ault: "Following the first shot ... Kennedy appeared to
raise up in his seat ...and after the second shot the President slumped
into his seat." Hargis: "I heard the 1st shot ...the President bent over
...Connally turned around ...it looked like the President was bending
over to hear what he had to say ...[when JFK] straightened back up in
the car ...his head exploded." Hickey (SS): "He was slumped forward
and to his left, and was straightening up to an almost erect sitting posi
tion ... .[When] he was almost sitting erect I heard two reports ...
[The] last shot ...made him fall forward and to his left again."
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Kinney (SS): "The first shot was fired ... and it appeared that he had
been shot because he slumped to the left ... Immediately, he sat up
again ....At this time Clint Hill jumped off and ran to the President's
car ....At this time the second shot was fired.With this, simultaneously
with the President's car, we stepped on the gas. I released the siren at
that time." Newman: JFK "went across Jackie's lap, then he went back.
He went both ways."
W. Shaneyfelt testimony, based on Z-film.
X.

Landis (SS): "When I heard the sound [like a high powered rifle] there
was no question in my mind what it was. My first glance was at the
President ... .I did not realize that [he] had been shot ... .I immediately [looked] over my right shoulder ... I saw nothing ....Jack Ready
said, 'What was it-a firecracker?' So far two or three seconds [had
elapsed]. [After checking the crowd, the limousine tires, and thinking
about what to do] I glanced toward the President and he appeared to be
fairly upright ... leaning slightly toward Mrs. Kennedy with his head
tilted slightly back. I also remember Clinton Hill attempting to climb
onto the ...President's car. It was at this moment that I heard a second
report and it appeared that the President's head split open with a muffled
exploding sound." Clint Hill (SS): "The sound came from my right rear
and I immediately moved my head in that direction ....[As I did so] I
saw the President hunch forward and then slump to his left. I jumped
from the followup car and ran .... I heard a second firecracker noise
but it had a different sound-like the sound of shooting a revolver into
something hard. I saw the President slump more toward his left." Clint
Hill: "This is the first sound that I heard; yes, sir. I jumped from the car
...[and] ran ....Just about as I reached it there was another sound ...
-it seemed to have some kind of echo. I put my right foot ...on the left
rear step, and I had a handgrip ...when the car lurched forward. I lost
my footing and I had to run three or four more steps before I could get
back up in the car.Between the time I originally grabbed the handhold
and until I was up on the car-the second noise that I heard had re
moved a portion of the President's head, and he had slumped noticeably
to his left."

Y.

Clint Hill: See immediately above. Also note the following exchange.
Arlen Specter: "Now what is your best estimate on the time span be
tween the first firecracker type noise you heard and the second shot
which you have described? " C. Hill: "Approximately five seconds."
Hudson: "and so the first shot rung out and, of course, I didn't realize it
was a shot ... I happened to be looking at him when that bullet hit
him-the second shot ....it looked like it hit him ...a little bit behind
the ear and a little above the ear [on the right side] ...this young fellow
that was standing there with me ...he says, 'Lay down, mister, somebody is shooting the President.' ...he kept repeating, 'Lay down,' so he
was already laying down one way on the sidewalk, so I just laid down
over on the ground when that third shot rung out ... .'' Hudson: "He
was looking directly at JFK and saw his head slump sideways with the
first shot.He heard two more shots in rapid succession.He estimated
that he was thirty feet from the car when he heard the shots ... " (FB I
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Report, File #DL-89-43). Hudson: " He said that the last shot hit JFK
near the steps, just in front of where he was standing. He is also sure the
second shot hit JFK in the head. After this second shot he was told to
lay down." (FBI Report #DL 100-10461 ). Hudson: "I don't know if you
have ever laid down close to the ground, you know, when you heard the
reports coming, but it's a whole lot plainer than it is when you are stand
ing up in the air." (Hudson stood near the top of the stairs.) Rather: JFK
"went forward with considerable violence."
Z.

Lateral skull X-rays: the trail rises within the skull, from front to back.

AA. Altgens: He saw the second bullet just knock JFK straight down. He saw

" ...flesh, blood, and bones fly from the right side of JFK's head ...to
the left of the limousine." He was also sure that this was the last shot.
" At the time JFK got the fatal blow to the back of his head, I was offi
cially fifteen feet from the car-the distance on my camera showed that
footage [he was a professional photographer for AP]-a distance for
which I had already prefocused." Decker: "I distinctly remember hear
ing 2 shots. As I heard the first, I looked back over my shoulder and saw
what appeared ...to be a spray of water come out of the rear seat of the
President's car." Hargis: "I heard the first shot and I saw the President
bent over and Governor Connally turned around ... When President
Kennedy straightened back up in the car ...his head exploded." Landis
(SS): "I heard ... the report [first audible shot] ... from behind me,
over my right shoulder ...I heard a second report and ...I saw pieces
of flesh and blood flying through the air and the President slumped out
of sight toward Mrs. Kennedy." E. Roberts (SS): [I heard the] "first of
three shots fired, at which time I saw the President lean toward Mrs.
Kennedy.I do not know if it was the next shot or third shot that hit the
President in the head, but I saw what appeared to be a small explosion
on the right side of the President's head, saw blood, at which time the
President fell further to his left ....About this time I saw SA C. Hill
trying to get on the ...car ...." After SA Hill got on the rear step ...it
appeared that SA John Ready was about to follow and go for the right
rear step; however, I told him not to jump, as we had picked up speed,
and I was afraid he could not make it." Mr.Willis: He heard three sepa
rate sounds, was sure from his war experience that all three hit their
target, and he also saw a red halo.Mrs.Willis: She saw the second shot
take off JFK's head and produce a red halo.Zapruder: "I heard the first
shot and I saw the President lean over and grab himself like this (hold
ing his left chest area ) ...I heard a second shot and then I saw his head
open up .... "
BB.Kivett (SS): " As the motorcade was about 1/3 of the way to the under
pass ... I heard a loud noise ... .It sounded like an extremely large
firecracker. As I was looking ...to my right rear I heard another report
....I looked toward the Vice Presidential car, and as I did so, I could see
spectators, approximately 25-50, scattering-some were falling to the
ground, some were running up a small hill, and some were just standing
there stunned-here I heard the third shot." C. Roberts: "Just seconds
after that I heard ...backfire ....saw a man sprawled over ...his daugh-
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ter . .. I saw a policeman running across the park ...pulling his pistol
... I heard a second shot .. . .

"

CC. Z-film: Note how the light reflection changes over the skull vertex.
DD.Altgens, Ault, Finck, Kinney, Landis, Rather, and many more.
EE. C. Hill (SS): He had his hand on the handgrip, heard a shot hit, then lost

his grip as the limousine accelerated. Shaneyfelt places his first touch at
Z-343. Kellerman (SS): "We just literally jumped out of the God-damn

road."

Trask (1994), p.71, quotes a Mike Wallace interview with Clint Hill
twelve y ears after the assassination. Hill believed that if he had been 0.5
to 1.0 seconds faster he could have taken the final bullet himself. Since
Hill is seen (Shaneyfelt, 15H699-see intersprocket area) first reaching
the car at Z-343, even one second earlier would have been only at Z-325,
still well after the supposed single head shot at Z-313. Hill had not changed
his story-it was still grossly at odds with the film.
Jean Hill has denied seeing a red halo. It is striking that the halo was
also not reported by her adjacent friend, Mary Moorman. If the red halo
was associated with the second head shot, but not the first one, that would
explain their experiences. Both Jean and Mary were probably distracted by
gunfire that seemed to them to come from directly across the street. Most
likely they stopped tracking JFK at that point and therefore did not observe
the halo, which was associated only with the second head shot. That such a
spray should be seen only with the second shot is quite understandable.
The blood available during the first shot is only the amount pumped through
a lacerated blood vessel per frame exposure time. However, for the second
shot, the situation would be quite different. In that case, blood could actu
ally accumulate within the intracranial cavity for many, many exposure
times; the time interval between shots was probably at least one second
and may have been longer. Even in a one second interval, however, the
amount of pooled blood available would have been greater by a factor of at
least ten-perhaps even much greater-thus making a spray of visible blood
quite likely.
James Altgens, an AP photographer far down Elm Street, was strategi
cally located to see the second head shot. He had just finished another
photograph (later correlated with Z-255). Since he was busy preparing for
his next shot, he did not see the first head shot but saw only the second,
which was much closer to him. In his letter to Doug Mizzer (21 Novem
ber 1994; see Livingstone 1995, p. 135), he writes as follows:
As for my position of being alongside the limo at the time the fatal shot was
fired, I believe we are dealing in inches [meaning that was just about right].
Realizing that the limo was constantly moving, with airborne fragments com
ing my way, I still maintain that those fragments landed at my feet.And, the
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reflex of JFK's head-back then forward-as claimed in the Zapruder film, I
did not see the backward movement.When first told about it I figured that it
was an optical illusion ....At the time JFK got the fatal blow to the back of
his head, I was officially fifteen feet from the car-the scale on my camera
showed that footage-a distance for which I had already prefocused.

It is noteworthy that, unlike the witnesses above, he does not hear any
more shots after this head shot. That is because it was the second head
shot. His observation of airborne debris is also consistent with other
witnesses who saw this with the second head shot. Finally, his report of
being 15 feet away must be taken seriously. Altgens was a professional
photographer for AP and it was his business to know distances. If he is
right about being only 15 feet from JFK at the time of the second head
shot-and he is certainly emphatic about his distance-then this shot
must have occurred well after Z-313. In fact, it matches the last shot in
the first reenactments very well (see below). This is about 40 feet farther
down Elm Street from Z-313. (Altgens' photograph at about Z-255 was
one of the most widely circulated; he took this (Livingstone 1995, p. 135)
with his 105 mm lens set for infinity, which was 60 feet or beyond.)
These witnesses do not all report the same specific details. They are in
different locations so they hear and see different parts of the whole scene.
They also pay attention to different aspects of the live scene unfolding be
fore them. This is all quite different from the Michigan experiment, in which
all viewers had the same perspective (they all watched the same film). Within
those constraints, however, the consistency of all these witnesses with one
another is really quite striking. It seems unlikely that, randomly, they would
all devise such compatible stories. Most of all, though, their concordant
disagreement with the we is quite overwhel ming-none of them report
what the we concluded.
Was tissue debris visible in the air after the head shots?

Several ey ewitnesses reported debris in the air after the head shots. The
left motorcy cle officer, Bobby Hargis, for example, testified: "It seemed like
his head exploded, and I was splattered with blood and brain, and kind of
a bloody water" (6H294). The day afterwards he reported, "I thought at
first I might have been hit" (The New York Daily News, 24 November 1963,
p. 100). This has generally been assumed to mean that he thought a bullet
had struck him-he knew, after all, that something had hit him.
Vince Palamara (The Third Alternative, 1993, handwritten appendix, p.
1) reports that the driver of the follow-up car, Samuel Kinney, said that he
saw the right rear of the President's skull blown out by the fatal shot, and
that the left windshield of the follow-up car and Kinney 's left arm had been
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splattered by blood and brain matter. James Altgens (see above comments)
and SS agent Paul Landis both saw pieces of flesh and blood flying through
the air. Mrs. Eva Grant (Jack Ruby's sister) reported that Tom Howard,
Ruby's attorney, was trying to sell a photograph that showed half of JFK's
skull in the air (14H479).
Mary Moorman's famous Polaroid photograph (Groden 1993, p. 34;
Trask 1994, p. 235, p. 247) may show a skull fragment. JFK's right shoul
der, especially on the clearest available copies, is topped by an Alpine
mountain. This very white object may also appear between JFK and the
seatback in Z-323 to Z-338. It also seems to be described by William
Manchester (The Death of a President, 1967, p. 160): "and one fragment,
larger than the rest, rises over Kennedy's falling shoulders and seems to
hang there and then drift toward the rear." This was presumably based on
Manchester's reported viewing of the film on 75 occasions (John Corry, The

Manchester Affair, 1967, p. 45). T his is also consistent with Jackie's com
ment that she saw a flesh colored (and bloodless) skull fragment.
Trask reports that the time interval between Z-313 and this Moorman
Polaroid is about 0.2 seconds. This interval may also be estimated from
elementary physics. Assuming that the vertical distance from the top of
JFK's head to his right shoulder in this photograph is about eight inches (it
would be more if he were erect), and that the skull fragment traveled no
appreciable distance above the skull vertex, the time of flight may be calcu
lated to be a minimum of about 0.20 seconds. It could have been longer
even a good deal longer if the fragment had first ascended. This time inter
val would correspond to 3.7 frames. Therefore this fragment should be
seen at about Z-316, or sometime thereafter in the Zapruder film. It may
be visible between JFK and the seatback in Z-323 to Z-338. Charles Brehm
told Mark Lane, "That which appeared to be a portion of the President's
skull went flying slightly to the rear of the President's car and directly to its
left. It did fly over toward the curb to the left and to the rear." (This is cited
by Thompson, 1967, p. 99.)
The only suggestion in the film for flying objects are the two forward
going streaks seen in Z-313 and, to a lesser degree, in Z-314. For many
reasons, however, these are inconsistent with the eyewitness reports of de
bris in the air. First, the speed of these streaks can be calculated to be ex
traordinarily high. The distance traveled by the upper streak within the
exposure time of an 18.3 fps camera (1136 sec) is about 7-8 feet. This yields
a minimum speed of 135 ft!sec. It could well be higher if the flying object
had started its flight any time after the shutter opened. Elementary physics
then yields a maximum ascent of 252 feet (neglecting air resistance) and a
total flight time of 8 seconds. These are both quite incredible. To make
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matters even worse, the horizontal displacement for the lower streak would
be 424 feet, well beyond any reasonable distance reported by the observers.
Interestingly enough, it is also well beyond the distances of 20 to 40 feet
that Lattimer reported in his own experiments (Lattimer 1980, p. 251).
Furthermore, even if these streaks did represent such tissue, then by con
servation of linear momentum JFK's head should go downward and back
ward, not upward and backward, as is seen. (See Milicent Cranor's "The
Joker in the Jet Effect," The Fourth Decade, January 1996, p. 28.) Therefore,
based on all of these arguments, whatever these two streaks represent,
they cannot represent biological tissue from JFK's head.
How fast was the limousine moving?

Regarding the speed of the Presidential limousine during the assassina
tion, SS agent Samuel Kinney observed that at the time of the first shot, the
speed of the motorcade was "3 to 5 miles an hour" (HSCA Document# 18010078-10493). For comparison, Alvarez described it as 12 mph. But Alvarez
is required to assume a camera speed of 18.3 fps. This is called into ques
tion below. The reenactment time of 3.5 seconds (Whitewash II, p. 180), as
discussed above, is also inconsistent with Alvarez's speed.
HSCA Document # 180-10099-10491 is an eight page summary report
of an interview with SS agent William Greer, the driver of the limousine.
He reports motorcade speeds which ranged from ten to thirty miles an
hour, although when he made the tum into Elm Street from Houston his
speed had slowed to about three to five miles per hour. "We were almost
stopped," Greer said. Note also the comments of Roy Truly (above): he
describes the limousine as almost striking an abutment and nearly stop
ping as a result.
Did all the witnesses hear the same 3 shots?

Although the we was at great pains to limit the total number of shots
to three, they spent little time trying to decide if all the ear witnesses
actually heard the same three shots. Milicent Cranor ("The Magician's
Tools", Probe, November/December, 1995, p. 7) reports the following (also
see table below). Independent of what they did or did not see, the major
ity of witnesses said that the last two shots were close together. The wit
nesses listed below were more specific about how close together these
shots were . Each heard only one shot, followed by a pause, and then a
flurry at the time the head exploded. Between the first shot and the flurry
they heard no shot. That means that they missed one of the first two
shots. (See Carol Hewitt's ground breaking work on rifle silencers in the
same reference as above.) I would add that Thompson (1967, pp. 254-
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271) has also compiled a long and detailed list of witnesses. This list
confirms that many, if not most, witnesses (of those who report) did not
hear three equally spaced shots. Any two closely spaced (authentic) shots
are incompatible with a single gunman firing a Mannlicher-Carcano. If

only one of these ear witnesses is correct, the Warren Report is wrong.
One Shot, then

a

Flurry. In Between: No Shot.

Witness

Statement

C.Ault

"close enough to be from an automatic rifle" (24H534)

J.Bell

"in quick succession"

G.Bennett

"a second shot followed immediately (18H760)

L.Bowers

(The New York Times,

11/23/63, p.5)

"Like this: Bang, ..., bang, bang", as he rapped his knuckles
on a table to demonstrate (6H288)

J.Connally

"The thought immediately passed through my mind that
there were either two or three people involved ...or some
one was shooting with an automatic rifle ...because of the
rapidity of these two." (4H133-4, 138, 147; 1 HSCA 42, 5253)

W.Greer
G.Hickey

"simultaneously" (2H118)
"in such rapid succession ... no time element in between"
(18H762)

T.Henderson
C.Hill

"in rapid succession" (22H524)
"The second shot had "an echo ...double sound." (18H742,
2H138-144)

J.Jarman
(Mrs.) L.Johnson

"third shot was fired right behind the second" (3H204)
"in rapid succession" (Robert MacNeill,
1963.The

R.Kellerman

Year Kennedy was Shot,

The Way We Were,

1967, p.192)

"flurry ...plane breaking the sound barrier ...bang, bang"
(2H76) [After tuming forward at Z-285, he spoke into the
car phone by at least Z-327; he heard the flurry while he was
on the phone; Jim Marrs,

Crossfire,

1989, p.12.]

K.O'Donnell

"almost simultaneously" (7H448)

W. Taylor

"In the instant that my left foot touched the ground, I heard
two more bangs." (Commission Exhibit 1024, p.783)

C.Walther

"almost at the same time" (Commission Exhibit 2086)

L.Willis

"two real fast bullets together" (7H498)

M.Woodward

"The second two shots were immediate ...as if one were the
echo of the other ...." (Nigel Tumer,

The Men Who Killed

Kennedy, 1988)
S.Weitzman

"simultaneous" (7H106)

R.Youngblood

"in rapid succession" (MacNeill 1967, p.193)
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raise his hand to his head just before he collapsed?

Thompson (1967), p.16, claims that, among Manchester's many errors,
one is particularly substantial and especially difficult to understand, be
cause Manchester claimed to have memorized every movement (Look, 4
April 1967).Manchester (1967, p.158) states: "Now, in a gesture of infinite
grace, he raised his right hand, as though to brush back his tousled chest
nut hair. But the motion faltered.The hand fell back limply.He had been
reaching for the top of his head. But it wasn't there anymore." Thompson
adds, "We know from the Zapruder film that no such gesture ever occurred."
But what are we to think when Jackie says nearly the same thing? In
her WC testimony she states: "I could see a piece of his skull and I remem
ber it was flesh colored. I remember thinking he just looked as if he had a
slight headache ... No blood or anything. And then he sort of did this
(indicating), put his hand to his forehead (emphasis added) and fell in my
lap." (5H180). Is it likely that she is making this up-and that it simply
happens to coincide so closely with Manchester's account of the film? (This
disagreement is reminiscent of a similar one that Milicent Cranor discov
ered in speaking to Bill Newman. He had tried to tell Garrison that JFK fell
downward and leftward as if struck by a baseball bat. But Garrison would
not believe him-because it was not in the film.)

When did Zapruder begin filming?
Zapruder told CBS News that he began filming as soon as the limousine
turned onto Elm Street from Houston Street (CBS News, 2 3 November
196 3; see also Commission Document No.7, p.12).[Editor's note: See Mike
Pincher and Roy Schaeffer, Part IV, for the FBI interview with Zapruder.]
But the film shows a long gap between the earlier motorcycles and the
limousine's first appearance at Z-1 3 3.Several questions naturally arise at
this point. Why would Zapruder expend valuable film footage on the mo
torcyclists but not take all possible footage of JFK? He had been extremely
frugal in using only 1 7 frames to film his acquaintances at Dealey Plaza
actually less than one second at 18.3 fps! He had also made a trip home
during the day to retrieve his camera for this special occasion. And he had
just switched his film to the second side so that he would have the entire
track available.Furthermore, he had enough space on the film to catch this
event-the motorcade occupies only 6 feet 3 inches of film length, whereas
a standard track has at least 25 feet.Even if he had filmed in slow motion
(48 fps), he still would have used only about 16 feet (assuming the limou
sine speed calculated by Alvarez). So it is quite puzzling that he waited so
long to begin filming. Or did he really begin filming when the limousine
was at the top of Elm Street, just as he said he did?
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Disagreements between early viewers of
the film (November

1 963)

and what is

currently seen.
Erwin Schwartz was Zapruder's business partner and during that
weekend he was often at Zapruder's side. He was recently interviewed
by Noel Twyman and Richard Bartholomew (Bloody Treason). Schwartz
recalls viewing the film about 15 times during that initial weekend. He
saw tissue debris flying to the rear-an event not seen on the current
film. He does not report a head snap, but does recall Jackie lifting JFK's
head upward and backward (presumably in order to see his face better).
He also describes JFK's head as twisting to the left (possibly with the
first head shot), something also suggested by the comments of Mary
Moorman and Jean Hill. Experts had also previously noted that such a
head rotation could occur with head shots (7 HSCA 171).
Manchester watched the film, perhaps as many as 75 or even a100
times. He recalls seeing JFK sitting upright, waving, and then slump
ing. "A fine spray of blood and pieces of skull are thrown into the air in
one quick upheaval." (Corry 1967, p. 45.) Also notable here is the ab
sence of a head snap-and JFK's upright posture at the time of the (sec
ond) head shot.
Chester Breneman [Editor's note: See Jack White, Part IV] wrote a
three page personal letter to his nephew on 9 April 1973, describing his
experiences. He and Robert West had been the surveyors for the Life
magazine and Secret Service reenactments of November and December
1963. For this task, he had been provided with enlargements of frames
from the Zapruder film-to assist him in determining locations and dis
tances. On page three, he states, "On three frames after a frontal (empha
sis added) entry shot, we saw blobs leaving the back (emphasis added) of
the President's head and disappearing on the fourth frame."
An interview with Breneman by Jim Marrs also appeared in the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram (14 April1978), in which he made the same point.
In fact he made it even more forcefully-he described the blobs of back
ward flying debris as large (emphasis added). What Breneman had seen
led him to say, "The only thing I know for sure is that shots came from
two different directions." Elementary physics also suggests that such
debris should be seen on multiple frames (see below). Breneman added
one other curious comment. He reports that one of the Life investiga
tors said that his own life (no pun intended) was not worth a plugged
nickel and Breneman recalls, "Then he pulled back his shirt and showed
me his bullet proof vest. I thought that was a little odd."
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The experiments of Alvarez and Lattimer also support this conclu
sion. Debris remains visible for many frames in each of their films. So
why isn't it (easily ) visible for multiple frames in the Zapruder film?
Dan Rather (CBS News, 23 November 1963) offered his own descrip
tion of what is currently not seen in the film: "Governor Connally, whose
coat button was open, turned in such a way to extend his right hand out
towards the president . . . And as he turned he exposed his entire shirt
front and chest because his coat was unbuttoned-at that moment a
shot very clearly hit that part of the Governor."
Milicent Cranor has advised me in personal conversations and cor
respondence that in 1992 she saw an unusual version of the film at the
NBC Archives. She studied this repeatedly in slow motion on superior
equipment. This is her summary.
Kennedy was hit in the right temple while Moorman and Jean Hill were vis
ible in the background. JFK's head rotated slightly counterclockwise (i.e.,
left)-just a tic. A flap of skin or bone swung out on a vertical hinge. The
hinge became horizontal and the flap became part of what looked like a giant
clam. I never saw the famous "blob" nor did I see clouds of gore. I only saw
thin translucent lines intersecting the head that scientists (in fluid dynamics)
tell me are most likely condensation lines left in the wake of a bullet. One line
suggested the shot came from Zapruder's immediate left. About 1/2 second
later JFK went flat across Jackie's lap, not forward but leftward, away from
the viewer. JFK then came back up to about where he was before. His head
made two nearly imperceptible jerks, a tip to the left, a tip to the right. Then
he bucked backward-but there was no head snap. He moved all of a piece,
as if given a shove in the sternum .

She then adds: "I recently realized that an early description of the
film-by John Lattimer of all people-fits my own impression of this
version." Lattimer, in describing Z-313 to Z-320, stated that "the
President's body, which had already tilted to his left, with his head hang
ing downward and forward, moved slightly forward at the moment of
impact, but then stiffened and lurched completely over to his left, onto
the rear seat of the automobile, from which Mrs. Kennedy then rose
and pivoted, to allow him to lie down on the seat" (Resident and Staff
Physician, May 1972, p. 60). He later changed his story to match the
public version of the film (Kennedy and Lincoln, 1980, p. 248).
Is it pure chance that Dr. Pierre Finck, one of the autopsy patholo
gists, actually agrees with Lattimer's first description? In his "Personal
notes on the Assassination of President Kennedy " (1 February 1965)
written to his superior, Brig. Gen. J. M. Blumberg, he states: "On 16
March 1964 I also had the opportunity to examine COLOR PRINTS,
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approximately 10 x 20 em, stamped 'US Secret Service, Washington,
DC' on the back and made from the only color film taken at the time of
the Assassination of Kennedy ....[These] clearly show how Kennedy
slumped forward from a sitting position ....This sequence of photo
graphs is compatible with a bullet hitting Kennedy in the back and with
another bullet hitting him in the head, both from behind." This docu
ment was released only in the past several years from the Otis Historical
Archives at the National Museum of Health and Medicine,Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology. His description is, of course, quite at odds with
the current public version of the film, which displays a grossly obvious
backward head snap-an event that neither Lattimer nor Finck (nor
Cranor) saw in an apparently different version of the film.These seem
ingly fantastic intimations of multiple versions of the film even surfaced
in Life magazine (2 October 1964 ).Frame Z-323 had a caption that de
scribed JFK's head "as snapping to one side." Another version of the
same date has this picture replaced by Z-313 and a caption saying that
JFK's head went "forward," consistent with a shot from the rear. Paul
Hoch and Vincent Salandria (Newcomb and Adams, p. 143) together
discovered six different versions of Life for this same date.
Dan Rather (The Camera Never Blinks, 1977, p.127) of CBS has re
ported that security at Life for the film was extremely poor and that any
major executive could order his own version of the film.Is it possible
that some of these (possibly) unaltered films have persisted through the
years? Did Cranor see one of these?

3. Disagreements between the film and other

photographic evidence.
In prior discussions, I have listed the Moorman photograph as possible
evidence for a limousine stop, mostly because the foreground motorcycles
are blurred while the limousine seems as well defined as the background.
That analysis is,however,complicated by issues of proximity and perspec
tive.I shall therefore tum instead to another film taken during the shoot
ing on Elm Street-Marie Muchmore's 8 mm movie film.Thompson's map
(p.253) places her (witness #104) on the grass of Dealey Plaza,just in front
of the wall (Archives, CD 735, I, p. 8). But Trask disagrees (inside front
cover)-he places her on the other side of the wall, closer to Main Street!
The grass in front of the wall is easily seen in the Zapruder film, but she is
not there.However, her unattached shadow may be there (see discussion
below)! Her location is also discussed by Milicent Cranor ("The Magic Skull,"

The Fourth Decade, July 1995, p. 36). Cranor notes one other anomalous
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feature: even though Muchmore was closer to the book depository than
Zapruder, the spastic camera motions in Zapruder's film (that have been
attributed to his reaction to Oswald's gunshots) are not seen in Muchmore's
film at the supposed time of the Z-313 head shot!
Muchmore's view was across Elm Street toward Zapruder; she was no
ticeably farther away from the limousine than Zapruder at Z-313. Because
of her distance, the resolution of her film is not as good as the Zapruder
film. Her camera, however, ran at a purported 18.5 frames per second (fps),
according to the FBI (Trask 1994, p. 206). This nearly one to one corre
spondence with the Zapruder camera rate (as also determined by the FBI)
should make intercomparison of frames straightforward. Close inspection
of the limousine in the Muchmore film shows that the right taillight is on
(only the brake would cause this-the blinkers controlled only the front
lights) for nine successive frames; these correspond to about Z-311 to Z319 (Groden 1993, pp. 33 and 37, shows two of these frames; see also the
back of the dust cover). Before and after these frames, the taillight is not
visible. Therefore the brake was on for at least nine frames (about half a
second) or perhaps even longer; that cannot be determined from this film.
If the brakes were applied just before the head shots, then the limousine
would probably have slowed. If a shot occurred around Z-276 (see first
reenactments below), then the braking that begins around Z-295 (per
Alvarez) may be a reaction to this shot. The time interval of about 20 frames
would be long enough for a braking response to occur-even using the
official camera speed of 18.3 fps.
The Muchmore film may provide better evidence of limousine slowing
than the Moorman photograph: there are more images, but even more
importantly, it does not suffer the drawbacks of proximity and perspective
that are evident in the Moorman photograph. By examining the Muchmore
frame shortly before Z-313, as printed in Groden (1993, p. 33), the reader
may draw his own conclusions. Note the reflected highlights on the rear of
the near motorcycle: they are distinctly blurred. So is the image of the tire
and the rear fender. For comparison, look at the limousine. On the rear
tire, the whitewall trim seems quite well defined-as compared to the mo
torcycle tire. Also examine the limousine right rear taillight and immedi
ately adjacent fender. Again, this seems better defined than the motorcycle
fender. Also compare the clarity of the limousine hand grip (seen against
the background grass) to the rim of the motorcycle windshield. All of this is
consistent with a very slow limousine speed. Also note that the foreground
characters are seen quite clearly, implying that the camera tracking is quite
slow at this time. Even the closest female figure on the far right is not
blurred due to her proximity to the camera. Since the limousine image is
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clearer than the motorcycle, we know that the camera is preferentially track
ing the limousine. And, since the bystanders are sharply defined, the logi
cal conclusion is that the limousine speed is much closer to the bystanders
(zero) than to the motorcycles. I have also viewed all of the adjacent frames
in the Muchmore film with a loupe and cannot avoid the same conclu
sion there (based on the degree of relative blurring)-the limousine is
hardly moving. This deceleration appears to begin shortly after Z-300,
just as Alvarez said. Simply from qualitative appearances, however, this
deceleration appears to be much larger than he suggested, with a final
speed much less than his 8 mph.(David Lifton provided me with excellent
individual frames from the Muchmore film.) It is also striking that in the
Zapruder film, in Z-315 and in Z-317, the pedestrian in the background
grass is also seen with great clarity-just as would be expected if the
limousine had stopped at that time.
There are other photographic clues to the slowing of the limousine. In
both the Zapruder and Nix films (probably in Muchmore, too), the two
motorcycles on the left rear begin to overtake the limousine after about Z305. That would be consistent with limousine slowing. The timing of this
event is particularly compelling since the other evidence (especially the
eyewitnesses) also suggests that the limousine slowed at precisely this time.
The Nix film, however, shows a near uniform speed through Dealey Plaza.
Twyman has calculated this to be 9.2 mph after the equivalent of frame Z300. (This assumes that the film was shot at 18.5 fps (Trask 1994, p. 190), as
was reported by the FBI.) It would also be most useful to measure the
speed before the frame that corresponds to Z-300, so that a comparison to
the Zapruder film can be made. A distinct head snap is also visible in the
Nix film.
Supporters of Zapruder film authenticity have argued, quite naturally,
that alterations of the Zapruder film are unlikely because appropriate al
terations of both the Nix and Muchmore films would also have been re
quired. Although, at first glance this inevitable argument from common
sense seems compelling, some reasonable responses can be offered. It should
first be noted that the FBI made extensive efforts to capture all possibly
relevant photographic evidence. Nix turned his original film over on De
cember 1 (Trask 1994, p. 183). The Muchmore film was sold to UPI and
was featured in Four Days which was published in early 1964 (Trask 1994,
p. 205). The FBI received a copy by about mid-February 1964.
After requesting and receiving a copy of his film from the FBI, "He
[Nix] stated that the copy . .. does not appear as clear as his usual pic
tures." (Trask 1994, p.190). Some years later, Nix's granddaughter, Gayle
Nix Jackson, said that the government kept the original film and still re-
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fused to make it available to her. She added that her grandfather believed
that the government altered the film and the copy returned to him, though
she simply doesn't know the truth (Trask 1994, p. 197). In a conversation
with Milicent Cranor (May 1993), she said that her grandfather believed
that frames had been removed from his film. In a technical report (21 De
cember 1995) on the Nix film at the National Archives, Charles Mayn stated
that their copy is not an out-of-camera film. Groden reports (1993, p. 32)
that after Nix's film was returned to UPI in 1978 by the HSCA it was never
located again.
These films actually may not agree with one another as well as is widely
believed. Doug Mizzer (Livingstone 1995, p. 138) has pointed out an appar
ent discrepancy between the Zapruder and Nix films. Clint Hill testified
that he grabbed Jackie and put her back into her seat (2H138-139). In the
Nix film, Hill gets both feet onto the limousine and puts one hand on each
of Jackie's shoulders. He even seems to be hugging her head and shoulders
as he pushes her back into the seat. But the Zapruder film shows that he
did not reach her until she was already back in the seat.
Although Shaneyfelt (15H699) testified that Clint Hill did not touch
the limousine until Z-343, my review of individual frames of the
Muchmore film shows him there by (the equivalent of) Z-332; by (the
equivalent of) Z-336 his foot is rising to touch the rear step, an impos
sible manuever unless he already had a handgrip.
This fall, Milicent Cranor will publish in Probe a powerful summary
of eyewitness evidence that motorcycleman Chaney passed the limou
sine while going to report to police chief Curry before the final head
shot. In the Nix film, there is no sign of this event. Nor are there any
spectators running up the knoll before the final head shot in this film
(see Reconstruction Table), as several witnesses reported seeing before
the final shot was heard. And Emmett Hudson recalled actually being on
the ground during the last shot (5H560-561), but he is not in this position
anywhere in the Nix film. Furthermore, he also described his young com
panion as being on the ground before him. That is not seen either.
I have been struck by how difficult it is to see the acceleration of the
limousine after the head shots-in the Nix and Zapruder movie films
(Muchmore stops too soon to know). This dramatic acceleration caused
Clint Hill to lose his grip after his first contact with the limousine. Its mag
nitude is typified by Glenn Bennett's (SS) comment: "The President's car
immediately kicked into high gear" (18H722-784). This nearly uniform
speed, especially for the Nix film, seemed very obvious in the frame by
frame, slow speed, and normal speed modes available on the Media
Multimedia s JFKAssassination: A Visual Investigation (1995). Twyman has
'
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confirmed this visual impression by measuring the limousine speed for
frames on the Nix film that correspond to Z-301 to about Z-326. The
graph of position versus frame number is a beautiful straight line, con
sistent with a speed of 9.2 mph (assuming 18 fps). What needs to be
done, however, is to continue this graph for the entire film, or at least for
the portion that includes the moment of the dramatic limousine accel
eration. It will be most interesting to see if that acceleration can be quan
titatively corroborated by the Nix film.
Insofar as the Muchmore film is concerned, Groden (1993, p. 37) notes
that while UPI had the original film, it "was cut or mutilated at the frame
that showed the moment of the head shot." The original copy cannot be
located. In a technical report (21 December 1995) on the Muchmore film at
the National Archives, Charles May n states that their copy is not an out-of
camera film. It is therefore not possible simply to say about either of these
films that the original film agrees (or disagrees) with the Zapruder film.
The originals are gone.
If the Zapruder film has been edited, then it should also have been pos
sible to alter both the Nix and Muchmore films. It is even likely that less
effort would have been required for these two films. The above comments
on the Nix film, however, do raise very serious concerns about its authen
ticity. It should also be recalled that we have only the FBI statement for the
film speeds. In any case, if the Zapruder film can be shown to be altered,
then these two other films, of necessity, must also have been modified. On
the other hand, if the Zapruder film survives all attacks, then the issue is
moot. I have therefore, for the most part, decided to focus on the Zapruder
film. However, there is much that could still be done with the other two
films. For example, no one-to my knowledge-has y et attempted an analy
sis of streaks in any frames of these films (see below discussion regarding
Weatherly's work on the Zapruder film).
Pincher and Schaeffer have developed an ingenious observation into a
compelling conclusion. [Editor's note: See Mike Pincher and Roy Schaeffer,
Part IV.] By comparing the blink pattern on the front of the limousine on
Main Street (as seen on the Hughes movie film) to the same pattern on the
Zapruder film, a paradox ensues. Since the Hughes camera speed is known,
the blinker frequency can be calculated. Then a prediction can be made for
the Zapruder film between frames Z-133 and Z-238 when these blinkers
are visible: each blinker should be on for about 7 frames. In fact, between
Z-133 and Z-181, the blinkers are consistently on for about 9 frames. Be
tween Z-182 and Z-211 the blinkers are hidden behind the sign and after
this an irregular (but also inexplicable) pattern is seen. If the blinker speed
was truly constant, the only way for more than 7 frames to appear in se-
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quence is for Zapruder's camera to be running faster than the purported
18.3 frames per second (fps). This is powerful and direct evidence that
something is wrong with the film-in particular, the camera speed of 18.3
fps is called into serious question. The observed blinker frequency in the
Zapruder film is actually more consistent with 24 fps than with 18 fps.
However, that speed (24 fps) was not available on Zapruder's camera. Pincher
and Schaeffer therefore propose that Zapruder's camera had actually run
at 48 fps and that frames were excised so as to bring the nominal speed
down to a range of 12 to 24 fps. Although, at first sight this may seem
inconceivable, there is a surprising range of otherwise puzzling data that
begins to make sense with this new hypothesis. I shall return to this issue
later.

4. Disagreements between the film and the first

two reenactments.
Independently of one another, Chuck Marler [Editor's note: See Chuck
Marler, Part IV] and Daryll Weatherly (The Investigator, Winter 1994-95,
p. 6) completed a superb job of detective work on the first two reenact
ments. These were done on 26 November and 5 December 1963. Because
of the extensive and detailed nature of their work, only a brief summary of
their conclusions can appear here. The chief finding is that the second
survey (conducted by the SS) showed "X" marks on Elm Street for the
three shots (see photographs and diagrams in Weisberg, Whitewash II, pp.
243-248; also Livingstone, 1995, photographs 9-16)-these correspond (ap
proximately) to frames 208, 276, and 358 (the frames had not been num
bered yet).
This map is accompanied by supporting data (CE 585). It is tantalizing
that the first of these shots occurs within the small number of frames sup
posedly damaged at Life magazine (a very unusual event, according to
Marler, who has worked extensively with such film); these frames were
missing for several years until1967, when they were printed in Six Seconds

in Dallas. The other odd feature, of course, is that the limousine and its
occupants are almost completely hidden behind the freeway sign at this
point! One naturally wonders how a successful shot could have been iden
tified at that point, but that is where these early reenactments consistently
place it.
To further compound the mystery of these (supposedly) accidentally
damaged frames, it should be duly noted that one of the reenactment frames
(from 24 May 1964) was a missing frame, Z-210! Although this frame was
not published with the other frames in volume 18 of the Hearings, it was
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printed (intact) in CE 893 along with the corresponding photograph of the
reenactment! The intersprocket image does appear to be absent, however,
just as it was later when printed in Six Seconds in Dallas (1967).
Some investigators have proposed that the Stemmons sign was deliber
ately elevated by the editors in order to hide JFK when he was struck by the
bullet at this time. (A related issue, that the sign was moved very soon after
the assassination, was raised on 16 December 1963 by WC member John J.
McCloy (Newcomb and Adams 1974, p. 131): "You see this sign here (point
ing to a Z-frame); someone suggested that this sign has now been removed.")
At first such an editing change seemed likely to me, but as I analyzed all the
pertinent photographs, I became convinced that the superior and far edge
of the sign had not been altered. The left portion of the sign was stretched
out, however, as the magnification studies showed. This latter conclusion
also derived support, in my view, by careful comparison of the relative po
sition of the left post to the reflected highlights on the small tree above and
just to the right of the post. The horizontal separation between these two
objects actually increases over successive frames; this also was evidence
for a composite image. Nonetheless, it seemed most unlikely to me that the
sign had been elevated in order to obscure JFK. But that still left a prob
lem: why did the reenactments place a shot where JFK was invisible?
The enigma of how the first reenactments could have identified a shot
while JFK was hidden behind the sign was addressed by Livingstone (1995,
p. 61-63). Weatherly had discovered an astonishing document (CD 298, p.

11) that described the location of Nix in a wholly impossible manner. In
this document, he is placed precisely-with distances specified-where the
well known "Babushka Lady" was standing, on the grass on the far side of
the limousine! Nix was actually located near the comer of Houston and
Main, nearly a block away! The images on this film are even summarized:
Nix ... photographed the motorcade as it approached the triple underpass.
Nix photographed the left side of the Presidential car with Mrs.Kennedy in
the foreground waving when the President's head suddenly snaps to the left
and the car picks up speed as a man jumps on the left handhold.The Nix film
runs about 8 seconds.

Livingstone adds that this is clearly not the Nix film-that film is only
about 6.5 seconds long (Trask 1994, p. 185). The extant Nix film does
show a backward head snap, but this film describes only a sharp left
ward movement, consistent with the second head shot as I have described
it above. As further confirmation that this leftward movement coincides
with the second head shot, note that Clint Hill climbs onto the limou
sine-and the limousine accelerates-only well after the first head shot;
therefore, what is being described can only fit with the second head shot.
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This supposed film of Nix, of course, is missing. That this film was of
some interest to the investigation is confirmed by an interview that was
actually conducted with the photographer (Commission Document No.
2, p. 31). By now the question should be obvious: since JFK was ob
scured in the Zapruder film at the site of the first shot in the first reen
actments (Z-208), was the film of the "Babushka Lady" used to identify
this first shot?
There is a surprising amount of unexpected additional support for a
final shot at about Z-358 (such a shot is, of course, no longer seen on the
extant film). It should first be noted that the data table places this shot at
294 feet from the depository window, near the bottom of the steps below
Emmett Hudson. This is well beyond the 265 feet cited in the Warren Re
port for the last shot (frame Z-313). A second WC exhibit (CE 875) actually
displays a photograph of Elm Street in which this last shot is identified as
being nearly 40 feet past frame Z-313. Finally, there is CE-2111, a SS report
which describes the manhole cover as located almost opposite the limou
sine site at this last shot. This manhole cover is actually 70 feet beyond Z313-hardly opposite the official last shot at Z-313. Marler also quotes the
testimony of Hudson (cited above); Hudson describes the last shot as about
even with the steps and he also describes his actions between the two head
shots. The statement of James Altgens, a professional photographer (cited
above) also supports this whole scenario-he was only 15 feet from JFK,
with his camera pre-focused, when the final shot hit. This indubitably places
the last shot far after Z-313. (Altgens can be seen in Z-349, far west of Hill
and Moorman.) Marler adds the coup de grace by noting that a data table
(CE-884) has actually been altered. This is known both from close inspec
tion of the shape of the numbers (the altered digits have a different shape
from other digits of the same number) and from comparison to surveyor
Robert West's still existing field notes. For further details the reader is
strongly encouraged to read Marler's and Weatherly's reports. [Editor's note:
See Chuck Marler, Part IV.]
If everything were simple and straightforward, none of the above anoma
lies should exist. Not only do they exist, but all of the available points of
disagreement are consistent with one another-a truly astonishing state of
affairs. But there is even more. Michael Stroscio, a physicist associated
with Duke University, has recently published a short article ("More Physi
cal Insight into the Assassination of President Kennedy," Physics and Soci
ety, October 1996, p. 7) in which he identifies more camera jiggles than the
three conceded by Alvarez. [Editor's note: See the Enclosure.] One of these
occurs shortly before Z-290 and it is not a small one. Alvarez was aware of
this but chose to ignore it based on his speculation that a siren had gone off
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just before this. (There was-and still is-no evidence for a siren at this
time. Regarding the siren, see above comments by Kinney.) The concor
dance between the large jiggle seen just before

Z-290 and the first reenact

ment is truly intriguing. In case there is any concern about the apparently
imperfect match between
ments (at

Z-276),

Z-290

and the second shot in the first reenact

(1) there is a time
(2) at the first reenact

several items should be kept in mind:

delay for impulses to show up on the jiggle analysis;

ment, the frames had not y et been numbered-only the approximate site
on the street was identified; and

(3)

if film editing has occurred, then the

frames with the jiggles could have been moved by a modest distance, con
sistent with the natural resolution within the frames. This site on the street
could have been misidentified (or even deliberately moved) by virtue of the
natural uncertainty of position within the frames. (See comments below
from Salamanowicz for the HSCA on this issue.)
To close this section, it might be asked what the shot at Z-276 (or there
abouts) represented-surprisingly enough, the reenactments do not clarify
this. Initially, I had thought that it was the first head shot, but that does not
fit. The strongest argument against this is the Moorman photograph. The
background images in this photograph clearly place this photograph after

Z-313. Furthermore, a skull fragment is seen over JFK's right shoulder and
the limousine is seen on Elm Street downhill of Z-313. If the shot at Z-276
had been the first head shot, then elementary phy sics tells us that this skull
fragment must have sailed over

150 feet vertically

before coming down to

its position on the Moorman photograph. If, however, its maximum eleva
tion had been only three feet (it could have been less, of course), then it
should have been airborne for only about 8 frames (less than half a second)
and it should appear about where it does in the Moorman photograph
assuming a first head shot at
shot at

Z-276

Z-313.

I had to conclude, therefore, that the

was not a head shot. Nonetheless, something about it had

been obvious-or it would not have been identified as it was. It seems most
likely that it was the shot that hit Connally. This moment may have been
identified in one of the original films by his movements or perhaps by the
appearance of blood on his shirt.

5. Internal inconsistencies in the film.
Many of these issues are summarized by Jack White and also by
Pincher and Schaeffer

[Editor's note: See Part IV for both contributions.]

These items include the white object at JFK's right temple, the spray of
blood, Greer's head tum, Connally's invisible left tum, apparently super
human movements by multiple individuals, as well as other items. Not
all of these items are discussed here.
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The rapid head turns of the limousine driver, William Greer, between
about Z-302 and Z-304 and again at Z-315 to Z-317 seem impossibly fast to
many observers. I have looked at these frames many times myself, in the
slides at the Archives, on high quality copies made from the Lifton movie
version, and on 8 mm film rented from the Zapruder attorney. These all
appear the same to me and the angular displacement per frame interval
does seem unnaturally large, just as reported independently by each of
Twyman, Schaeffer, and Marler. I found this rapid tum especially convinc
ing on a CD-ROM titledJFK Assassination: A Visual Investigation produced
by Media Multimedia (1995). In this format, it is possible to move quickly
between frames (in either direction) so that the rapid tum is readily visible.
Experiments with athletic subjects by each of Twyman and Marler have
been unable to reproduce this angular speed.
Immediately related to this issue is the lack of motion blurring dur
ing these rotations. Given the angular displacement and the approxi
mate exposure time per frame of 1136 sec (the denominator is 18.3 times
2), blurring must be seen-that is simply unavoidable. Experiments by
Twyman and Marler confirm this; Twyman even saw large blurs at 60 fps,
for a fit athlete attempting his fastest tum. Rapid movements are seen at
other sites such as the movement of Jackie's right arm between Z-327 and
Z-328; there is a significant displacement, which seems both too large for
the short time interval, as well as too large not to show a blur. Such consid
erations again raise the question: were frames excised at fairly regular in
tervals-thus speeding up the action?
That the spray of blood at Z-313 is clearly visible for only one frame
initially struck me as incomprehensible, particularly in view of Alvarez's
experiments with melons. It also seemed unlikely to me that so many eye
witnesses would distinctly recall such an event if the spray really had lasted
for only 1/18 of a second. This was the first objective item to cause me to
consider film alteration seriously. These melon frames are printed in the
Alvarez article. Melon debris is readily visible in the air, even in these poor
quality prints, for at least 5 to 6 frames. Although the camera speed here
was faster (24 fps), this is still an enormous discrepancy visa vis the Zapruder
film. Even simple physics calculations show that an object starting from
rest at 52.8 inches elevation (see Marler for the position of JFK's head above
Elm Street) will take 0.52 seconds to reach the pavement. That would cor
respond to 9 or 10 frames in the Zapruder film. Similar results are seen in
Lattimer's experiments with human skulls. No experiment has shown near
total disappearance of such a spray within one frame, or even in two or
three frames.
Schaeffer has noted a remarkably symmetric plus sign at the center of
Elm Street at Z-028. This does not exist at the same site in the frames
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before or after this. Nor have other such symbols been seen in the film,
except for one I describe below at Z-308. It is possible, however, that more
of these will be discovered when a thorough search is made, especially
since my own discovery was accidental. Schaeffer conjectures that this may
have been used as a register mark for aligning the film during copying. (I
also saw this plus sign in the best SS copy at the Archives-see below.)

The Soaring Bird
1\vyman has recently identified a new and extraordinary feature within
the intersprocket area. It is seen in both the we prints and in the Archives
slides. This feature is particularly obvious in some frames, e.g., Z-226. (It
even appears on the front cover of Life for 25 November 1966.) For conve
nience in locating it, however, refer to Z-241. First identify the helmet of
the far motorcycle man. Then draw an imaginary line straight up to the
bottom of the sprocket hole. At almost the bisector of this line is a small
dark spot, slightly smaller than the holes in the retaining wall. Running
through this dark spot is a line from 8 o'clock to 2 o' clock; the entire image
looks vaguely like a soaring bird at an angle, as it catches an updraft. In Z226 this dark spot is surrounded by a bright halo. And above the halo (just
barely discontinuous from it) is an imperfectly rectangular white area that
covers the top of the wall and extends slightly over it. This "Soaring Bird"
image repeats very frequently (but not always) throughout the we images
and the Archives' 35 mm slides. It is absent in Z-224 and Z-225, then re
turns in Z-215 to Z-223. It is present in many (but not all) frames before Z200, often surrounded by a white halo. The halo seems inconstant in shape,
sometimes looking more like a square than a circle. The dark spot (herein
after called "The Black Hole") always seems positioned at the same point
with respect to the sprocket hole, as if it had been placed there on purpose.
The Soaring Bird recurs through multiple frames after Z-241, including
many frames in the Z-300s and Z-400s. It is also seen during the head shot
sequence. The questions raised by this apparition are, to say the least, con
sequential. Why does this specter (pun intended) occur only intermittently?
Why does it occur at the same place below the sprocket hole? Why does the
halo change shape? Is a similar image seen in the "home movie" portion?
Is it seen in the first 17 frames of the motorcade track? Was The Black Hole
used as a register mark for positioning the film? And why does the rectan
gular shape above the soaring bird in Z-226 (also in Z-227 and possibly in
Z-225) appear so rarely? And why have all those prior Zapruder film ex
perts not brought this to our attention? Surely, at the very least, if they
noted it, they should have sought to explain it. And then there is Shaneyfelt,
the FBI agent who numbered the frames (5H139) and who was the FBI's
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primary expert on the film before the WC. With his first hand knowledge of
the film, why did he not relate what he knew about this figure? Finally,
anyone who believes in film authenticity will certainly want an explanation
for this strange entity.
Twyman adds one more peculiarity. In the slides from the Archives (sup
posedly made directly from the original film), the intersprocket images
suddenly vanish in Z-413 and Z-414; the intersprocket area is simply black.
Why is this? Are these intersprocket images truly absent from the "origi
nal?" And, if not, why was the intersprocket image excluded from these
slides? Are these intersprocket images now on any images at the Archives?
Can the "original" 8 mm be checked to see if the intersprocket images are
there for these frames?
In the upper one-third (approximately) of the intersprocket area, begin
ning at about Z-310, a superimposed image appears; this persists through
Z-334, the last image printed by the WC. In several frames this is particu
larly well seen, Z-327 for example. There can be little doubt but that this is
the front tire, strut, and fender of a motorcycle on the right side of the
limousine. This part of a motorcycle on the left side would be blocked from
Zapruder's view by the limousine. On several frames, the trunk of the lim
ousine even seems to be visible behind the motorcycle. The reader may
judge this similarity for himself by comparing the motorcycle image as
seen in the Muchmore film (see the rear dust cover of Groden's book) to
the image as seen in the intersprocket area. These images seem identical
to me.. This image abruptly vanishes on the first frame after those printed
by the we, as can be seen on the Archives' slides.
Even on photocopies that I made from the WC Hearings, I could see
this image-in fact, that was when I first noticed it. It is even more obvi
ous on the slides in the Archives and in the large, high resolution prints
made by Twyman. The appearance of this image is odd since it is never
seen in the central (projected) image. The second odd feature is that,
uncannily, it begins just before the head shot sequence. The third odd fea
ture is that such superimposed images do not occur elsewhere in the film
only here during the head shot sequence! The fourth odd feature-it is
really quite striking-is that this superimposed image appears in the same
location that The Soaring Bird and The Black Hole appear above. In fact,
The Black Hole is usually seen superimposed on the front of the tire, or
very close to it. Bruce Jamieson (personal conversation of 24 July 1997)
told me that any superimposed image in the intersprocket area would be
most unlikely. And he certainly could offer no explanation for the sudden
appearance of an image when there had been none before.
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Such a superimposed image is also missing from the first track (the
"home movie" side). Why such an overlap occurs only during the head shot
sequence and nowhere else-unless an artifact of alteration is accepted-is
a mystery. Was the faint image of the motorcycle wheel placed here deliber
ately in order to distract the viewer from its true intention of providing a
useful background for inserting The Soaring Bird and Black Hole, so that
registration of frames could be keyed to these images during editing?
If this hypothesis is correct-namely, that the motorcycle image has
been deliberately superimposed (to assist in frame registration)-then the
position of this image might not be entirely consistent from frame to frame.
That would be because it was merely placed to assist in registration of
frames and not necessarily to appear in a true relationship with other ob
jects in the scene, such as the limousine. So I measured the distance of the
top of the fender from the bottom of the sprocket hole and then calculated
the fraction of the intersprocket area that this distance occupied. I did this
for all frames available to me. I used large color magnifications (about 8

x

11 inches) supplied to me by Noel Twyman. These distances were mea
sured with an EKG caliper; with this precision tool, I have generously esti
mated the measurement error for most frames as about 1%. These results
are shown in the following table.

lntersprocket Image: Distance from Fender to Sprocket Hole
ZFrame

Fraction ofFrame (%)

ZFrame

Fraction ofFrame(%)
(not available)

312

13.5 ± 0.1

322

313

13.5

323

6.3

314

15.2

324

4.4

315

17.9

325

2.2 ± O.o7

316

19.8±0.15

326

5.9

(+)

327

5.1

318

17.6

328

5.2

319

8.95 ± 0.07

329

9.1 ± 0.07

320

5.15

330

8.5

321

6.7

331

6.7
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The effects of measurement error are selectively displayed above. Be 
tween Z-312 and Z-318 the limousine position is quite constant with re
spect to the bottom of the frame. But in this interval the fender moves a
huge amount with respect to the sprocket hole. This is easily visible to the
eye once it is noticed. It also far outside the measurement error. Further
more, the frame to frame changes are not monotonic (that would occur if
the motorcycle were moving away from or toward the limousine): in par
ticular, notice the position reversal within one frame interval (55 millisec-
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onds) in the sequence from Z-315 through Z-318. After this, the erratic
behavior only worsens. None of this would be expected for a real image as
initially recorded by the camera. However, for a deliberately superimposed
scene, with only slight attention paid to proper placement of the new im
age, such a random skipping around by the motorcycle would be expected.
To make this point even more powerfully, note how precisely the limousine
follows the curb from about Z-300 to the last printed frame (Z-334). During
this long interval, the driver (Greer) exercises near surveyor's precision
despite gunshots and his turn to the rear, and also despite eyewitness testi
mony that he swerved to the left and stopped.
One frame is shown out of sequence above: Z-308. It actually ap
pears in the National Archives slide carousel at this point-where it has
replaced Z-317. This is an old problem-first pointed out decades ago
by Harold Weisberg-and still not corrected. What is curious about this
frame, though, is that a plus sign similar to the one that Schaeffer first
noted on Z-028 reappears. It is seen just below the sprocket hole, close
to where the black hole inevitably is located (when it is present); this
frame, however has no soaring bird nor a black hole. These were prob
ably not needed here since the plus sign was available. This plus sign is
visible on the 35 mm slide in the Archives and also on the large print
that Twyman made .
I also had the unique advantage, for all of this work, of constantly
checking my observations against black and white photographic prints
made directly from those printed in the WC Hearings (Volume 18). These
images are, of course, superior to those printed by the WC. This plus
sign was also visible on Z-308 in this set. Shackelford has suggested that
these plus symbols are mere random artifacts in the image and are found
elsewhere in the film as well. In fact, to date I have not found any oth
ers, nor has anyone else to my knowledge. They are quite geometric, not
what would be expected from random lines. And if Shackelford knows
of any more, he has not publicly identified them.
There is another bizarre event that supports this conclusion of deliber
ate superposition of images at this point in the film. In the frames that
include the right sided motorcycle, it remains within the intersprocket area
while background objects progress regularly across the field of view. The
lone pedestrian in the background grass provides a guide to this progress.
However, between Z-321 and Z-322 there is almost no change in the rela
tive position of this pedestrian and the motorcycle. It is as though the mo
torcycle has suddenly stopped within one frame interval and then restarted
within the next frame interval. This is all, of course, easily understandable
if these images are merely the result of careless film editing.
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The image of the right motorcycle wheel, strut, and fender implies an
other conclusion, one of momentous importance. Recall that this image
never appears in the central portion of the frame. The arguments above
(and the comments by Jamieson) make it quite certain that this apparition
did not originally appear in this intersprocket area-it was added later. But
if this is true, then where did the image come from? There can be only one
possible answer to this question: it must have been present on the original
image (in the main portion of the frame). It has merely been edited out of
the bottom of the frame-possibly in order to exclude the Newmans (and
adjacent spectators) from the bottom of the image. If they had been left in
and frames had been irregularly excised (e.g., during a limousine stop),
then their positions with respect to the limousine would have revealed non
uniform motion of the limousine. In addition, movement by any of them
would have appeared either unnaturally accelerated or simply too erratic.
This deletion of the bottom of the frame has placed JFK, and Connally,
too, at nearly the edge of the image. This has often struck viewers as odd,
especially since Zapruder was quite confident that he had filmed the entire
sequence. In fact, the current images show that he almost missed JFK dur
ing the head shot sequence, and Connally appears quite beheaded in some
frames. This is most peculiar because Zapruder had no difficulty centering
JFK in the frames before or after the head shot sequence. It cannot be
argued that he was distracted by the sounds of the head shot, because they
had not yet reached him-the supposed jiggles from this are seen in Z-318
and later. And if the gunshots had caused him to lose his tracking, then
such errors should be seen after the head shot. In fact, just the opposite is
seen. He regains his tracking skills again-just when he should have lost
them.
But this almost fatal (presumed) tracking error was so outrageous that
I thought it would be interesting to see how other photographers at Dealey
Plaza performed that day during the motorcade procession down Elm Street.
So I combed carefully through the photographs in the books by Groden
(1993) and Trask (1994). Many of these images are present. I measured the
location of JFK's head with respect to the center of each frame (I recognize
that it is possible that some of these may have been cropped; nonetheless,
particularly flagrant tracking errors would not be correctable). Nearly ev
eryone of these showed JFK within 10% of the frame center. Even those
rare exceptions where he was more eccentric were nowhere near as inept
as Z-313. I performed the same measurements for successive Zapruder
frames and graphed these; the worst frames were obviously those near the
head shot sequence, as though Zapruder knew the head shots were coming
and he wanted to miss them. Furthermore, these frames were grossly worse
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than the rest. This analysis, therefore, provides indirect support (certainly
not proof) for the excision of the bottom of the head shot frames.
weatherly's Streaking Analysis
Weatherly, in an insightful analysis (Livingstone 1995, pp. 371-381), takes
Alvarez's work to its logical conclusion and raises new and curious issues
related to image streaking. For example, between Z-193 and Z-194 the cam
era moves to the left. This is easily determined by simply looking at the
right edge of the frame-the image shifts with respect to the frame edge,
presumably as a result of uneven camera movement (i.e., poor tracking).
As Alvarez noted, such a movement should produce streaking-of the back
ground figures, the sign, and the closer bystanders. But none of this is
seen-it is all quite paradoxical. Based on this, Weatherly proposes that
this is a composite scene. This is a remarkably simple and powerful argu
ment. It is difficult to avoid this conclusion.
Meanwhile, from Z-194 to Z-195 the motorcade occupants appear un
changed, but both the background and foreground are very fuzzy in Z-195quite different from Z-194. If the limousine is being tracked similarly in
these two frames, then why should the clarity of the background (and fore
ground) be so different between these two frames? Weatherly notes that
this phenomenon occurs repeatedly throughout the film-one part of a
frame changes a great deal while another part (inexplicably) stays the same.
This might be expected if these frames were composites; it is extremely
difficult to imagine any other explanation. Another example of contradic
tory information is Z-212. Here-using an unspliced copy from Life-the
posts on the Stemmons sign are quite blurred, but the holes in the masonry
wall in the background are quite well defined. Since neither of these ob
jects is moving their visual definition should be similar-but it is not.
Between Z-198 and Z-199 the camera obviously moves to the left-note
the disappearance of the tree trunk at the right edge. As a result of this,
some streaking should be seen in Z-199-unless Zapruder knew how to
stop moving when the shutter opened. But no streaking is seen-not even
on tiny highlights (observe the background for these). Weatherly again con
cludes that different parts of the frame indicate two incompatible actions
for the camera. In both cases, a composite scene is the simplest explana
tion. Weatherly adds one more significant point-no frames between Z166 and Z-216 were published by Life in late November, so none of these
composite frames had to be completed by then. Also recall that no images
published by Life contained any intersprocket images until 1966.
Between Z-302 and Z-303 (during Greer's rapid head tum to the rear)
the camera moves quite uniformly with the limousine-i.e., it tracks well.
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The evidence for this is that the bright reflection in front of the windshield
appears in the same place (at the right edge of both frames). In Z-302, Jean
Hill and Mary Moorman (standing) are very fuzzy, but in Z-303 they are
extremely clear. Even if it is conceded that the camera tracked normally
immediately before the shutter opened for Z-303, then stopped when the
shutter opened, and then tracked well again when the shutter closed, there
must be blurring of the motorcade (since the camera would have had to
move abruptly between tracking and not tracking). However, no blurring is
seen.
Similar comments apply to Z-308 to Z-311 for Moorman and Hill. And
more paradoxes occur in Z-313 to Z-315. In Z-315 (one of the most interest
ing of all of the frames), the background pedestrian suddenly becomes quite
clear whereas in the frame before she is quite blurred. And this occurs
despite (supposedly) excellent tracking-note the similarity of the image at
the right edge of the frame. Also note the double image of the motorcycle
windshield within the intersprocket area, even though the limousine im
age appears single. This is also the frame immediately before Greer's rapid
head tum and the frame in which the head snap begins to accelerate.
Weatherly interprets this data to mean that frames have been excised from
the head shot sequence, possibly to remove evidence of a frontal head shot.
Any reader with a logical bent for objective data is advised, in the strongest
terms, to review Weatherly's analysis thoughtfully. It is beautifully simple
and the conclusions are inescapable.
The above examples are merely several of many that occur throughout
the film. The intersprocket area, especially, is home to many of these odd
features, particularly image doubling-sometimes of only part of the
intersprocket image. Because of the selective nature of these double im
ages, vibration of the film edge during exposure cannot be accepted as an
explanation. Some of the most astonishing peculiarities involve the ap
pearance of JFK and Jackie. In frames Z-316 and Z-317 Jackie has no facial
features (even on the slides in the Archives), even though other objects
seem well defined. Compare this to Z-312 where her facial features are well
defined. In Z-327 to Z-330 a large wedge is missing from the top front of
JFK's head (Jackie's upper torso and left shoulder are visible where his
head should be). All of these events could easily have occurred in an im
properly prepared composite frame.
A particularly obvious and inexplicable event occurs on frame Z-213.
(Roy Schaeffer brought this to my attention.) Near the center of the right
border are two shadows (at about the level of the tree-ignore the two
near the curb), apparently from two bystanders off the edge of the frame.
Their length, shape, and direction are all consistent with shadows of other
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nearby bystanders. (Curiously, one of the shadows does not extend all the
way to the right edge.) However, these shadows are absent in the preceding
and following frames. In fact, they do not reappear again until Z-217-but
here they are in a slightly more superior location (as if both bystanders had
moved away from the camera). These shadows are never seen again. And
the area in which such bystanders should have stood can clearly be seen in
multiple subsequent frames-but no bystanders ever appear. I have noted
above that Thompson shows Muchmore in approximately this area on his
map. Was one shadow due to Muchmore? If so, how did she and her com
panion appear and disappear within one frame interval?
Alvarez detected a sudden deceleration from about 12 to 8 mph, cen
tered at about Z-300 and extending over about 0.5 seconds (nine frames);
this would begin at about Z-295. From this, Art Snyder (e-mail, 20 De
cember 1996) calculates a deceleration of about 0.37 g. He notes that
this rapid slowing should toss things about and adds that most cars do
not decelerate more than 0.4 g. He cautions, however, that Alvarez's data
are not very accurate and that the slowing could have taken longer than
0.5 seconds. When I examined the frames immediately after this, how
ever, I could see no visible effect on the occupants from such a dramatic
deceleration. JFK, in particular, should be observed because he no longer
had voluntary muscular control and should have been thrown forward.
But over many, many frames before and after this he seems quite immo
bile.
In reality (as opposed to the film) he should have been-and probably
was-tossed forward by the deceleration-recall the many witnesses who
reported that he slumped (or fell) forward. Also recall several reports of his
falling into Jackie's lap (see Cranor, Lattimer, and Finck above). Did this
occur when the limousine braked? If so, then those frames have been re
moved. And if the limousine stop was real, but no longer visible in the film,
then JFK's slumping would also no longer be seen in the film-both events
would have disappeared at once. Furthermore, if this falling into Jackie's
lap had occurred, then Jackie would, quite naturally, have lifted his head in
order to look into his eyes. With frames excised, this would have looked like

the head snap in the current film. Is there some other explanation for the
multitude of witnesses who describe "slumping", especially in the sequence
in which it is often described?
The White Spot in the Grass

Between Z-313 and Z-336, there is a white spot in the grass beyond the
limousine. At first I thought that this object had been added to the film (to
give the illusion of uniform motion) because it was not visible in the Life
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images published on 29 November 1963, because it conveniently appeared
for the first time in the head shot frame (Z-313), and because its behavior
was so odd. I was later reminded by Jack White that Bothun photo #4
(Trask 1994, p. 156) does show a white object in the grass-at about the
right location. Nonetheless, this object, as seen in the Zapruder film still
has peculiar features. I have projected slides of these frames and traced the
size, shape, and location of this white object. First I centered each frame
from left to right based on the far left light atop the limousine roll bar, and
from top to bottom by using the curb. The distance of the projector was
held constant throughout. On a very long sheet of white paper I traced the
white spot from frame to frame, drawing its size and shape as exactly as I
could. As a control, I also traced the size and shape of the above noted light
on the roll bar.
Next, I measured Zapruder's (supposed) camera tracking errors by mea
suring (with an EKG caliper) each successive shift of the image at the right
edge of the frame. (This is the same principle that was used by Weatherly.)
This provided a wealth of data, all of which should be consistent. But it
turned out to be far from that. When the image at the right edge of the
frame stayed constant or nearly so, it (should have) meant that Zapruder
was tracking the limousine very well. Therefore, the width of the light should
be at its smallest. Although there was a trend in this direction, there were
several occasions in which the width was two, or even three times, larger
than the smallest width. This made no sense at all.
On the other hand, when Zapruder's tracking slowed down (the frame
image is shifted to the left), then the width of the white spot should be
smaller than when he is tracking well (because the camera's relative
speed with respect to the white spot is lower). The pattern seen here
was even more erratic than above. The width was seemingly unrelated
to Zapruder's (supposed) tracking; on many occasions it was two or more
times larger than it should have been. And this was far outside the mea
surement error during tracing. In fact, once I noticed this, I could sim
ply look at the image and perceive immediately-without even measur
ing-that it was paradoxical.
Similar paradoxes persisted when the width of the white object was
compared to the width of the light. In addition, the frame to frame dis
placement of the white object was particularly egregious as it passed into
the intersprocket area. Between Z-334 and Z-335, the displacement was
180% of normal; for Z-335 to Z-336 it was only 50% of normal. (Abnormali
ties in magnification within the intersprocket area are discussed below.) In
view of all of this, therefore, it is most likely that composite frames are
being viewed again. The white spot plays a remarkably effective role-it
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yields a convincing impression that the limousine is moving uniformly,
during a period in which virtually all the eyewitnesses tell quite another
story. And, as often seen above, the worst editing again occurs within the
intersprocket area, which was probably not intended for public viewing.
The analysis above was only for the horizontal direction. But tracking
can also be examined in the vertical direction. By measuring the distance
from the bottom of the frame to the light on the roll bar (the far left one),
Zapruder's (supposed) vertical tracking can be determined. At frame Z332, the limousine suddenly jumps superiorly by a huge amount-mean
ing that the camera (supposedly) lurches downward. There is a jogger at
the top of the frame with his feet widely spread. The frame jump is about
the same distance as the separation between his feet (or more). Such an
Olympian downward displacement of the camera cannot avoid producing
a severely blurred image of everything in the frame. But nothing like that is
seen. Surely this frame is displaying a physical impossibility. This event, in
all probability, occurred because of defective film editing. It may also be
telling us that the bottom of Z-331 has been edited out and is therefore no
longer seen .
Magnification Anomalies.

When I measured the width of an object , or the distinct separation be
tween two stationary objects, from frame to frame, then that interval re
mained constant-until that interval (or object) crossed the junction be
tween the intersprocket image and the central image. And when that oc
curred, the measured distance increased progressively, getting larger as the
interval progressed into the intersprocket area. An excellent example of
this is the measured width between the two posts on the back side of the
Stemmons Freeway sign between Z-212 and Z-218. (See Figure 1.) The
prints in the WC volumes were used for this purpose. This measured dis
tance increased by over 12o/o--for only 6 frame intervals. By contrast, be
tween Z-191 and Z-207, before the first post enters the intersprocket area,
this interval remained quite constant. I have found this effect repeated in
virtually all frames (measurable objects are required, of course) between Z212 and Z-313. I am continuing to examine other parts of the film.
A simple excuse for this is inevitable-perhaps the camera lens was
nonlinear for objects this far off the central axis. Even if this were true,
however, it would still be odd for such discontinuous changes to occur so
abruptly within the lens-as if the manufacturers had devised the lens to
be adequate precisely up to the very edge of the field with no tolerance for
error at all and then managed to produce a sudden change at just that
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point. Besides this oddity, lens aberrations do not typically occur in such a
discontinuous fashion.

The Zapruder Film
Stemmons Freeway Sign
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Figure 1. Magnification measurements on
the Stemmons Freeway sign
Unfortunately, the problem is even worse than it appears. If this were a
simple matter of lens aberration, then such magnification changes should
be uniform through the intersprocket area for all of the frames. But that is
not the case. For example, examine what happens between frames

Z-173

and Z-189, in which multiple bystanders are seen to the left of the freeway

sign. For these frames, the interval measured was between the left sign
post and the seventh bystander left of the sign. This particular interval was
chosen because the total length measured (on an individual frame) is very
similar to the separation of the two signposts (as was used above). The
magnification change over this

16 frame interval is only 1%. This poses a

serious paradox: if lens aberration is the explanation, then why should it be

12% for

a short interval

(6

frames) but only

1% for

a longer interval

frames)? At the very least, this is an uncommon optical phenomenon.

(16
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I close this section with two bizarre scenes. Recently, Marler rented an
8 mm copy of the Zapruder film. At Z-316 in this version of the film, a
solitary pedestrian is seen in the background. In the two frames he has
provided, compare her continuous shadow in the first frame (Figure 2.)
with her discontinuous shadow which extends well into the intersprocket
area (Figure 3.). On this particular frame the shadow is clearly broken into
two parts. When I tried to rent this same film, however, I was advised that
there were no films with intersprocket images. I am grateful to Marler for
making these frames available for publication here.
Several summers ago, while visiting me in the mountains, David Lifton
gave me an 8 mm film in a light blue plastic container with a red and white
label. In handwritten black ink it was titled: ZAPRUDER #2 FILM (WITH)

"OPTICAL EFFECTS." Lifton does not recall where he got this. After I de
termined that the sprocket holes would not fit into my father's old 8 mm
(silent) projector (I have all of his many old films and still show them) I put
it aside for several years. Then, out of curiosity one day, I began to look at it
frame by frame. I was stunned. A large number of frames had either obvi
ous double exposures or some other unnatural feature. For example, when
Clint Hill tries to climb onto the back of the limousine, the curb can be seen
through his leg! In the "original" Zapruder film, in at least Z-344 through
Z-362 (the last frame I examined), there is a self-luminous appearance to
Clint Hill's image just above the sprocket hole.
This is grossly obvious and cannot be explained by sunlight-this area,
after all, should be in total shade. This odd image in the "original" film
reminded me of the luminous appearance of Clint Hill in this most pecu
liar film from Lifton. Raymond Fielding (The Technique ofSpecial Effects

Cinematography, 1965/85, p. 177), while discussing traveling mattes (see
below), reports that a typical effect seen in such superposition special ef
fects is the 'phantom' phenomenon, in which background detail can be
seen through an actor. I have since looked at many of these frames (from
Lifton's film) under the microscope and have made slides of them through
the microscope. The symbols for the date of manufacture of this strange
film are two solid triangles-the same symbols that occur on the Zapruder
film. According to information provided by Kodak, films with this symbol
were manufactured in 1941, 1961, and 1981. Is it possible that this version
may play a role in understanding some of the mysteries of the Zapruder
film? Why should such frames exist at all? Who made them? And for what
purpose? (Special effects are discussed in greater detail below.)
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Figure 2. Pedestrian with normal shadow

Figure 3. Pedestrian with broken shadow
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Personal Observations at the
National Archives.
In order to settle these many issues, a review of the original film at the
National Archives would be ideal. I therefore requested the support of the
ARRB for this purpose. Although I received a sympathetic reply from the
board, further events were already in place. Within a very short time after
my letter, the ARRB officially recommended

(24 April 1997) that the film

be made public property. Although I could still ask the Zapruder family
attorney for permission for such a review, the implications against authen
ticity might not be cheerfully received, particularly since the purchase price
could be adversely impacted. I resolved instead, for the moment, to review
only the May

1964 reenactment film and, for a second time, to review the

FBI and Secret Service copies of the film, all of which are held by the Na
tional Archives. I am grateful to the Archives for permission to view these
items. My two visits to the Archives took place in October

1997

1996 and in June

(shortly after my letter).

In an attempt to simulate Zapruder's effort on
reenactment film was shot on

24 May 1964,

22

November

1963,

a

through Zapruder's camera.

When I looked at this film, I was immediately surprised-it contained no
intersprocket images! The intersprocket area is simply black. This was fairly
conclusive proof that this film was not the original, but rather a copy. Staff
members assured me that this was the only copy in their possession and
that they did not know where the original was or if it existed at all. Addi
tional evidence that this is a copy is that the emulsion side faces the viewer.
Even more evidence is that images appear to be out of sequence (spliced
in) yet no physical splices are visible. There are actually two successive
reenactments, i.e., the vehicle is filmed twice as it travels down Elm Street.
Lyndal Shaneyfelt, the FBI expert confirmed this in his testimony (SH162).
A third sequence was also filmed with Zapruder's camera-at stationary
points en route-and I viewed this also.
Despite the fact that this film was a copy, the image color and clarity
were very good. To my amateur photographer's eye, I could not easily dis
tinguish it from an original. (Such comparisons, of course, are best made
with known originals side by side; I did not have that opportunity.) Unlike
the film shot by Zapruder, there are no anomalies such as portions of frames
alternately going in and out of focus, and there is minimal blurring due to
camera or subject movement. Some of this may be explained by the use of
a tripod-which Zapruder had not used.
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For this reenactment, Shaneyfelt (5H17 6 ) stated that the time interval
between the sites corresponding to Z-222 and Z-313 was 3.5 seconds
instead of the 5 seconds assumed by the WC. This latter was based solely
(there is no other time clock) on an assumed camera speed of 18.3 fps: for
the 91 frame intervals between Z-222 and Z-313 then, this time interval is
91

+

18.3 fps

=

4.97 seconds, just as Shaneyfelt said. Using Shaneyfelt's

time interval, the speed of the limousine in the reenactment is 1 1 mph x (5
+

3.5)= 15.7 mph!
As I was very interested in the camera speed, I counted the number of

frame intervals between two fairly well defined points: the first corresponded
to Z-222 (the tree in the background identifies this site with very good ac
curacy--certainly within one frame interval) and the second was where the
limousine is exactly opposite the camera (where the roll bar is precisely
vertical-this corresponds to Z-31 6 ). I counted the number of frame inter
vals several times and got a consistent number: reenactment frame inter
vals= 81±2 .
For the physical interval cited by Shaneyfelt (between the sites of Z-222
and Z-313 in the "original" film) the reenactment film shows 78 frame in
tervals (naturally three less than the above interval). Since the time interval
was stated by Shaneyfelt to be 3.5 seconds, the camera speed is simply 78 +
3.5

=

22 .3 fps! This is a serious discrepancy--one to which the WC re

mained totally oblivious. How could the camera speed have increased from
18.3 fps on22 November 1963 to22 .3 fps on24 May 1964? Or was Shaneyfelt
grossly in error when he said that the time interval was 3.5 seconds? And, if
he was, when else might he also have been grossly mistaken? Was the cam
era speed really 18.3 fps? For the WC to leave the only quantitative reenact
ment-the only one shot through the actual camera-in such a state of
confusion does nothing to reassure us of their competence unless, of course,
it was more than mere incompetence. We have only the FBI's word that
Zapruder's camera speed was 18.3 fps. (For the Nix and Muchmore cam 
era speeds of about 18.5 fps, there is also only the word of the FBI, noth
ing more. ) If they were so undeniably incompetent during the reenact
ment, what assurance can there be that Zapruder's camera speed was cor
rectly measured--or correctly reported? (It is impossible to know at what
level this problem lies. ) And without reliable data on the camera speed,
there is no way of knowing how fast anything in the film happens, except
by indirect inference. Even the interval between shots cannot be estimated
with any precision.
There is one other means of determining the limousine speed. From
Cutler's widely used map of Dealey Plaza, the physical distance between
Z-222 and Z-313 can be measured as about 77 feet (Robert Cutler, The
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Umbrella Man, 1975). Using the time of 5 seconds in the Zapruder film,
the speed can be quickly calculated to be 15.4 ft/sec or 10.5 mph. This is
consistent with the 11 mph stated above. For the reenactment, the speed
would be 22 ftlsec. or 15 mph, also in good agreement with the value
calculated above.
There are two FBI copies and two SS copies of the film in the Archives.
One SS copy has very good color and clarity. In the second one, the color is
faded (I have made this observation of an obvious difference in quality on
both of my visits; it was not something I had prejudged in any way. My
notes still show my sense of surprise at this obvious difference.) The two
FBI copies are likewise of inferior quality, with notable loss of color. These
observations by themselves bear some discussion. Recall that three copies
of the film were made by Bruce Jamieson on 22 November 1963. Since
they were all made at the same time on the same film stock, they should
still be of similar quality, unless they have been handled or stored differ
ently. Based on this alone, only one of the above copies would seem to
qualify as a first generation copy. The ARRB has indicated (letter to Noel
Twy man with a copy to me, 11 July 1997) that a third ("Life magazine")
copy is in private hands, but is in degraded condition. This implies that the
Archives considers the poorer quality SS version to be a first generation
copy, despite its differences from the better version.
But there is more information on this point. To my great surprise, I
immediately noticed that none of these four copies of the motorcade se
quence contained any intersprocket images. That area was simply black.
Since my long anticipated controls were now missing, I was quite disap
pointed. Should I have expected to see intersprocket images? In an inter
view with Bruce Jamieson (who was at the Dallas laboratory on 22 Novem
ber 1963) by Noel Twy man (Bloody Treason), he said that a contact print
process was used for copying the film. When I spoke to Jamieson (phone
conversation, 24 July 1997) he recalled that for 16 mm film only one
intersprocket image was copied. The other side was masked out-so that a
sound track could be installed there. He also recalled that their contact
printer was custom built and was of very high quality, perhaps even supe
rior to Bell and Howell's version. But if Jamieson's memory is correct-and
he did not seem uncertain about this-then the absence of intersprocket
images in the first generation copies of the motorcade made by him should
not have been a surprise to me.

Life magazine admitted to damaging frames Z-207 to Z-211 during
its initial work (The New York Times, 30 January 1967, p. 22). Later,
however, Time-Life released these missing frames (Thompson 1967, p.
216). These replacement frames contain no intersprocket images. Had
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intersprocket images been present, they would have provided overwhelm 
ing evidence that these images were present on first generation copies.
Their absence, however, is consistent with Jamieson's memory. (My own
subsequent analysis of these frames proved interesting. Using the analysis
of streaks as described above, at least some of these frames appear to be
composites, thus suggesting that they also are not from the original film.)
The remainder of these copies at the Archives revealed no more sur
prises. I did, however, search for-and find-the purported register mark
on Z-028 that was discovered by Roy Schaeffer near the center of Elm
Street. I did not make a thorough search for other similar marks, as that
would have been extremely time consuming and lay well beyond the
scope of my goals for those visits.
According to Zapruder (SH571-576), he had shot the first side of the
film earlier and had then reversed the film in the camera so that he
would be ready to shoot the second side. The first few frames on the
second side were taken in Dealey Plaza, before the motorcade arrived;
the remainder contains the motorcade sequence. The first side (the
"home movie" side), however, is present in the Archives and is full of
images. To my delight, the intersprocket areas were all intact- includ
ing the adjacent (left) portion of the scene in the main image area. At
last, some controls were available.
On this first track, I noted that there were two sets of edge prints
(Kodak ID symbols) within the intersprocket area. One set was printed
upside down and reversed, so that there could be no question about this
conclusion. Furthermore, the phrase, "Processed by Kodak D Nov 63,"
appeared more than once across this area. So this was evidence that the
first generation copies had shown an image in the home movie portion,
i.e., this sequence on the first track was obviously a copy (it had two sets
of edge prints) and yet it did contain intersprocket images of scenes.
Therefore, the first generation copy must have included intersprocket
images. Furthermore, the copy that I saw was made shortly after the
original-the copying date was explicitly stated to be "Nov 63." (Alter
nately, the date was stamped during the initial processing on 22 Novem 
ber, but then we would naturally ask why no date appears on the motor
cade sequence.) What could still not be determined directly from this,
however, was whether the first copy of the motorcade sequence (the op 
posite side of the film) had included the intersprocket area. At this point
there is only Jamieson's recollection for this, plus the apparent absence
of images in this area on all of the available films.
I also noticed that the quality of the intersprocket scenes (especially
near the center of this small area) was similar to that of the projected
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(central) image. In fact, for the large majority of these frames, the color,
clarity, contrast, and shading of the intersprocket image seemed indis
tinguishable from the adjacent central image. This seemed true over the
entire 32-33 feet (including leaders and splices without images) of film,
for both indoor and outdoor sequences. This similarity of image in the
intersprocket area and the central image of the "home movie" portion is
quite different from the motorcade in either the we prints or in the
slides housed in the National Archives-particularly after about Z-235.
In both of these latter cases, the intersprocket areas are distinctly darker
than the central image. (I am grateful to David Lifton for first bringing
this issue to my attention.) On the other hand, I am told by someone
who has seen the "original" that the intersprocket area shows less color
intensity and seems more washed out. It was not clear to me, however,
whether this description was meant to apply to frames after Z-235.
I looked for anomalies in the intersprocket area (as discussed above
for the motorcade sequence) of the "home movie" sequence-these also
were not evident: no frame to frame alteration in resolution was seen,
no missing portions of images, no blurring due to a hand held camera,
no single and double images in the same area, and no overlapping im
ages in the intersprocket area.
The Kodak edge prints within the intersprocket area, as printed in
the WC Hearings, contain two solid triangles. According to Noel Twyman,
who discussed this with the Zapruder attorney, this identifies the film
as produced in 1961 in Toronto. All of the other symbols, both on the
reenactment film and on all copies in the Archives, contain the symbol
of a solid triangle and a solid circle. Again, according to information
from Twyman, these films are thereby dated to 1963. I was subsequently
able to confirm these years from an Eastman Kodak Film Edge Guide, in
which the symbols repeat at 20 year intervals.
To my great surprise there were no symbols that would permit dat
ing the "home movie" portion-none anywhere. If symbols appear on
the motorcade track, why would they be absent from the "home movie"
portion? I discussed this with Jamieson. To my surprise, he reported
that dating symbols should appear only on one track of a 16 mm film.
One other point can be made. In the reply I received from the ARRB,
it was explicitly stated that the original of the first track (the "home
movie" portion) has not been located nor, apparently, is there any infor
mation as to its whereabouts. This is quite significant. If the original
were still available, it might be possible to analyze in great detail (by
chemical and physical techniques) the composition of the emulsion. This
analysis could then be compared to the "original" film now in the Na-
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tional Archives. It seems likely now, though, that this can never happen.
Not only is this original "home movie" portion missing, but there is
apparently no documentation of any kind as to where it has gone. (This
is reminiscent of another critical missing piece of evidence in the case
the brain of JFK.) The following table summarizes this data:
Summary of the Films
Film

Expected

Actual

Reenactment

original version

copy

A

first generation

first generation (?)

B

first generation

later generation

c

first generation

privately held

SS copies

Z-"home movie track"

original

later generation

dark intersprocket images

normal images

partial image overlap

no overlap

intersprocket image

none

Muchmore

original

copy

Nix

original

copy

uNix"

somewhere

nowhere

somewhere

nowhere

Archives slides:
Z-413, Z-414

4x5 transparencies
from Life

In this table, the SS copies A, B, and C, refer to the three that were
made by Jamieson on November 22. The better SS copy could be an
authentic first generation, if, indeed, the first generation contained no
intersprocket images. (A claim that this is truly a first generation copy
is, however, no stronger than the claim that the "original" is authentic;
and since there is no way to distinguish a first generation from a later
one, that ambiguity still persists.) The partial image overlap refers to
the intersprocket area. The expected images on the first track are those
that would be expected based on what is seen in the motorcade track.
The film referred to as "Nix" is the one improperly attributed to Nix (see
above discussion), and which was filmed from the position of the
"Babushka Lady."

Synthesis
It is time to draw all of these threads together. Although every thread
of the tapestry will never be seen, a faint view of the landscape may now
be possible. It has proved surprisingly difficult to rule out film alter-
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ation. In fact, there are simply too many threads out of place, too many
scenes (and whole film copies) missing, and too many peculiar features.
Precisely what was done to the original film-which frames were ex
cised and which frames were retained (but altered)-may never be com
pletely clear. What follows is a current best guess, subject to revision
based on new evidence. What is proposed, however, does explain a wide
array of bizarre features.

Frames were excised, particularly those that showed tissue debris go
ing backward. Backward going debris would have been overwhelming evi
dence of a frontal shot (or shots) and would have posed too serious a
threat to the official story of only posterior shots. But the original edge
prints also presented an ominous hazard; if any of these symbols remained
in the final version of the altered film, their very presence would have tipped
off even a casual viewer that something was wrong-an original cannot
contain two sets of edge prints (or even part of a second set). In addition,
frames showing the limousine stop were removed.
Whether these latter frames were coincidentally the same as ones as
for the airborne debris is impossible to say with certainty-it is conceiv
able that some of them were. Whether any independent reason demanded
removal of frames of a stopped (or slowed) limousine is debatable. The
Secret Service, of course, may have wished such action (or lack of ac
tion) removed simply because it was potentially embarrassing. And, of
course, if the limousine did stop, or slow a great deal, then a block of
frames could have been excised during that interval. Portions of these
could then have been available for insertions into other scenes, as needed.
A large block of frames was probably excised from the top of Elm Street

to the first limousine frame at Z-133. Zapruder's comments are consistent
with this interpretation, as discussed above. T he goal of this excision may
have been to eliminate an embarrassing limousine tum (almost hitting
the curb-see Roy Truly's statement above), which ought to have given the
"lone, demented gunman" his best possible shot!
Roy Schaeffer has proposed that the original film was shot at 48 fps.

[Editor's note: See Pincher and Schaeffer, Part IV.] A 25 foot track of film
would contain about 2100 frames (7 frames/inch), or about 44 seconds
of action at 48 fps. This would have been sufficiently long to film the
entire motorcade, long enough even to encompass a limousine stop and
an initial speed as low as 3 to 4 mph. Especially if Zapruder knew this
about the film and the camera, he may have filmed at 48 fps, hoping
later to rerun all the action in slow motion .
There are several direct arguments for 48 fps. It is also possible, now
that this issue has come to the fore, that further direct arguments for 48
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fps may still be discovered; this is a rather new area of exploration. The
major one is the blinker light cycle time. The other significant one is the
absence of significant blurring during rapid motions, such as the two
Greer head turns and Jackie's hand movement. Alvarez described the
hand clapping cycle of Charles Brehm in Z-278 to Z-296 as 3.7 cycles
per second (about five frames per cycle). Alvarez found that he could
clap comfortably at this rate, but that a rate even 30% higher (i.e., a
camera speed of 24 fps) felt unnatural. He therefore concluded that the
camera speed was closer to 18 fps than to 48 fps (the only other speed
on the camera). If, however, the original film had been shot at 48 fps
and two of every three frames had been removed from this part of the
film, then Brehm's clapping cycle would appear about as it does in the
current film and the clapping analysis would be unable to detect this
loss of frames.
There are also powerful indirect arguments for 48 fps-in fact, many of
them. A film shot originally at 18 fps would make frame excision quite
difficult (perhaps impossible)-without being overtly obvious. Such an
abbreviated film, made from an 18 fps original, would yield too much jerki
ness-or, if this were corrected (if possible at all) by fabrication of new
frames, then an extraordinary effort would be required for many such
frames. Furthermore, the 18 fps scenario would still leave unexplained the
lack of blurring during rapid movements-where some blurring would be
expected (the exposure time would be shorter at the faster camera speeds).
Weatherly discusses (Livingstone 1995, p. 377) the use of double im
ages in cinematography to serve as filler frames. For this purpose, images
before and after the required frame are combined in a double exposure. In
a movie film, such a filler frame would restore the visual impression of a
continuous image. Roy Schaeffer has noted that many of the double im
ages seen in the Zapruder film represent about four inches of separation in
real space. Since each frame represents a displacement of about one foot
(at 12 mph and 18.3 fps), the four inches would correspond to one-third of
a frame interval (in the WC scenario). But if the film had actually been shot
at 48 fps, the displacement from frame to frame would be only about four
inches. So the question becomes obvious: have these double image frames
been deliberately created from original (and sequential) frames shot at 48
fps (which no longer exist)?
Recognizing that Zapruder's camera had only two speeds (18 and 48
fps), the film editors would have recognized that, after frame excision, the
film would no longer be realistic at 48 fps. The only other choice (consis
tent with Zapruder's camera) was 18 fps. As a first step, every other frame
could have been excised-at least for much of the film. That would imme-
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diately eliminate some undesirable frames and yield a 24 fps film. The work
of Pincher and Schaeffer on the emergency blinker rate is compelling evi
dence that some portions of the film may have been left just like that. The
eyewitness accounts of JFK's movements, the airborne debris, and the lim
ousine stop would require excision of more frames.
Art Snyder has explored the removal of frames during a limousine

deceleration by means of computer modeling. He had expected to be
able to rule out frame excision, but found that this was nearly impos
sible to rule out at 48 fps. He suggested that an original 48 fps film could
be cut down to 12 fps and then filled in with extra frames to return the
speed to about 18 fps. The chief reason that this approach could work is
the limited resolution within each frame. The uncertainty issue has been
explored previously by Paul H. Salamanowicz for the HSCA (HSCA #
180-10102-10425). He concluded that positions from frames Z-151, 173,
and 193 could be determined to within 0.5 meters whereas frames Z272, 313, and 410 were accurate to within 2.0 meters. If the limousine
moved at about 1 ft/frame (12 mph, 18.3 fps), then the first uncertainty
above would correspond to about 1.5 frames, and the second to about 6
frames. (Snyder believes that these estimates by Salamanowicz may be
too high.) It would appear quite likely, however, that there is some room
to excise frames during a deceleration

Two head shots have been combined into one. The witnesses saw a bloody
spray and tissue debris with the second head shot (near Z-358 in the first
reenactments) but apparently no halo and little debris with the first head shot.
That such a halo was seen with the second shot, but not with the first one is
eminently reasonable. Only after disruption of major intracranial blood ves
sels and passage ofa briefperiod oftime (during which blood could accumu
late) would there be enough blood to see a halo.
Another persistent puzzle that may be solved by this proposal of two
quite separate (rather than two immediately successive) head shots is the
intact appearance of JFK's right occiput in Z-313 and immediately after
wards. Most likely the skull was still intact at that moment. The bloodless
bone that Jackie saw with the first head shot was probably from the skull
vertex (one of the bone fragments at the autopsy appeared to fit there).
Only with the second head shot did the remainder of the skull explode with
a halo of blood and with a blowout of the right occipital area. (The X-rays
show that this occipital bone was mostly present, but hanging on a kind of
vertical hinge at the side of the head. This is astonishingly consistent with
Dr. Robert McClelland's observations at Parkland Hospital (6H33) that the
occipital bone was fractured in its lateral half and had sprung outward.) In
fact, close inspection of the top of JFK's head at frames in the mid Z-330s
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shows a distinct change in contour at about this time. Suddenly the light
reflection at the skull vertex changes shape, thus implying that a skull de
fect abruptly appeared at this time. This image of a defect extends far pos
teriorly, possibly into the upper occipital area. (The hinged occipital bone
would lie directly inferior to this level. This lower occipital area might well
look intact in the film-even though the bone was fractured and somewhat
displaced, but not actually missing-just as described by McClelland.) This
(presumed) parietal-occipital defect is seen in multiple frames in a consis
tent manner. (It must be remembered that, even if this conclusion is ac
cepted, it would not necessarily prove that the second head shot occurred
precisely where the limousine now appears on Elm Street in Z-330 to Z335. This is because the image of JFK's head could have been extracted
from original frames near Z-358, where the first reenactment and so many
of the witnesses place the second head shot, and then simply imported to
where it now appears as a composite image. See discussion below for edit
ing within frames.)

The head snap would then inevitably result from frame removal-the back
ward action would be accelerated, perhaps by a factor of 2 or 3, or even more.
In real time, Jackie probably did (slowly) lift JFK's head so that she could look
into his face-she needed to know immediately how badly he was hurt and
what better way to do this than to look into his eyes? The (inexplicably sud
den) forward and backward movements of both JFK and Jackie are probably
related to imperfect frame excision-or to poor internal frame editing.
In the Zapruder film, with the possible exception of the final accelera
tion (that still needs to be examined), the limousine advances quite uni
formly between the two last shots of the first reenactments, i.e., Z-276 to Z358. En bloc removal of frames could not be done here (so as to skip en
tirely over one of the head shots) without causing the limousine suddenly
to leap forward. It seems likely, therefore, that frames were left in so that
the limousine would appear to be progressing uniformly. However, JFK's
positions in the limousine would then require alteration, at least for some
of these frames, in order to eliminate the impression of two clearly sepa
rate head shots.
This problem could have been solved by transparency retouching

[Editor's note: See Jack White, Part IV] ,which was a well developed skill by
that time. Jack White notes that he frequently had to rely on this process in
his own work and that the results were typically undetectable. Such a pro
cess (imprecisely done) could explain the apparent absence of facial fea
tures in Jackie in one frame and the inexplicably missing portion of JFK's
head in several frames. An alternate possibility is the use of some portions
of already excised frames-or a combination of the these two options. (Trans-
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parency retouching can also be used in conjunction with the traveling matte
process, which is discussed below.)

In addition, portions of some frames may have been repeated over and
over-in order to replace necessarily excised frames. This may have been
done for JFK (and possibly for Jackie, too) in that long, apparently station
ary, sequence preceding Z-313. Other frames where this may have occurred
are those that show the bystanders to the left of the Stemmons Freeway
sign, where the magnification is unusually invariable over so many frames.
The peculiar absence of magnification changes (especially when they are
so uniformly seen otherwise) for this intersprocket area has already been
noted. Regarding these bystanders to the left of the sign, it is extraordinary
that Weatherly, via his analysis of streaks and camera motion, indepen

dently concluded that these bystanders have been inserted as a composite
image. With two such independent lines of evidence-both for these par
ticular frames-a conclusion of composite frames becomes very difficult
to avoid.
The intersprocket area is the location for many of these queer features.
There is a specific reason that it may have posed unique problems. The
edge prints are located along the film edge in the intersprocket area. In the
WC images these edge prints are KODACHROME II 1. 1: 37 . . . SAFETY
FILM. Where the three dots appear here in my description there are actu

ally symbols on the film: a solid (white) vertical bar followed by two identi
cal solid (white) triangles. These latter two triangles date the film to 1961.
If every other frame had initially been excised (or any other regular
pattern of elimination used) then this entire intersprocket pattern of edge
prints would have been disrupted. Loss of a portion of any of these edge
prints would have been obvious evidence of tampering-absence of known
letters (or even parts of letters) would give the game away. So a decision
had to be made: either to leave the intersprocket area out entirely, or to
replace it so that it looked like an original. If the first option had been
chosen, it might have worked. We have so little intersprocket information
today that we might not have known what to expect. When Zapruder's cam
era was used to shoot the May 1964 reenactment, the sudden appearance
of intersprocket images would have been embarrassing-but only if the
FBI had shared such information. Nonetheless, the original reenactment
film is not now available-there is only a copy with no intersprocket im
ages. It is possible, however, that copies of individual frames of the original
Zapruder film had been made by then. Such copies were made for the
surveyors within the first week. (At a 25 February 1964 WC meeting, Herbert
Orth of Life volunteered to make 35 mm slides. Whether such slides existed
before that seems unlikely.) If any copies of individual frames included the
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intersprocket areas, the first option may have been considered too danger
ous. (That the 4 x 4 transparencies were made from the original film is
strongly suggested by Thompson 1967, p. 17. He cites the testimony of FBI
agent Lyndal Shaneyfelt for this likely conclusion.) In any case, there could
still have been concern that any subsequent film shot through Zapruder's
camera would show

an

intersprocket image. If so, a question of authentic

ity would immediately arise-or perhaps even worse, an actual proof of
inauthenticity.
It is likely, therefore, that the second option, that of including standard
edge prints, had to be chosen. Their first concern then would have been to
remove the edge prints from the original film. If these had been left in, the
new copy would contain two sets of edge prints-and anyone would have
concluded that it was a copy. Techniques for removing and for inserting
scenes had been available in cinematography for many years. In fact, when
I put this question (on how to remove edge prints) to Bruce Jamieson (tele
phone conversation, 24 July 1997), he mentioned-without any hesitation
the traveling matte technique (Fielding 1985, p. 183).
W hile on a trip to visit Noel Twyman, I had previously purchased five
out-of-print books on cinematography (from the period just after 1963)
from Wahrenbrock's Book House in San Diego. From these, I learned that
matte shots are used to prepare composite photographs by a double expo
sure (analogous to what I had already successfully done with X-ray im
ages): one part of the film is blocked out for the first exposure, then the
complementary part is blocked out for the second exposure. What results
is a composite and complete image, with parts from both originals, side by
side in the same frame. Almost any combination of originals can be used.
Fielding prints a wonderful still photograph from the nineteenth century
(1965/85, p. 73). He adds that fine composite photographs were being ob
tained by the 1850s, before the Civil War! He also shows a photograph of a
scene from The Great Train Robbery (1903), in which a locomotive appears
through a window (1965/85, p. 74). Such techniques were refined enor
mously over the ensuing decades. A classic use of the traveling matte ap
peared in the movie, Mary Poppins, in which a similar process was used,
frame by frame, to insert animated figures into live action scenes (Fielding
1965/85, p. 212, shows a studio photograph from this production in which
a sodium vapor traveling matte process was used.) It is noteworthy that
Mary Poppins was produced in 1964, the same year as another well known

production-The Warren Report.
To prepare a traveling matte (Fielding 1985, p. 183) the image is pro
jected (enlarged) onto a surface where it can be traced. Then the portion
that needs to be blocked out is actually painted black. This is done frame
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by frame for the entire scene, and then a movie film is exposed, frame by
frame, of this succession of partially blacked out frames (the matte) onto a
high contrast stock film. When this matte film strip is placed directly on
top of an original film (label it "A") inside an optical printer (the two films
actually touch each other and run through the projector together like
Siamese twins), the combined image is exposed onto new film stock ("B").
The new film ("B") will then have a (latent) image only in a selected portion
of each frame, with no image appearing in the rest of each frame. (Film
"B", however, is not developed at this point.)

A negative of the original matte film (the one that was made from the
black painting) is next prepared-so that areas that were black before now
become white and vice versa. When this (reversed) matte film is run through
the optical printer on top of film "B" (still not developed), a latent image
can now be imprinted onto another new film stock ("C") for the area that
was blocked off before, thus producing a composite and complete image
for each frame on the final version-film "C". Fielding describes the use of
an out-of-focus lens to produce a soft matte junction between the two joined
images. This is usually desirable for blending closely matched detail and
tones-so that the junction line is undetectable. Fielding (1965/85, p. 215)
also describes the use of contact printing (as opposed to optical printers)
for production of traveling mattes.
The reader is warned that this is a greatly simplified version of an enor
mously complex undertaking in an area in which I cannot claim a high
degree of expertise. Thus, the language used here may be viewed as that of
a layman. Please see appropriate references for this purpose. (Another source
is Leslie Wheeler, Principles of Cinematography, 1953/69, especially Chapter
9.) Such a process could be used, for example, in split frame scenes in
which an actor's twin image appears in a scene with him. Or it could be
used for superimposing titles and credits over a scene. (See, for example, L.
Bernard Happe, Basic Motion Picture Technology, 1971, p. 226).
In the Zapruder film, such a process could have been used, first to mask
out the edge numbers, and then, in a second step, to copy an image (of a
scene) into the masked out area. For this purpose, similar images from
nearby frames (those without any overlapping edge prints) could have been
superimposed to fill in the area where the original edge prints had been
removed. When developed, this new film would show edge prints only from
the new film stock (all film stock has such latent edge prints, according to
Jamieson). A traveling matte process could also have been used elsewhere
in the Zapruder film, particularly to fill in for excised frames-or to paste
in images for portions of frames. Such images could have been borrowed
from excised frames that no longer appear in the film, or even borrowed
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from frames that do appear. It is possible that some of the double images
that remain (especially in the intersprocket area) are leftovers from such
composite shots for which both images were permitted to print through
(the reason for permitting this to occur is not clear, unless the intersprocket
image was simply deemed to be unimportant).
It should be added that the optics of these printers is quite flexible.
Fielding shows a photograph in which the bellows extension lens can be
moved to and fro on geared mounts (1965/85, p. 135). On some printers it
was even possible to view the entire width of the film (Fielding 1965/85,
p. 134), including the edge numbers. T his view of the edge numbers permit
ted selection of frames for the aperture. In my conversation with Jamieson,
he stated that some printers even used a separate light source in order to
reproduce the edge numbers onto the copy film; this was done so that the
individual frames could easily be referenced for film production purposes.
Fielding adds that such optical printers could also be used to enlarge the
film size to 65 mm or to reduce it to 8 mm-the size of Zapruder's film
(1965/85, p. 134). Alterations on the Zapruder film were probably not done
in 8 mm format. More likely, these alterations were done in a larger format
and then later reduced to 8 mm . (See Bloody Treason, Exhibit 12-5, for a
schematic of possible steps in such a process.)
Is there any evidence that such a process was used in the Zapruder
film? To address this, let us first assume (in the current absence of any
other information) that the existing edge prints and the original edge prints
had the same symbol size, position on the film, and interval between occur
rences. T he current edge prints are black upper case letters on a white
background strip (see an example in Trask 1994, p. 65). If these symbols
had been erased via a matte, then what would be left behind? What we
would expect is either a uniform white strip or a uniform black strip (de
pending on how the editors wished to do this) where the symbols had pre
viously appeared. And that is precisely what is seen in Z-194-it is particu
larly obvious on the black and white prints (donated to me) that were made
from the WC originals. Here there is a darkened vertical strip in exactly the
same area where the symbols had previously appeared. T he width of this
dark strip matches the original size of the letters as closely as I can mea
sure it.
To make this even more convincing, a very thin strip of the original
white background appears to persist (immediately to the right of the dark
strip) just where it was located in the unaltered white background. Other
frames that show this effect are Z-195 through Z-200. (Of these, Z-198 is
the least definite.) It is possible that additional frames also exhibit this
appearance but, in the resolution available to me, these were the ones that
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seemed most certain.A similar effect occurs on the back of the Stemmons
freeway sign at Z-218 through Z-222 (this is also entirely within the
intersprocket area).Another inexplicable feature occurs in Z-213 (the first
intact intersprocket area after the damaged frames) through Z-218: two
broad white strips intersect just above the lower sprocket hole. This effect
is precisely confined to the intersprocket area and the intersection pro
duces a right angle (on the inside comer of the intersection) where the sign
is extremely dark.All of this only raises further questions: was this device
also used to erase edge prints here?
Between these two sites of the film lies the region of the damaged frames:
my black and white set includes five frames without intersprocket images:
Z-208, 209, 210, 211, and 212.If original edge prints had occurred in these
frames, they would simply have vanished along with the damaged frames.
The current edge print (KODACHROME II 1. 1:37 ... SAFETY FILM) oc
cupies 17 frames.If 2 of 3 frames had been excised at this point from the
original film, then each current frame would represent 3 original frames
i.e., a total of 15 lost intersprocket images.Besides this, however, 1-2 frames
would be missing immediately before Z-208 and the same number would
also be missing immediately after Z-212, thus making a total of 17-19 miss
ing frames.It would therefore be possible, by this means, to totally elimi
nate an entire edge print (since it occupied only 17 frames). Is this why
these frames were said to be damaged?
After about Z-222, odd lighting effects appear on the back of the
Stemmons Freeway sign in some frames, but the original intent (if any)
seems obscure. Then, at about Z-235, another transition occurs-the
intersprocket area becomes noticeably darker than the central image (and
remains like this at least through Z-412, where my review stopped; Z-413
and 414 contain only black intersprocket areas) and numerous odd fea
tures enter the intersprocket scenes. So another question arises: were the
original intersprocket images excised after this point in the film, only to be
replaced by nearby adjacent scenes? And, if so, why? This device would, of
course, have effectively removed any original edge prints-no small ac
complishment for the editors. The area removed could then be replaced
with nearby (and almost indistinguishable) images that did not contain the
troublesome original edge prints.
This could have been done in a simple sequential manner, or, in a less
obvious fashion, by alternating intersprocket images from different frames.
Whether or not this hypothesis is correct will take some effort to explore
! have not yet done that. If this had been done, however, then the

intersprocket images over multiple frames would be too similar (or even
identical) to match reality.I note only one small example as an illustration
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for further study: in the four frames including

Z-235

through

Z-238,

the

two motorcycle antennae remain exactly the same distance apart for all
frames (and in the same position with respect to the helmets)-even though
these antennae are obviously vibrating and changing positions in the frames
following this. Is this an example of filling in with the same image?
Artifacts from film alteration may have been left behind: the shadow
discontinuity at Z-316 discovered by Marler, the entire 8 mm film loaned to
me by Lifton (with so many obvious composite frames), the magnification
changes that commonly occur across the intersprocket interface, the double
images that are sometimes seen in the intersprocket area (often only in a
portion of it), the overlapping image in the top third of the intersprocket
area, and the fact that the image is darker in the intersprocket area (espe 
cially for frames after about

Z-235)

than in the central image. (Such

intersprocket image darkening is not seen on the "home movie" track and
is not apparent in frames before about Z-235 either.) Jamieson was unable
to explain why the intersprocket image for the motorcade sequence should
appear darker (or different in any way for that matter) from the "home
movie" portion; he also could not explain why there was an image overlap
in the intersprocket area for the motorcade sequence but not for the "home

Z-028 and Z-308, "The Soaring Bird" fig
ure on so many frames, and the irregular white rectangles on Z-226 and Z227 would all have been invaluable aids in positioning each frame accord

movie" portion. The plus sign on

ing to the desires of the editors. This is a surprisingly long list of oddities
where none at all should exist. The fact that they can all be explained by the
single hypothesis of film alteration is also compelling.
In addition, of course, such editing explains virtually all of the other
odd features that have been discussed in this essay. It is ironical that one
author (Ernest Walter, The Technique

of the

Cutting

Room, 1969,

p.

127)

uses the "obvious" example of a moving car as an illustration of the travel
ing matte technique! Frame excision and traveling mattes (for frame alter
ation) can explain multiple curious features: the absent limousine stop, the
altered movement of JFK's head (including the contraction of two head
shots into one), the loss of Connally's left tum, the disappearance of obvi
ous blood on Connally's shirt front, the excessively rapid movement of
multiple individuals, the disappearance of tissue debris from the limousine
trunk and from the air, the register mark at

Z-028 and Z-308,

and more.

I would like to offer one final observation. When the original film was
copied, it would have been critical to overlap the real sprocket holes of the
new version with the sprocket hole images from the original. For this pur
pose, The Black Hole (and perhaps the plus signs) would have been invalu
able . So the question naturally arises: is there any residual evidence of an
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imperfect overlap? Although I do not y et claim that this evidence is defi
nitely incriminating, I do offer the following considerations. Around each
current sprocket hole, on almost all frames, is a thin halo-it is like a white
reflection of the actual sprocket hole. This effect occurs repeatedly, frame
after frame, most often to the right of the sprocket holes. (In Trask 1994, p.
65, this phenomenon can be seen faintly to the right of the upper sprocket
hole on even this degraded image.) This halo follows the contours of the
current sprocket hole with great precision-it can even be seen at times to
round the comer of a hole. A more distinct example of this effect is seen in
the reproductions of the Nix frames

( 18H81-83); here the halo is much

larger. In these Nix frames, the intersprocket area is black, so that we can
be reasonably certain that these images derive from a later generation copy.
Therefore, images of sprocket holes (from previous generations) would not
be surprising-that is most likely what the halo represents in the Nix film.
In the Zapruder film, however, this effect need not necessarily derive
solely from images of the original film. In fact, on very close inspection, a
real and continuous image of the scene seems to appear between the halo
and the sprocket hole. If this is correct, any explanation that invokes a
cutting artifact (during the removal of film from the sprocket holes) will
not work. Such an effect, however, might derive from an intermediate film
that contained a traveling matte, especially if it had been transparent (or
possibly even black) near the sprocket holes. In that case, the Zapruder
halo would be a faint image of one of these sprocket hole edges. (The index
of refraction through the edge of the sprocket hole is slightly different from
unity -i.e., the edge is often visible even on a transparent film.) What is
incontestable, however, is that when Life magazine first printed intersprocket
images

(25 November 1966), these sprocket holes were all blocked out. So

instead of being able to see the sprocket holes, every one of them was sim
ply covered over with a black patch that was shaped a sprocket hole. And
this black patch was just large enough to cover the halo effect.
It might be argued in reply that this approach was quite innocent since
it permitted

Life to print readily visible frame numbers (white) onto this

black area; a reasonable response, however, is that black frame numbers
on a white background (the real color of a sprocket hole) would show up
just as well-and without all the extra work; it would also be more authen
tic. I can add that such a halo does not occur in my father's old 8 mm films
nor on copies that Roy Schaeffer has sent me that were taken with a cam
era not too different from Zapruder's. It is not my purpose in this para
graph, however, to draw a final conclusion about these halos. It is enough
for now to know that this observation can be evaluated by a simple act
simply filming through the original Zapruder camera (now under the juris-
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diction of the National Archives) should tell us whether the original cam
era yields such images or whether they are other artifacts of film editing.

Summary
A strong case can be made for extensive editing of the Zapruder film. In
fact, the conclusion seems inescapable-the film was deliberately altered.
No other explanation is in the same league, in terms of explanatory power,
for the myriad of anomalous characteristics that are seen everywhere in
this case. Many frames were excised, some individual frames were exten
sively altered, others were changed only enough to fill in for missing frames,
and others were left alone. Frames that were excised were simply too em
barrassing for the official story or contained troublesome edge prints. What
is perhaps most remarkable, though, is that, even in the past several years,
to say nothing of the past several months, yet more evidence has accumu
lated-all of it pointing toward alteration. One can only wonder what still
remains to be discovered.
What can be made of the absurd paradoxes of (supposed) camera track
ing errors that are totally inconsistent with what actually appears in the
relevant frame? When the frame contents shift by enormous amounts, cor
responding blurs must be seen. There is no cinematic magic that can avoid
such realities. And what can be said about intersprocket magnifications
that are grossly different in two frames, particularly when tracking non
sense surfaces in the same frames? And now, thanks to Noel Twyman, we
have the image of The Soaring Bird and of The Black Hole. These could
have provided precisely the kind of reference points for pin registration
that would be essential for frame to frame editing.
Why else are these images there? They do recur persistently throughout
the film. And when they are absent, where do they go-unless someone has
deliberately omitted them? And where exactly did the intersprocket image
of the right motorcycle come from? And why is it never visible in the cen
tral image? Why does the intersprocket image of the motorcycle skip
around? Why is the intersprocket image darker after about Z-235? Why do
so many odd features occur within the intersprocket area? Why is the
intersprocket image missing in frames Z-413 and 414?
And so the questions come, one after another, like automatic rifle
fire. How much more evidence is required before reason prevails? At
the very least, this proposal of film alteration deserves extensive consid
eration and serious discussion-even among those who are still inclined
to be doubters. For these individuals, there is now much to explain. It is
time for them to put on their ten-league boots and begin climbing this
small mountain of data.
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[Editor's note: During the final production of this book, we had what
appears to have been a close encounter with the CIA. In the course of ordi
nary events, we have become familiar with a person claiming to have been
a high-ranking official of the CIA, who has told us that the Zapruder film
was in the hands of the CIA almost immediately and that it was edited
under the authority of the National Security Agency, part of which was
done prior to the publication of selected frames in Life. He has advised us
that instructions for this undertaking would have had to emanate from a
level of government at least equivalent to that of Lyndon B. Johnson or of I.
Edgar Hoover. We are unable to confirm specific details of his claims, which
deserve further investigation. He maintains that he was not personally in
volved in these activities, however, and his reports are not comparable in
evidential significance to the scientific findings presented here. But we have
found much of what he has to say quite fascinating and, in general, consis
tent with our discoveries. See Mike Pincher and Roy Schaeffer, Part IV.]
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More Physical Insight into the Assassination of President Kennedy
Michael A. Srroscio
The assassinauon ofPresident Kennedy has been investigated at

'The streak lengths in the in

length by professionals from diverse fields. but twenty-lhree years

dividual frames recorded by A.

after this tragic event the physics commumty has published little on

Zapruder on November 22.

this matter. There are isolated. albeit imponant. exceptions such as

1963 are readily visible upon

I} Herein,

inspecuon of the still frames

the Alvarez analysis is extended and new insighlS are gained which

of the Zapruder film. Alvarez

cast doubt on the one gunman, three-bullet theory which is lhe cor

analyzed only frames 171 to

the revealing physics analysis published by Luis Alvarez.[

nerstone of the findings of the Warren Commission's repon.(2]

334 since they were apparently
the only frames available to

Physical Basis for the Analysis
The physical basis for analyzmg lhe assassination of President

him[3]. If he had had access
to frames before 171 he would

KeMedy is identical with that proposed by Alvarez.( 11 Specifi

have quickly come to new in

cally. it is known that disturbances such as the sound of gunfire or

sights . As pointed out by

the sound of a siren cause neuromuscular reactions that inevitably

Alvarez. selected frames of the

produce rapid jerking motions of a hand-held camera. These Jerk

Zapruder film exhibit blurred

ing motions cause blurring of the images recorded in the still frames

images of thePresident' s lim-

of a motion picture. On first consideration, this phenomenon may

ousine that make the limousine

appear to be too iii-defined to be of use in shedding light on the

appear to have been displaced

assassination of President Kennedy. However. it is well-known

by as much as a few inches

��=��
wa, sax vertical bnes. Poults 10 the
left of the ven•cal bme-smes hnes
c1enote clockwise ana:War accelentions as described in the texL

that such neuromuscular reactions are involuntary and that the power

relative w the clear image thai

specuum for such jerking motions has a peak near a period of about

would have resulted if the camera had been pointed at the same

one-third of a second[ I]. The results of this article will verify that

point on the limousine throughout the one-lhinieth of a second ex

the angular acceleration of Abraham Zapruder's camera at the only

posure interval. Since the President's limousme was never closer

precisely-known time of a shot atPresident Kennedy- whenPresi

than about seventy feet from Zapnlder's camera. a one-inch streak

def!.t Kennedy was struck in the head- exhibits the expected char
acteristics.[1J Such .angtJiar �,..re!entiQfJ "!"i!!:nde..,_ provide clues that

length corresponds to a maximum angular displacement of only
about 1/(12•70)

•

1/840 of a radian.

1be calculated anguiar acccte.rations an: shuwn

shed light on the time-history of the shots fm::d atPresident Kennedy

au

:.·;gu&c : . TI:c

limousine as it traveled down Elm Street in Dallas, Texas on No

frame numbers are indicated along the vertical lines and points to

vember 22, 1963.

the left of the time-series line indicate clockwise angular accelera
tions. The fact that the angular acceleration is a more significant

Analysis of the Zapruder Film
1be angular acceleration of A. Zapruder' s camera as a function
of time may be calculated straightforwardly[ 1) from the measured

indicator of sudden jerking than the angular velocity
sized in Ref.

\\35

empha

I, but this physical insight was missing completely in

the analyses of the consultants to the 1978 U.S.House of Represen

streak lengths associated with the blurring ofPresident Kennedy's

tatives mvestigation of the as�assiraauon of President Kennedy.[4]

limousme in the separate frames of the Zapruder film. Since the

These consultants did analyz� Zapruder frames before 171 but they

image on each frame was recorded during the one-thinieth of a

based their analyses on the S!>npie magnitude of the streaking of

second when the shutter was open. such a streak length in a panicu

each frame as well as on the tluc.tuatJons of the absolute direcuon

�ar frame is directly proportional to the average angular velocity

of the camera's optical axis. Unfmtunately, contributions to these

averaged over the one-thirtieth of a second exposure time - of

angular displacements and angular velocities come from both gradual

Zapruder·s camera relative to a fixed point on the limousine. Dur

fluctuations and rapid changes m the pointing direction of the cam

ing �1e periods when Zapruder·s tracking was steady. there is mini

era. but it is only the rapid variatio:1s rhat are sensitive indicators of

mal blurring of the limousine's image since the relevant relative

responses to disturbances such as the sounds of gunfire or a siren.

angular velocity of the camera was small.The angular acceleration

The angular-acceleration time series displayed on the second

is the der, vative of the angular velocity, so the constant 18.3 frames

through sixth venical lines of Fig:ure 1 is an excellent approxima

per second recording speed of Zapruder's camera and the differ

tion to that published in Ref. 1. However, the angular-acceleratiOn

ence in the 'itreak lengths recorded on successive frames can be

episode on the ftrst venical line is completely absent in Ref. 1. be

used to deten:�iae angular acceleration.

cause Alvarez used the Zapruder frames published m Ref. 2 which

In calculatia:g the time-senes for the angular accelerauon of

did not mclude frames befcre 171. The four angular-acceleratiOn

Zapruder's camua it is convement to adopt the conventions of Ref.

episodes commencing at frafll...s !F.O, 220. 290 and 313 were ex

I. Specifically. ur,;ts and sign conventions are adopted as follows:

plained in Ref. l as follows:

stteak.lengths are assigned values fromO. for no streaking, to5, for

•

Based on the clear visual evidence. the episode begiMing at frame

maximal streaking; one unit of time is raken to be the 1/18.3 second

313 is unambiguously assigned to the shot that suuck President

between successive frames; the sign of the angular velocity is taken

Kennedy in the head.

as positive if the pointin£ axis oi the camera is advancmg in a clock

•

Since the Warren Commission asserted that there were three shot

wise sense relauve to the iimousane as viewed from above the cam

f1ted on November 22. 1963 with the first shot missing Its target

era in the camera-limousm� system: and the stgn asstgned the an

and sincePresident Kennedy was holding his throat on emerg1ng

zui·' v<:k.�ity is negative fot counterclockwise relative motion.

from behind a street sign on Elm Street at the time of frame 224,
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the angular-accelerauon ep1sode commencmg at frame 220 was
.
associated wnh the . magic-bullet .. shot that presumably caused

sixth floor of the Texas Schoolbook Deposltory{2].
The establishment of this fifth jerking episode ofZapruder's cam

seven wounds to President Kennedy and Governor Connally.

era makes 1t extremely difficult to use Alvarez's method to support

•

The angular acceleratiOn ep1sode commencmg at frame 180 was

the Warren Commission's smgle-gunman. three bullet theory and

•

Finally, to explain the angular-acceleration episode lhat begins at

technique for shedding msight in the assassination of President

frame 290. it was noted that a siren sounded at about the time of

Kennedy. However. m this case it would also be 1mpossible to use

associated with the bullet that missed its target since it was the

rneir conclusion that there was no conspiracy. Critics of the Alvarez

only ep1sode known to Alvarez that occurred before frame 220.

analysis may hold that the techmques of Ref. I are just not suitable

the bullet that struck President Kennedy in the head.

this analysis to support the findings of the Warren Commission.

The association of the blast of a siren with the angular-accelera

This conclusion is especially significant for the physics community

tion episode that begms at frame 290 was made by Alvarez[ I] but

smce Ref. l is the only paper published in the physics literature that

he stated clearly that he was not sure this assignment was correct.

attempts to use physical data and laws to understand the assassina

Indeed, as correctly pointed out by Alvarez. most eyewitnesses

tion of Pres1dent Kennedy.[6]

claimed that siren sounded after the fatal wound to President

Kennedy's head. These witnesses held that the siren first sounded
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IS

sine appears to have traveled three times its normal frame-t<rframe

farther from the camera �r frame 152 than at frames 180 to 334 but

distance: tn fact. it has been known for many years that frames 155

there can be no doubt that the angular·acceleration time senes be·

and 156 have been removed from the Zapruder film. What is unknown

ginning at frame 152 r�pres�::ar.s a sudden jerking motion of

is why the frames were removed and who removed them. It is also not

Zapruder's camera.[5] It is significant that the time mterval is only

known when these frames were removed. What is well-known LS that

1.5 seconds in durauon becau::c ir:vestigators[4] have agreed con

lhe Zapruder film was kept from the publiC for many years; for a por

sistently that the minimum finng time between shots with the

tion of this time it was retained by those who had paid A. Zapruder for
rights to the film. Today, the Zapruder film is copyrighted and thos1:

Mannlicher-Carcano rifle found in the sniper's nest on the sixth
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Discussion and Conclusions
By following Alvarez's prescription of taking the differences be
tween streak lengths to obtain angular accelerations, it is straight·

famous film are asked
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negmiate su1t.able terms through the W:ash

ington, DC law firm represented by James Lorin Silverberg, Eso:juire.
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The Repon on the Committee on Ballistic Acoustics. Nationa: Acad
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forward to construct a time-series of the angular·acceleration of A.

tee, under the chairmanShip of Norman F. Ramsey. concluded that sus

Zapruder's camera as be filmed President Kennedy's limousine as

pected sounds on gunfire recorded on the Dallas Police Deparunent' s

it traveled down Elm Street in Dallas. Texas on November 22. 1963.
This extended time-series contams a strong angular-acceleratJOn
ep1sode which commences during the imerval from frame 152 to
frame 153, which was not discovered by Alvarez because he ana·
lyzed only the frames that were reproduced in the Warren's
Commission's report. The most easily drawn conclusion from the
extended time series is that the angular-acceleration episode com
mencing at frame 152 occurs about 1.5 seconds before the time
..
which Ref. 1 denotes as the first shot". This is a significant con·
elusion because the angular·acceleration episodes beginning at
frames 152 and 180 could not have been caused by shots fired by
one person usmg the Mannlicher-Carcano that was found on lhe
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dictaphone recorders could not have been gunfire sinr;e the receiving
microphones were nm turned on in Dealey Plaza. Da!Jas. Texas dunng
the few seconds when shots were fired at Presider.t Kennedy on No
vember 22. !963.

The Committee concluded �nat these suspected

sounds of gunfire were recorded about one m;nute after shots were

frred and that these n01ses were therefore not due to gunfi�. The na·
ture of th is study is distinctly different fro·n that of Ref. 1: the Na

lional Academy of Sciences study conducl.:d thai: no relevant physical
data existed on the Dallas Police Depan:nent 's audio recordings.

Michael A. Stroscio is with Duke U'liversiry, Physics Deparrmenr,
Durham. Nortlt Carolina 27708
PH"fSICS AND SOCIETY. Vol. 25. No.4

Enclosure. Stroscio's study of the motion ofZapruder's camera while
filming the assassination of President John F. Kennedy

Epilogue

On the basis of the results presented during the Zapruder Film Sympo
sium in Dallas on 22 November 1996, which I organized and moder
ated, I suggested to the audience in closing that we now have what ap
pears to be "conclusive evidence" that the Zapruder film has been ex
tensively edited using highly sophisticated techniques. This character
ization generated a certain degree of controversy in subsequent discus
sion, especially over e-mail, during which I sought to place these issues
within a broader framework.
That framework reflects nuances in the use of the language of proof
in relation to claims that arise within various contexts, such as those of
courts of law, of pure mathematics, and of empirical science. The sense
of "proof" appropriate to empirical science, for example, is less strin
gent than that appropriate to pure mathematics, but more demanding
than that appropriate to courts of law. For the purpose of this volume, I
have taken my original piece, which was devoted to this issue relative to
the Zapruder film, and expanded it to include the medical evidence.
It would be appropriate, at this juncture, I believe, to emphasize the
importance of a form of reasoning that occurs in both scientific and
non-scientific contexts, which is known as inference to the best explana
tion. This pattern of reasoning involves selecting one member from a
set of alternative hypotheses as the alternative providing the best expla
nation of the available evidence. Hypotheses that explain more of the
345
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available evidence are preferable to those that explain less. Those that
are preferable when sufficient evidence is available are also acceptable.
Hypotheses that are incompatible with the available evidence are
rejected as false. Hypotheses may be false even when they are accept
able, which makes inference of this kind fallible, but they remain the
most rational among those alternatives under consideration. A difficulty
that confronts inference of this kind is ensuring that every alternative
that deserves to be considered receives consideration. Even when an
hypothesis has been accepted, it may subsequently confront rejection
because new alternatives or new evidence have been discovered. (See
James H. Fetzer and Robert Almeder, Glossary of Epistemology/Philoso

phy of Science 1993.)
Consequently, even the most strongly entrenched scientific hypoth
eses remain vulnerable to subsequent rejection, as occurred in the case
of the most highly confirmed hypothesis in the history of science of its
time-classic Newtonian mechanics-when it was eventually confronted
with the new alternative of Einstein's special relativity and the new evi
dence of Eddington's African expedition. When I described our evidence
in support of the hypothesis that the Zapruder film has been extensively
edited using highly sophisticated techniques as "conclusive," I was not
denying the possibility that new evidence or new alternatives might even
tually be discovered.
I was asserting that the authenticity of the Zapruder film is mas

sively inconsistent with the available evidence. That the film has been
extensively edited using highly sophisticated techniques explains the
evidence better than any alternative hypothesis, such as that the film's
anomalies are spontaneous effects, accidental artifacts of incompetent
processing, or predictable consequences of features of the camera and
conditions of filming. The evidence available appears to be more than
sufficient. This does not guarantee that it has been faked: if features of
the film that justify this finding could be "explained away" on reason
able grounds, the conclusion might have to be withdrawn. But absent
new alternatives or new evidence, the matter has been settled.
Some illustrations may be helpful here. Consider the crash of TWA
Flight 800, in relation to which three alternative hypotheses have been
proposed as possible explanations, namely: (hl) that the explosion was
the effect of the plane being hit by a missile; (h2) that the explosion was
the effect of a terrorist bomb explosion; and (h3) that the explosion was
the effect of some unsuspected design failure. From the point of view of
reasoning, this case has been difficult to resolve, not because of a lack
of possible explanations but because of an absence of evidence.
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What has been available has ranged from eyewitness reports to expert
analyses and has appeared in a wide range of publications, from tabloids,
such as the Star (26 November 1996) in support of (hl) to national maga
zines, such as Newsweek (23 December 1996) in opposition to (h2), and
our nation's newspaper of record, The New York Times (24 May 1997), in
support of (h3). The fact that tabloids support (hl), moreover; does not
mean that (hl) must therefore be false any more than that The New York

Times should support (h3) would guarantee that it is true. (The Times, after
all, published a fatuous review that heaped praise on the blatant assassina
tion hoax, Case Closed.)
If explaining the crash of TWA Flight 800 has proven difficult because
of the absence of sufficient evidence, the opposite appears to have been the
case in the criminal trial of O.J. Simpson for the murder of Nicole Brown
and Ronald Goldman. If we consider our hypothesis (hl) to be that O.J.
committed the crime, then possible alternative explanations advanced by
the defense included (h2) that it was a drug-related hit, where Faye Resnick,
a friend of Nicole's, was the intended victim; and (h3) that the true target
was Ronald Goldman, where Nicole was just an innocent bystander.
Insofar as Faye Resnick was a casual user of cocaine who had plenty of
money to support her habit, (h2) really will not do; and since almost no one
(outside the Mezzaluna Restaurant where he worked) could have known
Ron Goldman was returning Juditha Brown's glasses to her daughter, (h3)
cannot be taken seriously. The evidence itself-including O .J.'s blood at the
scene, in the Bronco, in his home, and so on, the matching gloves, the hair
follicles, the Bruno Magli shoe prints, the photographs, etc.-all seemed to
provide overwhelming evidence that alternative (h1) had to be accepted.
So what happened? Having spent far more time and effort in the study
of this case than I would ever want to admit in print, I have arrived at the
conclusion that Simpson was acquitted in part because the jurors did not
understand the nature of reasonable doubt. They appear to have believed
that, if any part of the prosecution's case was open to doubt, then they
could properly disregard it all. Consider, for example, the following ex
change between Geraldo Rivera, journalist, and Armanda Cooley, the jury
foreman:
GERALDO RIVERA: How can y ou explain away O.J.'s blood at the mur
der scene, found hours befor his blood sample was taken?
ARMANDA COOLEY: We can't explain it away. I don't think anybody has
really tried to explain it away. Me, personally, I have not tried to ex
plain it away at all. That was not one of the issues and that was defi
nitely not the reasonable doubt we based our decision on.
-Armanda Cooley et al., Madam Foreman ( 1995)
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The inferential problem here, of course, is that the presence of the blood
of the accused at the scene of the crime ordinarily constitutes sufficient
evidence to convict. In the absence of a reasonable alternative explanation,
the only reasonable explanation would be that the blood of the accused
was at the scene of the crime because the accused was at the scene of the
crime, which he committed. If the presence of the blood of the accused
cannot be "explained away", then it must be "explained" by hypothesis (hl)
implicating the accused in the crime. That explains it. Using inference to
the best explanation, Simpson's guilt is apparent.
When it comes to the assassination of JFK, alternative possible expla
nations include (hl) that he was killed by a lone, demented gunman by the
name of Lee Harvey Oswald, (h2) that he was killed by the Mob, (h3) that
pro- or anti-Castro Cubans killed him, (h4) that it was the work of the
KGB, or (hS) that his death was the result of a coup d'etat involving the CIA,
the Mob, anti-Castro Cubans, and powerful politicans, such as LBJ, Rich
ard Nixon, and J. Edgar Hoover, fully financed by Texas oil men and ele
ments of the military-industrial complex. These views represent no-con
spiracy, small-conspiracy, and large-conspiracy perspectives, respectively.
Since even the HSCA inquiry accepted the probable existence of a con
spiracy, (hl) does not seem to have much to be said in its favor. It could be
amended to maintain that Lee Harvey Oswald and a small band of con
spirators-whose identities are destined to remain unknown-were respon
sjble, which some may find nearly as appealing. The problem, which car
ries over to other small-conspiracy theories, is that the available relevant
evidence-concerning X-rays of the President's cranium, diagrams of a brain
in the National Archives, the Zapruder film itself, and even the backyard
photographs of Oswald-completely undermines their plausibility. We now
possess persuasive proof that the most basic evidence in this case has been
subject to alteration, fabrication, or modification, which is something small
bands of conspirators could not have done.
The importance of falsification as a research methodology in the case
of the death of JFK, therefore, cannot be overemphasized. The elimination
of (hl), (h2), (h3), and (h4) dictates taking (hS) seriously. We cannot prefer
an hypothesis that explains only part of the evidence to an alternantive that
explains more. If we want to exercise rationality to avoid naivete without
becoming paranoid, then we cannot fulfill that obligation without follow
ing reason where it leads and letting the chips fall where they may. It may
be unpleasant to be forced to the conclusion that our country was taken
from us on 22 November 1963, more or less as Oliver Stone proposed in

JFK. But if that is indeed the case, then we had better understand it-or
else forfeit our freedom forever!

-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Assassination
Science and the
Language of Proof
James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

If science is incapable of "irrefutable proofs", "incontrovertable evidence"
and the like, then questions inevitably arise concerning the degree of
assurance with which anything can be known about anything-but es
pecially about controverial subjects such as the assassination of JFK.
This issue has arisen in an acute form at least twice during the course of
my research, once relative to the medical evidence in this case and again
in relation to the Zapruder film symposium. These questions are decid
edly philosophical, since their answers depend upon the definition of
"knowledge" and the conditions that have to be satisfied for beliefs to
count as "justified", as "warranted", or even as "rational".
According to the standard conception of knowledge, a person knows
something, such as that there is a bottle of beer in the refrigerator, for
example, if that person believes that there is a bottle of beer in the refrig
erator, if that person is justified (or warranted) in that belief, and if that
belief is true, which means, in this instance, that there is a bottle of beer
in the refrigerator. Two of the three branches of philosophy thus concern
what it means for something to exist (or to be true), which is known as
ontology, and what it takes for someone to know that something exists

(or that something is true), known as epistemology. The nature of proofs
turns out to be a problem in epistemology. The third branch of philoso
phy, which shall not concern us here, is axiology, also known as the theory
of value.
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The Meaning of "Proof"
Whether or not anyone can prove anything, after all, obviously depends
on the language of "proof' and the conditions that "proofs" are expected
to fulfill. Most importantly, from the point of view of the theory of knowl
edge, "proof" turns out to be an ambiguous term, since there are differ
ent expectations with regard to what it takes to qualify as a "proof" as a
function of context. Let me therefore begin by differentiating between
three distinct contexts in which "proofs" may occur but where the condi
tions they must satisfy are, in general, quite different. These three differ
ent senses emerge within the context of law, the context of mathematics,
and the context of science, more or less as follows.
Legal Contexts: "Proof' in Courts of Law

The language of proof is ambiguous, meaning that there is more than
one meaning attached to "proof" as a function of different contexts.
Consider, for example, the use of "proof" in legal contexts and in courts
of law. In this sense, proof of crime exists whenever incriminating evi
dence exists. So O.J.'s blood at the scene, in the Bronco, in his home,
and elsewhere, the matching gloves, the hair follicles, the Bruno Magli
shoe prints, the photographs, etc., all qualify as "proof" that O.J. com
mitted the crime. In this sense, call it

Proof(l),

of course, "proofs" may

or may not be conclusive, since there may be alternative explanations
that are just as reasonable as that O.J. committed the crime. When no
alternative explanation is reasonable, given the totality of the evidence,
however, then the evidence may qualify as "proof beyond a reasonable
doubt".
Abstract Contexts: "Proofs" in Mathematics

A second use of "proof' occurs within the context of pure mathemat
ics and deductive logic, where "proofs" involve deductive demonstrations
from premises that are true as a matter of definition or of stipulation.
When these premises are axioms of a formal system, the conclusions
that follow from them deductively are known as theorems. This is the
strongest sense of "proof", which might be referred to as

Proof(2).

This

is a sense that is so strong that "proofs" in this sense are seldom encoun
tered outside of abstract contexts of inquiry. But that is because ordi
narily the premises on which reasoning is based reflect the results of
observation, measurements, or experimentation, which are not true by
definition or by stipulation. A typical use of the term in this sense would
be claims to have discovered a proof, say, of the Pythagorean Theorem
or of Fermat's Last Theorem.
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Empirical Contexts: "Proof' in Science

Alternative uses of the term "proof" sometimes occur within the con
text of empirical inquiries in senses that are stronger than the legal sense
of Proof( 1) but weaker than the mathematician's sense of Proof(2). How
ever, the mathematician's sense is so strong that empirical scientists tend
to avoid the use of this term in order not to convey a stronger sense of
certainty than they intend. The premises upon which scientific argu
ments are based, moreover, typically involve definitions but require em
pirical evidence that has been derived from observation, measurements,
and experiments. The conclusions of these arguments are often but not
always inductive and general, drawing conclusions about classes of things
and relations between properties in a search for laws, which may be
deterministic or indeterministic. The discovery of the existence of new
phenomena, such as species that have evolved in short periods of time,
however, could still be cited as "proof' such things are possible.
An alternative but more prevalent use of the term in scientific con
texts arises when evidence is cited that establishes within a narrow mar
gin of error that some hypothesis or conjecture is

false.

Eddington's ex

pedition to Africa to measure the deflection of rays of light in the vicinity
of the Sun's gravitational mass was a crucial experiment in the history of
physics, because it provided evidence that (inconclusively) confirmed
Einstein's theory of relativity and (conclusively) disconfirmed Newtonian
gravitational theory. The phenomenon of light deflection was inconsis
tent with Newton's theory, but predicted by Einstein's. What is most im
portant about this sense of "proof", which we might refer to as Proof(3),
is that it establishes a negative result in falsifying a general hypotheses
on the basis of observations and measurements that are subject to repli
cation.

The Medical Evidence
Thus, in response to my first round of letters to the Trustees of the AMA,
I received a phone call from John J. Ring, M.D., the Past President of the

Board, who wanted to know the degree of "metaphysical certitude" with
which these things could be known. I wrote to him to explain that, when
a John McLaughlin uses that phrase, no doubt, as a former Jesuit, he has
in mind arguments such as Aquinas' five proofs of the existence of God,
which are intended to be conclusive arguments from premises that are
very difficult, if not impossible, to challenge. Thinking about the assassi
nation from this perspective, I asked myself whether there might be ar
guments about the assassination that, even if they cannot be as "conclu-
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sive" as proofs in mathematics, might nevertheless be strong arguments
that are based upon premises that are difficult, but not impossible, to
challenge.
The ten proofs that I proposed to Dr. Ring are supported by consider
able photographic and documentary evidence. Apart from the autopsy
photographs and X-rays, to the best of my knowledge, none of these pho
tographs and documents has ever been challenged with respect to its
authenticity. In several cases, they are reprinted between the numbered
pages of various books, where the pages on which they appear do not
have separate page numbers. In those cases, I have used an alphabetical
notation to identify them. When there are sixteen pages of photos be
tween pages 432 and 433, for example, I refer to them as pages 432a,

432b, and so forth, for convenience of identification.
Proof 1 : The Argument from Addition and Subtraction.

According to the official report of the Warren Commission, only three
shots were fired at the Presidential motorcade, one of which hit Presi
dent Kennedy in the neck, one missed and hit a curb near the Triple
Underpass, and one hit the President in the head, killing him. If there
were more than three shots, then the official report cannot be correct.
The following photographs and documents, however, indicate that more
than three bullets were recovered. The existence of more than three bul
lets in this case can be established by a simple process of addition and
subtraction, roughly as follows:
#1 and #2 Lifton's Best Evidence (1980), p. 234m, publishes photo

graphs of two bullet fragments (very substantial fragments that appear
to be of two bullets), that were recovered from the limousine. (They were
Warren Commission Exhibits 567 and 569.) The total number of possible bullets, given this evidence:

2

#3 Groden and Livingstone's High Treason (1989), p. 146o, reprints

photographs of damage to the Presidential limousine caused by bullet
fragments, including especially a substantial impact in the chrome just
above the windshield (as photos in Thompson's Six Seconds in Dallas

1967, p. 113, also display).

3

#4 Groden and Livingstone's High Treason (1989), p. 146/, also re

prints several photos of an unidentified man picking up a bullet from a
grassy area opposite the grassy knoll as a deputy sheriff and police of
ficer look on (an event also reported and discussed in Marrs' Crossfire

1989, p. 308h, for example).

4
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Apparent impact of bullet on chrome strip
#5 Groden and Livingstone's High Treason (1989), p. 146m, moreover,

also prints a photograph of James Tague , a bystander who was hit by a
fragment from another bullet, which impacted with the curbing adja
cent to the Triple Underpass. (This is the bullet that the Warren Commission agreed had missed.)

5

#6 Groden and Livingstone's High Treason (1989), p. 28j, prints a pho

tograph of a receipt for a "missile" that was turned over to two FBI agents
at Bethesda, which was probably the same bullet that fell from the
President's back as described in Livingstone's High Treason 2 (1992), pp.
209-210, for example.

6

#7 T hompson's Six Seconds in Dallas (1967), p. 146, also prints a pho

tograph of a bullet recovered at Parkland Hospital from a stretcher. This
is the missile that has come to be known as "the magic bullet" because of
the immense damage it has to have caused while remaining intact for
the Warren Commission's scenario to be true.

7

#8 T hompson's Six Seconds in Dallas (1967), p. 147, prints a photo

graph of some of the fragments that were removed from Connally's body.
A comparison of a diagram of the complete set of fragments in compari
son with a photograph of bullet #7 also appears in Livingstone's High
Treason 2 (1989), p. 305. Total:

8

Although there may be photographs concerning other possible mis
siles, these should suffice for the purpose of this argument. If each of the
photos and fragments were about distinct missiles, then there would have
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to have been at least eight bullets fired at the President. Since the dam
age to the limousine (#3) and the damage to Connally (#8) may perhaps
have been caused by and therefore be identical with the first two bullets

(#1 and #2), we can conservatively subtract them, leaving a total of at
least six bullets fired at the President (#1, #2, #4, #5, #6, and #7). But if
this is right, then the offical report is wrong.
Perhaps it ought to be emphasized that the bullet that was turned
over to Agents O'Neill and Sibert at Bethesda was not the same bullet
discovered at Parkland. These were separate missiles that were discov
ered at different locations at different times. Apart from the FBI's subse
quent denial of receiving the missile for which O'Neill and Sibert ac
knowledged receipt, what has been described here appears difficult to
challenge. Even subtracting the lost bullet from Bethesda, at least five
bullets were fired at the President. As long as six and five are numbers
greater than three, this argument appears very strong.
Indeed, even Humes testified, in agreement with Connally, that the
missile that hit Connally was not one of the missiles that hit the Presi
dent, as Livingstone's High Treason 2 (1989), pp. 163-164, reports. That
testimony on its own supports the conclusion that more than three bul
lets were fired in Dealey Plaza that morning: the one that hit the Presi
dent in the back, the one that hit James Tague, the one that hit the Presi
dent in the head, and the one that hit Connally. This adds up to at least
four bullets fired, which contradicts the official report. The argument
from addition and subtraction provides strong grounds for believing more
than one assassin was involved.
Proof 2: The Argument from the Harper Fragment

The best photographic evidence that the President was killed by bul
lets fired from above and behind is a photo reprinted in Lifton's Best

Evidence (1980), p. 586a, which display s a small entry wound near the
crown of his head. A copy of this photograph was featured in a NOVA
television special narrated by Walter Cronkite. It was also presented dur
ing Good Morning, America as an aspect of an interview with Charles
Crenshaw following an appearance by George Lundberg on Thursday,

21 May 1992. Charlie Gibson was in a state of disbelief as Crenshaw
suggested this photo had been faked. Yet Crenshaw is hardly the first
person to arrive at precisely that conclusion.
The evidence that Crenshaw is correct is very strong. It includes a
piece of the President's cranium that was discovered the next day at the
scene of the assassination by Billy Harper, lying approximately twenty 
five feet to the left of the car's path. A photograph of this fragment of
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occipital bone is reprinted in Menninger's Mortal Error (1992), p. 169,
showing it to be about 2-112 inches wide and 2-114 inches high. More
over, a fragment of roughly this size can be seen flying from the President's
head in the movie, The Two Kennedys, which includes a second motion
picture of the assassination taken from the side opposite the grassy knoll.
Although the existence of this film is not widely known, it may be avail
able at your local video store.
A blow-out to the back of the head has been confirmed by eyewitness
reports, including that of Joe Hagen, who prepared the body for burial;
see Livingstone's High Treason 2 (1992), pp. 579-581. [Editor's note: Gary
Aguilar, M.D., has collated over forty eyewitnesses who observed a blow
out of this kind.] It is corroborated by Boswell's sketch of Kennedy's cra
nium, reprinted as "Photo 27" in Lifton's Best Evidence (1980), p. 234p.
The argument from the Harper fragment thus establishes that at least
one photograph widely alleged to support the commission's report is not
authentic and that autopsy evidence has been doctored. That this is the
case has been widely recognized and discussed; see Groden and
Livingstone, High Treason (1989), p. 28a, for example.
Proof 3: The Argument from the Autopsy X-rays
and Photographs

Even apart from the argument from the Harper fragment, there ex
ists ample evidence that X-rays and photographs that are alleged to be of
the President's body have been faked or forged. The best study of this
material can be found in Livingstone's High Treason 2 (1992), which re
prints more than sixteen pages ofX-rays and photographs between pages
432 and 433 that might not be of the same body. For example, some X
rays show a large area of missing bone on the right front of a person's
face, including the eye and forehead, while other photographs show the
face to be intact. They are not consistent. [Editor's note: See Part I and
Appendix L.]
The evidence that is brought together in this specific volume seems
to be of a kind that physicians can readily assess. The possibility that
some of these X-rays and photographs might not be reproductions of
those that were made parts of the official autopsy evidence, moreover,
could also be resolved by comparing them with those held at the Na
tional Archives, to which access has been granted to various investiga
tors over the years. [Editor's note: David Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., has veri
fied their correspondence with the originals and has established that at
least some of the autopsyX-rays have been fabricated. See his contribu
tions to Part I and to Part II.]
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Proof 4: The Argument from u.s. News and World Report

The cover story of U.S. News and World Report (17 August 1992), pp.
28-42, was more revealing than its authors' may have intended. As the
photograph on pp. 38-39 clearly reveals, the Warren Commission staff
reconstructed their assassination scenario using a Cadillac instead of a
Lincoln limousine. These automobiles, however, have very different char
acteristics, including the location of the seats, their relative height from
the ground and other properties, as can be seen in photographs and dia
grams found in Menninger's Mortal Error (1992), pp. 108b, 108f-108g,
and 1081, which show both the President's Lincoln and the Secret Ser
vice Cadillac.
There is no doubt that the Cadillac was used to reconstruct the crime,
as Warren Commission Exhibit 900 clearly displays. [Editor's note: See James
H. Fetzer, Part I.] What is astonishing to consider is the possibility that

everyone in America except the Warren Commission staff should have
known that Kennedy was riding in a car of a different make than the one
they used to reconstruct the crime. If this was done in ignorance, then the
commission staff was incompetent; but if it was done knowingly, then the
commission staff was corrupt. Since the difference is a matter of common
knowledge, evidence that the Warren Commission staff contributed to cov
ering-up the crime of the century is very strong.
Proof 5: The Argument from JAMA

With some exceptions, the evidence that is cited in Proofs 1 though 4
has been available to serious investigators for some time. One of the first
detailed studies of the assassination, Thompson's Six Seconds in Dallas,
for example, appeared in 1967. Lifton's Best Evidence was published in
1980. Groden and Livingstone's High Treason and Marrs' Crossfire both
appeared in 1989. Menninger's Mortal Error and Livingstone's High Trea
son 2 both appeared in 1992. With the exception of Menninger's book,
which suggests that Kennedy was killed by an errant bullet fired by a
Secret Service agent riding in the follow-up vehicle, these are standard
works on the assassination, most of which are available at bookstores
such as Borders, Waldenbooks, and Barnes & Noble.
As though any further evidence were needed of an ongoing effort to
coverup the evidence of conspiracy in the assassination of John Kennedy,
new articles have appeared in lAMA (27 May 1992), pp. 2791-2807;JAMA
(7 October 1992), pp. 1736-1738 and pp. 1748-1754; and lAMA (24/31
March 1993), pp. 1540-1547, which have been subjected to extensive
dissection elsewhere in this book. There are many reasons for believing
that these articles were produced through the application of improper
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principles of inference, which y ield misleading and unjustifiable conclu
sions. Without rehearsing considerations advanced in previous chapters,
there is ample evidence here of an ongoing "cover-up of the cover-up" by

lAMA in the assassination of President Kennedy, which appears very dif
ficult to deny. [Editor's note: See Part I.]

Proof 6: The Parkland Observations Differ
from those at Bethesda
There were striking differences between the observations made by
the doctors at Parkland Hospital and those conducting the autopsy in
Bethesda:

The Neck
Parkland

Bethesda

Rear Neck Wound:

Not Observed

Entry above shoulder

Throat Wound:

Entry

Exit

Trajectory:

Front-to-Back

Back-to-Front

The Head
Bethesda

Parkland
Rear Entry Wound:

Not Observed

Small hole below
large defect

Large Defect:
Trajectory:

2-3/4 inches

5-1/8 inches

exiting at rear

exiting from top right

Front-to-Back

Back-to-Front

The evidence for these differences is enormous, including, for example,
the autopsy report itself. [Editor's note: See Appendix (F).] (See also Th
ompson, Six Se.:onds in Dallas,

1967, Groden and Livingstone, High Trea

son, 1989, and other works). The summary presented here follows Lifton,
Best Evidence (1980), p. 339, which is supported by extensive, detailed
analysis, especially in his Chapters

11 and 13. As a point of logic, it can

not be the case that both sets of observations are correct if they are of the
same body at the same time (though, as a point of logic, they could both
be mistaken if the large defect, for example, were some size, such as
approximately

4-1/4 inches, other than those described). The problem

thus arises of accounting for the discrepancies between them.
As Lifton, especially, has emphasized, four possible explanations seem
to be available. First, that the Parkland doctors were right and the
Bethesda doctors were wrong. Second, that the Bethesda doctors were
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right and the Parkland doctors were wrong. Third, that both the Parkland
and Bethesda doctors were right. Fourth, that both the Parkland and the
Bethesda doctors were wrong. The most plausible explanation for doc
tors being wrong, however, would appear to be that they were either
incompetent or were lying. An alternative explanation might be that they
were neither incompetent nor lying but that the body had been surgi
cally altered in the meanwhile .
If the body had been changed surgically between its departure from
Parkland and the autopsy at Bethesda, then neither set of physicians has
to be either incompetent or lying. The Warren Commission, as it hap
pens, took the results of the autopsy to be the "best evidence" and, pur
suing the lawyer's propensity to make his case, established (on that ba
sis) the strongest case that could be constructed with the then-available
evidence, including the single-bullet theory. The evidence currently avail
able, however, suggests that the physicans were either incompetent or
untruthful, or else the body was altered-or all the above! [Editor's note:
See the Prologue and Part I.]
Proof 7: The Autopsy Report Conflicts with the X-Rays
and Photos

Perhaps even more striking than the divergence between the Parkland
observations and those of the Bethesda physicians is that the autopsy
report and the autopsy X-rays and photographs are inconsistent. [Editor's
note: See Part I and Appendix L.] This point differs from that made by
Proof 3, which affirms an inconsistency between the X-rays and autopsy
photos without regard for the body or the autopsy report. Evidently, if the
X-rays and photos are correct, then the autopsy report is wrong; and if
the autopsy report is correct, then the X-rays and photographs are wrong.
Lifton, Best Evidence ( 1980), especially p. 506, summarizes them:

Head Entry Wound:

Autopsy Report

X-Rays and Photos

Low on back

High on back

of head

Head Exit Wound:

Top rightside/back

of head
Top rightside/forward

Evidence of Exit:

None

Present

Occipital Bone:

Missing Fragment

Intact

Trajectory:

Back-to-Front

Back-to-Front

(steeply upward)

(slanting downward)
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The missing occipital bone is partially the fragment that was the sub
ject of Proof 2. While it may be not entirely unreasonable to suppose that
the Parkland physicians might have had observations that were in con
flict with those of the Bethesda surgeons, it is extremely difficult to rec
oncile differences between the autopsy report itself and these X-rays and
photographs. Those who doubt this is the case might take another look
at the X-rays and autopsy photographs that appear in Groden and
Livingstone, High Treason (1989), p. 210b, Livingstone, High Treason 2
(1992), pp. 432a-432m, and Lifton, Best Evidence (1980), pp. 682c and
682d, in relation to Humes' diagram and Boswell's sketch, which are
found, for example, in High Treason (1989), pp. 28b and 28c.
Proof 8: Chain of Custody was Violated for the
Most Important Evidence

Although it may be difficult to believe, the chain of custody which is
required for evidence to be legally admissible in a court of law appears
to have been violated for the most important evidence in this case, in
cluding the autopsy X-rays and photographs (Lifton, Best Evidence, pp.
521-524), several bone fragments brought into the autopsy after it had
begun, which provided the basis for the alleged wound of entry (Lifton,
Best Evidence, pp. 614-617), the Zapruder film (Lifton, Best Evidence,
pp. 555-557), and even the President's body itself (Lifton, Best Evidence,
Part VI, pp. 567-652). I wish I could deny that this is the case, but the
evidence is very persuasive.
This evidence raises the possibility that perhaps those who were con
ducting the investigation and handling the evidence were not interested
in preserving a legal chain of custody; otherwise, presumably, they ap
pear to have been remarkably incompetent. The problem is that the vari
ous ways in which the chain of custody was violated in these cases seem
to be quite deliberate and not "accidental". (The choice of obviously in
competent physicians to perform this most important autopsy tends to
vividly confirm this impression.) Moreover, it is fascinating that Lundberg,
who emphasized to me the permissibility of disregarding evidence lack
ing a legal chain of custody, nevertheless seems oblivious to the problem
in relation to lAMAs own reports.
Proof 9: JAMA Did Not Ask Key Questions of Humes
and Boswell

Moreover, a number of important and unsettling questions were not
asked of Humes and Boswell, even though they presumably could easily
have been raised. These include the following very important questions:
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(i) Why did Humes testify (about the fatal bullet), "Scientifically, sir, it is
impossible for it to have been fired from other than behind. Or to have
exited from other than behind."? (see Lifton, Best Evidence, p. 188)
(ii) Had surgery been performed on the President's body before the autopsy
took place as Sibert and O'Neill asserted in their FBI report, namely: that
"It was apparent that a tracheostomy had been performed as well as sur
gery to the head"? (Lifton, Best Evidence, especially Chapter 18).
(iii) Had Humes given a bullet that had fallen from the body to Sibert and
O'Neill as indicated by a receipt they signed (a copy of which has been
reprinted in Groden and Livingstone, High Treason, p. 28j, and extensively
discussed in Lifton, Best Evidence, especially pp. 590-591, 645-651)?
(iv) Could Humes explain why one of his assistants at the autopsy, James
Curtis Jenkins, has denied recalling any discussion of "beveling" at all dur
ing the autopsy, even though Humes claims that this is the centerpiece of
the whole case? (See Lifton, Best Evidence, p. 448, pp. 533-534 and pp.
614-619, Livingstone, High Treason 2, especially Chapter 11.)
(v) Could Humes explain the 100 mm difference between his autopsy re
port and that of the panel of four forensic pathologists appointed by Attor
ney General Clark to review the controversy surounding the location of the
entry wound to the head? (Lifton, Best Evidence, pp. 427-432)
(vi) Could Humes explain whether there was a "pre-autopsy autopsy " or a
post-autopsy reconstruction of the head, as considerable evidence currently
suggests? (Lifton, Best Evidence, especially Chapters 18 and 30)
(vii) Could Humes account for varied discrepancies between his autopsy
report and Boswell's observations, including Boswell's notes of "vomer
crushed", "globe rt [right] ey e-fracture through floor"; a 10 x 17 em area
marked "missing"; a 10 em fragment on the left side that appears to have
fallen to the floor when Humes "moved the scalp about"; an oblique line,
possibly corresponding to one of four sy mmetrical scalp tears, on the left
and one on the right; the notation of falx being "loose" from the sagittal
sinus? (Summarized by Lifton, Best Evidence, pp. 458-459)
(viii) Could Humes explain what he meant when he testified that "There
was a longitudinal laceration of the right hemisphere which was para-sag
ittal in position" that ran from the tip of the occipital lobe to the tip of the
frontal in describing the brain? (Lifton, Best Evidence, pp. 190-191) [Editor's

note: This appears to be one of the crucial questions in this case with re
spect to possible surgical alteration of the President's head.]
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These eight questions are among the most important questions that
remain to be answered in order to better understand a number of pecu
liar aspects of the President's autopsy. Since Lundberg had unique ac
cess to the autopsy surgeons, it is very odd that none of them appear to
have been raised. If Lundberg was unaware of these questions or their
importance, however, then he had not done his homework and was not
properly prepared to discuss the autopsy with Humes and Boswell. If
Lundberg was aware of the importance of these questions but neverthe
less chose not to raise them, then he irresponsibly forfeited an opportu
nity of enormous potential importance.
Proof I 0: The JAMA Editor Surely Ought to Have Known Better

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that Lundberg should have
known enough about the assassination to recognize that the report he
was about to publish would bring the great weight and immense pres
tige of the AMA to bear in a biased and partisan fashion on behalf of
false or disputed propositions about the medical evidence in this case.
The reasons for believing that he had to have extensive familiarity with
the controversial character of the evidence stems from common knowl
edge about the Kennedy assassination. There are excellent reasons to
believe that he should have had an understanding of this case sufficient
to take more than normal precautions.
One reason for thinking so is that standard works on this subject
have received wide-spread publicity. Thompson's Six Seconds in Dallas,
for example, was the subject of a cover story in the Saturday Evening
Post (2 December 1967). Lifton's Best Evidence has been a national
bestseller reviewed in Time, The Los Angeles Times, The Miami Herald,
The Washington Star, and other papers and magazines. It was even a
Book-of-the-Month Club selection. Groden and Livingstone's High Trea
son has been a New York Times bestseller. If Lundberg is not familiar
with these works, then there would appear to be good reason to question
his competence in this matter.
Another reason for thinking that Lundberg should have known the
controversial character of the evidence in this case is that the movie,
IFK, has stimulated a revival of general interest in these questions. A
meticulously documented screenplay of the film-Stone and Sklar, JFK:
The Book of the Film (1992)-has been published that reprints nearly
one hundred articles and commentaries, which have appeared in an enor
mous variety of newspapers and magazines. If Lundberg was not famil
iar with this public controversy, then that would be another good reason
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to question his competence. Surely the editor of lAMA should have un
dertaken a task of this kind only if he could handle it properly, yet the
AMA is now vulnerable to the charge of having contributed to a cover-up
in the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
These are the ten "proofs" that I sent to Dr. Ring in 1992. Each of them
provides proof-in the sense appropriate to the law-Df the existence of
conspiracy or cover-up. Some are even stronger. Today, as a consequence
of the important work of David Mantik and Robert B. Livingston, among
others, we know much more. In my estimation, the strongest evidence of
conspiracy and cover-up results from Mantik's discovery that autopsy X
rays have been fabricated to conceal a massive blow-out to the back of his
head and to impose a 6.5 mm metal object, Livingston's determination that
diagrams of a brain in the National Archives must be of the brain of some
one other than Jack Kennedy, and our more recent finding that the Zapruder
film has been extensively edited by means of highly sophisticated tech
niques, a matter to which I shall now turn.

The Zapruder Film
In discussions of Zapruder film authenticity, it is important to note that,
from a logical point of view, the hypothesis that the film is authentic
possesses the character of a

general hypothesis

asserting that, in every

respect, the Z -film has not been altered, modified, or forged-except per
haps in some obvious respects that are acknowledged by everyone (such
as the large splice at frames 207-210 and an earlier splice). This is the
position of Robert Groden, Randy Robertson, M.D., Josiah Thompson,
Ph.D., and perhaps Joseph Riley, Ph.D., among others. Notice, however,
that if it should turn out that we discover the existence of specific fea
tures of the film that indicate that it has been altered, modified, or
forged-in respects other than those that have been admitted-then the
hypothesis that the film is authentic might be falsified, even "conclu
sively".
Presumably, of course, the conclusive falsification of such an hypoth
esis should be based upon observations, measurements, or experiments
subject to replication by anyone with the appropriate background, train
ing, and technology at their disposal, who would be expected to arrive at
the same conclusions on the basis of the same evidence. Thus, scientific
objectivity may best be understood as

intersubjective reliability,

in the

sense that different students of comparable competence using the same
methods and standards of proof examining the same evidence should
arrive at (more or less) all and only the same conclusions, accepting as
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true, rejecting as false, or suspending judgment when the evidence is
inadequate, as appropriate.
In the case of the Zapruder Film Sy mposium, which I organized and
moderated, many different arguments were advanced based upon many
different features of the film that appear to be inconsistent with its au
thenticity. For simplicity, let me refer to these features as "anomalies".
These are feaures of the film that establish what might be called a prima

facie case for the film's lack of authenticity as apparent indications of
alteration, modification, or forgery. During a workshop held on 21 No
vember 1996, the participants exchanged views about the anomalies they
had noticed and the plausibility of various explanations for them. The
results that we presented during the Zapruder Film Sy mposium on 22
November 1996, therefore, had already been subjected to preliminary
critical scrutiny by the participants.
To illustrate the inferential situation, therefore, I shall mention four
different kinds of evidence that were presented there:
Case 1: White's Compendium of Zapruder-film Anomalies

Jack White has noticed numerous anomalies in the film, including
the pink "spray ", Greer's head-tum, the missing car-stop, the missing
Connally left-tum, the peculiar changes in the visual field, a sequence of
frames in which the line of spectators near the Stemmons Freeway Sign
are

virtually motionless (even though they are seen smiling and waving

at that same time in the Muchmore film), and has reported other anoma
lies noticed by Ray Redmon, Chuck Marler, Milicent Cranor, Richard
Bartholomew, David Mantik, Harry Livingstone, Daxyll Weatherly, Rob
ert Morningstar, Alan Eaglesham, and no doubt others unnamed.
The observations he has summarized support the following argument:
Pl. Jack White and others have discovered numerous anomalies

in the Zapruder film.
P2. That the film has been edited provides a more adequate

explanation than any available alternative.

Cl.- The Zapruder film has been edited.

where the double-line between premises and conclusion indicates that
this is an inductive rather than a deductive argument. Viewing and dis
cussing these anomalies with White and other participants, both pre
mises appear to be well-founded.

[Editor's note: See Part IV.]

I therefore accept conclusion Cl.
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case 2: l\vyman's Studies of the Greer Head 1\.lm

Noel Twyman has conducted extensive studies using highly-condi
tioned athletes to measure the speed at which a person can tum their
head from looking back over their right shoulder to looking straight for
ward, as Greer appears to do in the film. He has compared the speed of
his subjects with that of Greer and has calculated that Greer's tum is
approximately twice as fast as his subject's. T his may not sound impres
sive at first, until you consider that a runner who runs a four minute
mile would correspondingly have run a two minute mile. His findings
thus suggest that at least several frames have been "vertically edited," as
it were.
Twyman's studies support the following argument:
P3. Noel Twyman has discovered that the Greer head-turn

occurs faster than is humanly possible.
P4. That at least several frames have been edited from the

film provides a more adequate explanation than any
available alternative.

C2: At least several frames have been edited from the film,

which has been altered at least to that extent.

T he discussion of this subject has been marred by students who have
failed to appreciate that the frame labeled "Z-317" by the National Ar
chives appears to be a duplicate of frame Z-308. I believe that Twyman's
studies are well-founded and therefore accept conclusion C2. [Editor's
note: See Noel Twyman, Bloody Treason (forthcoming).].
case 3: Mantik's Accumulation of Eyewitness Testimony

Mantik has also brought together the reports of at least ten eyewit
nesses who reported that the Presidential limousine was brought to a
halt in Dealey Plaza after shots had begun to be fired, including Harry D.
Holmes, Mary Moorman, James Chaney, Roy Truly, James Simmons, Billy
Martin, Douglas Jackson, Earle Brown, B. W. Hargis, and Bill Newman.
Since the chance of one witness being in error in this case, given the
study he cites, turns out to be 2%, the chance that ten independent wit
nesses, who report the same thing, should all be mistaken by chance
equals .02 to the tenth power-or somewhat less than the chance of pick
ing a needle from a haystack using a pair of tweezers on a single try.
T hese eyewitness reports support the following argument:
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PS. The eyewitness testimony that David Mantik and others have

collated contradicts events as they are seen in the extant film.
P6. That the film has been edited provides a more adequate explana

tion than any available alternative.

C3. The Zapruder film has been edited

The principles of evidence even require that eyewitness testimony has pri
ority over photographic evidence, which needs eyewitness testimony to be
admissible. The reports he has collated are numerous, consistent, and
uncontradicted. I therefore also accept C3. [Editors note: See Part Iv.]

Case 4: Mantik's Studies of Background Magnification.
Mantik has discovered that background features in the film increase in
their degree of magnification monotonically from about the Stemmons
Freeway Sign through the head shot at Z-313 in spite of no increase in
relation to the limousine. This strongly suggests that features of the fore
ground have been deleted by "horizontal editing," as it were, to conceal the
removal of whole frames, and that background features have been increased
in size to compensate in relation to an incomplete visual field, etc.
Mantik's studies support the following argument:
P7. David Mantik has discovered various magnification

anomalies in the extant film.
PB. That the film has been edited provides a more adequate

explanation than any available alternative.

C4: The Zapruder film has been extensively edited using

sophisticated techniques.

Based upon my familiarity with Mantik's studies and appreciating the
quality of his very precise and meticulous research, I am convinced that
its premises are true.

Consequently, I accept conclusion C4. [Editor's

note: See Part N.]
Detailed elaboration of each of these lines of argument-as well as
those of many others supporting similar conclusions-may be found else
where in this volume. These findings appear to provide conclusive, but
not therefore infallible, evidence that the film has been subjected to ex
tensive editing using highly sophisticated techniques. Those who resist
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this conclusion, therefore, are obligated to explain in what ways these
studies have gone wrong or run the risk of qualifying as irrational. Ratio

nality

in this sense involves accepting or rejecting conclusions on the

basis of the available relevant evidence. In the case at hand, an hypoth
esis-namely, that the Zapruder film is authentic-has been decisively
falsified on the basis of evidence that is subject to objective replication.
In a sense weaker than the mathematician's sense but stronger than the
legal sense, it appears to be entirely justified to assert that the case for
Zapruder film tampering has been proven.

The Death of JFK
The application of inference to the best explanation proves illuminating in
relation to the contents of this book. T he assassination of John F. Kennedy,
after all, could be explained by a variety of alternative hypotheses, includ
ing (hl) that he was killed by a lone, demented gunman named Lee Harvey
Oswald, (h2) that the Mob did it, (h3) that pro- or anti-Castro Cubans did
it, (h4) that the Soviet KGB did it, or (hS) that his death was the result of a

coup d'etat, involving the CIA, the Mob, anti-Castro Cubans, and powerful
politicians, such as LBJ, Richard Nixon, and J. Edgar Hoover, and fully
financed by Texas oil men and other elements of the military-industrial
complex.

[Editor's note: See Newsweek

(22 November 1993), p. 99.]

JFK was controversial on many grounds, including his forceful actions
in support of integration, his attempts to reduce the oil depletion allow
ance, his opposition to monopolistic pricing policies, his negotiation of a
Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty with the Soviet Union, his failure to sup
port the invasion of Cuba, his resolution "to shatter the CIA into a thou
sand pieces", his decision to withdraw American forces from Vietnam, his
placing covert operations under the supervision of the Pentagon, and his
brother Bobby's relentless attack upon organized crime. It looked quite
likely that he would drop LBJ as his 1964 running mate and, following his
reelection, would retire J. Edgar Hoover as Director of the FBI.
Now consider some of the most important findings reported in this
book. David Mantik has discovered that lateral X-rays of the President's
cranium have been fabricated to conceal a massive blow-out to the back of
his head and that a 6.5 mm object has been superimposed upon the origi
nal AP X-ray. Robert Livingston has concluded that diagrams of the brain
jn the National Archives must be of some brain other than that of John F.
Kennedy. A group of experts on various aspects of photographic evidence
has found that the Zapruder film has been extensively edited using highly
sophisticated techniques. If we accept this evidence on the basis of the
studies presented here, then what does it tell us about the assassination?
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The impact of this evidence appears to be considerable. The Mob, for
example, would not have had the power to reach into Bethesda Naval Hos
pital to fabricate X-rays of the President's cranium. Neither pro - nor anti
Castro Cubans could have substituted diagrams of someone else's brain for
that of John Fitzgerald Kennedy. The KGB could not have have had access
to the Zapruder film in order to subject it to extensive editing, even if it had
the ability to do so. Neither could any of these things have been done by
Lee Harvey Oswald, who was in custody or already dead.
None of these hypotheses is consistent with this new evidence, which
means that none of these things appears possible. We now have evidence,
not previously available, which cannot be reconciled with the truth of (hl),
(h2), (h3), or (h4). At least, it cannot be reconciled with those hypotheses
when they are intended to be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth about the assassination. It remains the case that, even though the
Mob, for example, could not have fabricated X-rays, substituted diagrams
of a brain, or edited the Zapruder film, it could still have put up guns or
money. That would not be especially surprising.
What, then, about (hS)? I have discovered at least fifteen indications of
Secret Service complicity in the assassination of John F. Kennedy, from the
absence of protective military presence to a lack of coverage of open win
dows, to motorcycles out of position, to Secret Service agents failing to ride
on the Presidential limousine, to the vehicles arranged in an improper se
quence, to the utilization of an improper motorcade route, to the driver
bringing the vehicle to a halt after bullets began to be fired, to the almost
total lack of response by Secret Service agents, to the driver washing out
the back seat with a bucket and sponge at Parkland Hospital, to the car
being dismantled and rebuilt (on LBJ's orders), to the driver giving false
testimony to the Warren Commission, to the windshields being switched,
to the autopsy photographs being taken into custody before they were de
veloped, and more (as I explain in my video, JFK The Assassination, the
Cover-Up and Beyond).
Those who would like to excuse conduct of the kinds that I have de
scribed might argue that these are things that can happen some of the
time, where it was just a matter of "bad luck" so many happened in this
case. If we assign an improbability of 1 in 10 to their occurrence by chance,
however, such that each of them is supposed to be an independent event
causally unrelated to the others, then if we take only eight or nine of these
events, their improbability of occurring by chance is only 1 in 100,000,000
to 1 in 1,000,000,000, which are stunning numbers considering that hy
potheses in science are rejected when their improbability equals or exceeds
1 in 20. The evidence that the Secret Service set him up is therefore over-
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whelming. And it is difficult to imagine that members of the Secret Service
would have participated in the assassination of the President of the United
States without direction from higher authority.
This simple statistical argument, which tends to confirm hy pothesis
(hS), receives support from other directions that also implicate the CIA.
Chauncey M. Holt, for example, has reported that he was a counterfeiter
who, while working as a contract agent for the CIA, brought fifteen sets of
forged Secret Service credentials to Dealey Plaza for use by persons in the
immediate vicinity (KOGO AM-Radio, San Diego, 22 November 1995). He
has told me that he arrived there in the company of Charles Harrelson,
father of Woody, who was a notorious hit man for the Mob. Harrelson once
said that he killed Kennedy, later retracting it and claiming that he was out
of his mind when he said it and the very fact that he said it showed as
much. He is serving a life-sentence for the assassination of a federal judge
with a high-powered rifle, a very similar crime.

The 'three tramps', identified by Chauncey Holt as Charles Harrelson (the tallest),
Chauncey Holt (wearing a hat) and Richard Montoya (the best dressed)
Madeleine Brown, who was LBJ's mistress and by whom he had a son
who lived to be forty and only died in 1990, has said that LBJ told her that
he was not going to put up with embarrassment from those Kennedy boy s
after tomorrow. When she subsequently confronted him about rumors that
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he had been involved, LBJ told her that the CIA and the oil boys had de
cided that Jack had to be taken out. She has written a book vividly describ
ing these events, the first of which occurred at a social gathering at the
home of Clint Murchison on the eve of the assassination, which included J.
Edgar Hoover of the FBI, Richard Nixon, John J. McCloy of Chase Man
hattan Bank-whom LBJ would later appoint to the Warren Commission
George Brown of Brown and Root (heavy construction), and (later) Lyndon
Johnson. W hen LBJ arrived, they went into a private meeting for about
twenty minutes; after they emerged, Lyndon made the remark I described
above (Brown, Texas in the Morning 1997). Madeleine has told me that she
specifically recalls that Richard Nixon was driven to the gathering by Peter
O'Donnell, a local Republican leader.

JFK News LikE

In his autobiography, Richard Nixon describes learning about the death of JFK
during a taxi ride in New York City. According to The Minneapolis Star

(23 November I963), p. 7A, however, reporters caught up with him at Idlewild
upon arrival after a flight from Dallas, where he had been on business.

Moreover, the Zapruder film appears to have been in the hands of the
CIA as early as the evening of 22 November 1963. As David L ifton has
reported, in 1976, Paul Hoch, using the Freedom of Information Act , ob
tained a group of documents indicating that the film was already in the
hands of the National Photo Interpretation Center run by the CIA Friday
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night immediately following the assassination, where an original and three
copies were struck, the same number that Abraham Zapruder had had
made during the afternoon in Dallas [Editor's note: See Mike Pincher and
Roy Schaeffer, Part IV]. To those who are skeptical that photographic tech
niques could have been equal to the task at the time, I am fond of pointing
out that the film, Mary Poppins, with its many special effects, was released
in 1964. [Editor's note: See David Mantik, Part IV]
At the operational level, however, I believe that the key connection links
the CIA and the Mob to Dallas. The Deputy Director for Operations at the
time of the Bay of Pigs invasion was an Air Force Lt. General by the name
of Charles Cabell. Cabell had overseen attempts by the CIA in collusion
with the Mob-which wanted to regain its casinos and resorts in Havana,
where it was running the largest money-laundering operation in the West
em hemisphere-to take out Castro. It was Cabell who, in the presence of
Dean Rusk, called JFK to plead with him for the close air support he be
lieved the President had promised, but which JFK refused to provide. He
would later return to the Pentagon, after being relieved of his position at
the CIA by JFK, where he would describe the President as a "traitor".
Charles Cabell was born in Dallas in 1903. His brother Earle was born
near Dallas in 1906. In 1961, Earle Cabell became Mayor of the City of
Dallas. In his capacity as Mayor, he not only supervised the police depart
ment but oversaw ceremonial activities, including parade routes and mo
torcades. There is no way that the Presidential motorcade could have taken
the peculiar and improper route it took through Dealey Plaza-which even
contradicted the route published in the morning paper-without the ap
proval of the Mayor. The two combined motive, means, and opportunity.
The psychodynamics of the assassination, as I reconstruct the crime, thus
appear to have pitted two rich and powerful right-wing brothers against
two rich and powerful left-wing brothers.
The crucial consideration was not killing the President but taking over
the government undetected. It would be helpful if the conspirators could
control the legal apparatus that would process information in this case
from the Chief of Police to the District Attorney, perhaps by taking the
matter out of the hands of local and state authorities, even though the only
offense that had been committed was the murder of someone who hap
pened to be a government official. The evidence would have to be filtered
through friendly authorities to insure that the official cover story not be
blown. The FBI could select evidence supporting that account and elimi
nate the rest. If necessary, evidence could be fabricated. This appears to be
exactly how it was done.

Understanding the cover-up thus provides the

crucial link to understanding the conspiracy in the death of JFK.
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C.I.A. BREAKS LINKS
TO AGENTS ABROAD
Crimes of the 100 Outweighed
Their Worth as Informers

According to The New
York Times

(3 March 1997),

the CIA has now severed its
connections with 100 foreign
agents because "their value as
informants was outweighed by
their acts of murder, assassi·
nation, torture, terrorism, and
other crimes", actions the

By TIM WEINER

agency has denied for decades

WASHINGTOJ'i, March 2- Break
ing with its past, the Central Intelli
gence Agency has severed its ties to

Considerations of democracy,

roughly 100 foreign agents, about
half of them in Latin America. whose
value as informers was outweighed
by their acts of murder, assassina
tion, torture, terrorism and other·
crimes, Government officials said to·
day.

that it ever engages in.
justice, and morality do not
appear to have significantly
influenced its decision.

Postscript

Some general themes that provide a philosophical framework for the con
tents of this book are found in the Postscript by Ronald White, Ph.D., who
discusses the assassination as an historical event. Surveying the literature
on the subject, he finds publications ranging from "apologist" works, which
are intended to support the lone assassin theory, such as Gerald Posner,
Case Closed: Lee Hmvey Oswald and the Assassination of JFK (1993), to
work by "critics", such as Robert Groden and Harrison Livingstone, High
Treason (1989), which are meant to refute it. As White observes, national
sentiment appears to favor the critics when measured by interest in books
and attendance at movies.
Even if most Americans do not believe they have been told the truth
about the assassination, that opinion could still be false. To assume that an
opinion must be true because it is widely held is to commit the fallacy of
popular sentiments. If truth were merely a matter of majority sentiment

(which may be a useful mechanism for rendering decisions for action within
democratic societies), then the majority opinion in this case has decided
the case remains "open" rather than "closed". If truth is more than a matter
of opinion, we need to know what more might be involved.
Recent studies of the assassination, including the articles in JAMA, have
emphasized the importance of "scientific evidence" and "expert testimony",
suggesting that scientific principles of inquiry and methods of procedure
could make a difference here. T he areas that appear to be most promising
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for scientific findings, moreover, are the physical evidence (especially in
volving the Zapruder film and the ballistics) and the medical evidence (es
pecially involving the autopsy and supporting materials). These resources,
of course, would ordinarily be expected to converge on a logically coherent
assassination scenario, where evidence of these two kinds should be mutu
ally reinforcing-as in the case of the studies presented in this volume.

At Large --------
With Dennis L. Breo

J FK's death-the plain truth
from the MDs who did the autopsy
T

here are two and only two physi·
clans who know exactly what happened-&nddidn'thappen-duringtheir
autopsy of President John F. Kennedy
on the night of November 22, 1963. at
the Naval Medical Center in Bethesda,

Lt Col Plen-e Finck, MC, who p&rtici·
pate<! as an expert consultant; Finck,
who now lives in Switzerland, declined
to come to Florida for the joint inter·
view.) Humes says he is breaking his
29-yea.r silence ''because I am tired of

fragments and reconstructed

this gap·
ing wound where the bullet exited, we
found this same pattern-a small wound
where the bullet struekthe insid e of the
skull and a beveled larger wound where
it exited. 'rhiA ill. a.l11n1JJt th11 nAtt.o"' nf

articles on the assassination appeared in three installments in its
issues for 27 May 1992, 7 October 1992, and 24121 March 1993.
The article shown here was the first in the series.

JAMA's

Problems with the evidence, however, abound. Whether or not Oswald
owned a Mannlicher-Carcano, whether or not a rifle of that kind was used
in the assassination, whether or not the film has been edited, whether or
not the autopsy was properly performed, whether or not the X-rays have
been fabricated and the photographs have been faked are only a sampler of
problems within this domain. Merely knowing that something counts as
"evidence" when its presence or absence or its truth or falsity makes a dif
ference to the truth or falsity of an hypothesis is just not enough. We need
to know what properly counts as evidence in this particular case.
White attempts to place these issues within a broad philosophical con
text. Utilizing work by Thomas Kuhn and by Sir Karl Popper, for example,
White suggests, in effect, that the official government account of the assas
sination-three shots fired from above and behind by a lone, demented
assassin-may be viewed as a theory that has been falsified (Popper) or as
a paradigm laden with anomalies (Kuhn), where its survival has been largely
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facilitated by institutions like lAMA, the national press, and (I would add)
the Department of Justice, whose exercise of power defines what is taken
to be "knowledge" (Foucault), even when that exercise appears to be abu
sive. [Editor's note: See Part I and Part III.]
Thus, White suggests that the critics tend to be Popperians in their
insistance that the lone gunman theory has already been falsified by the
available evidence. Their Popperian stance tends to imply their commit
ment to realism, in the sense that they believe there is a truth in this matter,
where one account may be closer to the truth than another, however diffi
cult that might be to measure. The apologists, by comparison, tend to be
Kuhnians in their willingness to countenance incompatible evidence as
"anomalies" that need not overthrow an accepted paradigm, which leads
them to the proliferation of ad hoc explanations of anomalies rather than
to rejection of the theory.
White illustrates the problems with these anomalies in relation to the
number and timing sequence of the shots, the amount of material that is or
is not missing from the "magic bullet", and the "jet effect", which has been
advanced as an alternative explanation of why the President's head seems
to move in two different directions-first forward, then backward and to
the left, relative to the limousine-on the Zapruder film, which suggests
that JFK was hit at least twice in the head: once from behind, propelling
his head forward, then again from in front, propelling his head backward,
as Josiah Thompson, Six Seconds in Dallas (1967), has maintained.
Thus, to take the case of the "head snap", an alternative explanation for
the motion of the President's head has been advanced by Luis Alvarez, a
Nobel-Prize winning physicist, who appeals to a phenomenon he calls the
"jet effect" as a causally relevant factor. According to Alvarez, when the
bullet enters the skull, it creates forward momentum, but as it exits the
skull, it creates a reaction in the oppose direction brought about by blood
and brains blowing out the defect created by the bullet in its exit. Thus,
when all the relevant factors that make a causal difference to the effect to
be explained are taken into account, the official scenario can be saved.
Although White does not formulate the point in this language, what is
at stake here is that every factor whose presence or absence made a differ
ence to the outcome-the maximal-specificity condition-has to be taken
into account in order to secure an adequate explanation for any event. The
problem with the specific explanation that Alvarez has advanced, however,
is the existence of the very "jet effect" factor to which his alternative expla
nation appeals. If the kinds of experiments upon which he depends do not
provide the kind of evidence he needs to establish its existence, as White
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explains, then he has merely offered a pseudo-hypothesis that does not
qualify as a genuine alternative to the two-or-more-shot explanation.
In his discussion of the problem of identifying "experts", White notes
that Josiah Thompson, for example, was a professor of philosophy at the
time of his research, that Charles Crenshaw knew so little about it when his
book was published that his words were set in bold type, that Gerald Posner
was trained as a lawyer and possesses no apparent qualifications with re
spect to ballistics, acoustics, or forensic pathology, and that a lack of back
ground knowledge has not inhibited the national press from effusive praise
of Posner, even including a summary of his apologist's conclusions in a 22page tribute in U.S. News and World Report (30 August 1993).
We are not therefore unable to sort these matters out. Thompson may
not have been a scientist by background and training, for example, but his
research is a model of thorough and systematic analysis. Crenshaw simply
happened to be on the staff of Parkland Hospital at the time; the accuracy
of his observations does not depend on his expertise on the assassination.
Reports from Thompson, Crenshaw, Posner and everyone else ought to be
appraised by a common set of standards, including the logical coherence
of what they have had to say and how well it withstands critical scrutiny.
Unfortunately, we cannot simply assume that what appears in prestigous
journals such as lAMA must be true. Among the most important and sober
ing conclusions that emerge from White's study are that we cannot depend
upon our government to investigate itself, that we cannot take for granted
that even authoritative publications are not abusing their scientific stand
ing, and that we cannot count on the nation's press to be able to assist us in
telling the difference between truth and falsehood, even in matters of the
greatest significance to our nation's history. Fortunately, research can also
be evaluated by the empirical support it receives from repeatable, scientific
experimentation. [Editor's note: See Part IV.]
The scientific findings presented elsewhere in this volume-which es
tablish that the autopsy X-rays have been fabricated to conceal a massive
wound to the the back of the President's head and to include a 6.5 mm
object, that diagrams of a brain in the National Archives must be of some
one other than John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and that the Zapruder film has
been extensively edited using highly sophisticated techniques-indicate the
importance of attempts to falsify hypotheses, as Popper, especially, has em
phasized. Conjectures that the X-rays are authentic, that the diagrams are
of Jack Kennedy's brain, and that the Zapnider film provides a reliable
record of the assassination, appear to have been conclusively disproven,
dramatically expanding our understanding of the death of JFK.

-James H. Fetzer, Ph.D.

Postscript
Apologists and Critics of the
Lone Gunman Theory:
Assassination Science and
Experts in Post-Modern America
Ronald F. White, Ph.D.

The assassination of John F. Kennedy on 22 November 1963 has proven to be an
historical event of enduring public interest. Indeed, the book publishing industry
has profitted substantially in meeting this demand. The On-Line Computer Li
brary Center (OCLC) lists 816 book titles on the assassination, and the Assassina
tion Archives and Research Center in Washington D.C. has collected more than

2,000 books on the assassination and other related topics. In light of this immense
historiography, at least two schools of thought continue to dominate the literature.
(a) There are the "apologist" works like Gerald Posner's Case Closed: Lee Harvey
Oswald and the Assassination of J FK (1993) that accept the Warren Commission's
"lone gunman theory." The claim here is that Lee Harvey Oswald, firing from the
sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building, was the only assassin
present at Dealey Plaza.
(b) There is also an alternative genre of works such as Robert J. Groden and
Harrison Edward Livingstone's High Treason: The Assassination ofPresident John F.
Kennedy and the New Evidence of Conspiracy ( 1989). These authors not only reject
the commission's lone gunman theory, but also detect a conspiracy to kill President
Kennedy and/or a government cover-up of the evidence.
Public opinion polls suggest that national sentiment favors the critics. In 1992,
four books espousing various conspiracy theories made The New York Times best
sellers lists (Ambrose, 1992, pp. 23-25), and a film by Oliver Stone titledJFK was a
box office success that earned $200 million (not including video sales) and received
widespread media coverage (Raskin 1992; Rogin 1992; Rosenstone 1992). A recent
survey of 1,026 Americans by ICR Research Group of Media, Pennsy lvania revealed
that only 12% of the American public believe they have been told the whole truth
and 71% think Oswald was part of a larger conspiracy. 1
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The hallmark of the most recent works by both apologists and critics has been
the priority given to "scientific evidence" and "expert testimony." The assumption
seems to be that the testimony of ordinary witnesses is unreliable and that the
more objective methodologies of science alone can eventually "confirm" or
"disconfirm" the lone gunman theory and thus settle the historical record once and
for all.
In exploring the various puzzles raised by the evidence, students of the assassi
nation have cultivated two broad areas of scientific investigation: physical science
in the study of the 8mm Zapruder film and the ballistics; and medical science in the
analysis of the autopsy report, X-rays, and autopsy photographs. The "scientific"
findings in these areas of research have typically been published in scientific and
medical journals, which, in tum, are frequently cited as authoritative in other works.
This essay will address three main themes.

First, scientific and historical meth

odologies will be examined based upon two schools of philosophical thought: the
"realists" (Hempel and Popper) and the "relativists" (Kuhn, and Foucault). It will
be argued that, to a great extent, the debate between the "apologists" and the "crit
ics" over the lone gunman theory can be related to the longstanding philosophical
debate between the realists and the relativists.

Second, the three main scientific

puzzle areas associated with the Kennedy assassination will be examined: the tim
ing sequence and number of shots, the "pristine bullet" and the "head snap." It will
be shown that the necessary conditions for scientific realism have been under
mined both by allegations that the primary evidence has been tampered with, and
by the government's policy of restricting access to those materials.

Third, the ethi

cal implications of the use of prestigious scientific journals in the assassination
debate will be explored. It will be argued that these journals often abuse scientific
authority and misrepresent the nature of scientific inquiry. By perpetuating the
naive view that science can solve the major puzzles of the Kennedy assassination
despite the tainted chain of evidence, scientific journals misinform the public, dis
credit legitimate science, and threaten the survival of scientific discourse in our
post-modem world.

Science and History
The relationship between historical and scientific modes of explanation has long
been a subject of philosophical debate. During the 1950s, Karl Popper, a noted
philosopher of science, was keenly interested in the scientific status of the social
sciences, especially history. He described two conflicting schools of thought. His
own "pro-naturalistic" perspective espoused the view that the methods of natural
science are applicable to the social sciences and that sociological laws are not sig
nificantly different from natural laws. The opposing "anti-naturalistic" perspec
tive, or "historicism," held that scientific methodology cannot be applied to the
social sciences because sociological laws are fundamentally different from physi
cal laws. Historicists claimed that, while the "laws of nature" capture invariable
physical uniformities that remain true over space and time, "sociological laws" can
only represent uniformities applicable in specific places (Dallas) and specific times

(22 November 1963). In short they "depend on a particular historical situation"
(Popper 1957, p. 5). All historical explanations are, therefore, theoretically untestable
and hence non-scientific.
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Today the historicists would have argued that because the unique set of micro
events that comprised the assassination of President Kennedy cannot be replicated,
we cannot directly test the lone gunman theory or any other hypotheses related to
that event. The pro-naturalists would insist that this argument fails to take into
account the fact that all events are unique in the sense that they occupy a particular
place and time. Indeed, this form of ontological uniqueness does not impede the
scientific explanation of ordinary physical events, because the natural laws govern
ing the assassination are not limited by place and time (see Fetzer 1975). After all,
water boiled at 212 degrees Fahrenheit in Dallas in November 1963 and in Cincin
nati in November 1993 because the physical properties involved in both events
remain constant. So, although the Kennedy assassination was a unique event, it
still remains, nevertheless, amenable to causal explanation to the extent that it is
subject to natural laws. For example, historians might employ general statements
hypothesizing that political assassinations in general are more common in violent
societies where guns are easily purchased, or that as a general rule political assas
sination is easier to accomplish in democratic societies. One might even explain
the government's clandestine investigation of the assassination in terms of a Cold
War ideology that contaminated American democratic institutions over the past
fifty years.
The pro-naturalists currently hold the edge over the historicists. Philosophers
and historians no longer quibble over whether scientific methodology is applicable
to historical analysis. Today, the philosophical issue for both science and history is
to what extent scientific methodology can yield objective knowledge. Two distinct
schools of thought dominate the literature, "realism" as defended by Carl Hempel
and Karl Popper, and "relativism" as proposed by Thomas Kuhn and Michel Fou
cault. Taken together, these perspectives provide a foundation for understanding
the philosophical assumptions underlying the apologists and critics of the lone
gunman theory of the Kennedy assassination.

The Realist Position
Several key epistemological assumptions underlie the "realist" interpretation of
theories. Realism defends the view that science aims at true descriptions of the
world, which can provide explanations of the phenomena accessible to experience
(Fetzer 1993a, p. 148). This position entails a belief in the independent reality of at
least some events and that true statements in science or history correspond to this
reality. Realists are inclined to draw sharp dualistic distinctions between knower
and what is known, value and fact, theory and fact, and historical fact and fiction
(Novick 1988, p.2). In general, the realist's claims are intended as prescriptive of the
way science ought to be and not necessarily descriptive of the way science has been
conducted in the past. Finally, realists tend to prefer knowledge based on scientific
methodology over other forms of discourse.

Carl Hempel and the Covering Law Model of Scientific
and Historical Explanation
Much of the groundwork for realism in historical explanation can be found in Carl
Hempel's article, "The Function of General Laws in History" (Hempel1942). Hempel
argued that historians explain (or ought to explain) historical events in the same
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way that scientists explain natural events. In both disciplines, the aim is the discov
ery of the general laws governing the events in question. An explanation, then,
takes the form of a deductive argument with a set of premises containing at least
one general law (explanans) and a conclusion (explanandum), which follows de
ductively from the explanans. The "covering laws" contained in the explanans are
to be stated in the form of universal conditional statements "capable of being con
firmed or disconfirmed by suitable empirical findings" (Hempel 1965, p. 231 ). An
hypothesis is "confirmed" or "verified" when it generates accurate predictions and
"disconfirmed" or "falsified" when predictions prove false. The more often the theory
is verified by experience the more likely it is to be true. An explanation is deemed
"adequate," if and only if the argument contained in the explanans is valid and the
individual premises are true. A "complete" explanation of an event would include
the totality of all the universal laws governing the event. As an explanation ap
proaches completeness, the greater its "explanatory power." Only the most highly
confirmed and complete hypotheses can be elevated to the status of theories.
Because his early studies emphasized deductive explanations with universal
laws, Hempel was initially criticized for implying that deductive certainty could
be attained within both science and history. Arguments that are deductive in
form, however, are not therefore certain in content, especially within empirical
science. That was never his position and, most realists, including Hempel, now
accept both inductive explanations and probabilistic laws within the covering
law framework.
Because historical explanations deal with major human events such as wars,
religious revivals, reform movements, and political elections, historians often dis
sect the larger "macro-events" into component "micro-events." Thus, we find histo
rians studying individual battles in minute detail in order to contribute toward the
explanation of a war. While it is often the case that the discovery of the physical
laws governing a "micro-event" may become a part of the explanans of the more
complex "macro-event," in the end we would also hope to discover political laws
accounting for the transition of power within regimes, sociological laws explaining
human violence, and psychological laws relating to the mindset of assassins.
While it is impossible to present an absolutely complete explanation of the
Kennedy assassination, an explanation will possess greater "explanatory power" if
it can satisfactorily account for the most significant micro-events. Some micro
events resist plausible explanation and are treated as "anomalies." The problem
then becomes one of assessing the impact that anomalies have upon the status of
theories.

Karl Popper and the Falsification Criterion
As a pro-naturalist and a realist, Popper followed Hempel in asserting that the
methods of science are applicable to history and the social sciences. But Popper
disagreed substantially with Hempel's views on the nature of the scientific method
and developed his own distinctive account of the nature of theories, observation,
and scientific inquiry.
Theories, according to Popper, are the product of human intuition and imagi
nation and not simply the result of an accumulation of observations as the
verificationists proposed. Observations in science are always made in the context
of testing theories, therefore theory and observation, the two key components of
scientific inquiry, are not logically independent. Popper also recognized that the
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realist's reliance on the principle of "verification" leads to paradoxical consequences
and that David Hume's "problem of induction" sets certain theoretical limits on its
usefulness. A universal statement such as "All swans are white", for example, can
not be conclusively verified unless the entire class of present and future swans has
been observed to be white, which is impossible. Popper noted that universal state
ments can, however, be disconfirmed by a single instance of a non-white swan.
The hallmark of scientific theories, then, according to Popper, is not their po
tential to be verified, but falsified. Based on his principle of falsification, he argued
that scientific theories "must be designed in such a way that they do not protect
any statement in science against falsification" (Popper

1959, p. 54). Popper there

fore saw the history of science as a sequence of "conjectures and refutations." There
fore, he thought the distinguishing characteristic of scientific inquiry is its "suscep
tibility to revision" (Popper

1959, p. 49). The more falsifiable an hypothesis the

more scientific it is, as long as it has not been actually falsified. Some general
statements in metaphysics ("God is omnipotent") and some pseudo-scientific state
ments ("The Id is driven by instinct") can never be refuted by any set of observa
tions and therefore are not amenable to scientific study. Popper's views cast serious
doubts on the validity of the verification principle and brought falsification to the
forefront (Popper

1959).

From a Popperian perspective, the critics of the lone gunman theory can take
one of two standpoints: either the theory is falsifiable and reliable observations (or
anomalies) have already refuted it, or, the theory is not falsifiable by any possible
observations and therefore it is not a fitting subject for legitimate scientific inquiry.
Apologists, in contrast, tend to either dismiss or explain away anomalies that con
tradict the lone gunman theory or defend a relativist approach to scientific inquiry.
Thomas Kuhn and Michel Foucault have been the most influential defenders of
this relativist perspective.

The Relativist Position
The relativists say that if there is a such thing as "objective reality" science doesn't
have the capacity to penetrate it. Truth, therefore, is not a simple correlation be
tween statement and reality but a communal agreement and therefore science can
not be severed from its distinctly human context. Relativists also deny other sharp
realist distinctions between theory and fact, and historical fact and historical fic
tion. Hence, science is neither objective nor value-neutral and not necessarily wor
thy of privileged status. Relativists argue that the failure to adequately appraise the
history of science, led the realists to neglect the psychological, sociological, and
cultural laws that govern the behavior of communities of scientists and historians.
This failure has resulted in the realists' highly idealized conception of science.

Thomas Kuhn: Paradigm Formation and the Scientific
Community
Thomas Kuhn's classic work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, first published
in

1962, has had a profound influence on how historians approach the objectivity

question and how they assess the role played by scientific institutions in the pro
duction of scientific truth. For good reasons, Kuhn himself did not much care for
the term "relativism." He did, however, reject the most important element in the
realist agenda, the correspondence theory of truth.
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There is, I think, no theory-independent way to reconstruct phrases like 'really
there'; the notion of a match between the ontology of a theory and its 'real'
counterpart in nature now seems to me illusive in principle (Kuhn 1970, p.
206).

Kuhn's definition of "normal science" stressed the communal nature of the scien
tific enterprise. Normal science, wrote Kuhn, is defined as "research firmly based
upon one or more past scientific achievements, achievements that some particular
scientific community acknowledges for a time as supplying the foundation for its
further practice" (Kuhn 1970, p. 10). The formation of a scientific community,
then, presupposes a shared commitment to a certain set of problems, methodolo
gies, and standards. Kuhn calls this body of shared commitment a "paradigm."
"Men whose research is based on shared paradigms," says Kuhn, "are committed
to the same rules and standards for scientific practice. That commitment and the
apparent consensus it produces are prerequisites for normal science, i.e., for the
genesis and continuation of a particular research tradition" (Kuhn 1970, p. 11).
Although science can be conducted in the absence of paradigms, the acquisition of
paradigms "is a sign of maturity in the development of any given scientific field"
(Kuhn 1970, p. 11).
Once a paradigm is accepted by a scientific community, puzzles or anomalies
naturally begin to appear. The explanatory power of a paradigm or theory, there
fore can be measured by its ability to resolve what the community deems to be, the
most important puzzles. So the very existence of a paradigm tends to set the pa
rameters for the kinds of puzzles that come under investigation, the steps by which
conclusions may be reached, and even the rules governing the range of acceptable
solutions (Kuhn 1970, p. 38). Hence, Kuhn agrees with Popper that no sharp dis
tinction can be made between theory and observation.
The evolution of a paradigm occurs in stages. The early stage of paradigm for
mation consists in the indiscriminate gathering of information characterized by
different theories. Paradigms emerge when one point of view proves to be more
successful in solving a few key "puzzles" the community regards as the most acute.
When consensus emerges, interschool debate subsides and the paradigm(s) forms
the parameters of the community. Kuhn's analysis, therefore, suggests that scien
tific inquiry is far from immune from disagreement. Indeed there are countless
examples where equally competent scientific investigators come up with conflict
ing hypotheses to explain the same event. Scientific journals function as a vehicle
for exposing these disagreements to the scrutiny of other members of the scientific
community. The emergence of a scientific community, then, is signaled by the ap
pearance of scientific societies, journals, and standards for training future mem
bers. The adjective "Science," therefore, refers to the activities conducted by a com
munity of scientists and "Scientific Truth" is relative to what a particular commu
nity accepts as true at any particular time.
If both scientific and historical explanations involve the articulation of general
laws, then we might say that the Warren Commission's lone gunman theory was
the first paradigm offered to explain the Kennedy assassination. Realist critics of
the lone gunman paradigm, armed with their own arsenal of scientific experts,
have identified numerous puzzles or anomalies inherent to the lone gunman theory.
One important point of contrast between Popperian realists and Kuhnian rela
tivists centers around the relationship between anomalies and theories. While Pop-
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per was inclined to overthrow entire theories when confronted with anomalies,
Kuhn recognized that in the course of "normal science" scientists often tempo
rarily isolate theories, especially in the early stages of development, from the falsi
fication process. Imre Lakatos attempted to reconcile this debate over anomalies
between the Popperians and the Kuhnians by introducing the concept of a "re
search programme." Lakatos argued that theories are simply organized structures
designed to guide future research.The "hard core" of a theory, which consists of a
body of very general hypotheses, may be temporarily protected from the falsifica
tion process by a "protective belt" of auxiliary hypotheses, initial conditions, and so
forth. Theories or research programmes are therefore assessed based on the satis
faction of two necessary conditions: 1. Theories must possess a degree of logical
coherence that enables future investigators to map out a definite program for fu
ture research. 2. Theories must at least occasionally lead to the discovery of novel
phenomena (Chalmers 1982, pp. 77-87).
The critics of the lone gunman theory insist that the apologists have been over
zealous in protecting its "hard core," which possesses neither coherence nor heu
ristic value.The fundamental philosophical issue for the lone gunman theory, there
fore, is how long "temporary immunity" should endure (Fetzer 1993a, p. 137).
While the critics have produced a plethora of alternative hypotheses to explain
the assassination, they have yet to settle on a single paradigm. To those unfamiliar
with how scientific and historical communities actually go about problem solving,
this lack of consensus may seem troubling. But it is a mistake to expect that even
competent scientific investigators of the Kennedy assassination will necessarily
come to the same conclusions.
Kuhn's analysis of scientific revolutions suggests that honest disagreement
among scientific experts investigating the Kennedy assassination ought to be un
derstood as a necessary part of normal science and not merely as a temporary
disruption in the inexorable quest for truth. Although there may be some issues
upon which most assassination scientists agree, universal consensus alone cannot
be taken as the criterion of absolute scientific truth. As Paul Feyerabend observed:
Unanimity is often the result of a political decision: dissenters are suppressed,
or remain silent to preserve the reputation of science as a source of trustworthy
and almost infallible knowledge. On other occasions unanimity is the result of
shared prejudices: positions are taken without detailed examination of the matter
under review and are infused with the same authority that proceeds from de
tailed research . .. Then again unanimity may indicate a decrease of critical
consciousness: criticism remains faint as long as only one view is being consid
ered. This is why unanimity that rests on "internal" considerations alone often
turns out to be mistaken. (Feyerabend 1978, p.88)
For Kuhn, disagreement within a scientific community can often be reduced to a
differences between individual scientist's perception of the value of the attributes
of a given theory. Hence, the apologists for the Warren Commission continue to
defend the lone gunman theory because they value its key attributes: not only its
relative simplicity, but also its ability to accommodate their own unshakable belief
in the integrity of the U.S. government.
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Michel Foucault: Power-Knowledge and Science
Like Kuhn, Michel Foucault denies the basic assumptions of realism. His works
have focused on the relationship between "power" and "knowledge" and how the
interaction of these concepts condition our perception of truth. The epistemologi
cal basis for the belief in the privileged status of science, or scientism, is the mis
taken notion that scientific truth is discovered in a vacuum-sealed container de
void of the trappings of human folly.
According to Foucault, truth [or knowledge] is inseparable from the strategies,
mechanisms, and techniques of exercising power.
We are subjected to the production of truth through power and we cannot
exercise power except through the production of truth. This is the case for
every society, but I believe that in ours the relationship between power, right
and truth is organized in a highly specific fashion ... Power never ceases its
interrogation, its inquisition, its registration of truth: it institutionalizes,
professionalizes and rewards its pursuit. (Foucault

1980 p. 93)

Hence the production of truth cannot be severed from the relations of power con
tained within a regime; thus the Foucauldian term "power-knowledge." Many phi
losophers have construed the concept of power as merely a negative force in the
history of ideas, as illustrated by the censorship of the heliocentric cosmology dur
ing the late Middle Ages by the Roman Catholic Church. Power, however, is not
always simply repressive but often productive.
If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to say
no, do you really think one would be brought to obey it? What makes power
hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact that it doesn't only weigh
on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and produces things, it in
duces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse. It needs to be consid
ered as a productive network which runs through the whole social body, much
more than as a negative instance whose function is repression. (Foucault

1980

p.119)
In his account of the history of the human sciences (especially: psychiatry, medi
cine, and penology), Foucault argued that the "birth of the human sciences goes
hand in hand with the installation of new mechanisms of power" (Foucault 1988,
106).Thus he exploded the modem myth that the rise of "human science" in the
late eighteenth century elevated the study of human beings to new standards of
objectivity. Surely the historical record in support of scientific objectivity is feeble
at best. One need look no further than American science's longstanding tendency
to support social and political agendas. For example, nineteenth-century biology's
scientific arguments demonstrating the racial inferiority of blacks; or, the early
twentieth-century's claims of the genetic unfitness of southern Europeans.2
Foucault's writings have led many historians and philosophers to explore how this
ubiquitous exercise of power influences scientific discourse.
From Foucault's perspective, the history of the Kennedy assassination, there
fore, can be seen as a case study of how knowledge was produced by invisible Cold
War power structures in the United States; and how scientific experts unwittingly
contributed to that warped perception of reality.
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Realism, Relativism and the Kennedy Assassination
The rift between the apologists and the critics over the status of the lone gunman
theory can be related to the philosophical debate between the realists and the rela
tivists. The critics are Popperian realists in their insistence that observations have
already falsified the lone gunman theory. They view the falsification of scientific
theories as a revolutionary activity marked by conjectures and refutations. The
critics are also realists insofar as they firmly believe there is an ultimate truth to be
ascertained and that we are closer to that truth today than we were in 1964.
The apologists, in contrast, are more conservative in their assessment of the
timing of scientific revolutions and therefore they are less likely to overthrow the
lone gunman theory because of the mere presence of anomalies. Hence, they have
been inclined to proliferate ad hoc explanations for the anomalies rather than aban
don the lone gunman. As relativists, the apologists are quick to point out that scien
tific theories almost never explain all possible anomalies. After all, "If Newtonian
mechanics could not explain the perihelion of Mercury, why should we expect the
lone gunman theory to explain every facet of the Kennedy assassination?" Many
apologists are also relativists by virtue of their blind reliance on expert testimony,
for example, "The Warren Commission studied the Kennedy assassination and ar
rived at the lone gunman theory, therefore it must be true."
It is evident that neither the realists nor the relativists can provide a satisfac
tory account of the nature of science nor the Kennedy assassination. In the ab
sence of a vigorous application of the falsification principle, science loses its dis
tinctive character. Therefore, the realists are right in their devotion to falsification.
On the other hand, we must also acknowledge that science is a communal activity,
which is not immune from mass delusion, and that scientists often protect their
theories from anomalies. From Foucault's point of view, it is imperative that we
recognize that the same power structures that condition the American public to
reject or accept conspiracy hy potheses, are also at work within the scientific com
munity. Hence, we must be wary of proclamations of infallible truth by the scien
tific community, especially when political issues are at stake. Kuhn, in tum, points
us toward the analy sis of the social institutions of science such as professional
organizations, educational institutions, and scholarly journals; which set the pa
rameters of what is taken as true at any point in history. Finally, we must be aware
that not every community of scientific investigators play by the same rules.
The lone gunman theory set parameters for the kinds of scientific questions
future assassination investigators would pursue. By conducting experiments and
reenactments intended to establish that it was at least phy sically possible for Oswald
alone to have assassinated the president, the Warren Commission set a pattern that
would be acritically emulated by subsequent investigators. From a realist perspec
tive, the limits of that line of investigation are obvious when y ou consider that the
best the apologists could ever hope for, would be the conclusion that the lone gun
man hy pothesis does not violate the laws of nature. On the other hand, the critics
could actually disconfirm the lone gunman theory by showing that the theory is
inconsistent with observations or that it violates a single law of nature.
The apologists, blinded by their naive faith in the integrity of government,
nevertheless continue to support the lone gunman theory despite an accumula
tion of anomalies. In light of these considerations, it is worthwhile to examine
how some of the key puzzles of the Kennedy assassination have been treated by
the scientific community.
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Science and the Puzzles of the
Kennedy Assassination
Scientific evidence and expert testimony have played a major role in both articu
lating and addressing the various puzzles raised by the lone gunman theory. The
FBI established this tradition when it called in physical scientists, ballistics ex
perts, and other forensic technicians in compiling its report on the assassination.
This document became the substance of the 1964 Warren Report. The tradition of
employing experts was later reinforced by consecutive government investigatory
commissions, especially the Clark Panel (1969), the House Select Committee on
Assassinations (1979), and the Ramsey Panel (1982).
Published in 1967, Josiah Thompson's Six Seconds in Dallas: A Micro-Study of

the Kennedy Assassination, was one of the early critical works on the assassination
repleatwith ballistics, trajectories, and technical medical evidence. It was also the
first book to examine the Zapruder film in minute detail and articulate some of the
major puzzles that it poses for the lone gunman theory. Since then, investigators of
the Kennedy assassination have scrutinized the Zapruder film and the ballistics in
conjunction with the laws of physics. Their mistake, however; has been to assume
that all of the variables associated with the shooting could be quantified-such as
the speed of the film, the forces and trajectories of the bullets, the motion of the
vehicle, and the movement of Kennedy's head upon being struck-and that the
precise location and number of snipers could be deduced from those premises
with the same kind of certainty we would expect from a physicist.
Three major puzzles amenable to investigation by physical science have chal
lenged the lone gunman theory since the 1960s. First is the puzzle of the number of
shots actually fired, their trajectories, and the timing required for a lone gunman
to execute those shots accurately against a moving target. Second is the puzzle
raised by the bullet found on a stretcher at Parkland Memorial Hospital. Despite its
relative "pristine" condition, the lone gunman theory requires that this single bul
let caused Kennedy's back and throat wounds, as well as Connally's multiple wounds.

Third is the retrograde motion of President Kennedy's head evident in the Zapruder
film (or "head-snap") which seems physically impossible, if the shot was fired from
above and behind, as required by the lone gunman theory.
This essay will show that the "assassination science" inspired by the three main
puzzles has been conducted in violation of basic principles of scientific inquiry and
outside of its institutional foundations.

The Number, Timing, and Sequence
of the Shots
From the earliest stages of the investigation, two key micro-events placed physical
limitations on the possible number, timing, and sequence of the shots fired at Dealey
Plaza on 22 November 1963: the discovery of the alleged murder weapon and the
film taken by Abraham Zapruder.
Based on their examination of the bolt-action, clip-fed, Mannlicher-Carcano
rifle, firearms experts for the Warren Commission established that at least 2.3 sec
onds per shot would be required for Oswald to execute the assassination. The shut
ter speed of Abraham Zapruder's Bell and Howell movie camera operated at about
18.3 frames per second (Warren Report 1964, p. 97). After numbering each indi-
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vidual frame, tracing the movement of the vehicle, and taking into account other
factors, the Commission hy pothesized that since the view from the sniper's nest
would have been obscured by the foliage of an oak tree between frames Z-167 and
Z-210, the earliest the president could have been shot was Z-210. Zapruder's view
of the motorcade was blocked by a road sign between frames Z-207 and Z-225, but
when Kennedy appears from behind the sign he is beginning to react to the throat
wound. The commission therefore reasoned that the President was shot in the
neck between frames Z-210 and Z-225. Based on Connally's reactions in the Zapruder
film, he was apparendy struck between Z-236 and Z-238. These observations, how
ever, were puzzling. If Kennedy was struck in the back at Z-225 and Connally at Z238, that would entail a 13-frame time span or 0.71 seconds. But that would have
been impossible since Oswald would have needed at least 2.3 seconds to fire two
shots. Even if Kennedy was shot as early as Z-210, that would still be only a 28
frame time span, or 1.53 seconds. Therefore, Oswald apparendy could not have
shot both Kennedy and Connally. Logically this left the Warren Commission four
options: abandon the lone gunman theory, assume that Oswald somehow man
aged to hit the President while shooting through the tree, lower the 2.3 second
estimate of the time required to operate the rifle mechanism, or assume that a
single bullet struck both Kennedy and Connally (Wa1Ten Report 1964, p. 105). The
Commission took the fourth option, known as the "single bullet hypothesis," and
concluded that three shots were fired within a 4.8 to 7 second time lapse, and that
at least one of the three probably missed the target, although they could not deter
mine with certainty which of the three missed (Wa1Ten Report 1964, p. 117).
The single-bullet hypothesis generated its own puzzles. The most serious prob
lem was that it contradicted Governor Connally's testimony stating that he thought
he was shot after Kennedy. Defenders of the hy pothesis claim that it simply took
longer for the older Connally to react to the wound. But if we postulate a delayed
phy siological reaction, there is no way of setting empirical limits on the length of
time consumed by that delay and therefore mathematical objectivity must give
way to mere conjecture. The same holds true with the tree foliage puzzle. Once we
entertain the notion that Oswald might have shot through the trees, then we have
44 frames or about 2.4 more seconds to account for. This would provide enough
time to get off a shot, but it would be empirically untestable.
Since the Warren Commission elected not to extend the time frame in this way,
they concluded that the entire assassination took place between frames Z-210 and
Z-313, or a time span of 5.62 seconds, just enough time to get off three shots. Any
competent gunman would have had the rifle already cocked for the first shot, in
which case the bolt would have been operated only twice and the absolute mini
mum time expended operating the bolt would have been 4.6 seconds. But if four
shots were fired, the rifle would have been cocked three times requiring 6.9 sec
onds. So, if four shots were fired there must have been more than one gunman at
Dealey Plaza. Of course, if the Commission had accepted the possibility that the
first shot was fired through the tree at Z-166, then their estimate of 5.62 seconds
could be extended by 2.4 seconds to about 8 seconds, more than enough time for a
lone gunman to get off even four shots.
Another way of extending the time necessary to fire three shots is to shorten the
estimated firing time per shot. Since the publication of The Wa1Ten Report the time
required to operate the rifle has been sharply reduced by consecutive studies. In
1975, eleven volunteers for a CBS documentary demonstrated that Mannlicher-
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Carcano rifles could accurately fire three bullets at a moving target in an average of
5.6 seconds with 2/3 of the shots on target. At least one of those volunteers got off
the three shots in 4.1 seconds.3 In 1977, the House Select Committee on
Assassination's marksmen precipitously lowered the total required time to 3.3 sec
onds (Posner 1993, p. 318). But neither of these more recent tests were conducted
with the same individual rifle found on the sixth floor of the Texas Book Depository
Building. Therefore variation between the operating mechanisms of individual
Mannlicher-Carcano rifles may account for the discrepancy between firing times.
In summary, the three crucial but unknown variables-the tree, the sign, and the
firing mechanism-leave much room for idle speculation in respect to the timing
puzzles.These fuzzy parameters also account for much scientific disagreement.
Based on his early examination of the Zapruder film and other evidence, Josiah
Thompson set forth his own hypothesis concerning the timing and sequence of the
shots.
Three assassins fired four shots from three different directions. The first and
third shots were fired from the Depository-most likely from the sixth floor .. .
The second shot, wounding the Governor; was fired from the east side of Dealey
Plaza-most likely from a building rooftop.The fourth and final shot was fired
from a point near the corner of the stockade fence to the north of Elm Street.
(Thompson 1967, p. 137)
Since then, experts have attempted to determine the exact number, timing and
sequence of the shots by subjecting the Zapruder film to streak analysis, computer
enhancement, and computer reenactments.
In 1976, Luis W. Alvarez, a Nobel Prize winning physicist at the University of
California, Berkeley, studied the Zapruder film and noticed a "... striking phenom
enon in frame 227. All of the innumerable pointlike highlights on the irregular
shiny surface of the automobile were stretched out into parallel line segments,
along the "8 o'clock-2 o' clock' direction" (Alvarez 1976, p. 815). Alvarez hypoth
esized that this "streaking" phenomenon which appeared in the form of pulse chains
beginning at frames 182, 221, and 313, were caused by Abraham Zapruder's neuro
muscular reaction to the sound of the rifle. Taking into account Zapruder's five
frame neuromuscular reaction time, Alvarez concluded that the first shot, which
missed, was fired at frame 177; that the second, which struck both Kennedy and
Connally occurred at 215.5; and that the third, head shot, took place at frame 307
of the film. Interestingly, Alvarez detected at least two other weaker sets of neuro
logical pulse chains.The existence of a chain between 290 and 298-which Alvarez
somewhat tentatively dismissed as Zapruder's reaction to a siren-is especially
noteworthy in that it raised the possibility of a fourth shot fired near frame 285.
Alvarez's findings are, of course, limited by the fact that Zapruder's neuromus
cular system would not have been able to react to shots fired nearly simultaneously,
which would be a distinct possibility if more than one assassin were firing on the
motorcade. Moreover, there is the problem of establishing a causal connection
between the sound of gunfire and the movement of the camera.He may have sub
consciously reacted to some other phenomenon such as a cough, sneeze, or a bump
by another person. Hence, Alvarez's analysis of the Zapruder film is necessarily
incomplete and therefore cannot establish with certainty how many shots were
actually fired at the motorcade.
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In the past few years, assassination researchers have had access to computer
enhanced copies of the Zapruder film and computer generated reconstructions of
the events at Dealey Plaza. On the basis of these new forms of evidence, and other
recent scientific studies, Gerald Posner has argued that the first shot, which missed,
occurred between frames 167 and 210, and was executed with a partially obstructed
view through the trees. The second shot struck Kennedy and Connally at frames

223-224, as evidenced by the Kennedy's neurological response to that shot known
as the "Thorburn Reflex"4 and by the apparent movement of Connally's coat lapel
in frame 224 near the exit wound in his chest (Posner 1993, p. 329). The third shot
struck Kennedy in the head at frame 313, as indicated by the appearance of a spray
of brain matter and skull fragments (Posner 1980, pp. 322-334, and Appendix A,
pp. 478-479).
All scientific speculation based on the study of the Zapruder film must be exer
cised with extreme caution. Critics claim that there is considerable evidence that
the original film was tampered with by the FBI, and later by Time Incorporated
after they purchased it. Groden and Livingstone insist that frames 208-211 have
been removed. Beginning in 1969, after the Garrison trial, numerous "bootleg"
copies of the film of variable quality began to circulate. But even if some versions
of the film have been preserved intact, researchers have interpreted the various
movements of the President's body apparent on the grainy film very differently.
Because investigators are not always in agreement as to what they actually see on
the film, expert testimony based on the photographic evidence has been contradic
tory and indecisive. Indeed not everyone has been able to detect movement in
Connally's coat lapel, the alleged gunman in frame Z-413, or even agree exactly
when Kennedy's arms begin to raise up in reaction to the throat or back wound.
Another area of physical science that has generated hypotheses concerning the
number, timing and sequence of the shots has been acoustics. Researchers had
long known of the existence of a six minute dictabelt recording of a Dallas motor
cycle policeman's radio transmissions on November 22, 1963. Although the origi
nal dictabelt had mysteriously disappeared from the National Archives, critics pres
sured the House Select Committee on Assassinations to get the tape scientifically
analyzed. They had it analyzed by Dr. James Barger; an acoustics expert from the
firm Bolt, Beranek and Newman of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
After filtering out the background noise Barger and his associates detected at
least six sequences of impulses ten decibels above every other sound that could
have been caused by gunfire (HSCA 1974, Vol. 5, Vol. 2, Vol. 8, Final Report, p. 68).5
Barger converted the sounds on the tape into digital waveforms represented on a
graph. In August, 1978 experts attempted to reconstruct the waveforms at Dealey
Plaza using stationary microphones. They concluded that with an 88% probability,
shots #1 and #2 were fired from behind; a 50% probability that shot #3 came from
the right near the grassy knoll; and a 75% probability that shot #4 was also from
behind. They also determined that shots #1 and #2 were fired too close together to
have been fired by Oswald's rifle (HSCA 1979, Vol. 4, p. 5, p. 615; Groden 1990, pp.

261-262). Hence, the lone gunman theory was seemingly disconfirmed by both the
timing of the first two shots and by the third shot which exhibited acoustic charac
teristics of a shot from the grassy knoll.
The House Select Committee on Assassination enlisted the service of acoustic
experts Mark Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy to further study the dictabelt record
ing. In their concentrated study of waveform #3 they concluded that there was a
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95% probability that it was fired from the grassy knoll.Based mostly on the acous
tics evidence, the House Select Committee on Assassinations concluded that there
probably was a conspiracy involving a second gunman at Dealey Plaza.
But later that year the credibility of those scientific analyses began to deterio
rate. Steve Barber, a rock drummer from Ohio, purchased a copy of Gallery maga
zine which contained a recording of the dictabelt evidence. At the point where the
four impulses were purportedly fired, he detected (what turned out to be) the voice
of Sheriff Decker saying, "Hold every thing secure ..." Based on a timeline pro
vided by another police recording, this indicated that the four sounds on the tape
actually occurred minutes after the assassination.The government decided to re
examine the acoustic evidence. The National Academy of Science brought together
a group of twelve experts to be headed by Dr. Norman Ramsey. On 14 May 1982
they issued their highly critical 93-page Ramsey Report, which cited numerous
methodological flaws in the original acoustic research. The panel found Barger's
process of selecting the four crucial impulses to be highly subjective:
The impulses selected for the BRSW study were not always the largest im
pulses . Frequently, large impulses were omitted and some impulses close to the
noise level were retained. There are far more impulses that do not fall into the
BRSW classification of 'probably sounds of gunfire' than do. Since the results
of correlation coefficient calculations are highly dependent on the impulse and
echo selection process, it is especially critical that the scheme used to distin
guish these sounds stand up to close scrutiny, with the process used being spelled
out in detail so others can duplicate the analysis. From the published reports, it
is impossible to do so. Furthermore, weak spikes on the Dictabelt often are
selected to correspond to strong patterns, in the test patterns and vice versa.
(CBA 1982, p. 363; Livingstone 1993, p. 363)
Even more serious was the fact that the acoustic researchers were unable to link
the sounds recorded on the tape to the events at Dealey Plaza (Posner 1983, p. 240).
Moreover, if the tape is a recording of a recording as some critics allege, then until
its natural history can be established (including the various tape recorders used),
or until the original dictabelt recording is found, acoustic science will not advance
our knowledge of the timing of the assassination.
It is important to note that both the "nervous impulse researchers" and the
"acoustic impulse researchers" detected physical evidence of at least four shots
being fired. However, the matter of how they interpreted that fourth impulse var
ied significantly. Rather than admit that the fourth nervous impulse constituted
evidence of a fourth gunshot, which would have disconfirmed the single gunman
theory, Alvarez chose to devise an ad hoc hypothesis to explain it. By contrast,
Weiss and Aschkenasy readily interpreted their fourth acoustic impulse as a gun
shot, even though they might have also employed an alternative hypothesis to ex
plain it. Therefore, the question of whether an "impulse" represents a gunshot, or
some other phenomenon, seems to be a matter of interpretation. In neither case
will the physical evidence alone justify one interpretation over another. As Kuhn
would point out, the level of credence an individual researcher invests in the lone
gunman theory will influence his/her perception of what it would take to disconfirm
that theory. The obvious lesson here is that the choice between alternative explana
tions is often influenced by a scientist's values and preconceived notions rather
than purely scientific factors.
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The Single "Pristine" Bullet Puzzle
The single-bullet hypothesis, first set forth by Arlen Specter, Assistant Counsel for
the Warren Commission, holds that one bullet, fired from above and to the rear,
entered Kennedy's back and exited the throat, and passed through Connally's chest,
wrist, and temporarily lodged in his leg. Given the parameters set by the Warren
Commission concerning the number, timing, and sequence of the shots fired, most
researchers agree that if the lone gunman theory is true, then the single bullet
hypothesis must also be true. Physical science has focused on whether the bullet
found at Parkland Memorial Hospital could possibly have caused both Kennedy's
and Connally's multiple wounds. Medical science has questioned whether the na
ture and location of Kennedy's and Connally's wounds are consistent with what
one would expect from an assassination executed by a lone assassin firing from
above and to the rear of the motorcade.

Physical Science and the Bullet
Ballistics experts have long questioned whether it was physically possible for the
jacketed 6.5 mm bullet (CE-399) found on a stretcher at Parkland Memorial Hos
pital to have inflicted Kennedy's and Connally's multiple wounds and emerge in
relatively "pristine" condition. Dr. Alfred G. Olivier, a veterinarian, conducted a
variety of tests for the FBI at the Wounds Ballistics Branch of the U.S. Army Chemical
Research and Development Laboratories at the Edgewood Arsenal in Maryland. In
order to simulate the neck wound, Oliver and others clipped 14 centimeters of goat
meat between two goat skins, pinned shirt and jacket over one side of the package,
and then fired three 6.5 mm bullets through it (Thompson 1967, p. 52). Based upon
this research, the Warren Commission concluded that the holes of entrance would
be round, while the exit holes would be "a little more elongated" and "only slightly
different from the appearance of the entry hole" (Warren Report 1963, p. 582).
However, upon viewing the pictures one could also conclude that exit wounds would
be at least twice the size of the entrance wounds. Oliver also fired a bullet from
Oswald's rifle into the wrist of a cadaver to determine whether it could cause dam
age to bone and emerge in relative pristine condition. To the embarrassment of the
FBI, the tip of the test bullet (CE-856) was badly deformed. This cast the first
serious doubts on the single bullet hypothesis.
In the 1970s, John K. Lattimer, a urologist, conducted experimental firings of
Mannlicher-Carcano rifles verifying that 6.5 mm bullets could inflict the bone dam
age attributed to CE-399 and remain relatively pristine. He even proved that the
jacketed bullets could penetrate twenty-five inches of elm wood or forty-seven inches
of ponderosa pine without any deformation of the bullet (Lattimer 1980, p. 271).
Of course, if Lattimer's findings are valid, it becomes that much more difficult to
explain how the head shot bullet could have fragmented enough to leave numerous
dustlike bullet particles in the President's brain and obliterate the right hemisphere
of his brain.
Another area of concern has been the question of whether the combined weight
of the bullet fragments taken from Connally's wrist (CE-842), the fragment which
remains in the Governor's left thigh along with several other smaller fragments
remaining in his body, might exceed the weight loss of CE-399 (Livingstone 1992,
pp. 304-305). The total weight of the pristine bullet is 158.6 grains, compared to
the FBI's estimated average weight of 161.2 grains for new 6.5 mm Carcano bullets.
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However, Charles G. Wilber says that, according to the 1975 edition of Gun Digest,
Carcano bullets weigh 156 grains (Wilber 1978, p. 224). By the FBI's weight esti
mate, the total weight of all the known fragments, cannot exceed 2.6 grains with
out disconfirming the single bullet hypothesis and by implication the lone gunman
theory. According to Josiah Thompson, the larger fragment removed from Connally's
wrist weighs 0.5 grains, the smaller one plus the flakes of metal left in the wrist is
probably about the same. Therefore one grain total can be accounted for in the
wrist. Fragments, however, remain in Connally's wrist and thigh.Based on his best
estimates of the weight of these fragments, Thompson concluded that the weight
loss of the pristine bullet could account for all of the bullet fragments (Thompson
1967, p.151).
At the 1991 Dallas Conference on the Assassination of President Kennedy, Audrey
Bell, a nurse who had helped treat the President at Parkland, announced that when
the physicians removed the bullet fragments from Connally, she put them in a vial.
She drew a picture of the size of the vial containing five substantially larger frag
ments-not three (Livingstone 1992, pp. 304-305). Charles A. Crenshaw, M.D., who
was also present confirmed that he ". .. observed Dr. Osborne remove at least five
bullet fragments from the governor's arm and hand them to Audrey Bell" (Crenshaw
1992, p. 123).
There are other unknown variables involved in this puzzle, including the well
known fact that in 1964 the FBI scraped pieces of the tip of CE-399 to conduct
Neutron Activation Analyses (NAA) tests. The weight of these fragments must also
be accounted for. Given the slight variation in the estimated weight of individual
Mannlicher-Carcano bullets and confusion over the exact size and number of bul
let fragments removed from Connally, researchers cannot realistically expect to
resolve the bullet weight puzzle. With the recent death of Governor Connally and
the family's refusal to allow the other bullet fragments to be removed from his body
for analysis, we may never be able to determine their size, weight, or composition.
As early as 1964, the FBI suspected that the some of the puzzles surrounding
the single-bullet hypothesis might be resolved if the various bullet-lead specimens
linked to the assassination could be subjected to Neutron Activation Analysis. After
conducting these tests, the FBI decided that the findings were inconclusive and
therefore never published the results. The fact that these analyses were even con
ducted was not widely known until 1973, when researchers finally gained access to
the report under the Freedom of Information Act (Guinn 1974, pp. 485-486).
Vincent Guinn, a chemist at the University of California, Irvine was asked by
the House Select Committee on Assassinations to conduct new analyses of the
bullet-lead evidence using newer and improved NAA techniques, with Ge(Li) gamma
ray spectrometry.
Guinn observed that, in the context of his earlier measurements on background
WCC/MC, "the Dallas samples are in the unusual (through not necessarily unique)
concentration ranges of WCC/MC bullet lead: and the specimens show clear-cut
evidence for the presence of two and only two, WCC/MC bullets-<me of a compo
sition of 815 ppm Sb and 9.3 ppm Ag, the other of a composition of 622 ppm Sb
and 8.1 ppm Ag" (Guinn 1974, p. 492). Based on his purely objective scientific
investigation Guinn concluded that:
The nondestructive instrumental neutron activation analysis results have dem
onstrated that, to a high degree of probability, all of the bullet-lead evidence
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specimens are of WCC/MC 6.5-mm brand, that there is evidence for the pres
ence of portions of two-and only two such bullets, and that the Connally stretcher
virtually intact bullet indeed caused the fracture wound of Governor Connally's
wrist-a previously hotly debated part of the Warren Commission's theory . ..
The new results cannot prove the Warren Commission's theory that the stretcher
bullet is the one that caused the President's back wound and all of the Governor's
wounds, but the results are indeed consistent with this theory. (Guinn 1974, p.
493)
Guinn concluded that CE-399 (the "pristine bullet") and CE-842 (the wrist frag
ments) are similar in composition and CE-567 (the large fragment found in the
limousine), CE-843 (the fragments found in Kennedy's brain), and CE-840 (the
small fragments found in the limousine) are similar in composition.
But how convincing are these "scientific" analyses? First of all, it is important
to note that out of more than 30 bullet fragments known to be in the President's
head and visible on the X-rays, only two were tested. Therefore, it is sheer specula
tion to infer that all of the dust-like fragments are of the same composition CE567. There are also several serious flaws relating to how Guinn deduced two and
only two bullets from his own data. Actually his analyses seem to support the hy
pothesis that the composition of individual Mannlicher-Carcano bullets are het
erogeneous. After testing four specimen from a single bullet, Guinn's own figures
show that the antimony content ranged from 363+39 to 667+5 and that the silver
content ranged from 8.3+0.3 to 15.9+0.5 (HSCA 1978, Vol. 2, p. 549, Appendix

F.).

If the individual bullets are not uniform in composition, it becomes that much
more difficult to infer identity and difference between bullets. Moreover, although
(CE-842) and (CE-399) are supposed to be similar in composition, CE-842 con
tained 25% more silver and 850% more copper than CE-399. It also contained
2,400% more sodium and 1,100% more chlorine. And finally, CE-842 contained
8.1 ppm aluminum but CE-399 contained none (HSCA 1978, Vol. 2, p. 538, Appen
dix B.). Therefore, it is difficult to fathom how Guinn could conclude that the two
fragments are similar in composition.
Even if Guinn's findings were valid, they would prove only that CE-399 caused
Connally's wounds. In order to confirm the single bullet theory, it would also be
necessary to link CE-399 to Kennedy's wounds. Since no bullet fragments were
found in Kennedy's back or throat wounds, that variable simply cannot be deter
mined. Perhaps the critical flaw in all the scientific hypotheses involving the bul
lets is that these analyses presuppose that an inviolate chain of evidence was main
tained by the Secret Service and the FBI. According to Anthony Summers, the
weights of the fragments examined by Guinn do not correspond to the weights
recorded by the Warren Commission (Summers 1989, p. 34; Livingstone 1993, p.
54). Since we also know that at least some of the fragments are missing, a healthy
degree of skepticism is surely warranted.

Medical Science and the Wounds
The single bullet hypothesis limits the range of possible locations of the wounds
inflicted upon Kennedy and Connally. Therefore, the testimony of the Parkland
and Bethesda physicians and the autopsy materials have recently become the sub
ject of intense scrutiny. Unfortunately, the medical testimony and the primary evi
dence have contributed significantly to the puzzlement of assassination research-
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ers. In fact, the chain of events that unfolded between President Kennedy's arrival
at Parkland Memorial Hospital and the subsequent autopsy performed at Bethesda
Naval Hospital can only be described as one of the darker episodes in the annals of
medical history.
Upon President Kennedy's arrival at Parkland Hospital, the ER team noted two
bullet wounds, one to the lower third of his throat and a major head wound. Dr.
Malcolm 0. Perry immediately performed a tracheostomy on the President by
making a small transverse incision through the bullet hole in the throat. The
Bethesda autopsy team claimed the incision concealed the bullet wound and con
sequently they did not know about its existence until the day after the autopsy.

[Editor's note: See Robert B. Livingston's contributions in Part II.] Therefore, the
only authoritative testimony concerning the nature of the throat wound must come
from the Parkland medical team. These physicians, originally indicated that it had
the characteristics of a frontal entry wound.6 If this observation were accurate it
would constitute a positive disconfirmation of both the single bullet hypothesis
and the lone gunman theory. [Editor's note: See Appendix C.]
Because the ER team focused exclusively on stabilizing vital signs, they did not
tum over the President's body, and therefore did not notice another bullet wound
(or wounds) located in the President's upper back. Hence, we have the makings of
one the most incredible foul-ups in medical history. The Parkland physicians didn't
know of the back wound and the Bethesda autopsy team did not know that the
tracheostomy incision concealed a bullet wound . Or, at least, so they have alleged.
It is difficult to believe that subsequent controversy over the exact location of the
wounds can be attributed solely to an unfortunate communication failure between
two groups of physicians.7
As David S. Lifton has observed, the circumstances surrounding the transpor
tation of the President's body from Parkland to Bethesda are also puzzling (Lifton

1990 and 1992, Part IV). Lifton concludes that the "best evidence" in this case,
President Kennedy's body, may have been surgically altered prior to its arrival at
Bethesda. Some of the autopsy photographs,which show a gaping throat wound
where Dr: Perry claims to have made a small surgical incision to accommodate a
tracheostomy, for example, would certainly be explained by this gruesome hypoth
esis. At the very least, the discrepancy between them supports the possibility that
either the body has been altered, as Lifton believes, or else some of the photo
graphs have been faked.
The autopsy conducted at Bethesda Naval Hospital was riddled by incompe
tence. The military physicians who performed it (Thornton Boswell, James Humes
and Pierre Finck) were hospital pathologists with little, if any, practical experience
with autopsies or bullet wounds. In 1967, Cyril H. Wecht, M.D. was one of the first
forensic pathologists to point out the numerous flaws in the Bethesda physician's
technique and obvious instances where the government's handling of the evidence
in the case compromised well-established legal and scientific standards (Wecht

1967). In 1978, Charles G. Wilber, Ph.D. wrote an entire book criticizing the con
duct of the autopsy (Wilber 1978).
The conditions under which the autopsy was conducted has also raised suspi
cion. Dr. Finck in his testimony before the Garrison Hearings indicated that the
autopsy room was crowded with high ranking military and civilian personnel, Se
cret Service agents, and FBI agents (Garrison 1988, p. 290). Given the hierarchical
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structure of military command, critics have questioned the capacity of the physi
cians to conduct an independent analysis, a suspicion seemingly confirmed by the
military's enforcement of a gag rule applying to all personnel present at the autopsy
(Lifton 1992 p. 693).
The location and nature of the back wound is crucial to the single bullet hy
pothesis. Typically, wounds of entrance are marked by a darkened ring around the
wound or an "abrasion collar." In their description of the back wound, the autopsy
team noted both an abrasion collar and a 45 to 60 degree downward trajectory and
thereby determined that it was an entry wound. When the autopsy report was fi
nally completed the day after the assassination, Boswell's autopsy face sheet and
Admiral Burkley's death certificate located the back wound near the third thoracic
vertebra. But if the entry wound was, in fact, this low, and if the exit wound was in
the lower third of the throat, then the angle of trajectory would seemingly be incon
sistent with that of a shot fired from the sixth floor.
The President's clothing also seems to disconfirm the autopsy's findings. Ac
cording to the FBI's measurements, the bullet hole in the back of President Kennedy's
shirt and jacket are located 5-3/8 inches below the top of the collar 1-3/4 inches to
the right of the midline (Thompson 1967, p. 48). Apologists have presented two ad
hoc counter-arguments: first, that the holes are low on the coat and shirt because
the clothing was bunched up in the back as the President waved to the crowd, a
conjecture that is not supported by the Zapruder film. Secondly, apologists argue
that even if the wound were that low, the trajectory would still be possible if the
President was leaning forward when he was struck in the back, which is also not
evident in the Zapruder film. Even if Kennedy was leaning forward, it would be
come less likely that the same bullet could have struck Connally in the right shoul
der. Critics therefore conclude that at least one of the two wounds was not caused
by a bullet originating from behind the motorcade, which falsifies both the single
bullet hypothesis and the lone gunman theory.
Consecutive inquiries by the Clark Panel (1968), the Rockefeller Panel (1975)
and the House Select Committee on Assassinations (1979), which have been per
mitted to examine the X-rays and autopsy photos, have placed the entry wound
higher-at the sixth and seventh cervical vertebra. To the critics, however, this ob
servation suggests that sometime between 1966 (when Humes and Boswell first
saw the autopsy photos) and 1968, the original autopsy materials were replaced by
materials more consistent with the Warren Commission's findings (Livingstone
1992, pp. 313-356).
Critics have long dubbed the single bullet hypothesis the "magic bullet theory"
because of the extraordinary bullet trajectory it postulates. In August, 1992, a com
puterized re-creation was produced by Failure Analysis Associates as part of a mock
trial for the American Bar Association. It seemed to suggest that it was at least
possible-given certain assumptions concerning the relative positions and postures
of Kennedy and Connally-for one bullet to strike them both as the single bullet
hypothesis states.
Gerald Posner's account of the single bullet hypothesis is based almost entirely
on the Failure Analysis studies and John K. Lattimer's findings. Posner states that
the bullet entered Kennedy's upper back at a speed of about 1,700 to 1,800 feet per
second leaving a 6.5 mm entry wound. It then grazed vertebra C-6, which brought
on the neurological response known as the Thorburn reflex and then exited the
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throat. When the bullet exited it began to tumble at 1,500 to 1,600 feet per second,
which explained the 1-114 inch entry wound in Connally's back. It then shattered
Connally's fifth right rib, deflected slightly, and exited just below his right nipple
traveling at about 900 feet per second. Still tumbling, the bullet then entered the
top of his right wrist backwards, and fractured the radius bone. It then exited at
about 400 feet per second barely penetrating the skin of Connally's left thigh (Posner
1993, pp. 478--479).8
This entire scenario is contingent upon several dubious assumptions, includ
ing whether the elliptical wound in Connally's back was caused by a tumbling bul
let. In 1992, Dr: Robert Shaw stated that the wound he saw was a clean round
wound of entry and that he cut away the edges, thereby enlarging it from 1.5 em to
3 em.. He, therefore, insists that the scar did not reflect the original size and shape
of the wound (Livingstone 1993, p. 80).
By now, it should be obvious to assassination researchers that the single-bullet
hypothesis cannot be falsified. But not because it is true. The dubious nature of the
ballistic and medical evidence in the case, and the contradictory testimony of the
Parkland and Bethesda physicians actually render the hypothesis immune from
the falsification process. Therefore, despite the best efforts of both apologists and
critics, science must stand silent.

The "Head Snap" Puzzle
Thompson and other critics of the Warren Commission have long argued that if
the lone gunman fired from the sixth floor window of the Texas Book Depository
Building, then the backward movement of Kennedy's head (or his "head snap")
upon being struck would violate Newton's second law of motion (Thompson 1967,
p. 94). Since the publication of the Zapruder film, defenders of the Warren Com
mission have been somewhat embarrassed by their inability to provide an explana
tion for this retrograde movement consistent with the laws of physics.
In 1976, Luis Alvarez published an article in the American Journal of Physics
attempting to provide this explanation. It was titled "A Physicist Examines the
Kennedy Assassination Film." The article was an attempt to utilize the laws of
physics in analyzing the Zapruder film and several puzzles that have been raised by
that film, especially the "head snap." Alvarez explained the gist of his hypothesis as
follows:
I solved the problem (to my satisfaction, and in a one- dimensional fashion) on
the back of an envelope .. . I concluded that the retrograde motion of the
President's head, in response to the rifle bullet shot, is consistent with the law
of conservation of momentum, if one pays attention to the law of the conserva
tion of energy as well, and includes the momentum of all the material in the
problem. The simplest way to see where I differ from the rest of the critics is to
note that they treat the problem as though it involved only two interacting
masses: the bullet and the head. My analysis involves three interacting masses,
the bullet, the jet of brain matter observable in frame 313, and the remaining
part of the head. It will turn out that the jet can carry forward more momentum
than was brought in by the bullet, and the head recoils backward, as a rocket
recoils when its jet fuel is ejected. (Alvarez 1976, p. 819)
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Alvarez even designed a series of experiments to confirm his "jet hypothesis" by
wrapping melons in 1 inch Scotch "filament tape," in an attempt to emulate the
construction of the human skull. He then fired upon them with a 30.06 rifle with
150 grain hand-loaded soft-nosed bullets, which hit the melons with a velocity of

about 3,000 ftlsec. Six out of seven of the melons exhibited retrograde motion
(Alvarez 1976, p. 821).
It does not take a forensic expert to identify the main reasons why we can
grant, at best, only limited value to these melon experiments. First of all, there is
the fact that the weapon found in the book depository, a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle,
would have fired a much smaller 6.5 mm copper-jacketed bullet weighing 161 grains
at a slower muzzle speed of about 2,200 ftlsec. Secondly, there is no evidence pro
vided to suggest that a melon wrapped in tape will react to a projectile in a way
comparable to a human head. One would surmise that the density of the human
skull would slow down and deform the projectile more than several layers of tape,
and therefore increase the forward momentum in comparison to the retrograde
motion. Alvarez also neglected to take into account the role that the human scalp
might play in the equation. We might also question whether brain matter would
react in the same way as melon matter did. Perhaps the most significant lacuna is
that Alvarez neglected to specify how much tape was used. Therefore, the experi
ment is essentially non-repeatable by other investigators.
In 1974 and 1975, John K. Lattimer conducted a series of tests intended to
correct some of the more obvious deficiencies of the Alvarez experiments. Firing a
Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and the same kind of ammunition found in Dallas,
Lattimer conducted experiments using packed melon material wrapped in tape (to
emulate the scalp) and placed them into human skulls. He found that the retro
grade motion was evident, but not as forceful as the Alvarez experiments revealed
(Lattimer 1980, p. 251).9 It is, however, well known that live bone is extremely
elastic and therefore would not react to a high-velocity penetrating bullet the same
way as dried-out bone. Therefore the validity of these experiments must be re
garded with at least a degree of suspicion.
Lattimer also hypothesized that physiological laws ("neurologic spasm") might
also account for the head-snap and the fact that Kennedy's body seemed to be
catapulted across the back seat. He observed that when the brain of any large ani
mal, such as a goat, is struck by a high speed military bullet:
there is a massive downward discharge of neurologic impulses from the in
jured brain, down the spinal chord to every muscle in the body. The body then
stiffens, with the strongest muscles predominating. Since these are the back
muscles and the muscles of the back of the neck, the neck arches, the back
arches, and the body stiffens into an archlike configuration; the upper limbs
react next (Lattimer 1980, p. 255)
Lattimer noted that the House Select Committee confirmed this hypothesis with
tests conducted at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds where researchers shot goats in
the head and observed their movements (Lattimer 1980, p. 258). Obviously the
critics would doubt any conclusions based on an analogy between the shooting of
a goat in the head under test conditions and the assassination of the President.
What do the Alvarez and Lattimer experiments prove? At best, one might con
clude that the tests indicate that the lone gunman theory does not necessarily vio-
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late the laws of nature. This modest conclusion, however, does not rule out the
possibility that other alternative hypotheses might also explain the head-snap with
equal or superior explanatory power. Indeed, Lattimer himself suggests at least
two different covering law models (the physics of the jet and the physiology of
neuro-muscle spasm) that might be invoked to explain the motion of Kennedy's
head and body as seen in the Zapruder film. Unfortunately, there is no way of
discerning which, if either, of these laws actually was in play on 22 November 1963.
Moreover, one might propose any number of alternative hypotheses that would be
equally consistent with the laws of nature, for example, that the head wound was
inflicted by two gunmen firing nearly simultaneously from the above rear and from
the grassy knoll.
Finally, one must once again question the integrity of the Zapruder film itself.
In 1965, J. Edgar Hoover admitted that the order of frames Z-314 and Z-315 had
inadvertently been switched during the publication the Zapruder film in Volume
XVIII, pp. 70-71, of The

Warren Report. The effect of this "mistake" was the illusion

of a forward head-snap rather than the more problematic retrograde motion (Th
ompson 1967, p. 89).

The Location of the Head wounds Puzzle
Another puzzle that has occupied Kennedy assassination researchers relates to the
location of the head wounds. The lone gunman theory entails that one single jack
eted Mannlicher-Carcano bullet entered near the back of the President's head, frag
mented, and exited leaving a massive head wound to the right parietal region. Re
searchers have focused on the autopsy report, the X-rays, and autopsy photographs
as means of verifying these necessary conditions. The key question asked of the
autopsy materials has been whether the head wound(s) were inflicted from above
and behind, the left, the front right, or from two or more directions.
In the 1960s, competent forensic pathologists possessed ample techniques for
estimating the general direction from which the Kennedy and Connally wounds
were inflicted. Bullet wounds of entrance and exit could be distinguished by the
presence of an abrasion collar around the wound, and, if bones are broken, by a
characteristic "bevelling" of the bone where the diameter of the hole is smaller on
the impact side of the wound than on the exit side

(Warren Report 1964,

p. 86). It

was also known that some high-velocity bullets tend to fragment, produce a wound
passage that rapidly increases in diameter as the bullet passes through the head,
and cause shock waves, that bone fragments act as secondary missiles which con
tribute to the damage, and that jacketed ammunition produces a different type of
wound than a hunting-style bullet with an exposed lead nose (Wilber 1978, pp.
218-219). Among forensic pathologists it was a well-confirmed fact that when a
high-velocity bullet strikes a living bone in the skull it:
springs back to a smaller diameter hole once the bullet has passed through.
The difference in diameter is said to be a regularly occurring event. It is there
fore probable that a hole of entrance measured in live skull has been made by a
bullet with a diameter of 0.1 to 1.0 millimeter larger than the hole. (Wilber
1978, p. 218)
If the autopsy physicians were accurate in their location and measurement of the
6x15 mm entry wound to the back of Kennedy's head, then that wound was barely
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compatible with the hole that would have been made by the 6.5 mm bullet found at
Parkland. In short, forensic science cannot establish with certainty whether the
entry wound in the back of Kennedy's head was caused by a 6.5 mm or a 7 mm
bullet (Wilber 1978, p.218).
The location of this smaller wound has also been a source of puzzlement.Both
the autopsy face sheet marked by Boswell and the official Warren Report diagram
of the head wound placed the entry wound of the head at least three inches lower
than the later findings of the Clark Panel and the House Select Committee on As
sassinations. The autopsy team still defends this lower position.Again, critics ar
gue that the migration of the entry wound confirms their hypothesis that the au
topsy materials viewed by the recent investigatory groups are, in fact, forgeries.
The autopsy report locates the larger of the two head wounds "chiefly in the
parietal bone but extending somewhat into the temporal and occipital regions.In
this region there is an actual absence of scalp and bone producing a defect which
measures approximately 13 em.in greatest diameter" (Warren Report 1964, p. 540).
The X-rays reveal numerous dust-like bullet fragments scattered throughout the
right hemisphere of President Kennedy's brain. The two largest fragments (CE843) were removed by Dr.Humes during the autopsy and handed over to the FBI.

[Editor's note: See the Postscript to David Mantik, Part I.]
In January 1964, The Texas State Journal ofMedicine published an article based
on interviews with the Parkland physicians.Charles J.Carrico stated that the head
wound he saw "had caused avulsion of the occipitoparietal calvarium and shred
ded brain tissue was present with profuse oozing" ("Three Patients", 1964, p. 540).
Malcolm 0. Perry described the head wound as: "A large wound of the right poste
rior cranium ...exposing severely lacerated brain" ("Three Patients", 1964, p.62).
Charles R. Baxter said that "portions of the right temporal and occipital bones
were missing and some of the brain was lying on the table" ("Three Patients", 1964,
p.63).Robert McClelland described the head wound as a "gunshot wound to the
side of the head" and William Kemp Clark located it in the occipital region of the
skull ("Three Patients"1964 p. 63).Clark also noted that the wound begins "in the
right occiput extending into the parietal region.Much of the right posterior skull,
at brief examination, appeared gone" ("Three Patients"1964, p. 64). M.T.Jenkins
described the head wound as "a great laceration on the right side of the head (tem
poral and occipital)".[Editor's note: See Charles Crenshaw, Part 1, and The Warren

Report.]
In a book published in 1992, another Parkland physician, Charles A.Crenshaw,
gave the following description:
Then I noticed that the entire right hemisphere of his brain was missing, begin
ning at his hairline and extending all the way behind his right ear. Pieces of
skull that hadn't been blown away were hanging by blood matted hair ...Part
of his brain, the cerebellum, was dangling from the back of his head by a
single strand of tissue (Crenshaw 1992, pp.78-79)
The consensus among the Parkland physicians, therefore, was that the wound ex
tended well into the occipital area in the back of the head. However, in 1972, when
Lattimer viewed the autopsy materials, he located the wound more toward the
front right of the head:
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in the front half of the right side of the top of the head, with a very large seg
ment of the top right half of the skull and scalp missing, from about the top
margin of the frontal bone back for a distance of approximately 13 em (5 inches).
The defect extended roughly along the sagittal suture in the midline of the head,
and must have taken away most of the right parietal bone. (Lattimer

1972, p.

53)
In

1991, a conference was held in Dallas which brought together some of the

Parkland and Bethesda witnesses to discuss the assassination. There was a general
consensus among the group that the head wound extended well into the occipital
area toward the back of Kennedy's head, an observation that seemed to contradict
these recent disclosures. The "best evidence" in the case, Kennedy's brain, was
removed and preserved in a formalin solution during the autopsy. However, some
time during

1965-1966, it disappeared from the National Archives (Lifton 1992, p.

508).
Although there is still considerable disagreement over the location of the head
wounds, everyone agrees that the wound to the right side of the President's head
was massive. The severity of the wound itself is a puzzle. The single bullet theory
requires that a jacketed bullet could inflict a series of wounds, including substan
tial bone damage, without becoming deformed. Yet the lone gunman theory must
hold that same kind of bullet fired from the same location could fragment enough
to blow out the right side of the President's skull leaving over thirty dust-like par
ticles in the brain. Michael L. Kurtz, therefore, has argued that the massive head
wound is more consistent with an exploding bullet similar to the one that killed
Martin Luther King. (Kurtz

1982, p. 211)

Researchers continue to question whether the nature and location of Kennedy's
and Connally's wounds as revealed by the medical materials are consistent with
what one would expect from an assassin firing from above and behind the motor
cade. Confirmation or falsification of the lone gunman theory is contingent upon
knowledge of the precise location of President Kennedy's various wounds. But de
spite the earnest efforts of several panels of medical specialists, the key puzzles
remain. Controversy will continue at least until the X-rays and autopsy photos can
be authenticated. It is not clear, however, how one would go about such a process
of authentication. At this point in the investigation, it seems far more likely that
science will prove the X-rays to be forgeries.
In January

1972, amidst a growing firestorm of criticism of the autopsy, the

Kennedy family was finally persuaded to allow a civilian physician to study the X
rays and autopsy photos. Much to the chagrin of the critics, out of a long list of
competent forensic pathologists (which included the critics' first choice, Cyril Wecht)
the family chose John K. Lattimer, a urologist. Lattimer's association with the mili
tary and longstanding published record in support of the Warren Commission cast
a long shadow on his objectivity. When he reported that his observations confirmed
the Warren Report, the critics dismissed his findings as obviously biased. Moreover,
the critics also targeted Lattimer's overall competence. Since the practice of medi
cine is so highly specialized, physicians tend to recognize professional expertise
only in conjunction with one's medical training. The fact that Lattimer's area of
medical specialization was in urology led Cyril Wecht, then President of the Ameri
can Academy of Forensic Sciences, to characterize Lattimer as "unbelievably un
qualified." When told of Lattimer's selection Wecht remarked, "I don't know what
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in the world possessed this fellow Lattimer to have the arrogance, the effrontery, to
project himself into this. He's a urologist, a kidney-and-bladder man. By definition
this is a guy who never moves above the belly button."10 Given Lattimer's lack of
formal forensic training, the critics simply dismissed his research as incompetent.
It is also puzzling that when Lattimer inspected the X-rays he noted that he
could see PresidentKennedy's adrenal glands. [Editor's note: Gary Aguilar and David
Mantik have suggested that Lattimer's language is ambiguous and, when read very
carefully, only implies he inspected the area of the adrenals; see Resident and Staff

Physician (May 1972), pp. 57, 59.] However, it was common knowledge thatKennedy
suffered from Addison's disease, a condition characterized by an atrophying of the
adrenal cortex. On 31 August 1992, Boswell confirmed that serial sections of the
perirenal fat pads revealed no evidence of either an adrenal cortex or medulla
(Lundberg 1992, p. 1737). Lattimer interpreted the appearance of the adrenal glands
in the X-rays he saw as signifying successful treatment of the disease (Lattimer
1980, pp. 220-221) . Critics interpreted that same phenomenon as proof that the X

rays were not PresidentKennedy's (Livingstone 1992, pp. 67-68).
The House Select Committee on Assassinations contracted several forensic den
tists to verify the authenticity of the X-rays. Their method consisted of comparing
22 dental X-rays taken prior to the autopsy with the autopsy X-rays (HSCA 1978,

Vol. 1, pp. 149-175). But since the government has had possession of both sets of
X-rays, some critics suspect that both sets are bogus. In 1988, several witnesses
appeared on aKRON-TV documentary produced by David Lifton, Sylvia Chase,
and Stanhope Gould. When Jerrol F. Custer, the technician who took the X-rays at
Bethesda, was shown copies of the X-rays on file at the National Archives, he in
sisted that they were not authentic (Livingstone 1992, pp. 349-350)
In summary, it has been argued thus far that the scientific work on theKennedy
assassination has been ill-conceived and poorly designed. The root of the problem
is that the primary materials subjected to scientific analysis are simply unreliable.
But much bad science can also be attributed to the conditions under which it has
been conducted and disseminated. Most of it has been generated under the aus
pices of governmentally sponsored investigatory panels such as the Warren Com
mission and the House Select Committee on Assassinations, which have been con
ducted more like legal proceedings than scientific investigations. 11 This traditional
procedure has consisted of contracting groups of scientists to conduct highly tech
nical and esoteric forensic research on the primary evidence. Once completed, the
scientists are called in to provide expert testimony before the panels. Because the
investigatory panels are composed primarily of lawyers, they rarely understand in
sufficient depth what has been presented to them. Nevertheless, it is these unquali
fied panels who are charged with accepting or rejecting that research.
The government's practice of employing individual scientists is also problem
atic from aKuhnian perspective because it desecrates the communal context of
scientific inquiry. Individual scientists conducting esoteric research under clandes
tine conditions can produce little more than idiosyncratic research in violation of
the most basic principles of scientific research. Most fatal is the way the param
eters of the research have been limited by these committees rather than through
the channels of normal science. Unfortunately, the final reports of these investiga
tory panels are published by the government and made available to journalists and
other assassination researchers who mistakenly believe that their findings are based
on the authority of "science."
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In the course of what Kuhn would call "normal science" most of this type of
research would have been weeded out by a vigilant scientific community. However,
assassination science currently operates well outside of the Kuhnian framework.

Assassination Experts and Normal Science
It has been argued thus far that in order for science to function as a credible tool
for solving the various puzzles associated with the Kennedy assassination it is es
sential that the research be conducted within certain sociological parameters. In
the Kuhnian tradition, "normal science" is a communal activity and scientific ex
pertise is regarded as a function of scientific and scholarly institutions. Hence, to
be recognized as an authority or expert in a particular sphere of knowledge one
must possess a post-graduate degree (usually a Ph.D. or an M.D.), belong to the
appropriate scholarly organizations, and publish and present research to those
organizations. While one may object to such a narrow definition of expertise, there
are no obvious postmodern alternatives, short of deny ing the existence of stan
dards of competence altogether. The question that continues to plague assassina
tion research is, "Who are the qualified experts?"
Under normal circumstances professional historians would seem to be the most
qualified experts to weigh the evidence in the Kennedy assassination. But for the
most part, historians have not considered the Kennedy assassination to be a sub
ject worthy of serious scholarly pursuit. There are several good reasons why. Most
obviously, trained historians are extremely reluctant to commit y ears of study to
any topic where the bulk of the primary evidence is either inaccessible to research
ers or of dubious authenticity. Doctoral students are especially loath to be affiliated
with the longstanding tradition of exploitation, sensationalism, and amateurism
generally associated with literature on the Kennedy assassination. An on-line scan
of Dissertation Abstracts indicates that only about thirteen doctoral projects have
been written on the topic. 12
Over the y ears the community of assassination researchers have attempted to
cultivate their own institutional foundations. Currently, there are two organiza
tions that help serve the research needs of the critics of the Kennedy assassination.
The JFK Assassination Information Center, in Dallas, Texas, and the Assassination
Archives and Research Center in Washington, D.C. Both are primarily repositories
of documents and information and therefore cannot enforce research standards.
Several journals devoted to the Kennedy assassination publish articles on a regular
basis:

The Third Decade, The Investigator, Dateline, and Probe. The objectivity and

scholarly standards of all four is open for debate.
Most of the books on the assassination of President Kennedy have been enor
mously popular, even "best sellers." Of course, the more controversial and outra
geous the book, the more appealing it is to the public. Because of this inherent
profitability, these works have been published almost exclusively by the popular
presses, which lack the rigorous standards of peer review that academic presses
require. In the absence of traditional Kuhnian standards of professionalism,
Kennedy assassination research is rife with authors who have written on technical
aspects of the assassination without possessing convincing professional creden
tials. In 1967, when Josiah Thompson, wrote

Six Seconds in Dallas, he was an

assistant professor of philosophy at Haverford College and the author of a book on
Kierkegaard. David Lifton, author of Best Evidence, a meticulously detailed exami-
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nation of the medical evidence, was a graduate student in physics at UCLA when
he started his project.He never completed his Ph.D., but he subsequently received
an M.S.in Engineering Physics from Cornell.Professional credentials in physics,
however, cannot confer Kuhnian expertise in biology, medicine, or history. Charles
Crenshaw, M.D., co-author oflFK· Conspiracy ofSilence, was a resident at Parkland
at the time of the assassination. Apparently, he knew so little about it that his own
observations are printed in bold type, with the majority of the text written by two
well-established critics, Gary Shaw and Jens Hensen. Steve Barber, the rock musi
cian from Ohio whose keen ear detected conversation on the dictabelt recording,
has even published his interpretation of the acoustic evidence (Barber 1989).
Because of the lack of institutional mechanisms to enforce standards of com
petence, research standards, or even professional courtesy, the conduct of the com
munity of critics has been a source of controversy.Harrison Edward Livingstone,
who is among its most controversial members, recently characterized this commu
nity as follows:
The facts are that there is fraud and misrepresentation in the critical commu
nity: hoaxes, opportunism, territorialism, copyright violations, bootlegging,
vendettas, misinformation, serious misdirection by critics of other critics, dis
ruption, suppression of vital evidence for commercial purposes, slandermon
gering, and interference with other researchers and witnesses ... the critical
community is a madhouse.(Livingstone 1993, p. 369)
Gerald Posner has also been highly critical of the commercialism that has accom
panied the growth of the critical movement, especially the annual convention in
Dallas (Posner 1993, pp. 469-470). In academic historical circles, profiteering does
not often impinge on the integrity of research.History journals rarely pay researchers
for the right to publish their essays and the royalties offered by university presses
are not likely to entice scholars into early retirement. In the public debate, apolo
gists, in general, have benefitted substantially from the rather shady reputation the
critics have cultivated.
The profitability of books on the Kennedy assassination has encouraged the
participation of professional journalists. But by Kuhnian standards, journalism
does not necessarily possess the institutional foundations necessary for the cultiva
tion of expertise. Journalists do not ordinarily read textbooks in journalism or at
tend journalism schools.The largest professional organization, the Society of Pro
fessional Journalists I Sigma Delta Chi, includes only 17 percent of American journal
ists (Zelizer 1992, p.6).Even more serious is the fact that journalism lacks a sub
ject matter upon which expertise can be attributed.
Gerald Posner, a former lawyer and now well-published journalist, has ap
peared on a wide variety of television specials defending his book Case Closed and
the lone gunman theory.Much of his analysis is based on his naive acceptance of
the dubious scientific evidence discussed earlier in this essay.But to what degree
can Posner be regarded as an expert in ballistics, acoustics, or forensic pathology?
Since 1986, Posner has also published books on Mengele, Chinese Secret Societies,
a novel, and a collection of interviews with the sons and daughters of leaders of the
Third Reich.
Journalists are also largely immune from the gauntlet of expert peer review.
Often times only the editor stands between the publication of truth or falsehood.
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Once published, other journalists often provide quasi-critical analysis in the popu
lar media. Indeed, the reception of Case Closed by Gerald Posner's peers, in both
the printed and electronic media, has been no less than glowing. In fact, Posner's
book made the 30 August 1993 cover of U.S. News and World Report and included
a 22-page summary of its apologist findings. That journal, however, has had a long
history of supporting the Warren Commission. A similar issue was published on 10
October 1966, titled, "Truth About Kennedy Assassination: Questions Raised and
Answered."13 That issue also included an extensive interview with Arlen Specter
with the headline: "Truth About the Kennedy Assassination, Told by a Top Official
Investigator: "Overwhelming Evidence Oswald was Assassin'."14
There is, nevertheless, a lingering perception that the independent-minded jour
nalist, free from the bonds of institutional commitment, can provide the objectiv
ity necessary to conduct research on the Kennedy assassination. But despite our
expressed faith in the liberating power of the press, one must remember that the
mass media is really a corporate entity, imbued with corporate interests. Michael
Parenti has noted this "myth of objectivity:"
Corporate power permeates the entire social fabric of our society. Along with
owning the media, the corporate business class, .. . controls much of the rest of
America too, including its financial, educational, medical, cultural, and recre
ational institutions. Thus, the dominant capitalist interests not only structure
the way the media report reality, they structure much of reality itself. The ideo
logical character of the news, then, is partly a reflection of the journalist's 'rou
tine reliance on raw materials which are already ideological.' Opinions that
support existing arrangements of economic and political power are more eas
ily treated as facts, while facts that are troublesome to the prevailing distribu
tion of class power are likely to be dismissed as opinionated. And those who
censor dissenting views see themselves as protectors of objectivity and keepers
of heterodoxy when, in fact, they are the guardians of the ideological commu
nity. (Parenti 1986, p. 50)
A major part of the problem is that the government remains the chief source of the
news media's most cherished commodity: information. Major newspapers, popu
lar news magazines, and network television therefore must rely on the goodwill of
the gatekeepers of the government's "official information" to provide the daily ra
tion of press releases, interviews, news sources, and documents. It can be a career
threatening decision for an individual journalist to be too critical of the government's
policies. Despite the American public's well-documented interest in the Kennedy
assassination, the mass media has managed to steer clear of the most recent devel
opments in the case.
So the community of assassination researchers is currently dominated by jour
nalists who publish their work in the popular presses and by a handful of scientists
and phy sicians engaged in historical research outside of their area of recognized
expertise. It is not at all clear how any single paradigm can ever emerge from such
a diverse community operating in the absence of institutionalized standards gov
erning their research. Since the late 1960s, some scientific and medical journals
have come forth attempting to fill this institutional void.
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Scientific Journals and Assassination Research
In 1966, John K. Lattimer set a minor precedent by publishing his first article on

the Kennedy assassination in the Journal ofthe American Medical Association. Since
then, his writings have appeared in many other medical journals, such as Medical
Times, Forensic Science Gazette, Bulletin ofthe New York Academy ofMedicine, Sur
gery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, and International Surgery. Lattimer's articles cata
pulted him into the forefront of the apologist camp of the scientific debate. His
work is often cited as authoritative by philosophically naive journalists, like Gerald
Posner, who appear to be unduly impressed by Lattimer's publishing record in
scientific journals. The participation of scientific journals in the assassination de
bate, however, is problematic and raises serious ethical issues.
The main source of ethical concern is that articles published in prestigious
scientific journals like the American Journal ofPhysics or lAMA carry with them an
authority rooted in American society's faith in the integrity of science. To many
naive Americans, the assumption is that any article that appears in a scientific
journal must conform to lofty scientific standards of objectivity under the scrutiny
of competent referees. Those who belong to the professional organizations that
publish these journals, therefore, are likely to invest great confidence in the "ex
pert" opinions expressed.
But it is a mistake to assume that every article on the Kennedy assassination
published by a scientific journal adheres to lofty standards of research. Most obvi
ously, historical research published in scientific journals must always be treated
with a healthy dose of skepticism. Scientists simply are not trained in the basics of
historical research and therefore are not likely to be very critical of their sources.
For the study of the Kennedy assassination, gullibility can easily poison one's re
search. To make matters worse, the peer review process in scientific journals be
comes distorted when the reviewers, who are themselves non-historians unfamil
iar with the details of the assassination, serve as referees. Unlike historians who are
trained to carefully scrutinize the authenticity of their primary evidence, scientists
and physicians tend to limit their professional critique to issues of methodology.
Therefore, science journals are notorious for producing bad history. And because
these journals often target a highly specialized segment of the scientific commu
nity, assassination articles published in them are less likely to be read by compe
tent historians or knowledgable investigators of the Kennedy assassination.
Professional journals, like popular journals in the mass media, can also hide
political agendas behind the guise of objectivity. This problem is illustrated most
poignantly in the editor's note introducing Alvarez's article in the American Journal
of Physics:
As always, we welcome readers' responses to this article and will select some
for publication, according to their appropriateness and the space available. We
are interested in comments on procedures which Professor Alvarez uses to reach
his conclusions and on the pedagogic uses to which the article can be put. We
do not feel that this Journal is an appropriate forum for a discussion of alterna
tive theories of the assassination. (Alvarez 1976, p. 813)
Here the assumption seems to be that the methods of physics can only be used to
support hypotheses consistent with the findings of the Warren Commission. Hence,
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the editorial process itself limits the scope of criticism. In this case, one must ques
tion the journalistic ethics of publishing an article in a scientific journal under an
editorial policy that

a

priori limits both criticism and exposure to alternative hy

potheses.
In May 1992, lAMA published the first in a series of interviews with some of
the physicians who performed the autopsy (James Humes, Thornton Boswell, and
Pierre Finck) and the key Dallas physicians who treated Kennedy in the emergency
room (Malcolm Perry, James Carrico, M.T. Jenkins, and Charles Baxter). Based on
his interpretation of these interviews, George D. Lundberg, editor of lAMA confi
dently concluded:
I can state without reservation that John F. Kennedy was struck and killed by
two, and only two bullets fired from one high-velocity rifle. The first bullet
entered the back at the base of the neck and exited the front of the throat. The
abrasion and contusion collar of the skin of the back is diagnostic of a wound
of entrance. The second bullet entered the back of the head and exploded the
right side of the head, destroying the brain with a surely lethal wound. The
inward beveling of the bone at the back of the skull and outward beveling at the
front is diagnostic of the direction of the bullet's path. Thus, both bullets struck
from behind. No other bullets struck the President. A single rifle fired both.
These firsthand accounts of the autopsy and the scientific forensic evidence are
indisputable. (Lundberg 1992, p. 1738)
Near the end of the Humes-Boswell interview, Lundberg is quoted as saying: "I am
extremely pleased that, finally, we are able to have published in the peer-reviewed
literature the actual findings of what took place at the autopsy table on November
22, 1963" (Breo 1992, p. 2803).

Despite Lundberg's unabashed confidence in lAMA's "findings," the interviews
are really a prime example of how scientific journals can abuse their scientific
stature.15 First of all, the whole project assumes that interviews with scientists can
be categorized as scientific literature. Interviews are by definition opinion, and
therefore not subject to ordinary standards of peer review. In light of the universal
condemnation of the autopsy and the miscommunication between the Parkland
and Bethesda physicians, one would be hard-pressed to describe these interviews
as "expert opinion."
The articles also contain numerous instances where the authors deviate from
standard scholarly editorial practices. There is a disturbing pattern throughout the
series implying that science deals with "indisputable facts" and that competent
scientific investigators have already solved the puzzles of the assassination. More
astute scientists and philosophers in the realist tradition follow Popper in rejecting
this positivistic mythology. In Popper's view, science must reject "indisputable facts"
as inherently non-scientific. Therefore, even if scientific evidence did support the
lone gunman theory, it would not "close the case."
There are also numerous uncomplimentary references to the critics. The lAMA
articles are rife with terms like "assassination-conspiracy buffs" (Breo 1992, p. 2794),
"long parade of conspiracy theories" (Breo 1992, p. 2794), "conspiracy buffs" (Breo
1992 p. 2794), "conspiracy fanciers" (Breo 1992, p. 2803), "the growing industry of

conspiracy theories from people who are ignorant of the essential facts and yet
purport to know how President Kennedy must have been killed, at least in their
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minds"(Breo1992, p.2803), and "defamers of the truth" (Breo1992, 2807). In con
trast, Lundberg refers to those who have supported the Warren Commission as "a
series of unbiased experts, forensic scientists, pathologists , and radiologists"
(Lundberg1992, p. 1738).
Humes remarked that there were "300 people at a convention in Dallas, each
hawking a different conspiratorial theory about how the President was killed. I
think this kind of general idiocy is a tragedy-it almost defies belief-but I guess it
is the price we pay for living in a free country. I can only question the motives of
those who propound these ridiculous theories for a price and who have turned the
President's death into a profit-making industry" (Breo 1992, p. 2795). Robert R.
Artwohl's article concludes with the observation that "As the years pass, one thing
becomes abundantly clear: for the conspirati, it is conspiracy above all else, includ
ing forensic science and common sense" (Artwohl1992, p.1543).
Taken together these remarks constitute what logicians call "ad hominem argu

ments." While these kinds of statements often prove effective as rhetorical devices
in convincing an unsuspecting audience of a given point of view (and to a certain
extent these statements may even be accurate), they are, nevertheless, classified
among the fallacies of relevance and are flatly rejected as arguments worthy of
philosophical or scientific merit. Professional journals universally eschew these
kinds of arguments for logical reasons and out of professional courtesy.
In summary, the institutional void left by professional historians in the study of
the assassination of President Kennedy cannot be filled by either journalists or
scientists. Historians will continue their informal boycott of the subject until re
searchers are granted unlimited access to what is left of the primary evidence and
until the mountain of FBI and CIA documentation is completely declassified. But
even if all of this material were released to public scrutiny tomorrow, it is not cer
tain that historians would immediately migrate to the National Archives. Given the
government's unconscionable handling of this evidence over the last thirty years,
competent historians will probably continue to doubt its integrity. Young histori
ans will also think twice about devoting years of serious study to an area that has
been long associated with amateurism, sensationalism, and commercialism.
It would be most convenient to attribute the failure of assassination research to
the erosion of Kuhnian standards of competence. Unfortunately, the event is really
only an instance of a larger historical movement in the United States.

Conclusion
In many ways, the assassination of John F. Kennedy in 1963 marks the beginning
of the Post-Modem period in the United States. One of the hallmarks of this era has
been the growing distrust of all forms of institutional authority. Government offi
cials, scientists, and religious leaders can no longer claim undisputed privileged
status among the myriad forms of human discourse. Indeed experts, by any mea
sure, have become an endangered species. The "babble of tongues" that comprises
the historiography on the assassination is only a symptom of this Post-Modem
mindset.
Much of this disenchantment can be attributed to politics. Recent disclosures
indicating that during the Cold War the United States government conducted co
vert research on radiation exposure on hundreds of American citizens without their
consent is only the latest in a long series of similar travesties. Combined with the
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illegal bombing of Cambodia and spying on U.S. citizens by the CIA during the
Vietnam War, the Watergate break-in, and the Iran-Contra Affair, one must begin
to seriously question the integrity of our institutions of government.
There are at least two lessons we should have learned from our sordid experi
ence with the Cold war: first, we cannot trust the government to investigate itself;

second, we cannot depend on the free press to bring to light these transgressions in
a timely fashion.
Back in 1963, Harry Howe Ransom published a prophetic analysis of how Ameri
can democracy had become endangered by the institutions of Cold War govern
ment. He warned that elements of the defense establishment, such as the National
Security Council , Department of Defense, defense budgets, and the CIA, had al
ready begun to operate behind a wall of secrecy beyond the checks and balances of
our democratic political system. Ransom predicted that, in the near future, the
paradox of protecting national security while maintaining our democratic ideals
would become even more intensified. As a result, the goal of providing "national
security" would increasingly be used as an omnipresent excuse for secrecy and the
control of the flow of information by the government. As the United States com
petes against a closed Communist society, the basic problem, Ransom insists," ...
is not whether the American system can continue to provide both defense and
democracy, but whether it can provide either" (Ransom 1963, p.xv).
At the level of democratic ideals, the problem is the existence of a potential
source of invisible government. At the level of representatives of the people
Executive and Legislative-the problem is primarily how to control a dimly
seen instrument, so hot that if not handled with great skill it can bum its user
instead of its adversary. The problem for the scholar is access to verifiable in
formation for objective analysis. (Ransom 1963, p. 173)
Ransom might have added that the shroud of governmental secrecy also threat
ens the integrity of the scientific establishment. The Cold War is over but the United
States government continues to surreptitiously control the flow of information going
into the "assassination sciences" thus fatally compromising the necessary condi
tions for scientific inquiry. In short, if we cannot trust the Cold War regime of the
United States to have maintained an objective chain of evidence, and if the govern
ment continues to micro-manage the evidence, the greatest scientific minds in the
world will not bring us any closer to the truth. The old saying,"garbage in, garbage
out" captures the essence of what happens when science becomes a mere instru
ment of political chicanery.
The scientific method represents a highly idealized and perhaps naive vision of
human inquiry. Because scientists are, by their very nature, idealists, they have
always been among the first to be duped by political power. Consequently, the post
modem world nurtures a deeply rooted distrust of "scientific experts" proclaiming
the Absolute Truth. If science and other forms of scholarly activity are to survive
this post-modem onslaught, it is imperative that individual scientists be mindful of
the inherent limits of scientific inquiry.
We may lament the loss of "finality" that has accompanied our growing dis
trust of authority. Many of us may still seek refuge in the belief that science can fill
the void left by our defrocked religious leaders, indicted politicians, and incompe
tent journalists.However, this is a serious mistake . If philosophers like Kuhn and
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Foucault are justified in their suspicion of scientific regimes wielding unlimited
social and political power, then we must subject scientific experts to the same level
of scrutiny we afford the testimony of ordinary human beings.

Notes
"Doubts Remain in Shooting: 7 of 10 Say Killing of JFK a Conspiracy", The

Cincinnati Enquirer (21 November 1993) p. A7
For a discussion of how the American scientific community defended slavery
during the nineteenth century, see Stanton (1966), Haller (1975), and Gould
(1981).

For a critical historical study of how social and cultural prejudices

have influenced the scientific measurement of human intelligence during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, see Gould (1981).
See Posner (1993), p. 318, and "The Warren Report," CBS News, Part I (25 June
1967), p. 14.
An interesting, if totally irrelevant bit of science has been presented to explain
the fact that between Frames 224 and 230 of the Zapruder film Kennedy's arms
can be seen to raise up. Lattimer attributes this motion to a neurological re
sponse to the bullet grazing the President's spinal column; see Lattimer (1980),
pp. 168-169 and pp. 240-246. The problem is determining whether the motion
was caused by the Thorburn reflex or by a an involuntary reaction to being shot
in the throat. There is no empirical basis for preferring one hypothesis over the
other.
For a less than satisfactory discussion of the dicta belt issue, see Groden and
Livingstone (1990), Chapter 12. The author does a better job on the acoustics in
his more recent book, Livingstone (1993), Chapter 12.
Perry's comments were widely reported by the main new sources: UPI wire at
3:10 CST and The New York Times article 11123/63, and discussed in Chapter 3
of Lifton (1992). [Editor's note: See Appendix C.]

[Editor's note: The thesis that the Bethesda physicians were aware of the tra
cheostomy and of the wound to the throat but concealed their possession of
that knowledge-now called "the throat-wound ignorance theory"-is an hy
pothesis for which there exists extensive and convincing evidence. It has been a
subject of ongoing investigation, especially by Kathleen Cunningham.]
The tumbling bullet hypothesis is detailed in Lattimer (1980), p. 268.
Similar tests were conducted by the Warren Commission in order to determine
whether Kennedy's head wounds were compatible with what one would expect
from the Carcano rifle at 270 feet. Interestingly, the Warren Commission did
not report that the targets exhibited retrograde motion. See Warren Report (1964),
pp. 585-586.
10

Quotation originally taken from an article titled, "'Unbelievably Unqualified'
Doctor Called Unfit to Judge JFK Data," in Chicago Daily News (January 11,
1972). Cited in Lifton (1992), p. 582.

11

For an early critique of the conduct of the Warren Commission, see Lane (1966).
Two recent books by critics examine the work of the House Select Committee
on Assassinations: are Fonzi (1993) and Summers (1989).

12

One of this notable few is a doctoral dissertation by Barbie Zelizer that doesn't
even propose a conspiracy theory. It explores the narrative reconstruction of
the Kennedy assassination by journalists and therefore avoids the forementioned
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research quagmire. See Barbie Zelizer, "Covering the Body:" The Kennedy As
sassination and the Establishment of Journalistic Authority" (University of Penn
sylvania Doctoral Dissertation, 1990).
13

"Truth About Kennedy Assassination" U.S. News and World Report 61 (10 Octo
ber 1966), pp. 48-63.

14

"Overwhelming Evidence Oswald was Assassin" U.S. News and World Report
61 (10 October 1966), pp. 48-63.

15

For a detailed and devastating philosophical critique of the lAMA ar
ticles by James H. Fetzer, a noted philosopher of science, see Fetzer
(1993b) and Livingstone (1993), pp. 122-124. [Editor's note: See James
H. Fetzer, Part

1.]
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According to The Warren Report, John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
the 35th President of the United States, was assassinated by
a lone, demented gunman, Lee Harvey Oswald, pictured here.
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\
ENTRANCE WOUND TO THROAT
Anterior lower
third of the neck ( tracheal
ring 2 ) - Spherical in shape with sharp, s�moth
margins.
( 4-6mra in size, less than l/4 inch )

\
F..NTRANCE WOUND TO 'l'HROAT - POST TRACHEOSTOMY
Post: Tracheostomy - by Dr. Perry through the entrance wound.
Incision was sharp,
smooth, approximately 1 to 1 3/4 inches.
(Incision edges were together.)

Observations of JFK Wounds in Trauma Room 1 by Charles Crenshaw, M.D.
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RIGHT RUR OF HEAD

Large avulsed area with loss of some parietal
and most of occipital area of lesion.

EXIT WOUND - RIGHT REAR OF HJ:AD

(OCCIPITAL-PARIETAL AREA)

2 3/4 inches to 2 l/2 inches (Size of baseball) and ait:e
of -.y fiat - more or leas cireular - Bone and hllir gone -

c•<o;::ko:t(J��/Oft/f7
Observations of JFK Wounds in Trauma Room 1 by Charles Crenshaw, M.D.
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FEDERAL BUREAU t.F INVESTIGATION
Dale

c

ill iilli 53

-

On November 25, 1963, Mr. C. J, PRICE, Administrator,
Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas, Texas, advised that the
Death Certificate and 'Statements of Medical Treatment relating
to President JOHN F, KENNEDY had been taken by GEORGE G.
BURKLEY, Mb1 White House, Washin�ton, D.C. 1 and Secret
Service
Agents.
Mr. PRIC�stated, however, that a summary had been
prepared by Dr, KEMP CLARK, Director, Service of Neui'blog' ical
Surgery at the request of GEORGE G. BURKLEY, liD, and was transmitted
to Dr. BURKLEY by letter dated November 23, 1963.

Wr, PRICE made available reproduced copies of the
summary and letter furnished Dr. BURKLEY.
Dr ,

KEMP

The following are the contents of the summary prepared by
CLARK, verbatim:
summary

"The President arrived at the Emergency Room
at 12:43 P.M., the 22nd of November, 1963. He was in tho
back seat of his limousine. Governor Connally of
Texas ,was also in this car, Tho first physician to
see the President was Dr. James Carrico, a Resident in
General Surgery.
"Dr. Carrico noted the President to have slow,
agonal respiratory efforts, He could hear a hea rtbeat
but found no PUlse or blood pressure to be present.
Two external wounds, one in the lower third of the
anterior neck, the other in the occipital region of the
skull, were noted, Through the head wound, blood and
brain were extruding, Dr, Carrico inserted a cuffed
endotracheal tube;• While doing so, he noted a ragged
wound of tho tracheL immediately below the laryax.
"At this time 1 Dr. llalcolm Perry, Attending
Surgeon, Dr. Charles Baxter, Attending Surgeon, and
Dr. Ronald Jones, another Resid�nt in General
S urgery, arrived. Immediately thereafter, Dr. M.T.
Jenkins, Director of the Department of Anesthesia and
Doctors Giesecke and Hunt, two other Staff Anesthesiologists,
arrived� The endotracheal tube had been connected to a

11-25-63

Dallas 1

Texas

DL 89-43

•

FBI Report with Summary of Treatment at Parkland by Kemp Clark, M.D.

1
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"Bennett respirator to assist the President's
b reathing. An anesthesia machine was substituted for
this by Dr. Jenkins. Pnly 100% oxygen was administered.
"A cutdown was performed in the right ankle,
a polyethylene catheter inserted in tbe vein. An
infusion of lactated Ringer's solution was begun.
was drawn for type and crossmatch, but unmatched

and
Blood

type '0' RH negative blood was immediately obtained
and begun. Hydrocortisone 300 mgms was added to the intravenous
fluids.
"Dr. Robert McClelland_, Attending Surgeon,
arrived to help in the President's care. Doctors Perry,
Baxter, and McClelland began a tracheostomy, as con
siderable quantities of blood were present from the
President's oral pharynx. At this time, Dr. Paul Peters,
Attending Urological Surgeon, and Dr. Kemp Clark, Director
of Neurological Surgery, arrived. Because of the
lacerated trachea, anterior chest tubes were placed in
both pleural spaces. These were connected to sealed under
water d'rainage.
"Neurological examination revealed the President's
pupils to be widely dilated and fixed to light. His
eyes were divergent, being deviated outward; a skew
deviation from the horizontal was present. No deep
tendon re!le�es or spontaneous movements were found.
"There was a large wound in the right occipito
parietal region, from which profuse bleeding was
'
occurring. 1500 cc ; of blood were estimated on the
drapes and floor of the Emergency Operating Room. There
was considerable loss of scalp and bone tissue. Both
cerebral and cerebellar tissue were extruding from the
wound.

"Further examination was not possible as cardiac
arrest occur�ed at this point. Closed chest cardiac
massaie was began by Dr. Clark. A pulse palpable in
both the carotid and femoral arteries was obtained. Dr.
Perry relieved on the cardiac massage while a
cardiotachioscope was connected, Dr. Fouad Basbour,
Attending Physician arrived as this was being connected.

FBI Report with Summary of Treatment at Parkland by Kemp Clark, M.D.
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"There w�s electrical silence of

the President's

heart.
"President Ke:naedy was proDo\lUced dead at

1300 hours by Dr. Clark.

/s/ Kemp ei�k, k.D.
Director
Service of Neurological Surgery"

a.-----·-

Warren Commission Exhibit CE-2113
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'l.�1lS Copy Fo:"
U lPI S

CONI'I:RBll.::l
AT 'Tdll r.um :-:otr-3

il0"11113AB 22, 1�::s
CCT

3:16 P.M.

Dallas, Tex&8

l.1ll, !U.ll'rul:

Let

101e �ave your

attaat1oa,

please.

You wuted to tall: to ::oae of t.'le at!endi!lc
I bava two o� tbam here, Dr, l�lcolD Parry,
��7c1c1aas,
::.:1 &t�e�dinc IIUr1aon llere at the Parkland r�rial �ospital,

tl

v:!.ll talk

to

vou firs!, a�� thea. Or.

c::!e:l a.euroeurgeoa !:ero �� t:le OOS!'ital.

11!la·�

be

kuowa

i:lr,

about :!.t.

�p C� ark , tba
Za w:Ul tell you

Parr,..

0..

Were you ia ��te�dP.a.ce when

Q,

Let

DJl,

ll!LOOUI PE?�:

hb

:

the �res ideat

died?

tell l:l:!.s storJ,
I

was e1111::10a ed

to

tbe Emergaacy

tbe l?:;;oe:::!.deat wu brou(filt !n, oil ua
e�er3�acy b&l1s, �di&�lllJ af ter the 'rsG1dsat11 arrival,
u,�a :eachias hie eide, I DOted t�at he wu � critical
llllllledi&·�a
colldi tioa from a wouDd of t.'le aeck alld ot t:1e llaad,

i':oom s b o l' tlJ aftezo

rs��scitative measure• --

Q.

Would you �o olower?

DR.

PERRY:

I

a.o�ed be was ill a critical coaditioa.

�=o� the wound ill tl:le aec� aad tile head.

Q,

Could that �3

DB,

PERRY:

Q,

A

doae bJ ou abot?

I C&UDOt

coajecture.

would o: t!le aect

&Dd

of the b ..d.

DB, PlliJlY:

of

I

doa•t kaow,

tbl --

Imcodiate

re:::ascitdive

were uadertakea, aad Dr, r�ap Clark, �ofessor of
rrae Bu::>IIIQI1ed, aloas w1 tb eeve:-al atber m8Dibera
the surctcal &ad medical staff,
'lbaJ ar:r 1�• ed illmediatel,,

�eacures

ilau:raauzo:rery,

a::

��t at t�!s �iat tbo Pra�ideat•e coadltion did DOt allow
com�lete resuacitatioa,

DB.

nliln':

'

... 'DU criticallJ ill aDd moribuad

&t tbe tt.e tbese •euures were besua.

Q,

Coapletelr 111 aDd what?

1• . .

Transcript of Parkland Press Conference, 3:16P.M., 22 November 1963
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DB,

PIUY:

lieu death,

DR,

Pltl\Y:

l'.o�:l.�.

Q,

Could :vou -::.11

DR,

l'SaRY:

pe4Utolr.
,.:e

aUe���pte'7

Dl'. Cl.ul: •=:l.v.cl tbenafcar,

u wbat

reouae!tat1ve

.. aauu

A.a�ctad raap:l.ntloa.,

P.. Y'.Jat :1.11 tbat?
Clo

W:l.tll ITbat?

DR. !'IB!lf:
J.aa:Lctecl rupll'at:I.Oil v!.tb OlrJPD aDd
au uaeatbas�a :ucbllle, paceace of aA alldotrac:!aal tube,

JCN et:l.ck it ia?

Q,

Doaa tbat �Mall

DR,

PEZRY:

Q,

epell it tol' w., JlleUe,

Q,

'l'bar did pel'fol'a a tracheoctorq?

DR,

P.13RY:

Q,

Would

Q,

Yes, 'lace it iD hiD trac�aa.

Yes.
:VOU IIPIIll it?

Vu tbere a p1"!Ht

!Ill. KAWD:
!he opera Uoa,
Dl.

PBBRY:

1o tba

:rooc at tbia tiJM,

Tbe doctor 1a Just telliDS 7011 about
Blood

aAd Uuid&s ware �o p.vaa, &lid
&DJ beart

an electrocardioarapb aoD1tor ,.. attacbed to record

beat tbat milbt be p:reaeDt,
al3o iD atteDdaACa,

At tbia poillt, Dr, Clark wu

Q. lbat 1• biB zwae?
DR, PS:xr:

Dr. :itellp Clull,

oa, KBIIP CLABit:
tbe �ldaa.t

I

ADd Dr, Cbad.M Butar.

wu called

bJ Dr. Pan, because

-·

IJ)ill

Transcript of Parkland Press Conference, 3:16
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beca�•• the �a1deat had •uc�aiDtd • br�ia
wouad.
Oa •r a¥r1val, t�e reauecitatlve e��or�, tbe
tracbooeta.J, tbe a�iaS.tratioa of cbeat tu�a to relieve
llll7 poc1ible

Q.

Could

rou al0\7 dowa a Uttle bit, Doctcl', pleaae?

DR, CLI.RX:
-:o reline aay poaa1::,111� Of ah
�31us la the pleural space, the electrocar�1oc:.. bad beea
••

l1oo!u1d up, blood a��d tlu1do wen be1al a.cllllia:!.o�ered b::r Dr.
Perry �ad Dr. S&xter,
It v.. appareat that the Praatdeat
i1ad CUIItalaed a lethal vowul.

A •1aa1le had co� la or out ot �be back of hie
bead, cau11111 ezteastve lacoeraUou aad loaa of braiD tlane,
:;:,ortl)' after I arrived, t::ae paUeat, the Proaideat, loat
ilill heart act to a bJ the eleotrocardiOP'.. , bu heart thea
l1ad atoppld,
We att..ptod reoucc itat iY e •easure• of bll heart,
tacludlas oloaed cbeat cardiac ....all, but to DO aYa11,

Q,

'l'bat

... cloaed cbelt?

DR, CLAllX:
Q,

=

Yll,

DoM that .... exterul, Doctor, cloaed?

111. CLARK:

!u, . 17e were able to obtaiD palpable
pul••• br tbia -tbod, tlut, qaia, to DO avail.

q,

nat

11 p�pable?

a. BAWD:
Q,

7ou uk?

Palpable?

oa. ClJ.U::
Q.

lrbat did

Palpable.

Palpable wbat?

111. a.t.U:

Pilla••·

Q, Doctor, how aa��7 doCtor• were
the time of tbe Pl'eaideat•a death?

111 att:eadaaoe at

Q. Doatol', e� :rou .tell WI botr loQJ aftll' be
arrived oa tbe &.orceaor ta�l• before be e=pired?
Ia otb�
I"IOrcla, how 1oa1 wae be UviD& wbUe 1a tbe boapital?
oa.

CLAJII[:

40 z:ataut•. perbapll.

Dll. l'IIK'I':

l ... fal' too tiuiJ to tell.

n. CJ,.AU:

:r would pu1 aboUt «> alaut•.

evea look at tbe watcb,

:r d1da. t

Q. ooctol', CUI rena deeori&. tbe cou:r.. of tile wouad
tbroulll till bead?

r·-·-·

IIDII:
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DR, CLARX:

11a ua�• too boasy to
of U• tl'aok, llll t tba back of hie ll..d.

Q,
t:ta

risbt

bo

ab::olutaly aun

B

_

All4 tbzou�ll �· nec:k?

Dl, ct..AU;
aida,

Q,

h:l.noipally oa hill r�t :Jida,

towarda

i1bat wu tbe oxaet ti.JH of daatb, doctor?

Dl, CU.i!l: 'lbat is vary difficult to aay, 'J'a
ve�e va=r buay, aad in auawo� to aoaeone alce•c qu88tion,
va bad a lot of people 1A attcDClanca, Va elected to ll&ka
tbia at 1300 ,
Q,

You aleoted7

�. Wbat, air?
Dll, CLAU:

hia

•• p:ooaounced

1:00

&t lSOO houri,

YR,

BAWD:

Q,

Can you d..c:-i'be bia neck wound?

o•cloc:IE,

DR, CLAU: I waa way Witll bia head uound, l would
peopl e 1lbo took care of that part to describe

l:ll:a to aek tbe
tllat to you,

Q, l'bat

WU tbe qllHtlOII?

DR, PBIIBY:
'!'be neck wowuS, aa Y:laible OD tba
patiaat, revealed & bullet bola �t 1A the aid lta.,

Q,

Wbat waa tllat?

Dll, PI:RBY:
Q,

C&a

Bela.

Dll. PIB1l1':
tll�oup
TiJara

IZI

t�e a:l.d liua,

tba lowu portion of the

you dCIOQlltl'ate,

DR, PIMf:
Q,

a1110c:t :l.a

lNl.lat bola

Wogld :rou C:amoaatl'ate?

DR, PERa1':
Q,

I

Q. Docto�,
tbe bead?

Doc: to&', oa

l.pp::o:d . atelJ
tile

A�'•

han

Dac!i;,

your -

ia

aack?

(ind1catllll),

apple?

l!elov tbe Mu•e apple,

ill 1t the &lhJIPUOII tbat U wen"&

DR, PI D': Tbat 'l'lCNld _be oa coa.:lao'tuH
are two WO\LIIIh0 aa Dr, Cllirll: aotad1 011a of

oa

111 pui: -:
Deck &ad

tile

Wbathe� they are direc:tly related or ralate4
one ot tba bead,
bulleta, I C:UDOt r:ray,

to a

.. _.:.

l--- · ..
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Q, Vbera ,.. tlla oqtruca woiiD4?

DB, PBBR'f: 'l"o�o:ro na aD eatruce \701.IQd 111 tba aeclc,
lA roa;uds the 01111 em t!le :1oad, I cii.AIJOt cay.
\"IOUUd?

Q, Wblcb W&J vao t�e bullet oom!A� oa t�e aeck
At bill?

DR, PIF.RY: 'role utlll'a of tbe \'IO".!Dd clefin the
abilitJ to de:cribl wbet�e: lt weDt tbroueb :lt frge either
a ide , I canzaot tell JOU t�at. CaD JOU, Dr. Clark?
DR, CIJ..aJC: 'l"o1e lle:.:S wouacl coulcl bl'.ve � eitbezo
tbe e:dt vou;sd :fr- tlle ac!c or it could h av e beea a tupatial
\'IO'.lacl0 as 1t wu ailllpl)l a lup, I&Jil.D.C loao Ol! ttaaue,
Q, Tlla t wu tile :U:Ioneli:l.ate caU!Ie o:£ 4eatll
llaa4 wouad?
DR, CI.AaJ[:

I

&:OCWIMI

-·

tile

::

SO; )188,

Q, Tbere ill a ::-J:JDr ti'lat LJacloa Jolullloll bad
lleart a ttack , ud I �u.'.' l�• to cbe ct tllat out,

a

&, BAWU:
f cloa • t believe tlleoe �Dtl- were
1D atteudiUICe w:ltla tile V!ce �ea:ldeut,

Ill, BAWlS:

�t :111 -t tbe qaast:loD JOU aboulcl

put to tb:lll doctor.

Q,

Cu :vou tell

aa when be La?

a!ll, IIA'!JD:
I CADit ucnr, but l!r, ltil.clu:ft w111 be
available later &Del •• clll take tlloae detailG tbell,

MR. RAWlS: 'l'be:;r are ulcllle wbe=• t:Je V:l.n Preaidelat
bu.t I dcm't IEDIMr at t;,e IICIMDt, 'l'll&t !a uot the proper
qUUUOil to put tO tllese e;GDtl8alllo
'llleJ nre bu.aJ w1tll tile
l?rea141Dt at tbe tiM,
vu,

Q, lbere wu 11m. r-DDIICIJ7
Ill, BAWD; I (OQ•t !mow tbat c!et&U e:l.tber, As :roa
aicbt suapeot, ,.. "" all i)uaJ aroaad bare,
Q, eu•t
Ill :vomo .. t111at1oa,
B91Mtlli.D.Co

we c!eu

tll:lll 11J1 Jllllt a little -n?
oae ozo two woUDclll?
.JIIat pve

wu tilezoe

Ull

DB, PDIL1':

Tmp th• 1 nJ"BJ-r-4�
...,._.,.
___
.
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co-ivable that it cou ld !lave beeo CllUllecl J-; one -lllld,
:,O.at then could b&Ye ben t:1o jut u well U tl>e eocoQCI
il'.allet etruclc tbe head ill additloD to et:U:i.Da tlte Dock, ud B
I cazmot tell )'O\& t.bat due to the uture o:C tile 'ftluDd. Tbere
is DO Waf for •e to tell,

Q, Doctor, deccri� tbe eDti'IJICO ".lou&Jd,
t�illll f� tlla :CroDt 1a � throat?

-

Yw

DR, Plnat: Ti:Je VO"JD4 appeared to be &A ctDU&D�
wUDCl 1D the :lroDt of tlle �hroat; yee, th&� :La correct,
'l.'be u:it WOl'.D:I1 I don't !:low,
It could !lave beea tbe bead
or -�01are cw::..d bave beea. a c;ecoad ww11d o: the :.ead.
Then
wAa not twt' to �ete:r.llle tllis at ti1e par:1culal' !Aata.a.t,
t:,e

Q. l!'·nld t.be bullet bave bad to t: av el liP :troa
uck wounti 14 edt tbroup tbe back?

DR, PBaii.Y: DDleca it wae deviatecl
bv.ctri�iar boa.e or some o�llel' obJect,
Q.

�:1:'0111 ita COIIl'ee

Doctor, can 7011 ctve us yolll' &:;eo, plea:ae?

I

:r

3&,

DB,

PBBD':

Q,

You ue Doctol'

IIIII

wbo?

llR, HI.WD: '11118 1a Dr, llalco� �er::y, attea.diq
cu��oa, au� this ie Dr, CO� Clark , cbief o� aeuroeursery
at t:JU b05p1tfol.
Q.

pe::to�

Bcnr old ue you, eir?

D:a. CLABit:

38,

DB, CLAU:

Yea.

Q, Caa. )'Oil tell ue whether tbe &uto.,:�y
here or ela.wba=e?
D"3, PIUY:

wil l

be

I do :aot baye tbat 1Dtonat10D.

Q, Wlll tbere be ODe?
Ill. BAlD:

"bllllet

I doa.'t � that.

Q,
lae tbe heaicleAt ever coucioUII after tJae
at:ruck bS.?
DB, PBI&TI

lfo, aot 'llllrle J ... f.A attelld&Ace.
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Sow aucb �!oocl

Q,

DR, PBIUl1':
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Wd uaad?

r dou•t know,

Tbaro waa couaid;,rr.ble

bleodiar.

D:l.d 1011 bave

�.

DR, ��11:

�or blood?

to aalld

3lood waa

soot

for

aDd

o��a:l.oa4;

yea,

Q, Where?

DR,

PBIBT;

Q,

Hera

F%01:1

O'.U

Blood

BaH,

:t.a t�o �osp:t.tal?

DR, PBIK'f:

Sere :I.D tba bosp:t.tal..

DR, PBBBY:

I Ca31t �Ill

�.

Bow

IIUCb

J0\1 tbat,

blood?

DR, PBUY:

I cSou•t

Q,

vo.-e the lad rites par!oi'IHd :I.D tU

Doctor,

ll:uow,

E::aerc:encr llooll?
DR, P&BBY:

tea,

IIR, BAWUs

tea,

tlltJ a&:l.4 tbiJ Wl:rt,

JU.ldu:ff

told J'OII1 too,

Q,

oatrauce,

Bow far fra:a tba cloor

:l.a tbat, u4

wb:lcb W&J?

DR, 11151'1 S't:'a:l.eflt in fi'OII tbe BIHI'58DCJ aoa.
at tba 'back of t:le boap:l.tal, appro=:!m:talJ 40 feat,

Q,

'1'be

Urat

DR, DMP:

'l'ba

Baw aa111
Q,
at t:la t:t..a of cleatb?
DR, P&RBr:

tloorv
�wu:t

floor,

Qocton alld

'l'll•r•

P�7B:I.C:I.&Da at tb&t t�a,

uun aa ware

wan at

:I.D

attalldaoca

1-•· a:t.ctR· ar··t.a
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•
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B

- 8

At hut el�t or tea pbyalc11:W11

Q,

pa, PIIBBY:

Yea,

q, Did you tblnl: llia IAOrtal11 voun4Gd at tbe tille
70'.1 �imt e;:��o'lilled bill, or 41cl you tbiDk tberct vu 110 poesi·
iJ1l1t7 ol uv1111 bt. lite at 'that poilll?
DB, PBlUlt:

Ho, I d1d aot.

Dl, CJ...\BI: Ho, ail',
Q, Did J'OII
ctoc:ton aa4 J:.allsea?
CLAlll::

DR,

aay 'l:!lere were eiBbt or �•11 doctor•

�

Biel'Jt or te11 clootore,

Q, Call " Pt t::Jat atraicbt, noctoJ.o? Did J'OU ••J
)'O'.l did aot tblllk there aaa aay posaibilitr o1 G&l'iiiC bia
liZe vbea you firet looked at bt.?

DB. CLAII: That 1a

wbat I aaicl;

yeo,

"'

...

Dl, CIJJUC:
loo�1Dc at ay wata�.
Q,

'l".l1G I cloza't

kllow J)eC&U:le I

11&11

DOt

lfbo wu tlle f:l.ret doc:tor who oav ilia, &lld bow
cat there?

lollS before be

na. CLAD:

.J'wlt a aatter of a fn aecollda,

Dl., PEllBY:
I an-ived tbere ebortll" after bia
ad::ai:laioa,
I c:u' t tell JO'.l tbe exact t:l:H bec:auee I ...at
b:aadi&telJ &ad be bad juct beea adaitted aDd I walked 1A
t;,e rooa, I cloa't "- tile exact t:lEe, I vu 111 quite a

lliU'l'Jo

Q. 11'e:n aar aalle::a of tbe fam111 o r otben ia tbe
room beeidee tbe doctore, ia tbe Eaerceac:r Cooa?
Dl, PERRY: I U1 afraid I wu DOt &lr&H of tbat,
1 wu quite too �, to DOtice,
r.m.. JU.'I'ICI: We will bave to cat tbo3• detail• r:r- Bao,
w�t

Q, Do you bave �
J'OII are aoial to do?.

fallon.

111, BAWD:

an detaU a abo\lt 0111' plaaa,

I eaa•t Ulltil I cet a :oeadiaS fr- rou
have a a.n Praidaat,

lro:r iiiAitaAoe, :'/GU

Q,

Do we? Wu 6Je nor11 ill?

118, lllfVKII: Well, be wat •-llere to pt ewo:ra ill.
l ........ be ia IIWOrll iD at tllle tlee, ��•ttelllldaiiOii.--·
OllviouelJ ,' you ue PiAl to bave a
Pl'•cidea.t. : r.t••
.
put it tbat ••1'•
1:011

a.ewj

Transcript of Parkland Press Conference, 3:16P.M., 22 November 1963
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11327-C

B - 9
Tlla't b wbat I u t:ryf.AS to UDd out,
l!ao 18 wUb hill, tl'piac to �t tbo detalle, cDd be will
call .. or coao f.a bore. ':fo wUl � to :t.t.ad out,
IIR, HAWXS:

T.tl PUSS: 'nlallic you, Docton,
UR, P..AI'IXS:

l'tnt, u tbue aDJtbiDc -• abou t lbw, l'eAMdJ?

Q,

am, er.!IIB:
neecl

4o ._. "INP1'0'111ll" becauee ..

z.et••

p! 1D!I.C.ar fOI' 11Nl1' pn.. pl....

a:IIH

Row abcNt ll:ra, KIIDDeciJ?

Q,
Vr.1Jli1Dctoa,

DOW,

Youll' Pl&llll, nat do you wut to do?

lia8 abe

80U back to

01' 111 abe aoiDcr?

'l'bat is wbat llao Ul t:orf.As to' fiDel out :
.IIR, BAWICB:
ftlie taU• a lot of doiDc.

Mil, HAWXI: If rou wut to atar be:re wUII tbe Dft
U be atar• be::e, I doa't 1mov tbat be Ul p:t.ac
to •tar bert, Tbat 18 WbJ' I waat to "auppoae" !Jere for a
a:Umte,
:?rt���ideDt,

Q,

J.et'• pat it oa tbe bu:la or what tbe an
It be •t&1•, n •tar; Uld 1t he 11'081, ..

PNaidat do•.

aa.wa: llvppo��o tbe boclr ..,_ baak aDil tbe
:.>naldeat atare? Do ac.e o:f you wut to eta,., ol' ao?
llll,

ID·

''

..,

Q,. Star w:ltb tbe an Pl'ta:ldeat,
All l':lllllt, tbat f.a what I natecl to
YCN �. t:.e:re uo 111M• aad pluea aDil tlllap

118, lldll:

•

1 kiiDW 1 waa• t be ao:laa llaek 111 &DJ c... .
Q,
Caa I pt.,.,. lupap bacl: !Jere? Bowdon pt hi.... oa
tbo � pl&Dt ott ot tbol'.t
1'1 n decide to apead tho a.:&pt ben,
118, JU.WII 1
we wlll p'C tbo luuap be:-., Doa•t 1fOI'll'1 abolat 1t,
Q,

� wlle&'e it

We lla•• 1118JIII8 1a tile wire

Q, Wban will tbo
nue ..c

OU'1

bl&t Gocl

••.
au:t

bl'le:rtac be, b o:re

Ill, BAWII t IU.� be:re, ao fu
..ld be CCNld- llack to.
JDI)

; --

u

I '-•

. . .... .. _.....

Ol'

wiM:re?

'l'bia U

...

i
!
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Autopsy Report and Supplemental Report
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Appendix F
PAT!lOLOOICAL

l!lWIINATION llllPORT

A63·272.

Page 2

According to available in!o=ation the
CLINICAL SlJHIWlY:
deceased, President John F. Kennedy,
waa riding in an open car in a cotorcade during an official visit to Dallas, Texas
on 22 November 1963. The Preaident was eittin:l in the right rear aC<lt with Mra.

Kennedy seated on the •=o seat to his left. Sitting directly in front of the
Prelident wu Governor John D. Connolly of Texas and directly in front of Mrs. Kennedy

sat Mrs. Connolly. The vehicle was movin:: at a al"'' rate of speed down an incline
into "" UDderpasa that leads to a fre...,ay 'l'oute to the Diillas Trade }!art ...-henettbe
President was to deliver an address.

Th:-ee shots were beard nlld. the President
fell forward bleedin& from the head.
(Governor Connolly was seriously woUDded by the
same gunfire.)
According to n...,spaper reporta ("'llashington Post" November 23, 1963)
Bob Jackson, a Dallas "Times Herald"Photographer, said be looked around as he beard
the sho:s and saw a rifle barrel disappearing into a willd.ow on an upper floor of the
nearby Texaa School Book Depoaitory Building.
Shortly following the voulld.ing of the two
men the car vas clriven to Parkland Hospital in Dallas. In tha emergency room of that
hospital the President was attended by Dr. Malcolm Perry. Telephone cOCIIlc
lU.Di ation wit!
Dr. ::>erry on Nove::lber 23, 1963 d41Velops the following information relative to the ob•
servations made by Dr. Perry and procedures performed there prior to death.

Dr; Perry noted the massive voulld. of the
bead and a second much 11114ller vound of the low anterior neck in approximately the

midline.
A tracheostomy was performed by extelld.ing the latter wound. At this point
bloody air wao noted bubbliag fr0111 the wound aDd. an injury to the right lateral wall
of th<' trachea waa observed.
Incisions were lll&de in the upper anterior cheat vall
bilcterlllly to combat possible subcutaneous empbys.....
.
Intravenous infusions of blood
and saline were begun and oxygen -s adm1niatered. Despite these measures cardiac
arrest occurred and closed cheat cardiac .,...age failed to re-establish cardiac action.

Tbe President wa£ pronounced dead· approximately thirty to forty minutes after receiving
hia woulld.a.
Tho rec>aina were transported via the
Presidential plane to Washington, D.C. and subsequently to the !laval Medical School,
Rational Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland for poatmortem uamination.

CENI:RAL DESCilll"llON OF BODY:

The body is that of a muscular, well-

developed aDd. well nourished adult Caucaai.!
IDille measuring 721s inches and weighin& approximately 170 pounda. There 1a beginniag
rigor mortis, minimal dependent livor mortis of the dorsum, aDd. early ala:or mortia. Th•
hair is reddish brown aDd. abundant, the eyes are blue, �he right pupil meaauriag 8 om.
in diameter, the left 4 oq,
Tbere is edema aDd. ecchymosis of the inner canthus region
of the left eyelid measuriag approximately l.S em. in greatest df,ameter. There is edem
aDd. ecchymosis diffusely over the right supra-orbital ridge with abnormal mobility of

the underlyin& bone.

(Tbe remailld.er of the acalp will be described with the skull.)

Bethesda Naval Hospital Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy
[Editor's note: Notice that the "Clinical Summary" includes discussion of a
newspaper article that appeared after the autopsy was complete. Conclusions
about the causes of the victim's death are ordinarily based on the autopsy report,
but in this case, the question is begged by incorporating them ("Three shots were
heard and the President fell forward bleeding from the head" and "Governor
Connally was seriously wounded by the same gunfire") into the report itself
This may be one of the reasons why Humes was required to rewrite this report
under orders from his superior. (See chapters by Gary Aguilar, M.D., and by
David W. Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., in James H. Fetzer, Editor, Murder in Dealey
Plaza 2000.) It conjures the image of Humes and Boswell rushing to get
a copy of The Washington Post to know what they should say in their autopsy
report, rather than reporters rushing to get a copy of the autopsy report
to know what to print in their newspapers.]
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There is clotted blood on the external ears but otherwise the ears, nares, and mouth
an essenti4lly unrer:tarkable.

'roe teeth are in excellent repAir and there is aoma

pallor of the oral mucous membrane.
Situated on the upper right posterior
thor�� just above the upper border of the scapula there is a 7 x 4 �illimeter oval
wound.
This wound is meAsured to be 14 em. "rom the tip of the right acromion process
And

14

em. below the tip of the right mastoid process.

Situated in the low anterior neck at ap
proxiraa.tely the level of the third and fourth trach..al rin&s is a 6.5 em. long trans
verse wu� with widely g�ping irregular edges.
(The depth and character of these
wounds w.il be further described below.)
SituAted on the anterior chest wall in the
nipple line are bilateral 2 om. long recent tt'=sverse surgical incisions into the
subcutaneous tissue.
The one on the left is situated 11 CQ. cephalad to the nipple
and the one on the right

8

em. cephalad to the nipple.

ecch�osis associated with these wounds.

There is no hemor.hage or

A similar clean wound measuring 2 em. in

len�th is situated on the antero-lateral aspect of the *eft mid arm.
antero-lateral aspect of each ankle is a recent

2

em.

Situated on the

transverse incision into the

subcutaneous tissue.

abdocinal incision.

15

'rnere is an old vell healed 8 em. }lcBurney
Over the lumbar spine in the cidline is an old, well healed

em. scar.
Situated on the upper antero-lateral aspect of the right thigh is an
old, well healed 8 em. scar.

lliSS!LE WOUNDS:

1.
There is a large irregular defect of
the scalp and sltull on the right involving
chiefly the parietal bone but extending somewhat into the temporal and occipital
regions.
In th�s region there is an actual absence of scalp and bone producing a

defect which measures approximately

13

em. in greatest diameter.
From the irregular margins of the above

scalp defect tears extL� in stellate fashion into the more or less intact aca1p
as follows:
From the right inferior temporo-parietal margin anterior to the right ear to
a.
a point slightly above the tragus.

4

b.

From the anterior pari.otal margin anteriorly on the forehead to approximately

em. above the right orbital ridge.

c.
From the left margin of the main defect across the midline antero-laterally
for a distance of approximately 8 em.
d.

From the same starting .P<Iint as c.

10

=· postero-laterally.

Bethesda Naval Hospital Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy

[Editor's note: The description of the wound to the head that appears here
requires contemplation. It represents a massive wound that more or less includes
but goes far beyond the wound described by Charles Crenshaw (Appendix A) and
Kemp Clark, M.D. (Appendix B). When DavidS. Lifton read this description to a
physician and asked for his opinion, he said it sounded as if the victim had been
hit over the head with an

ax

(Best Evidence 1980). A discussion of this issue,

which includes new evidence released by the Assassination Records Review
Board, may be found in the studies by Aguilar and by Mantik in Murder in
Dealey Plaza 2000. (For a diagrammatic comparison, see its "Smoking Gun #7".]
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Situata<l in tho P"•t�ri..r QC&lp approx""'-tely 2.S c:o. b�e...ally �o th& dsht .omd
•li;htly ;1bove the nt.amal occlpttal l'l"Otui>�o'IACe 15 & lecaratcd � -aaurina
15 " 6 ... .
Ia th• undulyilli l>oo.e le a corrc•P""d1"4 wuod thr.,u:th t,_ atoll whieb
e�hi'b it• benl!Ds g£ the �stas <>f cl>• boac •h411 v:l.ewed fr"'" cbe l.....,.. aopac� o!
tll• 1ku11 ..
cLecrly vlaibl" in the .ol>avs daao;dlled.
l;.-r�e skull lile:f��t. aid. �dill; fran. i'C 1• laearata-4 'bt�1;d tlssua which oa. elo:a•
in:sp..:��iOn provl!:s to rcp�C5Cnt tbe ="&jOE pOrti.OA ot tbe r 1g.ht c:cro'b:e-:..1 bem:iaph.atc.
At ;:,is �oint it 1:. no�ed t::b.at. tha f.al'K -cu�bri t. a::toliln.&o:i'V'Cl:y la.r:eratad wit.b cU.•

rt:;:>t iPIIl

gf tb4- aupe::: tar &&&&1t&l 1 b'lll'.

11pon rcf1co<ti"$ the acal, multiple �'""!>lea
fuc�vn limo• aro ac� to r..tia�e frOID bo�h the laqe. def<oot at the v.ort.BJL aucl the
.;;o:a<:JJ.le:t woond iilo't the occ:ipu.t.. Ths.5G W.yY $�eo1�ly iD IGI1,3t.R .atid 4tre:rtioo:�� 'the lone;eat.
ma;l.suria:; approx.i::J&tely 1'§1 .a. 'I'he£e Tesult. in :he p-xoduetioo of D.�g.U.� l:rapout&
W:>ic:h v•rr in •1"e fr<11:1 & £4w milll=retera �" LO =· 1.1> 10£eatea� dWIIICter.

The c"'""'1""'11:1 of the•e £raccuru atld. the
fra:;:nenu tl:\.;� p�oduced u" �at ll f•etory "Verbal �""""' iption od an llet:.� &ppTec (ated.
in pl:oto3�«ph" •!!d :roent&"""lr...• 'illlic:h are pT ep.o:<ed.
the beat:>. 1a

ramovc.l

ad preoar....d f<>r

furtbcr •c,ui' f<>ll<MrlD8 fonoa11.D. fi.Xati()O..
ll.eee1ved as s�par.ate spee:i:ruma fr0n1. Dallaa.
'ti!'!!:Ko.s ara: th:E"oc.* f:r��t• of skul1 hmttll whic:h iD a..c,sre;;.alt:-e. rou:;hly •:pp�O'XI.caa�e t.ba:
dl....�naio:>" of th� lnr;e d•fect des<ril>cd iib�We. 1.: o=>e an;;La of tile lug""� of th&1e
[t.azoant.a; i:t a. po:.rt10!1l a:f the pe:r:iaetor of .a ro.:a;hly .et.:��ulu �-o�:r-6 p�ea�.&��l!bly of
exit 'lbioeo:h �lh!t.a 'bovalin$ o:f t.ha out•r .aa;pc.et. of t:be bcmc oilnd is e5t.imatsd to

to 3.0 ""• h dl...,.e1:er. Roontgerooll"=a of t�ia fr��t
1.ocr.tsc.n-o:;r2UU of the
sJ.ull nvul 11Wlt:iple llll:a"te �:�etall:l.c !l'q""'"'ta al� a line corrao:>I>Ildi:oa; witb a lt••
,joi.11U>s tne. abavo �e..eribed .....u ocdplt:al WDillld atl4 the xoll!bt npr4-0:'I>ltai ridgoo.
J'roc. t�e &uTfa�c of t.'be dir.rupted :rl:e;ht <Cerc:;bral eorte21. rwo cmall 1Yr.egularly obapc.d.
rras=ent:.s of .etal ara 't'e;oyered.. '!b•�ca M(l.:!lur1!. 7 z. :z 111n. -� l x 1 mm. These :.re
placed in th" c.Utody of �e!lU rra...,is X. O'Mdll, Jl'. � Ja.e• li. Sibert, of t:be
Ydeul .Bureau gf l11vutigs.Uoa., who ""'ecut:ad a l'e<:eipt tbe::af« (�ttache<l).

�o�ea•ure Opp!'ozia!,culy 1.5

re..,eal-1Diilute puticleoa of metal 111 t.hl! bone at thilf lll�gin.

2.

The 5e¢'11M ""uod pre$....,a� 1,- of entry

io tbao dcae�l'bed ab""" in I'he "l'P"" l'ij�bt po�urior th..t.... � =eatb th10 •ki" �\te>:e
is ecc�sl.e of 5Ubc:u:c�ous 'tiss:�.�;o � ·ltiJ.acul.atUI"c:. �dis &I� p.-t.h tbr� tl\s
fuda an4 ""'oculat.,re �*""ot bli a;ioUy pr,._ad.

:rhe 'IIOUfld pn&-=!>Ly <>f eo<.tt ,...

th;,t d�ocribcd 'b1 Dr. Kol�Gl'" P�ry of 'Dalla4 t.. tba low ...uri<>r cervi�al rc;:t.....
\..'hen ob-tcz:ved by Dr. PU:I.j" tU VO\n\d m.eaaured 1ja fe.� �r�:llU.J:a.t.arl ic 41=e.terfl,.. 'hiW"'
� tt ...., azcended ao a tracbe<>at:...,. inciol"" and tiNa lb character u ll1•1:orte4
at tbe u... of &\lt"P'1• ��moew.. �here :l.s c.,..,.id,...�l>le eech)=>ab <>f �he otrap
..,
11111SoLea of �be ri.Pt aida gf ���e.""�"""' of the t••ci.o. abo..t. the trach8& dj&een�
to t�e u... of the trac:heo&tCIIIIJ ....1111
.. . %be third point of re fersn<e in ........,ct:l.l\2;

Bethesda Naval Hospital Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy
[Editor's note: ObseiVe that the weight of the brain does not appear here, though
one would have expected that it should. By reading carefully, notice reliance upon
an inference rather than obseiVation to determine that the wound to the
President's back at his upper right posterior thorax was ''presumably of entry",
while the wound ''presumably of exit" in the throat is supposed to be the one
through which Malcolm Perry, M.D., performed his tracheostomy.
(Compare this description with the diagrams Dr. Crenshaw has drawn that
appear here in Appendix A.) This is the location in the official record where the
"single bullet theory" elaborated by Arlen Specter, which has been the source of
such contention, is introduced. If this theory were false, The Warren Report
collapses, and it can be demonstrated to be false on many grounds,
as Murder in Dealey Plaza 2000 explains.]
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these two wounds is in the apex (&upra .. clavicular portion) of the right pleural

C':wi::y.

In tb:is rcsic:1 t!':cre is co::.tusion of t'Ce p::rieta.l plet::=-:: a�� of the extrc:;.e

apical portion of the right upper lobe of the lung.
In both iuotancea the diameter
of contuaion and ecchymoaia at the point of maximal involvement measure• .5 ca.
Both
the visceral and parietal pleura ara intact overl7ina tbaaa ar... of trauma.
INCISIONS:

The acalp wounds are u.tendcd in the: coronal
pl4ne to ex.:o.ine the cranial content ancl the

customary (Y) shaped incision ie used to examine the body cavities.

The bony cane is unremarkable.
Tbe thoracic
organs are in their normal positions and re
lationshipa· and there is no lncreaae in free pleural fluid.
The above described area
of contusion in the apical portion of the right pleural cavity is noted.

TRORACIC CAVITY;

The lungs are of essentially similar ap-

LID."".CS:

pearance the right weir;hing 320 Gm., the

left 290 Qn.
The lur..l:; are well aerated with c=ootb glistening pleural surfaces and
gr::y-pi;l}c. color.
A 5 em. diameter area of purplish red discoloration and increued
firmneGs to palpation is situated in the apical portion of the right upper lobe.

This corresponds to the similar area described in the overlying pariet.nl pleura.
Incision in this region reveals recent hemorrhage into pulmonary parenchyma.

Tbe pericardia! cavity is scooth walled
and contains 4pprox.iaately 10 cc. of straw

HEART:

colored fluid.
The heart is of e•sentially normal external contour and weighs 350 Gm.
The pulmoa.ary artexy ia opened in situ and no abnorDalities are noted.
The cardiac
cha'.bers contain moderate amount• of postmortem clotted blood.

There arc no grosa

abno�lities of the le3flets of any ot the cardiac valves.
The following are the
c:ircUI:lferences of the cardiac valves:
aortic 7 .s em.., pulmonic 7 em.� tricuapid
The lll)l'oearclium is firm and reddish brown.
The left ventricular
12 em., mitral ll em.

myocardium averr.ges 1.2 em. in thickness, the right ventricular myocardium 0.4 em.
The coronaTy arter:ies are diaaected and are of normal distribution and smooth walled

- and elastic throughout •
.ABIXMINAL CAVIIY:

The abdominal organs are in their normal

Sia:LETAL sYSTEM:

Aside from Fhe above described skull WOUDdl
there are no significant groaa skeletal

positions and relationships and there ia
no increase in free peritoneal fluid.
The::vermiform. appendix is surgically ableDt
and there are a few adhesions joining the region of the .cec1.1Dl to the ventral ab•
dominal vall at �be above described old abdominal inciaional scar.

abnormal1t1ea.
PIIOTOGRAPBY:

Black and white and color photographs

depicting significant fiudings are exposed
but not developed.
These photograpbs were placed ill tj>e custody of Agent loy B.
J:ellel'IIIILD of the U. s. Secret Service, who aec:ut.ecl a 'receipt therefore (attached).

Bethesda Naval Hospital Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy

[Editor's note: One important feature of these sections of the autopsy report is the
omission of discussion of the President's missing adrenal glands, which Humes
later explained was out of consideration for the family. But if he would omit
important medical information about the deceased ostensibly on behalf of his
family, what other changes, inclusions, or exclusions would he perform on behalf
of his immediate superiors? Another crucial observation is that the autopsy
photographs were taken, exposed but not developed, by Secret Service Agent Roy
Kellerman. They were not returned to the pathologists for their reference in the
preparation of their report, even though that is the persumptive purpose for
taking them. An important study of the falsification of the photographic record
may be found in Murder in Dealey Plaza 2000.]
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J.OE!.'TCZNOGII.AMS:

J.ocmtgenograms are made of the entire body
&lid of the separately eubclitted three
fragments of skull hone. Tbeaa are developed ellll were plAced in the custacly of
Agent J.ay 11. JtellUIIAII of the U. s. Secret Service, vho executed a receipt theraf«
(attached).
Slll11WlY:
Based on the above obacrvatioDS it 1a our
opinion thAt the dec&48ed died aa a result
of two perforating gunshot VOUDds inflicted by high velocity projectiles fired by a
person or persona unknown.
Tbe projectiles were fired fro:o a point behind &lid •-
what above the level of the deceased. The observations &lid availaljle information
do not permit a satisfactory eat ima.te aa to the aaquence of the two woulllls.
Tba fatal missile entered the skull above
to the right of the external occipital protuberance.
A portion of the projectile
traversed the cranial cavity in a posteri«-anterior direction (aee lateral skull
roent;enogr..,..) depotliting minute particles along its pAth.
A portion of the pro
jectile made ita exit throu;h the parietal bone on the right cartying with it
portiOD&·of cerebruJD, skull &lid scalp. The two VOUDds of thea skull c<>lllbined vith
the force' of the miaoile produced exteDSive fragmentation of the skull, laceration of
the suped« saggital sinus, &1111 of the right cerebral hemisphere.

alii!

The other missile entered the right superior
posterior thorax above the scapula &1111 traversed the soft tias.,.s of the supra-scap
ular allll the aupra-clavicular portiona of the baae of the right._ aide of the neck.
Tbia miaaile produced contusiona of the right apical parietal pleura allll of the apical
p«tion of the right :Upper lobe of the lung.
Tba lllisaile contused the strap muaclea
of the right aide of the neck, demsged the trachea &1111 made ita axit tbrouah the
eaterior surface of the neck. Aa far as can he aacertained thia llliaaila struck no
haD¥ structures in ita path tbrouah the body.
In addition, it is our opinion that the
of the skull produced such exteDSive demsge to the brain aa to preclude the
posail»illt7 of the deceased aunivin& this injury.

voullll

A aupplement&r7 report will he aublllitted
following 1110re detailed aallliDation of the brain &lid of microscopic aectioDS.
However,
it is not eaticipatad that theae �tiona will materially alter the findings.

1-A.tl(�
:s. :s. llllHES
era. xc. VSJI

(497831)

�CI('
,. "J/.,_�� ;c:_ �
'IIIIUITOR liOSliELL
(489878)

• HC• USJI

PUBJ.I A, I'INCit
LT car.. MC, USA

(04-o43•32.2)

Bethesda Naval Hospital Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy

[Editor's note: Notice that the roentgenograms (X-rays) are taken after having
been developed and examined by the physicians by the same Secret SeiVice Agent,
Roy Kellerman. That they have been subjected to alteration has been established
by David W Mantik, M.D., Ph.D., employing elementary techniques from physics,
as he reports elsewhere in this volume. This may be the most important
development in the history of this case.Note that the death of the President is
attributed to "two perforating gunshot wounds inflicted by high velocity projec
tiles ...fired from a point behind and somewhat above the level of the deceased."
The trajectories of these bullets, which had been widely reported over radio and
television the afternoon of the assassination as having been fired from in front,
have had their trajectories reversed. The weapon tied to Lee Oswald, moreover, is
not high velocity, and the alleged path of the bullet from the base of the back of
the neck to its alleged exit in the throat turns out to be anatomically impossible,
as Mantik has also demonstrated. (See Stewart Galanor, Cover-up 1998,
for example, and Murder in Dealey Plaza 2000.)]
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Following fon.&lill fixAt:ict> t:hl!! '-rein
OF llltAD:
weighs 1500 FW• 'rbe 4i!1l�t cereb�·;...l
1a fou:Jd to be ���&rkedly disrupted. 'l'bere 18 a lOilgitudir..:>l laceration
o! the ri:;ht !:e:>iapbere wbieh is para-oagitt:4l 1n position &J>Foxl.cil�ely 2.5 =

Q&IISS _D3SCilll!'.rlOII
b.U.opllere

to tht! r��!lt o: t:�e of tbe midli;.'lc ubic::. exton.:!&; f:'c:t t!te t.ip of the occi.pit;l
lobe ,osteriorly t o the tip of the frontal lol>e ar.teriorly,
The baae of tbe
lacc>:uion it situnted approxil:iatcly 4 • .5 coa. below the vertex in the white matter.
o;:";.-.:3 is considerable lou of cortical aubat.mce above the ba.ae of the lacer ..uon,
pa:::ticularly in tl:e p arietal lobe,
The I:IArgills of t:b1a laceration <�re at all
poir.t:s j a;:;ged a:Jd in-egular, with add!t:ional lacerat:101>11 extend 1oa in vuying
C:�"oc:!or.• and for varying dUtancea from the main lacoral:ion.
Ill addition, there
is a laca:::ati<>n of the corpua callolllll a:tending from tbe genu to tbe tail,
Ex•
posed in this b.tt:er lac:eraUou are the int:eriors of the right: lateral and third
ven:::-iclcs.

·-

llbu viewd tram the varta. the left:
c.>re:.:d llemia;:llere La int:acc. There is marked omgorg- of ...,ninaeal blood
vez:els of the left tecporal alld frontal uglono vith considerable aoaociated
au:--":-"ch:10ld toaorrhage. Tbe I!Y"i alld sulci over the left hemisphere are of
e&ca:-.t1�lly .,..,.,..,1. aue and dietribuUon.
Those on the ri&ht are too fra;ment:ed
a::<i distorted for sattofactary deacriptiou.
llbeD 'lrl..-cl frca the bedlar upect:
the· ciUru�Umt of the right: cortex 1a again obvtoua. 'Ihere b e longitud l.nal
b.c:ara�io:> of the mid·b:-ain through the floor of the third ventricle just behi:Jd
t::o Optic chiu::: a:Jd t:he .......tllary bodies.
T hie lacarat:ion partially c"""""'i
c;.�"• uitb an oblique l.S em. tear through tho left cerebral peduncle, '!:here are
ir;:e:;ulu supedicial laceratioDa over the basUar aspect::a of the left temporal
an<! frontal loi>ea.
Ill the intereat of pnaerving the
apec:lman corcmal ••ct::l.� are uot made.
a1croacopic examiuat:ion:
a.

The follol<iog aectiaus .are taken for

Frcxa t:he margiD of the laceration in the risht

por1e�l lobe,

b.

Fr0111 t::he margiD of the l&cerat:ion in the cor�a callas....

c,

Pr0111 the antuior portlou of the lacaratiOII in the risht frontal lobe.

d,

Prom the contused left fronto•p.arietal cortex.

e.

Praa the line of trauaection of the spinal cord,

f.

FrOID t he rigbt:: CdGellar cortex.

g.

7':om the superficial laceration of the bui.lar aapact: of the left t::emporal
lobe.

Supplementary Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy

[Editor's note: Here the weight of the brain is said to have been 1500 grams, but
Robert B. Livingston, M.D., has told me that the average weight for an adult
human brain is between 1350 and 1400 grams. So the weight given would be
high even for a brain that had not suffered loss due to gunshot damage. Indeed,
approximately half of his brain appears to be have been blown out in Dealey
Plaza. Douglas Horne, the Senior Military Analyst for the Assassination Records
Review Board, has now discovered that the pathologists conducted two brain
exams with two different brains, as he has reported in Murder in Dealey Plaza
2000. And the reason is obvious: once having patched the massive blow-out to

the back of the head, it was necessary to reconstitute the brain itself, since there
was nowhere for that brain matter to go. These were complementary deceptions.]
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l'ne 2

�

Daril:l& clle caurae of thll aat.Dat11111
·- (7) black aD4 wf.te aD4 au (6) col• 4x5 iDda uaatlvea an expond but aoc: ·
clevalaped (tha caaaettea· .coatdAiDa theH Deptf.,.. 1aave buD 4eU.wrec! J.f baDd teo
bar Mmlral �p ll, Burklq, IIC, USB, llhf.te &oa.e l'lrya:t.ciaD),

G..l:_:--�

!IIC::OSCOl'lC

l!:IAIIDfAnOII:

Multiple aect� fr... repreaentadva
&rl!40 aa IIOI:ed above are. exam:lDed. All
sections are uaautially aiAUar 8l><l ahov ast:eaai ve clf.aruptioll of braiD tia- ..Uh
aoaociated h....h.rr age, In IIDI>8 of tha aecti.oDa IIUIIIiDed are thare aiplfic:aac ah·
normalitiea othu tii&D tho.. cltrectly relatec! to the raceat tr&�a&.

�

Sec:ti011.1 abow a
epicardiAl fat.

�:
aryocarcllal

fiber• • Uld eudoc:ucU.DIR

Llll'::lSj
lo:.a exbil>it
Sectioaa are

-

moderate
of aub·
The corouary arter1u,

are u=emarkable.

Sac:tiOIUI through tbe groaaly cleac:ril>ecl
area of contue :I.OA :lD t be righl: upper
clisruptioll of alwolar walla .mel re cent bemc>rrbage iDto alveoli.
othennae ..aentlally um:.....-kable.

SectioDO ahov the normal hepa1:1c archi·
tacture to be vell pre a ervecl, '%be
parencbJmal cella a:hil>U: urkaclly graulu cytopl ... i.Dd:l.catin& btgb glyco;a
c0:11t..,t wbic h ia charactedltlc of tb• •uvar biopay pattern'' of sudden cleath,

::.xv;m.;

Sectioaa

abov

110 aipificanl: ahoormal:l.tiel.

alaaor 110 a:ipifioulc ab-.alil:iu
aaUe &... 4Uatat:l.all .mcl eaaora- of

Sec:tioaa

bloocl ,..aela of all calil>aa.

SecUo110 tbrouab the WOIIDcla :lD the
occipil:al .mcl upper ri&Jit poster lor
thoracic reatou aze eahlltially 11a1lar.
1D each tbare 1a loaa of c:oacUwit)' of
the ap14eaaia witb coaplatioo nec:roaia of tbe tia8Uea at tbe _... margiDa.
'l'be
acalp wOUDd exbil>iu • .,...1 .-11 frapeata of 'b=e·ac ita aarsiDa :lD th• aub•
c:utaneoua ctaaua.

SXI1! �lOOlUIS;

PINo\I. Slli!KAllY:

Tbia auppl-ntary r� cover• lD mol"e
cle�U tha extens:l.w desree of cerebral

tbia caae, JIDwevel: neither thia portion of the uam:I.Dation nor the cd.ao•
exaa:I.Datiol10 alur the previoualy aubcd.ttecl report or a4cl aipif:l.c&DC clata1la
cauaa of a tb.

tralllll& iD

aeopic
to the

..

r:l·).. �

__,___
.J, .J, BIJKES
Clll, HC, un,

,:,.

497831-V'¥

Supplementary Report of Autopsy on John Fitzgerald Kennedy

[Editor's note: Once again, notice the absence of discussion of the missing
adrenal glands. Multiple brain sections are said to have been taken, which, like
the brain itself, were given to the President's physician, Admiral Burkley, but have
disappeared. That the brain is missing may have an innocent explanation, if it
was placed in the coffin with the body when it was moved to its pennanent burial
site at Arlington National Cemetary. But the absent sections are extremely telling.
They would have to be some of the most important evidence in (what may be) the
most important murder of the 20th century, and yet they myteriously disappear
while under the control of medical officers of the U.S. Navy, the Secret Service,
and the President's personal physician.]
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Dr.

Perry:

"DR HUMES CALLED ME TWICE

ON �KlUHY

AFTERNOON,

SEPARATED BY ABOUT 30-MINUTE

INTERVALS,

AS I RECALL.

THINK I RECALL

SOMEHOW

BEEN AROUND

THE FIRST ONE,

I,

THE FIRST ONE MUST

HAVE

1500 HOURS, BUT I'M NOT REAL SURE
I'M NOT POSITIVE ABOUT THAT AT ALL,

ABOUT THAT;
Mr.

ACTUALLY."
Spectel":
"COULD IT HAVE BEE'N SATUF.�DAY MORNING?"

Dl".

Per-ry:

"SATURDAY

MOF.:NING-WAS

REMEMBER TALKING WITH HIM
SHORTLY THEREAFTER."
Ml".

Spect er:

Dr.

Perry:

"WELL,

"OH,

Mr.

Specter:

Dr.

Perry:

Mr.

Specter:

THE

SURE,

IT?

RECOFW WILL

IT

IT'S

TWICE.

I

POSSIBLE.

I

WAS THINKING

SHOW."

WAS SATURDAY MOF:NIN1:3-YES."

"WHAT MADE YOU CHANGE YOUR

VIEW OF THAT?"

"YOU MEAN FRIDAY'?"
"DID SOME SPECIFIC

YOU WHICH CHANGED YOUR

RECOLLECTION OCCUR TO

VIEW FROM F RIDAY TO

SATURDAY?"
Dr.

Perry:

"NO,

WAS TF�YING

I

PLACE WHEF:E I WAS AT

TO

THAT TIME-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
PARTICULAr<�
IT,

WHEN

TIME,

INITIALLY.
FOR SOME
Sped er:

AND AT

I PAU SED TO

I WAS ACTUALLY UP

THAT

Ml".

TIME,

THAT
THIN!<

IN THE OPEF�ATING

ABOUT
SUITE AT

WHEN I THOUGHT THAT HE CALLED
SEEM

I

TO REMEMBER IT

BEING

FRIDAY,

REASON."
"WHERE

WEF:E YOU

WHEN YOU

F:ECE I VED

THOSE

CALLS?"
Dl".

Perl"y:

Mr.

WHEN HE CALLED."
Specter: "AND WHAT DID HE AS�� YOU,

"I WAS IN THE ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE HERE

Dr.

Peny:

IF ANYTHING?"
ABOUT, INITALLY, ABOUT THE
MY DOING A TRACHEOTOMY, AND I

"HE INQUIREQ

REASONS FOR
REPLIED,

AS I

PROCEDURE,
ANTERIOR

HAVE

TO

DURING

YOU,

THIS

THAT THERE WAS A WOUND IN THE LOWER

THIRD Of

THE NECK,

WHICH

WAS EXUDING

BLOOD AND WAS INDICATIVE Of A POSSIBLE TRACHEAL
INJURY UNDERLYING,
THROUGH

AND

A TF.:ANSVERSE

I DID

THE TRACHEOTOMY

INCISION MADE

WOUND,

AND I DESCRIBED TO

TO THE

TRACHEA AND THE COM PLETION

OPERATION.

HIM THE

HE SUBSEQUENTLY

OF THE

CALLED
THAT

BACK-AT THAT
NOT

TIME

HE TOLD ME,

TALK

TO ME ABOUT ANY OF IT AND ASf�:ED THAT

�F

COURSE,

THROUGH THAT
LATERAL INJURY

HE COULD

I KEEP
WHICH I DID, AND HE
SUBSEQUENTLY CALLED BACV AND JNQUIF.:ED ABOUT THE
CHEST TUBES, AND WHY THEY WERE PLACED AND I

IT IN

CONFIDENCE,

F.:EF'LI ED IN

. .. HE ASKED ME
IF WE HAD MADE ANY WOUNDS IN THE
BACK.
I TOLD HIM THAT I HAD NOT EXAMINED THE
BAC�: NOR HAD I KNOWLEDGE OF ANY WOUNDS TO THE
AT THAT

BACK."

PART AS I HAVE HEF.:E.

TIME

C6H16)

Partial Transcript of Warren Commission Testimony of Malcolm Perry, M.D.
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House Select Committee on Assassinations JFK Autopsy Drawings
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House Select Committee on Assassinations JFK Autopsy Drawings
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JFK Autopsy Photographs Corresponding to HSCA JFK Autopsy Drawings
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Appendix L

JFK Autopsy Photographs Corresponding to HSCA JFK Autopsy Drawings

[Editor's note: The "circle-x" mark indicates the location of the back wound as
identified by the Bethesda pathologists, here reconstructed by David W. Mantik,
M.D., Ph.D., based upon his study of the medical evidence. See also pages 16, 34,
157-158, 177, 438, and 441, as well as his study in James H. Fetzer, editor,

Murder in Dealey Plaza (2000).]
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\IICR�F�u.t

�"e'�'�,';�;��;;.;;,�:�:;'·:�" O��t�7.�1�����!;�::�rc;'l

w; EC.-�"N•JI>= N•:;::r--_..,,&';4.-.1"_7"1 ,,.-,�....,,:••..: rr1c T",.�,.,;rs_,
, .';. T-1£ :::.·.·. ..-.n·.c n/1,-.. T.,AL
J
. . ' �·,.,(') p,...·, �u/t.?t '}c;v&?..-J/.. ''r."')),,t1e-:tT1f�'- •• � 171� CAfF, ,-7¥
...
··
.�1�&--::P'Irr"'- �4rtc:J.-1: ,...,.,_,!> ;:....,,-:,r-T::"7'J
1.
O;,u Concern ..
rrcr:. the da:r of Preside."i.t . Kenn�dy's assassinatioo on, :
.,_ ":jlf'"'"
.,..
ltfi
t:-1e:-e h 3.s b�en speculati:>i1 abo'.lt the respo:1�ibility for his curder.
Althous:h
?s::.::-t

1
,

I

I•

{�'_.!;.".
-

c::;"

s;,

;

this \.'3.5 st��ed for a t.i:J.e by t ne \o/arrer. Cor:t'":lissio=-t report (which appeared at
1964), various 'tll"iters haYe now had time to scan the
Co;.ni ssion ' � publisl::�C. report and do.:ureents for new pretexts for questioning,
ru-. .: th�re i13-:; b�en a net; ·.;a·re of. books an.d articles criticizing the Co=i:i�ion's

,

the end of S eptember

fir:...:.in��.

·

In 1.:ost C:!ses the criti.::-!3 haY::! sp�culated a::> to the e::xistenc: oL sC�!:'

kir..d of con�piracy, a.nC. :�r'ten they have implied that the Co::::..:nission itse�

in·tolved.

:r

vas

Pr �surnably as a result of the increasing challenge to t�e Warren
Ccr:!::iission'.;; Heport, a uublic opini o!'l noll recently indi cated that 46� of the
iu:l�::·i.::a.:::. pu':ilic did no::.- think that O;:;�;ud act:!d alone, w::lile mo::e tila.'l. hal:f of'
th0 s e poll'!d thought that the C o "Di5sion had left so:!:.e ouestions u.'l.resolved.

::.'..

Donbtless po lls abroad l�Ould show sir!!.ilar, or possibly �ore adverse, results.

This trend of opir..ion is a matter of co:J.cern to the U.S. goverru::eot,

2.

including our or6anization.

The r.1e:::ber::> of the Harren Cor!llllission Yere naturally

chc se:l for thF!ir integrity, exp�rience, and prominence.
cajo::- parties

,

They represented both

and they and the}.r staff were deliberately dra-..m froGI all sections

of the conntry.

Just Cecause of the sta.11 d ing of the CoC!Jlissioners, efforts to

imp1gn their rectitude and ...n.sdo:n tend 1;.o cast doubt-on the Yho�e leadership of

Ar:lerican society.

Noreover, there seems to be an increasing tendency to hi nt

that Presi<lent Johnson himself, as the one perso:1 '<ho might be said to have

be>lefited, lias in salle va�r responsible for the assassination.

Innuendo

·ar

such seriousne5S affects not only the individual concerned, but also the ,.hole

reputation of the AI:lerica.n goverru.1ent.
involved:

Our organization itself is direct�y

among other facts, \le contributed information to tl:e investlgatio:.l.

Conspiracy theories have frequently thrown suspicion o"n our organizatiol:l, for

examole by fa l5ely alleging tl:at Lee Han�ey Oswald worke-d for u s.
The ai.r.L of
this dispatch is to provide material for CO\L'ltering and discrediting the cl.a.ims
of the conspiracy theorists,

other countries.

so as to inhibit the circulation of' such claiJns in

Background information is supplied in a classified section wd

in a n\,I!;lber of unclassified attachments.

3.

ctir n .

A

J

We do not recom.Ilend that discussion of the assassination ques

e initi�ted vhere itis n�t already tak �ng pl e.ce·.

.

:;p7 :
-

••

..

bn·.:e:ue.r

f:�f�M'l.
9 attacl"'.m�nts h/v
1
8

-

-

I

/5{1ttf,

Unclassified

'\-fllere _niScussio"n is

�noress'!es ere requested:

tLASS!flC.IoTIOI'!

DATE

IICS FILE. IIUMBiA
'
DESTiiOY ;rnEII 1'10
llEEDill

LoliCER

CIA Dispatch, "Countering Criticism of the Warren Report': 1 April 1967
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�}J;,_";;;;P" 'h"
::
�--· ·-�� �::::�� th: �uoli�ty :�:�it�·l�::ar. en�-1· ""··1 �p�,)
.

�- <:·;:'liiNIJATION OF

-·

f�i•nd�;��i=

I

i

't:Oh-.T.l::iS!�

(�c:;.:;;o::-i.�l.l:; !hJ]i:ici.�ns a:1U E>di�crs), poi1;t.lnz cUt th3.t.. th�'"'""'l1a�en

r..O!.d·.• £>.::: t::.::>::-:·.::;:-; t:.:L ir!'."est�;n�i.J:t as ht:..":lC!.::l�
c::l tics t.�·�

..·.:. :.:--.::-�.,;.
. �

·

��;:�·: ?l:�-�;; ����

se rious

pos.;;ibl�, t hat the charges c,f the

fou:::!:ltio!l, n..."l:l t:�at

::

further 5pe-:ula.tive discussion.
t.

t

:::;e:�:·;� �; ���i�����!�;�0�:�·ne��!�� .. ��� ��� ��� ��;:; ;.� ��= ./
� � =�
�

iJr�.= ���:-t t:J l!s= t�::!i:· i n ll:.
!:p::Oc!.l..1..:!�i::':!.

C

ln

p

a

to discm;::-Jl�:e u.nfound d and irrespom:.i.ble

i

"'

';� e:-.plo:,· p:-opag3..'1.:ia. ass�ts t.� a.ns·.1er :.t.nd ref•1te the attacr.s of the

0.

c·itic::..
l.!o:.:!-: revie:.;s e::d f���'J.re ar tic le .;; are particular-ly appr�priate for
t�::!.s F'..lr�:J5!>'.
The U."1Classified c.ttachi!!.�nts to thi s guid3nce sh!'luld provide
:ill baci:;.;;!·Ound t:.ate::-i al ::or :t'a sage to assets.
Our pltq should poiat out.
es e.;:o?lica"tl�, that tl':.e : r ! t i c s a::-e (i) vedd�d t o theories adopted before the

::.

use

:J.

e·;i:!ence •.m.s in,

3

(ii) p lit ice. !.ly interested.,

(iii) financially interested,

(iv)

ha.;-..y and in c cura.te in "thei::- res earch, or (v) infatuated vith their OY!l theorie .
In the co•..1.r�e of discuss!"c:-:s of th� \/hole ph�no:-aenon of criticism, a useful

strat�gy l!l3:f be to si:-:�le out Epstein's theorJ for attack, using the o.tteched
Fl�tc!"":�r t:n.�b-'!'1 article !U1d Spectator piece for backgrou.'"ld.
(Although t-tark
Lc.."l':"!' s b::�'< i.; mu::h les.; co�"�ncing tha."'l· Epstein's and co:t�5 off ba:Uy lihere
c-:�:1.:est-td L:r !:nowl�.i.g�:l:,le cr i t "i. -: s , it is aL.o r.n.och �ore difficult to a."l
' s ....er
as a \/hole, ,..� one becoc.es lost in a morass of un!"e�ated dete.:ils.)
4.

1

I:-� priv.1.te or .:!edia discussion not directed e.t any particular vriter, or

i·1 attac:.d�g public..:atior:s t:hich nay Ce yet forthco::!ing, the following arguments
_;hould be useful:
flo significant n�;.,r evide;1ce has emerged vhich the Co:-Dission did not

c ons i der.
'fhe RSsassination is sometimes COlli.pared (e.g., by Joachim Joesten
a."ld D�rtre.n:l Russell) \lith tl:e Dreyfus case; however, U.'"llikc that case, the
at tacks 0:1 the Harre:J C:o::ni ssio!'l have produced :10 ne•.r evidence, no ne...., culprits
have been convincingly identified� and there is no agreecent among the critics.

(A

::t

b
. etter p9.rn..llel, though an imperfect one, might be vith the Reichstag fire

of 1933, "\."hich so:1e c

!":lpe

tent historians (Fritz Tobias, A.J.P. Taylor, D.C. llatt)

no·.r believe was set by Van der Lubbe on his o"'..ITI initiath·e, vith0ut acting for

either Naz.is or Co:!:l:lunists; the Nazis tried to pin the blarn.! on the Corounists,
but the latter have been much more successful in convi�cing the vorld that the

Nazis \/ere to blame.)
b.

Critic� u::ouaJ.ly over_vn.lue particular items and ignor e others.

They tend

to place oore emphasis on the recollections of individual eyewitnesses

(which

cri t icisc ) Wld less on ballistic, autopsy, and photographic evidence.

A close

nre less relinblc and more divergent

--

and h ence offer more hand-holds for

exa.;:nination of the Coc::rission' s records vill usually shov that the �onflicting

eyevit:;.ess accounts are quoted out of context, or were discarded by the Coa:.t:l...is

�

sioh for good and sufficient reB.son.

Conspiracy on the large scale o"ften suggested vould be impossi tt to. con
c.
" ts could expect to r � Rive large
ceal in the United States, esp. since informa..,l
!late that Robert Kennedy, Attorney General at th e f ir-e and
royalties, etc .

John F.

Kenn•uy's brother, vauld

conspiracy.

And

as

be the

last a:an to overlook or

CO'\QRal

any

one reviever pointed out, Consresscan Gerald R � "Ford vould

hardly have held "his tongue for the sake of the De:Docratic ad.cinistration, an&
Senator Russell. vould have had e very political interest in exposing any misdeeds
on the part of Chief Justice Warren.

a locati on for

trol:

n

A conspirator moreo...-er wooJ.d hardly choose

shooti ng \lhere so much depended on conditions beyond his con

the route, the speed of tue caxs, t!r: m�:ir.g te rset, the risk that the

assassin \loultl be di scovered �

A group _. o r \lealthy conspirators could have

arranged much more secure conditions.
d.

Critics have often been enticed by a fort:l of intellectual pride:

light on so::::�e theor

J

,rn·,•

rq·

th ... nt.hPt·.

they

end fell in love \lith it; they Usa scoff at the COWLlis

sion because it did not

eJ.;.r�ys e.:lSver every

question with a flat decisfon one

Ac-t.n�lly, the r.u'lke-up or the Cor:u:'lission and its staff \.ras
!!1 '
·I" ro•"ii•1<ot

CIA Dispatch, "Countering Criticism of the Warren Report",

1

April

1967
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l.

_._I

tom0_��-5-�A_-:_�,_��-� -N_o_F __ _ ____:.______
__

,-----·
t:.

Os-..:e.ld ;.:o·.:.li

a."1d

LL":.

�

J...s to ch

��.:-ee

not ha'!e teen :.nj'

l:e \.:as

c::ms,?ira.tor.

e.

_ _
__

s ns : ':Jl e perso:�'s choice for a co

11lo:te!",11 r..i;.::!.:!-u?,

of questi.o:H!.t.le re li ability

l.L"li-:no-.."!1 que..."l�it:r to e:.:: p:-of�.ssio:1� intelligence service.

arge

s

::20:1ths e.:""":.er

t!1at
tt.e

rep:.rt

Co�-::ission's

the

deadlin� originally set.

p

e

the Cc::.!I!..issio:�. t:-ied to s e d

tr.e

e

j=��.:�=:=�·--

U:;l

it

s

re?o::-ting,

was a rush job,

the

But to

pressure of irresp:msible speculation already appearing,

:
co::ting fro::1. th e s2..:e

critics

it e:.1�rf;ed

;;r e

de

that

e

this Yas largely due to
in sone case::�

\o'ho, re:t\lsir.g t o ad.P.lit their errors, are no..,

putting out ne'.l criticis:ns.

g.

Such vague

accusatio:ts as that ''oore than ten people have died cysteri

ously" can al...,ays be explained in

SO!!t�

oore natural. way:

e.g.� the indi

of natural. causes; the Com
questioned 418 \litnesses (the FBI interviewed 'far more
peoplP. 1 conductin� 25,000 interviet.ts and reinten�ievs), and in such a
(\1"'hen Penn
l.arge g:r?llp, a certair. nu::aber of de.9.t hs a:-e to be e:-:pected.
Jones, cne of the o:-iginators of t�e "ten ::;.ysterioas deeti:s" li!'le, ep
peared on television, it emerged that tt.�o of the deaths on his list were
viduals conce;-:1.�d have for the most pa!"t died

mission

staff

�

:rroa. heart attacks, one froo cancer, one t.�as from a head-on collision on
a

5.

bridge,

Where

and one occurred vhen a driver drif'ted into
possib le, counter speculation

Cocm.ission's Report itself.

a

b

b ridge a ut

e nt . l

by encouragir..g reference to the

Open-minded fo:-eit;n readers shou.ld still be

e

im�ressed by the care, tho!"oughness, objectivit:y and spe d vith \J'hich the Coo
mission worked.

Reviet.�ers

11ccount the idea that,
superior to the \/Ork

of

of other books

mig�t be encouraged to add to their

checking b&ck vith the Report itself, they t'oll!l.d it far
its critics.

CIA Dispatch, "Countering Criticism of the WarTen Report",

1
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
t
. where of s i
CIA
you can develop ���v= :n ��s
aD exciting career

If you're a Photo
• .
grapher with a
degree or an exten
sive background in
• •
technical, scien
tific. intelligence
related or remote
sensing photography, you can develop an excil·
ing career with the National Photo
graphic Interpretation Center
CNPIC). NPIC, an olftce of the Central Intelligence Agency, seeks
talented photographers to work in a
custom photographic laboratory.
These challenging positions

a s g nm en s.
including studio
o
i
o

includes darkroom work and
operation of
standard as well
as highly specialized cameras and
enl argers.

If you are a U.S. citizen and can
meet our security requirements.
you may qualify for lh is unique
career in photography. All positions
are in the Washington, D.C. area. in
modem facilities featuring state-ofthe-art eq uip ment and technology.
Salary is commensurate with
education and experience. If you
qualify for this exciting can�er with
NPIC. please send your resume to:

require more than job-related
knowledge • . . they require a high
degree of dedi ca t ion and pratessiOnalism. You'll work with experienced professionals on
��f.1..LICc"tt..,.
the latest processors.
-.:
�
printers and densi·
�
�
tometers.andplanand
�
�
organ•ze photographic
�
coverage lor a variety

.:zl.
l!J
*

u�

Central Intelligence Agency
Building213
NPIC/Personnel (E45l
Wash ington, D.C. 20505

CIA Advertisement for Photographers
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Assassination Science

Bobby, Teddy, and Jack, circa 1960. Far-right conservatives not only feared that
Jack would be reelected in 1964 but that Bobby would serve two terms after him
and Teddy two more, indefinitely perpetuating a Kennedy dynasty.

Assassination Science

449

A whole new form of government

is going to take over the country

.

.

.

-Jack Ruby

Index
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ABA (American Bar Association) 145,395
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acoustical evidence 389-390
Act of Treason 92
ad hoc arguments 395
ad hoc explanations 375,385
ad hoc hypotheses 390
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Adams, Perry 269,275,276,300,306,342
adrenal glands 40 I
affirming the consequent 26
Aguilar, Gary 9,II, 12,17,18,107,118,
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Almeder, Robert 346
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B
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back wound 35,87,98-104,176,177,181,
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Blakey,Robert 116,197,277,278,279
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blink pattern,expected 228,237
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blink rate 304-305
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Bloody Treason 265,267,298,325,336,
342,364
Blumberg,J. M. 94,99,300
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Boston Globe 46,59,144
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27,29,37,73,74,94,96,97,101,105,
106,108,109,110,120,122,139,151,
189,196,355,359,360,394,395,399,
406,430,435
Bothun,Richard 318
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brain missing 400
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Brehm,Charles 223, 229,274,288,294,
330,342
Breneman, Chester 219,250,254,298
Breo,Dennis 6,7,8,19,20,31,37,38, 40,
42,43,46,47,48,57,63,64,65,66,68,
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114,115,137,138,139,406-407
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Brown,George 369
Brown,Madeleine 368-369
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416,439
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Bush, George 6

c
Cabell,Charles 90,370,371
Cabell,Earle 370,371
Cahoon,John B. 133
Campbell,0. 292,342
Can Democracy Survive Cold War? 411
Canning,Thomas 277
Carnes,W. H. 138
Carr,Waggoner 4
Carrico,Charles 399
Carrico,James 42,43,44,48,48,53,54,
57,59,78,406,416
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